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I .-Minute of the Right IIonourable the Governor of Madras,

Nov. 16!28.
1

the honour to subniit to the Board some docaments,
which I haGe liad under consideration for a sliort time past, connected with the trade and navigation of these territories, in the
hope that something further nay be done for the improvenient of
both. With tl~isview, I l~aveexamined the details of our imports
and exports for the last twenty-five years, and I am happy to find
the result Inore favourable than I had anticipated. It is, however, only to a portion of tl~istrade that the propositio~i I l~ave
to stibn~itextends. It now passes by a very circuitous route
round Ceylon, and dowa, at most seasons of the gear, eight
degrees beyond the equator. T o avoid calms upon the line, and
in order to weather the island of Ceglon, the Maldiva archipelago, and the Chajos archipelago, a vessel sailing during the
south-rest monsoon, between Madras and Bon~bay, perforills a
voyage of five thousand miles, although the real distance by sea
does not exceed fifteen hundred miles. This source of expense
ant1 loss of time is severely felt, even upon tliis portion of the
trnde of this coast; and it must also press with some weight upon
the trade between Calcutta and tlie other coast.
My attention was first called to this subject when I was in
charge of the southern ~rovincesthirty years ago, and had under
AAVE
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me that n a r r 4 b a n n e l which separates Palk's Strait from the
Manar Gull.bp.ii passage of not half a mile broad, called the Pass
of Paumbnh, At that time I heard regrets continually expressed
by a lon&Htd much revered residcnt and officer, Colonel Manuel
Martinui!l.that the trade of the two coasts of Coromandel and Malabar,kud of Bengal, should be so much obstructed by this shal1oiv.channel ; always acconipanied by the expression of liis sangcljnq.'hopes that son~ethingwould be done, and he thought it
+;pyM be easily done, to open it. T l ~ opinion
e
of a person dis-';t?fguished
as
Colonel
Martinez
was
for
a
strong
understanding
.'the purest intentions, led me to this spot shortly before I leftand
the
.'southern
countries ; and, to my eye, the undertaking did not ap.' pear one of great difficulty. The calmness of the sea at some
periods of the year, the quality of the stone which intersects the
passage, and the presence of a large population of divere upon
that part of tlre coast, seemed to offer peculiar facilities to the
removal of a portion of this great obstruction to the navigation
and commerce of our territories.
Nothing, however, was done until 18Q9, when Colonel D e
Havillanct recommended to tlie Marine Board a regular survey of
the passage, from tlie opiniot~he had also formed, fmin local recollection, that it migllt be improved without very great expense;
and he proposed that inquiry sl~oi~ld
be made to ascertain if the
advantages contemplated, in the event of success, were of such
importance as to render any measure towards it advisable.
This letter was addressed to tlie Marine Board, wlio consulted
Mr. Sullivan, the commercial resident at 'I'innevelly, for the purpose of obtaining this information. Mr. Sullivan declared it to
be liis opinion, founded on the several opportu~~ities
he had had of
observing the passes, fro111a residence of nearly fourteen years on
that part of the coast, tlrat tlre removal of the rock nearly in the
cc~itreof one of t l ~ epasses might be effected with very little difliculty, and at a trifling expense, so as to adn~itof craft pursuing
their voyage ~vithout tte necessity of unloading and retihipping
their cargoes; and tliat, in t l ~ eevent of this obstruction being
removed, the otlier pass migllt hereafter be cleared also. Portitied by this opinion, the Marille Board deemed the object in
view of co~~siderable
in~portanceto the shipping and commercial
interests, i111d recommended to the Government that the passes
should be accurately surveyed and reported upon by a profeseional
officer.
In September, 1839, Ensign Cotton, of the Engineers, made
his report to Captain Fullerton, the civil engineer in tlie southern
division, by whom it was transmitted to Colonel D e Havilland,
for such further instructions as the information afforded by this
report might suggest.

.
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Ensign Cotton's report is a detailed account of the nature of
the pass, of which the most remarkable passage is this :" T h e whole length of the dam, from Paumbum on the east
to Point Ramen on the west, is 8850 yards, or about one mile
and a quarter. At the east end, the rocks are two or three feet
above water for the first 900 yards. T h e rocks on this part bear
every appearance of having been placed there by art, though they
are of very large dimensions, some of them being from ten to
twenty tons. Between the distances of three and eight hundred
yards from the east end, no rocks appear above water, though, for
the most part, they are very near the snrface. The dhonies pass
the line of rock at a place near the middle of the opening, which
is above thirty-five yards broad, and has six feet and a half of water
over it at high tide, and four at low water. From the opening to
the west end of the dam, the rocks appear above water for the
whole distance, at first irregularly and in detached masses, and
afterwards forming a colitinued ledge, of five or six feet above
water. There is a small opeuing in the rocks about four hundred
yards from the main opening, which however is not used by the
dhonies. T h e dam in this part is evidently formed of the natural
rock, which is in a state of decay, and appears to be of a very
different nature from that at the east end. The natives say, that
the east end of the danl is artificial, and that it formerly reached
across from shore to shore, but was burst by the violence of the
water, the bottom, in the shallow part, being formed of the fragments. The boatmen brought up some pieces of rock from the
bottom, which were of the same nature as the stones of which the
east end of the dam is composed.
" About three hundred yards from the northern line of rocks,
the dhonies re-ship their cargo and proceed ; for though there are
rocks farther north, there is plenty of water on the course they
steer. I could not ascertain from the boatmen that there was
either more or less water in the pass at any other season of the
year, but they all agreed that the weather was more calm in
January and February, and that the water was so smooth and
clear in those months, that they could see every pebble at the
bottom ; there is, therefore, no doubt that that would be the best
time of the year for uny future operations. Indeed, it would be
very difficult to form any idea of the means it would require to
remove the rocks without having lirst ascertained the exact nature
of the bottom."
Upon receiving this report, Colonel D e Havilland instructed
Captain Fullerton to proceed to Ramisseram, to examine the
P a ~ ~ m b u Passage;
m
and, on the 5th of December, isee, that
officer reported the result of his examination to the lnspectorGeneral of Civil Estimates.
B 8
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Lieutenant-~olonel Caldwell, having succeeded LieutenantColonel De Havilland, transmitted Captain Fullerton's report to
the Government on the 8th of February, 1623.
The report of Captain Fullerton is also highly favourable to the
attempt. H e says, " Fro111an attentive examination of the Pass
itself, as well as from information obtained from the pilots and
boatmen at Paumbum, I am led to conclude that it might be very
considerably improved at a eoniparatively trifling expense."
Captain Fullerton states at length all the grounds of this opinion ;
and Colonel Caldwell, in forwarding it, says, The civil engineer
judicioi~sl~
declines pledging himself for the truth of his estimate
of tlre expense (one lack and a half of rupees), which he terms a
' mere approxiniation to the probable cost,' at the same time lie
appears to entertain no apprehension of the impracticability of the
project ; and I am disposed to be persuaded, under a careful consideration of local aud prevailing circumstances, together with tlie
several particulars detailed in his report, that he is justified in this
coufidence,-an opi~~ion
which I beg at the sanie time to qualify
by the further remark, that success will matel.ially depend upon
having the command of ample means, and the possession of such
resources as will enable the executive officer to have recourse to
expl:dients of a higher class and superior power ill dleir operation
and effect than mav have been conten~~lated
at the outset of the
undertaking, and khich will possiblysconsiderably increase the
ultimate expenditure."
Tlie seasou of the gear when any experi~neut could be niade
l~nving passed when this report was received, nothing was the11
done ; and all the lneaiis and men at the disposal of this Governnlc~ithaving been required in succeeding years to briug the war
in Ava to a suceessfi~lissue, the subject has liot been since resumed.
Hating carefully perused and considered all the dociiments
upon this interestirig subject, I thought it right, some months ago,
to consult the chief engineer, Colonel Garrard, and the InspectorGeneral of Civil Estimates, Major Sim; and finding tbeir sentiments entirely accordant with those of Lieutenant Cotton, Captain fuller to^^, Coloi~elD e Havilland, and Colonel Caldwell upon
the practicability of this undertakiug, 1 feel it my duty to recomu~endthat measures be takeu for bringing it to a practical test ;
and I propose therefore, in addition to tlie orders already issued,
that the 111s~ector
of Civil Estimates be instructed to proceed with
the Company's anchor-boat, and a small schooner to be purchased
for fifteen hundred rupees, as soon as the season shall open, for
the purpose of niaking an experiment in blasting and removing
a part of the rock. His highness the Prince Mucktar has also
placed at my disposal, for the same service, a yaclit belonging to
,
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the Nabob, and her serrfices may be accepted, or not, ns map be
necessary.
T i l e trial can be made at a t~.iflingexpense, and the result
reported for our further consideration and decision. I n the mean
time, it will be satisfactory to tlie Board to know that tlie Hornbay
Government, and especially the superintendent of the inarine here,
S i r Cl~arlesMalcolm, enter wannly iuto this undertaking as one
of the very greatest importance to tllc general coasting trade l e tween the two coasts, and have offered the use of a cruiser to assist
in surveying the approaches to the Pass, and in \vhatever otllcr
services she can be useful.
T h i s offer I propose to accept, if the experiment to be made
by Major S i ~ nshall promise the success 1 anticipate from it, being
entirely of Colonel Caldwell's opinion, that success \\ill materially
depend upon t l ~ eexecutive officer having the conlmand of ample
meaos, and a trial so co~lductedupon a small portion of tlie rock
will speedily set the question at rest.
T h e period I regard as peculiarly encouraging to the attempt,
for if it should hold out reasonable assurance of success, there
will, I anticipate, be no difficulty ill making an arrangenle~it
with the Zemindar of Rarnoad, to \vllo~n tlre land bordering O I I
the Pass beloogs, and whose coclntry is about to be restored to
him, that the expense shall be defrayed from the surplus of his
revcnues now in deposit, about five lacks of rupees, he h e i ~ ~ g
allowed the produce of a small toll upon passing vessels in proportion to ltis capital expended. I n adtlitioii to this pec1111iary
return, the \rhole of his country will derive gl.eat benetit from tlic
i~n~)rove~ilt.nt
of the Pass, also Shevagullga, l'an.jore, and espccially he island of Ceylon, tlie whole coast of 'I'inuevell!., tllc .
states of 'I'ravancore, and Cochin, and all the Oompa~~y's
provinces
UP to Uon~bay. A noder rate duty will, tl~erefore,be cl~eerfully
paid in return for the delay and hazard avoided, as well as the
expellse and injury actuall? saved, for I find that the es1:ense of
ul~loading a i ~ dreloading a common dlioney aluorllltv to tl~irtyfive rupees at the Pass of Pauml)um each trip, excli~siveof thc
t l a ~ i ~ a gtoc tlie cargo from such an operation performed on tlie
open sea.
Anlosgst the minor benefits, if it sl~ould sucreed, may be reck o ~ ~ eand easier nod quicker access to the Neilgberries, for I have
now ascertained, from the repott of the collector of Malubar ancl
the surveying officer, Captain Ward, and C o l o ~ ~ eCullen,
l
that a
good tide river (the Ue?poor ear Calict~t)nlay ere11 now be navigated \ritl~inseventy miles of Ootacanlund, the pri~lcipslsettlement on the Neilgherries, with tl:e prospect of e x t e ~ ~ d ithe
~~g
navigation farther u p ; and the whole of this route will bc per-
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fectly practicable after the pioneers have completed the remaininag:
three miles and a half of the Carcoor Pass, upon which they a r e
to be i~nmediatelyemployed. This road to the hills opens prospects of the greatest interest to the Company, as well as to invalids; for besides the magnificent forests of timber, both of t e a k
and pron (the latter large enough for mainmasts _to a 7 4 - g u n
ship), growing close upon the boders of the river, gold-dust,
though as yet found in small quantities, is dug from the sides of
the mountains, aud collected in the streams of a fineness exceeding British standard gold, thirteen and three-quarter grains, a n d
equal in value to any imported from the eastern islands. I have
great pleasure in submitting to the Board the result of an analysis
of t l ~ egold-dust by the assay-master at the presidency ; and I
recommend tllat these specimens be forwarded for the information of the Honourable Court of Directors, together with copies
of all former papers connected with the survey of this Pass, o r
tending to convey ally information of the actual state of the navigation in Palk's Strait and the Manar Gulf. My ow11 recollection
enables me to speak with confidence of the practicability of navigating the former with a ship of a thousand tons withiu a mile or
two of the Pass of Paumburn ; and the fact of a small English
cutter going frequently through the Pass in the year 1799, is also
withiri my own knowledge.
The exact depth of water in the approaches on the southern
side of the Pass I have not beeu able to ascertain with any accuracy ; for although the native Serangs who navigate the large
dlionies to this port are eloquent enough in describing the hard
knocks they now receive in going through the Pass, the heavy
expense they incur, and the damage which their cargoes sustain
in unloading before they can go through, and in reloading on the
other side, they cannot speak with any confidence of the exact
depth of water any where but in the narrowest part of the Pass.
It afill be necessary, therefore, that this part be accurately surveyed before any progress is made in the work, that the removal
of the rock may keep pace with the depth of water in the approach
to it ; and it may be fairly inferred, that if the channel through
the rocks were once well opened, the currents would probably
clear away the sands.
In this matter, however, caution and science will be necessary ; and on these grounds I feel that the experiment cannot be
in better hands than those of Major Sim, inspector of Civil
Estimates.
S. K. LUSHINOTON.
(Signed)

November 85.

18S8.

9.-Major

Sim's Report.

THEdistance between Point Ramen, or Tonnetory, in the Ramnad
province, and the opposite coast of Ceylon, is about sixty-two
miles. I n the intervening space are situated the islands of Ramisserarn and Manar, separated from eacbother by the bank called
Adam's Bridge, and from the coasts of Ramr~ad and Ceylon by
the narrow channels.or straits of Paumbum and Manar.
T h e Manar channel is about a mile in breadth, and separates
the island of Manar from Ceylon. It is navigable for small
dhonies only, and country boats. The island of Manar, which is
a dependency of Ceylon, extends about twenty miles across the
Straits in a north-west direction. At its west end commences
Adam's Bridge, which rum about thirty miles also in a northwest direction to the island of Ramisseram. This island is about
ten n~ilesin length, and is separated from the coast of Ramnad
by the channel of Paumbum, a mile and a quarter in width.
The Manar channel was surveyed, under instructions from the
Ceylon government, by the late Captain Dawson of the Royal
Engineers, and .Mr. Stewart, the master-atteudant of Columbo,
who describe it as a long, narrow, and very winding channel,
having about six feet of water in the shallow parts, with the exception of a bar opposite to its south end, on which there is not
more than three or four feet of water. This channel, from the
account given of it by the officers who surveyed it, does not
ay ear to-be capable & any material improvement.
%he bank of Adam's Bridge is a very extraordinary formation.
I t is only about a quarter of a mile in breadth, and consists entirely of sand, partly above and partly below water, collected
apparently by the surf and currents, and unsupported, as far as
could be ascertained, by rock. The east end of it was pierced
by the Ceylon officers to the depth of thirty feet, and nothing
found but sand. O n each side of the bank, at the distance of
two and a half or three miles, the sea is six fathoms deep, and
quite free from obstructions of every kind.
There are three principal openiugs or channels across the bank :
one near the island of Manar, called the Tal hlanar Passngc ;
the second eight miles farther to the west ;
the third about
eleven miles from the island of Ramisseram, termed the Tanny
Coody Passage. This last was examined and si~rveyed on the
praent occasion. It is narrow in the centre, and thirty feet deep,
with broad curved bars opposite to its two ends, on which there is
not more than five or six feet of water. The bank between it and
Ramiseeram is entire, and several feet above water. The T a l
Manar Passage was examined by the Ceylon officers, and re-
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se~nblesexactly that of 'l'anny Goody, but is not so deep, tliere
being only about three feet of water ou its northcrn bar. T h e
intermediate opening was uot exanlined ; but from its appearance,
as well as from the description given of it by tlie tishernie~lwho
frequent the place, there can be no doubt of its correspoadi~lg
very nearly with the other two. I t is said to be rather deeper
than the 'ral Manar Passage, but not quite so deep as t11:lt of
Tanny Coody.
I n the vici~iityof the 'Fa1 Maliar and Tanriy Coody openings
the bank is visible above water for several miles, intersected by
only a few narrow openings, but towards its centre it is chiefly
covered with water, and very little sand is to be seen, tl~ough,
from the surf breaking exactly on the line of the bank, the depth
of water cannot exceed a few feet.
During both monsoous, on the lee side of the bank, to tlie distance of from lialf a mile to a mile, there are a great number of
irregular shifting sand-banks scattered about, oo which there are
from two to four feet of water, with passages between tl~eni,eigl~t
or nine feet deep. 'I'he weather side, on the colitrary, particularly towards the end of the monsoon, is, in a great nieasure, clear
of such banks, and the surf breaks on its shore near13 ill a straiglit
continued line. w l ~ c ~tlie
i lnolisoon clianges, the streogth ant1
prevailing direction of tlie currents change too, and tlie loose
sand, of which the shifting banks are composed, on \vhat was the
lee side, being stirred up by the surf and sea, is swept by the
current through the cliarinels, and deposited on tlie opposite side,
partly on the bars, and partly 011 loose detached l~eapsaloiig the
bank. 'rl~esedeposits appear to be further incrcascd b j the sand
thrown up on tlie weather shore by the surf, \vhicl~,ns soon as it
beco~nesdry, is carried by tile wi~id across tlie bank into the sca
on the other side. It was observed, \I hen tile wind was tolerably
strong, that a continued strean1 of sand was swept across the bni~k
iuto the sea on tlie lee side. 'l'lie beilcli of Adam's Bridge, tlieiefore, to the distance of about a mile on both sides, is coiitinually
changing and shifting. O n the weatlicr side it is generally clear,
except inimcdiately opposite to the cl~annclswllcre there are
always projecting bars, while, on the opposite side, there are ninny
loose banks'scattered about, and constantly clianging aad vaViog
in position and extent as the n l o ~ i s o oadvances,
~~
and according to
the state of the sea and weatl~er.
During both monsoons, rather a high surf breaks on thc wentlier side of tlie ba~ik,but the soutll-\vest inonsoon products niucl~
the highest surf, accompa~~ied
by a long lieavy s\rlell. D u r i ~ i g
part of the aorth-east monsoon, the surf breaks on both sidc.3 of
the bank.
Dhonies in ballast and fishing-boats occasio~iallypass t l ~ r o u g l ~

.
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the openings in fine weather, but the passage is attended with
some difficulty and danger, and is not common.
There is an account, I was informed, given in the records of
the Dutch government of Ceylon, of a Dutch fleet having. on one
occasion, escaped from a Danish Heet by passing through the
chaunels of Adam's Bridge. If this be authentic, either some of
the channels must have been deeper in former days, or- the ships
must have beell of a small size. It is probable, indeed, that the
deptli and extent of the openings are constantly changing fro111
the effect of tlie currents aud surf, and the quantity of loose s a ~ ~ i l
about the bank, and that they will not be found of the same size
for any length of time ; they appear to be affected by every chabge
in tlie weather, the currents and surf, and most likely vary considerably in different seasons.
I f it be possible to obtain ally where through the Straits a chaonel sufficiently deep for all classe~of ships, it must, I think, be
sougl~tfor ia some part of this bank; and even here the practicability of opening snch a channel, aud of keeping it open, is
very doubtful. A strong double bulwark of s t o ~ ~ eacross
s
the
bank, exte~ldiug into deep water on both sides, witli a narrow
opening of one hundred or two hundred feet, might, I think, with
reasoll be expected to acconiplish t l ~ eobject. The velocity of
the currelit would probably keep a narrow tixed channel of that
description nl\vays sufficiently deep, and swcep off any sand tllat
night be carried into it either by the sea or by the wind ; and as
the bulwark would extend into deep water beyond the shifting
sands and the intluence of the surf, there would be little rrkk, I
~ b i ~ r of
k , its e ~ ~ being
d s tilled or choked with sand. The danger
to be chiefly apprel~endedis the formation of bars opposite to the
ends of tlie clra~~ncl,
siniilar to wliat are now fouud in front of tlie
natural ope~~inps,
particularly on the south side, where, from t l ~ e
superior s t ~ e ~ ~ofg tthe
l ~ sout11-west Inonsoon and heavy swells,
saad-banks are always the largest and most ilumerous ; but of
this I think there \vould not be niucl~risk : the quantity of sand
carried tllroi~glithe c l ~ a n ~ ~fro111
e l , its being beyoild the influence
of the surf, would probably not be very great, and as the curreat
would be upid nnrl extend illto deep water, it is likely that wliat
dill pass tllro~~glr
it would be d~ssipated,and disappear.
The cost of sucli n work would, I~o\r.ever,be very great indeed,
and could only be justified by its being considered an object of
11igl1natio~lal importance to Lave a passage sufficiently deep ill
time of war for the largest vessels. 111the evelrt of o struggle for
the superiority at sea with an Europea~~
enemy, the advantages of
such a cha~i~iel
would be invaluable : but it is doubtful whetl~er
the benefits wl~icll commerce would derive fro111 it, great as tl~ey
u~~cloubtedlj
would be, would warrant ao undertaking, the expense

.
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of which, under the moat favourable circumstances, must be very
large, and the success, from a variety of causes which neither can
be foreseen nor guarded against, uncertain.
There remains to be considered the Paumbum Channel or
Strait between Ramisseram and the Ramnad coast, which affords
perhaps the only prospect of a moderately deep chanuel, such as
would benefit commerce generally, and the coasting trade of India
in particular, without the necessity of incurring a very large or
disproportionate expenditure.
The examination of the Paumbum Passage has acco:di~~gly,and
in conformity with the instructions of Governn~ent,occupled the
whole of the attention and time of the officers deputed for the
purpose of surveying the Straits, with the exception of a few days
devoted to the inspection of Adam's Bridge.
'I'he obstacles to be overcome at Paun~bumare a dam or ledge
of rock extending from the island of Ramisseram to Point Ramen
or Tonnetory, oe the opposite coast of Ramnnd, and an irregular
sand-bank a little to the south of it, the exact situatio~~
and shape
of which will be readily understood from an inspection of the
accon~pa~~ying
maps, on which the dam and sand-bank, with the
soundiugs in their vicinity, are minutely m d accurately expressed.
The datu is 9350 yards in lengtli, and runs east and west. I t
is bounded by two parallel ridges of rock, about one hundred and
forty yards apart. The uarth ridge is considerably the highest,
and is termed the first or great dam. It is in most places visible
at low water, tl~oughnowliere sufticiently connected to prevent
entirely, at any time, the passage of the water. The line of the
soutl~ridge or dam can also be disti~~ctly
traced at low water, but
only a few detached rocks on it even then appear above water.
The whole or greater part of the space between these two ridges
is filled up by large irregular masses of rock, in various pwitions,
but generally in directions nearly parallel to the principal ridges,
and usually several feet lower than theal.
The continuation of the rock or dam can be readilv traced 011
the maiu land aud island of Ramisseram, in its natural position,
and in uniform layers, having a small inclination to tile south, preserving exactly the same direction, but on both sides several feet
higher than the dam. The ridges which form the dam are very
much broken and displaced, and now consist of large flat masses
of rock, seldom more than two or three feet in thickness. Their
shattered state, and the break or chasm which they form in the
general height of the stratum of rock, clearly indicate that the
island of Hamisseram was at one time connected with the main
land, and that it has been separated, in the first instance, by the
sea, during rtorms breaking over and bunting the chain of rocks
which joined them ; and, afterwards, by the water undermining
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and displacing the broken fragments. This rupposition is confirmed by the records of the Pagoda of Ramberam, which relate
that, until Qe early part of the fifteenth century, the island was
connected with the continent by a narrow neck of land ; and that
the Sawmy of Ramisseram was carried acroes to the main land
three times every year, on particular festivals. During the reign
of Aclioodapah Naig, rajah of Madura, about the year 1480, a
small breach was made, by a violent storm, in the land which
formed tile junction ; but as there waa no great depth of water on
it, travellers continued to cross on foot till the time of his successor, Vessoovnnnda Naig, wheu the breach was much enlarged
by a second storm. The opening was filled up and re aired, to
facilitate the passage of the pilgrims to the Pagoda of arnisserail1 ; and the repairs lasted about ten years, when a third hurricane
destroged them, aud greatly extended the breach, after which no
attempt was made to $11 up the chasm. Since then, every succeedirig storm has assisted in destroying and undermining the
dam ; and the inhabitants believe that its destruction is still proceeding, and that fifteen or twenty years make a sensible alteration
in it. They state that a storm occurs generally once in that period,
and always displaces and washes away a portion of the rock.
Besides the ridges of rock which constitute the dam, and which,
as already atated, are about one hundred and forty yards in
breadth, rocks and stones, mixed with sand, form the bottom, to
a distance of about eight hu~~clred
yards on t l ~ enorth side of the
dam, and two hundred yards on the south side. Beyond eight
hundred yards, the bottom to the north consirts of mud and clay,
with fourteen feet of water; and on the south side, beyond the
rocks, it is soft mud and sand.
From a careful examination of the ground 011 the north side of
the dam, by means of iron probes, and from the appearance of
the beach 011 the Ramiswram and Ramnad coasts, it is probable
that no connected layers or beds of rock extend farther than one
hundred and tifty or two hundred yards from the dam ; and that
beyond this distance, the bottom consists of detached fragments
of rock and stones, mixed with hard gravel and sand. 'The botto111on the south side is similar, being composed partly of beds of
rock and partly of loose fragments.
The ledges of rock which form the dam, and the strata on both
sides, have been pierced and blasted in a great many places, and
considerable quantities of the rock removed, for the purpose of
ascertainin- its quality and depth, and the nature of the ground
beneath. %he rock of the dam is considerably harder, aa well ar
thicker, than what is found on either side, but the whole is soft
and easily pierced and broken. I t appears to be a sandstone of
a roft deemption, and generally in an advanced stage of decay,
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varying in thickness from one and a half to four feet, and resting
on a bed of rough gravel. I t is hardest at the surface, and becomes softer and coarser towards the bottom ; uhich last has
more the appearance of indurated gravel t1ra11of rock. l'he rock
to tlie north and south of the darn seldom exceeds one and a half
or two feet in thickness, and is in a very decayed state.
T h e several strata are found in tl~cirnatural position on the island of Rnmisseram and on the opposite coast; and a n l ~ n ~ b e r
of wells having been sunk through them by the inhabitants, tlle
quality and thickness of the rock are easily examined there, and
correspond exactly with the ~recedillgdescription.
I n the dam there are two channels, one about five hundred
yards from the eastern end, which is termed the large channel or
river, and through which alone vessels at present pass. T h e
small channel is t h e e hundred jards fro111t l ~ ewest end of the
dams ; it has only three feet of water on it, is very narrow and full
of rocks, and is in consequence o111y used by canoes and boats.
T h e principal passage is about fifty yards broad, and is of very
irregular depth, with a rocky bottom. In some places it is not
more than two and a half feet deep at low water; but there is a
very winding narrow channel through it, just sufficiently broad for
the passage of a dhoney, and nowhere less than five and a half
feet deep at high water, ordinary tides. This channel, from its
very winding course and little depth of water, is exceedingly illconvenient, and occasions great delay and considerable expense to
vessels passing t l ~ r o u g lit.
~ There is often a rapid current and
lleavy stveil, and, 1111lessin very moderate weather, no vessels
tlrawing more tl~anfour or four and a half feet of water venture
through i t ; and in rough or stormy weather it is often, for several
clap, altogether impassable.
'I'he passage liav aIwa!s been confined to dhonies and other
small vessels, chiefly belonging to the native merchants. These,
hen conling from tile northward, ancl~oreleven or twelve hundred yards from tlie east end of the d a o ~ ,iu sixteen feet of water,
soft I I I U ~ . There tliey unslrip cargo till their dritugl~tof water
is reduced to four or file feet, according to the state of the weather, and then drop or \$alp through the channel, as the wind or
cllrrent are favourable or otherwise. After passing the channel,
they anchor r s e c o ~ ~time,
d
about four liundred yards below tile
dam, in twelve feet of water, and re-ship cargo till they draw
about sin feet. They then p~oceed to the south\vard, and cross
the sand-hank already referred to, about 9700 jards below the
dam, and on which there is not more t l ~ a ~seven
i
feet of \later
when tlie tide is full. As sooil as they cross the bank, they
anchor for the third time, to re-ship the remainder of tile cargo,
and then continue their vojage. 'l'hese operations usually occupy
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three or four dags, even under the most favourable circumstances ;.
when tlie weather is stormy the dete~ition is considerably
greater, for the pilots will not then uudertake to carry any vessel
through the passage; and if this happens during the north-east
mollsoon, the vessels are obliged to remain at anchor, to the
north of the dam, in an open situation, exposed to the risk of
being driveu on the rocks to leeward. Moreover, when ten or
twelve dhonies arrive together, whicl~is often tlie case, the last
are occasionally detained for a very considerable period ; for as
they can only pass when the weather is moderate, and then only
three or four during one tide, owing to the crookedness of the
channel, it may happen that the wliole iiuniber are u ~ ~ a bto
l e get
through .while tlie wind and sea continue moderate. and the last
arrivals are obliged to wait teu or twelve days longer for another
ititerval of fiiie weatlier.
'I'he expense attending the passage of the channel, and the
bank below it, varies front tell to forty rupees, according to the
size of the vessel ; and when the detentiou and risk of damage are
taken into the account, the whole must form a heavy burden on
the coasting trade of die countl-y, and greatly retard its extension
and i~~i~rovement.
The removal, therefore, of the existing difticulties and obstructions, and the iniprovement of the channel, so as to facilitate tlie
passage of the vessels which now use it, and at the same time to
admit of its being navigated by sliips of a larger size and superior
descriptioa, is an undertaking of niuch importaiice, and higlily
deserving of attention.
,From the preceding remarks, and froni an inspection of the
chart, it will be seen, h a t the removal of the rock which obstructs
the channel, though that alone would be an improvetneut of mucli
value, would not remove the whole of the dilliculties at present
experienced in navigating the Paunibum Channel ; for after passing througli the rocks, there still remains a sand-bank to be
crossed, on which there is not niore than seven feet of water at
liigli-water, ordinary tides. The ren~ovalof this bank, it is to be
Seared, may prove a very difficult part of the undertaking; at all
cvenrs, the success of any measure adopted for the purpose is
~iiuch-Illore uncertain than if rock formed tlie obstruction, for
where that is met with, its removal can always be calculated on
\\-id1certainty, though the expense may in some cases be great.
'I'lie bank, it is probable, consists chiefly of the earth and sand
wbic11 coniposed the narrow neck of lalid that formerly connected
tlie main land and island of Hamisseram, and of the sand washed
out of the deep channels bcneatl~,and to the soutli of the dam,
by the rapid currents over it and through its openings. On the
'2
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breaking up of the stratum of rock which formed the junction,
the loose rand on which the rock rested, and which was protected
by it, would, on being uncovered, be swept away by storms and
by the rapid currente flowing through the openings and interstices
among the broken frngmenta. These currents, after passing the
rocky barrier and reaching the open space to the south, spread and
lose their velocity, and being at the same time met by opposing
currents from the east and south-west, the sand washed from
among the rocks is deposited in the place now occupied by the
bank, where the water is comparatively still and smooth, being
protected to the north by the dam, and on the south side by a chain
of small islands.
The stream through the principal opening is extremely.rapid at
times ; and as soon as it escapes from the rocks, and reaches the
soft sandy ground, it has, as will be seen, scooped out for itself a
deep and extensive channel, to the distance of upwards of a mile
and a half. The sand from this channel. thus thrown U D and
deposited at its sides, and also to the southward, where the &earn
by spreading and meeting with opposing currents loses its rapidity,
has no doubt contributed to the formation of the bank. I t does
not appear, however, that this is aow subject to any material
alterations or changes ; the pilots state, that the depth of water
has not altered within their memory, as far as they can judge;
and the irregularity of the soundings, which often vary froni one
and a half to two feet in a very short distance, together with the
quality of the bottom, show that the sand is not frequently shifting as at Adam's Bridge. Nor does there seem to be any reason
for considerable changes. The bottom of the sea to the north
is either rock or clay, and the currents from that direction appear to bring very little sand with them, for the water, during
tile north-east monsoon, is usually clear and free from mud or
sand. Storms may produce material changes, and probably do ;
but whether these are permanent or not, there are no means at
present of ascertaining.
A careful and attentive examination of the wllole of the channel, between Paumbum and Point Ramen, suggests the three following plans for its improvement :~stT
. h e present principal opening through the dam may be
cleared of the rocks which obstruct it, and straightened, without
increasing its depth.
gdly. 'rhe same opening may be deepened to eight and a half
or nine feet at high water, ordinary tides ; or another channel may
be opened, of the same depth, in some other part of the ila~n,if
considered more expedient. Or,
Sdly. A channel, twelve or fourteen feet deep at high water,
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m y be formed, either through the dam or through the projecting
poiut of land on the Ramnad coat, at the distance of about two
miles west of Point Ramen.
1. From the description that has already been given of the channel through which the dhonies now pass, it will be evident that
much difficulty and delay must have arisen from the crooked and
winding shape of the channel. There were several turns in it,
and one in particular where the current is the strongest, which
increased the difficulty very much; and frequently, when the
weather was rough, interrupted the passage entirely for several
days &a-time. It will be satisfactory to Government to know
that these obstructions have been all removed by the small working party which was authorized to be employed for the purpose
of assisting in the examination and survey of the passage, and
the channel rendered quite straight, and also a little deeper than
it was formerly. Dhonies now pass through it quickly, using only
one warp instead of three or four, as they were obliged to do
before the rocks were removed ; and one or two keeled vessels,
drawing about six feet of water, have sailed through. Thia alone
is a very considerable improvement, for it will prevent much of
the detention to the north of the dam, which has hitherto been
anavoidable, and was always attended with danger; and will at
the same time admit of vessels passing through, drawing a little
more water than formerly, by enabling them to pass at high water
when the tide is quite full. The party continues at work in the
channel, and may be expected still further to improve it before
the work is stopped by the monsoon.
9.The second plan, namely, opening a channel eight or eight and
a half feet deep through the rocks, may be accomplished, I think,
with most earn and least expense, at about thirteen hundred feet
from the west end of the dam, where, it will be observed from the
chart, there in seven and a half and eight feet of water, near the
main dam on the north side, and within one hundred yards of it
on the south side. T h e quantity of rock, therefore, to be removed,
to obtain a cha~inelof that depth, would not be very great, while,
in ita removal, much comparative facility would be experienced,
in consequence of there being very little current or swell to ioterrupt or retard the work. For the main dam at that place is
tolerably compact and entire, and there is conse ue~~tly
very little
current in its vicinity. By allowing a part of t e main dam to
remain till the last to obstruct the current and swell, and by completing the channel on both sides before its removal, the greater
portion of the work would be performed in comparatively smooth
water, which is of very great consequence in blasting and weighing
rock. The narrow part of the channel would also then be very
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short, not exceeding one hundred a ~ l dfifty or two hundred yards
in length, which would be a great advantage to vessels.
The objections to it are, that the ancl~orageand channel would
be more exposed to the strength of the wind and swell during
the north-east monsoon than the present channel, which is sheltered, in soole degree, by the west end of Ramisseram ;aud being
farther removed from t l ~ eeastern shore, the pilots would have
more difficulty in com~nunicatingwith vessels, and affording them
assistance in storniy \ryeather.
On the south side of the dam there is a projectii~gpoint of tile
saud-bank between the proposed place and the deep channel apposite to the principal opening, ou whicl~ there is not more than
from five and a lialf to six and a quarter feet of Ivater at low
tide. If this were to remain iu its present state, vessels, after
getting through the cllannel during the north-east monsoon, would
be obliged to pass rouud the head of it in a direction across the
current, \vhich ~vould evideutly be attended with considerable
difficulty to dhonies and country craft. But as this point of the
bank is nearly iu the directiou which the stream through tlie new
cl~annelwould take, it would, I have not the slightest doubt, be
entirely swept away on the opening of the cl~annel,for it seen~sto
owe its existe~lceto the abseuce of any strong current or stream in
that part, in consequence of the compact quality of t l ~ edam there.
'I'he o~ilyreal ob'ectiou which I cau perceive is its greater distance from the si!ore, and consequently greater exposure to the
wi~idand swell tlaring the north-east monsoon.
T o deepen the present channel to the same extent would be a
much more tedious and dif?icult undertaking. There, it will be
seen, the shallow water extends to a n ~ u c greater
l~
distance to the
northward, for a t six hundred yards from the darn the depth is only
six and a half feet at low water. T o obtain a channel of the desired depth, it \vould be necessary, therefore, to excavate and deepen
)lot less than seven or eight hundred yards in length ; while, at the
former place, the distance does not exceed two hundred or two
hundred and fifty yards. The dificulty of the operation also
would be increased in a very great degrec by the distance from the
dam, the heavy swell which often prevails, and the rapidity of the
currents. These caunes would retard the progress of t l ~ ework
very greatly, n~idraise the expense proportionally, for where there
is 11 heavy swell or rapid current, it is impossible either to blast
or weigh tile rock.
A large proportion of the space to be deepened, it is true, does
not appear to consist of solid rock, but of frag~aentsof rock a ~ ~ d
stones firmly fixed in sand or gravel, and covered wit11 weeds. I t
is probable, from the appearance of the adjoining bracli and
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land, as has been already observed, that no large masses of rock
would be found at a greater distance than one hundred and fifiy
or two hundred yards to the north of the dam, and that beyond
that line the bottom consists of small pieces and fragments of
rock, carried there originally by the current, and now firmly fixed
in hard gravel and sand. These, generally, it would be unnecessary to blast, as, it is presumed, they are not too large to be
weighed entire ; but still milch difficulty and inconvenience would
be experienced in loosening and removing them, in an exposed
situation, with a heavy swell, and in five or six feet of water. The
bottom appears to be too compact aud rough to be cleared and
deepened by dredging, or by any similar means procurable in this
country. A diving-bell sufiiciently large to admit of two or three
men working within it, with short irou crows and pickaxes, might
be employed with great advantage, and would be highly useful.
Divers, of whom there are great numbers io the vicinity, might
also be used to assist in loosening the fragments with the same
instruments, and afterwards in raising then1 into boats or catamarans, either with the hand or with u*indlasses,as circumstances
might require. Au operation of this kind, sk~bjecttoo, as it would
be, to frequent interruptions from rough weather, would evidently be very tedious and expensive, and could not be completed
probably in less than two or three years. But of its success I
think there is no reason to entertaiu any doubt, and it certainly
would be. a vast improvement. l t uvould be more convenient and
useful than a channel of the same depth at any other place ; and
there would be this advantage attending the plan, that to whatever
extent the improvement might be prosecuted, whether continued
to its full accomplishment or stopped at any intermediate stage,
no part of the work, if judiciously conducted, would be thrown
' away or prove useless, but all that might be performed would, in
some respect or other, be beneficial.
The only objection is the expense, which would be at least
three times as great as the cost of a similar channel at the place
already mentioned.
The advantages to be derived from an eight and a half or nine
feet channel througli any part of the dam would be very important. Many of the smaller dhonies would be able to pass through
at once without any detention, and the inconveniences and delays
now experienced by the larger vessels would be greatly reduced.
They would have ,to unship a comparatively small prtion of their
cargo, and when sufficiently lightened, would be able to pass
through in almost any weather, and reach a perfectly safe anchorage, instead of -being detained in a very exposed and dangerous sitnation.
What effect the improvement of the present channel to the
VOL. 1v.
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extent here contemplated, or the opening of a new ope, might
have oo tbe rood-bank to tbe math of the dun. it is imporibk
to foretel; but that a oonsidenble cbange would be produced
appears to me very probable; and if the increased 8tmam rod
currents were taken advantage of, and j u d i c i d y directed, it in
not unlikely that the passage across the bank might be cowiderably deepened. But tbis forms no necessary part of the plm now
under consideration, though, in tbe event of its being adopted, thii
branch of the subject ought to be carefully attended to ; for
without a very material change in the sand-bank, the navigation of
the rtmits, if the channel is made through any part of the dam,
murt remain very imperfect, and be confined cbiedy, aa it now L,
to country vessels.
3. The third plan is to open a cbannel twelve or fourteen feet
deep, either through the Paumbum Dam, or, if it should be thought
more advisable, through the promontory on the Ramnad coat.
T o form a channel of that depth through the dam w~ouldbe a very
expensive and exceedingly laborious undertaking. The length of
the cut would be upwards of twelve hundred yards, with an avenge
depth of four feet to be excavated. T h e labour of blasting aod
weighing rock, when the depth of water exceeds eight feet, is very
great indeed, and almost impracticable, except in very smooth
water. At the distance of eight hundred pards from the dam,
the swell, during a great part of the year, is very considerable, and
would add much to the expense and labour of the work, for it
could only proceed there during very moderate weather, and would
be liable to constant ar~dtedious interruptions.
O f the whole extent, perhapo not more than half would be
found to consist of rock requiring to be blasted, and the remainder
of fragments of various eizes mixed with gravel or sand, a considerable ortion of wl~ich,it might be expected, would be sweptaway by t le currents, on the removal of the rocky ledges or beds
which now protect them. Still the labour would be very great
and extren~elytedious, and the undertaking would require several
years, probably not less than five or six, for its accomplishment.
But even if the channel were completed to the proposed extent,
1 think it very doubtful whether the northern part of it would not
be liable to till up again. For on the north side, at the distance
of eight or 11i11ehundred yards from the dam, the current io not,
1 think, sufficiently strong to keep such a chanuel clear, and the
infiue~~ce
of tl~estream through the e~rlargedopeuing of tlre dam
woi~ldscarcely extend to so great a distance.
The plan would also be incomplete without the removal of part
of tile sand-bank to the soutl~of the dam, or a considerable improveaic~~t
01 least in the passage across it. Tl~is,it has already
betu s t ~ ~ t e dis, uncertain under any circumstancer, though I think
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The breadth of the land here is seven hundred and twenty-eight
yards. I t consists chiefly of loose sand, with a little soft decayed
rock mixed wit11 it in some parts, which is easily broken with the
hammer and pickaxe. On the north side there is a reef of coral,
not solid or connected, but in detached masses, and of no great
breadth, for at four hundred yards from the shore the water is
fourteen feet deep. On the south side thg water deepens very
rapidly, the depth at one hundred yards from the shore being
two sad a half fathoms. A channel twelve or fourteen feet deep
miglit, therefore, be cut here wit11 comparatively little dificultj,
and at a moderate expense ; and being to the south, and entirely
clear of the bank beneath the Paumbum dam, the removal of that
bank, or a passage across it, would form no part of the undertaking.
I t is probable, however, that the channel would not remain open
without some contrivance at its ends to prevent the surf from filling
them up with sand; and this would, it is to be apprehended, be
the most expensive and uncertain part of the project.
The easiest and most likely way to effect the object would, I
think, be to carry a double bulwark of large stones from both
shores, in a continuation nearly with the sides of the channel, into
deep water, beyond the influence of the surf. The ends of the
channel thus terminating in deep water, it does not appear that
any cause would exist there to fill them with sand, for they would
be beyond the reach of the surf, and there are no currents likely
to produce that effect. I t is probable that very little sand would
enter the channel, and that whatever did enter would be swept
away by the current through it, which, at all seasons of the year,
would be considerable. The principal danger to be ap rehended
is the formation of a sand-bank to the south of the c annel, or
bars opposite to its ends, as occur before the natural openings in
Adam's Bridge. This apprehension is perha s not entirely
without grounds, but if, on the completion ofe!t
channel, any
symptoms of either a bank or bar should appear, I think the
formation might be entirely prevented by constructing a second
bulwark of stones in front and perpendicular to the ends of the
first bulwark, at one hundred or two hundred feet from them.
This narrow opening between the two bulwark8 would be swept
by the south-west monsoon and currents produced by it, which
would most likely keep it always deep and free from sand. On
the north side there IS much less danger of any banks forming,
for there are none opposite to the Paumbum channels, and the sea
beyond the rocky ground is clear and free froni obstructions of
every kind.
After fully weighing all the advantages and risks attending the
opening of a channel twelve or fourteen feet deep at this place, I
-':-k there are good grounds for considering the undertaking to
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be practicable ; but in deciding on the expediency of adopting or
rejecting it, it is necessary to take into consideration the possibility
of a partial or complete failure, for the project is so ent~relynew,
and so unlike any thing that has hitherto been undertaken in
India, that no comparison can be made with the result of other
works of the same kind, and no information, therefore, drawn from
experience; while, at the same time, tile nature of the currents,
their strength and direction at different seasons of the year, and
the manner in which they are affected by the opposite nlorsoons,
are all, in a great degree, still to be learnt.
Respecting the expense of the different projects, from what has
already been said it will be evident that much uncertaiuty must
necessarily exist, and that it is impossible to form any thing like
even an approximation to a correct estimate. T h e expense will
depend greatly on the seasons being favourable or otherwise ; on the
exact quality and nature of the ground beneath the surface at the
place where the channel may be opened ; on the currents, and the
effect they may have in accelerating the operation by sweeping
away the sand and loose soil when the solid rock is removed, or
retarding it by producing, in some cases, a contrary effect ; and
on a thousand other circumstances which it is impossible to foresee,
and which can only be discovered as the work advances. In the
present state of our information, a general plan or course of proceeding only can be laid down, which will be liable to constant
changes and modifications; and whichever of the projects that
have been suggested may be preferred, it will be necessary to
leave a great deal to the discretion and judgment of the ofiicer who
niay be entrusted with its execution, not only as to the manner of
proceeding with the work, but also the means to be used, the
expense to be incurred, and the extent to which the ui~dertaking
may be carried with advantage. T h e following sums must, therefore, be considered as very rough guesses only, which may exceed
or fall sllort of the actual cost to a very considerable extent :The plan of openii~ga chanuel eight or nine feet deep and fifty
feet wide tl~rough the dam, at about thirteen hundred feet from
its west end, may be calculated at 70,000 rupees (70001. sterling),
and two seasons would probably be required for its completion.
Deepening the present cllannel to the same extent cannot be
estimated at less than 150,000 rupees (15,0001. sterling), and
probably three years would be required to complete it.
The practicability of opening a chaunel twelve or fourteen feet
through the dam, and of keeping it open, appears to me so uncertain, with our present knowledge, that it cannot with ~ropriety
be recommended, and it is unnecessary, therefore, to consider its
expense.
Cutting a channel through the main land, where the sea made
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a breach in 1814, would cost probably fro111 one and a half t e
three or four lacs of rupees (15,0001. to 40,0001.sterling), according to the nature and exteut of the works that might b e required at its ends to prevent them from filling up with sand ; and
an equal uncertainty of course exists with respect to the time required for the performance of that project.
From a review of the several plans that have been proposed, it
will appear, I think, that if a channel of eight or nine feet through
the rocks be required, without refereme to the removal of the
sand-bank to the south, or the improvement of the passage across
it, the most advisable place for such a channel is at about thirteen
hundred feet from tbe west end of the dam.
If it should be considered expedient to confine the operations
in the first instance to an eight or nine feet channel, but to keep
in view the chance of extending the depth afterwards to ten or
twelve feet, if circumstances and experience should justify the measure, it is probable that deepening the present channel would be
the mast desirable and safe way of prosecuting the undertaking.
Thongh much more expensive, it 18 the more certain, and the
ahannel would be in the most convenient situation.
T h e removal of the rocks which obstructed this channel have
altered it cossiderably since it was inspected in lest March, and
in some placen tbe layer or crust of rock which covered its bottom
has been entirely removed. I t is extremely desirable that the
effect of one uorth-east monsoon should be seen on the channel
in its altered state before any final couclusion is come to respecting its comparative merits and defects with those of the proposed
new chaauel near the west end of the dau~. If there is only a
covering or crust of rock, as there seems every reason to believe,
the rapid current through the channel during the north-east monsoon may, as that is now removed in several places, produce considerable alterations, not only on the channel itself, but on the
ground to the north and south of i t ; and this it is highly desirable
to ascertain before the expediency of improving or abandoning
the channel is decided.
If a channel of twelve or fourteen feet is considered an object
of sufficient importance to warrant the attempt, under the uucertainty which uow exists with respect both to success and exnee, and the imperfect state of our knowledge on the sub'ect,
ythink the plan of opening a channel acrosr the main land, w ere
the sea broke over in 1814, ought to be adopted.
T h e best seasons for working, whatever plan is preferred, as far
as can be judged from the experience of the present year, are
from the beginning of March to the middle of May, and from the
end of August to the commencement of the north-east monsoon.
There are occasional intervals of fine weather in the months of
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February and August, which might also be taken advantage o f ;
but more than four or five months in the year cannot be calculated on for carrying on the work with advantage. The sea appears
to be smoothest, and least affected by currents, from the beginning of September to the middle of October, and during that
period the improvements to the north of the dam or promontory
ought to be executed ; for, in the north-east monsoon, the water
there is generally too rough to admit of the work being prosecuted with much success. In the months of March, April, and
May, the rocks to the south of the main.dam might be removed.
'I'be process of boring and blasting rock under water was readily
learnt by the small party of pioneers employed on the survey, and
after a little practice was conducted with much success. In blasting the rock previously to removal, jumpers, six inchea in diameter*, were generally ueed and found most efficient. They were
worked by three men at a time, on a low raft formed of two large
canoes, lashed together, and covered with loose planks. After a
great number of experiments with different quantities of guupowder, charges of from four to six pounds were thought to produce most effect, and were usually employed. T h e rock was bored
quite through, the object being to separate and displace the fragments completely, and the charge was covered with gnrvel and small
pieces of rock and coral. The gunpowder was fired in the usual
manner by means of tin tubes. The large fragments were weighed
by means of a commou country boat, furnished with a windlase,
derrick, and tackle. Slings. made of strong rope, were placed
round the fragments by divers ; to these the tackle was made fast,
and in this way pieces of rock, three tons in weight, were occasionally raised into the boat. The apparatus waa very imperfect,
the Bat boat and the small supply of timber sent from Madras, for
thia part of the operations, having been lost on the way down to
Ramisseram; and the only substitutes procurable on the spot
being a clumsy country boat and some drift timber. The small
pieces of rock were brought up with the hand by divers.
T h e most convenient and expeditious apparatus for weighing
and removing the fragmenb of rock in fixture, would perhaps be
a large flat boat, partly decked, furnished with a double set of
derricks, windlaseee, and tackles, so arranged as to be used at the
aame time on opposite aides or ends of the boat. TOsave the
necessity of raising the fragments into the boat, which was found
very difficult, and attended with much delay, there ought to be
bor four double canoes with decks, to receive the rock, snd
convey it to the places where it is to be deposited. There would
tben be no neceeeity for changing the situation of the weighing-
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boat when once placed, till all the broken rock within its reach
was removed, which is a point of much importance, for it was
found a very troublesome and dilatory operation to fix the boat in
the right spot when there was much current.
T h e canoes of the boring rafts ought to be decked, to prevent
them from filling with water and sinking, which they are very apt
to do when there is any considerable swell.
A diving-bell, which might be made at Madras, would be of
great use for examining the bottom, and fixing the most convenient places for blasting. The divers, it was soon found, could
not be safely trusted with this; they usually directed the jumper
to the first rock they happened to meet with, and frequently caused
the same rock to be bored several times, which occas~onedthe loss
of much time and labour, and left the rock imperfectly broken,
and in a very unfit state for further blasting. Much depends on
the selection of the points for boring and blasting, and a divingbell would enable the officer in charge of the work to regulate
this part of tlie operation himself.
When the water was tolerably smooth, and the current not
strong, very little difficulty was experienced i blasting and weighing rock at the depth even of eight feet, but when there was ally
considerable swell, or a rapid curreot, it was impossible to proceed with the work: hence the great advantage, in respect both
to time and expense, in selecting such a situation for the channel
a3 will afford smooth water for the longest periods.
In conclusion, I beg to observe, that it would afford me much
satisfaction if Government, previously to adopting any of the preceding plans, or coming to any final resolution on the subject,
would be pleased to forward to the Honourable the Court of
Directors, for the purpose of being submitted to experieoced
civil engineers in England, copies of the charts of the straits, and
of all the information which has been collected during the late
survey. The improvement of the ~~avigation
through the Manar
Straits is nn object of so great value and importance to Iudiall
commerce, and so much depends on the choice of place and on
the means to be used, that every precaution ought to be taken to
obtain the best possible advice on the subject ; and a delay of a
year or two is of little consequence, when compared with tlie advantages which might possibly be derived from the opiniolis and
advice of engineers in Europe who have been employed on similar
uudertakings.
If this suggestion should meet with the approval of the Right
Honourable the Governor in Council, 1 would further beg to
propose, that the papers should be elitrusted to the care of Captain
A. T.Cotton, who, it is likely, will be obliged to proceed to
England in January for the benefit of his health, and who, having
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been employed at Paumbum during the whole of the survey, and
having had the immediate charge and direction of the experin~enta,
will be able to afford information on many points which cannot be
sufficiently explained by either charts or reports.
Pending the reference to England, I would recon~meud that
the observations on the passage ahould be continued, and that
the present party of pioneers, increaaed to,fifty men, with some
ship lascars and divers, should be employed under the direction
of an engiueer officer in the improvement of the present opening,
and in making some experiments on the bank to the south of it.
IVhatever the final decinion may be respecting the more extensive
improvements, the labour of such a party cannot fail to be very
beneficial, while the expense would be inconsiderable, and much
valuable information would be obtained, which would be highly
useful in the event of the prosecution of the work afterwards on
an extended scale.
It is due to Captain A. T. Cotton and Lieutenant F. Cotton,
to mention the valuable assistance offered by them in the pcriormance of the duty at Paumbum, &c.
(Signed)
SIM,

-
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11.-Journal of rr Voyage up the Massnroon in 1831. By
Willian~ Hilhouse, Esq., of Demerara, 8orresp. Memb.
R.G.S., London. Communicated by the Author. Read Q3d
December, 1939.
I N1801, an expedition was sent from Demerara up the Easequibo, to communicate with the Portuguese, through their post
on ihe Rio Branco ; and to endeavour, if possible, to stop the
Indian slave-trade, which had beeu heretofore carried on by
the Caribisce in that vicinity, whence both Demerara and the
Kio Branco had before received their supply of Indian slaves
Dr. Hancock, since well known in the scientific world, was the
most ostensible individual employed on that mission; aud it
is much to be regretted that he bas furnished us with no public
account of ltis observations on his interevting journey.
Hie
route, it is true, had been several times traversed before, as it
has been since ; but it was desirable, if possible, to get a few
points of latitude and longitude to determine, at any rate, the
coume of the Essequibo. And the rough map which he compiled of his progress, only gives comparative distances, and lays
down the polnts of entrance of the great tributaries; from which
it appears, that, after the junction of the Rippanoony, the Esse-
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qulbo takes a sauth-east direction, a d is s u p p e d to rim in the
mountains, about the longitude of the Cornantme rivw.
We have heard also of expeditions from Cayenne and Surinam,
which have penetrated considernbly to the south-west of t h m
colonies; and, according to report, one at least has reached the
Amazon in that direction, by some of its northern tributarier.
But we are still without any information as to the source of the
Essequibo, and its subsequent courire to its junction with the
Rippanoony ; we only know that the central chain of mountains
is k r y low at the intersection of the Rippanoony, and afterwards
rises to a considerable elevation ; the liver being obstn~cted by
numerous falls of great magnitude. Here is a virgin tract, therefore, for the discoveries .of future travellers, the nlore interesting
as connecting the subject of the following pages wit11 the Fmch
researches; and the accomplishment of which will erase a tetra
inco ita from the maps of geographers, and unravel the mysteries
o f t e unknown interior of Demerara.
The Cuguny river has also long been ascertained to have a direction nearly parallel with the Oronoque, or W. by N., till it
has passed the district of the Missions; but after that, its course
is enigmatical. O n consulting the maps and observatio~ls of
Hunlboldt, I was immediately conviuced that the Massaroony
must be the n~turaldrain of the intermediate space between the
Cuyuny and the Essequibo ; and by giving it a south-west direction, it would ietersect that uudiscovered region the El Dorado
or Great Golden Lake of geographical fable. From repeatd
inquiries alnongst the Accaway ladians, whom I knew to be constantly traversing the space between the coast and the Amazon, I
was convinced that no lake existed in all that space : but all
reports agreed in describing the inhabitants of that region as the
most savage and uncousteous, and that they refused to allow any
traveller to enter their territories. This was the received opinion
of all the old settlers whom I consulted on the subject; and I
gave up the idea of penetrating in that direction for some time.
D u r ~ n gthe progress of my researches after the native cottons,
however, 1 fell in with many stragglers of different nations, and
amongst others the Attaraya, the very people who were reported
to be so ini~nicalto strangers. By interpreten, I ascertained from
them, that they mingled indiscriminately with the other triben of
the Accaways, by whom they were described to be half Accaway
and half Caribisce; and that the Caribisce nation had quitted
t h ~ quarter,
t
and emigrated eastward, in consequence of which
there was no longer any war amongst the Indians in this direction.
I determined, therefore, immediately to take advantage of this
weable interval, to explore the M a s s m n y : and the short dry
-n of 1830 saw me start on this expedition.
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river are scarcely once visible together, and one but seldom.
Caria was once a Dutch post; and several plantations were formerly on the adjacent banks of the river, but the only traces o f
them now left are a few cocoa trees on the east shore. Above
Caria, on a small island, is a Caribisce settlement of one family,
which is the only one of that nation now left on the Massaroony.
Here begin the rapids, the fourth of which, Warimambo, is t b e
moat remarkable in this day's progress. The river is here three
or four miles broad, and continues nearly the same breadth t h e
whole length of the archipelago. At Warimambo, a large opeu
space in the centre of the river has, in the rains, the appearance
of a vast lake, and in the dry season, that of a rugged rocky plain.
The manner we ascended this, and all the other rapids that were
too strong to paddle up, is as follows. The rapids do not fall in
one sheet over a level ledge, but force themselves through a number of fissures, large intermediate blocks of graiiite dividing the
different shoots of the fall. At the base of these blocks there is
an eddy, into which the canoe is forced, where she becomes stationary, having no current either way; the crew now spring upon
the rock, and wade as far up as they can find footing ; by means o f
a long and stout rope they then pull the canoe or coorial into o n e
of the shoots of the fall, where there is water enough to float
her, and by main strength haul her up the ascent ; they then take
her out of the current, and lay her stem against the top of the
rock, from whose bottom they have just mounted, with her head
right up the stream ; and at a given signal, they spring into her,
aud, pulling with all their might, endeavour to cross diagonally the different currents till they get into another eddy. This
ia the time of the greatest danger in ascending. If they are not
active in seizing their paddles, the head of the canoe is taken by
the current, and she drifts broadside down the fall, where she
must b e infallibly upset. If she is not strong-handed, she cannot
stem the currelitv above, and in crossing them goes down the fall
stern foremost ; for the stream runs, at most of the rapids, ten
or twelve miles ao hour, and but for the detached rocks which
cause the eddies, there would be no way of passing them but by
tracking along the shore. We were several times reduced to this
necessity, which makes the passage very tedious.
I n our first day's journey we ascended eight rapids ; and went
over to the west bank, bivouacking for the firat time on a wooded
rock, between the Arecara and Weypopekay falls.
Througliout the whole course of the Massaroony, palms of all
kinds are scarce ; it is difficult, tl~erefore, to procure leaves
enough to cover a hut, and we made a temporary tent of the
sguare sail of our canoe, which we took up for the purpose : we
dld not find this, however, sufliciently proof to the heavy pelting
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rain that now and then fell ; I would therefore recommend oiled
silk hammock-c~~rtains,
in addition. As to our Indians, provided
they could keep their fire alight, they cared little for the rain ; but
if it was so heavy 3s to put out the fire, they called loudly for a
dram to comfort them. Whilst ascending the rapids, it is proper
to give them three, or perhaps four, drams a day, or they get
chilled from being so much in the water ; but woe to all hands if
they get drunk ! In the still water, a dram at starting, and one at
conling in, is enough, and ought to be the allowance stipulated
in the outset.
A t seven the next morning we started again ; halted at Aramatta, a small Accaway settlement on the west shore, to breakfast; and at night slept at Cupara, another settlement on the
same shore. This day we only passed three falls, there being a
considerable space of still water, where the current was not more
than two and a half knots, and we thus made good progress ; our
average way was from twenty to twenty-five m~lesper day.
The Indians always eat the moment they awake. In the morning at six, our coffee was made, and the pepper-pot, in large tin
kettles, was warmed, the wives of our captain and pilot taking the
cooking department. I t must always be inculcated, whatever the
secondary object of the journey may be, that the first is to secure
an ample supply of food at every opportunity. Throughout this
expedition we never refused to purchase cassada bread or barbacotted game and fish, though frequently overloaded with both.
T h e lndians, provided they eat early, do not require a regular
meal till evening; but they continue, the whole of the day to
drink, at intervals, draughts of pyworee, a gruel of cassada crumbled into cold water ; and in this way such a quantity of bread is
drunk, in addition to what is eaten, that you can hardly have too
large a stock.
Our day's journey commenced at seven, and ended at three,
four, or five, just as we happened to find a convenient restingplace. A large bold sand, w~tha clump of trees, was our favourite
bivouac ; here you have room for a walk, good bottom for bathing, and poles to hang hammocke: if these are found, I would
always prefer bivouacking, in fine weather, to sleeping in the
houses of the Indians, where you are generally poisoned with
smoke and bitten by fleas and chigw.
Our third day's journey brought us to the fall of Tepayco ; the
route being, from Cupara, still water, except one tritling rapid.
This being an excellent fishing and hunting station, we halted for
half the next day. At night, we took a very fine Iowlow, and
the next morning a number of peri, a pacou, and several feathered
game, mamoes, pigeons, and maroodies. Tepayco is the first

fall of the second great ledge of granite; and our third day brought
us over this to Sapeera, the foot of the third or Caboony ledge,
where we slept.
We here fell in with a party of Accaway Indians, who were
going down to receive presents. They had been upaet in the
Sapeery fall, and had lost everything but their hamniockr. They
seemed to make very light of their accident when we assured
them that they had time enough to return, and get a fresh nupply
of bread before the presents were given out.
We bought of these Indians several bundles of hai-arry : thin u
a papilionaceous vine, bearing a small bluish cluster of blossoms,
producing a pod about two inches long, and less than a goosequill, with small grey beans, about ten in number. Its leaf is
about nine incher long, being a central stem, with four spearpointed leaflets on each side, two inches long, and one at the
apex. The root, which is of slow growth, is, when full grown,
three inches in diameter; it contains a white gummy milk, which
when expressed is a most powerful narcotic, and is commonly
used by the Indians in poinoning the water to take the fish. They
beat it with heavy sticks till it is in shreds like coarse hemp ; they
then fill a coorial with water, and imnlerse the hai-arry in it; the
water becomes immediately of a milky whiteness, and when fully
raturated, they take the coorial to the spot they have selected, and
tbrowing over the infusion, in about twenty minutes every fish
within its influence rises to the surface, and is either hken by the
hand or shot with arrows. A solid cubic foot of the root will
poison an acre of water, even in the falls, where the current is s o
strong. The fish are not deteriorated in quality, nor do they
taint more rapidly when thus .killed, than by being netted o r
otherwise taken. The pacou is generally taken with hai-arry, in the
following manner: the Indians select a part of the falls, where
the weya* is plentiful, and traces are visible of the pacou, which
M gregarious, having lately fed. They then inclose this place
with a wall of loose stones, a foot above the surface of the water,
leaving two or three spaces, about ten feet broad, for the fish to
enter; for these spaces they prepare parry8 or wooden hurdles,
and about two hours before daybreak they proceed silently to stop
the apertures with them. T h e fish are thus inclosed in a temporary pond, which is inspected at da~break,and if they are found
to be in sufficient number to pay for the hai-arry, they conimence
boating it. I have in this way taken, in less than an hour, two
hundred and seventy pacou, averaging seven pounds weight, with
one hundred weight of other fish. The fish thus taken is split,
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salted, and dried on the rocks ; and is sold at one guilder a fish,
when cured. Travellers should never be without a few bundles of
this root when mounting the falls.
T h e next day we reached the Caboony creek, and bivouacked
on a small rocky bland at its mouth. The Sapeery fall is a difficult one, but not to be compared with that of Caboony, which
is full thirty feet high, in four different ledges. I t cost us an
hour's hard labour to get over a space of one hundred yards. O n
entering the Caboony creek, where we intended to recruit our stock
of bread, we found a specimen of the migratory habits of the Accaways ; there were at leut, in the preceding March, two hundred
Indians, with a good stock of provisions, here ; now, the place
was completely deserted, and we could get no bread but by going
a day's journey up the creek.
At this place we were obliged to unload the canoe, and haul
her up light over the Piramappuh fall, as she would otherwise
have filled from the steepness of the shoot ; we then, after a hearty
meal, left our baggage on the rock, and pulled up the creek,_bread
hunting-to little purpose; for, in about half an hour, a huge
tapir or maypuri swam across the creek, right ahead of us, at
which we fired, and, supposing him wounded, all hand8 landed
in pursuit. I n was two hours before our people returned, without ruccese, and the day being now too far spent to proceed, we
returned to the rock, and dined on an imnlense pacou, shot during
our absence.
We had now nothing to do but to pull for the Massaweeny
creek, which we reached with no particular occurrence on the
third day, passing the Punoony creek. T h e river, from the Caboony to this point, turns considerably to the weatward. The
Punoony has a small fall directly at its mouth ; about one hundred lodialla reside at it ; and there is a path of communication
between it and Cuyuny, three days and a half journey.
As far as M~stiaweengcreek had been explored by Mr. bl'Ka7,
P year ago, in search of Sirwabally timber; but at this point com*
d laid in a stock of bread for a
menced the terra inwpita, a ~ we
week, by staying here two days. It is a small settlement, but
well supplied with cassada and buck yams. I contrived here
t o make a new acquaintance, in the shape of a small worm, called
teckih, half an inch long, and the thickness of a pin, with a large
head ; which bored through the skin in several places, and caused
the most painful itching. As soon as 1 discovered the cause, L
applied a little calonlel on the aperture, and covering it with a
plaster, extracted the worm.
The day we left Massaweeny brought us to Araquaw, a pretty
devrted settlemelit on a conical hill on an island ; here the fleas
set us at defiance, and we hung amongst the trees at the water's
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edge. The next night our quarters were not better, in a low
island, at the thirty-third fall. These two days, the river again
ran southerly. O n the third day we got clear of the archipelago;
and towards evening, in rounding the point of the river opposite
Ocoowa creek, we got sight of Arthur's Tabk, the first visible
point of the mountains of St. George, the great central chain of
Guiana. W e slept this night a little above the Muribisce creek.
I t is hardly possible to describe the relief to the feelings we experienced on emerging from the everlasting confusion of islands
and narrow passages into, once more, the open and placid Massaroony, which from this point again took a westerly turn, with
scarcely a single curve in its course. It had the appearance of an
immense inland lake ; and Arthur's Table, at an apparent distance
of about sixty miles, was a treat to a Denierarian, who had seen
nothing for years but the dead levels of the coast. We did not get
access to this mountain, but, by comparison with the part of the
chain we afterwards scaled, it must be five or six thousa~idfeet
above the level of the sea. We found no perceptible difference
of temperature between this point and the coast ; but, upon boiling water, the point of ebullition was barely 910" of Fahrenheit.
On leaving this point, we breakfasted at a small settlement
called Keaquay, where the river again turns to the south ; and
proceeding,- t&k up our quarter on a sand-bank in an island a t
the mouth of the Semang creek. Having, at Keaquay, procured
a supply of bread, we staid here two days, to fish and hunt, filling
our pepper-pot with excellent fish, and some feathered game.
We, the third day, mounted Teboco, the thirty-fourth and last
fall ; being the extreme southern point of our whole excursion*. From our last camp we had, at intervals, a glimpse of a
table-mountain, due south, with a conical peak, at the north extremity, extremely like the crater of a volcano; it was equal in
height to Arthur's Table, and we christened it Raleigh's Peak.
T h e Caranang creek dppeared to lead in a direction toward it ;
but as none of our party could guide us to it, we proceeded to
tlie settlement of Aramayka, the river, from Teboco, taking a
course back again, nearly N. by W. At the fall of Teboco, the
river narrows to one-third of its usual breadth, but widens again
immediately after. A t Aramayka, the cliffs of Marybgacrew

* One can hardly a u p p that the tradition of a p a t iulrnd lake could have
been s read over so wide a tract, entirely without foundation, and I venture to offer
an expfanation of the fabled lake Paremah, u follows. The P a ~ a r o ~ u yfor
, tea
dayr' journey above Teboco, is still water, with little more current than some lnkes.
If, at any fonner period, the horizontal atratum of granite at the pa31 of Tebwo was
unbroken, the dill water must bare been at least fifty feet above its prerent level,
and a r u t lake, ten or twelve miles wide, by one h u n d d and fifty or two hundred
miles long, would be the natural consequence. Presume on a fact like this, and
El Dorado need be uo fable.
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become visible ; about one thousand feet high, with perpendicularnorthern faces. A remarkable detached peaked rock, on the west
face of the cliffs, is called the Caribbce. The legend says, it is
a man of that nation turned into stone for attempting to scale the
cliffs. We hooked at Aramayka a noble lowlow, of nearly two
hundred pounds weight. This fish is very common through the
wliole of the still water; which proves a great depth, as its haunts
are seldom less than four or five fathoms deep. Tlie river is here
a mile wide ; being about two hundred and fifty miles from its
confluence.
1 expected, that in this region I should have been able to determine the natural history of the pacou, but, strange to say, from
Teboco upwards, we did not see or hear of a single fish : it appears entirely confinetl to the falls of the archipelago ; and the fry
of it is as yet entirely unknown to either the Indians or the Europeans*. L have caught, by poisoning the waters, upwards of
one thousand pacou. and the fry of other kinds of fish, to a finger's
Icngth ; but in all this wholesale destruction, I Lave never seen a
pacou less than a foot long.
At the point of Teboco, the granite assumes a regular formution
for the first time, and is ever afterwards found in strata, at an angle
of about five degrees above the horizon; its apex being nearly
northward. It forms the base of all the cliffs to a height from
about six hundred to one thousand feet, when a perpendicular
and cubical formation of quartz is the general superstructure to
about filteen hundred feet higher.
From a little above Aramayka, the chain of Merumeh is seen.
bounding the hol.izon, and stretching to the north, where it appears I~i~hest,
alid terminates abruptly in perpendicular faces, like
the other branches of the chain. Near the southern extremity, in
a clear day, a white curved line is seen, extending from the sum:
nlit lo the base of the chain ; which is the Merumeh creek, forcing
its way from the table-land above to the valley of the Massaroony below. From this point it is fully fifty miles distant ; and
t
as it cannot be less than twelve hundred feet high, in my f i ~ strip
I had some dificulty in believing the Indians' assurances, that it
was truly a cataract, though a powerful glass gave it evidently
the appearance of water. At this present time, the mountains
were so clouded, that we could get but a very faint and uncertain
. Upon a reference to my memorandums, I 6nd that we here MI,~ i m m i n g
upon
the s~rrCarsof the rater, small fry, of about a t iuch long, in numerous mhoalr. Thu
Iudioas either could not or wo~tldnot tell LU what they were ; thou vh it wam rvideut
that they were of the aamr family p. the parou. Should it be that Rrh, the inkrvuca
M immediate--it breeds in the still water, which it d m not quit till of a sufficient age
and mtrenpth to shoot the falls. I t must then change itr fwd as well M domkiliw,
for thewe M no weya in the &till w a b
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dangerous proximity; and, as you see all around you detached
masses, apparently tom from these gigantic walls of nature, you
expect every moment to see one of them blocking up the creek
before you or cutting off your retreat. Every two or three hours
you come to an immense block of granite, to pass wliicli you have
a channel barely wide enough for your craft ; then the channel
widen8 to one hundred and fifty yards, and jolt are iu a claretcqloured lake, so shallow that you can scarce swim. At the very
last, you enter a capacious basin, as black as ink, surrounded hy
a bold extensive sand, as white as chalk ; and you hear a fati of
water before you, but perceive no current, though there is a foam
like yeast on the surface, which remains the whole day without
any visible alteration. On a more attentive examination, you
~ e r c e i mat a distance a broken white line struggling through a
cluster of granite rocks, at the base of two quartz elitis, of a
mixed character; and this is the fall of Macrebiih. 111the basin
below we saw frequently an appearance exactly similar to a snow
storm: whenever a gust of wind came down the fall, it raised
before it the froth or foam in flakes so exactly resembling sllow,
that a slight observer might have been easily deceived by it. We
here saw several specinlens of the cock of die rock, called by the
Indians Cowanaaru, both skinned and alive, and ascertained,
beyond doubt, its natural history, being entirely fructivorous.
We pitched our tents on tlie sand, at the east side of the basin ;
and as the fall before us did not appear to be more than four or
five feet in height, we were rather disappointed in the Illdian
account of the falls of Corobung. In the morning we proceeded
t o measure the fall, by the siln le experiment of placing Indians
on the ditrerent ledges, with t e feet of one on a level with the
head of another. In this wag we were nearly half an hour in
scrambling to the top, and twenty Indians, or about one hundred
feet, was the real he~ghtof what from below appeared so triOiug.
But even here, at the very top of the fall, tlie stream ran principally in subterranean passages-the
bottom of the masses of
granite being worn so much away, that the tops projected and
h ~ dthe watercourse from view.
Water boiled here at eOaOof Fahrenheit ; and we could perceive that, in coming up the creek, a wind from the cliffs was
nearly ten degrees cooler than one from the river. I n the middle
of the fall of Macrebiih, I also found a small spring of clear transparent and slightly efkrvescent water, without the least ferrugilious tincture. This spring appeared to issue from the superior
quartz formation, and provee that the extraordinary purple tinge
of the waters of these creeks is from the decomposition of tbe
granite, the iron of which, in combination with the solution of
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astringent vegetable matter, gives the peculiar dark appearauce
of all these creeks*.
After a day spent in attempting to sketch Macrebiih, we proceeded up tlle Seroou creek, which is a little below Macrebfih,
and having landed on the south bank, began to scramble up
the 11ill for the upper full. O f all the paths I ever saw, this was
the \vorst, for tlie tirst hour's journey ; the greater part of it Wat an angle of 45", with abrupt descents, and ladders of roota.
hly conlpanion, after an hour's perseverance, was exhausted,
aid gave up. As I was considerably the lighter of the two, I
however proceeded, a i d there being cool springs of water issuing
from the Pock at short intervals, I got to the to in about two
here fomd the
hours ; the last hour being comparatively easy.
'remains of an Indian shed, and could hear distinctly the fall ; so I
sent back to my companion, who joi~ied me tlie next morning,
before nine o'clock; and, having breakfasted, ten minutes' walk
brought us to the fall of COOMAROW.
We were now on table-land, being evidently the extreme
height of the granitic horizontal formation, the laminae being per-

!i

I n alluding to this spring, which is the only one I had then seen in the colony
rising in an elevated mcky aurfoce, and not merely a percolation through sand-hills
from adjoining swamps, as is the case with the heads of allavial creeks, I hare hem
struck with a most remarkable coincidence, mcently drscovered. In the centre of
George Town, Demerara, Major Staples, of the Cudom-house, with an inefficient appuatus, but by constant pmverance fur a number of yema, siiceeeded in p n e t r a t i n ~
the depth of the alluviam ; and on arriving a t the m i u c e o ~ ~ms h t u m , which i.
the indication of the primary formation, l Jear spring of rat- burnt out, m c t l y of
the same appearance and quality as the white apring of Dlacrsbah. An exsmination
of the progress of his boring ymeeas ia an ~nterestingpological m o r w u on the
formation of alluvium. I t way well known. that at ten or twelve feet below the ~ r face, an irregular stratum of fallmu trees, of the kind d l c d eourida, common on the
coast, cxistetl in a semi-cnrbonixed state; but Major Staples discovered, at J'y feat
below the snrface, another immenve fillen foreat of the same kind of wood, twelve
fpet thick; the supentntum being blue allavium, and the substraturn reddish nchm,
diminishing in ahadea to yellow, light draw, and s p i n merPng into slate-eoloured
clay. The remainder, to a depth of one hundred and twenty fret from the surfwe,
is argil, the lower part of which is of that amooth soapy surface which indicates the
purest Wedgwood clay, and would no doubt be of great use in the pottenas. I t is
evident from this, that some few q e a .go thia continent was habitable fifty ftwt below
the present ~urface; that it was then covered with an immense foreat of eouridas,
which was destroyed b conflagration, as appears by the ochroua substratum. The
mea must, at that time, gave been mufined to the hlue water, where there is n m eight
or ninu fathoms; and whatever may have been the comparative levels then betreen
the Pacific and Atlantic, the level of the water on thiv uide of the isthmus of Darien
is now fifty feet hi hcr than it was once-whether hrfure or d e r Columbus's time is
uncertain. An endfens train of deductions followa, but the practical one is this ;--that
in a land where we fbrrnerly depended on the cloudu for water in the dry season, we
can now, as in other countries, draw it also from the earth. No estate har now an
excuse fur bein without a ~ e i e n c yof fresh water, at least for culinary ~urpores.
I n k t , Major gta Ies h u done mom for the colony, by this one . u d d
ment, than any iuividual kfom him.
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fectlg horizontal, and those of the bed of the creek in large plates
or layers, of from one to three inches in thickness. T h e creek
itself was one hundred yards broad, but was so completely choked,
from as far as the eye could reach above to the edge of the fall,
with grass, that there appeared scarcely any water in it. This
grass was in appearance like large horse-tails-the roots being
fixed to the bottom of the creek-the sten] at4 thick as an arm,
aud dividing at top into a n~ulti~licity
of long threads, which completely covered the surface of the water. Through this green
sieve, however, a good two feet of water percolated, and discharged itself in one uninterrupted sheet, one hundred yards broad,
and at least double in perpendicular descent. Ey holding on
the grass, we waded across the fall to the eastern side, where we
had the best view of its distinguishing features, so totally differing
from anything we bad before seen. From the side of the fall, the
shoot seemed to have an inclination out of the perpendicular ina ards, and finished in a perpetual rainbow and mist, so as totally
to o b s c ~ ~ rthe
e bottom. At some distance below this, the creek
appeared like a narrow white thread running between the rocks,
which were of an Indian red colour. And such was the distance
of the descent, we could not at the top distinguish the noise of
the fall when striking the bottom ; that at the top of the pitch was
very trifling. By boiling water (20bW),we were here two degrees
of Fahrenheit above Macrebiih ; and though the bottom of the
fall was utterly inaccessible, tlie appearance of the creek from
the top did not au~horiseus to deduct more than three or four
hundred feet for its descent; and the evidence of our own ejes,
from the side, giving the fall at least double the descent of the
breadfb, we had no hesitation in pronouncing it six hundred feet,
which 1am certain will be found within the mark.
From the bottom to the top of the fall, the temperature had
decreased fifteen degrees (85" to 70°), and tlie climate was, conseqeently, delightful ; but time was pressing, and as my companion, with every disposition to proceed, was evidently not equal
to a rapid journey over these precipices, we relinquished our intended advance to the next fall of Asceaquaw, which was on a
conlparatively sn~allscale and two days' journey distance, and
returned to Macrebiih.
We saw Coomarow uphen the creek was at its lowest, hut tlie
grass and water mark on the boughs of the trees and on the banks
were fully eight feet above the present level. I11 the rainy seasoll,
therefore, it niust be absolutely inacceseible, as tlre wl~oleof the
table-land on which we stood niust be then Hooded. In this state
the fall will be nearly one hundred and fifty yards broad,
the
body of water discharged ten feet deep; and, according to he
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Indians, such a smoke ascends from the bottom as o b ~ u r e eall
the surroundin landscape. It can then be heard at Pem--a
day's journey lstant. But it is not likely that any traveller will
red it in this-state.
O n leaving Coomarow we felt considerable mental relief; f o r
altogether it was an object that rather oppressed and astonished,
than pleased and gratified us ; and we now turned our backs to
the cllffs, and prepared to enjoy
a scene much more adapted to
- .
our feeble coniepiions.
At a bold turn, where the creek opened into a broad bay, w e
found the whole creek populatio~lof Indians, with forty or fifty
craft, b u ~ ybeatiug hai-arry; and we pulled iuto the middle of them
just at the n ~ o n ~the
e ~ finh
~ t began to feel its effects. I t was t h e
most enlivening sight- me^^, women, aqd children, with bows and
arrows, knives, and landing nets, chasing in all directions the intoxicated fish, which nearly covered the surface of the water. I
was soon left with one hand in the canoe, the rest taking the
light mapepuhs of the Indians, and each pursuing his own share
of the sport. Though my craft was rather unwieldy, I got, with
a small landing net, one hundred and fifty-four fish, of about four
or five pounds average; and there were at least tlJrty other
craft loaded to the brim. As soon as the fishing was over, we
pulled as fast ae possible to Pero, and began barbacottiq our
fish before they spoiled. Upwards of two thousand, of four
pounds average weight, were taken. For two d a y and nights,
11 was now nothing but fire and smoke, curing the fish, of which
we laid in as much as we could possibly consume for a fortnight;
and, tllis completed, we bade adieu to our Coorobung friends, and
proceeded on our returu to the Massaroony.
I&
On our passage down the creek, we were absolutely annoyed
with the quantities of bread and yams brought from the different
settlements, for sale; but as our rule was never to refuse provisions, we took all ; eo that when we again reached the Massaroony, we were stored for a month. We now resolved to proceed
up the river as far the season would allow us; and having spent ten
days in the creek, left it on the morning of the e l s t of October.
The lost night at Pero, however, there was a heavy fall of rain.
This night was still worse, and our encampment very uncon~fortable. I began to suspect that the dry season was nearly over; and,
upon questioning the Indians, they told us, that of course "it was
so, or the people would not otherwise have beat the hai-arry." I n
fact, it appears, that, in the immediate vicinity of the mountaine,
tiley can calculate to a certainty, withiu a few days, the breaking
up of the seasonn; and as I had in March a pretty good sample
of the thunders of Merumeh, I advised my companion to return.
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I now found that the short dry season is not long enough to
penetrate into the mountains ; and that the long one should be
taken early, i. e., the middle of August. From the Caranang
creek there is a path, which communicates, in two days, with the
source of the Massaroony ; and a day farther, with the Quaw-ding
--either the Rio Branco, or a branch of it. This is, therefore,
the route for future explorere ; who ought alwap to have a fortnight before them, to look at the Semang and Caranang creeks.
Merumeh is a point of most particular moment, as the table-land
in that direction must be of vast extent.
On inquiring amongst the Indians, whether the mountains were
inhabited, the uniform answer was-"No;
where would the
people get water?" I t appears, therefore, that except in the
c r e e b that arise in them, and where the paths of communication
across are found, there is no population. The natives, however,
all agree, that formerly the whole of this region was peopled by
the Caribisce ;and the true Accoway country is not acknowledged
to begin for three days' journey west of the Corobung. All
the names are Caribisce, and the present inhabitants have, within
twenty or thirty years, emigrated from the west and south, the
Caribisce having gone off to the east.
That there has been here a powerful nation of Indians is evident, for the Caribisce were that nation ; but that there ever was
a great capital is impossible, for except the Indians became graziers, they could not subsist together in sufficient numbers to form
more than a small village. There are savannahs at the western
extremity of the detour of the Massaroony, which extend to the
head of the Cuyuny, and are eligible for cattle grazing; but they
are inhabited by the most migratory of all the tribes, the Paramunahs; and here, if anywhere, is the lake Parsmah, an elevated
savannah, perhaps flooded in the heavy rains.
I t in curlous to observe, that the cause of the desolation of these
regions has been the abolition of the Indian slave-trade. T h e
Caribisce, deprived of their market on the coast, have retired to
the interior, where they still find purchasers amongst the Brazilians; but to make an equal profit with them will require double
the number of slaves to what were required for these colonies, for
it is notorious, that in the Rio Branco, at all times, Indian slaves
could be purchased at one-third of the price given by the Dutch,
The suppression of this traffic here, therefore, without taking the
requisite s t e p to put it effectually down everywhere, has desolated our interior, and driven from us our bravest and most faithful
allies. And it has not diminished, but, on the contrary, greatly
increased the lot of human misery, for more slaves are now sold
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to ffie P o r t u g o m than were to us, a d
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g mmtly worked to death in the mines.
In our excursion I was anxious to tind. not gold and emeralds,
but s p o b where meu, driven by circumstances from their native
country, might 6nd a shelter and a lmme; but I must confess
h a t 1 did not succeed. There is no tract in El Dorado like the
aite of the Sliasiom of the Caroni; and the mountains, thou*
h e i r temperature must be favourable to tl;e sbepberd, d o w t ,

from their structure, give much promise of fertility. T h e
observation of the Indians ie here also applicable, for except on
the immediate borders of the mountai~icreeks, there is no water.
I n fact, h i s country is only inhabited by tribes of hunters, for the
aimple reason, that it is uninhabitable by oltiers ; add to which, it
is, for the transmission of merchandise, inaccessible.
'I'he fall of Teboco appears to be the key of El Dorado; below
this the Iudia~lsare all more or 1-5 sophisticated, but at Coorobung there was not the least trace of civilization, except amongst
the stragglers from the Missions, who were makiug haste to forget
it. W e found, however, an Accaway, of Coorobung, with all his
nuperstition and rtupidity, infinitely superior to an Arawaak of
the coast, with his pretensions to cultivatiou ; and it was not till
we returned to the post, that we again entered the atmosphere of
%iceand crime, Ilidian misery, and depravity.
The descent of the falls is accornplisl~edwith a rapidity of which
few travellers have a coilceptioll ; in leva than one day, we got
over the aecent of tliree-eighty or ni~ietymiles being an easy
day's journey. T h e middle chaunels are now chosen, where the
currellt is llioet rapid, aud the greatest body of water is rushing
througli. I t requlres four stout hands, two ahead and two astern,
to give steerage way whilut shooting nlaliy wliich are very crooked :
that of ltachuh is a zigzag of four turns, and not a few accidents Ilave occurred here to the small craft of the I~idians; we,
I~owevel., got through all danger, and, on the 30th of October,
orrived rrt tile post.

l I l . - J o u r n e y th-rough the Himma-kh Moutltoins to fhe Sourcea
of (he Kicer Jumna, and thence to the Confines of Chinese
T a r f a y : w o r m e d in April-October, 1837, by Captain C.
Johnroa, &tr o/ the i lth Dragoons. Aoalysed from his MS.
Journal, and co~nmu~~icated,
with remarks, by W. Ainsurorth,
Fsq., F.R.G.S., and Foreign Correspondent of the Geograpl~icalSociety of Paris. Read 34th Feb. 1834.

H A V I Nformed
G
a party with two of the officers of his regiment,
Captain Johnson left Cnwnlme on the evening of the 1st of April,
1847, and after a journey, in palanqui~~s,
of about three hundred
alld fifty miles, arrived at Hurdwar during the period of the great
fair held there in the early part of April. Hurdwar (Heri, Vishnu,
and Dewar, a passage) is at the foot of the first range of hills met
with on approaching the great central chains ; and here the union
of the Bageruttee and the Alacnunda, called the Ganga or the
ricer, forces its way thro~~gh
the ~nountainsfrom the valley of
DeyraI into the plains. The spot where the waters first issue
from the mountains is peculiarly sacred, and the assembling of
persons from the most-remote -parts of India, to perform t6ose
ablutions which their religion enjoins, led ultinlately to the institution of a fair, or mercantile meeting.
The pagodas, with the ghauts for bathing, occupy the right
bank of the river, under the town, throvgh which lies the only
path into the Deyrah Dhooll, or valley. The mo~~ntains
on each
of the pass are of no great height, and rise on the one side with a
perpendicular face of bare rock, and OII the other with a gentle
slope, wooded to the summit, The Fakeers, who make Hurdwar
their abiding place, have generally caves hollowed out in the rock
above the paw, and accessible only by meaus of ladders : some
few reside in the temples. Captain Johnson considers Raper's
estimate of the visitors at Hurdwar, one yenr with the other, at
two millions o i souls, as being rather below tl~anabove the true
-
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Our traveller took the opportunity of a short stay at Hurdwar,
collectio~lof sacred buildings of the
to visit Kunkul, a neighbouri~~g
Hindoos. There were pagodas and deotas of all sizes and shapes,
some of the handsomest e p e c i ~ ~ of
~ eHindoo
~ ~ s architecture which
he had seen, only much defaced by the uncoutl~ figures of their
~~~gthology
painted on the outside ia glaring colours, and with au
utter disregard of proportiol~ and ignorance of perspective. The
total yant of observatio~~
of a native artist cannot be more strongly
exemplified than in the representation of the '' Tenth Avatar,"
where Vishnu, like our Death in the Revelation, is expected to
appear mounted on a white horse ; the horse is invariably represented at a trot, either with both the off or both the near feet
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raised at the same time, which peculiarity of motion belongs to
the camel but not to the horse.
T h e valley of Deyrah, which our traveller entered by the paas
of Hurdwar, varies from twelve to fifteen niiles in breadth, and
may be about seventy n~ilesin length, extending in a nearly east
and west direction to the foot of the second range of hills. T h e
entrance to the valley was peculiarly beautiful, with a most luxuriant and almost virgin vegetation ; in the tree-jungle, tlie creepers
attain a very great size, spreading from tree to tree, matting the
whole together, and rendering it impenetrable even to an elephant.
The Dhoon, from this reason, is unhealthy, except in the neighbourhood of Deyrah, where the jungle ha^ been burned for several
miles around. The valley is otherwise cool, and watered by numerous rivulets, abounding in fish resembling trout; and the
'uogle abourids in all kinds of game from the tiger to the quail.
'rhc character of the trees, and the scenery generally, resembled
very much that of our own latitudes, and this illusion was only
destroyed by occasional glimpses of the snowy range, and by the
appearance of black partridges and jungle cocks. Greenswards,
from the growth of gran~ina?,begin in these regions to occupy
the surface soil, more particularly beileath the shade of the .
banyan- trees.
As they advanced up the valley they were obliged to cross the
dry a ~ stony
~ d beds of r!vulets and rivers ; the wooded undulating
ground and open lawns had disappeared, and the country was flat,
rather swanrpy, or covered with withered graminre.
The distant snowy peaks of the Himma-leh, seen from these
spots, had an extraordinary appearance, the acclivities of the
mountai~rsbeing concealed by the clouds, and tlie loftiest peaks
starting in an alnlost irrecognizable manuer from tlie blue sky
above.
The tree jungle of the Deyrah Dhoon co~~sists
mostly of teak,
leesoo, and sotile pines; in the vicinity of Deyrah were topee
or groves of mangoes ; in the court of the Seik Temple, jacktrees ; and in the hills beyond Deyrah, cultivated land, aboundlog
in corn.
The small town of Deyrah is about four miles from the second
range of hills, and is formed by the cantonments of the Goorkha
regiment, raised after the Nepaul war, and the native bazaar
attached to it. Within a few miles of Deyrah is the Fort of Katuga, not in itself a place of strength, but in a nearly inaccessible
situation, and during the Goorkha warfare, it was desperately defended by that tribe.
At Deyrah the party hired coolies, and started on the elst, following the windings of a small mountain stream till they came U)
a low faU, above wbich the stream expanded into a small lake;

?v then crossed orer a wooded hill to the right, thror1~11thick
br~lshn.ood,aboundillg in plleasants and otller garlle-bi~.rls, anrl
procecd~tl to the villn~e of Nagr~l,situate on a steep 11:lnk ovcr
tlle river S : I O I I ~t;l ~ evalley of \vl~ichforms the c~ltrnnrr:into tlle
seconcl range of mountains. From hence the party foIlo\r.etl the
I~etlo i tlle liver, whicll is strewn with h r ~ g eroclts for a11o11ta niile
to the tlripl)illy rock of Sansadarrall, opposite to \vhicll tl~erc!is
a s111all sheti for tr:lrellers.
'l'lle drippillfi rock of Sansadarrall rises to a consicleral~lelleifllt
01-cr a small basill of n3ater, \rhich is only a few y ~ r t lfrom
~
tl~e
,
i t .
1 hc rock overl~a~lgs
this Insin like the roof' of ail opcn
piazza, cstclltling for about fittp lards i l l lenzt11. ;\bore it tllere
1,s a sn~nllstream, wllich tlosrs from the nlountaill'sitle to the edge
of tlle precipice. wlrere, illstearl of fornlil~ga cnscadc, it is :~bsorl~rd
tile 111arsl1~
nature of the soil, is filtered t l ~ r o l ~ gtlre
h rock, a11(1
falls into the I):~sinill a perpetual sllower. 'I'he lock is coveretl
\\it11 Lrautiful stalactites, wl~ichare more ren~at.kablci l l n cave to
the right jirl facing the rock), where the roof is acttl:~IIystudtled
I
stalagmitic incrilstations al)ouncl on tile
witl~ tlienl, ~ I I C vllere
floor, \~llicll, meeting the st:ilactites, look like pillars cupl,ortin~
an etiitice. 111the l)otto~nof the care the \rater is a b o t ~ ttwo feet
deep. -.\c l ~ r i o ~rleception
~s
occrlrs \!.hen the sun rloes not shi~le
or^ the sparkling drops,-they
become quite invisil~le, : I I I ~ tlle
\rater is so entirely lost sight of, that our traveller cor~ldnot COIIt i i ~ c e Ililnself that it had not ceased falling till Ile crosstltl the
str-(rnm to view it more closely.
:Irc,u~~tlSansatlarrah the hills rise almost perpendicr~l:~rl~
on
ever!. side to the l~eifilrtof five thousand feet, ant1 are clotlletl to
the very top \vith the most bear~tifr~l
\rootl. As there is always n
breeze above, the ri~stlingof tlle trees n~ingledwit/] the so~untlof
tllc f':llli~lg~vatcriant1 the mnrmurirlg of the Snone, assistetl Iby the
,gre:lt heat, has a lulling ettkct, and gives a pecl~liar rllarnl to this
spot. O u r traveller's senlarks on the rnstling of the Icavcs renli~lrl
11s of sinlilar impressions espel-ienced by I)e Ht1111I~oldt
iu the
t;~restso f the upper C)ronooko, n~here the :~bsence of that sourid
cave ever1 a greater intensity to the dis:lgree:~ble serlsatio~~s
car~setl
heat.
.\t tl~isr ~ i ~of
l t their journey tile travellers we1.e ol~liped to
a1);lllclorl tllc outer fly or cover of tlle large tellt, nllicl~could not
he carried alon? these almost patllless tracts. I n the vicinity of
Sansntla~.~-all
tliere is a spring, inlpreg~lated with st~ll,lluretted
I1v,IroSe~l,a1111tlepositing sull)l~uri l l a thick coat on the ctise a11t1
bc1tt0111. 'I'he waters we1.e clcar alltl tasteless.
,.
I lie road, 011 lenving Sar~sadarrah, \~on11(1for the first mile
nlorlg tile hill, at a %reat height above the river. As they \rere
nioving along one of the party shot a rocket-bird, the first they hart

.
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seen. After assing an open spot, where the Kaldee torrent, or
Gadh, joins t e Saone, the ravine contracts, and the road lies in .
the bed of the torrent, which is filled with large rocks, rendering
the progress very difficult. They here met with a party who were
twenty days' march from Gangoutree, three in deep siiow. They
carried one of their number in a basket, his leg having been shattered by a falling stone. In the continuation of their journey
beyond Rhudwarah, the path ascended in a zigzag manner up the
face of a nearly perpendicular precipice, till at the height of about
three thousand feet above the ravine, the crest of the ridge is
attained, and the road again descends into a deep and glooiliy
valley called Musgra.
Thiv is the second range of hills traversed in approaching the
Himma-leb ; and from the crest on the one side was seen the rich
valley of Deyrah, with the plains of Sehampore ill the distance ;
and on the other, liills clothed with pines; and beyond, the gigantic peaks of the snowy range towering above everything.
This is the first appearance of pine-trees, which commence on
the upper parts of the hills; lower down were abundance of
vegetables, wild fruits, and shrubs. They noticed cherries, pears,
raspberries, and strawberries. N o t h i ~ ~could
g exceed the number,
beauty, and variety of flowering shrubs. Whole sides of hills upem
sometimes covered with yellow and white jessanline, Ruin cistus,
afid the scarlet rhododendron, which grows to the size of a forest
tree. Pheasants aiid cl~uccortls,or red-legged partridges, were
nunlerous.
T h e road rising froin the Muggra winds over a shoulder of the
hill, past the village of Relee, and then desceiids for about a mile.
After which the pal ty encamped on a sniall terrace at the entrance
of a beautiful valley, cultivated in the lower parts. Below was
the village of Phadee, round which the hills expand into a fine
amphitheatre. Among the forest trees were hollies and oaks, the
latter inferior in size and foliage to the English species. On the
banks of the Uglanar, the mountains were found cultivated for
about one-third of their height ; the face of the hill being cut into
ledges (cates or keats) like steps or stairs, each ledge being about
five or six feet above the nest to it. The water being retained
successively in each cate by an e~ibankn~ent,
to the depth of two
or three inchee, and let off into the next by its removal.
The inhabitants of this valley appear well oti, with plenty of
butialoes and sheep ; their dress is entirely of blanket stuti, and
consists of trowsers and a kind of tunic, with n loose blanket
thrown over, and fastened OII the breast wit11 a large steel or brass
pin ; the head-dress is merely a long blanket cap, rolled into the
form of a turban, and fitting the bead at the top like a skull-cap.
Our party stopped at a halting-place called, after a temple,
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Bewallnee, the nearest village to which is Thann, from whence
they obtained supplies. White and red raspberries grew ill the
vicinity. 'The Ju~nleetorrent is here crossed on a sango or pine
bridge. As they advanced along a road which sometimes followed
the bed of the stream, and at others ran along the face of the cliff,
the c o ~ ~ n t rbecame
y
wilder, and the llills elltirely bare towards the
top, though cultivated below. Huge isolated deodars (Pinus
deodar), which resemble the true cedar, and are confined to great
elevatio~~s,
were observed springing from the bare rock, where no
other tree could find root. The kaukur or barking deer, and the
ghurl or wild goat, are found on tlie hills near this. After passing
the prosperous village of Rdld, having seven or eight good slated
houses, they canie to klorarra, a miserable village on a bleak hill,
but with some cultivation in the vallev. Here C a ~ t a i nJohnson
was taken ill, and on the third day was carried by coolies on poles,
in the continuation of his journey. The road lay up-hill to the Corassoo Gorge, and then descended for four and a half miles aloug
the face of the precipice, past the village of Laloorie to the Nagun
Gadh, a pretty copious stream at the foot of the JandaSgan bill.
The party crossed it, anti encamped at the opposite side. The
c o u ~ ~ around
t ~ y was well cultivated. At the top of the gorge the
forest trees were oak, pine, and rhododendro~~s. Here our traveller was again obliged to rest OII account of ill health.
T h e 1st of May, again travelled ill the chair; the road one
mile of ascent, and two nliles a level and gentle slope, along the
face of the mountain, where the Naguri 'oins the Bagiruttee. The
latter river here runs along a fine ce tivated valley about half a
mile wide. The n~ountainsrise almost perpendicularly from it ;
and 011 the western side are three or four comfortable villages.
After a pleasant route of five n~ilesthey arrived at Barettee. Passing the village of Dhurassoo, our party crossed the Gudoul ; and
in a cave, a little above the river, found the last survivor of a convent of Jogee nulls-a clean, happy-looking old woman, about
eighty gears of age, and wlro gave them odoriferous roses. Two
miles of ascent brought them to the village of Pottorrah, where
they encamped, at an elevation of about four thousand feet immediately above the Bagiruttee, but could not hear its waters,
which in the sunshine looked like a vein of bloodstone.
After about six riiiles march, alternately ascending and. descending, and passing through groves of pines, they came to the village
of Dhoondra, s~nalland excessively dirty. The houses, as usual,
consisted of three stories ; in the lower the cattle are kept, the
second is shut up and is a kind of granary, and in the upper the
family reside. Below the village the river is confined by two
jutting rocks, over which is a saogo.
At the village of Mattee, their next stage, the thermometer
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stood at 9%' in the tent. Crossed the Barettee on a sango, t h e
planks quite decayed, and encamped at the town of Barahat. T h i s
day they found an ant's nest, formed of leaves agglutinated by a
kind of gummy substance, on the top of a tree. Captain Johoson visited at this place a temple which was destroyed by a n
earthquake in 1803. There was here a trident, formed of brass,
about sixteen feet high; the base of which was a globe of the
same metal about thirty inches in diameter. O n the octagonal
ehaft is an inscription, of which Raper, who had a man with him
who read Nagni Sanscrit and Persian, could obtain no satisfactory
information. l'he rajah of Nepaul sent a deputation of learned
men, some years ago, to examine it, but they aho failed in recognising the characters. The inhabitants have a tradition, tbat the
country was once inhabited by, or tributary to, the Chinese Tatar
dynasty, and some who have seen the inscription have remarked a
similarity between the characters and those of the Chinese.
On the 6th of May our traveller left the Bagiruttee, and turned
off to the left to ascend the ridge that separates that river from
the Junina. The road lay along the Barettee Gadh, having a
steep ascent to the village of Haila, and then continuing along a
glen, where the matting of trees and creepers almost preclr~cled
light. At the head of the glen was the village of Kowa, in the
district of Salma, surrounded by a wood of deodars, some of which
were of an enormous size. l'he party afterwards passed through
a forest of scarlet rhododendrons to the village of OprekbGt, and
crossing a range of hills, descei~dedinto a valley, which they left
by ascending a steep hill to the pass of Jakeeni Ghati (about nine
thousand feet), from whence they had a fine view of the Roodroo
Himma-leh-the ~nountainsabove Gungootri. They then descended again to the Shialba rivulet, a tributruy to the Jumna.
The road hence continued down the glen to the village of Iianoora, where they first saw the Jumna; it lay at the bottom of a
ravine, fifteen hundred feet below them ; and on the opposite side,
and at a similar elevation, were the villages of Patra and Thaur.
The houses in Ka~iooraconsisted of five or six stories, the uppermost and the roof projecting about six feet all round.
From this place our party began their ascent up the Jumna to
Catnanr, a village situated in a small cultivated recess of the
mountain, about five hundred feet above the river. The water of
the Jumna was of a deep and almost inky blue. The snow was
lying in patches on the bills around. Thermometer at sunrise 48O,
at noon 79". In passing through a pine wood they came to a
forest of large deodars which had been on fire, aud of which nothing but the black and charred trunks remained. The fire had
been stopped by the river, on the opposite side of which the trees
wore their usual green livery. The road our travellers came from
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Barahat is not the shortest, as there is another that descends into
ihe valley of the Jumna, two marches higher up, but which was
a t this time impasable on account of the depth of the snow.
From Catnaur they proceeded a short distance along the course
of the river, whicb they then crossed on a sango, twenty paces in
length and two feet broad. 'The precipices rose above the river
t o a height of fifteen hundred to two thousand feet; the bed of
which was two to three hundred paces across. The rocks were
mostly composed of granite, but some of the masses that had fallen
down appeared to be of white marble. They passed the village
o f Djewe, which lies on a precipitous cliff, surrounded on three
sides by the torrent. There was formerly a fort at this place, but
it was destroyed by the earthquake it: 1803. From this spot they
had their fimt distinct view of the Bunderpouch. Having crossed
another perilous sango, tiley approached the village of Consala,
through a thick wood of apricot and walnut trees.
Beyond Consala they crossed the Sumna Gadh by a sango, and
climbed up the steep cliffi to Kana, a comfortable and well-built
village. 'L'he road hence wound along, about eight hundred feet
above the river, through groves of mulberry, apricot, and walnut
trees. A rugged descent brought the travellelx to the Rheam
Gadh, the water of which forms a cascade of about fifty feet ill
height, and has hollowed out a course for itself in the face of the
cliff something like a chimney open in front.
T h e rold asce~ldedto the village of Bahree, and then again
descended to the bed of the Bhurai Gunga, which is nearly as
wide as the Jumna, and which they crossed-by a sango, continuing
their route to the bed of the latter river, which was also crossed
o n a bridge of similar constructiot:, and which appear to be so
much the object of the travellers' dread, to the village of Bonassoo.
From the latter place they proceeded along the banks of the river,
crossing and recrossing several times ; the last titne was at the
place where it receives the Jrnri or Ooilta Gunga, a rapid stream
which has its sources iu t l ~ esnow of the Bheen Ke Dhar, a versant of the Funderpouch. The ascent to the village of Cursolu
(about nilie thousand feet above tl~esea) was very steep and laboiiotts. Cursolu is a most isolated spot, having no comlnunication
with any habitable place except by the alinost impracticable path
by which our travellers had come. It had r:evertl~elesssome appeararlce of prosperity, consisting of about twellty-five housea,
with three or four temples, built like the former of stone and pine,
with excellent roofs of carved deodars ; and probably two hundred
and fifty acres of arable land. The iahalitants rnaliufacture their
own clothes (blankets), and seem to want little.
The Jumnotree Glen ran N.N.E. from this, and had a gloomy
and repulsive appearance. The peaks of the mountain itself
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could not be seen in such close proximity, being hid by the gigantic deodars which threw their vast shadows around the base of
the mountain group, and which attained a size, according to our
traveller, "tremendo~~s
to look at." The party experienced at this
place
one
of
those
awful
thunder-storms which are peculiar t o
. .
Alpine regions.
'I'here is a route from Crlrsolu to Look6 on tlle Bageruttee, two
days' march from Gungootri, which was impracticable at this
season. The path lies over Bheeni Ke Dhar, two days in snow,
and four without meetiug a habitation. Fraser crossed it in July,
deep in snow ; and estimated the height of the ridge at fifteen
thousand seven hundred feet; and at that height, s a p that the
N.W. peak of the nunderpouch was between seven and eight
tllousand feet above him.
N o one had bee11 for the last two or three gears to Jumnotree,
so our party had to send people on to make bridges and ladders.
011
the morning of the 19th of May, they proceeded up the glen
to J u n ~ ~ ~ o t r ethe
e ; cultivated land extended for a mile beyond the
village. They then descended into the bed of the river, makiug
their \vay through masses of rock and loose stones, crossing and
recrossing the stream several times, so~ne~inies
on sangos, but as
frequently wading. The steep asceut of Bl1eil.o Ghati, wl~ichthey
next came to, was made through a jungle of dwarf bamboo and
Barberries, with interspersed pilie trees. They here reached a
temple, consisting of three upright stooes, with another placect
across the top; containing offeriugs of small iron tride~~ts
to the
By-am Jee, the goddess of the stream. 'I'hey descended a sleep
acclivity of loose stones and clay OII the other side, and reached the
Bed of tlre river, where it was joined by a s~nallstream which fell
from a rock fifty feet high, and under which they were obliged
to pass.
Our party proceeded lip t l ~ eriver, so~netimesclimbing steep
and smooth rocks, by means of ladders formed by notcl~escut in
pine trees, till they came to a point where the glen is about forty
yards broad, and the snow fills up the bottom to the depth of twenty
or thirty feet above the stream, wlrich forces itu way underneath
through " most extraordinary-looking caver~is." Cliffs of grey
granite rose at the sides, almost perpendic~rlarly,to the height of
twelve or Fourteen thousand feet ; and the huge piiies, rooted in
tlie rocky clefts, and overhangirlg the glen, added In no small degree to the sombre character of the scene.
They pursued their way for about a mile and a half up this
fearful ravine, sometimes on the ssow, and at times in the bed of
the river; for wherever the cliff's were so far separated as to allow
the sun to penetrate to the bottom the snow had disappeared.
I t was in walking in. the bed of the river, and on coming to a
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narrower part where the snow was unmelted, that they obtained a
full view of these "extraordinary caverns." Sometimes the snow
bad melted away from the heat of the rocks to the height of five or
six feet above the stream; while the mass above, being still
eighteen or nineteen feet tbick, spread in an arch almost the whole
way across the valley, or was supported here and there by some of
the rocks that rose higher than the others, and served as pillars to
this singular icy roof.
On
of ihe beds of snow our party found the remains of
several musk deer and custoorees, which, though very much
decayed, still retained a strong odour of musk.
They continued their way up a wall of rock, over one part of
which the river precipitated itself with great violence, till they
came to the hot springs of Jumnotree. They have their source in
a ledge of rock, ten or twelve feet above the bed of the river, and
fall down into the stream, covering the rock with a sediment of
variable colour, but cbiefly yellow, and soft and s p o ~ ~ gtoy the
touch. Above the ledge, the hot water forces its way through a
cleft in a smoking jet of five or six feet in height, which has
melted the snow around to the distance of twenty or thirty yards.
T h e Hindoos bathe in a small basin, where the waters of the river
are mingled with tbose of the hot springs and remain sensibly
warm, after whicli they are marked on the forehead with the
yellow sediment of the hot springs. This place was generally considered as the source of the river Jumaa, and was the farthest
poi:lt reached by Hodgson or Frazer ; and it was with some difficulty that the pundit was prevailed upon to go any farther, his
resence being necessary to secure the attendance of the guides.
&he party, however, advanced for half a mile over a snow-bed
which completely covered the stream to the thickness of thirty or
forty feet; this ravine becoming still narrower, till at last they
came to an opening where the rocks forn~eda small amphitheatre,
and allowed the snow-bed to expand to about three acres. Exnrtiy oppo~ite,as they entered this circus, was a bare cliff about
forty feet high, over wllich fell a s~nallstreamlet, apparently given
birth to by the rncltillg of the snow above. I t was received in a
small basin of grai~ite,and overflowing, forced its way under the
snow on mliicli they were standing in the direction of the hot
spriap. On die left n snlall ravine was visible for a few yards, but
was completely blocked up with snow, and without the slightest
appearance of wnter ; above, they lrad a full view of the mountain, rising nearly four thousand feet, and also coated with frozen
s110\t7. ?'his the11was tl~ehighest poit~tof the Jumna yet attained,
and elevated, Captain Johnsol: supposes, eleven thousand two
hundred feet above tlie level of the sea, the hot springs beil?g ten
thorlsand eight hundred and forty. Pine trees were flounshlng
VOL. 1V.
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in forests in the snow fifteen hundred to two thourand feet
above them.
The vegetation in coming up the ravine was first holly, growing
to the sine of a forest tree, onks and hazel, with an underwood of
yellow jasmin, rose, and the rhododendron in the clefts of the
rocks. 'l'hen stunted birch, mixed with barberries, till a t last even
the dwarf han~boofailed, and nothing was to be seen but the huge
far
deodar springing from the snow, and extending in foreste
the eye could reach.
The distance from Jumnotree to Cumoli ir not probably more
than five miles in a direct line, and our party returned without
any accident, save the rolling down of the ~ u n d i t ,and t w o of the
guides, for a considerable distance in the snow, and having only
suffered from the heat of the sun, and the fatigue of w, perilous
an undertaking.
Captain Johnson and his companions started without delay to
the southward, being anxious to reach B e Broang Ghati, the
lowest of the passes into Kunawur, before the commencement of
the periodical rains. T h e road by which they had to proceed
thither had never been travelled by an European. O n their return
they visited, at Bonassa, a spot where the river makes a fall of
about eighty feet, the rock being a yellow stone like marble.
There was a hot spring in B e vicinity, the waters of which deposit
a yellow sediment, and were found to boil rice.
From Consala they retraced their steps to Catnaur, from
whence they proceeded through a forest of pines high above the
river, and descended through a cultivated land and alternatingjungle
to the bed of the Shialba rivulet. They afterwards crossed the
Jumna upon a eango, consisting of a single uusquared pine, traversing from the side they were on to a rock in the centre of the
stream, aud completed by a similar communication from the
centre to the other side. They afterwards continued along the
right bank, and made a steep ascent of five hundred feet t o the
village of Thaun. From hence they proceeded southward t o the
Nugwan Gadh, described as presenting the usual rocky scenery,
passed the village of the same name, which was large and populous, and encaniped at that of Patra.
Having ascertained here, that there was a shorter road to the
unction of the Pabur and Tonse through the Rama Semi-the
appy valley--our traveller turned westward at once, and proceeded over the shoulder of the hill to Dookeat, and then turned
in a west-north-west direction up the Bunal Gadh. They proceeded about five miles up this glen, which was studded w~th
villages, and cultivated in every square foot of ground. Being the
firat Europeans who had gone this way, they were the object of
much curiosity among the natives.
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They crossed the Bunal Gadh, at the village of Goodoori, and
continued their road up to the Kanda Gadh, a beautiful glen,
abounding in black partridge. After three miles journeying, they
arrived at the village of Kanda, on the ascent of the Durstiill
Ghati, and in the midst of a forest of various foliage. At the top
of the Ghati, they got their first view of the Rama Serai, a fertile
valley about a mile and a half, or two miles broad, and which
stretches in a north-easterly direction for eleven or twelve miles
u p to tlw old fort of Sircote, which is situated on the extreme
point of the Kedar Kanta, a lofty shoulder thrown out by the
snowy range between the Bunderporah and the source of the
Tonse. The Rama Serai was formerly a royal forest, under the
native dominion, and preserved as a chase. I t is now much
neglected and thinly inhabited, the luxuria~~ce
of vegetation readering it extremely unhealthy. The valley is said to abound in
leopards, bears, deer, and wild hogs. Tigers have been said to be
met with in the san~edistrict, but Captain Johnson remarks, that
he saw no trace of theru, and the inhabitants, who had plenty of
bear and leopard skins among thern, never alluded to any larger
animal of the latter kind.
Four miles beyond the entrance they reached the village of
Kuadal, near Ghoondeat, which is the largest in the valley.
Here they purchased sheep, to drive with then1 into the hills.
Beyond Ghoondeat they ascended a steep hill to the Jermala
Ghati on the west aide of the valley; they then descended to the
north-aest,.through a forest of lnes, leaving the fort of Sircote to
their right, passed the end of edar Kanta, and arrived, after a
rapid descent, at the Gooroo Gadh, a tributary to the Tonse.
They were obliged to ford this stream twice before reaching the
village of Kunar. The inhabitants here had never seen Europeans.
At the foot of the Gooroo Gadh, they had their first view of the
Tonse, which was then a deep and strong flowing river, twice the
size of the Jumn'e, the waters discoloured by the melting of the
snow. Haring crossed the river in a sango, they encamped, up
its bed, at a place called Ghoon Khatra, but where there is no
village. The scenery presented the usual peculiarities of rugged
rocks, and nearly vertical cliffs, with pines springing from the most
barren spots, forests of the same trees, wit11 an undergrowth of
strong Gamins, and occasional patches of greensward.
Our party left the Tonse by the Marmoor Gadh, a small stream
in a dark and gloon~yglen, overgrown with grass and weeds, and
at the source of the stream they made a very steep ascent to the
right, which brought them to Petri, a little village, perched
almost up011the top of a wtony peak. Apricot trees grow around
the village, and black partridges and chuccores mere calling in all
directions.
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From Petri they continued across the bill to Sorass, from
whence another sliort ascent, and a deep fall through beautiful
woods of silver fir, brought them to the ascent of the Balchoo
Kanta. The difficulty of this ascent was niuch increased by the
immense number of fallen deodars, whose trunks were mostly
from sixteen to twenty feet in circumference, and which constantly
impeded their progress.
From the Ghati or gorge of the pass, they descended through
fine forests to the Chighin Gadh, a tributary of the Pabur;
halted at Gokal Khoti, a village a few hundred feet aboveits bed,
afterwards crossing the stream which they followed to its junction
with the Cuneat Gadh, a large and rapid torrent, passing the
village of Dooghull ; they crossed the latter stream on a sango,
and liad a long and laborious ascent to the village of Kirwan,
which is very poor and mean, being about tliree thousand feet
above the Pabur, and built among immense loose masses of rock,
some of which appeared as large as the village itself. Apricot
trees grew around, and lizards were seen ill great abundance. A
short march from hence, on the side of the bill, brought them to
Azalt, prettily situated in view of the Pabur, and with niuch cultivation around.
From Azalt they made a rapid descent to the Coomoan Gadh,
and then ascending the opposite valley, crossed the brow of the
hill into the valley of the Pabur. The ascent from this continued
by Mundul, a large and populo~ls village, to Koi~tan, two
thousand seven hundred feet above the river, and seven thousand
eight hundred and ninety-eight feet above the level of the sea.
The turf on whicli they enca~npedat this elevation, Captail1 Johnson compares to that of our own peat bogs. Our traveller was
obliged to halt here for a few days, being again an invalid, and
the allole party were severely incommoded by a sniall fly, about
the size of tlie sand-fly, and very numerous.
The Pabur is a wider strearn and not so inuch of a torrent as
the other rivers, nor do the niountains rise so perpendicularly from
its bed, but slope gently for the tirst three thousand feet. The whole
is richly cultivated, and dotted with villages, each shaded by its
own
of apricots and walnut trees, &hile beyond the line of
cultivation, the pine-woods rise to the top of the hills in one thick
mass, only broken by an occasional greensward, where the villagers send the cattle in the day-time.
On leavi~rg Mu~ldnl,our party proceeded by Racengurh (a
station for a few Gorkhas) to the village of Hant, beirrg a descent
altogether of about three thousand feet, in a distance of about four
miles. The road up the Pabur, from this to Roroo, a thriving
villnge, was the best they had vet met with in the I~ills. From
hence to Mundla the route was rocky, barren, and uniuteresting ;
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and from this village they made a short excursion to Chegong, to
obtain provisions. After crossing the Andreyti, the western branch
of the Pabur, which flows from the foot of the Shatwl pass, they
ascended to Pekal, and from thence to Tekree, where the scenery
became more beautiful. Jaen was the farthest village up the glen,
and after a long ascent they reached the top of the ridge. The
river at the foot of the mour~tainsniade a sudden turn, so that the
road, taking a northerly direction, brought the vast snowy range before them in all its magnificence.
A most splendid fall of water was observed at the head of this
glen ; several streamlets unite a few hundred feet below the line
of snow, and falling over a solid wall of rock, make only two
sl~ootsdown to the bed of the Yabur, a distance of about fifteen
hundred feet. The first. is the longest, and For some distance
the waters keep in a tolerably conlpact mass, but which soon
separates into white foam ; lower down, even that disappears, and
before it reaches the ledge could not be seen at a distance of half
a mile. Itereappears at a great distance below, reuniting in a
short channel, from whence it makes another shoot to the Pabur.
O n the road to Leeti they came to the region of alternatiug
patches of grass and snow, and the '' last trees :" the trees so
called by courtesy are a few stunted boge patras, a kind of birch,
that had not vet ~ u forth
t a leaf. Wherever the snow had lately
melted, the grouad was covered with polyauthuses. The river s:
here covered with a bed of snow to a very great depth. Captain
Johnson remarks, that what 11e calls a snow-bed corresponds with
what in the Alps is called a glacier-the snow-bed of the Pabur
being larger, but very similar in appearance to the glacier of the
source of the Rhone.
They approached the Brooang Pass through the snow, only interrupted by the Pabur, which burst froin the snow-bed at an
elevation of twelve thousand nine hundred and fourteen feet, and
fell over a piece of bare rock for about fifty feet. I t was again
immediately lost in the snow. Later in the season, the Pabur is
said to flow from a clear lake about half a mile wide, which was now
frozen over and covered with snow. After three hours laborious
exertion, they reached the top of the pass (fifteen thousand three
hundred feet). Our travellers had here a inost magnificent view.
Ou each side, to the north and south, the snow spread as far as
the eye could reach ; and east and west rose the peaks of the giant
Himma-leh, to the height of four or five, or as much as seven
thousand feet above them. Those which were least precipitous,
clad to the s ~ ~ l n n ~ini t stheir \rl~ite shrouds; others, as Iiuldung
(twenty-one thousand one hundred and three feet), rising in naked
bareness, their cliffs too ~recipitousto atiord a resti~~g-piace
for
the snow, and presenting nothing to the eje but vast pyran~~ds
4
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of bare granite, round which the clouda were fast gathering in
sombre array.
Amid the thunderstorm they were obliged to h u q their way,
running or skipping down the snow, till, after an hour's toil, in
which they had gone about six miles, they reached the first trees
on the north side, and took refuge under a hanging rock. Some
of the Jaen people alone arrived that evening, bringing with them
a small tent and some provisions. Some of the coolies came in,
iu a state of stupor, towards night, and the lighting of the fire
brought in the remaining stragglers. Dr. Qerard was overtaken
by one of these storms in the Goonass Pass, some miles east of
this, when he lost two or three of his people, who died of cold,
and he litniself escaped only by indomitable exertion, having the
flesh frozen off his toes; and with the loss of all his mathematical
instru~ilents,some of which were found the next year.
In their descent for Brooang, they passed forests similar to what
occurred on the south side; and they n~easureda deodar, which
was thirty-three in circumference, and from which tlie branches
did not spring for a height of between sixty and seventy feet.
Brooang is a pretty large village, situate at the junction of the
Bulchutter and Uuspa ; t l ~ elast, a large river, takes its rise four
marches E. S. E. on the north of the Himma-leh, in Bhurassoo,
,
and falls into the Sutluj, ten or twelve miles below Pooari.
Our travellers were now in Kurawur, according to the natives;
the people from tlie other side call the country the Biidh Mooluk,
-evidently the origin of Budhtar, and corisequently the contines
of 'l'hibet. This day they saw the fikt yak which they had met
with. The road along the river-side was dangerous and diflicult,
every trace of a path being at tinies obliterated. Near the j u n o
tion of the Buspa with the Sutluj, they crossed the former on a
snngo. The Sutltj was confined between cliffs of vast height,
and ~learlyvertical : it was about sixty yards wide. The waters
were alniost whitened by the quantity of sandy detritus which they
bore down with them. Our arty followed a dangerous path on the face of the prccipice to kallah, a small village in the recess of the bank, surrounded
by groves of apricots and vines. Out of seventy followers, all but
twenty absconded from our travellers at this point, from dread of
further dangers, and prejudices against visiting new countries.
They passed the village of Barung on a high rock under the
Harung Pass, and, continuing along a bad path on sandstone,
catne to the beautiful little village of Pooari, situate beneath the
wild Kuldung-embedded in a growth of apricot, peach, vine, and
walnut trees ; and still more strikingly luxuriant from the force of
contrast.
The Sutluj is here about eighty yards wide, deep, and unin-

tempted by rock, but flowing strongly, and dotted with whirlpooh
rml backwaters. O n tbe Lille opposite, for a fourth of the way
up, vine-trees clothe the rock, carefully trained on trellitiwork ;For
r short way above, were the plantatione of corn ; higher, and covering half of the mountain, were the dark pine forests, and these
were c r o w d by r diadem of snow. Below were the villages of
Koongy and Tel~ngee,built, as most villages were, on the points
of cliffs projecting over the river, and shadowed by their deep
groves of walnut aud apricot trees. The inhabitants, like many
mountaineer tribes, are extremely dirty in their habits.
From P m r i our arty croesed the river by a rope-bridge, or
Jbmln, to Telin a. f n travelling thence to the large and populow village of bunjee, they left the pine foresta to enter into
tracts covered with a kind of wild camomile ; and, after crossing
a mountain torrent on a sango, reached the village, where they
halted for two days.
Their road continued to the north-east, high above the river,
and from w h e w they had some fine views of the snow range ;Rulding being most conspicuour. Captain Johnson thought that
a peak of the same group, though nothing like so rugged in
aspect, was in reality higher. I t lay between the Sutluj and the
Buspa ; and over one of its ehoulders is the Harung Pass. The
mks were full of eyriea, and the eagles came down in partier of
three or four to look at the strangers.
After the ascent to the Laptbk pass, they descended to the bed
of the Leesa, which was bridged over with snow, forn~ed by an
avalanche that came from the top of Oorung Teefa, and had torn a
p m a g e for itself through the pine foreeta of some hundred yards
wide. There is a well-built wooden hamlet, bearing the same
name as the rtream, on ita banks.
I n the next day's journey, lying due north, they met with
traders in aalt, driving south. Sheep and goats are the otrly beasts
of burthen in the mountains, and they carry nalt or iron in saddlebagr, in return for corn. They are attended by large and fierce
dogs, with long silky black hair. T h e yak had now become common enough ; and they saw on the road large black-faced apes,
about three feet and a half high. Our party arrived, through
beautiful pasture ground clumped with pine-trees, at the village
of Labrung, about two thousand five hundred feet above the
Sutl~tj. O n the opposite side of a ravine was the city of Kanurn,
a very large place, sltuate on a fine table-land, surrounded by rich
cultivation. The houses were 0at-roofed and clustered together;
some of them wven or eight stories high, and looking like watchtowers. T h e town is eight thousand niiie hundred ~ n dninetyeight feet above the level of tlre sea ; and the temperature in the
#be& delighrful. There is in this city a Lama temple, and an

excellent library, said to contain a copy of eve work to be found
in the great library at T e s h w Lmmbo. A r e they met with
Tcboma da Coxas, an Hungarian traveller, who was there for the
urpose of ascertaining the origin of the Huns. H e came through
A r s i a and the Punjaub; and some years before this presented
himself on our frontier, and requested either to be forwarded to
Ava or to be allowed to reside some gears in Thibet. H e had
been in Luddak, and had acquired a knowledge of the lauguage,
but having become an object of suspicion, he had come south,
and buried himself in the library at Kanum. H e said that h e
had made some curious discoveries, and among others, that he had
found translations of some of the classics-among the rest a very
accurate version of Virgil. H e was not very communicative, and
lived the life of a hermit, upon an allowa~lcegranted him by the
Company.
Our travellers left Labrung on the esd of June, and began the
ascent of the Kurung Ghati, and encam ed that night at an
elevation of about thirteen thousand feet.
hey, this day, to their
great disappointment, received from the ofticer commandi~~g
at
Swbathou, Lord Amherst's order, prohibiting, in the most positire
manner, all attempts to proceed beyond the boundary of Hungrung, for fear of exciting the suspicions of the Chinese. The
next morning they reached Be top of the pass (fourteen thousa~~d
five hundred feet). The snow lay deep 011 the north side, but did
not extend far down. In their derrcent they visited Soongnam, a
large and populous village, situate in a small cultivated valley, but
at this tiole very hot : thermometer rising to 93' at noon. This
place is under the Lama theocracy; and they do not bum, but
bury their dead, and heap together long piles of stone, wit11 the
slate inscribed with the ' words of power,' as tributes to the deceased. The tumuli are arranged with a road on each side, t o
allow travellers to comply with the invariable rule of leaving them
on the rirht hand.
The D;rhony and Boukeo rivers unite at this point to form the
Ruskolang, a tributary to the Sutluj, which river it joins at the
village of Sheapoo, a Wuzzier's residence.
They ascended for about two tl~ousandfeet from the bed of the
Boukeo, over a desolate country, the flowering plants of which
were camomile, mint, and a few other aromatic plants, and the
shrubs juniper, sweet-briar, and a kind of wormwood ; and then
proceeded by a windiug path to the top of the ghaut (fourteen
thousand eight hundred feet). Scenery a3 usual; the rock slaty, aud
mostly covered with snow, and little or no vegetation. A rapid
dexent of three thousand four hulldred feet brought them to the
village of Llango, the inllabitants of u,l~icLhad tlat Tatar noses,
and were clothed in Tatar black and red blankets; and the lan-
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guage difikred from that hitherto used. Indeed, it had retained
some mixture of Hindoostanee only as far as Soongnam.
Our party approached the village of Tooling, through a slaty
formation, where the rivulet, whose banks they had been following,
joined tbe Speeti, or great western branch of the Sutlij. On the
west were the peaks of the Tuzeegung, or Punjeool, where Gerard
effected his ascent of nineteen thousand four hundred and eleven
feet, in 1818. Though much earlier in the season, and consequently in the expectation of great difticulties, our party resolved
upon undertaking this interesting asceat. The first village in the
Speeti is Leo, and around it is some cultivated land and native
vegetation-a rarity in this region of rocks and precipices. The
male inhabitants wear club tails, and shoes of tan leather, made
very like a tub. They do not tan leather north of Pooari : some
which our travellers saw had the Russian mark on it. The hills
were tilled with yoked sheep. From hence they crossed the
Speeti, or Tulukna, on a sango, and effected an ascent of four
thousand feet to the village of Nako. The rocks around both
Leo and S a k o are alniost entirely destitute of vegetation, and lie
in huge broken masses and " perupt crags,'' cast about in disorder, as if by the influence of subterranean force. There are three
temples built of red brick in Nako, in one of which our travellers
t w k up their residence and made their preparations. The nativee
endeavoured to dissuade them by exaggerated accounts of the
difficulties. and of the dangers of the " bis " or poisonsue wind
blowing on the snow.
On the 1st of July, at five o'clock, P.M., they began their
ascent, and taking their course up a ravine that led from the village, they turned up the hill to the right, and attained, after an
hour's ascent, one of the shoulders of the mountain ; and another
hour brought then1 to where their tents were pitched, on a level
spot under a stony ridge that crossed the way. The view from
this spot was very magnificent; and in the stillness of the air, tlie
.waters of the Speeti and the Sutluj, which the ridge divided,
could be heard, though about fourteen thousand six hundred feet
below their encampment. Stunted grass and furze grew around.
They started next morning at six, having waited on hour for the
sun, and reached in three-quarters of hour an extensive tableland, the running streanis thickly covered with ice. In the
ascent beyond, the suow gave way enough to afford a footing, but
sometimes so much so as to let them in up to the waist. One of
the party, Captain Urowne, sunk nearly to his mouth, and being
behind was not heard for some time, when he was extricated from
his perilous and fearful situation. The snow-bed, after an hour
and a half's progress, changed its plane from on angle of about
15" to one of 75", renderi~igfarther progress iu that direction im-

pouible. They accordingly veered round to the right, making
directly up the mountain, and in the first psrt of the journey exerienced much difticulty from the hardness of tbe snow. They,
Eowever, e k t e d their aocent to the ridge above. When the
cloud8 cleared away, they found themselves on the brink of a
precipice, which, though nearly eight thousand feet above the bed
of the Sutluj, Captain Johnson thought could not be more than
five hundred yards horizontal distance. " I t was amusing," our
traveller remarks, " to see with what alacrity, when the veil was
drawn from before them, each recoiled without saying a word,
and placed the ridge between him and the fringe of snow which
hung over the precipice like foam on a wave, and from which long
icicles hung pendent, as they afterwards ascertained by cautious
explorations on hands and kaees."
Prom hence they advanced along the ridge, the snow affording
them a good footing; a narrow strip of rock projecting from this
ridge like the neck of a bastion, advancing towards the Sutluj,
which opposite to it niade a detour to the east; and, at the extremity of this isthmus, the peak rose in the shape of a cone of
bare granite, the snow being only lodged on a few ledges and
breaks in the sides. Our travellers ascended a mound at the
entrance of the isthmus, where they were on a level with the baw
of the peak. The north-east peak of the mountain, elevated by
some hundred feet above the latter, was now visible at an horizontal distance of about two miles;
Captain Johnson had afterwards an opportu~~ity
of comparing
notes with Dr. Gerard, and he felt satisfied that this was the same
spot as that on which this gentleman made his barometrical observations, and nineteen thousand four hundred and eleven feet
abbve the level of the sea, the villagers having attempted to
impose upon him by pointing out a much lower spot in the
place*. Humboldt's station in the Andes was nineteen thousand
three hundred and seventy-four : only one man reached this point
with our European travellers. T11e villagers grasped their windpipes in both hands) and lay down in the snow; and the nuzzeer
sepoy, who alone reached the highest station, also complained
very much. I t is remarkable, that our travellers did not suffer
any inconvenience excepting an occasional difliculty of drawing
breath. Even in their night-camp it was almost impossible to
draw a cigar. They su5ered. however, severely from blistering of
the ski11of the face and neck; and one of tlie party was snowblind for a few days.
T h e same nltitude taken geometrically, in 1821, gave nineteen thouland four
hundred and forty-two feet. Dr. &nrrtl haa niuw this ex lored the pass at the N.E.
ont tier of ~ ( h m w a at
r on slevatiorr of twenty tho-ifwt.
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Our patty demnded from their lofty situation in a direction
different to their ascent, and reached the village in three hours and
forty minutes from the time they left the top.
I'he travellers remained at Nako from July e d to Jnly 15th,
the inhabitants of which village were attentive and obliging.
They spoke Thibetian, and had high cheek bones and flat noses ;
a d followed the worship of Lama. The cultivation is the same
as in the hills, and the women are made to do all the hard work.
The only fruits were gooseberries and apricots ; from the stone of
the latter they make excellent oil.
On the 15th they continued their route 110rthwards;-country
desolate and stony. The slaty-grey pheasant of the hills abounded:
Captain Johnson says he never saw it at a less altitude than twelve
thousand feet, and it retreats higher as the snow melts. On the
route to Chango, the rocks were rounded and water-worn, as if
they had been long washed by a torrent. The vegetation around
comisted of rose, gooseberry-bushes, some whine, and a few
rtuoted cedars. Chango is so surrounded by mountains, that,
though built in a recess by the river-side, it was insupportably hot.
Tartary oats were growing around. Wood-gnests, and a crow
with red legs and beak, were met with at the same place.
They crossed the Speeti, to the north of Chango, and proceeded along its banks to Shealkhur, the boundary foot of the
Bishur country. I t is merely a cluster of houses surrounded by a
high stone wall, situate on a bold brow, cqmmanding the passes
into Luddakl. There was no garrison. The rock around bore
every appearance of having been subjected to the action of fire,
either volcanic or the burning of clitfs (anthracitous ampelites,
with aulphuret of iron). Our author mentions black ashes, earth
burnt to brick, pieces of tile, and stones welded together-the
slaty rock being only burnt on the surface.
O u r party left Shealkhur early, and after a tedious ascent of
about an hour and ten minutes, came into a country characterized
by low and rounded hills covered with long coarse grass. From
bence they descended into a deep ravine, formed by the Chalodockpo torrent, and then arrived, along a good road, at Changreejing, an out-farm belonging to Chango. The hills a r o u ~ ~did
minished in ruggedness, but the vegetation consisted merely of
stunted deodars and a few poplar trees.
O n the 19th they walked out in the direction of Shucktul, the
first village in the Chinese country. The ravines were clothed
with willow coppices, sweet-briar, and currant-bushes. A pyrocantha was see11 creeping over immense masses of rock.
They were now, according to the best information they could get,
within three or four marches of the pasture country, or high steppes
of Luddakl. Beyond the Chemoreel, about eight days'journey
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from this, the lotv hills are separated from the Valley of the Indus,
or, as it is called, the Singecho, by a rugged but not lofty range of
hills. On the banks of the Indus, and in a fine open valley, is
the town of Leh, beyond which the hills rise again ; and the knowledge of the guides did not extend beyond a snowy range of mountains which were said to be higher than the Himma-leh, aud to
which they gave the name of Kailm or Cailas, which signifies
heaven." Captain Johnson does not think, that, in advancing
to the west, they would have met with any opposition to the continuation of their j o u r ~ i e ~and
, it was with much regret that, in
obedience to their orders, the party set out on the eOth on their
return, by Cha~igo,over the Changrung mountain.
They again reposed themselves at Nako till the 1st of August,
when they proceeded to Leo, and thence to Hango, having provided themselves with mountain ponies.
Froni Punjee, whither our travellers proceeded by the road they
had followed before, they kept along the western bank of the river,
-passing by Cheeni, a village prettily situated, thoi~ghdirty in
itself., and surrounded by the usual fruit-trees-to Rhogee, which
is the Iimit to which the periodical rains extend ; and beyoud
which vineyards disappear. Their journey here was effected by
alternate asce~itsaud descents in flights of stairs cut in the solid
rock, except in one case where they traversed a pine wood. O n
the road to Meru, the path winds along a precipice about four
thousaud feet above the bed of the Sutluj, from which, if a perpendicular were erected, it would pass withi11 one hundred and
fifty feet of the path, which in many places was scarcely a foot in
width ; in this respect, very different from the twelve-feet road described by Sir Robert Porter, with so niuch horror, in the passage
of the Goodjara iu the Caucasus. Nothing but the greatest confidence and cool~iesscould have brought our travellers io safety
over such passes, which were very frequent in the mountains, but
more pal.ticularly along the banks of the Sutluj.
In descending from hleru, they got into the long grass jungle
again, crossed the Oola Gadh on a sango (in accomplishing
which one of the sheep fell over and was lost in the stream), to
the village of 0ornee.-Jungle,
composed of grass aud nettles,
rising higher than the head. The road continued through woods
of evergreen-oak to Chegong, where they got fowls and honey.
They s~artedhence iu the rain to the bank of the Sutluj, which is
here very rocky, and the current rapid; proceeding along its bed,
interrupted by a very high rock which they were forced to climb,
to the bed of the Bobbeh Gadh, estiniated by our travellers to have
a fall of a thousand feet in the single mile of its course that was
visible. Bejond this they arrived at the made road, or artificial
causeway, which was a great relief. The rocks which they had
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latterly been travelling amongst were slaty and of a soft textare.
l b e y now crossed the Sutluj on a fine broad sango, from which
hey ascended to the village of Nachan. From Nachan they
travelled through deep brushwood, eight or nine feet high, by the
little village of Soon,-,
which has a small Chinese temple of
carved wood in it ; crossed the Boorhee Gadh, making three fine
falls within sight, and ascended towards Tranda. On the ascent,
Captain Johnson nearly lost his pony, his hind legs having gone
wer the precipice. . I n a deodar wood by the road-side, they saw
great abundance and variety of monkeys.
T h e road descended from Tranda, and then again made alternate ascents and descents to Tuarra, which they passed through,
and descended, seven thousand two hundred and forty-eight feet,
to Seram, where they encamped near the rajah's palace, which our
traveller compares to an English barn adorned with gilt ornaments.
The shawl goats, which they had brought with them from the mounhim, were suffering much froni the heat, a ~ many
~ d were already
dead. O n leaving Seram, our travellers found the bridge swept
away from over a torrent towards which they proceeded, and by
tbe side of which, amid heat and vapour, they had to stay nearly
five -hours while a temporary sango was made. After the ascent
on the other side, they had a delightful walk, through woods of
various and beautiful trees, to Goura Koti, where they took up
their auarters in the verandah of a tomb. Countrv around cultivatedtXorcovered with pine forests.
The next day they arrived at Ranipore, the capital of Bishur,
built on the bank of the Sutluj, in a cavity of glittering rock,
which renders it one of the hottest places in the north of India.
The houses are built in squares, each house inclosing a courtyard, with verandahs and galleries round it. They are roofed with
large blue slates, very thick, and laid loosely upon the rafters.
On the 14th, they marched to Dotnuggel., the road chietly level,
and the hills rounded and low; from whence, in proceeding to
Iiotghur, they took by mistake the road by Colimarsein, a village
on a ridge between two valleys which canie down from the Naig
Knnda Pass, and constitute the do~~ii~iions
of a petty rana, who
in much esteemed among the bill-chiefs. Our travelle~s were
invited by the chieftain's son, in English, to stay at his father's
house, but they preferred going on to Kotghur, which they reached
after a tiresome and long day's journey. Here they were received
at the l~ouseof Captain Gerard, which was beautifully situated
on the side of a cultivated mountain, clothed in the upper part
with pine forests. It was about seven thousand eight hundred
feet above the sea, and four thousand above the bed of the Sutluj ;
thermometer l~ever rising above 6j0, and the snow only lying
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during a month or six weeks, at a depth of tbree or four feet.
Bears were numerous in the woods, leopards were often seen, and
hyenas were very common and peculierly daring. Captain Gerard
had two gardens, one on the bal~ksof the river and the other a t
his house ; in the one he cultivated European vegetables, and in
the other the plants of India.
Having rested for a few days et Kotghur, our party atarted,
through wild pine woods, to the Naikgunda Pess ; on the top o f
which was a bungalow for .the accommodation of travellers. T h e
pass is elevated nine thousand and sixteen feet above the sea.
They were delayed some time at Naikgunda by the perverseness
of the coolies or porters. Our traveller complains bitterly o f
the difficulties which they met with, and the bribery and corruption that is practised, in the territory of the Company, and which
is not met with on the hills. O n this subject he remarks, with
much justice, that the stupendous journey of Dr. Gererd and the
labours of Moorcroft sufficiently attest that our ignorance of the
remainder of this most interesting country must be entirely attributed to a want of exertion on the part of the authorities, and t o
the little encouragement that is held out by them to undertakings
of an exploratory character.
They now proceeded to the bungalow of Muttiana, which atan&
high on a bare point above the village of the same name, where
they found the quills of porcupines. Thence they proceeded
along the crest of the ridge, from which they had a fine view of
the mountains behind them. Viewed at a distance, says our traveller, sufficient to obtain a comprehensive sight, the chain appears
to maintain a nearly equal height it) the great masses, but about
every tenth peak shoots up, mostly in a sharp or angular form,
ternhating in an aiguille, which would be inaccessible even if i b
base rested on the plains. Many of these peaks lean over to the
north-west, as if moved from the perpendicular by a force acting
in the same direction, forming an angle of little more than 45"
with the horizon.
Passing by Phago and the mountain of Choor (twelve thousand
six hundred feet) in Sirmoor, they reached Semlah, where there
are some good houses on the Jacko Ridge, which are pleasantly
situated in woods of rhododendrons, and are recommended by our
travellers for summer residences ; though thunder-storms, of great
violence, are said to be frequent. Hence they marched to Lairee,
from which they had their first view of the plains over Sabathoo.
Passed the fort and village of Hurreepore, to arrive at the latter
town, which is surrounded by sandy aud desolate hills, and is a
station for a Ghoorkha battalion. The village is nluch infested
by snakes and centipedes ; the most common of the former is the
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spectacle make, o r cobra di capello, the lethargid effect of whose
bite ia so well known. Eagles, not to be compared in size to the
gurrit, are very common ; and vultures and white kites abound,
as on the plains.
O n the 1st of October, our travellers made their last march on
these hills, the country gradually becoming less wild as they approached the spot where the mountains were lost in the plains of
the low country. On the same evening they left these fine lofty
regions with heavy hearts ; and entering their palkees, which they
found a t Bahor, they commenced their 'ourney through the alternating sand8 and juogle of the north of ndia.

1

REMARKS.

Dercn'pfiw Geography.-The

great cllain of the Himma-leh mountains extends in a direction from N. W. to S. E. for about 2000
British miles. Its continuation to the west, called in modem times
t h e Hindoo Coosh, or Indian Mountain (by De Humboldt considered
as the prolongation of the Kuen-lun), was the Emodus of the Macedonians rnd the Imaus of Pliny, and was in those days, perhaps, also
called Himma-leh, as the Greek title was borrowed from the Sanscrit.
The culminating points of the chain of the Himma-leh are known
to attain an elevation exceeding es,ooO feet. The lowest of the
passes, the Tungrung, is 13,739, and the loftiest, to the N. E. of
Khoonawur, is 40,000 feet, which would give a relation of the mean
height of minimum of crest to the culminating point of 1 : 1.6+ 1)e
Humboldt found it some years back as 1 : 1.8.
The Himma-leh, in its prolongation eastward, is, according to
Colonel Kirkpatrick, called Humla to the north of Yumila, and beyond
the Arun, according to Hamilton's map attached to the History of the
Gorkha war, the Harpala Mountains. Klaproth and Abel R(.musat
have collected from Chinese writings the continuation of the chain in
snow-clad peaks to the west of Young-khan. These turn abruptly to
t h e north-west on the confines of Hou-Kouang, advancing ultimately,
-according to De Humboldt, who seeks in descriptive geography for
the evidence of the elevation of mountain-chains on longitudinal
fissures,-into the sea, at the volcanic island of Formosa.
Geoloey.--In geology and mineralogy, the observations which Captain Johnson haa made assist in corroborating the previous information
that had beenobtained of the structure of this great Alpine chain, and
which appears to present much variety in composition, and phenoniena
that are in accordance wit11 what has been obaerved in other places.
It would result from the facts recorded by Hodgson, Fraser, Gerard.
and our traveller, that granite is m ~ r e - ~ a r t i c ~ common
l a r l ~ at the
foot of the mountains, and thus, probably, constitutes the base of the
chain. I t haa heen asserted, th& the p&dominance of gneiss in the
Himma-leh gave to it a secondary constitution ; neither has this
predominanci been established, nor; if it had, does it take away from
the primitive and crystalline cliaracter of the rocks forming the base
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of the chain. From the plains-through the first and second ranges
of hills-to the great chain itself, there appears to be a series of
bands of supermedial rocks succeeded by sandstones and limestones.
and transition rocks (clay-slates and ampelites) reposing alternately
on mica slate, gneiss, or granite. I n the centre of the chain there
are masses of limestone and intermediary rocks locked here and there
in upraised crystalline formations (as the sandstones on the northern
slope) ; and theae crystalline rocks are found bearing upon their
elevated summits and indented ridges rocks of a very modern formation. Thus sandstone has been found at 16,700 feet, ammonites in
limestone at 16,500 feet, limestone at upwards of m,000 feet, and
Captain Johnson found clay in the Hungrung pass at 14,000 feet.
This elevation of sedimentary rocks, with organic remains o r the
detritus of former worlds, upon the summits and acclivities of the
loftiest mountains in the world, is what is also met mith in the high
Alps of Europe, both in Switzerland and in the Pyrenees, and the
character of these formations, the number of them which have been ,
raised up, and the age of the external heds (in geognostic chronology)
indicate the epoch of the elevation of the mountain-chain as compared
mith others, and has been further observed with regard to the influence
which the same relative age had on the direction of the chain as compared to the meridians or parallels of our own spheroid. Captain
Burnes has also found the geological character of the Hindoo Coosh
to be pretty similar to what we know of the Himma-leh, namely,
that the loftiest peaks are composed of granite or gneiss, with
associated mica slate, and quartz rock, and intercalated uplifted o r
outlying conglon~erates,sandstones, and limestones, white and sacharoidal in the chain, shelly in the plains.
Zoology.-What Captain Johnson bas remarked upon the distribution
of the few animals met with during a merely exploratory journey corresponds with the little that is known of the wology of these almost
inaccessible wilds.
The yak, which our traveller often alludes to, ia the Bos peophagur,
Bos grunniens of old writers, the grunting ox of Shaw and Pennant.
I t is domesticated over a vast tract of country from the Altaic mountains to the central part of India, and even a great portion of China.
I t pastures, according to T~irner,on the coldest parts of Thibet upon
the short herbnge peculiar to the tops of mountains and bleak p l a i ~ ~ s .
This animal is of great value to the Tatar tribes. I t is an excellent
beast of hurden, and its milk is abundant. and very productive both of
butter and cheese. The horse tails used as standards by the Persians
and Turks are made of the hair of their tails, and chomries or fly
drivers, employed in India, are formed of the same material. Hamilton
calls them changri rattle. The bull is nsmed yak ;the cow, dhC.
The ghurl or wild goat (Capra segagrus) is considered by most naturalists as the parent of the domestic varieties of the goat tribe. I n
this case, which is pet doubtful, the Cashmere goat, the Thibet goat
(Capra Jemlahica, Ham. Smith), and Blainville's Capra cossus, and
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the Nepaul goat would be only varieties. Mr. James Wilson, who
has specially devoted his attention to the originals of our domestic
animals, (Quart. Journ. of Agriculture. Edinburgh,) is of opinion that
the goat of the Jemlah chain cannot be referred to the Capra q a g r u s
of Pallas.
Among the deer tribe, Captain Johnson uses native appellations,
which we have had a difficultv in ref err in^ to our natural historical
cksai6cations. I t may be weli to briefly enumerate the recognized
@ea
of this tribe inhabiting the chain of the Himmah-leh or its
immediate neighbou rhood. Among the Moschineae, the musk deer,
Moacns moachiferns, zh of the Chinese. Musk is chiefly obtained from
Thibet, probably more from the commercial enterprise of the inhabitants than the predominance of the musk deer in the mountainous
regions of that country. Our traveller found the accumulated bones
of several species at the foot of a cliff near Jurnnotree. Among the
Cerrineae-the Nepaul stag (Cervus Wallichii) of a yellowish brown
grey, with a large pale-colonred disk upon the croup. The black deeralso met with in the hills of Nepaul. This is the Cervus Aristotelis
of Dnvaucel, and one species of the Capreolinae, the Cervus capreolus,
frequenting the crags and ravines of the frontier. Of the antilopes,
probably a great number may be found in regions possessing so much
variety of climate. A remarkable species, the chiru, (Antilope kemas,
Smith,) which has been looked upon, from having frequently only
one horn, as the origin of monocerotes, licornes, or unicorns, and the
goral of the Himma-leh (Antilope goral, Hardwicke, Lin. Trans. vol.
xiv.) I n allusion to theTetraceri of Leach, Wilson asks, *' Is theAntilope quadricornis distinct from the Antilope chickara ? " I f from the
examination made by Blainville of a cranium from India, the anterior
horns are straight in the one and curved a little backwards in the other,
the hinder ones straight in the former and curved forwards in the latter,
there are probably two species, the striated character of the base
belonging only to the latter. Hence \re should have, as Leeson has
adopted, the Antilope quadricornis and Antilope chickara-the Tetracems atriaticornis of Leach.
The nyl-ghau (blue ox)-(Antilope yicta) is a vicious and remarkable animal, of which several specimens have lately been exhibited in
this country, and has hence become familiar.
Of the birds noticed by Captain Johnson, me have only to remark,
that t h e gnrrit, which he was inclined to look upon as a condor, was,
no doubt. the lammer-geper (Gypoetus barbatus), whose geographical
r a n p is so extensive, and of which a specimen, according to Mr.
James Wilson, has been transmitted to the Edinburgh Mueeum from
the Himma-leh monntains. The chnccoree, according to Hamilton,
is the Perdix mfa, or P. mbra, Brisson. The cuckoo (Cuculus
canorus), which our traveller heard in the mountains, was also noticed
by Turner in Bhootan (Embass. .p. 57). The southern acclivitiee
of the mountain range are the abode of two very beautiful birds,
the Impeyan pheasant or monaul (Lophophorur refulgens), and
VOL. 1Y.
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the horned pheasaat (tnrpogan), of which Mr. Goold h r r @red r
new species-'6 Century of Birds, k" The red-legged crow observed
on the Speeti was, no doubt, the Coracias graculus (Pyrrho corax,
Tem. Fregilus, Cuvier,) and the woodquests or wood-pigeon the m e
aa our own bird. On this subject it may be remarked. that pd even
in the vegetable kingdom do the number of d o g i e s presented
between the productions of the temperate climates of the mountaine
of central Aeia and the plains and hilly regiom of our own latitudes
exceed in interest and in importance what is contained in the s t r i k i g
identification of the b i d of the Himma-leh +th thase of western
Europe. Flies, resembling the nand-fly and similar to what Captain
Johnson's party were incommoded by on the P a b ~ u are
, mentioned by
Turner as occurring about Murichom, where most of the people wera
marked by them.
Yegebtion.-The teak (Tectone grandis), mentioned by Captain
Johneon am corn osing, with the lee- and oome pines, the vegetation
of the jungle o the Deyrah Dhoon, belongs to the natural family of
the verbenaceae, is one of tlie largest Indian trees, and is valuable
for its excellent timber. The vegetation of these jungles appears to
vary very much in their trees and shrubs ae well 8s in their gramineoua
plante. In nearly the same latitudes in the Taryani or plain regions
of Nepaul, the most common trees are the Palas (Erythema monosperma) and the simul (Bombax heptaphyllum, Lam.). The lower part
of the hilly region of Nepaul, and some of the adjacent plains, are the
seat of the aaul forests (Shorea robusta, Boxburgh).
The mango (Mangifera Indica) is a large tree with foliage somewhat resembling a chestnut I t constitutes (Grevills, in Hist. and Descrip. Account of British India, voL iii. p. 165) one of the most frequent and pleasing features in Indian landscape. According to Forbes,
mango and tamarlnd treee are usually planted when a viliage is built.
The jack (Artocarpus integrifolia) is a larger tree than its generic
associate, the bread-fruit tree (A. incisa), the trunk, according
Roxburgh, being from eight to twelve feet in circumference. Tile
fruit is not much esteemed as an article of diet, though the nativer of
Ceylon eat it freely (Greville, lib. cit.), and it is a common food
among the Bhootans (Turner, Emb. to Thibet).
The growth of trees and plant8 and of fruit-beating trees, analogom
and even similar to those met with in our own climate, among the
mountains of the Himma-leh, hae now been established by accurate
botanical researches. We !ind the narrative of Captain Johnson
abounding in noticee of groves of apricots, walnuts, peaches, cherries,
p a r * , and apples, and the occurrence of currants, gooseberries, barl~erries,stran.berries, raapbemes and other fruih.
The trees most abundant at the foot of the hills were oaks, holly,
chestnut, hornbeam, laurels, birches; higher up,pines (Pinus longifolia,
kc.), and deodars (Pinus deodar). The forests of rhododendronr
(Rhododendron arboreurn) were particularly beautiful : white varieties,
nd by Dr. IVdlich on Sheopur, in Nepaul, at an elevation of 10,000
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met with by Captain Johnson at the pase of Laptok.
Silver fir, hazel, jasmine, and gum cistus are also mentioned in the
narrative. Some tracta were covered by a yellow-dowering composite
plant like camomile ; willow shrubs, observed by our traveller-aceording to Turner, grew on the banks of the Tchintchia and with the pepul
tree (Ficus Indica) a r o ~ ~ nthe
d village of Bhootan. Roses were occasionally met with. Saunders (Phil. Trans. vol. lxrir.) mentions
Rora Alpina, R. centifolia, R. canina, R. Indica, and R. spmosskima,
an growing among the hills to the east. Dr. Gerard mentions three
apeciea of rhododendron, one flourishing at a height of t.om 6000 to
10,000 feet, bearing a large red flower ; the ~econdfrom 11,000 to
12,000 feet, with a delicate pink blossom ; the third species attains to
14,000 feet, but in the uise of a shrub.
The grains used in tfese hills are barley and wheat, red and yellow
bhattoo (Amaranthus anardhana), cheenah (Panicum miliaceun), and
khoda (Paspalum scrobiculatum). The ooa (Hordeurn celeste) and
phapur (Panicum Tartaricum) flourish at an elevation of upwards of
13,000 feet. It is quite erroneous to say that grapes will not row
on the Hindoostanee side of the range of the Himma-loh ( ajor
Archer's Tour in India) ; greensward and plots of graminae begin to
make their appearance immediately at the foot of the hills.
Corn is sald, at the southern side, not to be cultivated at an elevation
exceeding 10.000 feet. Gerard mentions poor and scanty corn at
13,600. There were fields of rye and buckwheat at the temple of
Mileum, according to Captain Webb, at an elevation of 11,406 feet. The
spikenard was found by the same observer at 13,000 feet. Strawberries
and currant bushes in blossom, June elst, 11,680 ; buttercups and
dandelions 12,643 ; a campanula was gathered in reed by Gerard, a t
Shetool pass, at an elevation 16,800 feet. Captain Johnson found
furze and greensward at 14,600. Hills of 6000 feet were clothed to
the top with wood. At Bhootan, turf or peat bog 7898 feet. Pass of
Seeti, polyanthus at 11,000 feet. Apple trees above Kanum 8998 feet.
The punjeol w u cultivated to a height of 13,700 feet; above was
greensward and furze to 14,600 feet. Horse chestnut and poplar treee
grew a t Rhogee at 8x1 elevation of 9096 feet. According to Captain
Burnes, the whole range of the Hindoo Coosh ie entirely destitute
of wood -presenting a striking contraat in that respect to the
Himma-leh.
PIqHtcal Geo aphy.-The dripping-rock of Sansadmah, described
by Captain ~ o f n s o n resembles
,
what is pretented?~ us in limeshnns
formations in our own country, and sometimes m.sandstone rock,
when one of the chief b e a u t i e e t h e pendent stalacbtes-are absent.
The spring of Sansadarrab is perhaps upon a l a r ~ e scale,
r
and surrounded by more magnificent scenery than an similar springs that
have been described. The dripping-rock of naresborough is an
example of these springs in our own country. There is a small one
gt Roslin, near Edinburgh, which is instructive in pointing out that
vegetation of Marchantie, Jungermannk, &c., which grows in dif-
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ferent degrees of humidity from continued streams to drops, or a
mere mist or humid atmosphere. I t has often struck us, that artificial grottoes with stalactites might be made in limestone districts,
by dividing a rivulet or the branch of a rivulet over misehapen o r
irregular masses of rock and stones, piled to ether like a dome-shaped
edifice. Much value is attached to the intro uction of a Lobelia ;why
might not mineralogy be brought to further the improvement of
landscape and ornamental gardening ?
Captain Johnson describes the waters of the Jumna as of a deep
and almoat inky-bue colour. This was at a distance of not much more
than thirty miles from its sources ; and snow was lying in patches on
the hills around. This is of importance, because observations on the
colour of waters, where they may be supposed to be in their purest
state, where they flow from mountains covered with perpetual snow,
and where the earth is destitute of vegetation and of alluvial soil, are
much wanted. lL Nothing," says De Humboldt, '' proves that waters
are white;" and in situations such as we allude to, naturalists are
most inclined to think that the colour of water is blue or green. A
late eminent chemist was inclined to look upon the tints of the sea as
owing to the presence of iodine. If rivers contain a colouring principle. it is so little in quantity, that it eludes all chemical research.
I t has bean further remarked, that the tints of reflected light, the colour of which comes to ulr always from the interior strata of the fluid,
and not from the upper stratum, are generally very different from the
tints of transmitted light ; particularly when this transmission takes
place through a great portion of fluid, which would be the case i n
very pure waters. The variety presented in the coloration of rivers
is very great ; we have merely ventured to point out the bearing of our
traveller's observation t o one order of considerations. De Humboldt
asks if the Aquas negras of South America may not be coloured by
a carburet of hydrogen ; which will remind the reader of Doctor Maceulloch's ingenious comparison of the extractive vegetable matter
which becomes mluble, in the transformation of plants into peat, to
the torrefaction or roasting of coffee.
A spring is described as containing sulphuretted hydrogen, and
depositing sulphur, even in the bottom and deep waters of the well.
Humboldt supposed, in an instance of this kind (springs of Bergantine
in Cumana), that the atmospheric air in the water was decomposed
by the sulphuretted hydrogen, nitrogen being delivered. The researches of Professor Daubeny on the thermal waters of Bath led
him to believe that the large proportions of nitrogen evolved in those
springs is not derived from the atmospheric air.
The heat which the hydrosulphurous spring8 of the New World
acquire in the interior of the globe mere found to diminish in pmportion as they passed from primitive to superposed formation. This is
i n consonance with what is now known of the progressive refrigeration of the earth's crust. Native nulphur has also been fonnd depociting itself in crevices in crystalline primary rocks, the temperature
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o f which was biiber than the mean temperature of the surrounding
atmosphere. There iu nothing, then, in thin abundant evolution of
mtrogen that m i h k a against the opinions entertained on its p n e rJien by the firstmentioned philosopher.
Thmnd qm'nga abound no much %in the Himma-leh mountains,
t h a t our traveller says that they were of almost daily occurrence.
T b e celebrated springe of Jumnotree depositing oxide of iron, and
isswng from caverns of snow, have, according to Hoclgson, a temperature of 194' Fahrenheit ; which, considering the elevation, 10,849
feet. is nearly the boiling point of water:-they issue from granite.
N o r far from the same spot, Captain Johnson mentions the occurrence
of a spring that would boil rice. The occurrence of these thermal
watem in crystalline rocks is a fact of much geological importance,
more especially when we thus find them distributed through mountain chains, which appear to bear upon their elevated acclivities sedimentary formations of little antiquity, and which appear in modern
tinies to be still the focus of subterranean movements. and of derangementa in the earth'a crust. Captain Hodgeon expeAenced slight
movementa in the earth at his visit to Ganpootri : our traveller notices
the destruction of the Fort of Djennt! by & earthqoake in 1803 ; and
Captain Burnes f e l t violent shocks a t Lahore in Fehruary, 1832.
HOWmodern may be the elevation of water-morn rocks accurately
described by Captain Johnson, as occurring on the acclivities of the
mountains between Nako and Chan o, on the Speeti, and which appearances extend over alarge tract o country? Everything, indeed,
~ n l lead
d
us to believe that changes have taken place in the configuration of the soil in the neighburhood of the Himma-leh at comparatively a late period. The Brahmins assert, to the present day,
that Cashmere was but lately covered with water, forming, 8s it were,
a lake. Bernier, a Frenchman, who in said to have travelled in Cashmere in the reign of Aurengaebe, first collected facts in evidence of
this tradition (Description de I'Inde, par Anqudtil du Perron. Berlin,
1787). Professor Ehrenberg haa ascertained the existence of the
royal Bengal tiger in the steppes of the Kirgheee and of the high
Irtyche, m the present day; and this fact, De Humboldt has ably
pointed oub connects itself with the discovery of the bones of e l e
phanb a t the mouth of the Lena and a t Escholtz Bay, in evidencing a
gradual change of temperature and the little antiquity of the last
revolutions of the soil in Asia The researches which these able travellers have lately been carrying on, of the relation between the volcanic phenomena of central Asia and the striking geognostic traditiona
of the Chinese, with the great lowering of the soil around the Caspian
Sea and the epochs of the upraisi~~g
of the different mountain-chains
of Asia, attach themselves to considerations of thia kind.
The d a r a c t which Captain Johnaon observed at the head of the
glen near the sources of the Pabur equals in interest any falls with
which geographers are acqugnted. The Ruikan Fosa, the highest
cascade known, is composed of three falls, one of which ia 800 feet
high. Our traveller estimates the two falls of the Pabur at 1WO
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feet ; the Chute de Gavarnie, the loftiest single fall, is 1 160 feet.
The dispersion of the water before it reaches the ground has alread J
been made known from observations made in Mexico; and a still
more curious phenomenon is recorded of the river Malkan, at the
foot of Elburus, where no current of water is said to be perceived,
but the sheet is separated, and drops in isolated masses.
" The snow-beds of the Himma-leh," says Captain Johnson, are the
glaciers of European Alps." That is to say, the constitution of the
great masses of snow that lie in the glens, at the head of the valleys
and the acclivities of mountain-groups, are not accumulations of loose
snow, but melted and frozen again, sometimes nearly compact and
massive, a t other times porous and even cavernous ; and where, as
-Ramond has remarked in the Pyrenees, in a vertical section, the hot
summer8 may be distinguished by the thin and transparent bands, and
the mild summers by the porous ice, and these again differ from the
ice and anom of minter.
Our traveller further remarks npon the absence of snom from the
loftiest and most perpendicular peaks of the Himma-leh range. It had
been already observed by Von Buch, (Travels in Norway, p. 153,)
that to produce glaciers it is not enough that mountains enter the
region of perpetual snows, they must be preserved there by means of
a considerable space, for an insulated high mountain and a small
chain of mountairls can never collect so much ice in one place as i s
necessary to drive forth a glacier from the upper regions to warm
valleys. The glaciers o r snow-beds on the acclivities of mountains
resemble icicles that melt at their extremity, but the snow-beds of the
heads of alleys impel new masses of ice downwards ;-the rate of
whose progress, Saussure has remarked, may be measured by the
march of the moraines.
The limits of congelation in the Himma-leh mountains were placed
by a writer in the Quarterly Review as low as 11,000 feet. This
mould be very little above the lowest height at which snow falls in
the same latitudes, which De Humboldt (Personal Natr., vol. i.
p. leg) places in 20° N. 1st. at 3020 metres. Captain Webb estimated the line of eternal snows at 13,500 feet: Frazer at from
15,000 to 16,000 feet. Captain Hod~sonfound the Bagiruttee, on the
31st of May, issuing from n snonTbed. About the same time of the
year, Captain Hodgson, and on the 12th of May, 1897, Captain
Johnson, visited the sources of the Jumna, also issuing fromcaptnin
of snow, at a n elevation of 10,840 feet; and in November, Captain
Webb found the Gauri bursting from the snow at an elevation of
11,54.3 feet ; but these were all snom-beds or glaciers pushed on by
the inexhaustible stores of the mountains. It was a pretty idea of
Hodgson, that the hot springs of Gangoutree and of Jumnotree were
there to provide water in winter, by tile melting of the snom around.
The notion is, however, more amusing than philosophical. According
to theory, the height of the snow-line between latitudes 2 7 O and 3 5 O
would be 11,400 feet. The facts which oppose themselves most to
this deduced elevation are the observations of Webb, Gerard, &c., on
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t h e altitude at which habitable spots and even villages are met with,
and on the physical aspect of these elevated regions. Thus the firat
bf these observers found the Sutlej flowing in a lain 14 994 feet
above the ,.al
and surrounded by 6ne pasture rand.
f.cu
which have been noticed i9 the ditribution of vegetable forms, while
they dm militate against the low descent of conatant WWE, m i s t in
giving some idea of the diversity of climate which is presented by
these mountains. I n multiplying observations on this subject, it
would be of importance to distinguish between obeervatiom made a t
the head of transverse valleys and those made on the acclivities of
mountains, or on highly inclined planes or isolated peaks and ridges,
aa well as in the plains. These circumstances-the c o n ration of
t h e soil, like the direction of chains of mountains, and the aphanous
character of the air (Humboldt), which a t once increases the radiation of the plains, and the power of transmission of the radiated
heat-the conducting power of the rock or soil-the clear exposure
o r unshadowed aspect of the surface, or the circular arrangement of
glens with mural precipices, influence the temperature both of the
soil and air of the station, and lead, from their neglect, to erroneoue
deductions in the inferior limit of the snow-line. Jacquemont had
already attributed the inequality in the height of the snow-line on the
two sides of the Himma-leh to the serenity of the climate of the plains
of Ladauk, and the foggy climate that reigns in the Hindoatan
side, De Humboldt, in his extended view of the climate of Asia,
( F v e n s de ffeologie et de Climatologie Asiatiques, tom. ii.) bas
partlc~patedin these ideas. The character of an ercensive climate, he
thinks, is shown in this peculiarity in the lower limit of the snow 1'ine:
that even in the Caucasus it is 950 to 300 toises higher than in the same
latitude in the Pyrenees. This accumte physical geographer gives
for the limit of snows in the Himma-leh, lat. 30fO 81°, for the southern
r l o p 1960 toisea, and the northern slope 9600 toises. '' This great
elevation of the limit of perpetual snow," he remarks, '' between
tbe chains of the Himma-leh and of the Kuenlun, between the 31'
and 86' of latitude, and perhaps towards the north-east, in still more
elevated latitudes, is a kind provision of nature. By offering a more
extensive field for the :development of organic forms for pastoral life
and agriculture, this elevation of the zone of snow and this rdiating
power of the Thibetian plains render inhabitable in Asia, to people of
a mystic and sombre physiognomy, of a religious and industrious
civilization,-an Alpine zone, that, in the equinoxial regions of
America, in a more southerly latitnde, would be buried under the
snow, or exposed to cold winds which would entail the destrnction of
all cultivation."
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V.-Hink

on the Subject of Geographical Arrangement and
Nomendahre.-Communicated
by Colonel Jackson, F.R.G.S.
(St. Petersburgh). Read 94th March, 1834.

ACTUATED
by an ardent desire for the advancement of geo-

graphical science, and unable, from the stationary situation I now
hold, to contribute to its progress by anything new in the way o f
travels, I shall venture to draw the attention of the Royal Geographical Society to a subject which I have ever regarded as o f
considerable importance ;-1 mean the systematic arrangement o f
the objects of the science, the establishment of a precise and
comprehensive nomenclature, and the further improvement of
ma s.
&o period certainly was ever so favourable for such an undertaking as the present. Geography, long considered puerile, has
a t length recelved from philosophers the degree of attention it s o
justly merits ; and from the societies now formed for the special
purpose of its progress, civilized atio ions expect that guidance
which shall lead by t l ~ eshortest and surest road to a perfect
knowledge of the globe ; and not only do they expect guidance,
but they are willing to be led, provided due regard be paid to
such customs as, from long cont~nuauce,have settled into habits
not easily overcome.
Hence the establishment of a definite order and nomenclature
can meet with no other obstacle that1 that which arises from the
difficulty of amalgamating the new wants of the science with its
old habits,-a difficulty certainly great, but by no means insurmountable. T o this object, therefore, I would invite the attention of my learned colleagues, convinced that when they shall
have produced a system, it would, at their recommendation, be
readily adopted by travellers, whose works, now universally read,
would soon render it ~ o ~ u l a r .
By a system, I m l a i only such a methodized arrangement of
facts and objects already known as shall serve to render our
acquaintance with them more complete, our notions more precise.
Unfortunately no science, perhaps, presents greater difficulties t o
an exact classification than geography, for in no one are the objects which compose it so naturally indefinite in their limits. A
llatural order, on the one hand, seems almost impossible, while,
on the other, it is difficult in many cases to seize upon such
characteristics as shall determine our choice in an artificial
arrangement ; and when to this disadvantage we odd the inveterate tenacity with which men in general cling to loug-established
usage, it will appear evident that nothing short of the niaturest
deliberation, and the united judgment of many, can accomplish
the arrangement of a method likely to be adopted.
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Thus, though I would strongly urge the necessity of the undertaking, I shall by no means disguise its difficulties. On the
contrary, I think, they cannot be too prominently set forth at
once, in order that those who enter upon the task may come to
it fully prepared to struggle against all obstacles, and hence be
tbe more certain of success.
I n order to explain the nature of the difficulties to which I
d u d e , I shall instance the case of d u r n ; an object taken a t
rmdom, and the first that presenb itself to my mind.
A large stream, if traced upwards from its mouth along its
several affluent rivers to the smallest streamlets which bring their
little gurgling tribute, bears considerable resemblance to a tree.
T h e several bifurcations and canals which form the deltas of
many riven may be compared to the roots, from which, as we
p d , springs the trunk, and from this the larger b r a n c h ,
which in turn ramify into subordinate branches and sprigs, and
fiualIy into what may be likened to fibres or terminal tendrils.
If we except the root-like appearance produced by deltas,
which do not always exist, it will be found that large and small
rivere have precisely the same kind of distribution, and only differ
in the size, number, and direction of their parts. The small are
miniaturea of the large, both bearing to each other the same relation which a young tree does to a full-grown one. The trunkof
the former may be smaller in all its dimensions than even a subordinate or secondary branch of the latter, but the young tree is
everthe he less perfect in all ita parts. It is, therefore, the position
and direction of the parts which constitute them trunk or branch,
and not their absolute dimensions. T h e same reasoning holds
good of riven ; so that, if each part had a specific name, these
~ ~ a m ewould
a
apply alike to streams of very different dimensions.
So far, however, from each kind of ramification, either of trees or
rivers, having a name, we have in English, as applied to the former,
but the two divisions of trunk and branch, and for the latter also
two, h e of river and brook*.
The French have three distinct terms, but they are too vaguely
defined to be of much use. Thus with them the h u e is defined
m e grade doikre, qui w rend sow le & nom de sa source d
la t n e ~
;the Riuikre, uwe eau p i coule ckrns un lit asset ~ o f d
pour porter bateau, et qui se jette duns un fleuve; the Ruureau is
un petit courant d'eau.
A very litle observatiarr will suffice to show the inadequacy of
these definitions. Ailnost all the streams which, taking their rise
'

We have rivulet and rtrmmfet, but they are crynonymoun with brook, k i n g but
&mbutiren, the foxmer of the general term &er, and the latter of th8 rhu morv
gauriC.ppll.(pnd m . . ~ .; p ~ W l .liLs
e
tO Pll ruDningw&.

on he weatern slope of the Andea, fall k t l y idto the Pacific,
have the same name from their source to the sea, aa well as, or
even more generally than, the great streams which, flowing from
the opgasl~eside of the same mountaim, discharge themaelva into
the A antic. T o apply therefore the same definition and the rune
name to objects so different, seems aa absurd ar it would be tt~
call a mountain a mole-hill. I know it may be urged that I have
only taken a part of the definition which my8 tcne d e ti&e,
&c. ; but what is the size, 1 would ask, which esta l i s b ~
the dietinction between jleuue and nuidre9 and if dimensions are to
decide the question, what is to be regarded-the length of course,
the breadth, the depth, or all of them together, or the q m t i g of
water furnished ?
Nor is the term n u k e more satisfactorily settled. I t in a
stream flowing in a channel or bed (lit), sufficiently l a r p .ad
deep to admit of boat navigation. But what will do for one
syeciea of boat will not do for another, and as the kind of boat is
not mentioned, nothing is defined. Moreover, the k d r e empties
itself into the $euve: what, then, are those s t r e a s which, being
large, ay, and very large, and navigable for the l~rgestboats, h w ,
not into a f i v e but into another tiviere-as
for instance, the
Wabasb, which falls into the Ohio, itself a r i o i k e and not a
$awe, according to the definition, as it does not fall directly into
the sea, but into a
we, the Mississippi ? T h e Wabsah cannot be
called a rsrisseau, t is to all intents and purposes a r i v h e , but r
tivi&e must fall into a jleuve :what then becomes of the defi~iition?
and Niueau is not
The line of distinction between ri&
better defined ; for a small r i d v e is often a large misreau, ond
w h VM.
The French, then, with their three orders of streams,
are 'ust as much confused as oumelvea with our rivets and bm*.
dhe present arrangement therefore L evidently insufficient, d
the establibhing of a new one is by no means an easy task, as we
shall soon see.
The first step towads the formation of a nomenclature a r
claaiScation of the objects to be named, after which such names
must be assigned to these several objects as shall beat specify them.
With regard to streama, then, two things m y be considered ;1st. thew arrangement as independent hydrographical systems,
each being regarded as a distinct individual belonging to, and
enclosed within, a general basiu, unconnected (unless by accident,
design, or mme rare exception) with any other basin ; and Qnd,
the arrangement of the several parts of which a system m oomposed.
With regard to the first of these objects it may be observed
that, with the exception of such streams as empty themselves into
lakes and swamps having no apparent issue, or of euch as lore
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t h e m h e 8 in subterraseoae pawages so aa to be no furtber bPced
bp any subsequent exit, all the w a t m which Aow on tbe sarfaca
of the earth disembogue themselves into the sea: some simply
and directly, others by means of channels not their own, with
which they communicate mediately or immediately.
No* such is the irregularity of the earth's surface, that a
stteam commanicatiry; singly and directly with the sea, cah in
general have but a very lim~tedcourse ; for if the course be long,
s t is slrre to be met by other courses; and if very long, these
courses which it meets will, in tlleir turn, be long and be met by
others, and so on to four, fire, and perhaps in some cases to sir
successively,--all the stream M, connected forming coIleetirrly
a s stem.
h e ,uestion now is, ahall we range all the individual systems
into one general order, whatever may be their length or the number of their ramifications, and consequently assign to them but one
generic name, in which cake they would be distinguished from each
other only by the proper name of the principal-stream of each?
o r shall *e arrange them into a number of classes according a
they are composed of one, two, three, h.orders of ramifications ?
for if we would class the systems at all, I see but this alternativei
By the first of these methods each individual system would indeed
be indicated, but nothing of it8 nature would be specikd ; by the
second we should be a little better informed, though by no means
adequately. Previous, however, to explaining the difficulties of this
latter arrangement, 1will eudearour to show the still greater difficulty of founding a clmsification of rivers on any other coasideration thad that of the several orders of ramification they
exhibit.
Were we to attempt a classification founded upon the length of
tbe priheipal recipients of each eystem, we should soon find that,
from the gigantic Mississippi, whose course is, I believe, about
three thousand seven hundred miles, down to the Thames, wbose
length is about two hundred and fifty, and from this down to the
ahortest, although the extremes are widely different, the intermediate terms descend in so gradual a ratlo an to preclude the
possibility of any thing like a natural division.
If we should seek a principle of classification in the medium
breadth and depth of tbe main streams of the several systems, or
their width at the mouth, or the number of a8luent rtreams, or
even the superficial extent of the basins of each system, or the
uahtity of water they furnish, w e should in like manner find
t at not only under each of these arrangements the riven, would
be d s e n t l y placed, but the progression in each list would still be
so gradual as to baffle all attempts at a distribution into orders or
classes founded on euch data. Way, what is still more, if the
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m e r a l partial lists so formed were to be concocted into one, by
the addltion into one of all the smaller numbers together and successively of the larger, still tbe same kind of regular gradation
would appear, presenting no defined limits for a classification.
Let us therefore now return to the idea of a clwification
founded on the wdets of mrnijication. This method appears to
me the least objectionable, though it is by no means exempt from
considerable
defects.
--~-By rami$cation, figuratively speaking, I understand generally the
confluence of the streams, the one belna regarded as recipient o f
the other ; and by order c$~arnij~eotion,1 raer to the ord& of the
recipient, as being primary, secondary, &c., reckoned from the sea.
Thus I say, a river falling directly into the sea is the primary
recipient of the system to which it belongs, and all rivers falling
immediately into this recipient form ramifications of the first
order, whatever may be their number.
Thus, in phte 1, containing figures of the same hydrographic
syatem differently arranged, and wherein each distinct stream is
indicated by a different colour, jig. 1 represents a system having
but one order of ramifications ; A A red, being the primar stream,
into which all the rivers, au blue, fall immediately. n! &. 8,
A A blue, being the primary stream, receives the red, which in its
turn receives the yellow: here then are two orders of ramiticntions ; and so on, as shown by the figures 3, 4, and 5, the last of
which has five orders of ramifications.
Now an inspection of the most detailed maps will show not
only that the largest rivers, generally speaking, are those which
have the most orders of ramification, but that the very largest
have not more than five orders. The number of each order may
be very great, and thus a system with but two orders of ramification may be very extensive, and stretch, with a tree-like appearance, over a vast extent of country ; and this, I grant, is a
great objection to the method proposed. Yet were it to be
adopted notwithstanding this defect, their all hydrographic systems
comprising five orders and upwards would form the first class ;
those of four orders, the second ; those of three, the third ; and
so on.
But a greater disadvautage still than the one already mentioned
might be apprehended from an inspection of the plate ; viz., that
the same identical system may be arranged as one of the first,
second, &c. class, according as we determine it to be composed
of different orders of streams. Thus, if the system here represented be supposed newly discovered, and neither as a whole nor
as regarda any of its parts to have received any name, it may be
asked,-what is now to guide ue in our choice of an arraugement?
Shdl we say, a# in fig. 1, A A red is a great trunk or river of tbe
-
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first order, receiving five other streams of the second order; or
shall we determine, as in fig. 5, A A blue is a river of the first order,
receiring one of the second order, which in its turn receives one
of the thkd order, into which falls one of the fourth, and so on;
or shall we adopt any of the intermediate arrangements? If we
de&ne
that the longest course shall decide the uestion, which
is to be tbe trunk?-it may be disputed ; A A
A. 1, being
of the same length as A A blue, jig. 9, or A a blue and red, jig. 5.
I f we take the straightness of direction, the line
Of
rection is ae straight, for A A ted,jig. 1, as, for aa law,&.
e. diIf
we take the mass of water, it is evident that the stream below the
confluence of any two streams is composed of those two ; so that
we see no reason why it should bear the name of the one any more
than the otber, particularly if the two of which it is formed furnish
masses of water nearly equal, as is frequently the case. Neither
the breadth nor depth can be well chosen to decide the point, as
they are so variable in different parts of the same stream.
These difficulties would certainly be almost imurmountable if
we bad yet to decide on affluents and recipients ; fortunately, most
rivers are not only named, but in most cases it is already determined which are the recipients and aauents of each other. This
determination, though extremely arbitrary, cannot now be changed,
nor would it be advisable to change it ; for in an artificial claseificatioa (the only one possible) it may be regarded as so much .
done, and by its means the class of any river, as depending upon
the different orders of ramifications, may be settled.
For such rivers, however, as are not yet determined-and there
are many in South America, where the greatest confusion r e i g r
o n this subject-it is advisable to follow some rule as a motive of
determining which of two riven shall be regarded as the recipient
of the otber.
From what has been already said, it will be evident that the
arrangement and classification of rivers in general is by no means
an easy task, nor is it leas difficult to determine on the relative
rank of tbe different parts of any individual system. I t follows,
of course, that if these objects cmnot be classed, t h q cannot be
specifically named. And yet I think it essential to clearness that
the some word river be not applied alike to such immense waterw u m as the Mississippi, the Marafion, kc.? and the Thames or
the Humber ; and also that aauents be disunguiabed from their
recipients by some specific appellative.
I t will probably have been observed that I have constantly
mode use of the word a$mt where in general the word con$hed
is employed. I have done so designedly, being desirous of the introduction of the word afluent into the language as a substantive.
T h e term confluent is generally used as applicable to a stream
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which emprim itrelf into anod~er. T h i s is quite incPnec.4 md i
m u M recommend the' adoption of a#&
matead. This word,
an adjective with us, har become a subotontive in French, 4ia
wiveraally used to denote a tributary stream. CuajZwe meam
to flow with, and cannot therefore with propriety be applied to a
rtream befmw its 'unction with another. Aguew mean8 t s flow
towards, and M t!ie refore, in my opinion, a much better word aa
applied to a tributary stream. I would make a still further d k
tinction, calling generally by the name of W a s y any stream
which directly or indirectly contributes it8 waters to the main
trunk ; reserving the term aflumt for such only aa flow itumediately into another river mentioned. T h u I regud both tbe
Wabash and the Ohio as tributaries of the Mississippi, but the
Wabash is not an afiuent of tbe Miseiseippi. The Ohio is an
aPueot of the Miesissip i, and the Wabash an aflluent of the
Ohio. I do not mean, [owever, to banish altogether the word
mjuent, but I would confine its application to a stream formed
of two othere, neither of whose names it bears. Thus the Tbames
is a confluent of the Tbame and Isis ; the Kerah, or Guna, a coafluent of the Beyah and Sutlej, kc.
We frequently talk of a stream as beipg the arm of a river. I
would strongly recommend, if we rnwt use metaphorical language,
the choosing, once for all, the most appropriate metaphor, and
then abiding by the same. I shall have occasion hereafter to allude
more particularly to this topic ; at present I would say, that a
tree bearing, of all things, the greatest similitude to a river, when
we consider this on a map, with all its tributary streams, we should
use only such terms as have relation to this similitude. Thua,
I would talk of the bunches of a river, not of ita a m . We
sometimes also say the lead of a river; and though we say, a
body of water, I have not yet heard of its legs; yet, if this language were adopted, the &/&id bm&
should be called the
logsI know that a tree is in one respect the very reverse of a river.
I n the former the fluid flow8 from the bottom towards the top, or,
more strictly speaking, both up and down ; whereas, in a river, it
is the very reverse, if we regard the mouth as the lower extremity.
This objection might, however, be obviated by regarding the
aourcea and little fillets of water, which give rise to rivere, as the
roob of this aquatic tree, Indeed, this way of considering the
subject has many advantages. In the first place, the direction of
the current is more strictly analogous ; and in the next, we are in
the habit of considering our backs as turned to the source wheo
we talk of right or left. Nor are there wanting vegetables, p r t i cularlg amon the climbers, in which the thickness increases a8
the distance om the roots is greater.
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All tbb mBy be. yprded M pueril~,but I must' @t
in my
opinion, that preclslon and appositelwes in nomenclature are oP
more ir~portoncethan iP generally allowed. There will ewer
remain a contradiction of ideas in the employment of certain exp r e ~ h . T h w we my to a
d the stream, which, in going
towards its source, is proceeding towards the roots, while in a tree
it is the reverse. Indeed, I hardly see any remedy for dl this,
unless by the framing of an entlrely new nomenclature, which
would not only be difficult in itself, but di5cultly adopted. All
that caa be done is to reject what in bad, supplying it8 place,
when y e may, by terme more fit and likely to be accepted ; and
to find new names for those objects only which have as yet received none sn$ciently specific. Something, I think, might be
d o w , in negard to the branches of rivers and the islands they
sometimes form, so as to convey more correct ideas of them than
we can possibly have at present.
Of river islands L would establish two divisions, which I would
term branch-itlands and channel-uWa. By the first I understand such an are formed by the anastomosing of the branches of
a river. Most rivers present some of this kind in the lower part
of their course, or where they flow through low and marshy ground.
All deltas present a greater or lees number of these, which, as
a further specification, I would denominate deltoid islcndr (see
fig. a. DI. 3).
Thus, eich branchee of a river os after separation re-unite, I
would term a?ud&g-brcmcAsr;
or, if a word might be
coined, ana-branch, and the islands they fonn, brad-&kudo.
Thue, if we ebould say, the river in this part of its course dividee
into several aria-branches," we should immediately understand the
subsequent re-union of the branches to the main trunk, and be informed thereby of the existence of branch-islands and of a low
and, in most cases, marshy soil. If we said, " the river in such a
part formed a number of brand-wlando," the same kind of knowledge would be imparted ; that is, we should thereby understand
the river to throw off branches which subsequently re-unite, an is
generally the cane in low ground.
are evidently of
The brancbes which I term ddloid-bra&
two kinds. T h e outer branches I would term deltoid-bm&
tbey we those which enclose the whole delta. From these there
frequenrly branch off others, without anastomosing, forming
merely smaller deltas within the larger one: such I would call
deltoidal-br&;
and when there is anastomosis, I would call
them anadel-bmncheo, being an abbreviation of anastornosing&t-i.
I cannot but think, that names founded
on this principle would greatly contribute to clearness in de'1

scription.
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By k e l - M d I understand those not fonned by any
branching off of the river, but such as exist in its channel. Such
islands are sometimes primitive ; that is, they are compoeed of tbe
same soil as that of the opposite banks, of which they are a continuation, or of a soil strll more compact; and sometimes they
are of secondary, or, more properly perhaps, of posterior fornution, and composed of such sand or detritus as the river hrs
brought down and deposited. I n order, therefore, to distinguish
them, 1 would call the first bed-wkmdt, and the other8 b a d irkmds, if generally above the surface; reserving the name of
batlko for such as are generally covered or liable to shift, which
those habitually above the water are not.
Thus, if, in describing a river, we should say, " its navigation
is obstructed by a number of bed-idan&," we immediately perceive
more or less difficulty in rendering it navigable. If we speak of
obstruction from bank-wkmdr, we may infer a greater possibility
of removing the obstructions. A t present, the term island having
no definite idea, leaves our conceptions vague, so that we cannot
,have a perfect knowledge in any particular case but by means of
much tlresome circumlocution.
Such a system of denomination furnishes ue moreover with a
variety of accessary knowledge, frequently of considerable interest.
Thus, for instance, if we know the nature of the soil through
which a river flows, a ~ ~ared told that it haa many bed or bankwands, we have immediately some idea of the degree of rapidity of
the current; for if the bed-ialands are of the same nature with the
soil, and this be sandy, gravelly, or of loose earth, it is clear the
river must have, and must for a long time have had, but vcry little
velocity. Bank-Glands will, in almost all cues, be indicative of
a powerless current. If, having spoken of great rapidity and
strength of current, we find the river to be, notwithstanding this,
full of bed-ulanda, we immediately infer their compact nature ;
and if, in such cases, which however is unlikely, there should be
bank-ulanda, they can only be formed of large stones, and are an
indication of a dimiuished velocity of the etreom, since it once
brought down what it has no longer power to move.
T h e words M and dannet are fre uently em loyed as synonymous terms when applied to rivers. %here is, owever, a diEerence, which will be rendered sensible by a little attention. By
the channel I understand generally the course, and more particularly the deepest part of the course, of a stream ; that which by
the French is termed chmal, and by the Gennans thalweg, or
takoeg, as the Freuch write it. In the $enera1 sense, we say the
channel is wide, long, meandering, stra~ght,&c. ; in a particular
m e , we say it is deep, obstructed, and so forth.
The word bed would in these caaes be improper. By this IaUer
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I understand, as applied to a stream, that part of the channel over which the water generally flow, and that part of the bnsin
of a sea o r lake on which the water reposes. T h e bed of a river
is of mud, sand, &c. ; even or uneven, and so forth. When we
aay the bcd is deep or shallow, we speak generally of the whole
breadth of the cljannel ; but if we say the chunnel is deep, we
refer to the mid-current, or that part immediately below what the
French call the fil-&-l'eau.
A river does not always change the
nature of its bed on changing its channel, and the bed is very different in different parts of the same channel ; the terms, therefore,
are not synonymous, and
requires that in the use of
them a due attention be paid to their respective meanings. Nay,
further still, I should like to see tile general and particular course
of a stream precisely indicated by the settled signification of
the terms straimhhl, ser enline, meandering, winding, and some
rompounds of L e . g h u s a river may be straight in its general
direction, but serpentine in detail ; and thus, were I to speak of
tbe direction of the Ber~nejoor Vermejo (Rio Grande), as laid
down by Dercalzi*, I would call it straight-serpentine. I would
say the same of the Magdalena. The Nile is meandro-ser entine;
the O m o o c o toinding. M a t rivers are sbl~plymeundring, if
amsidered generally, and partake in different parts of some one
or more of the different characters mentioned. and which mieht be
specified in speaking of those parts. The f&ive and irGgular
fonns of clouds have been classed, and the classification adopted :
why not d o as much for the general and particular course of rivers?
W e talk also very vaguely of the banks, the borders, the margin,
it may be
and the brink of a river. For picturesql~edescriptio~~s
an advantage to have Inally words wlrose meaning is nearly the
same. Verbal tautology is thereby avoitled, to the benefit of
style ; but in a scientific point of view it is otherwise : here, if
each of these terms be retained, its precise signification should be
established. A t present, the term bank means both the immediate edge, or border of the river, and the land for a certain undefined though not considerable distance on either side. T h u s we
speak of '' steep and shallow banks," and '' banks adorned with
villas." T h e trench have different terms, such as rivage, rime,
bord, berge :-with
them riuage is more exclusively ay plied to
the sea, rice particularly associated wit11 the word j h v e , and b w d
to the word riciere. 'l'hus they say, c 6 Les riaages de la mer, leo
rives d'oln jeuue, et 1e.v b o d d'une rivitre. Bord is, however,
sometimes applied to riviere ; and if riue and n'nage are not associated with rivGre, it is probably to avoid an irlharmonious repetition of sounds so similar. In point of fact, however, bord and
rive imply the same thing, and have precisely the same general
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and particular meaning as our word bank. B v e (a Germword) has, on the contrary, a different signification ; it m a o r
those heightr now at sonle distance (greater or less) from the
river, but which seem to have been at one tin~eitr immediate
banks. The Ohio is a remarkable instance of a river having two
or three ranges of berg~u,rising above each other, at ditfereut d b
tances; the last being in some partn visible at the foot of the most
dietant hills. We have not, I believe, any term particitlarly iudicatire of such banks, and when we would designate them must enlpluj
the term bank or border, with some explicative addition. Would
i t not, therefore, be advisable to adopt the word berg in the singular and bergs in t11e plural (to avoid the harsh sound of Gerges,
pronounced as two syllables) ; to confine the teim banks ar
applied to tile lateral limit or edge of a stream) to that part of e
soil immediately washed by the stream ; to restrict the word border
to the nature of the vegetation at the water's edge, or to artificial
works, as bordered with sedge, with forest trees, with quays of
granite, &c. ; to apply the term brink to the waterpa edge; .ud
margin to the space between the brink aud the berg#. I would
further designate the margin as sloping ( the French use the worda
en tulw in this case) ; or Cerplain (from twre-plsin), used adjectively
or substantively, as occasion might be, if the space were horketal.
But I will no longer dwell on the subject of rivers; it is perhaps one of the most difficult to class, and as to the ilamea which
-are, or nlay be, given to whatever is connected with thero, 1 hmw
already said pet haps too much in explanation of my idea. I shmll
now revert to the necessity of adhering to one particular uietaphor
or compurison, when any such is requisite; and the more forcibly
to ,p o i ~out
~ t this necessity, I will instance the case of mountains.
Allat the geuerality of mankind, limited iu their conceptional
and consideri~lgall objects with reference to themselves, should
be seized wit11 awe at the sight of mountaii~snlarly hundred tima
higher than the loftiest of their editices, and that their expressions
ehoi~ldpartake of tl~atconfusion of ideaa incident to exaggeration
and igeorailce, is no way to be wondered at; but that the leanled,
accr~ston~ed
to study the tu~iverse with enlarged views, s l ~ ~ u l d
make use of tern15 and conlparisons sucll as are oi~lybefitti~~g
the
least illformedl appears to me a degradation of ncience and a
mental aberration.
Doubtless, the sight of lofty mountailis raising their sumn~its
above the clouds is well calculated, by.compariuon, to sink the
; but with relation to the globe
stature of Inan into insig~~iticance
of wl~ichthey are a part, so far froni being, as they have been
termed, the frame-work, the rkeleton, the ouuolun! of the earth,
WII~CIIbinds, strengthens, and sustains it-so far from this, 1say, they
are (if a parallel must absolutely be employed) but slight irregularities, little pustules on the epidermis of tbat huge body the world.
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I t M hue that metaphor in general server to raise the style;
nay more, where the comparisons are just and well sustained, they
are admirably adapted to rapidity of conception, and are therefore
frequently employed with advalitage even in rcientitic writings.
B u t what are we to think of a metaphor, or rather of a confused
jumble of metaphors, which pictures to us the mountains of the
emrth as '' Chins springing from a plateau, as from a mothermountain, and then reuniting by means of branches and ramijimtionr to sarccursul w e s ; whence, as from a central point, or ar
from a new trunk, spriag off a nunher of other a r m cf the akek?on and other bmnches, pushing their roots into Europe, of
,
which they form the nucleus; which nucleus, in its t ~ ~ r nthrows
o u t fresh twiss, which form the spinal-bone of Italy, &c. I " Yet
much is the l~teralaud exact translation of a passage in a French
work on physical geography, by a gentlenlan of title and considerable celebrity (stilt liv~ng,I believe). Nor need we look lollg
before we find similar examples, though perhaps not quite so
overcharged, in the works of our own countrymen.
Every one certainly is free to choose the comparisons which
appear to him the best fittdd for his purpose ; but when he has
chosen, I would say, let him stick to his tree like an ivy branch.
T o be serious, let him choose a just coniparison and abide by it.
These comparisons, however, would be less necessary if the
language of the science were fixed. In what regards the classification of mountains, as to bulk, direction, disposition, continuity,
form, heigbt, &c., it is .pnrticularly indefinite : plateau, n~ountain,
mount, bill, hillock, highland, chain, group, cluster, mass, range,
ridge, baain, valley, vale, defile, pass, .passage, ravine, gully, slope,
brow, face, pinnacle, needle, summlt, point, cone, &c. &c., are
all words having no definite or precise meaning.
Mountains have their absolute and articular heights-tbc
furrner memilred from the level of the sea, the latter fro111the baee
o r bottom of the n~ountninitself. But what, I would ask, determines the limit of this base ?-and when the plains, on different
rider of the mountain, are thenlselves at diffeient heights, as is
generally the case, is not the particular height
different, as taken
rrom different parts 2
As for the specification of particular n~ountainsor ridges, I
cannot too highly approve of the method adopted by M.Louie
Brugien, in his Orographie de L'Europc. I had myself hit upon
thr ranle expedient, about ten years since, with a slight modification, however, as I fiud by my notes. M y idea was to denominate the principal chains by the double name of the basins they
divide, and the secondary chains by the name of the streams flow*
ing on their left ;'and I still think this method ill some respects
preferable. It is certainly shorter, and would moreover distinguish the primary from the secondary chains,
oe
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If from rivers and niountains, basin3 and vallejs, we direct our
attention to other objects, we shall soon see how completely inarra~igementand no~iienclatur~
of every
sufficient is our
object of the science. Bay, gulf, roadstead, I~aven,.port,harbeur ;
promontory, headland, bluff, cape ; peoiusola, strait, shore, collst,
beach, surge, wave, billow, swell; backwater, counter current,
eddy, vortex, whirlpool, breakers ; fountain, spring, source ;
stratum, layer, bed ; cavern, cave,. grotto, den ; blocks, boulders,
shingle ; float-ice, eheet-ice, flake-~ce,icebergs, land-ice, sea-ice ;
forests, woods, wilds, wilder~~ehs,
desert, steppe; and hundreds of
other terms, absolutely call for precise definition. What one tmveller calls a moist air, another will call dry ;water regarded as
fresh, or at niost a little brackish, by one, is accounted s d by
a~~otlier;
winds are but relatively strong or weak, till the terms
ere defined. f bat is a fog, a haze, a thick atmosphere ?-the
transparency of the air is relative till its measure be determined,
and that in a manner not to depend on the greater or less perfection of the observer's rjight. What is a warm and what a cold
air? &c. h.
But I will ao longer trespass on the patience of the Society: a
word on niaps, and 1 have doue.
The French have set us an example on the subject of maps
and plans, which I think we cannot do better t11a11follow, after reducing their measures to our own, if it \\*erefou~tdinipracticable
to adopt in this matter their decimal system. Twelve different
scales are more than sufficient for every possible purpose of geography and topograpliy; and the scales the French have adopted
are certainly excelleut. They have even gone farther, having determined, \\.it11 the greatest precision, the length, thickness. and
distance asunder of the lines by which elevations are represented
in topographical maps, according to their respective scales. l h e
heights of the letters and kind of writing is also fixed according to
the nature of the object named and the scale of the plan. Nolhiog
certainly can have been inore carefi~llydone ; and the rules observed, in regard to maps and plans, at the Uepdt de la Qdwe,
cannot, in my humble opinion, be too highly extolled, too stronglp
recommended, or too tuniversally prolnulgated by the Society.
Every geograpliical niap, however small a portion of the world
be represented by it, sl~ouldbear the precise i~ldicationof the
scale, and state from what n~eridianthe degrees of longitude are
reckoned. The want of attention to this latter object, but too
common in many niaps, is freque~~tly
most inconvenient. Another
object, which 1 cannot but tilink very desirable, if it could be
accomplished, would be the printing of streams of every kind in
lines of a bright blue, instead of black ; as also to cover all lakes
with a flat tint of the same colour ; and to etch all marshes and
swamps in blue horizontal lines, as they are now done i black ;

the sea sllould also be wholly covered with a tint of pale blue, or
have a broad blue shading round the coaet.
I t llas been proposed to turn to a useful purpose the double
lines of the lower course of rivers by making those double lines
commence where the river begins to be navigable. This might
certainly be done in some cases, but as a general principle it is
impossible, the scale of many map8 not admitting of double linea
at all. I irould therefore propose, instead of this, a zigzag bar
across the stream at the points where it begins to be navigable
for different kinds of embarkation; indicated by a letter and
number thus

t

B,

for small boats or cauoes ;

large boats drawing two feet of water (changing the number

as may be required);

t

:sailing vessels

drawing six feet of

water, kc. These marks should be placed in all maps of a
certain scale, as also another for the highest point at which the tide
is felt ; such, for instance, as a double arrow in this form

d,

placed in the middle or on one side of the stream. I would also
have the same tide-mark at the mouths of riven and along- the
, indicating Be highest
coast with a double number thus
a ~ ordinary
d
tides. Another improveinent in our maps which I
would likewise recommend, is to denote, by means of arrows and
other marks at the confluence and bifurcations of rivers, which
are the effluents and which are the recipients. As it is, we have
freguently much difficulty in tracing rivers to their source, of from
t h e ~ source
r
to their recipients.
L e t any one, for instance, take a map of India, and determine,
from inspection, whether it is the Hydaepes, the Ascesines, or the
Hydraotes which fallr into the Indus; and which of these three
rivers is the recipient to the other two. Let him, in like manner,
determine whether, after the junction of the Hyphasis and the
Hesudrua, the river continues to bear the name of one of these,
or takes another quite different from either ;-whether,
after the
bifurcation of what I would call the cana-branches, one or both
of them continue to bear the name of the stream thus divided, or any other; and finally, after the junction, what
name the stream receives ? The mere ,inspection of the map
will hardly answer these questions. The trifling addition of
a few arrows and marks will, however, make all clear. Thus I
would place an arrow along the recipient stream opposite
ib tributary, reaching both above and below the confluence. For

8
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instance, in tracing up the river which flows by Moultaa, the
arrow shows me whence it comes. I continue to follow it up and
I come to another confluence, where another arrow directs nle 011
till 1 con~eto the name, and thus t tind it to be the Chenab o r
Ascesines that flows past Moultan, and empties itself into the
I~idus. But for these arrows, I might suppose the Cl~enabto be
an affluent of the ICavee, and that it was this latter river which
flowed past Moultao on its way to the Indus.*
When two confluent rivers lose their names, so that neither is
recipient to the other, I would place two arrows, as where the
Begali and Sutlej unite to form the Kerah or Guna, and \vlien,
after the bifi~rcat~on
of this latter, the two nnu-branches (one of
which re-assumes the name of Begah) re-unite to form one which
again takes the name of Sutlej. A bar across both banks will
here denote the loss of name. If. after a bifurcation. oiie of the
branches retain the nnme of the divided stream, I woild place an
arrow along the stream which retains its name, and cut off' by a
bar the other branch. FVhe11 both branches retain the name, 1
would place an arrow in the angle. I t were needless to place the
arrow where one of the streams being indicated by a double line,
and the other by a single one, sufliciently denotes which is the
recipient.
These arrows and marks need not be large, but ehould be dintinct; they would not surcharge a map so much as inserting the
name of a river in several parts of its course, as is often done, and
as 1s not always sufficient ; fur altliough the name be written both
on the upper ant1 lower part of a river, the intermediate space nlay
~eceiveother names.
- - --Btit of all tliings connected with maps, nothing is of greater
importance than the orthography of the names of places and
objects; and unless the prrnciple on which we are to proceed
in this matter be definitely arranged, we cannot possibly understand each other.
Not only, therefore, slrould a principle be
laid do\r.n for the future, but it is much to be desired that so111e
one would undertake a book of synonymes, in which, under the
most advantageous arrnngement, ~\~ould
be found all the names,
ancient and modern, by which any place or geographical object
may be known. Notiring, certainly, can be of greater advantage
to our further progress in any ncience than the knowletlge of \\hat
is already done, and too much encouragement, 1 think, cannot be
piven to Mr. Uabbage's plan of a work on the a Constu~tsof
Natrive and Art. A great variety of geogruphical data exist, and
if they were collected would be of ~ ~ ~ c n l c i ~ lbenefit
a h l e to our
future researches, by preventing the loss of much valuable time in
a e a ~ ndoing, from rpnorance. what hns nlreadv been ~je~lirrmed.

.
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* I here allude to theae rivers as lai{down

by Renuell.
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B u t although much is done, it is in reality nothing compared
w i t h what yet remains to be accomplished. W l ~ e ~we
i reflect on
the great variety of ob'ects which constitute a knowledge of the
e a r t h and of its atmospI'rere, we see a vast field as yet but little explored. How much is yet to be known on the subject-of winds,
atmospheric pressure, ten~peratureof the air in different regions,
a t difirent heights, and under different circumstances of season,
&c.;-hggrometry, magnetism, electricity, local anomalies, changes
of climate, 8Lc. ! What a number of heights yet to be ascertained,
and depths to be sounded;-tides
and currents to determine,
with encroachnients of the sea upon the land, and of the land
upon the rea! How little do we know of the lowering of mountains, and elevation of plains; of the temperature of the water at
di5ereot depths, and of the earth at ditierent deptlis in ditierent
soils ! What experime~itsyet to make on the reverberation of heat
from different soils and under particular circumstances of aspect,
vegetation, 8Lc. ! How ignorant are we still of almost everything
connected with aqueous meteors, clouds, hail, &c. ! What know we
of the Aurora Borealis? of the fonnation of aerolites ? In topography alone, what regions yet unexplored by, and unknown-to,
the inquiring eye of civilized Europe!
What countless treasures may pet be reaped by the zoologist, the botanist, and the
mineralogist in the vast continerib of Africa, of South America, and central Aria ! Yes, we know much, and yet we k~ww
but little.
But I must now conclude a paper already, I fear, much too
long. Every one who has devoted his time to geographical studice
must have felt over and over again the want of a proper, explicit,
m d muiprebemive arrangement and nomenclature of the several
objects of the science. Every other science has its language, and
why should not geography 2 No epoch, certainly, was ever so
\veil calculated for its determination as the present. I t ie but as
yesterday that geographical societies have been formed. Their
object is the advancement of science, and I cannot but regard
classification and nomenclature as a most efficacious means ; and
when travellers shall be furnished wit11 a systematic arrangement,
end invited by the Society to adhere to its nomenclature, there is
oa doubt but that they will willingly conform ; and their voyager
and travels, universally read, would, as I have already observed,
raon render general any newly-adopted terms.
T o reseme, then : 1 would beg leave to propose for the considemtion of the Society the following objects, viz :T
I . T h e methodical arrangement and classification of the several
objects connected with geographical science.
4. The adoption and promulgation of a definite, concise, but at
rhe same L i e comprphemire system of non~enclature, such as
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would raise geography in reality to the rank of a positive and
exact science.
3. 'The collecting of all the well-authenticated and positively
determined facts of.the science, and their tabular arrangement in
a concise and comprellensive form.
4. The framing of comprehensive and detailed instructions for
all the obmervations to be made in every branch of the science.
t. The adoption of a general and improved system of maps.

J. R. JACKSON.
V.-Papers descriptive of the Countries on the North- West Frmtier of Indin :-The Thurr, or Desert ; Joodpoor and Jaysulmeer. Communicated by Lieute~iaut*Alex. Uurnes, late
Assistant-Quartermaster-General of the Bombay Army ; and
drawn up, in 1830, while surveying these Couritries by Order
of the Bombay Government. With an entirely new hlap.
Read lot11 April, 1834.
INTRODUCTION.-Inthe beginning of 1848 I was directed to
proceed on duty, as an officer of the Quartermaster-General's
department, from Cutch to the station of Deesa ; end by extending my journey ou that occasion as far eastward as the mountair1
of Aboo, 1 had nn opportunity of examining the *whole northwestern frontier of the Bombay presidency. I found that our
knowledge of the countries in that vicinity was most limited ; nor
did the great importance attached to tliis portion of our Eastern
empire escape my notice. In July, of tlie same year, I therefore
made proposals to the then Commander-in-Chief, LieutenantGeneral Sir Thomas Bradford, to enter on an examination of
them; and, as the tracts through which I should have moved
would be bounded on the west by the Indue, I ventured to suggest that, if there existed no political objections to the meastire,
I night be allowed to descend that river, from w l ~ r eit is joined
by the waters of the Punjab at Ooch, to the sea. I stated that,
wit11 the permission of Government, 1 would enter into inquiries
both of a general and geographical nature; believing that there
was much of interest in these countries, as concerned their geography and the people by whom they were inhabited.
His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief brought the plan to
tbe notice of Government in a very favourable manner, and it met
with the warm support of the Governor, Sir John Malcolm, who
referred it to the S u ~ r e m eGovernment in India. Before an
answer could be receivkd f r o m ~ ~ e n g atile
l , Governor was
to enter into arrangements for my carrying it into executioo.
H e referred its feasibility, in a political point of view, to the
~
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Resident in Cutch, Lieutenant-Colonel Pottinger, who, by his
personal knowledge of the countries westward of the Indus, from
his own enterprising travels through them, as well as from his
p r e s e ~ ~political
t
situalion near tben~,was well enabled to judge
correctly of the proposal. H e expressed, in the strongest language, his entire concurrence in the undertaking ; and, to use
the words of his own official communication, stated, #' tbat it
would be a highly important and creditable acquisition to our
military and geographical knowledge-that it would, in a great
measure, if not entirely, fill up the many unknown and vacant
spaces in the best extant maps of India-and would clearly and
satisfactorily connect the tracts through which Lieutenant Burnea
proposed to move with the researches iito, and survep of, the more
northern and western regions, which were obtained by the missions
to Persia, Cabool, and Sinde, ill the years 1808, 9, 10, 11, kc."
Sir John Malcolm fully concurring with Lieut.-Col. Pottinger,
1 was appointed an Assistant to the Political Resident in Cutch,
and directed to conduct the undertaking under his instructions.
The ofticia1 letter to the Resident set forth, that " the Governor iu
council leaves it at your discretion to employ Lieutenant Burnes,
in whatever quarter he proceeds, so as to make it appear that the
survey is a secondary object; and this end, if attained, will vest
him with influence with the rulers through whose country he tratels ; and will tend greatly to allay that jealousy and alarm which
might impede, if they did not arrest, the progress of his topographical inquiries, if unassociated with any other pursuit."
I t was considered desirable bv the Government. tbat anotherofficer should accompany me in the journey, and Lieutenant
James Holland, of the Quartermaster-General's department, a
talented and enterprising officer, was selected for that purpose,
O n the 1st of December, 1899, we started from Bhooj, the
capital of Cutcb. That no difficulties might occur at the outset,
1 was charged with letters of a political nature to the chiefs in
Parkur, tbe territory which would be tirst entered after passing
the frontier. 1 had also letters to the Rajah of Joodpoor, and to
the different political agents under the Bengal Government, to
remove any obstacles tbat might present themselves.
While ou the eve of crossing the desert from Ajmere to Ooch,
I received a communication '' that it was considered, by the
Governor-General in council, inexpedient to incur the hazard of
exciting the alarm and jealousy of the rulers of Sinde or other
foreign states, by the prosecution of the survey in their territories,
or those of the chiefs over wllich they claim sovereignty." It only
remaiued, therefore, to collect as much matter as was in our
power, and the following papers contain an abstract of the general
and geographical information which I thus obtained. A personal
narrative, which details.our various adventures in the desert, was
~
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also drawn up, but it is too ooluminous, and perhaps not altogether suited, for the Geographical Society. I t sl~ould,however, be
borne in mind, tliat the least interesting por~ionof the contemplated journey was effected ; and tliat, instead of returning on tlie
steps of Alexander and his Greeks, through countries alniost UIIknown in Europe, we followed a more beatell but still interesting
path.
O N T I I E CONSTRUCTION
O P THE MAP.-Previous
to entering on a description of the countries wliich follow, it is necessary
to detail the authority on which the geographical information rests,
and tlie means wliich 1 have had at my disposal to construct the
map which accompnniev these pnpers.
The extrenle point eastward is the camp of Nusseerabad, in
Ajlneer; tlie longitude of which is 74'49' I?", eastward of Greenwich, as dedr~cetlfrom a mean of tive observations of the first
eatellite of J ~ ~ p l t efor
r , which I nm indebted to Brigadier \Vilsoo,
of the 13c1igalarmy, and commanding the field force in Rajpootann. 'I'lie tlestern point is the seaport of blandivee, in Cutch,
wliich is i n longitude 69" 34', east of Green~vich, as fixed by
veveral observations ; in particular, by Captain Maxfield, late of
the 13onllay Marine.
'rlie latitudes througl~outhave been determined by the sextant
wit11 the false horizon. Observations were taken daily by two
diffemnt sextants; and, in most instances, the mean of the two
hid down as tlie correct parallel, ~ f t e rthe necessary corrections
for refraction, parallax, eic. &c. had been made. The extrenle
point nortli is .laysulmeer, which is in latitude 96" 56' N., or
nbout half a degree lower than ia the most approved maps of
India; that of hlandivee is 99O51' N. The parallels of latitude
have been laid off on the scale of sixty-nine and a half statute
miles to a degree ; t l ~ enleridia~isof longitude, on the other hand,
are given according to their value, calculated by their distance
from the equator.
The survey was first laid down at the scale of two miles to an
inch, that attention might be given to the topography of the
country; thia was, I~o\vever, found to be much too extended a
scale, and even one-half of it \vould have covered five sheets of
drawing-paper. 'I'he present map has therefore been reduced to
t1i:it of eigl~tmiles to all inch* ; and the minute account of every
stage in the journal will amply supply the loss in topographical
kno\vledge.
I t IVHY judged pwdent to avoid, as nlucll as possible, carrying
nny instruments or apparatus which miglit excite the suspicions
of tlie people ; perambulators ~ n dtheodolites were therefore disP

This refen to Lieutenant Burttrdr original map, which ir in the library of th
Society. The bketch here given i8 further reduced to one-sixth of its scale, ta order
f o accommodate it to the similar sketch of the Indus pablisbed in the last volume.
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pew$witb, and the valuable aompars by Schmalcaldtv rubstituted in lieu of the latter.

'l'he rate of march was, with much
pain., previously determined, by a perambulator and other means,
to be a few yard8 less Ban four miler an hour, and which was
eonsguently- adopted. Many opportunities also occurred, by
cross-bearings from hills s t n considerable distance, to judge of
the justness of this calculation, and it has been verified both by
them and the latitude.
'I'he survey of the countries laid down in this map was much
heilitated by the l~illswith which they are studded. Some of
t h e m were vinible at a distance of forty-five miles, and become
t h u s ao many points to check the different portions of the survey,
and which have rendered the map trigonometrical. One most
important poiut westward was the peak over Balmeer, in the
desert, from which a hill, called Ooeenu, on the river Loonee,
a b o u t forty miles eastward, was virible. Prom Ciocenu there war
a succession of tire peaks to Chang Hill, in Ajmeer, and as the
detail survey between these points had always a check from each,
great correctness was thereby insured; in addition to which, a
minute road-survey was made between eaoh stage, the protraction
of which is detailed in the field-books.
Lieutenant Holland, who accompanied me, wherever the state
of the country admitted, took a separate route from myself, and
by our joining every eight or ten dayv to rtart anew, slid moving
011 similar points and in parallel linen, at a dirtence of from twenty
to twenty-five miles, we were enabled to entirely fill up the intermediate spaces between our routes.
'I'he map will be found to contain fournearly complete lines of
route through the s o ~ ~ t h portion
e r ~ ~ of Joodpoor, and which have
fi~lishedthe survey of that part of the country. Mr. Holland's
route is distinguished from milie by the blue line, and the entire
detours made by him amount to a distance of six hundred and
twelve miles. My own survey is marked in red, and the road
distance is exactly one thousaod four hundred and seventy-three
miles. 'I'be object, which I had in view at the outset, was to
trace the Loonee river from its emboucliure in the Runn of Cutch,
to its source In the mot~litainsof Ajmeer. This has been I'ully
accomplistietl. Mr. Holland followed its tributary streams, and
on our'return south, these were thoroughly tracer1 to their sources
by that officer and myself, in the double route which we pursued.
They almost all rise in the n~ountainsof Maywnr. I have also
included some of nly former surveys in Cutch, the Uunass river
, and Aboo mo~lntain(to which I add some hundred n~igles);also tlie
route across to Ballyaree in Sinde, as they could be given without
i n c r e a s i ~the
~ ~size of the map. Cutch is from my own survey of
that country.
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which is a branch of the Purmar, from Dhar into Malwa, who
settled in Parkur, and the countries north of it, about seven or
eight hundred years since. T h e chief person in the country is the
Raua of Nuggur, but the Thakoor of Veerawow has more intluence and power. The chief af the tribe is the Sooltan Soda of
Omercote, to whom a degree of allegiance and respect is paid,
but no tribute. The Sodas are a race favoured by nature with a
handsome exterior, and the reputed beauty of their females has
made a Soda wife a desideratum with every man of rank in the
neighbouring country, which has led to their ?e~nandingexorbitant
rums for their daughters. These people are chiefly occopied in
tending herds and flocks, and doubtless, the healthful employme~lt
of the parents, away from crowded cities, has contributed to the
strength and beauty of their offspring.
The predominating tribe in Parkur, is the Cooley, a set of beings
ha~dlyremoved from savages. The mercantile castes, sucl~as
Lohanus and Banians, are also to be found. but, from the illsecurity
of trade, they are leaving the collntry. There is 3, tradition in the
district that these were formerly very aumerous: Charums and
Brahmins (chiefly of the Ouditch caste) are also amollg the inhabitants, and these, with Rajpoots of the Maldee and other tribes,
r few Belooch Mahommedans, Myannas and some Me,-wars or
outcasts, make up the population to about eight thousand souls.
T h e present chiefs of the district are J ugajee Rana of Nuggur,
and Poonjajee the Thakoor of Veerawow. Pnrkur itself is unequally divided between them, the nineteen southern villages
belonging to the Kana, and the remailling ten to Poo~~jajee
; but
the latter likewise possesses a tract of country beyond Parkur in
the desert. extending to Islamcote on the north, Uakasir on the
east, and Ballparee on the west, which gives hirn a territory, at the
lowest calculation, of five thousand square miles. Nor is
this the only source of his revenue, for he possesses the image
of a Jsin or Banian god, which was stolen from the temple
of Goree in the desert, by his ancestors, ant1 which Ire never produces without a bribe. The Rana of Parkur is an usurper,
haring with his own hand treacherously murdered his nephew,
about three years since. In the accomplisl~mentof tl~ishorrid
deed he had a confederate in the other chief, so that a friendsl~i~
has since grown up between the111 likely to crush, for a time, all
internal disorcler.
T h e possession of Parkur has been a contentious source of difference between the surrounding governnlents. Its situation would
point it out as an integral portion of the Sinde dominions, but
both the Kao of Cutch and the Raja of Joodpoor have had garrisons there, and it must always be subject to the strongest of the
three. 'I'lle power of Cutcli was eubverted in the relgn of Hao
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Lncca, abo~ltthe year 1760, and it has bee11 a province of Sinde
since the elevation of the house of 'I'alpoor, something less than
forty gears.
The tribute nominally rendered is one-fifteenth of the whole
produce? paid in kind, of which the Ratla pays two-thirds and the
other ch~efone. In favourable seasons this I I I ~ Janlount to eighty
" kulsees" of grain, or from one thousand to fifteen hundred
rupees ; but the payment is most irregular, and depe~~tling
entirely
on the season. 'I'his sum is only wrested from the cli~efsafter
much negotiation, and they again plunder their subjects; so that
a master-stroke of policy in Parkur is to disn~issthe Sindian body
of horse \vith as little m o ~ ~ easy possible. If the chiefs refuse to
pay the annual 6 d bhuttee," or grain tribute, the party who are sent
for it help themselves to camels or flocks aufficie~~t
to make u p
the sum. If they drive away more than will yield the required
tax, the excess is deducted from the amount next year. T h e
manner of collecting the body of horse sent to levy this tribr~te
exhibits the peculiar~tyof government in Sinde, A Sirdar receives
RII order to proceed to Parkur : he takes with him a few hotsenlen
of his own, collects half a dozen more from as many of his friends on
the road, brings wit11 him ao supplies, and, on reaching Veerawow,
gets the merchants of the tow11to support him and his horse until
the looked-for sum is realized. l ' l ~ eerain exoenrted is deducted
from the quantity producecl, and the remainder sold for its value in
tnoney, none of which ever reaches the trensury of the Ameers,
the wllole being esper~dedin fitting out the detachment to collect
it. These horse co~~sist
of Ueeloochees, who evince but a slight
regard for tire subjects of their masters, as they plunder everywhere, seizing even a single camel or bnllock, which renden
the Sindians exceedingly unpopular.
The domillion of the
Arneen is, I~owever,established OII a firm basis in this part of the
country, and they have built variorrs forts in the deue~t,such as
Islan~ltote,Chailar, liodee or Saa Gud, hleetee, ant1 Tingalo, in
all of which they retain troops, allowing none else to enter their
gates.
The Parkur chiefs can assemble about five hundred horae and
three t l ~ o ~ t s n ~
foot
~ r l on occasions of danger ; but plunder is the
chief object of these people, and a foray 011 their neighbours' cattle
tallies better \villi their inclinatio~~s
and customs the11 any conlb i ~ ~ eoperations.
tl
Some Brahn~i~ls
sat in l a dl~urna,"that is, refusing to eat or perfol.m the offices of nature, at Veerawow, when
we were in Parkur, under a hope of prevailing on the chief to
restore their stolen cattle. The country is tl~erelbrethe dread of
its ncighbourhood, which is not to wondered at from tlie character
of its inliabita~~ts.l'he Rajpoots are ~ I I O W I I to be brave; the
h l y a ~ ~ n aare
s men of the most determined resolution; the BeeD

looches are expert soldiers, and the Codeys are a race of people
somethiug like Hheels, neither considered as Hindoos, nor Mahomedans, and held in high repute as warriors in the surrounding
country. The whole tract to the north is inhabited by the same
class of people, and it is only less rlotorious from their beiug scattered over a wide extent of territory, while the petty state of
Parkur, on account of its forage and water, contains huddled together a crowd of miscreants, who regard all conduct lawful which
advauces their own interests.
There is not a fortification or ace of defence in tlre district,
except the hills of Kalinjur, whic are about 350 feet high, and
contain within their rocky peaks a strong fortress called Sardruh,
abundantly supplied with water. Four paths lead up to it, and
t h e whole inhabitante of the country retreat thither with theirflocks,
herds, and property on the approach of danger. These hills lie
oo the southern side of Parkur, and are about twenty miles in circumference. All the villages in that part of the district are built
close to their base. These are co~iotructed of most combustible materiala, and consist merely of small conical grass huts,
surrounded by a dry thorn hedge, so that every habitation in the
country might be reduced to ashee in an hour. Conflagration does
not, however, appear to be a mode of warfare adopted among
these tribes. There was at one time a brick fort of about eighty
yards square at Vearawow, but it has been demolished by orders
from Sinde.
Parkur is open to attack from all sides, and could he approached
by an army with lleavy guns from the south-east by Nurru Bate ;
nnd they aLo mi$t be dra ged along the Runn banks ; but the
desert would eas~lybe ren ered impassable by filling up or concealing the wells, an usual practice with these people. The roads
throughout Parkur are passable for carts, but bejoud it noue but
beasts of burden travel.
Water is abundant in the district, and found about ten feet from
the surface : it is muddy, but not so inferior as might be supposed
from the vicinity of the salt Runn and desert. There are no rivers
o r running streams in Parkur, and tank water is less conimon than
that from welle. There is abundance of pasture, and the soil is favourable to culture, though light and dusty ; but, iu the total abseuce
of 011 regular government, the cou~ltryyields little. The people
prefer passing their time in tending herds and flocks, with which
they wander from one place to another as their wants can be moat
readily supplied. Tllese temporary dwellings are called " wands,"
and here the people prepare their " ghee," or clarified butter,
from the inilk of their cattle, which is the only article of export
in the country, if I except the gum which exudes from the babool
and orher shrubs.
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T h e only places of note io Parkur are Veerawow and N u g g u r ;
the latter situated close under the Kalinjur hills, and nominally
the capital. thougl~Veerawow has t h e e hundred and fifty a n d
Nuggur only one hundred and fifty houses. Veerawow is situated
on a fresh-water lake, about three miles in circumference, and
formed by the rain rushing into it from the surrounding country.
As the water recedes, wheat is cultivated on its banks. Veerawow
is in e4O 31' 6" North latitude. Close to it are the remains of
the city'of Pareenuggur, said to have been a place of wealth a n d
opulence seven hundred gears since, though its site is only now
discoverable by some temples and the surrounding country being
strewed with broken pieces of bricks for t \ ~ omiles. 'I'he temples
have been co~~structed
of marble, and are dedicated to Parusnath, the god of the Banians. T h e abundance of water about
Veerawow would always make it the place of tirst importance iu
Parkor; and as the commerce between the countries on the Indus
and India must be carried on through the desert at some place,
Pareenuggur may have been a dep6t at a former period ; but neither the extent of its ruins, nor the diminutive description of the
temples, support the tradition of the people, that it had one
thousand eight hundred Banians and c' twice seven twenty
(two hundred aud eighty) families of blacksmiths ;" nor would
the wealth of the Shrawuck or Banian tribe have been shown in
temples so inferior as those a t Pareenr~ggur,none of which are
higher nor occupy a greater square t11a11 thirty feet. . Marble is
not found in Parkur, and there is a tradition of its having been
brought by sea to it when the Ruun was navigable ; but the difEculty would be more readily solved by having it transported from
the vicinity of Aboo, where it may be had in abundance. Such
undertakings are not tlncommon in India, and we have a splendid
example in the magniticent mausoleum of marble built by the renowned Aurungzebe at Ellora. T l ~ earchitecture of these ten~ples
is good, and one of the roof stones has been carved in an elegant and
ratl~erchaste pattern ; they are yet surpassed by nlany other Jain
temples. I t is probable that the town of Pareenuggur was indebted
for its marble buildings to those mercl~antsor Banians who took
u p their residence in the country for purposes of commerce.
T h e Itills and elevations in Parkur are invariably rocky, and the
low l a ~ ~ are
d s entirely free from stone. The formation of Kalinjur is
generally granite, of a red colour; about onel~undredfeet from the
summit,a black streak separates this from trap rocks. 'l'hese stones,
when struck, tinkle like metal. 'I'he natives believe Parkur to have
been set on fire when a curse wns pronounced against the country by
one Parus Kookkee (a holy person, from whom the district is named).
T h e hills of Parkur presellt to view a niost ragged and chaotic ~ p pearance, one cone as it were overtopping another. 'l'hey rise
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abruptly from the plain, particularly to the north, and present precipitous sides, which are not accessible but by foot-paths. There
does not appear to be any sandstone in 'the district, a fact rendered singular by the neighbouring country of Cutch having liardly
a mountain of any other description. The Parkur people say their
hills have been baked, and those in Cutch are "kucha," or uncooked.
T h e district of Parkur produces nothing which is not common
to the neighbouring countries. Bajree and other coarse grain is
%red ; but rain is extremely precarious, and a favourable season
in every three is more than nature bestows on it. Irrigation is
unknown, chiefly from the want of the cultivating classes ; and
many of the inhabitants support life by the wild, spontaneous productions of the soil.
Among the sources of revenue in Parkur, that which is most
productive is the possession of a Banian idol or god by the
Chief of Veerawow, for which the Jains entertain a very great
degree of reverence. His name is Goreechu, and he was stolen
from the temple of Goree in the desert by the ancestors of
Poonjajee, and is kept constantly buried in the sand, nor
ever produced till a devout Jain bribes the chief, for that personage pretends that money will not always prevail on his godship to-appear: Thousands of people cross to Parkur when Goreechu IS exhib~ted,and their offerings are the sole and undisputed
property of the Thakoor of Veerawow. The greatest precautions
are taken to prevent the removal of Goreechu, and men of wealth
PDd respkctability are demanded by the chief as hostages previous
to the exhibition. This idol is said to have been brought into
Parkur from Puttun eight hundred years since, concealed in a
camel-load of cotton, and charged with an order to the Purmars
(an the Sodas were then called) to take charge of him. Goreechu
remained in his temple till within these forty years, when one of
the chiefs, judging it to be a favourable opportunity for aggrandiiiag himeelf, seized on the idol, and fled with it into the derut, which has icicreased, if possible, the veneration of his votaries, sod greatly enriched the possessor, who has thus become the
greatest personage in Parkur. The temple of this god is a handsome building about twelve miles from Veerawow, and pilgrimages
are yet made to its imageless walls by the helpless and deluded
Baoians. The image is described as a small marble statue,
about two feet high. The tutelar deity of the Sodas themselves
is Clialuknaichee ; but they pay a great degree of deference to
Goreechu. One man said to me, " Would you hove us procure
our food by his means, and not reverence him 1" which may be
interpreted into a respect for the ~rejudicesof those who contribute t o their worldly advantage. The chiefs of Veerawow, in particular, show a respect to his godship: they will not eveu eat or
VOL. 1V.
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drink witl~inthe walls of their fort, as it was the place to which
Goreecllu was first removed from lris temple.
Parkur is described .as having had fourteen districts or purgunnas subject to it, and to have been a flourishing principality
in the reign of Chundun Rana, said to be a contemporary of
Lakaphoolanee. The minstrels of the country are full of the
praises of tliis penon, and trace his genealog step by step for
upwards of twenty generations, nor do the ne~~hbouring
tribes of
Rajpoots deny the claim of the Sodas to this antiquity. It is a
trad~tion,however improbable, engrave11 on the memory of every
boy, that " Chundun Kana daily, in a reign of twenty-four years,
distributed a crore of cories at sun-rise." The same traditions
state, that differences arose between the Princes who succeeded
Chundun and the Banians, who fled to Cutch and Kattywar,
where they have since settled. There is some roba ability in this
latter portion of the tale, for in present times the Eanians close
their shops and transact no biisiness when any act of government
displeases them.
The Sodas took their name from one of their chiefs, after a
bloody and unsuccessful battle with the Mahomedans, in u~hich
many thousands of them are said to have perished near Kagraro,
in the llills of Ralmeer. From that time the Purwars were subdivided illto thirty-five tribes or " saks." I did not learn the period at which they attained such celebrity for the beauty of their
females, but it has tended to demoralize the tribe, and the Sodas
will now affiance their daughters to Mahomedans.
I t is curious to remark the similarity of tales in Eastern countries. I t is said of one of the chiefs of Parkur that, when on a
journey to Balmeer in the desert, lie saw five hyenas, one of which
was devouring a kid, while another was feeding at a distance on a
portion of it, and the remaining three looked on. This called for
tile assistance of his minstrel, who assured Ganga (so the chief
was named), that from the marriage he was now about to make
would spring up five sons ; that one would be Rana or chief, the
other rebel and seize a portion of his dominions, and the three continue as servants. In the opinion of these people tliis prediction
l ~ a sbeen fultilled, in there being a Rana of Nuggur, a 'l'hakoor
of Veerawow, and three other priucipal Patels in the district, all
descended froni one family.
The inhabitants of Parkur use tobacco sparingly, but are much
addicted to opium, which they mix with water, forming a liquid
called " kussoomba." This is considered by them as an emblem
of devoted friendship, and when partaken of by adversaries to seal
for ever the most deadly feuds. They are very sr~perstitious,and
undertake no journey of consequence, if the ti~vtpartridge, after
leaving the place of departure, calls on the right side; and, strange

to my, thd if this unlucky bird raises its voice on the left side
an the joerney is achieved, tbe omen is equally inauspicious.

Nooe of the houses are tiled in Parkur, it being believed that anything but thatch wo111doffend the tutelar deity. Suttee is common, but the peo le abhor infanticide, though that o d i i cttstom
i. prevalent in 8utch Like the Rajpjpoots, they Imt for wives
~eooag
other tribea.
There is a temple in Parkur said to be dedicated to the wn,
but this is a subject which appears to admit of some doubt, and
may be altogether erroneous. A Charun of respectability mew
tioned the fact of its having been built by a Purmrr Ra'poot,
dRia Soor ; w w mruj" meaos tbe sun, and thm mentiord to
man who gave me the informatiou, but he dltipctly
awmured me that the temple was dedicated to the sun. I examined
it moet minutely. I t is situated on a strip of land in the lake at
Veemwow, war some temples dedicated to Juck, m about eight
6Bet rqure and ten high without any spire, and something bke r
temple dedicated to Mahadeo. Outside, on all tbe faces bet tke
emtrance, are marble images of about three feet high, representing
am idol half standing up, with the legs crossed, but unlike Parus4,asd with a round cap placed on the head, behind which and
the whole of the face is a figure of the sun. At the door-way
t k r e is a stone, which appears to have been displaced from the
irrside of the buildings, and os it there is also a reprcaentatb of
the sun.
There is no idol in the temple, bat only two very small demons'
heds placed on the sides as ornalloeots, and which are eimitar to
rhe carving on the Banian temples at Pareenugger. Raja Soor is
a i d b h e lived in 1011, rod the temple is now in rttins and not
used as a place of worship. A11 the people in Parkur concurred
tbpt it had k e n dedicated to the sun. There is a temple to the
sen at Thann, in Kattywar : the Purman or Sohas fled in numbers to that country, and it would be a singular fact if this slap
ptied a tirrk to the chain of codnunicotion between the ancient
Perrb.e, followers of Zoroaster, and the inhabitants of NorthWestern India.
This is not the only theological difficulty to settle in Parkur, for
&re L a temple ctoee to that of Raja Soor dedicated to Juck, a
personage of great note at some former period, m d who is said,
many years since, to hme come from Koomsam or Dan~aecus.
H e has uow no votaries in Parkur, but there are still a very few in
Cukh (cat led Sungar), to which place he fled. H e is represented
as a mall squat fat figure with a conical c~lrledcap, and wears the
" ZPronee " or Rrahminical string. In times of scarcity or danger
the Hindoos still make offerings to him. They state that boxes of
momq were fosmerly kept in tbis temple, and that any one irr ad-
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versity had only to petition the god, and promise to return the sun1
taken, with interest, by a stated period ; but some individual having
broken his vow, tlie heart of the merciful Juck was hardened and
deaf to all future requests.
Adjoining Parkur, and close to the town of Veerawow, commences the sandy desert, or, as it is called by the natives, the
" Thurr" or " Dhat."
It is one continued succession of sand-.
hills, increasing in bulk and height from twenty to sixty, and even
eighty feet, the farther they extend inland. They occur in no regular order, nor are they at equal distances from one another,
often leaving valleys of two and three miles broad, which are called
" dehrees," where scanty crops of grain are produced after the
monsoon. T h e road winds round these mounds, sometimes passing over them. The sand is a dust of the finest powder. T h e
hills are covered with stunted shrubs and different kinds of vegetation till within a few montl~sof the rainy season, when, the
herbage being burnt up, the sand is carried with violence from
one heap to anoth&, and the region is rendered nearly uninhabitable. There is no covering of turf or any closely contiguous roots
on the T'hnrr, but there is a very nunlerous list of plants for such
a region. The whole of these, in their berries, leaves, or fruit,
though the spontaneous productions of the soil, are bountifully
adapted to the food of man-a fact evincing the wise fitting of the
means to the end in a portion of the globe where the most scanty
crops are gleaned with difficulty from a dusty soil. The journey
through such a tract is difficult; camels and horses alone traverse
it, and the summit of one hill is no sooller gained than another
comes in sight beyond. Hill and valley alternate, as if the surface
had been troubled like the sea in a tempest, and left stationary in
its fury.
The inhabitants of the desert consist of Bheels and wandering
tribes of Soda and other Rajpoots, Khosas and Sindees. T h e
only pennanent settlers are the two former, and the Bheels
are a stout and healthy race, ge~terallytall, differing widely from
the diminutive beings of Guzerat and Candeish. The abundance
of pasture brings n~~mbers
from the vicinity of Omerwte and the
banks of the Indus to the southern districts of this tract, as there
is much labour in drawing water for large I~erdsof cattle at so
great a depth from the surface.
The people always perch their hamlets on the summit of a sandhill, as near as possible to the water.
A tribe of Belocl~ees,better known by the name Khosas, lately
settled in this tract. They were expelled from Sinde on the expulsion of the Kaloras, a race of princes whom they served faithfi~llyfor a long period of years. They were ill-requited, even in
the zenith of their master's power, and have ever since roamed in
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tbe desert as wandering robbers, and spread..teiror with their
..
name.
The wells of the desert consist of small round' & I S , about a
foot and a half in diameter, dug sometimes to the de& of forty
and fifty fathoms, and lined with branches of trees. They' are scattered through the desert, and generally found in the valleys;*often
in the bed of a tank or where the rain-water collects. I ' g b q y e d
that, in such spots, the first foot of soil was almost as hard arl'dp.tle,
the effect, I imagine, of the burning rays of the sun on ati.:~!id
soil partially wetted. The rains are slight and irregular in .the..
'' Thurr," and the water that falls is speedily absorbed by rhe. .
thirsty sand. That portion of the desert which is without wells is-:: 1
called " rohee," and it would not be difficult to convert the whole :
of it into a useless waste, by filling up the few that have been dug.
This is not unfrequently done by any Rajpoot chief who has been
driven desperate by family feuds, or indeed any tnrbulent character. He betakes himself to this tract, and filling up the wells
around his camp for a circuit of some miles, strengthens his position, and seeks revenge for real or supposed injuries by murder,
rapine, and bloodshed.
1 am ill-qualified to enumerate the botanical productions even
of tbis sterile tract, and shall therefore give their native names.
The " peloo ".is a shrub with long leaves, and ~roducinga red
berry of the size of a currant, which is much esteemed. Tliere are
two kinds of it, oue growing in salt soils, and with a larger and
fuller leaf.
T h e '' khair " is of the babool kind, producing a berry about
the size of ao olive. .
T h e koomut " appears of the same description, yielding a
pea and pod, both of which are edible.
The " kejra," the only shrub approaching to a tree (if we except the neem), which produces a long bean fit for food. I t has a
thorn and leaf like the babool.
The " phoke," which is like the tamarisk, and is the fodder of
h e camel. The leaves of it are useful for food.
T h e " kuraite," a kind of bauble.
believed to be a certain
T h e #' boora," a sort of downy
- grass,
cure for rheumatism.
T h e '* bair " or bore," the berries of which are eatable.
T h e '*babool," which yields quantities of gum for food, and
branches to line the wells.
T h e neemy trec, which here flourishes in great luxuriance,
and is known as a specific in n~edicinewith the natives of the
East ; but its fruit is used as food in the desert.
The kandaira," milk-bush, which is used medicinally; also
the '*akra."
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There are ..bcsiAes three other shrubs called " veekree," which
produces affouier, ('lann," which grows like heather, and " urnee,"
from whicli,hooka pipes are made.
Water+t+ns,
called c' karinga," are abundant in the hot season,
and there'ie also a fruit of the melon species, called '' troosra,"
whicliPis bitter and used as a medicine for horses.
The different sorts of grass are numerous. O n e species, called
" G~i!iaitra," abounds ; another, called '< murt," yields in its seeds
(im;'all grain like bajree, wliich is enten by the natlves.
-It 111ny be tile want of what man co~isidersas his appropriate
which has driven these miserablc beings to glean subsistence
-.'.food
from wild plants ; b i ~ tcertain it is that this inhospitable tract
1..- nsould be lost to the world \rritliout them. I t is singular that the
rich commodity of " gliee " is so abundantly produced in a country
of such sterility and desolation.
Such is the desert and district of Parkur adjoining i t ; and it
may be well said that nature's gifts have, indeed, been here dealt
out sparingly. If tlie people cannot find an excuse, they have
certainly some palliation in plundering the more favoured sons of
Adam. I n the sale of their daughters a ~ i dviolation of a temple
t o extract money from the votaries of its god, we readily discover that they arise in pinching poverty and squalid misery.
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THENUEYUR.-At a distance of about fifty miles from where
the river Loonee falls into the Runn of Cutch, about the latitude
of %kO so', it sends off numerous branches. Like the main stream,
these pursue a most meandering course, from tlie nature of the soil,
through a valley, and again form a junction with tlie river before
entering the I-lunn. T h e tract under the influence of these rivers
is called Nueyur, and is a flat and fertile district, with an e x t e ~ ~ t
of about three hundred and fifty square miles, stretching from
north-east to south-west. A t its southern extremity it is about
twelve miles broad, but it gradually decreases towards the northern
till the sand-hills of the desert, which increase in bulk, hem in
the river on both sides, and bid defiance to agriculture.
T h e name of Nueyur is of doubtful signification; it means, in
the language of the cou~itry,neat, and is said to be so called from
the nearness of tlie water at all places to the surface ; the tern1 is
confined to the portion of the country under irrigation from the
river, and is never applied to that beyond its influence. Wheat is
its universnl production.
T h e Nueyur is studded with villages ; the chief places of note
are Gurra and Noggur, both on the western bank, the one wit11 a
population of about two thousand, and the other of one thousand
live hundred souls. Altogether there are about forty inhabited
places in tlie district. I t is very populous as compared wit11 the
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neighbouring countries, for to the west is the Thurr or sahdy
desert, and on the east the district of Sachore, which has a scanty
and indifferent supply of fresh water. In its course through the
Nueyur, the Loonee river seems to have separated one portion of
the desert from another ; for on either side the general features of
it are easily recognised in the occ~~rring
succession of sand-hills
and the growth of plants indigenous to a sandy counti-y. 'I'he
m o u n d s on the Sachore side are much smaller than on the other,
and the river probably prevents the sand from blowing upon them.
T h e traditions of the people record that the Nueyur was an arm
of the sea when the R ~ i n nwas under water.
T h e h n e e river, which contributes so much to the fertility of
the Nueyur, is here most dimidutive. I t is rather a torrent than
a river, nowhere is it a runninv stream but in the rainy season,
nor throughout the Nueyur is ~t broader than one hundred and
fifty feet, nor deeper ill its channel than ten or twelve below the
level of the country. This sliallowness carlses great and sudden
overflows during the rains, for the Loonee is the only channel by
which the rain that falls in Marwar, and the mountains eastward of
it, is conveyed to the ocean. The richness of the Nueyur doubtless
arises from the alluvion which it deposits in the inundationsthese do not occur auoually, but are irregular and dependent on
the quantity of rain that falls.
The Loonee, though it be not at all times a running stream, has
pools of water in its channel, and affords an ample supply of
water from pits or wells dug in its sandy beds, which are a great
blessing to the inhabitants of such a country. Herds of cattle
likewise derive from the rich pasture of its meadows a nutritious
support, and the oxen and kine of the district are of a superior
description. Buffaloes are reared in considerable numbers, and
there is also abundance of fodder for camels. Wild hog and game
abound on the banks of the river among the peeloo and tamarisk
shrubs, which are generally to be found in Indian rivers. The
presence of herds and flocks brings the tiger, hyena, and the wolf,
with other beasts of prey, to the banks of the river ; crocodiles are
found in the ools, hut of a small description ; wild duck and par
tridge aboun!,
and amolig the latter is the black partridge, noted
for the richness and beauty of its plumage.
T o the Loonee alone is this abundance of animal and vegetable
life to be attributed.
When the inundation does not attain the necessary height to
irrigate the country, the fields are watered by artificial means, and
with great facility, from the proximity of the water to the surface.
An abundant havest is derived. During some seasons the Nuevur
is a sheet af water, and the Loonee river sonietimes discharges the
superfluity of its waters iuto the desert.
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T h e soil of the Nueyur is a brownish clay, very tenacious and
crops of the heaviest kind. The beds of all its branches
are sandy, but the soil near them is slimy.
Tlie humid soil of the Nueyur does not appear to have any
effect on the constitutions of the inhabitants, but they may escape
the diseases incidental to sucli places from the elevation of their
villages, which are always built on ~nouiidsor sand-hills to prevent
calamity by a si~ddenoverflow of tlie river. Some of tlie people
complained of an enlarged spleen, wliich was universally attributed
to too copious a use of water (perhaps of an indifferent sort) when
suffering from fever. The variation of tlie thermometer in the
Nueyur is more evident than in the neighbouring countries. At
sunrise, iu December, it fell below 3e0 and rose to 80° in the heat
of the day. The houses of the inhabitants in the larger places are
constructed of sun-dried brick procured from the river; but in
the smaller villages they have conical grass huts, which are peculiar
to the desert ; they are like bee-hives ; the twigs of the " phoke"
form their walls, while the roof co~~sists
of those of the I' akra"
covered with grass. Tlie poverty of the country is seen in those
simple dwellings ;and the following couplet, which is a proverb in
the country, describes this portion of Marmar :Akun kee lukree phokon kee war,"
In the a akra" twigs and phoke walls ;
" Ditee Raja teree Mamar."
Behold, oh king ! your Marwar.

The inhabitants of the Nueyur consist chiefly of the Chuwan
and Rhatore Rajpoots and their retainers. I t is in the dominions
of the Raja of Joodpoor, but is not a separate province, being
partly in the districts of Jliallore and Sacliore.
The wealth of the Nueyur early attracted the attention of the
Khosas of the desert, who have made such havoc among its herds
that great part of the population have quitted it for a less disturbed, though less favoured country to the eastward. Those who
still remain are of necessity compelled to pay an annual tribute or
black mail to these robbers, and by a sacrifice of a portion of their
wealth secure the remainder.
They pay a tax of a " sye " or two maunds of grain, and a
ruDee on each ~louoli.
'I'lie dread of the Kliosas is everthe he less very great among. these
people, for they yet cross the Nueyur to plunder farther In the
interior of the Joodpoor territory.
The approach of a body of Khosas excites a great alarm among
the people; they have a fellow-feeling for each other, aud the
intimation travels by express camels from one village to another as
0
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quick as ever did the Cnwa of Peter the Hermit when he preached
his cruude. T h e lands in the Nueyur are held by feudatories of
tbe Joodpoor chief, who received them on condition of protecting
They are styled " Boomias," a ~ are
~ dfree from any
other burdens than what the Khosas have imposed upon them.

the frontiers.

J A YS U L M EEB.-T~~
principality of Jaysul~neerisone of the five
Rajpoot ahtee lying on the north-western side of India. Of all of
them it is the least considerable in importa~ace; it has not the wealth
o r resources of Joodpooror Jyepoor, nor has it the family importance which exalts Oodeepoor ; and though nearly on a par with
Beecaneer, it is inferior to it both in revenue and political imDortance.
r
Jayaulmeer occupies a space of about twenty thousand square
miles ; it is a country of an oblong, but irregular shape, with the
greatest length from north-east to south-west, wh~chmay be
estimated at one hundred and eighty miles. Its average breadth
is sixty. I t is comprised between the parallels of 95O and 98" of
north latitude, and meridians of m0and 79' of eaet longitude.
T h e capital, Jaysulmeer, is below the centre of the space eo
bounded, about the line of 960 56'. This country is the residence of the Hhattee tribe of Rajpoots, and is ruled by a chief of
the body, called Rawul.
Two centuries ago the territory of Jaysulmeer was much more
exte~vivethan is above described, and is said to have comprised
the country around for a distance of two hundred and fifty miles,
and to have had its western limjte bounded by the Indus. I t has
been the misfortune of this state to become unhinged by a
turbulent and predatory race of chieftains who held lands on
the extremities of the kingdom, where they could defy the attach
of their ruler. A successiol~of internal feuds among themselves
has, on more than one occasion, led them to commit acts of infidelity towards the state, and to surrender the frontier forts to
their enemies.
The Daoodpootras, on the north-west, have risen into importance
partly by the dismemberment of Jaysulmeer, but it is surrounded
on all rides by powerful neighbours. T o the east, south, and
south-east adjoins Joodpoor, and to the south-west it bas the
territories of the Ameers of Sinde, and their relative, Meer
Sohrab. T o the north-west is the country of the Daoodpootms,
and to the north and north-east that of Beecaneer. Thus
encompassed by tive different powers, Jaysulmeer has been kept
in a constant state of disorder. Eighty years since, the Daoodpootma wrested from it the fertile terr~torytowards the Indus, and
about the same time Dilawur and its dependeuciea were also sur- -
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rendwed through the treachery of its chief. Joodpoor, on the
other h a d , has possessed itself of Pokrun, oa the e U , and the
surrounding territory. Pooggul, with its dependent rillages, h u
tmnsfemd its allegiance to the nearer capital of Beecaneer, and
the country leR but little better than the desert which environs it.
On the partition of the nine forte of Marwar, as the traditions of the country have it, the portion which fell to the share of
the Bhattee Rajpoots was Loodlirwa and its temtory. This
was the old principality of Jaysulmeer, the capital of which, so
named, is now a mean village, about eight miles westward of the
modem city. About fourteen generations since, the chiefs of
Jayeulmeer took the title of Rawul, or Lord, and bound themselves to adopt an orange colour as a national emblem, in their
tenta, home-cloths, &c., to which they still adhere, and for which
they believe that their rule will be stable. The first exploits of
the Bhattees are disfigured by fabulous tales, among whicb
occur both godo and men. The earliest authentic fact which b
preserved is the reign of one Jaysul, a prince of ambitious
views, who founded the present ca ital and the beautiful
castle of Jaysulmeer, so called from is name. Since then
Jays~rlmeerhas been deservedly famoue for its battlements, whicb,
in the songs of the country, are said to surpasa, and I believe
with truth, those of Agra, Delbi, and Beecaneer.
T h e country WWI invaded by the Delbi sovereigns in the reign
of Jaysul, and subdued by the Mahomedans after a siege of
twelve years, but it mas ultimately restored to the Bhattee chiefs.
T h e era in which this prince re~gnedis difficult to determine,
some believe it to have been seven hundred years ago. From that
time the coin of Jaysulmeer bas borne the name of the Delhi
sovereigns on one side, and that of the ruler of the country on tbe
other. Among the Rajpoot states, the reigning princes beldom
coin in their own name, but in that of some distinguished mcestor. The rupees of Jaysulmeer are of Ukia, those of J&
poor, of Beejy ; both deceased rajahs.
A list of the Rawuls, for the two last centuries, presents to view
the names of three who have each reigned upwards of forty years,
though tlie period has been a calamitous one for the state ; with
two exceptions at the beginning of the era alluded to, when the
government was disputed, all have died a natural death.
The present Rawul, by name Guj Sing, asceoded the throne
about eleven yean since ; he is a mild and popular prilice ; his predecessor Moolraojee formed a treaty of fr~endshipwith the Bntish
government which has been rigidly adhered to by Guj Sing. His
father and gtandfather are both living, but blind ; and he owes his
elevation to tbe favour of a minister, who excluded two elder
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brothers. ThSs minister, thon h a Banian, and mean in origin, ingratiated himself with the hawul, and actually possessed the
d o l e power of the state. His arbitrary conduct excited the
passions of the son of Moolraojee, by name Rassingjee, who
murdered the minister's father, and fled to Joodpoor. Here he
resided for ten years ; but this long lapse of time was insufficient
t o moderate the revenge of the Banian ; he invited the young
prince, with his family, to return, and immediately on their
entering the country, dispatched him and his two sons by poison.
Human nature shudders to believe that the parent could have
been a n accessary to such a deed; but it is currently believed,
that Moolraojee knew of his minister's intentions.
T h e Bhattee chieftains are constantly quarrelling with each
other, and quit the country on the slightest cause of offence, that
they may re-enter it, and demand justice by force of arms. They
then inflict on it every injury they can devise, so that the effects of
these frequent turmoils are much felt in so contracted a territory.
I t is difticult to comprehend the feeling which so soon estranges
a chief from the soil in which he was reared, and leads him to
heedlessly persecute the innocent inhabitantc, of his native place,
to gratify his revenge. I n following the dictates of this passion
neither sex nor age is a safeguard. Old and young are despoiled
of their property, and sometimes slain in protecting it; children
are stolen from their parents, in hopes of ransom ; and the herds
and flocks become the prey of him who, but a few days previous,
would have willingly sacrificed his life to protect their owners from
plunder.
The principality of Jaysulmeer is barren and unproductive, with
little arable land; but there is, nevertheless, a distinction of a
marked nature between it and the Thurr," or desert, which s u p
rounds it. T h e one is rocky-the other sandy. Jaysulmeer, in
general, has an uneven surface, and is covered with low rocks;
none of them ever rise into hills, or can be said to run in chains,
being indiscriminately scattered throughout. Cultivation is most
scanty : there wau scarcely a field for forty miles, nor would more
than r third of the land admit of tillage. The parts which are
cultivated yield good cro s of the coarser grains, such as bajree
and moong, which form e food of the inhabitants. There is not
a wheat field in the country ; and the cotton crops are only reaped
after a three years' fostering care of the husbandman.
In some of the valleys to which the rain-water descends, a plant
called " ikkur," a sort of hemp, grows wild, and cordage is made
from it by the usual process of steeping in water.
The soil of Jaysulmeer, whcre the sand-hills do not run in llpon
it, is a light, clayey sand : when it sufficiently covers the rocks, it
afford5 tolerable crops.
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The district is better suited for pasture than agriculture, but
neither herds nor flocks are abundant. The cattle are not of a
superior quality ; the sheep are small, and resemble more the animal of Europe than Asia. The ghee of the country is said to
possess a peculiar flavour, which makes it prized-arising, as is believed, from the nature of the grass. The wool ofthe sheep is
also, from the same cause, said to derive the superiority which it
undoubtedly possesses over that of the neighbouring countriesBeecaneer excepted.
The periodical rains are scanty and uncertain, and water is seldom or ever found nearer the surface than one hundred and
eighty feet. The wells, in some places, were even so deep as
eighty fathoms, or four hundred and eighty feet. The absence of
this iiecessary of life has induced exertions of an extraordinary
nature to preserve the water of the heavens: large and spacious
tanks occur every two or three miles, and the hard clayey teuacity of the soil, in which they are dug, retains the supply for a
long period. The dykes of these t a ~ ~ kpresent
s
a compact rampart, which, with very little pains, might be converted into pnrposes of defence.
Jaysulmeer has no rivers. After the rains, it is said that water
is found nearer the surface than at other seasons; which seems
probable, for there is no channel by which it may be carried off,
and it no doubt sinks into the soil. S o great, however, is the
labour of drawing water from wells, that they are never used if it
be possible to procure a supply elsewhere.
Approaching Jajsulmeer from the south, the depth of water
from the surface iucreases, though there is no perceptible rise between Balmeer and Jaysulrneer. Tlre well water of the one is
sixteen, and the other sixty fathoms from the surface. The wl~ole
territory of Jagsuln~eeris hemmed in by sand-hills; and the whole
country is strewed with small, white, round pebbles of quartz;
and, strange to say, the summits of all the elevations, even among
the sand-hills, are covered with them and gravel. 111the Thurr"
itself, the hills are always of unmixed, pure sand, though there are
rocks of limestone, porphyry, &c., dispersed over it at different
places.
The sterility of Jaysulmeer arises from no political causes. The
little wealth which it does possess springs from its central situation, as being a place of note between India and the Induu, and
the duties in~posedon the transit of merchandise thus sent constitutes nearly the every resource of its ruler. I t has no exports of
its own, and the only article peculiar to tliis country (though it is
also manufactured in Beecaneer) is a kind of woollen cloth, of very
fine texture, called " looee," deriving its superiority from the wool,
which is very soft, and alwajs of a white colour. The white sheep
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which yield t h i valuable commodity are not found iu India, where
tbe animals are larger, and often black. Between Jaysulmeer and

Joodpoor, a dintance of one hundred and eighty miles only, this
&renee even is marked. The '' looees" of Jaysulmeer, howner, are in no demand: they may be had at the value of from
foar to forty rupees.
There are some merchants of opulence resident at Jaysulmeer.
From twenty to twenty-five thousand maunds of opium pass annually through the country to Sinde, from which it is exported, by
Kurrachee Bunder, to the Portuguese settlement of Demaun.
Salphur, asaafoetida, rice, and tobacco, are the return articles of
tnnsit from Sinde. From Malwa, it receives indigo and cloths,
ehieay cotton; from Jeypoor and Delhi, sugar; also, iron and
brass h m Nagore ; and as every thing depends on the tranquillity
of tbe country, that no suspension of trade, and consequently deueme of revenue, may arise, the Rawul of Jaysulmeer has a great
inducement to live at peace.
The revenues of Jaysulmeer are inconsiderable-something
Mder two lace of rupees yearly, and more than half of this sun1
is derived from transit duties. On each camel-load of opium
taenty rupees are Ikvied. The remainder of the sum is made up by
lines and levies, and the land revenue, which latter does not exceed
one-tenth or one-eleventh of the net produce, is chiefly derived
from Beecumpoor, and its eighty-four villages. There are
rbo about twelve hundred rupees derived from a monopoly
in salt, which is made about sixty miles north-west of Jaysulmeer,
in a saline tract among the sand-hills; but this article, as well as
grain, is imported from the neighbouring countries.
Jaysulmeer, everywhere but in its capital, beam the strongest
marks of poverty.
The city of Jaysulmeer is handsome ; its houses are lofty, and
even spacious, terrace-roofed, and built entirely of a hard, gellow
kind of marble, which is sometimes elegantly cawed. The streeta
me wide for an eastern city, and some regularity has been observed
in laying them out. I t cannot contain less than twenty thousand
souls. T h e fort, or castle, of Jaysulmeer, which crowns a rocky
hill & the south-western angle of the city, has a most commanding
and magnificent appearance. I t is triangular in shape, presenting
tbe two longest sides, which are each about three hundred yards,
to the west and north. I t is a mass of towers. built of hard, squared
stoue, tapering to the top, and which are studded over every acclivity of the hill almost to the exclusion of the curtain. I n all places,
tbb masl of fortification is double, and in some places treble, and

even quedrupk. I t is built on a roek about eighty or a hundred
feet higher than the city. There is but one eutrmxe, which is aa
the north side, and leading tbrougb four narrow a d a t r q gaca
Some of the towers are forty feet in height, and tbe w h o k w&
am completed with firm a d substantial m-y.
Tbd b
scarped, and built up at the weak points; altogether it ir a
ace of considerable strength T h e inhabitants say it brrs one
ed and seventy-five towers, and to all appearance r b q do mot
exaggerate, for they stud the brow of the bill on all sides. Tbc
interior of this building is occupied by the Rawul and his borrrbold. It is supplied with water from wella found at eighty f a t h a m
f r w the surface.
Tho city and fort are surrounded by a w.U, but it i.a .lrt
inferior line of defence, consisting merely of a rampart of loom
stows, about twelve feet high. l u some places, it is evem burid
by tbe s a d tbat has been blown from the desert. T h e city ir
about two miles in circumference, of a s oval but irregular &ape,
overlodred, to the north, by a rocky ridge, which runs in upom the
town, and over which the wall runs. To the south-east t h e n L a
spacious tank, a d on all other sides Jaywlmeer is open.
Tbe smaller tow^ and villagee of Jaysulmeer, particularly thae
mar the capital, have a remarkable appearance, and loot a a
distance like forts, wbich they may be in some degree co,
sidered, fhr they are terrace-rooted stone buildings, IW d i s h
with regard to each other, as to make an exceHent defence, ud
present a wall of some kqth and tbicknesa on all sidss of tbe
village.
The scarcity of w a d in the country, unless of a h a t e d db
scriptioa, has made the inhabitrats erect tbeir b o w s of sbw,
which ia not common in Iudia. The conical gras huts of Je
deaert are found in Jaysulmeer. There H no place of any sha in
- the district, except the capital. Beecumpoor M the krgest.
Jaysulmeer is thinly peopled ; i b chiefs, the Bhattee Rajp-,
compoee the bulk of the khabitanta. The most r e m r l b l e tribe
h tin, country is the Paleewa Brahmins, who are peculiar w
Jaysulmeer. They fled from Pallet, in Marwar, on account of
oppression from the Mohammedan rule of &hi, a d sestbl io
&is country some centurk simce, when the then nignmg prince
v i s e d them protectSince that period, they h e growm
mta power and d u e n c e , and received numerous villages in fret
gift, but they principally c d n e tbemselvea to trade, having hotlscs
ot Pallee, m d every other place of commercial opulence aturrnd,
irom which they rehun, in he evening of life, to s p e d their
fortunes in Jaysulmeer.
Charuns are numerous, and possess many of the villages in free
gift. They are the minstrels, or bards, of the Rajpoots, and have
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aa much weight in Jayoulmeer as ia other couotrii. A w a n t e d
horseman io not allowed to enter a Charun's village ; and, &a
plunder and desalation pervade the land, the ptmessions of thew
people reat in security. If, by ~ccidest,tbeir cattle be
away, the bare mention of the faet ia suflkknt to hate them re.tared.

Banians are nunwmua, and hate mtreh tepapod authority, b e i q
Om of their membera

h e men of business slrrong the Rajpoots.

is generally at the helm of affairs as the minister, an honour wbicb
i a now and &en shared with them by Brahmins.
I n power the Bagiaps are oppressive-they barn imbibed moot
of h e bad, with few of the goad, qualities of tbe Rajpoot. They
even adopt the titles of a Rajpoot, and tha deaignatioa of '6 Sing,"
or lion, is an affix to tbe name of a Bauian of rank, with which he
ia a d dispaaed to
They are vindictive, rapacious, and cruel,
lavish always of t public money, while they are careful to a
degree of their own. Iu authority, the Banian presents everything
&at cm be conceived m opposite to his habits when a common
citizeu-mildaess, meknees, sod humility give way to pride, i ~ solence, a d intalcrauee.
There are few Mohammedaae ia Japulmeer; tbey are in genera!
bedsmen of the Joonaija, Hingorja, Pad 0 t h er&
tribes, who
lead a paekxd life througbwt tbe Thurr and the countriea borderi~gon it.-"
Rehbarees," the cornmoo bibc of shepherds in
other dietricb, are unknown in Japeulmeer. There are a h 3bta
and Rajpoots of other tribes than Bhattee, a rrnall portion of the
low-caste Hindooa and some Bheels. Altogether, the population
mug be estimated at something h than three hundred tbousand
w l s , which givea only thbteen to a square mile,acpnty imbed,
whea a buPrtcd is not unuoual)y b be found in some parts of
Aaie.
JeysutPleer Ls no peculitrity in natural history di&ring from
what in to be h m d in the adjacent territories. Its geueral opens w lnes h from the scourge of lions,
and other rapacious
a n i d : it has foxes, wolves, jack&,
and hyenas, and some
dimieutive spaciet~of wild cats ; aPtelope of several kinds are very
nuperom: hogs sre bud, but not in abundaoee ; also wild
duck, partridges, and hares ; but I am disposed to chime iR with
am opnion d the people, that the uacertaiaty of water prevents
both tbe animal and vegetable kiogdom from hiving in Jaya n h e r . The '& kulum," a bird of passage from the nostken
cham, a d which swarm in Cutch and Guze~ptin th
cold rnoorbs, is not to be seen in Jaysrrlmeer. Tbe rephies
r e numerous ;scorpions and centipedes abound under dse small,
loare, wlcy stones which ewer the hilbcka; the s d - h i l l s are
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honeycombed by the desert rat. Vultures and hawks are abundant; and I also remarked the raven, which I believe is not generally seen in India. The camels of Jaysulmeer are emall, and
not so highly esteemed as those of Marwar. The animals used
by the nierchanls for the transport of goods have by no means a
strong appearance-they are lean and lanky. T h e homed cattle
are indifferent, hut not diminutive. Buffaloes are reared : they
are turned loose, without an attendant, to graze, and return of
themselves to be milked.
The climate and temperature of Jaysulmeer does not differ from
what is to be expected from its position: while the sun is south of
the equator the cold is great; on the other hand, the heat of
summer is most oppressive from the vicinity of the sand-hills of
the desert. Sand is universallv allowed to be a cause of heat. and
it assuredly also, in the cold season, contributes to the general
bleakness. O n entering the sand-hills from the plain, the increase
of cold was always perceptible, and on dismounting from horseback it could be felt through the sole of the boot. For ten days
in January the thermometer never rose above 75" at 9 P.M., nor
sunk below 30"in a tent at sunrise. Ice was to be seen daily,
but it never exceeded a quarter of an inch in thickness. T h e
large tank of Jaysulmeer was frozen in the n~orning. I remarked
a peculiarity in the wells. In the morning they were alwags to b e
seen sending up a'vapour like smoke, and, instead of drawing
water ot'a proportional coldness to the depth from the surface, it
was quite warm; I find, too, that this is not at all peculiar t o
Ja~sulmeer, but common in this part of India. A t one place,
where the water was only twenty-five feet from the surface, 1 fouild
its temperature higher than that of tank and river water by leO,
and So above that of the atmosphere at about ten in the morning.
I n the hot season, there is said to be no difference between the
temperature of river and well water, which is only observable
in the cold months; the deeper the water is from the surface,
the greater will be the heat. I t it difficult to account for this fact,
unless it is believed that rain heats the ground, and consequently
the water; for the natives have an idea that the snakes, which
come out of their holes after rain, are expelled by the heat and
closeness.
The influence of the S.W.monsoon is unquestionably felt a t
Jaysulrneer, but the fall of rain is described as less than in the
countries eastward ,of it. Approaching the Indus from the East,
rain is more and more scanty. In Malwa the fall exceeds that of
Meywar, and again the rains in that principality are more heavy
than those of Marwar, while, in the latter district, they exceed
those of Jaysulmeer, where they are more abundant than the
d
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country of the Daoodpootras beyond it. I believe it has not yet
been determined how far the iufluence of the south-west monsoon
extends.
T h e vicinity of Jaysulmeer to the Mahommedan nations westward of it, and the approach to Persia, are discoverable in the dialect of t l ~ epeople. The language in common use is Marwaree,
which is a distinct dialect. In Jaysulmeer numerous Persian
words occur, but there is no difference between the language of
the higher and lower orden-all speak Marwaree. The Rajpoots
are too proud to turn their minds to learning, and it is rare to find
any of them, even the highest, who can either read or write,
though they are the rulers of the land. The children of the
Banians and Brahmins are alone sent to school, and it is to tbia
advantage in early life tbatStheyowe their after-influence in society.
Jaysulmeer is as destitute in the mineral as in the vegetable
kingdom. I could not hear of any metallic substance being procurable in the couutry. In one spot the rocks seemed impregnated
with iron, but this was doubtful. The stone of Jays~ilmeeris
primary limestone of a dark yellow colour, not unlike kiln-burnt
clay. Some of it is more closely grained than others, and one
species, called by the natives baidoo," is exceediugly hard, and
takes on a rich polish ; it is marble, and in great request, und is
to be found in different parts of the country formed into various
descriptions of vessels. I t is fit for purposes of lithography, and
may be had in blocks of sixty n~ideighty feet without an intervening vein. The richer edifices in the capital are ornamented
wit11 it, but the common stone of Jaysulmeer is also well adapted
for that purpose. I t is curious to behold lattice and net work as
neatly executed in stone as if it had been the labour of the first
artist in sculpture. The architecture of Jaysulmeer is handsome,
I imagine, from such an abundance of good material. The ton~bs
and pagodas have a near resemblance to the style of the C l l i ~ ~ e s e ~
and tlie pillars are exceedingly light and chaste. The house, or
mansion, of the late minister is 111ost handsome ; from its appearance one would imagine the carving to be in wood, but it is deeply
cut in stone, and richly beautiful; it towers over every building in
the city, and tapers to the sun~mit. Much money has been wasted
in the interior ornanients of gilding, &c.,. but they sink illto insignificance when compared with the extenor.
Tlie sand hills of the desert, or Thurr, us it is more properly
called, attracted my most particular atte~~tioo.At one place I
cro5sed a tract of forty miles with then1 intervening at intervals,
and particularly noted their appearance at the edges and centre.
They occur in no regular order, aud for some time I considered
them as a chaotic confi~sionof mounds ; latterly I discovered this
opinion to be erroneous, for the bluff' sides, particularly at the
'I
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edges, were always turned towards the east or north-east, hnd the
sloping sides in a contrary direction, which agrees with the influence that the prevailiug w i ~ ~ dmust
u always exercise over this tract.
T h e sand hills were ~artiallyovergrown with grass and jungle
shrubs, which in some places were burnt u p or blasted by the
cold, for the " phoke" and "akra" wither and die under it. X o n e
of the mounds were naked, excepting s u c l ~as had been cleared
near a village by the hand of man. T h e sand hills had an appearanceof permanence as much as other hills, but there can be n o
doubt that the sand of the one is blown on another during the
winds of the hot months. A t this time vegetation is parched up,
and the natives spoke with dread of the approach of that disagreeable season.
I t would be useless for me to enter on any general account of
the Rajpoots of Jaysulmeer, as they differ in uo way from other
tribes of that people. They have, in common with them, those
keen feelings of honour and high notions of their dignity. T h e r e
is as much nicety oberved in taking their seats before their prince,
as if their lives depended on the proximity to him. I n the absence
of certain cbiefs, their place is left vacant. T h e Rajpoots of
Jaysulmeer have followed the modern fashion of the neighbot~ring
states in their rage for wires of the Soda caste. The Kawul has
one of them ; but the lady of the first consequence in his seraglio
is the Seesodia Ranee, for whom he made a rapid and r o m a ~ ~ t i c
journey to the city of Oodeepoor, some years since.
I nlay ~llentionsomething concerning the interview uitb the
Raw11 of Japsulmeer, which will serve to give an idea of the
appearance which he is enabled to maintain, and his people
generally. After all preliminaries had been arranged, we eutered
the city in the afternoon, about five o'clock, and reached the gate
of the castle in about five minutes, where our people were cletailled ; we co~~tinued
to advance on horseback, and passed through
four stror~ggates, till we alighted at the door of the palace, and
were conducted, by an officer of the court, through five' or six
courts, and as nlaay narrow and d a ~ katail-cases, leading fro111 otle
area to allother. Every place, where the space w o ~ ~ admit
ld
o f it,
was lined wit11 the guards of the prince, there being a ditfcrent
description 01' men in each court. T h e Seiks, I observed, \\,ere
Ilearest the persol1 of the prince. l'tvo flights of steps fro111the
s u o ~ ~ n iwe
t , were nlet by the prime ~ninister,a U r r h ~ r ~ i nand
, introrluced by him to 111e prince. 0 1 1 e n t e ~ i ~ Gujsi~lk
~g,
rose fro111
his tl~roae,which was at one end of the room, and, advancing a
few steps on a cusl~ion,stretched out his open hand, (\rllicl~ ia
sin~plytouched by the person introduced,) and then desired us t o
be seated on a cushion, spread in front of his " gaddee," H I I ~
nearly on a level with it. O n both sides of him sat the chiefs and
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.men of influence in the country, arranged in regular order ;behind
him were his relations and domestics, and on his right hand stood
his minister. There might have bee11 three hundred persons
present, but the apartment was small and witho~~t
oruament: a strict silence was preserved, and this, with the cleanly whiteness of
their garments, gave a considerable solemnity to the scene. T h e
appearance of the Kawul himself was most dignified : he is rather
abut, but has both an intelligent and pleasing countenance. H e was
plainly dressed, without any other ornaments than a pair of elegant gold bracelets, and an ornament of rubies and diamonds on
his turban, which latter was of blue speckled cloth, exceedingly
small, higher on one side than another, and not unlike a Persian
cap. Before him stood his shield, which was handson~ely,but not
tlchly ornamented; the bosses were of amber, and the flowers
embroidered on it were of precious stones.
H e was most affable during the interview, which lasted nearly
a n hour. H e was full of professions of friendship to the British,
and urged most strenuo~~sly
that his own anxiety, and that of his
ancestors, to cultivate the favour of the government, were proof
sufficientof his sincerity. H e offered a private interview to us,
which was declined. H e was most anxious to be informed on various
points relating to our customs-how we ate eggs, and in what
manner butter was used in our food, and some other such questions,
showing such an ignorance of our habits as was to be loolied for
from one in his remote situation. H e betrayed, nevertheless, no
surprise at our dress, but made a articular request afterwards for
some articles of English manufacture.
In oppositio~~
to the
general taciturnity of such assemblages, the Rawul alone spoke,
and he did so almost without intermission ; his courtiers shouted
in exclamations of adnliration as he finished each sentence. On quitting the palace, the usual ceremony of ~resentil~g
us with " betel
nut" was attended to, and the Rawul himself sprinkled us with
saadal-oil and rose-water. All these articles were brought in on
salvers and vessels of gold, richly embossed. His highness made us
presents of two horses, with shawls and cloths, of some value. H e
also sent us six trays of preseots, some basketsfull of sweetmeats,
and ~osistedon guarding and entertaining us while in his capital,
and evinced no jealousy in our visiting all parts of the CI~Y.

JOODPOOR,
O R M ~ ~ w ~ ~ . - J o o d p o oorr , Marwar, is the
most extensive principality of Rajpootana, nnd one of the
largest don~inions now ruled by any native prince in India.
I t has a rival among the Rajpoot states, in tile neighbouring
territory of Jeypoor; but the Rajas of that country, though
possessing an equal revenue, are more circumscribed in power
and limits. Joodpoor must ever exercise more Influence in
r9
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the affairs of the adjaceirt country, as the ruler of it is a Khatore,
the tribe wliich includes by far tlie most numerous portion of tlie
whole Rajpoot race. 'I'l~e Rajas of Beecaneer (one of the five principal states), Kisliengud, l':eder, Iiutlam, witli many others of
inferior note to the eastward, are all Rl~atores; and the Joodpoor
prince being allowed on all hands to be tlie liead of the family,
lie must be considered as the chief of a great nation, and exercising influence beyond the line of liis OWII wide-spread kingdom.
Tlie territory immediately subject to Joodpoor extends from
east to west about two hundred and sixty miles, and from north to
south about a like distance. I t is contained between 70" and 75"
east longitude, and 014' and 98" north latitude. O n the east it
has tlie states of Oodeepoor and Jeypoor, with tlie British territory of Ajmere, from all of wliicli it is separated by a massy bulwark
o f mountains. On the north it adjoins Beecaneer, and to the
west it has tlie territories of Jaysulmeer and Sinde. So late as
1813, it had the fortress of Omercote, near tlie Indus, as its
boundary in that quarter, but it was then captured by the A~neers
of S i d e ; since \rlhicli, tlie line of boundary between tliese
powers lias been a constant subject of dispute. O n the south,
J oodpoor has the district of Seerooee, and Tliurraudree, wliicli is
tributary to tlie Dewan of Paltianpoor. Seerooee was, at a late
period, a portion of the Joodpoor do~ninioiis,but the Rao (so tlie
chief is called) is now independent, and posesses a tower of
strengtli i l l the massy mountail1 of Aboo. Joodpoor occupies
about seventy thousand square miles.
The Jootlpoor doininions are, generally speaking, ell peopled,
and tlie territory is valuable. Its wealth seems 111thertoto have
been much overlooked ; and it lias been erro~ieouslyco~isidereda s
a portion of the sandy desert. Its exports in wl~eatare considerof
able, and the soil is favourable to lliaiiy other descriptio~~s
. grain ; and in the central parts most productive. Tlie country
consists of open and extensive plains; the 11illsare co~~fined
to the
soutlierii parts, below the Loo~iecriver. T o the north and west,
Joodpoor extends into the Tliurr, or, as it is called, tlie Desert ;
and, tliougli tlie soil is poor, yet the valleys alnong t l ~ esa~id Iiills
fur~iisli a superior descriptio~i of bajrec. 111different parts of
Mnrwar there are esteiisive tracts of land inipreg~iatedwith salt,
wliicli yield large qriantities of that comiiiodity, Lead and anti' Inoily are found in the l~illsof Joodpoor, but tlie country has Sew
treasures of the mineral kingdom.
'l'he present Rliatore race of Joodpoor have a well-authenticated
account of tlieir li~eagcfor niany generations. They came osiginally from Kanoje in Hindoosta~~,
and are tlescended of Seeajee,
rajah of that place, who was invi~etlby the Pu\lec\\a L31ulluli11~
ot'
Pallee to be their lord, iu Summut 1 176, about A.D. 1 120. Ii~lme-
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diately after this event they possessed themselves of the country
of the Goel Rajpoots s t Keir, on the Loonee; and also of that of
the Puriar Rajpoots of Mundour, the old capital of Marwar.
T w o younger sons seized on Eeder and the countries around.
From Seeojee they give eleven generations to one Ridmuljie, who
had twenty-four sons, from whom the principal Rhatore families
now claim descent. The youngest of these, by name Joda, by
unanirno~~s
consent was raised to be ruler ; and built the present
city of Joodpoor as his capital, in Summut 1515, A.D. 1459.
F o r five generations from Joda, the title of the family was simply
that of Rao, but the Emperor Acbar conferred on Oodeeslng
that of Raja, which his posterity have retained. From Oodeesing
there
have been only ten princes to the present Raja Man
-.
S~ng.

The above outline of events in Joodpoor mas procured from
the records of the chief of Awoh ; and it is corroborated on
all points by other history. T h e rajas of Joodpoor were in
high favour with the Delhi sovereigns, of whom latterly they held
their lands : Servant of Delhi is one of the titles retnined by them
on their seal ; and they are still proud of displaying a flag which
was conferred on them by the House of Timour. The Moghul
influence in Joodpoor was folloaed by that of the Mahrattas, to
whom tribute was paid by the rajas till the British interfered to
settle matters in Marwar. Of the history and politics of this
country, since it entered into a treaty with the East India Company about eleven years since, everything is known, and I dwell
not on the subject.
I will not pass over in silence, however, the present Raja of
Joodpoor, Man Sing, who has acted so prominent a part IU the
affairs of Rajpootana for these twenty-five years past. He succeeded to the throne on the death of his cousin, Bheen Sing ;and,
fortunately for himself, held it when the British formed their
treaties with the state; as the posthumous son of his deceased
relative has, since then, made several in successful attempts on
Marwar. This young man is believed by many to be of spurious
origin. T h e character of Raja Man Sing is full of contradiction; he is, at the same time, a man of superior intellect, and
the slave of the priesthood-the servile imitator of men who have
adopted the garb of sanctity to advance worldly ends, and yet a
most able and wily politician, full of energy and firmness when
such are required of him. H e has exchanged the religion of his
forefathers for one which excites abhorrence in the minds of his
people; yet his sincerity in the creed is doubted. For some
years past he has withdrawn himself from an active share in the
concems of the state ; and, to all outward appearance, employb g the remnant of his days in acts of charity and devotlon : yet it
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is know11 that lie keeps a vigilant eye on all that is passing in his
government. Jt is more than probable that his secessio~ifrom
pomp and state arises from his wish to avoid his nobles, many of
whom have acted treacherot~slytowards him. This semblance of
devotion is probably assumed, for 3lan Sing, w\ien formerly overpowered by a cabal in his kingdom, feigned the part of a religious lunatic, and was placed as such r~~ider
restraint. When
the storm had passed he threw off the disguise of insanity, and
has since ruled with a vigour which has territied his chiefs, and
lost for him the esteem of his brotherhood.
The chiefs of the Khatore nation are numerous and po\verful ;
they liold their estates, like those of others in Rajpootana, on the
tenure of military service ; and it is said that the Raja of Joodpoor can bring into the field, on an occasion of comnlon danger,
not less than sixty thousand men, exclusive of mercenaries entertained by himself.
The tenure on which these nobles hold their lands will serve t o
explain their power, and the wealth of the kingdom at large.
Land in Joodpoor is held on these tenures :-first, by chiefs, or
Pataeets, as they are called from the word '' putta," the title of
the document; secondly, by Boomeeas, who are grassins, and so
called from a boom," meaning land ; thirdly, by religious orders.
1st.-The
lands held by the Pataeets, or ditierent Rajpoot
chiefs, are not resumable by the raja; but if any chief conduct
himself in a rebellious or contumacious manner towards the government the raja can lay his estate under sequestration, but it
must be ultimately given to another member of the family. 'l'hese
lands ate portioned out on the condition of encll landholder furnishing a mounted soldier for every thousand beegas ; or, as some
have it, for every thousand rupees of annual inco~nederived therefrom. This co~~tingent
is at all times liable to be called otl to
serve anywhere with~nthe dominions of Joodpoor. When occasion requires it, each Pataeet is also bound to bring along with
his quota of horse all his retainers and the younger branches of
the family, wlioni he sopports as being their chief. 011such
occasio~~s
the chieftains have an inducenlent to serve with credit,
as they are rewarded for irl~portantservices by additions to their
estates, The raja may increase the contingent of any Yataeet by
giving him more land, but it is not in his power to make a " 1300meea," which is the second tenure on which lands are held in t l ~ e
kingdom.
211.-Boonleeas hold their possessions by grants of an old date,
and l~ave11ad them conferred for services rendered. They are
virtually relieved from all taxes, duties, or calls of service. Their
estates always lie near tlle khalsa," or royal towr~s,which they
are bound to protect, and which is in fact but looking after their
'6
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own property. They are not required to accompahy the prince
into the field.
3d.-The lands held by the religious orders are either given in
" dhurum " or '' sudawurt," that is, for purposes of charity or as
a mark of favour. In the former instance they are not resumable,
but can in the latter be recalled at pleasure. These lands ill no
way contribute to the maintenance of the state.
T h e Raja of Joodpoor derives no revenue from lands circumstanced as I have above described, but he retains a certain degree
of supremacy over them, and brings all offenders to justice. 'I'he
chiefs themselves have power of life and death on their estates,
but it ie a right which they do not exercise. Petty delinquencies
are sometimes punished by them, but summary justice is often
exercised on an individual caught in a deed.
- . ~ ~ .
Among the nobles of Jo0ipor, several possess, byright of
inheritance, the privilege of advising the prince in d~fficulty;
these are at the head of the great Rhatore families, and ate
called " Shurayets " or Oornras" of the kiagdom. They are
the chiefs of Pokrun and Awoh, Neembaj, Reean, Assobe, and
Keeasir, or the heads of the Chumpawut, Oodawut, Meerteea,
Koompawut, and Kumote tribes.
The history of the nation is interwoven with that of these men ;
and the jealous eye with which they view their relative rank and
the slightest infringement on their privileges, whether it be in
points of importance or in the seats assigned to them at court,
has been a fruitful source of difference. Lives have been sacrificed for the distinction 01being seated 011 the right or left of the
raja ; and a chief of rank will not visit the court when another of
hie tribe is present to fill the family seat. These distinctions
a n still cherished by the chiefs of Marwar, with all t l ~ esoul
that actuated their heroic ancestors, but they are no longer associated with temporal authority in the state, for Man Sing receives
the opinions of those most qualified to advise him, without reference to rank or right.
I t is difficult to fix the portion of terdtory possessed by the
chiefs of Joodpoor, but it is very considerable, and yields, it is
said, a greater revenue than that of the state. At present, the
chiefs are on friendly terms with each other, but this cessation of
hostility arises from the iron hand of power. Man Sing, on his
restoration, did not spare those who had been instrumental in confining him, many of whom had profited by that opportunity, and
amassed riches. H e seized the ministers of his son, stripped them
of their wealth, butchered the most powerful nobles, and banished
numben from his kingdom. The chief of Neen~baj,in particular, drew down his vengeance, but he had bee11one of the principal
~
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advisers of the young prince. But prudence and policy required
that tltese men should not be driven to despair, and lie has lately
reinstated most of the individuals. He, however, has seized
lands from many of the younger branches, which has rendered
him exceedingly .unpopular with the Kajpoots. The raja gives
out that these selzures are not to be retamed as crown property,
and by sucl~nieasures he may hope to secure peace by holding
out something in prospect to them. Vigorous measures must ever be required in a Rajpoot country,
where there are SO many separate ioterests. The Rhatores of
Joodpoor do not conceal their chagrin at measures so
towards them, and attribute their nlanifold disasters to the priests,
or Gooroos," who have secured such an i~~Huence
over the miuds
of their ruler. Such invectives are to be received with caution,
coming as they do from men who are smarting under despotism.
That these priests have advanced tlieir worldly ends by their intimacy with the raja, is evident, from the lands \vliic11 he has
bestowed upon them, but they must be men of rectitude and
probity. A discontented or exiled cliief will never approach the
capital, even if invited to return, without a pledge of safety from
them, and which, when given, has lhever been violated.
Man Sing insists on every chief who succeeds to his estate
placing at his command a handsome " nuzr," or present; in return for investiture he claims also, at different periods, sums of
money, to defray the exige~iciesof the state in the military department. If such demands are not conlplied with, he possesses
himself of towns and villages, till the cliief is brought to a sense
of his duty.
The Raja of Joodpoor had, it must be confessed, a nice part
to act, wit11 regard to his nobles ; his country had been long a
troubled mass of intrigue, subject to the fury of the dissolute
soldiery of Ameer Khan, whose greater influence over the fortunes
of Marwar had led them to disregard the authority of their prince.
The ascendency of the raja is now firmly established ; and
those who were ever ready to doubt and question his commands, now submit when called on, and hope for a restitution of
lands when sequestrated by petitions, presents, intreaties and
bribes, instead of trusting to the sword.
The subjection of the chiefs is complete, and Man Sing compels all of them to keep up the full complement of troops for
which they have received their lands, which is advantageous to the
state, and likewise calculated to cripple the resources of a turbulent race of men.
I shall now proceed to say something on the population of
Joodpoor generally. There is a sameness in the inhabitants of
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the states of Rajpootana, and I might transcribe much of what I
bave given in the preceding pages on Jajsulmeer.
T h e Banians in Joodpoor have great influence, in particular
the '' Singwees ;"two men, Foujraj and Futtihraj, are theministera;
mother individual of the same tribe conducts the affairs of the
state with foreign powera, and one of them is even commander of
tbe forces.
N o portion of the army ever takes the field withol~t
a Banian at its head; who, paradoxical enough, is the commander, but fights not. H e 1s armed with spear, sword, and
shield, bat his religion forbids him to shed the blood of any thing
living, and his province is .to order and eucourage the soldiers,
combined with the settlement and adjustment of the expenses,-a
system fraught with absurdity. I had an opportunity of seeing a
detachment so situated, in pursuit of a body of Khoeas, who had
entered Joodpoor for the purposes of plunder.
T h e Ra'poots co~nposethe bulk of the population, and, besides
those of tI
!e Rhatore tribe, there are about ten thousand of the
Bhattees, the race predominating in Jogsulmeer. Lakaphoolanee,
one of tlie ancient heroes of Rajpootana, is always described in
Manvar as a Bhattee.
The character of the Rajpoot & well known,-proud, haughty,
vindictive, tyrannical, dissolute, indolent, and inattentive to business, not from want of capacity, but generally from intoxication.
A Rajpoot state contains within itself, by the very construction of
tbe government, the seeds of its destruction in the constant subdivision of the lands. This partition is a source of never-ceasing
dispute. Instances daily occur of villages and districts lying waste
and depopulated, for the feuds of the chiefs are felt by the body
of the people.
Next to tlie Rajpoots in number are the Jhats, a tawny and
powerful race of men, originally from Beecaneer and the countries
westward of Delhi. They are said to have bonnd themselves to
be the subjects of the Rajpoots, to whom, in common with others,
they render a portion of the produce of the land. They are known
in the country by the name of Choudry," or Zumeendar," and
are an industrious race of men. There is one sect of them deserving notice-the Viahnuvee Jhats, or those who strictly adhere
to the tenets of Vishnoo. These are from the neighbouring state
of Beecaneer, and have many peculiarities : they neither take the
lives of animals themselves, nor allow of its being done in their
neighbourhood ; they do not cut or lop the trees of their fields, in
particular the " kejra," wvhich they regard with especial care; nor
do they destroy anything in the creation which it lies in their power
to preserve. This creed is but novel in the country, and sprung
up about four hundred and fifty years since, but its votaries have
contrived to secure advantages from the state in reward for acts
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of general benevolence. T h e Vishnuva Jhats bury their ded,
and have at their marriages a mixture of Mahommedan a d Hidm
practices.
There is another tribe prevalent in Marwar, known by the name
of S&rgurra," whose employment consist8 in contributiug to t
k
noise which is so grateful to the Hindw ear at marriages id
ceremonies. They blow horns on such occasio~ls; and when the
Hindoo demigod, Hamchunder, is wrapt in sleep, and prerenh
by the withdrawal of liis countenance, the nuptial ceremonies, the
" Sergurras" are employed in agricultural pursuits.
A t all timu
they are bound to show the road to travellers, but are neitbcr of
the Uheel family nor of the most degraded orders of Hindoor. I
have often had occasioll to niark the shrewd intelligence of tbir
race
.-.- of men.
Among the hills which separate Jmdpoor from Oodeepoor,
there is a race of people called Mair, or Menah. They can neitber
be classed anlong the Hindoo nor Mahommedan faith; t h y haw
moat lax priuciples of religion ; they eat cows' flesh, and yet worahip
the Hindoo deitiea; and have been addicted, from time immemoriml,
to redntory habits, for whirl] their mountains gave them f a c i l i t k
&I one respect they are like dle Jews, a younger brother taking
to hinlself the wife of an elder on his decease, though he may be
already married. 'I'hese people extend from the mountains of
Aboo to Jevvoor.
The meriintile classes of Marwar are found in most of tbs
great cities in India. There are settlements of them at Nagpoor
and Aurungabad, also Poooa, Bombay, kc. ; nor do they betake
themselves to these places that they may vend with advantage the
products of their own country, but that they may advance their
own interests, and procure a sufficiency to return and m w ,
which is their great object in life.
Uranlins are not nunlerous in Joodpoor ; their place is supplied
by Charuns and Bhata.
The Mahommedan population is scanty, considering the vicinity
of Marwar to llelhi, the seat of their once mighty empire. Then
are a few Mahommedane in some of the towns, but I have not
seen any place in the country which exclusively belonged to them,
and believe this portion of the population to be nearly confined to
the mercenaries who compose the raja's army.
The natives of Marwar have a i~atiolral uniformity to characterize the111 as one people in the party-coloured turbans which
tl~eywear. From the highest to the lowe~ttllis distinction prevails, those of the former being only more solicitous 8s to the
bl.ightueas of the colours with which they surround their brows.
This custom is believed to have had its origin in the time of tbt
Uelhi mvereigos, and by their desire.
t6

~
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If the standard of a country's wealth be eshmated by the dif&rent kinds of grain which it produces, Marwar would stand conrpicuous; it yields wheat, barley, gram, bajree, juwaree, nlukkye,
moong, and mut. In the norther11 parts they sow wheat and
barley ill the same field, and also barley wit11 gram ; the former is
called '' gooju," the latter L L baijur," but neither of then1 are esteemed equal to wheat as food ; they are cheaper. hloong aiid
mut always grow together. As a country removed from the-influeoce of running streams, there is certainly no part of India
more productive, nor where the crops are so generally good as
hlarwar.
Joodpoor is not that arid and sterile soil which it has been represented ; the country is intersected in almost every portion,
particularly in the parts eastward of the capital, by rivera, or what
should be more properly called torrents, which are dry in the fair
wason, but run wit11 violence in the rains. These unite in one
large trunk, which has received the name of Loouee, or the Salt
River. I t has its rise in the mountains of Ajmere, close on rivers
that run in an opposite direction from itself and fall illto the Bay
of Bengal : it intersects the territories of Joodpoor in a diagonal
direction, and enters h e Ruan of Cutch eastward of Parkur. The
column of water which flows through the channel of this river in
the rainy season is great, and it saturates its own banks and those
of ils tributary streams so effectually, that water is to be found
throughout the year close to the surface. I t is drawn to irrigate
vast fields of wheat, which extend without intermission from
Ajmere to the Runn.
'fie prockss of irrigation appears to me judicious, and less laborious than in other countries which have come under my notice.
Water is generally raised by the Persian wileel, which is of the rudest
manufacture, but hns, nevertheless, decided advantage8 over the
leathern bag, not the least of which is the saving of labour. I t is
distributed over the fields by aqueducts of earth, which sometimes
c i t e d for a mile in length, and are co~~structed
with care slid due
attention to the level of the country. l'he wheat is sown after the
rainy season hw terminated, and is reaped in March. It does not
require more than six waterings to bring it to maturity, but these
are most copious, for s pair of oxen will only saturate a beega of
Imd, which is tweuty fathoms square, in twenty-four hours, and
he tieids are surrounded by djkes to prevent its egress. 'I'o the
Loouee the country is indebted for the ricl~crops produced by
tbeae mealls. 'l'l~nt river is the most re~narkable feature in
the Joodpoor do~niniona. 'l'he soil of Marwar is not, like tile
countries eastward, well adapted to the culture of opium, and
were it more so thau it is, the climate is not favourable for the
extraction of that drug., The poppy ia nevertheless reared iu the
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eastern parts of Joodpoor, in the district called Godwar, and u n d e r
the hills which separate it from Martvar. I t is of an inferior description, and therefore sold in its raw state, or with the poppies
dried, by the name of 'c tijaru." I t is to be had at a low price,
and being mixed with water, yields an intoxicating liquor, t h e
facilities tor procuring which demoralize and debauch the I o t ~ e r
orders of society. 'J'he Jlnrwarees are all opium esters, and t h e
effects of the deleterious stimulant are visible in the illflamed eyes
and premature old age of most of the inhabitants. Tobacco is
produced in some parts of illarwar, but not in sufficient abundance
to supersede the necessity of importation from Guzerat. There is
great abundance of salt in Joodpoor, both at Sambre Lake and
l'unchpuddur.
T h e former town borders on the Jeypoor territory, and half of
it belongs to i t ; Punchpuddur is on the Loonee' towards Cutch.
T h e mode of extracting the salt at the latter place differs from the
common process of evaporation : pits of about one hundred and
twenty feet by forty, and about ten deep, are dug in the saline
soil, and a jungle shrub, called cc morrooree," is then thrown i n
upon the water which exudes from the soil. This assists the
crystallization and converts the water, in the course of two years,
into a mass of salt, someti~nesfrom four to five feet deep.+
T h e commerce of Marwar is extensive; its great ernporium is
Pallee, about forty miles south-east of the capital. I t is the entrep6t
between the western coast and Upper India-the channel by which
the Malrva opium is exported to China and western Asia, and
where the productions of nearly every country of commercial note
in the world are collected. Merchants are t:, be found a t it from
all places of importance in India, and it carries on traffic with
the countries westward of the Indus. T h e goods of Europe,
packed in tin boxes, are brought to it by Guzerat, and generally
landed at tlie bunders of Blio\vnuggur and Bombay, and sent
inland on camels. Chintz, to the value of ten lacs ofrupees yearly,
nre said to reacli Pallee. 'The chief trade of tlie place consists ill
opium, and, for tlie last six years, the exports have never been
less than tifteen hundred camel-loads, and more frequently two
thousand. A camel carries ten maulids of forty seers, and tile
J'allce maund exceeds that of Bombay, whicll would give an
nnnllnl export of from twenty to twenty-four thousand nia~uids.
'rill witl~inthese few months, opium \\.as a contraband article
at I'allee, but there was never any scarcity of it in the market.
Since tlie road has been thrown open to it, on the payment
of' Iligli duties, opium 11as decreased in value about a third;
An aecor~ntof the aalt-works of Punchpuddur has been published by Lieutenant
narnem, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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it is sent by land to Kurachee bunder in Sinde througl~Jaymlmeer, a distance of about five hundred miles, from which it
is shipped for Demaun, and has a voyage of greater length by sea.
The expenses of such a journey are very considerable ; the Rajas
of Joodpoor, Jagsulmeer, and the Ameers of Sinde, not only
demand exorbitant duties for granting it a passage through their
territories, but some of the minor chiefs also claim their tax : so
excessive are tlie burdens levied on opium, that the merchants of
Pallee gene~allyconsign the article for transport to men of the
firat opulence, who bind themselves, on the receipt of tlrree hundred rupees for each camel-load, to deliver it safe at Demaun,
uninjured by weather, plunder, or any other cause. Considering
the inhospitable country through which the route lies before it can
reach the banks of the Indus, and the great care which opium
requires, the payment is not exorbitant. The Joodpoor government alone demands fifty rupees on every camel-load.
Besides the transit of goods to other countries, Marwar exports
ite own weheat in great quat~titiesto rljmere, Beecaneer, kc.,
where it is esteemed for its whiteness and superior quality. It has
also nlost extensive dealings in salt, which is sometimes sent to
Bengal, and is in general demand in all the upper parts of India.
By the return camels from Sinde, Marwar receives the produce of
that country,--rice,
assafaetida, sulphur, Sic. ; from Laliore ~t has
the shawls of Cashmere ;from tlie Delhi and Jeypoor territories it
has metals, cloths of wool and cotton, also sugar, Fro111Cutch,
by the seaport of hlandivee, it receives most extensive importsthe spices, cocoa nuts, &c. of Malabar ; the staple of Arabia in
gwat quantities-dates and dried fruits, with many other articles ;
it receives ivory from the eastern coast of Africa.
Marwar, as may be seen, owes mucl~of its wealth to the transit
of goods to other coui~tries;and what spealis well for its ruler, this
traliic has been only turned into its present channel within the
last sixty Fears. In tbat time Pallee has risen on the aslies of
marly once tlourishii~gtowns to the eastward of it, such as Rutlam,
tic., the routes by which are nearly forsaken. Eveti now there
are 110 merchants of opulence actually risident at Pallee; tlieir
agents however reside ill it, they themselves preferring the comforts
of the larger cities.
The approach of the British government on Ajmere will probably be attended with disastrous consequences to Pallee and
Marwar generally. Uy the mildness of the Company's governeelit, and t l ~ eincreasing security of property, Ajniere has grown
up into a beautiful and Aourishing city of twenty-five thousand
inhabitants, from the neglected and desolate state in which it was
receised from the Mahrattas in 1813. Many merchants, of the
first consequence in Marwar, have now settled i11 it, as they can
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there manage their affairs without fear of fine or punishment.
Ajmere, too, has attractions of a high order to the Mahomniedan
and Hindoo; for, besides being the cnpital of a '6soobrl " of D e l l ~ i ,
it has within its ~vallsthe tomb of one of the most celebrated
saints in 3lalionin~etlanIndia, and but six miles from its gates is
tlie famous t o ~ v nof Pooshkrrr, or Pokilr, where, situated on t h e
margin of a lake, is the only temple dedicated to Bralima, or
the Creator, in the Mindoo world. An ablution in its waters
is believed not only to wash away the sins of the Hindoo,
but those of the family he represents. T o an i~rlsettledpeople,
like the mercantile classes of hlarwar, great are the inducements
to fix themuelves in Ajmere ; ant1 that city in time, therefore, bids
fair to be an ornament to the British rule in India-streets, squares,
and bazars rise in it daily, and a general uniformity of plan has been
maintained.* The devout Hiridoo delights to expend his wealth o n
tlie temples and town of Pokur. 'l'hiu place is now both flourishing and populous, and, besides its nutnerous temples, tliere is more
satisfactory proof of i~nprove~ilent
in an rrniforni bazar, \~shich
has been lately tinislied by its nrahniins at the suggestion of t h e
qovernment, where a great and annual fair lias bee11 established,
at whicli no st extensive sales a ~ purchases
~ d
are made.
Tlle resources of Joodpoor are considerable, even with tlie indifferent management of its officers, the Banians. T h e " khalsa,"
or royal lands, yield an annual revenue of thirty-seve~i lacs of
rupees. O f this, ten lacs are allowecl to support the ladies of t h e
rqja : a similar sum is also set aside for charttable purposes, snch
as supporting the Jogees and Brahmins, and keeping 111) " sada\vurts," or d:dy distributions of alms at ditierent t o w ~ ~ins his territory; and the prince only retains about fifteen lacs for his own
expenditure, thorlgh Ile has it iu liis power, it may be seen, to more
than double t l ~ a sum.
t
A rery eligible mode is follo\ved in settling
matters of expense, by assigning the revenues of direrent villages
to certain fixed purposes : some, for instance, are appropriated to
furnish milk for the I~oi~sehold-others to the maintenance of t11e
stud-some, again, to that of the camels; whicli n ~ r ~simplify
st
the
accounts of a gover~lment. Tlle assessment in tlie diff'ere~ittowns
varies cousidel.tlbly. I t is altva,vs made in kind. O n tlie monsoon
crops it ranges from one-tllird to one-eight11 of the net produce,
according to the distance of the place from the capital. O n the
frontiers, the amoullt is ~iearlynominal. 'l'he irrigated crops are
more favoured, from the greater laboi~rrequired ill rearing thern,
and seltloni pay more tI1a11one-seventh of the harvest. T h e duties

* The Honourable R. Cavendiah, when Political Agent at Ajrnere, took great
interest in Ilrai~tiijin~
that city. 1 have here to ack~~uwled~w
Ilia good offices in
enablitiy me lo procure some of the information recorded in this paper.
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on commerce supply a great portion of the revenue of Joodpoor.
T h e town of Pallee alone yields, it is said, half a lac of rupees
monthly. Like other native governments, these revenues are farmed
chiefly to banians, who are contint~allychanged according to the
will of those in power at the capital. This system has nla~ly$is
advantages, for these merchants, while in power, lose no opportunity of amassing wealth. 'The government is not ignorant of the
fact, for the " hakims" (as the banians of districts are called) are
constantly summoned to Joodpoor, and compelled, by confinement
and punishment, to yield u p their ill-gotten gains ; but tlle subject
participates nought in these spoils, and the banian, on recovering
from his tribulation, is once more called to the court, honoured
with a turban, and sent to some other district, where the same
game is, in due course, repented. T h e influence which these men
possess is great: they manage the affairs of the raja, as well as
of every chief.
Marwar is deservedly celebrated for its cadlels, to which it owes
much of its rise in the scale of commerce anlong the surrounding
people. There is no general mart for these animals in any one
part of the country, but a few of them may be purchased at every
rillage, from the rehbarees, or shepherds-the climate and productions of the country favouring their growth. The Marwar
camel is of a brownish black colour, and capable of enduring
great fatigue. They may be purchased at from fifty to sixty rupees
a head, but those used as riding camels, or for carrying expresses,
cost a greater sum. T h e hire of a camel for a hundred coss, or
two hundred miles, is only eight rupees. Excepting the articles
of salt and cocoa-nuts, the whole trade of Marwsr is carried on by
means of camels, many of the roads not admitting of the use df
carts with convenience. The god of the Hhatores and of the Marwaree shepherds is nanied Paboo: he has his celebrity, in their
eyes, from having introduced the camel into Marwar, This deified
personage is said to have been formerly a Rajpoot, and is al\rajs
represented by an equestrian image.
T h e bullocks of Marwar are held in high estimation on the
western side of India. Those of Nagore, a town between Ajmere
and Beecaneer, are the most celebrated. The cattle of Sachore
are also superior. Pack bullocks are procurable without number.
They are kept chiefly for the purposes of traffic between Cutch
and Marwar, and for bringing the salt of Punchpuddur and Sanlbre
to the market. Droves of some thousands nliy be seen p a s s i ~ ~ g
the roads daily. T h e owners of these are the Charans, who,
while they derive protection from the religious order to which
they belong, have additional respect ant1 favour shown when of
the mercantile class. which is held as honourable amonn them.
These men hove liihter duties levied from them, and & often
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trusted with goods of great value. I n their protection they will
main1 tl~ernselves, and even sacrifice tl~eirlives. They lead a
wandering life, and alwavs travel wit11 tl~eirfanlilies and property.
Asses are t~sedin Marwar for the transport of salt. Goats a n d
sheep are numerous, and furnish food of the best quality. T h e
wool is not, however, prized as in the neighbouring countries o f
Beecaneer and Jaysul~~ieer.Pigs are reared in great numbers by
the lower orders, but have more the appearance of the wild than
the domestic animal.
T h e ho~ses of Marnpar did not strike me as good; the best
are those of a cross breed with the Katty~var ai~ininl. T h e
open nature of the country of Joodpoor frees it from beasts o f
prey ; the tiger is confined to the mountains, but the less rapacious
a ~ ~ i m apro\vl
ls
over its plains.
Marwar contains within its limits about five thousand towns
and villages. There are few large towns; but many, indeed
most, of the villages, particularly those upon the Loonee and its
tributary streanls, are large and \\.ell peopled. and contain from five
I~ui~dred
to a thousand I~ouses. Jooduoor is divided into tmentvfour districts, wllicl~are generally name(; from the most considerable
town in each ; t l ~ eboundaries of these are ill defined. T h e principal ones are Nagore and BIeerta, nor111 of the capital, a n d
Sojut, Godwar, and Jallore to the south.
Joodpoor, the capital, is a walled city, built in a hollow, surrounded by rocky eminences, on which are three forts. T h e
largest of these contains the palace of the rqja, wyl~ichis a most
extensive edifice, and visible from afar. I have made very careful
inquiry as to its pop~tlation, and am persuaded that I do not
overrate it at sixty tl~ousandsouls.
l'nllee sta~ldsnest in note to the capital, and has about fifty
thousand people. I t is an open to1r.n situated in a low and
swaalpy plain, owing its wealth to its commerce. I t was in former
times a place of note in Jlarwar, and the residence of tlie
Pitlle\~a I%ral~niins,who first invited the Rl~atnreRa-jpoots to
settle in the country. I t fell into a state of decay from Mahon~n~ed:tnoppression ; from this it vras rescued by all enterprising Ilnni:~~~,
about sixty years since, \vllo prevailed on the
~nercl~ants
of tlie neighbouring countries to remove to it. About
a t h o r ~ s a ~mercenaries
~d
are retained for its protection, as it is, nest
to the capital, the most important town in Joodpoor..
Nagore, on the north-east, is a place of sotne extent, and famous
for its manl~factt~res
in brass and iron. I t is a ~ralledtown svith a
snbstantial fort tritllin the city, and IIRS a population of about forty
t h o u s a ~ ~sor~ls.
d
hleertn has been also a co~~siclerable
place, but is now in a state
of ruin. It has nbout t\I1enty thousand people, and is kriown for its
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chintz cloths, which are a coarse manufacture. There a mosque
at it, built by Amunzebe.
Next in importance to these places are Sambre, Pokrun,
Peepar, So'ut, Jaitarun, Parbusir, Deedwana, Fullodee, Wallotra, and yepoor, all of a considerable size, and each having a
population of about tive thousaud.
There are few forta or strongholds in Joodpoor, from the absence
of hills, and scarcely any of the smaller towne are walled. ,Jallare
and Seewannu are the most celebrated ; both are hill forts; the
former has about fifteen thousand people, and the fortification on
tbe hill over it is the strongest place in Marwar. I t is the state
p r i m of the rajas of Joodpoor, where the turbulent charactem or
rebels of the state are confined ; and it has been often the abode
of the younger relatives of the reigning prince. The present raja,
Man Sing, was besieged in Jallore for three years ; and his succwin warding off his enemies for so long a period wan attributed
b a Jogee, which is said to have induced his prepotlsession for
hat class of men.
Saewannu is built on a precipitous rock, about two hundred
a d fifty feet high, in a valley surrounded by hills. A detachment
of two hundred men is generally kept here, for it is a place of
some importance, and narrowly watched by the government.
The works of the fort are inferior, but it has abundance of water.
Tbe town lies south of the fort, the only entrance to which leads
through it.
Seewannu and Jallore are at the head of districts, as are all
places mentioned in this paragraph, except Peepar and Wallotra.
Sacbore is the most southern portion of the Joodpoor dominions ;
but that district, and those in ita vicinity, have never recovered the
dfecte of the severe famine of 1813, which bas left the country
around thinly peopled and poorly cultivated.

d

ALEX.BUBNES.

V I . - ~ ~ a ~ h i M~emaoi
ir of M e l d b Island and Porl Esrington, on the C h r g Penhula, Northern Australia ; with
tome o b s m a h a on
h ~the Settlementswhich have been established
on the Nmth Coast of New Holland; Accon~paniedb j a Map
of Melville and Uathurst Islands, and a Plan of PortEssingtou.
Communicated by Major Campbell, 57th Foot, formerly Commandant at Melville Island. Kead 19th and Wth May, 1834.
Very little correct local information on a most interesting part of
the northern coast of New Holland and its neighbouring islands
has yet been laid before the ~ublic,arising probably from the little
attention that has hitherto been paid to this distant and not
thoroughly explored portion of our British dominions, as well a8
VOL. 1V.
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from the few opportunities that navigators or others have had of
minutely exanlining its shores or interior. Many exaggerated,
controd~ctory,a~iderroneous accounts have thus from time to time
appeared, convcying but confused and unsatisfactory irltelli,oence
respecting that part of the world. And I have beell iiduced, therefore, at tlie request of several friends interested in geograpliical
science. to furnish what information on the subiect I can. resultil~rr
u
from a residence of two years on this coast.
Ezj~wimentnlSettlements.-Two
settlements were formed on
the north coast of New EIolland between 1894 and 182S, and
snbsequently abandoned. One of them was placed in Apsley
Strait, in 1681, the otlier in Raffles Bay, in 1827 ; and the intention of their formation, with tlie causes which led to their being
ultimatelv abandoned. beirie either little known or misunderstood.
I sllall tikt explain thksa pGints.
l'revious to 1824, some masters of small trading vessels, who
had been carrying on a traffic with the islands in the Indian Archipelago, found the trade they had thus embarked in of a descript~onthat promised a profitable market for European goods ;
and they also observed that several articles of traffic amongst
these islands were obtained on the northern coast of New Holland,
" such as bdche la mer or tripang, and pearl and tortoise-sliell."
'They therefore naturally concluded that a British settlement o n
that coast might materially facilitate a commercial intercourse, not
only with the inhabitants of tlie numerous islands in the Indian
Archipelago, but also with the Chinese ; and these observations, o n
being represented, meeting with a favourable consideration in tlie
Colonial Department at home, and Government evincing an anxious
desire to extend our trade in the Indian Seas, arrangements were
soon afterwards entered into for carrying the vie\vs founded on
them into effect.
Captain Bremer, C.B., (then commanding H. hl. S. Tamar,
and about to proceed from England to New South \\'ales
on his way to India,) received instructions to take charge of
an expedition which would be fitted out at Sydney, to proceed
with it to the nortli coast of New Holland, and to establish a
settleil~enton such part of that coast as he found would be most
-likely to answer the intentions of Government. The settlement
established on Melville Island was the result, of the formation of
whicli I shall now give a short account.
The materials being prepared at Sydney, Captain Bremer
sailed from Port Jackson on the 94th August, 1S94, having under
liis command (besides his own ship) two vessels, in which were
embarked two oticers and fifty soldiers of the third regiment, a
surgeon, two gentlemen of tlie Commissariat Department, and
forty-five convicts, with cattle and various stores. 'l'he expedition
procecded by thc inner passage, through Torres' Strait, and
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crossing the Gulf of Carpentaria on the 40th September reached
P o r t hsington, where they came to anchor. 'l'hey remained
three d a p , but after searching in several directions for water, and
being unable to discover any, except by digging holes in the sand
at Paint Record,* this circumstance induced Captain Brenier to
look for a more convenient place more to the westward. On the
morning of the 94th September, accordingly, Melville Island was
seen from tbe mast-head, bearing S.W., and at sevai P.M. the
expedition aacbored outside of the reef or shoal called Mermaid
S h o a l which extends westward from Cape Van Diemen. The
-tb
was occupied by the expedition in threading its way through
this intricate and extenaive reef, and by half-past six in the evening, having cleared it, they anchored in seven fathoms water, off
Bathurst Island. At daylight on the eCith they weighed and stood
f o r the entrance between Melville and Bathurat Islands into
Apsley Strait, and in the afternoon they anchored off Luxmoore
H e a d in fifteen fathoms. (Luxmoore Head is a promontory of
Melville Island, within the entrance of Apsley Strait.) Tlie remainder of tbe e6th, the !27th, the Mth, aud 49th, were occupied
in searching for water, but none but what was brackish was found
until late on the Wth, when a small stream was met with by
C a p t h Breruer : this decided him to establish the new wttlement
i n Apsley Strait, on the Melville Island side. The most eligible
spot that presented itself was six miles higher up than Luxn~oore
Head ; and on the 30th September the soldiers and convicts were
landed, and the operation of clearing away ground on which to
erect buildings waa immediately commenced.
The spot tixed upon by Captain Bremer for the eettlement was
named by him Point Barlow, in compliment to Captain Barlow,
3rd Regiment, who was appointed Commandant; a low point of
land to the N. W. of it was called Garden Point ; and theee two
points formed t l ~ eextremities of a small bay, which becanie the
anchomge, and was named King's Cove. The beach around it,
as well as to the S.E. of the iutended settlement, was low, muddy,
and lined with mangroves, and the higher grounds were covered
with a dense forest.
By the elst October, through the united efforts of the sailors,
soldiers, and convicts, the ~ t t l e m e n was
t
in a great state of forwardnese : and this being the anniversary of the battle of Tmfalgar,
Captain Bremer landed some guns and niounted them on the iort,
wbrch was now nearly completed; a royal salute was fired; and
besides the names already mentioned, others were given. That
part of Apsley Strait between Harria Island and Luxmoore Head
wpe named Port Cockburn, and the work was called Fort Uundas.
Named t Coptoin Urerner from the circumstance of having buried a bottle 04
b WM ar, account of hiis pce&ngr on ~ . ~ d i a
atg~ w hington,
t
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O n the 13th November, the fort, wharf, soldiers' huts, officers7
houses, and commissariat store, being completed, also an excellent well thirty feet deep and six in diameter, and the provisions all landed, Captwn Bremer took his departure for India.
leaving an officer and thirty marines to assist in the protection of the settlement. T h e establishment a t this time was a s
follows : Captain Barlow and Lieutenant Everard, 3rd Regiment ;
Lieutenant Williamson, Royal Marines ;Assistant-Surgeon Turner,
Royal Artillery ; Mr. Miller, Commissariat Department ; Mr.
Tollemache, Commissari:~t Storekeeper; thirty soldiers of t h e
ltoyal Marines ; fifty of 3rd Regiment ; ahd forty-five convicts.
O n e small vessel of about sixty tons (the Lady Nelson) was also
left for the purpose of being employed in procuring supplies from
the island of Timor.
T h e first object-viz.
clearing away a small space of ground
to enable the settlers to erect huts for shelter, stores, and an 110spital, in a country thickly wooded, surrounded by nlang.rove
swamps, and under a burning sun-required no ordinary exertlon ;
I ~ a tby the perseverance of the military and prisoners, aided b y
the crew of the Tamar frigate, the fort was finished, a temporary
wharf formed, and huts s~~fficient
for shelter were constructed, i n
seventy-four days ; subsequent to which and the departure of the
l'amar, the convicts (forty-five in number) were the only laboi~rers
that could be employed in clearing away and bringing the ground
into a state of cultivation, every other iudividual having abundant
occupation to make himself by any means comfortable and secure.
As the huts were unavoidably erected close to the standing timber,
the natives, who constantly l~overedthrough the forest, were extremely troublesome, frequently throwing their spears into the
huts and hospital ; scurvy and ague also soon appeared, and, diminishing the number of workmen, retarded exceedingly the operation of clearing ; and the difficulties experienced in communicating with Sydney occasioned other drawbacks, as will in the
sequel appear.
From the great distance between Melville lsland and Sydney,
ant1 the total want of any direct intercourse, very little was known
about the settlement even in July, 1836. Towards the end of
1885, one set of despatches reached Sydney, which had bee11 sent
viri Ratavia or India ; and these did not convey a very favourable
repart of the new settlement, the Commandant having experienced
many unexpected difficulties, the principal of which were, want
of fresh provisions and vegetables; inadequate materials for carrying on field labour; scurvy, ayd a great deal of sickness ; several
deaths which had taken place; the loss of the Lady Nelson,
wllicl~was sent for supplies to the island of Timor, in February,
1895, and never afterwards heard of; and also of a scl~oonercalled
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the Stedcomb, which the Commandant had engaged, in place of
the Lady Nelson, to procure buffalos from Coepang Timor, a&
which sailed from Melville Island in February, 1896, and newr
returned, having been taken by pirates off the east end of Timor.
The settlement was thus left without fresh meat or vegetables,
which latter could not be produced in suf?icient quantity; a d
sculvy thus broke out, and raged for many mouths in a very alarming degree. Supplies of flour, pickles, and preserved meats were
afterwards sent from Sydney, in the ship Sir Philip Dundas which
reached Melville Island in the beginning of 1896; and another
vessel (the Mermaid cutter), despatched from Sydney in March
1896, arrived at the settlement on the 5th August. These delays
and losses occasioned not only great impediments to the improvement of the settlement, but left the Governor of New South
Wales in much anxiety respecting it.
A t the beginning of August, 1896, his Excellency LieutenantGeneral Darling, then Governor of New South Wales, was
pleased to appoint me Commandant of. Melville Island, and
directed me to embark on board the Colonial schooner Isabella,
with a detachment of troops, some convicts, and various stores, aa
well as live stock, and to proceed with all despatch through Torres
Straits to relieve Captain Barlow and his detachment. O n the
19th August we left Port Jackson, and reached Melville Island
on the 19th September. The officers and men who had formed
the settlement, and had been there about two years, were redoiced
to find that a relief had arrived for them ; they gave us a dlscouraging account of the oppressiveness of the climate, the scarcity
of vegetables, the deliciencj of fresh meat, the almost impossibility
of
fish, the dreariness of the situation-(never having
been visited by any other than the two small colonial vessels
already mentioned as sent from Sydney with supplies, by a manofwar's boat, which came in for a few hours, whilst the manof-war, the Slaney, remained outside the reefs, about eighteen
miles off; and 1 believe also that H. M. ship Larne had touched
there)-the hostility of the natives, and many other mortificatio~~s
which conveyed but a gloomy picture of the settlement. I was,
however, fortunately not of a temperament to be cast down by
these accounts; but on the contrary rejoiced that I had been
placed in so novel and interesting a situation, and looked forward
with a pleasing anticipation that patience, exertion, and industry
would soon bring the settlement to answer the intentions of Government in haviig fornled it.
As the views of Government in wishing to establish a commercial dep6t have been already mentioned, and two years' trial
had now been given, certainly with very limited means, I shall here
r u e such observatio~pas mqde immediately after my arrival,

and i~~troduce
the substance of my first report to his Excellency
the Governor of New South Wales.
T h e number of persons landed at the settlement in 1824
amounted to about one hundred and twenty-six; and during h e
period of two years which elapsed before my amval, eight soldien
and four convicts had died, but two of these had been drowned,
and one died in consequence of spear-wounds received from tbe
natives.
The appearance of the military and prisoners (although tbdr
complexions were sallow) was that of health ; and from the statement of Dr. Turuer I formed an opinion that Melville Island
could not be called very unhealthy, and that the salubrity of tbe
cliniate, with common precaution, was by no means inferior to
most under the same
The amount of population, after Captain Barlow sailed, was as
follows : one hundred and fifteen males, fifty-four of whom were
prisoners, and six females, besides fourteen sailors on board d
ahip. The live-stock consisted of sixteen head of horned cattle,
twenty-three sheep and lambs, and fifty-four head of swine, (all
kept exclusively for breeding ;) besides which, sixteen buffaloes
for slaughter had just been landed from Tirnor. Of l a d
cleared of timber there were fifty-two acres, three of them
cultivated ; ?nd ninety-five acres on which the timber was felled,
but not cleared off. T h e buildiugs consisted of three wooden
houses for officers, one for soldiers, one for an hospital, two
store-houses, thirteen huts for the prisoners, and seven for the
Royal Marines. The huts were in general miserable hovels, coortr~ctedhastily and irregularly.
In looking about the settlement, things appeared in a more
backward state than they should have been after an occupation of
two years; but this was owing to the scarcity of workmen, the
total deticiency of any draught animals, and the want of good
mechanics. The gardens were very backward ; there not being
any competent person to attend to them until a few weeks previous to my arr~val. The soil near the sea was very rocky and
difficult to the spade, and on this ground a government garden
was marked out in 1884. Melons and pumpkins grew well in it,
and where there was any depth of soil it was found to be good,
and all seeds planted there sprung up quickly; but what Nature
did for them was counteracted by an incapable gardener.
l'he Malays had never been seen near Melville Isla~ld,nor had
any vessel visited it up to the present period, excepting the
English men-of-war and government colonial store-ships already
mentio~led.
The approach to Apley Strait was intricate, attended witb
danger, slid required niucl~caution, iu consequence of extensive
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reds, strong currents, and sand-banks, which embarrawed ib

entrance, and of which I shall speak more fully in another place;
but i then thought it might be rendered safer by meam of buoys.

I

1
I
1

Melville Island is aituated between the parallels 11' 8
' 3M
and I I' $6' S., and extends rest and east from longitude 1900 W
to 1.91. 34' E. I t lies off the north coast of New Holland, from
which its eastern end is distant fifteen miles. The sea between
Melville Island and the main was named Clarence Strait by
Captain King, and is studded with small islands, rocks, and
reefs, between which run rapid currents. I t is five degrees to
the westward of the Gulf of Carpentaria.
T h e moat northern ayd western point of Melville lsland (Cape
Van Diemen) is three hundred and thirty miles distant from the
bland of Timor, the centre of which island bean W.N.W. from
it; and the Dutch seat of government at C&pang is four hundred
miles distant.
The extreme length of Melville Island from Cape Van Diemen
to Cape Keith is seventy-five miles ; and its breadth, from Cape
Radford on the north side, to Cape Ciambier on the south, in
thirty-~ven. The surface of the island is low and gently undulating, averaging from twenty to seventy feet a h v e the sea ; but
there are a few small elevations towards the southern side, of probably two hundred feet height.
Melville Island is separated from Bathurst Island by r strait,
varying from four miles to one and a half in breadth, a d forty-six
miles long. Thia atrait is called Apsley Strait. ljathurst lsland
is of a triangular &ape, each side measuring about forty miles.
Its surface and its productions are similar to thoee of Melville
Island. The northern line of c m t of Melville Island mid the
north-weskrn side of Bathurst are generally low and lined with
mangroves. The easkra, western, and south sides are more
elevated, and mmetimes abrupt, forming cliffs or clay banks.
Both those islands are well clothed with wood, presenting one
mass of dark green foliage, exceptiug at the western mid of
Batburst Island, which is sandy, a d of a barren aspect,-&
trees being scattered and stunted from e x p u r e to the atroog
Mast of the north-west monsoon.
I n October, 1827, 1 examined the north coast of Melville
Island, hoping to find some good harbours, or a more eligible
situation for the settlement than Apsley Strait proved to be ; but
the whole line of this coast 1 found lined with an almost continued
barrier of mangroves, except a few places where there were
abrupt banks, twenty feet high, of a red ferrugi~msclay ;the
bays were all shallow, exposed to the north orld north-west winds,

.
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unfit for anchorage for any other than small craft or boats ; md
the heads of these bays terminated in salt-water creeks, surrounded
by thick belts of mangrove. I observed two fine abrupt sand
beaches towards the eastern end of the island ; the one extending
from Lethbridae Bay to near Smoky Point, and the other extending from Hrenton Bay to near Point Jahleel; both face t h e
nortli-west, and are a p e a t resort of turtle.
As tlie commanders of those vessels that visited the settlement
during my command remarked on the great difficulties of t h e
entrance into Apsley Strait, many of them, altliough several times
in the strait, having frequently touched on the rocks or shoals,
and been sonletimes, in calms, driven or drifted by currents to t h e
southward of the island ; and as 1 possessed no chart of tlie whole
of Apsley Strait, o r even of these islands, I determined on survegirlg the whole, particularly examining the southern end of tile
Strait, which had only been once before approached by any vessel
(that of Captain King, in 1818) ; and I hoped that by finding a
safe entrance at that end the prospects of tlle settlement woold b e
materially improved.
I n March, 1827, I entered upon this survey, taking tlie basis of
my operations from Garden Point,-the
exact situation of w l ~ i c h
had been carefully fixed, in 1894, by Lieutenant Roe, of H. M. S.
Tamar, who also had surveyed and drawn a good chart of the
northern end of the straits. The result of mv survev. whicli occupied nine days, was as follows :-From the settlement to within
seven miles of the sea at the southern end of the straits, (a distance of thirty miles,) tlie channel is safe and deep enough for any
vessel ; hut at seven miles within the entrance of the straits, commencing at an inlet named Medina, 1 found the passage intricate
and dangerous, the channel narrow, and winding between sandbanks and coral reefs, which are covered at half-flood, some dry
a t low water, and others having then half a fathom water upon
them. These dangers first appear in a circular basin (which I
named Shoal Basin) near where Captain King anchored and
terminated his attempt to pass through the straits ill 1918. The
mouth of the strait is about three-quarters of a mile wide, having
'seven fathoms water in mid-cl~annel; it opens into a \vide bay,
which a t high-water appears to be devoid of any danger, but at
half-tide extensive sand-banks are exposed a ~ dextend almost
entirely across and around the bay, leaving a very narrow and
winding channel on the eastern side, varying in depth at low water
from ten to two fatlioms. This bay is three miles wide, and at
low water there is no perceptible passage to the open sea, the
sand-banks extending seajvard as far as the eye can reach. I t was
at the time of spring tides that I was there, and the water rose and
fell fourteen feet; the tide ran at the rate of five miles an hour.
d .
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In the chart I have named this bay Shoal Bay ;it is i; lat. 11 4&
South, and long. lSOO43' East.
I remained two days outside of the southern entrance sounding,
and endeavouring to find a passage out to the open sea; but the
sand-banb;s were so numerous, and the willding channel through
them so narrow, with the soundings irregular, that I was obliged
to desist. I was moreover limited with regard to time, and as I
bad neither a chart nor chronometer to assist me in making a quick
return to the settlement round Batliurst Island, or by the eastward
through Clarence or Dundas Straits, round Melville Iulatid, as 1
bd iiitended, (provided I could have got easily out,) 1 was moat
reluctantly couipelled to return, disappoi~itedin niy hopes. 1
landed and examined a sniall low island that is situated in the bay
outside of the strait: from the flock of pelicans seen upon it I
named it Pelican Islalid ; but, upon subsequent reference to
Captain King's chart, I found that it had already been designated
one of the Buchanan Isles.
Both Melville and Bathurst Islands, which form the strait,
present the same unvaried and gloo~uyappearance throughout.
The land is invariably low, intersected by swamps in the lowest
parts, and the higher ground is one continued forest. The shore,
from one end of the strait to the other, is bordered by a broad
belt of impenetrable mangroves, and indented by numerous saltwater creeks, which present the appearance of rivers; tlle upper
part of these creeks generally terminating in salt marshes, through
which drain small streams of water, which is thus brackish even
when the tide is out. Some of these creeks stretch inland seven
or eight miles.
Mermaid Shoal.-During my residence on Melville Island, I
thrice examined the Mermaid shoal which had occasioned great
embarrassment to vessels approaching Apsley Strait.
This shoal extends eighteen miles in a westerly direction from
Cape Van Diemen, and, I believe, was named by Captain Kin
after the vessel he sailed in, when surveying the N. and N . 2
coast of Australia; and its probable boundary is laid down in
that officer's excellent chart. Commencing from Cape Van Diemen, i t runs out in a northerly direction five miles ; its northern
boundary then trends away W.S.W. nearly eighteen miles. At
the western end there is a sand bauk running S.E. and N.W.,
about seven miles long, and sometimes visible at low water,
which is separated from the rest of the shoal by a narrow channel,
in which the depth of water is very variable in consequence of
frequent overfalls of the ground ;and the tide runs very rapidly
through it. At half flood I found the soundings vary as follows,
viz. : 10,7, 5, 3, 10, 4, 7, 6, 8, 9, 10 fathoms. Between this
chaiinel and the coast, extending from Cape Van die me^ to
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Pipef s Head, the shoal consists of clusters of coral rocls. Tbe
southern side projects in a S.S.W. direction from Piper's Had,
entering about a mile and a half into St. Asaph'a Bay, and thence
runs N.N.W.to within a mile of the sand-bank already mentioned.
A shoal also runs out in a N.W. direction from Point Brare,
(the western point of entrance to Apsley Strait,) extending t o tbe
northward of the point two miles and a quarter, and to the westward five milea and a half. The outward border of this shod
is two miles distant from that of the Mermaid ; and if a vessel
entering or going out of Apsley Strait k e e p in mid chmwl,
it will have good soundings from eight to twenty fathoms; but
near the shoals on each side the soundings rapidly alter ; perhaps
in two successive heaves bf the lead, from nine to six and three
fathoms, thereby requiring very great caution. Further, from the
frequently muddy colour of the water it is difficult to distinguish
the immediate vicinity of the shoals. In boisterous weather thc
winds and currents together cause such a broken and agitated sea
all across the channel, that it would be very dangerous for any
ship to venture through in such weather.
The anchorage in King's Cove, although ten miles within rbe
straits, is not at all times secure. The bottom is soft mud, with
the ground rising rapidIj.towards the shore, and strong currenb
sweep round the cove; in squally weather, therefore, with h e
wind off the land, vessels are liable to drag their anchors. The
Mermaid, Isabella schooner, and the Lady Nelson brig, did so 3
different periods.
Reef befween Cape Fleeming and Point Jdke2.-It may also
be considered relevant, that I should mention a dangerous reef
which lies off the eastern end of Melville Island. 1 presume it
was observed by Captain King, but I am not aware that it was
particularly remarked ; and I was ignorant of its existence until I
found myself hard and fast upon it through the carelessness of the
mate upon watch, as I was proceeding from Melville Island towards
the Coborrrg Yellinsula in 1837. Our bearings were then as
follows :~ s t .Point Jahleel bore W. by N. six miles and a half distant.
end. The most distant point to the S.E., supposed Cape
Fleeming, bore S.E.by S. four miles.
3rd. The nearest land, named by me Point Dowset, bore
S. 1 W. three miles and one quarter.
4th. A point on the eastern side of a deep bay, (named Disaster
Bay in my chart,) bore S.W.tW. four miles distant.
From the appearance of broken and light coloured water, tbe
reef appeared to extknd between three and four miles in a crescent
form, and in dptached patches, the convex side facing the eastward.
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T h e interior of ~ e l l i l l e1eland is very difficult bf access, in
consequence of almost impenetrable mallgrove-swamps and close
forest ; and in my several excursions into its interior, for the purose of surveying and penetrating in direct lines from the coast,
found the features of the country always similar. From the
closeness of the trees and want of elevated spots, I could seldom
e beyond three or four hundred yards, and my n~ovementswere
always guided by compass.
When seen from the sea the island has a pleasing appearance
in consequence of its gently undulating surface and being thickly
wooded ; but when on shore its beauty vanishes, a n~o~iotonous
succession of salt-water creeks, mangrove-swamps, and forest,
(the trees of which are generally of the same appearance, having
long bare trunks and very scanty foliage,) speedily surfeiting the
m o s t ardent admirer of the beauties of nature.
T h e elevated ground sometimes runs in narrow strips and at
&re
extends widely ; the slopes generally terminate in a swamp, ,
b u t yet sometimes they have open spaces of arid flat ground at
their base, of from fifty to a hundred acres in extent, covered only
with low uhrubs and thin coarse grass. Here and there are also
plains of dry mud without any vegetation. The surface of the
elevated ground is very stony, being covered with small shining
masses of ironstone, having a metallic lustre, as if they had been
ejected from a furnace. The sloping sides are less stony, and the
flat ground is generally quite free from done. Streams of water
are scarce throughout the island, but the swamp water is generally
drinkable; and by sinking wells a constant supply of excellent
water is obtained. The swamps are generally full of long grass
and reeds, intermixed with snlall trees ; and leading into these
swamps. are narrow gullies choked up with a kind of cane or ratao,
(Rugelbwia indica, Linn.) Excursions into the interior are attended with excessive fatigue and much risk, the leading causes of
which are the oppressive heat experienced in the close forest, where
the air is seldom in motion; the myriads of sand-flies which
infest and torment the traveller whenever he stands still or rests for
an instant, and the constant alertness demanded to guard against
the hostile natives.
Soil and P ~ o d ~ ' o onf aMelville Island.-After four jehs'experience, we found the soil of Melville Island in general to be of
an inferior quality,
of the character of the ironstone
which is so generally diffused over it. The subsoil, after digging
two feet and a half, is much better, being a brown mould of a
saponaceous texture. This is the character of the soil on the
ele'vated ground at a litlle distance from the shore ; close to the
shore it is very rocky, and the rocks are generally of a ferruginous nature, heavy, brittle, and splintery in the fracture ; the soil
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is light and shallow, intermixed with much sand and gravel. Bordering on the swamps, it is richer and more productive, but sometimes so dark in colour (almost black) that, by attracting the
heat of the sun, it burns u p the vegetables which it had quickly
produced. After digging a few feet below the surface, the g l w ~ n d
is frequently found to be of a whitish clayey nature. There are
many flat pieces of ground near the swamps which I think
capable of producing rice ; but we had neither the nieans nor the
opportunity of trying experiments with that grain ; and the
results of our trials of tlie productive qualities of tlie soil, generally, will be found afterwards.
'l'he \egetaI.de productions indigenous to Melville Island are
various ancl abu~ldant,vegetation being certainly altogether very
luxuriant, and during the \vliole year there was plenty of grass for
the subsistence of our cattle. T h e timber is in general of a useful quality; and altllough trees which are small in the stem predominate, yet there are many of considerable dimensions and
applicable to house-building, furniture, ship and boat building,
and to agricultural purposes. T h e largest timber measured sixty
feet of stem, and three feet in diameter; and the average number
of trees to an acre is about one hundred and twenty, but sometimes they are more numerous, amounting to one hundred and
eighty. A t a distance from the swamps, there is hut little underwood; but in their neighbourhood, and generally on all the low
ground, tlie sago palm (Cycas mediu, of Brown), the fan palm
(Livi.stona inerrnis-Brown),
the grass palm (Yandanw spirali~
-Brown), and tlie cabbage palm (Seaforthia elegans-Brown),
are thickly intermingled \vith the more lofty timber. Amongst the
forest trees, several species of eucalyptus are most abundant.
Althougb the timber, as I have already stated, is both abundant
a~~
good,
d yet one-third or fourth of the trees are frequently rendered useless from the depredations of the white ants; which
excavate the interior of a tree .from one end to the other,
forming a tube from three to five inches in diameter; and even
the hardest wood, such as lignum vitae, does not escape them.
During my residence on Melville Island we tried twenty-five
varieties of wood, of which I shall here insert a list; a t tlie same
time showing the uses to which they were applied, with their dimensions and qualities. A s most of them were of a species unknown
to any of the colonists (none of whom were botanists), the nomenclature was formed either from the colour of he. wood,
structure of tlie bark, form of the leaf, or locality of the tree ;
mid samples of all of them are in the writer's possession.
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~ h l Timber found on Mebille b
Bnlaalell
Name

Colonial,

or
Common Name.

~ree

I . B m m p Wood
6. Lignum Vlle

7. Bmwo Wond

,

.. .
.

8. Teak, or Yellow wobl
9. Blood Wood
10. Rcd Bark. wlfh 0-;.
Wood
1% Whlte ~ u r & n t l n e
Wood
I S Cherry Woad
14. White Apple Trea
15. L a g s Swamp \Vood
16. Plum Treeo
17. Swamp Elm
19. Red ~ l r kwilh'bmai
,
leaf
19. Swamp Ash
90. Wblle Border \vood'+
91. Cotton Tree t
99. Varlegatd Bark
93. C p r e u Plne
94. ~ r a Onm
e
95. Whlte Swamp'woo'd

. .I.
.
. .

. .. .)

.
. ..

Plnm tree-named

Cdlil&, ,p.

""

Ifplentl.
RII or

othernlw.

When
Blousnr

hit

--

Myrlaticn in,lpldr Br.) Swamp, ground
E. miolatn. C. I l q land
Nur theawmp
Sandy loll
Swamp.
Algb land
Ditto
Acaelh lp Close to a w m p n
Forest land
Dltto

Euflnla, 8P.

r.ep

Elem.

.. (
.
R ~ J.' A. ~ ..~ I ~
. .

No.
1. Nutmeg
9. Eucalyptpl
3 Als ice
4:

Loclll~lrr.

m Syedd.

It. h.
90 to 40
90 to 50
9 to 90
19 t o 40
19 to 30
20 to 30
19 to 16
M to 60
90 to BO
90 to 60

In.

In.

8 to 12 Abundant Yay
PO to 36 Ditto
March

6 to 19
8 to 19
8 to 19
IS to 36
18 to PO
12 to 36
10 to 90
10 to 90

Ditto
Plentiful
Ditto
Ditto
~ltto
Dltto
I)itto
Scattered

Ditto
Prult In
Aprll
Unknow
nitto
Nay
Unknow
Dltto

Ditto

90 to (0 7 to 19 Plentiful Yarch

Near awunpr

90 to 30 19 to 94 Ditto

g1Fc

19 to FjO
19 to30
Swampa
20 to 60
Poreat land
3 to 10
Swampa
16 to 30
D I foreat
~
land
IS to 20
15 to 60
Swnmpa
Near to awampa
I5 to 40
Do. and on high land 15 to 30
Swampa
15 to 30
Rocky ground
19 to 90
Porest land
16 to 40
Swamps
PO to 40

12 to PO
I2 to PO
12 to 36
6 to 12
8 to 12
9 to 12
9 to PO
9 to 20
9 to 90
10 to 14
6 to !a
10 to 94
10 to 36

Dltto
Dltto
Fruit In
Dltto
I>itto
Dltto
Unknow
Ditto
Snrcs
Ditto
Plenty
Dltto
Scarce
Dltto
Ditto
Plenty
%a
I,itlo
Fruit In
Scarce
1 0 Clumps Scedm In
Not plenty Unknow
Plenty

I D Lt t 0

from the structure of the r o o d being similar to the English plum Im.
:Produces a pod, the *Ire of a l u g e hen'a egg, filled with sh
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The only trees we met with, prodocing an edible fruit, were
two species of apple and a plum ; one of the apples was ver).
acid and astringent, and only palatable in tarts or ~ u d d i n g s; the
other two fruits, though pleasant to the taste, were not mucb indulged in for fear they might prove pernicious.
Grasses are abundant, and grow very rank, some of them being
very injurious to the cattle ; but the greater proportion are wholesome and nutritive, and the cattle, when once acclimatised, tbriw
well upon them. Cattle, sheep, and goats, nhen first landed upon
Melville Island, suffer very much, either from the grass, water, or
climate; I cannot decide which-probably a combination of all
three. During the first three years of the settlement, two-thirds
bf the cattle died in ten or fourteen days after being landed. T h e
cows which survived this trial afterwards did very well ; but sheep
never fattened ; they, however, produced fine lambs, and these,
as well as the produce of the cows and goats which escaped the
mortality on first introduction to the island, continued afterwards
t o thrive weM. I n 1837, we adopted a new plan of managing the
cattle when first landed, and the deaths were iu consequence
much decreased.
T h e grass preferred by the cattle was that which grew on the
borders of the swamps and the young grass around fallell timber;
.but the fine-looking grass on the forest land they avoided : of this
we, however, made tolerable hay. W e tried several exotic grasses,
which succeeded very well ; particularly the Capeen and Caffer
grass.
b:,Besides
the forest trees already enumerated (and which are for
. the most part evergreens), there is a great variety of ornamental
trees, shrubs, and flo\vers, which give some liveliness throughout the year to the otherwise sombre appearance of the island;
amongst them, the abiscus, casuarina, convolvt~lus,the bead vine
(Abrus precatorius-Linn.),
and other runners and parasitical
plants, are very conspicuous. T h e loranthus, with scarlet dowers,
abounds; as also the beautiful calythrix (C. microyhylla-Cun.),
bearing a pink-coloured flower*. O f the flowers most numerous
and beautiful, are the bllowing :-Crinurn angushyolium-Br. ;
Calostmma album - Br. ; Ipom~a pes capra, with pink
flowers.; Plecfranthus salicifolius, with purple flowers; a Dmdrobium. with white flowers., &c.Sorne of the mangroves grow to a considerable height, and the
mangrove holly (Acanthus ilicifolius-Br.)
is very frequent ill
their neighbourhood. I n the forest land, trees producing a gum
or rosin are numerous ; this gum, exuding from the bark, forms
lumps upon the stem, and is much used by the natives in the
Shrubs of the g m u Pcrtwnio tue also frequent.
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formation of their spears. I can sag but little of the esculent
roots indigenous to Melville Island : there is a root of a small
yam-like appearance, and another resembling a parsnip, both of
which were scarce; and as they were only met with when betterknown vegetables became tolerably plentiful in the gardens, I
do not know that any trial was ever made of them, and we had
never any opportunity of ascertaining whether they were used by
the natives or not. The only vegetable production we observed
them to eat was the young flower-branch or leaves within the
spatha: of the cabbage palm, with the seed of the sago palm. T h e
former was frequently made use of at the settlement, and a most
acceptable vegetable it was when boiled or stewed. The cabbage
palm grows to a great height (sometimes thirty feet), and
latterly we obtained the germ, or rather the flower-branch, by
ascending the tree and cutting it out with a strong knife or tomahawk ; but, at the commencement of the settlement, many palms
were altogether cut down near the root, and they consequently
became scarce in the neighbourhood of Fort Dundas, though
we frequently found clumps of them seven or eight miles from
us. A large bean* is also met with in sandy places, and particularly near the shore; but when cooked and made use of, it
waa a p t to occasion pain and a looseness of the bowels.
T h e first settlers reported that cloves and nutmeg were indigenous in the island, but this was altogether aoiistake; end the
nutmeg-tree (Myristicu insipdo-Br.), which I observed growing
both close to and in the swamps, produced a small nut very
slightly pungent, scarcely three-quarters of an inch long, but
egg-shaped, and the mace, or net-work enclosing it, devoid of
flavow. Some people have also been led to believe that sandalwood was indigenous in Melville Island ; but this is also an error,
as the wood mistaken for it was the cypress pine, a species of
Callitrir, which resembled the sandal-wood in colour, and had
mmewhat of its pleasing smell. Wild ginger is however indigenous in Melville Island.
Quadrupe&.-Having
stated all that I at present recollect
under the head of indigenous vegetable productions, I shall now
mention those of the animal kingdom. Of four-footed animals,
we had the kangaroo, opossum, baudicoot, native dog, a small
brown rat, a species of squirrel, and an animal very destructive
to ponltry, with a sharp nose, and the bo* covered with dark
brown hair: the tail is fourteen inches long, and bare, like that of
a rat, excepting within three inches of the tip, which is covered
with long white hair; it measures twenty-seven inches from the
extremity of the nose to the tip of the tail. The Ternate bat, or

* Bauhki microphylla,
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iu length, had a broad, flat head, and small neck. It was furnished
with a double row of very sharp teeth : the fangs were curved, and

measured three-quarters of an inch in length, and a small bladder
was attached to the root of each. The back was of a dark n~ottled
brown colour, with a white belly. Although this appeared to be
a venomous snake, yet the dog never suffered from the bite. This
I attributed to his long hair preventing the poison entering the
wound.
T h e Saurian order are very numerous, the most remarkable
being the frilled iguana, or Clamydosaunrs Kingii of Gray.
T h e common iguana ( I na delicatissima), from two to four feet
in length, also abounds.Cqhe slink-formed lizard (Telequa tuber&a,
Gray) is met with in stony places ; and an endless variety
of the smaller lacertre, of beautiful colours, are seen wherever the
eye is directed, sportiug in the sun, and cullningly waiting to entrap any unsuspecting iusect that ventures near. Frogs of an
immense size (four and five inches in length of body, and prettily
spotted) swarm in damp places.
Apsley Strait, and all the creeks around Melville Island, abound
with alligators ( c a i r n s ) . They measure from fourteen to seventeen feet in length ; and in the clear water around the island, are
frequently seen water-snakes, two and three feet in length, and
spotted black and yellow. Turtles are common on h e sea-coast
of Melville Island, but they were never seen in Apsley Strait, and
r e of consequence were never able to obtain any for the use of the
settlement. Our limited number, and necessary occupations at
tbe settlement, deprived us of the power of sending parties to any
such distance as would detain them beyond twenty-four hours.
Even to procure n few fish, we were obliged to send ten miles
from the settlement, to the nearest fishing-ground; and owing to
the strong tides and currents, and the fish~ngtime being that of
half flood, a party, after drawing the seine as often as it was
attended with success, could seldom return under twenty-four
hours ; and in so warm a climate, the few fish they caught were
by that tinie scarcely fresh enough to be eaten. I have been on.
these excursions all night, exposed to heavy rain, for the purpose '
of obtaining a change of food for tl~oseintrusted to my care, and
have returned with probably only about eighty or one hundred
pounds* weight of fish, for the supply of one hundred and thirty
~ndivlduals. Although, as I have already stated, we were never
able to take turtle, yet I have seen them swimming about in considerable numbers off Brenton Bay, near Point Jahleel.
Insects.-To the eritomologist Melville Island offers an ample
Tbew iguanu burmw like rabbitr underground, .ndtheir hole8 are 80 nllmcroru
h the hght sandy soil of the fomt, tiut it requLer cmdwabb urdiols to ~roid
frlliPg in to them.
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field for observation. The species are both numerous and beautiful ; and the vicinity of the swamps would afford the insect collector an abundant harvest. The orders liemiptera and lepidoptera
are particularly beautiful, and in great numbers, and that of coleoptera is also found abundant in species. Of the order neuroptera,
the libellula, or dragon-fly, is in great variety and beauty; and I
have seen five kinds of ant, chiefly of the genus termites : viz., the
white ant, which rears its ~ ~ r a m i ddwelling
al
to the height of seven
or eight feet ; the green ant ; red and black nnt ; large black ant ;
and a very minute ant, that can scarcely be discerned with the
naked eye. The \vhite ant infests the houses, and destroys everything that comes in its way. These insects make their approach
by forming an earthen gallery, under cover of which they advance
i n myriads, and commit terrible depredations. They cut through
all bale goods in our stores, such as canvass, blankets, shirts,
trowsers, and even shoes. They are so rapid in their operations,
that I know instances where bales, contaiuing two dozen of shirts
each, each shirt packed one above the other, and placed on shelves
four feet from the floor, and ,six inches from the wall, have been
perforated through and through in twenty-four hours, notwithstanding that the storekeeper examined the bales every day, and that
on the day previous to those discoveries, not nn ant was to be seen
in the store. But these insects do not confine their attacks to bale
goods. They entered my cellar, and in a few days' time destroyed
two dozen of claret; and during a period of four days, while one
of the soldiers was in the hospital,, they completely gutted his
knapsack, which was hanging on a peg in his barrack-room, and
contained all his necessaries. They spread through it in all directions, and destroyed his shirts, trowsers, stockings, jacket, shoes,
and even razors. Of the latter, the blades were encased in
rust, from the moisture, or viscus, which these insects carry along
with them, and the horn handles were eaten through. In the
course of three orqfour weeks, they also destroyed thirty pounds'
wortli of clothes belonging to Mr. Radford, one government tent
twenty feet long, three hundred feet of timber in the timber house,
three ammunition boxes in tlie magazine, sixty-five pairs of
trowsers, and twenty-three smock-frocks in the eiigineer's storehouse.
There are several species of bee, and amongst them a very small
one about the eighth of an inch in length, that produces fine honey,
which they deposit in trees. Mosquitoes and sand-flies are the
pest of the island : they kept us in a perpetual fever, and no seasoning by climate secured us against their attack.
From sunrise until sunset, the sand-flies issue forth in millions,
and keep one in a constant state of irritation by fixing upon the
face, neck, and hands-where,
inserting their proboscis, they
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inflict most severe pain, and cause the blood to flow most profnsely. When they take their departure at sunset, the mosquitoes
remind you that the torments of the day are not yet passed ; and
from six o'clock until ten they exercise theit tormenting powers,
which are too well known to require description.
The next annoying and destructive insect is the cockroach :
these became very numerous, swarmed in the houses, and destroyed
clothes, paper, bread, and books, indiscriminately. These insects
generally made their appearance at night and, as if by a concerted
rignal, issued from their hiding-places all at once, and made a
noise by scampering along the walls, aa if heavy showers of hail
were falling. Besides the insecte mentioned, I may add the
scorpion, centipede, aud tarantula, each of which were in great
numbers.
8ea P m d u c h . - I n
regard to the sea productions, my observations are very limited. T h e following are all 1 met with :the common shark, porpoise, sting ray, rock cod, mullet in abundance, cat-fish, pipe-fish, sole, Bounder, bream, flying fish? ground
ahark, and a very good eating fish called by the sailors ' sk~p-jack.'
We never procured any shell-fish; and on my walkr along the
beaches, I met with very few shells of any kind. I t is probable
that the natives are alwajs'on the look-out for any shell-fish that
may be driven on shore, and carry them off for food, as I have
found at their encampments the shells of the tiger nautilus, cockles,
and oysters. The biche la mer, or sea slug, mas found in small
quantitiee, b u t by no means so ~lentifulas to induce any of the
Malay fishers to approach Melville Island in search of it.
CC&.-The
climate of.Melville Island is certainly unhealthy
from the end of October until the beginning of April, or even
until May. The heat is excessive, and the atmosphere, then ovelc
charged wit11 moisture, is extremely oppressive and debilitating.
This is the period of the north-west monsoon, or rainy season; and
the general range of tlie thermometer is from 800 to 100° in the
shade, and seldom varies more than l p d u r i n g the twenty-four
hours. The mid-day heat is 89' or 900, and the extremes 77'
and 100". These were the ranges at Fort Dundas, which was
surroundeij by swamps, and about twenty-five feet above the level
of the sea. A t this season, the body is constantly bathed in perspiration-morning, noon, and night; and the debility occasioned
by the cornbilled effects of the heat and damp is most distressing.
Without any muscular exertion, labour, or even common exercise,
debility,weariness, IistIessness, and a sensation of excessive fatigue,
are universally experienced and complained of. O n rising in the
morning, fatigue and a want of refreshment is felt ; and after a
few minutes' slow walking, even after the sun is down, the act
of lifting the f e t is a fatiguing exertion, and the body feels a
L 2
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sensation of weight'pressing upon it, and bearing it down. Althougll
the settlement of Fort Dundas was surrounded by deep swamps,
and broad belts of mangrove growing out of mud beds, yet the
swamps, being generally full of trees, and surrounded by thick
underwood, the exlialation arising from evaporation was probably
not so injurious as it would have been, if cleared from timber.
I n the mornings at day-break, these swamps were generally covered
with a dense sapour, wliicll was dissipated in an hour after sunrise ; but for a distance of two or three hundred yards from the
swamps, there was always a miasma, or oppressive heavy smell of
decayed vegetable and animal matter.
T h e north-west monsoon sets in about the beginning of November, when the sun is approaching the meridian of Melville Island
on its passage to the soathward : it is preceded by squalls and
variable winds, and its setting in varies sometimes three or four
weeks, in con~paringone year with another. During this monsoon. there is almost daily thunder in the afternoon and evenings.
I n 1824, tlic rains and nortli-west monsoon commenced early
in November. I n 1845, they commenced about the same period.
I n 1896, they did not set in until December. I n 1857, the rain
and squalls commenced about the middle of October; but there
was that year no regular monsoon either a t Melville Island or in
the Timor seas. As in all trooical climes. the rain falls in torrents
during this season, hut seldom continues above two or three hours
at a time-falling generally from two to five o'clock in the afternoon, or during the night; therefore, there is scarcely a day but
out-door labour may be carried on for a few hours.
T h e most unhealthy season is during the north-west monsooo,
perticularly a t the commencement of tlie rains, when fevers,
dysentery, diarrhoea, and constipation of the bo~vels,are v e v frequent ; b r ~ tfrom timely remedies, which our system of surveillance
insured, these complaints seldom terminated fatally. I observed,
that when the setting in of the rainy season was protracted beyond
the usual period, sickness was increased : this was the case in
1846, and the same observation was made at CoEpang Timor that
vear.
W e had ten or twelve cases of fever in November and December, five of which proved fatal, the patients dying in twenty-four
or thirty hours after being admitted into hospital.
T h e termination of the north-west monsoon is indicated by
squalls, and sometimes a tempest in the early part of April, as was
the case in 1827 and 1828. T h e sun then returning to the northward, tlie wind settles in the south-east, the sky becomes clear, tile
rains cease, the atmosphere becomes drier, and the weather more
temperate. I n &lay, the hospital, which was generally pretty full
. during the former monsoon, gets cleared, animal spirib revive, and
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the thermometer ranges from 75' to go0, the mid-day heat being
87O and 8g0. June, July, August, and September, are the only
tolerably pleasant months in the year; the mornings and evenings
are pleasantly cdol, and exercise can be freely taken until ten m
the morning and after four o'clock in the afternoon, and may freuently, with impunity, be taken even in mid-day. N o rain falls
l u r i n g these months, but there are fi-equent heavy dews at night.
I n exposed places, vegetation is completely burnt up; but, wit11
great care, some garden vegetables are preserved, the chief of
which is the pumpkin. The thermometer during these months is
67" a t six o'clock in the morning, 87" at three lu the afternoon,
77" a t niue at night; the extremes being 63' and 8g0. Notwithstanding the great heat at Melville Island at all seasons, and the
clearness of the sky during the dry season, or south-east monsoon,
the atmosphere contains considerable moisture; although not perceptible to the senses, yet it is evident from the great difficulty iu
keeping articles made of steel from rust.
Allbough the wet and dry seasons are pretty regular, yet the
winds are not always steady near the land, viz. blowing from the
north-west point with the rainy monsoon, and the southleast point
with the dry monsoon ;but vary several points with each monsoon.
I n Apsley Straits a breeze frequently sets in from seaward, or
from the northward, with the flood tide during the south-east monsoon ; but we had no regular land and sea breezee.
Diswses.-During the period I was on Melville Island, we
kept a regular hospital register-book, in which every case admitted
into the hospital was entered daily, and the disease, treatment,
and duration of the patient's illness carefully inserted. I had an
opportunity of daily examining this register, and had it copied
every moruing into the register kept in my own office, for the purpose of transmitting to the colonial secretary at Sydney; therefore, although I cannot exactly carry in my memory the number
of deaths, I perfectly recollect the prevailing diseases, most of
which I find noted in my journal, as well as many of the deaths.
The prevailing diseases were-intermittent, acute, and typhus
fevers, constipation of the bowels, vertigo (frequent), dysentery,
diarrhea, rheumatism, scurvy, and nectalopia ; the latter disease
was very common. The cases of typhus and acute fever appeared
at the beginning of the wet season ;and when the winds were variable during that period, many were suddenly seized with sickness,
violent griping, and delirium. We could not account for the prevalence of nectalopia, or, as it is sometimes called, moon-blindness.
Salt meat was certainly generally issued to every person, but they
had, besides, a wholesome proportion of flour, rice, or bread, with
vinegar, tea, sugar, and a small quantity of vegetables ; nor were
the settlers exposed to any extraordinary glare from sand or water,
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and many who had this complaint used very little of their salt
meat. Even when fresh meat was issued, this disease prevailed
to a coiisiderable extent.
With respect to the scurvy, it appeared to me to be a n endemic
disease arising from some peculiar local cause ; with new comers,
it might be occasioned by a removal from a cool climate to a
heated and damp one. This disease only appeared generally
a t the settlenient of Fort Dundas, sl~ortlyafter 11s establisliment
in 1884. T h e constant use of salt provisions, without vegetables.
hard labour during the wet season, and the excessive heat of that
season, may have engendered it ; and notwithstanding the attention and endeavours of an intelligent and experienced surgeon
(Dr. Turner) to prevent and afterwards arrest it, the disease
niade great progress until the end of 1825, or beginning of 180-6.
\I1lien lime juice was obtained, and vegetables became more
plentiful, the disease then subsided. There were, however, several
cases of scurvy during 1826, 18Q7, and 1828, altliough the utn~ost
caution was taken to guard against i t by great attent~onto cleanliness, use of vegetables, and frequent issues of fresh and preserved
meats, pickles, and vinegar. IVhea the first detachment of troops
were relieved in 1826, those who replaced them had spirits mixed
into grog issued to them every day (the former detachment had
n o spirits issued) ; and amoligst these very few cases of scurvy
appeared, although they lived generally upon salt provisions for
the first year, with a very small occasional addition of vegetables,
probably once a week.
When the settlement was established in Raffles Bay in 1S97,
on the north coast of N e w Holland, and in the same parallel
with Fort Dundas, at which place no spirits or wine was issued
either t o the military or couvicts, the scurvy broke out and
spread in a rapid and alarming degree, both amongst the soldiers
aud prisoners.
~'l'he site of the settlement and its nejghbourhood was dry;
the disease occurred during the dry season. T h e establishnlellt
consisted of young healthy men. direct from Sjdney, and many of
them only a few months from England. The complaint made ~ t s
nppearance among the settlers in six or seven weeks after landing:
tlieir diet consisted of a small quantity of salt meat, and occasionally fish (whic11 was caught close to the settlement), with flour,
sugar, and tea or coffee. When the malady had attacked and
rendere? incapable of exertion two thirds of the settlement,
spirits, 111nejuice and sugar made into punch, was issued to all
tile worst cases, and grog or wine issued to the military.. It
irllmediately remitted in virulence, and ultimately nearly or entlrel~
disappeared. I saw all the sufferers ni~self,having had occasloll
to go to Raffles Bay; and from my observations and inquiries,
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1 certainly thought that the scurvy there, as well as on Bfilelville
I s l a n d , was endemic, and more dependent on climate and local
c a u s e 8 than diet.
Considering the consequences of the climate of Melville
Island, during my residence there and that of my predecessor, and
knowing the unremitting attention that was paid, and measmres
adopted, in order to reserve health throughout the settlement
during my command, {must pronounce it to partake more of tbe
character of an unhealthy than a healtby climate. I should not
r e c o m m e ~ ~invalids
d
to go there during any period of the year to
be restored to health, from any part of the world ; although from
M a y to September, healthy people may continue in the enjoyment
o f health with rational care ; but from the end of Septe~nberto
May, few can escape some attack or other of illness. The
climate, after a year's residence, is extreniely debilitating to
Europeans ; but on the whole, with proper precautions, it d m
not often engender any fatal complaint. I must, however, mention one gentleman who suffered much from the climate : h i s was
Mr. Miller, of the commissariat, who remained in a very debilitated state for a year and more after leaving tlie island. I dare say
if elevated spota were cleared, extensive openings niade, and good
commodious airv houses built. Euro~eanswould find it as healthr
as any equally low idand within tile tropics.
The foregoing remarb are applicable to the effect of climate
on tbose living on shore ;-the crews of the government vessel
attached to the settlement, which plied between Melville Island
and Timor, were always in health. T h e following is an account
of the deaths which occurred (as ap ears on reference to my
despatches) from the establishment o f the aettkment, in Ssp.
tember 1884, until I was relieved, in May 1898 :From September 1834 to September 1836, the population had
been 136; the deaths 12. From September 1826 to May 1838,
the population had been 133, and the deaths 14. The total
number of persons who had resided on the island during these
four yearn amounted to 180, out of which there were 26 deaths;
but as six of those deaths were accidental (two of them being
caused by drowning, and four killed by the natives) we find only
eodeaths by sickness-which is about one death out of every
nine.
I shall here subjoin the reeult of my thermometrical observations ; and may aleo remark that we experienced successive shocks
of an earthquake on the ist, end, Srd, and 19th of August, 1827;
each shock lasted about a minute. The sensation was, as if the
island had been shook violently by some immense power, attended
at the same time by an indistinct rumbling noise. It was not an
undulating or upheoviug, but a violetit trernbli~lg or tll~akiag
motion.
.
I
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLE.
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Natiwcs.-In personal appearance the natives of Melville Island
resemble those of the continent (if I may so call it) of New
Holland, and are evidently from the same stock ; but they are
more athletic, active, and enterprising tlian those 1 saw on the
soi~thenl coast of Australia, at 1'01.t Jackson, Ne~vcastle,or
Hunter's River. They are not generally tall in stature, nor are
the?, when numbers are seen together, remarkable for small men.
I n groups of tllirty, I have seen five or six strong powerful men of
six feet in height, and Borne as low as five feet four, and five.
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They are well formed about the body and thighs ; but their legs
are small in proportion,'and their feet very large ; their heads are
&t and broad, with low foreheads, and the back of the head
pro'ects very much; their hair is strong, like horse-hair, thick,
ctu y or frizzled, and jet black; their eyebrows and cheek-bones
are extremely prominent--eyes small, sunk, and very bright and
k e e n ; nose flat and short, the upper lip thick and projecting;
mouth remarkably large, with regular tilie white teeth; chin
small, and face much contracted at bottom. They have the
septum of the nose' perforated, sear long bushy beards, and have
their shoulders and breasts scarified ; the skin is not tatooed, as
with the New Zealander, but is scarijed, and raised in a very
expresses good-humour
tasteful manner ;* and their counte~~an-ce
and cunning. All those who have reached the age of puberty are
deficient of an upper front tooth-a
custom comu~oi~
in New
Holland. The colour of their skin is a rusty black, and they go
about perfectly naked; their hair is eometinies tied in a knot,
with a feather fixed iu it; aud they frequently daub it with a
yellow earth. On particular occasions, when in grief, or intending
mischief or open hostilities, they paint their bodies, faces, and
limbs with white or red pigments-so ay to give themselves a 111ost
fantastic, and even hideous appearance.? In disposition they are
revengeful, prone to stealing, and in their attempts to commit
depredations show excessive cunning, dexterity, arrangemelit,
enterprise, and courage. They are affectionate towards their
children, and display strong feelings of tenderness when separated
from their families ; they are also very sensitive to any thing like
ridicule. They are good mimics, have a facility in catching up
words, and are gifted with considerable observation. When they
express joy, they jump about and clap their hands violently upon
their posteriors; and in showing contempt, they turn their back,
look over the shoulder. and give a smack upon the same part with
their hand. I n the construction of their canoes, spears, and
waddies, they evince much iugenuity, although the workmanship
is rough from the want of tools ; they are expert swimmers, and
dive like ducks. They show no desire whatever for strange ornaments or trinkets ; they are polite enough to accept of them
without any expression of astonishment or curiosity, but very soon
afterwards take an opportunity of slyly dropping them, or throwing
&em away. The only articles they seemed to covet were hatchets

i

The breut of one taken primer w a seuified, and formed into ridges, mu&
rrrmbling tbs Ipcc-work on a hussnr'a jacket.
t They m a their Mi with p a w , it ia m poled to lecure them from the
+ng
sting of tbe sand-flia and mouquitoea; angtheir bodies amell so strong that
nee the cnttk 4 to detect them at half a mile -ce,
and gallop off, belbwing
b @ ~ t . h w .

1

I
1
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h u e d in group, and a part exteuded' singly to a distance of a
quarter of a mile on each flank) would remain ready to support
them in case of emergency. These few in advance would allow
one o r two of our people to approach within two or three paces
of them, determined to maintain a superiority of two or three td
one. Fearful of drawing this memoir out to too great a length, 1
must refrain from relating any of their daring and cunning acts of
aggression, or the numerous interesting occurrepces which took
place. Suffice it to say, that we had one of these savages as a
prisoner for oeveral weeks, from whom I learnt a good deal of
their character; and the following little circumstance caused me
to conjecture, at an early period, the reason of their being so
ous icious of strangers :f n m e of my interviews with a tribe of the aborigines, whd
had approached to the outward boundary of the forest, and within
half a mile of the fort, I observed that they appeared more familiar
than usual. Having previously prepared a medal, attached to a
piece of scarlet tape, I expressed a wish to hang it round the neck
of a fine-looking young man, who bore a feather in his hair, and
appeared to have some authority. This young man remained at a
abort distance (two or three paces), took hold of his wrists, and
appeared as if struggling to escape from the grasp of an enemy ;
he then pointed his hand towards his neck, looked upwards to the
branches of a tree, shook his head significantly (evidently in allusion to being hung), and avoided coming nigh enough to receive
the proffered gift. This led me to imagine that the island had
been visited by strangers, and the natives forced away by them as
slaves ; in corroboration of which opinion, 1 may add three other
circumstances which came under my notice :T h e first is, that the Malay fishermen, from Maccassar, are
forbiddell to go near Melville Island (which they call Ada),
alleging that it is infested by pirates-probably slavers, as amba,
in the Malay language, signifies a slave.
The second circumstance relates to a lad, who had been taken
from a native tribe in 1825, and detained at the settlement three
or four days, when he escaped. This lad was the colour of a
Malay, and possessed their features: whence it is probable that
he was taken when a child from some Malay slave-ship or fishing
pr6a, and reared amongst the Melville Islanders.
T h e third circumstance is, that when Captain King, R.N.,
entered Apsley Straits, in 1818, and was proceeding towards the
shore near Lux~uoreheadin his boat, a number of natives were on
the beach; and a female, who entered the water in order to
decoy him close to the shore, called out ' Vin aca, vin aca.' This
being a Portuguese expression, induces me to believe that vessels
from the Portuguese settlement of Uelhi, on the north side of
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Timor, might have visited Melville Island, for the purpose of
seizing the natives, and carrying them away as slaves.
During the four years that this island was occupied, only two
aboriginal females \lrere seen, and at a distance: they were both
old and ugly, and their only garment was a short narrow apron of
plaited grass. \Ve frequel~tlysaw young boys, from six to twelve
jears of age, along with the men : they were well made, plump in
person, good-looking, and with a remarkable expression of sharpness in thcir eyes.
The weapons used are spears and waddies: the spears are
from ten to twelve feet long, made of a heavy wood, and very
sharp-pointed ; some are plain, others barbed-some have a single
row of barbs, from twelve to fifteen in number, and others a
double row : they may weigh three pounds, and are thrown from
the hand (without any artificial lever, as at Port Jackson) with
great precision and force, to a distance of fifty or sixty yards.
The watldies are used as weapons of attack, as well as for
killing wild animals and birds. They are made of a heavy wood,
twenty-two inches long, one and a half in diameter, pointed sharp
at one end, and weighing above two pounds ; they are not round
and snlooth, but have sixteen equal sides, with a little rude carving
at the handle, to ensure.their being held firmer in the hand.
r .
1 heir canoes, water-buckets, and baskets, are made of bark,
neatly sown with strips of split cane. The canoes consist of one
piece of bark, are twenty feet long, twenty-eight inclles wide, and
tifteen deep ; the stem and stem are neatly sewn with thin slips of
cane, and caulked with white clay ; the gunwales are strengthened
by two small young saplings (such as grow in marshy places)
fastened together at each end of the canoe; the sides are kept
from closi~~g
by pieces of wood placed across, and which also
answer as seats.
'I'he natives of Melville and Bathurst Islands are divided into
tribes, of from thirty to fifty persons each; I do not think that
I ever saw above thirty-five or forty men together, although some
i~~dividuals,
surprised by them in the forest, have reported having
see11 a hundred ; the noise they make, and theirjumping from tree
to tree, make them often appear more numerous than they actually
are. They lead a wandering life, though I think each tribe confines
itself to a limited district ; and probably when tired of one, or tlleir
resources are exhausted, the strongest may usurp that of a weaker.
In 1894-5 :I tribe of daring athletic men kept constantly in tile
~~eigl~bo~~rllood
of Fort Dundas. In the beginning of 1806, a
strange tribe visited the settlement, and they were generally sliglitmade men ; but by the end of the year the former tribe returned,
and continued to remain in the neighbourhood until the island was
abandoned in i 899. During the dry season they dispened them-
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s e l v e s a good deal on hunting excursions, and burnt the grass on
the forest grounds fo; that purpose from April to September.
I tliink when they move that their womeu and children accompany
t h e m , as female voices were frequently heard at a distance at
night, proceeding from their encampments. They generally
e n c a m p on sandy-banks, amongst the mangroves, or on dry open
spots near swamps, or on the sea-coast. They do not give themselves the trouble of constructing wigwams in the dry season,
m e r e l y forming a bed of palm-leaves, or long grass, wherever they
repose for the night; but during the wet season they have some
covering, and their encampment being more stationary, displays a
littie comfort, and is generally in a pleasant spot near the sea.
T h e following is an account of my visit to one :-Upon
landing under the high sandy beach, we came upon an extensive
encampment of natives; the men, women, and children all fled
like frighted deer, and left us quietly to examine their domestic
economy. There were thirty wigwams, all made of newlystripped bark ; each consisted of a single sheet of bark, formed
into a shed or mere roof, open at each end, with a fire at the
entrance ; the interior space was four feet and a half long, three
in width, and three feet high. Pieces of soft silky bark, rolled up
in several folds, and answering as pillows and seats, were in each
wigwam. Some of these erections were placed under spreading
shrubs; and the twigs being artfully entwined into each other,
formed a tasteful inclosure. Several of them were ornamented
inside by figures drawn with white clay: one in particular was
neatly and regularly done all over, representing the cross-bars of a
prison-window, The utensils consisted only of bark buckets and
baskets; and the ground around was strewed with the shells
of turtle, crabs, oysters, and limpets. A t one end of the encampment lay the materials for constructing a canoe ; and on a block
of wood close to it was observed marks made with an axe, or
tomahawk. We committed no depredations, and saw the uatives
hastening back when we quitted the shore.
The food of these people consists of kangaroo, opossum, bandicoot, iguanas, and lizards during the dry months ; fish, turtle,
aabs, and other shell-fish, during the wet months; and their
vegetables are the cabbage-palm arid fruit of the ago-palm.
They eat their meat just warmed througl~on a wood fire ;and the
seed of the sago-palm is made into a kind of mash. Amongst
those natives whom we encountered. I never saw any deformed,
or having the appearance of disease or old age;-probably
such
were left with the women, in places of security, and only the able
warriors came near :IS.
There was one powerful, determinedlooking fellow frequently seen, who llad lost a hand ; aud lie
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threw
. ... his spear by resting it on his maimed arm, and taking a
dellberate aim.
Althougl~the Aborigines of Melville and Bathurst Islands are
of the same race or breed as those throughout New Holland, yet
their language is different. We had a native of the southern
coast with us for a short time, and he could not understand a
word they uttered. They speak low and quick to each other;
but their pronunciation is so indistinct, we scarcely ever niade
out P word. I was in hopes of picking up much of their language from the native we had made prisoner, but during the time
that I was absent on an excursion to Port Essington, lie etiected
his escape. His dialect did not sound harsh ; and his expressions
were very significant, from the gestures with which he accompanied
them.
The following are some of those expressions :-' Co curdy9Water, give me some water, or I am thirsty ; ' Hootoo, hooloolMy belly is full, I am not hungry; Bungee'-Fire- arms;
'N o Zntn9erc'-Don't fire ; ' Peerce'-An axe ; Pakee'-Peace
or friendship ; ' Yiccanini '-Children.*
I do not think that these Islanders ever cross over to the coast
of New Holland; for the currents are so r ~ p i din Dundas and
Clarence Straits, that it would be dangerous for their slight canoes;
and although so close to tlie Cobourg Peninsula, yet the spears of
the Melville Islanders are differently formed from those used by
the natives of that peninsula, and much heavier.
I t appears to be tlie custom of the natives to bury their dead,
their burial-places being in retired spota near their most frequented
encamping ground. l'he burial-place is circular, probably ten or
twelve feet in diameter ; it is surrounded by upright poles, many of
which are formed at top like lances and halberts, fourteen or
fifteen feet high ; and between these the spears ar~dwaddies (probably of the deceased) are stuck upright in the gronnd.
It is quite impossible to form any estimate of the numbers of
the natives, but they are seen on all parts of the coast of these
two islands. I shall not presume even to give a guess at their probable number.
The following is a list of the exotic fruits, grain, vegetables,
h.,which we cultivated in Melville Island; with remarks on
their success.
W h a n a - ~ h m ai s also a common erpresaion of the natipee, ahen calling aloud
b each other, or rrish'mg to attract attention. [W harre i s the name of a pdm at
Tongotabu.J
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Lid of Fruits, Vegetablu, Rods, Plants, and Grains, which were
grown or tried on Melville Island.
N~ma.

Qdty.

Remarkr.
Prcduced fruit thmtlRhout the year.
R i p from February to April.
Plants throve d l , 1896--9.

pknb were thriving well, bat had
{ Allnotthem
advanced f y .110ugh to produe. fruit.

Abundant, and promid to p o d w tbmugbout the year; weighing h m 4 to 61br.
In fruit at all seasons.
Ripe ftom Febnurry to J u n a
Ditto during nine months of the year.
Ditto from December to Aupst.
Fit for using in June.
SIea Potatow
Ditto all the year round.
Could not be cultivated.
Particularly the emdl white potatbonion.
The top only mnld be u d .
Ripe from October to March.
Ditto from November to Rlarch.
Did not grow well, and deltroyd by vermin.
Bad
Peu
Fit
for use in Jdy.
Very good.
Wbage
D i o trom November to April.
Cacurabm
Ditto.
Ditto during the rainy swon.
Ditto.
Cress
In fruit dunng six months of the year.
Ditto.
C icrm,
Liable to be destroyed by grubs.
Ditto.
c=E"-es
Ditto.
In s u w n from December to May.
e
Ditto from December to A ril.
Ditto.
Parsley
Beet-mot
Good.
Grew large in garden m o u k
Very g d
In w u o n in Nor. and Dee.; but did not d
Ditto
ditto,
and throve weU.
nach
Ditto fmm February to June.
Vegetable Marrow Ditto.
Utto in July.
Ditto.
h-root
Ditto ditto.
Ditto.
Ginger
Produced about one pound to each root.
Ditto.
Saffron
Rather weak. Indifferent, from want of an experienced culS u m
[tivatur.
Pretty good.
Trurneric
Short urdeoane. Prodi~cedthree or four aop a year.
Cotton
Ranted in Nor., and ripe in April or May.
I n h Corn
Very good,

. .. ..

.

.. ...
... ...

.
... .

.. ...
.. ...
.

I ahall next make a few remarks on the effect which the climate
had upon our domestic live stock.
The English breed of cattle, when fint l d e d upon Melville
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Island died in great numbers; but those wllicll survived, latterly
turned out well, ren~ainedhealthy, had beautiful sleek hides, and
reared fine calves. They were herded on the borders of the
swamps from daylight 11ntil sunset, when they returned to tile
stock-yard well-filled, and gave excellent, sweet, well-flavoured
milk.
The buffaloes, introduced from Timor, herded separate from the
; nor could we get them to associate together.
E ~ l ~ l i s cattle
li
After being iirst landed, ge~lerallya third or fourth part died
\r*itllin tlle tirst fourteen days, from inflammation of the bowels.
T l ~ i sdisease is brought on either by change of climate or some
bad quality in the grass. Tlle appearance of tlle animal when
taken ill, was drows~ness,lying down, swelling of the bowels;
and drath enslied in tive or SIX hours. M'e at first thought this
disease was brought 011 by over-eating green grass, or drinking
too lnucll water, on being first landed from the ship; and this
suggested the plan of keeping them in the stock-yard for tlle first
week, feeding them on llay and green grass mixed, giving tllern
but little water, and increasing the allowance of food daily.
Many, Iiowever, died under th~u treatment; and others did 11ot
sur7,ive long after being driven out to pasture at the expiration o f
tile week. Ultimately. I built long roomy sheds, under which t h e
buffaloes were allowed to sl~eltertllenlselvev from the sun, from ten
o'clock in the nlorning until three in the afternoon; and as these
nnimals delight in wallowing, like pigs, in mud holes and pools
of water, I dlrected them to be driven to such places (both morning and evening) as would enable them to enjoy this refreshment.
This system, con~binedwith caution in feeding them for the first
week after being landed, tended to diminish the deaths from onetllird to one-tenth.
Sheep did not thrive well, for although they increased tolerably,
yet they never became fat or fit to be killed for food. From 18O-4
until lMay 1808, only two of the New South Wales breed were
killed at the settlement ; and neither weighed fifteen pounds. It
is remarkable, that the sheep introduced from Sydney lived better
on the island than those which were brought from Timor : the
difference of latitude between that island and Melville Island is
only one degree, xet, out of one hundred sheep landed at ditierent
times, not above five survived the tirst fortnight or three weeks.
Goats, which are considered a llardy animal, died off even faster
than sheep : out of about twenty, which were introduced in the
course of four years, from Timor, not one lived beyond twenty
days, althougll carefully fed and confined in the stock-yard.
Goats from Sydney lived better, as two only out of six died.
l'igs did not thrive unless provided with plenty of grain a n d
cooks' fat. The swamps, being too full of water, allorded n o
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food ; nutritive roots were scarce, and earth worms were not met
with. T h e roots and heart of. the fan and sago palms sometimes
afforded a little subsistence, as did occasionally the young sprouta
of the cabbage palm ; this was, however, but the precarious and
scmty subsistence of such pigs as wandered (at the risk of being
speared by the natives) to a distance from the swamps and fort.
?'he government stock of pigs, amounting sometimes to 130 or
140, were, in consequence of an insufficiency of grain, always
poor and unfit for killing ; and yet they wandered at liberty all
day.: whereas those which were house-fed by private individuals
were always fat, and afforded excellent meat.
Poultry did well during the dry season, and as long as a little
Indian corn or paddy (rice with the husk upon it) could be procured: they, however, required great care in rearing, as the
chickens were very subject to blindness during January, February,
and March; and the almost constant thunder, from October to
April, frequently destroyed every young brood of chickens at the
settlement a t the same hour.
Towards the end of 1897, I had sufficient experience to form a
more correct opinion of the advantages and disadvantages of Melville Island, as a commercial station, than I bad twelve mouths
before. I also made myself acquainted with the places of resort
of the Malays, and their period of approaching the coast of New
Holland ; as well as ascertaining the most desirable situation for
a settlement on the north coast. I represented to his Excellency
the Governor of New South Wales the disadvantages under
which Melville Island laboured, and which appeared to me to
~ounterbalanceany argument that could possibly be offered in its
favour.
Some of these objections were as follows. The approach to
Apsley Strait was greatly obstructed by shoals ; it was out of any
direct lim of trade, and had never attracted the attention of the
traders of any nation whatever, not even the Malays, who annually
came within thirty miles of the island, and within a hundred miles
of the settlement: this enterprising people avoided Melville Island,
both on account of their instructions from Macassar and their
aversion to enter narrow straits where there are strong currents.
The soil near the settlement was generally light, and difficult to
bring into a state for cultivation, and European labour I considered inadequate to do justice to it. The climate was extremely
debilitating, although not decidedly very, unhealthy; and the
constitutions of Europeans suffered much from its effects. I n
the course of twelve months, nearly every individual belonging to
the establishment had been in hospital, and some of them three
four times. These combined circumstances, with several other
obtacles, already mentioned in this memoir, were so much at
VOL. 1V.
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variance with the prosperity of a young settlement, and had operated so much against it for three years, that I felt convinced there
was no chance of opening a commercial intercourse between
Melville Island and the Indian Archipelago, either through the
medium of native vessels or others. Thus, the main object of
Government in forming an establishment in this part of the world,
with a view of extending our commerce by introducing European
manufactured goods more generally into demand throughout the
Indian islands, was completely frustrated.
From an impression that Melville Island would be abandoned,
I directed my attention more to the eastward, to that part of the
coast of New Holland to which the Malay fishing-proas resorted
regularly every year. I visited the Cobourg Peninsula, and surveyed Port Essington, which latter place I found to possess many
advantages over Port Cockburn.

Port Essington is situated on the north side of the Cobourg
Peninsula, which projects N.N.W. from the main land of Australia, and extends in that direction about fifty geographical miles.
T h e greatest breadth is fifteen miles, and its narro\vest part, where
i t is joined to the main by a neck of land of five miles in length,
is two miles and a half across, from Mount Norris nay, on the
north-east, to Van Diemen's Gulf, on the south side of the
peninsula. This gulf was discovered and so named by the Dutch
navigators, in 170b.
T h e port is in 11' 6' south latitude, and in 139" 1T
east longitude.
I t was examined by Captain King in 1818,
and named by him after Vice-Admiral Sir William Essingtoo.
Vashon-Head, Point Smith, Knocker's Bay, Middle-Head, TableHead, and Saddle Hill, were names also given by Captain King;
such other names as appear in the chart of my survey were given
by me, generally from local circumstances.
The approach to Port Essington is perfectly open and unobstructed by any danger whatever ; at its entrance it is seven miles
wide, between Point Smith on the eust side, and Vashon-Head
on the west: the general direction of the port, which extends
between seventeen and eighteen miles, is S.S.E. ti., having a
depth of water throughout of nine, twelve, and five fathoms ; its
average breadth is five miles, and at the southern end it forms
three spacious harbours, each of them extending inwards three
miles, with a width of about two; the depth of water being
five fathoms, with a bottom of stiff mud and sand. These harbours are sheltered from every wind, and would afford excellcllt
and secure anchorage for vessels. of any description, being perfectly free from hidden danger; indeed, the \vhole port is a secure
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place of ancbonge for vessels of any size, and forms altogether
one of the fineet harbours in the world. There is no harbour yet
known (Port J a c l o n excepted) to be compared to it in the whole
extent o f Australia, and it may be entered in safety, as well during
the night as by day. I t may be also approached at all seasons 1
would be a convenient place of call for veseels proceeding from
Sydney, through Torres Strait, to Java. Singapore, and India;
and from its contiguity to Timor, New Guinea, Celebes, and the
other islands of the Indian Archipelago, it is accessible to the
Malay and Bugis' trading proae, aa also the junks from China,
in consequence of the regular m o m n s , which extend many degrees to the southward of Port Eesington*. .
There are few dangers that I could observe in the whole extent
of this noble port, and certainly none but what are visible, and can
be easily avoided. At the entrance, on the west side, there is a
s h a l encircling Vsshon-Head ; it runs out about a mile, and is
partially uncovered at low water; its outward edge is abrupt,
a d the water suddenly deepena from one fathom and a half to
three, six, and nine fathoms. Off Turtle Point, on the west side
of the port, there is a rocky islet and a circular reef which extendn
the-quarters of a mile from the shore; but on the opposite or
east ride of the ort, the water is deep close to the shore. A t
half a mile W.N. from Table-rock Head, there is a elnall rock
which is uncovered at half-tide ; but within twenty or thirty feet
of it, there is five fathoms water. T h e next danger is between
Table-mck Head and Malay Point; here there is a range of
mcb at one mile distance from the shore, which retires and
forma a bay. These rocks bear south from Table-Head : there
a ripple upon them at high water, and at ebb-tide they are
p d y uncovered. From Oyater-Head, a reef (which is dry at low
water) runs out in a northerly direction to the distance of half a
mile. Off Spear Point, which is opposite to Malay Point, the
water is ehoal to the distance of nearly half a mile from the ehore ;
but there is plenty of room for any vessel to pass, with a depth of
5 and twelve fathoms between that and Malay Point; and
thin twelve p r d s of the latter point, there is ten fathoms. This
channel is the entrance into the two inner harbours, of which
Middle-~ead forms the separation. Along the front of the
projection which forms Middle-Head the water is shoal, and
studded with small sharp-~ointedrocks, running out to a quarter
of a mile distant from the shore. There is a sboal, or rather a
bank, off Mangrove Point, which is dry at low water, and a
be~ngformed between $is bank and the opposite point to
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tile westward, the bay beyond it (and which is in itself very shallow) is of no use as an anchorage.
1 have now enumerated all the dangers (if such they can be
called) which I could distinguish ; and on reference to the plan
of Port Essington, it will appear obvious that none of them can
seriously militate against this extensive port being one of the safest
and finest in the world.
The shores of this harbour present a pleasing variety of little
bays and sandy beaches, alternating with bold cliffs and steep clay
banks; whilst inland, the continuous forest of trees, of rather a
monotonous dark-green foliage, is occasionally relieved by small
round hills, rising a hundred feet above the general elevation of
the land ; which land, gently undulating, rises from one hundred to two hundred feet above the level of the sea, but in many
places only from thirty to sixty feet.
The cliffs, rising perpendicularly fifty or sixty feet from the
water, are in some places of a dark-red colour and ferruginous
nature, and in others of a dusky-white indurated clay. There is
also a coarse-grained white sandstone, which I observed in Kangaroo Bay, and on the west side of the inner harbour beyond
hlalay Point.
Soil and Vegetable Productions.-In my several excursions o n
both sides of the port, I nlet with a variety of soil, and certainly
that of an indifferent quality preponderated ; yet 1 observed many
situations in which the soil was very good, principally on the low
flats and hollows, and near places which were evidently swampy
in wet weather. On the highest grounds near the shore, such as
Table Rock, Observation Cliff, and Oyster Head, the land is
rocky, with a shining rounded ironstone, of very weighty substance, similar to tliat so general on Melville Island. The soil
iu which this stone a b o u ~ ~ dwas
s
found very detrimental to
vegetation at tlie settlement of Port Dundas, and we had not a
sutticiency of materials convenient enough to correct it; but at
Port Essington, such materials as sea sand, salt-water mud,
coral for lime, are all abundant. On the moderately elevated
land, as Curlew Point, Turtle Point, and behind I<angaroo
I h y , there are comparatively few stones; and the soil, although
light, and mixed wit11 a good deal of sand, nevertheless appeared
productive.
The vegetation around the port was abundant and very luxuriant. Tile forest land is clear of underwood ; the lower grounds and
hollows produce good grass (even in the middle of the dry season) ;
and wide-spread~ng sllrubs and flowen are there numerous.
From my esperie~~ce
at blclville Island, the climate of which is
the same, and tlie soil similar to that around Port Essington
(which latter possesses other superior local advantages)-as also
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from the manner I saw several tropical productions cultivated on
the Philippines, Java, Timor, and Singapore-I entertain a strong
conviction that most, if not all, tropical productions could be
brought to considerable perfection on the Cobourg Peninsula.
Although the timber in the vicinity of the coast is generally not
of great dimensions, yet the s p e c k are various, and of sufficient
size for house-building and agricultural purposes; and from the
specimens of larger timber which I saw near R d e s ' Bay (which
is also on the Cobourg Peninsula), as well as from my intimate
knowledge of the wood of Melville Island (in the same latitude,
and with similar soil to Port Essington), I am satisfied that timber is to be found near Port Essington fit for every purpose,
including household-furniture and boat and shipbuilding ; but
I d o not think there are good spars for the masts and yards of
large vessels. The trees on the high stony grounds around the
p o r t measure from fourteen to sixteen inches in the diameter of
t h e trunk. O n Malay Point, which is low, with a sandy soil,
the trees are of larger dimensions, and the trunk measures about
twenty-sii inches in diameter. The Eucalyptus species are numerous throughout; the hiblcus, casuarina, sago palm, fan palm,
grass-tree, and cabbage palm, are also very conspicuous; as are
likewise runners and parasitical plants.
From the circumstance of the soil, climate, and latitude being
nearly the same as those of Melville Island, and all the indigenous
productions which I saw being similar, I conclude that the same
species and varieties are common to both, and shall therefore r e k
to the list I have already given of indigenous productions in my
account of Melville Island. For similar reasons, I likewise refer
to the list of exotic reductions which had been tried and succeeded well at Fort undas. The latter will be a good criterion
b y which to estimate the productiveness of the soil of Port Essingt o n ; particularly as, when I visited the settlement in Raffles' Bay,
which is only thirteen miles enst of the above port, I found all
t h e plants which I had sent from Melville Island to Captain
Smyth, of the 39th regiment, (then commanding at Fort Wellington,) thriving well ; and in the second year from the establishment
of that settlement in Raffles' Bay, the orange, lemon, shaddock,
cocoa-nut, and tamarind trees, were succeeding very well indeed ;
t h e pine-apple plants were strong and healthy, bananas were
and sweet potatoes ; the sugarabundant, ay were also -pumpkins
cane, turmeric, arrow-root, capsicums, and other culinary vegetables, were rapidly increasing : therefore, from these corresponding circumstances, any observations on the productions of Melville
Island may be considered as completely applicable to Port
Essington.
From the long continuance of dry weather in these latitudes
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artificial vegetation suffers very much during six months in the
year; and, as at Fort Dundas, we had no streams of water from
which we could irrigate the gardens and fields, and the formation
of t a n h was not sanctioned, on account of the expense, our gardens produced very little indeed during the dry season : though
by keeping a number of cwks, and filling them with water daily
from the wells, we in some measure counteracted the effects of
the long drought. However, as there is much more water at Port
Ensington than was imagined, garden and field culture may reasonably be expected to be more satisfactory.
Having mentioned three laces where water was obtained, I
have to add, that, besides $em, I met with pool, of drinkable
water a little inland, behind the flat ground which in my plan I
have named Uative Companion Plain (the native companion-a
specie8 of arLa-is a very large bird, which I saw in flocks there;
they stood four feet in height; plumage, blue-grey ;head, scarlet ;
legs, long; and the bill seven or eight iilches in length) ; and,
towards the end of the dry season, vegetation looked very fresh in
the hollows and shaded places. TWO
other indications of water
being in the neighbourhood of Port Essington, I may also mention ;the first is, that the natives are numerous around it and constantly seen there-they must require water. The second indication is the great number of kangaroos I observed, which
auimal is generally in the neighbourhood of water and good pasturage.
Besides the indigenous vegetable productions enumerated in
my list, I may mention, that a Pine producing a small grape wae
met with at R d e s ' Bay; and some excellent roots, which I did
not find on Melville Island, but which, at Port Essington, the
natives use as food. .
Atiimal Kingdom.-Of
land animals and birds I observed
kangaroos, ban&coots, iguanas, pigeons, quail, curlew, native
companions, wild geese, ducks, and swamp pheasants; besides
great varieties of perroquets, cockatoos, hawks, herons, cranes, and
gulls. The fishing-hawks were extremely audacious; and frequently when, after hauling the seine, we left the fish we had
caught piled together on the beach, and removed from fifty to a
hundred yards off, to draw the net at a fresh place, these birds
would dart down and invariably carry off a fish: they were so
daring, that 1was at last obliged to leave a sentry to protect those
we had taken.
Port Essington is well stored with fish ; and from the numerous
extensive sandy beaches around it, there is great facility in procuring abundant supplies with the seine. The Malay fishermen
also catch very fine fish with a coarse pearl-shell hook and liue.
Amongst the fish we took there were mullet, cavallos, bream,
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gar-fish. flounders, whitings, a kind of pike, white mackerel,
sting-ray, a firh resembling a herring, but fourteen or sixteen
inchem long, skip-jacks, old wiys, and several others. Of shellfish there are, the common oyster, and the large mot he^-~f-~earlhell oyster, green turtle*, spotted crabs, oysters, cockles, crayfish,
couriee, and various other small shell-ish; and quantities of
vnge.
The large sea-slug called trdpang, or bEck la m, is very
abundant all along the north coast from Endeavour Strait, in
long. 14QU30' E., to Dundas Strait, between Melville Island
and the Cobourg Peninsula, and attracts a large fleet of Malay
prob during the months of December, January, February, March,
and April ; their fishing-ground extending from the Gulf of
Carpentaria to Dundas Strait. The principal part of these pro&
come from Macassar; they may measure from twenty to forty tons
each, and arc manned with from sixteen to thirty hands, and sometimes as many as forty. Each prod is commanded by a chief
(called a Nacodah), and to each of these vessels from three to five
canoes are attached. The canoes are from eighteen to twentyfive feet long, hollowed out from the trunk of a tree. These
prods are independent of each other, and the chief or master is not
the owner, but merely acts for the proprietor, who resides a t
Macaesar. He is not permitted to dispose of the trkpang during
the voyage, hut is obliged to return to Macassar with the whole
produce of his fishing. I n November they commence their
fishing by going to the eastward through Bowen's Strait, gradually
returning to the westward until April or May; when, having
cured the tr6pang and completed their cargoes, they repair to
the ports in the Indian Seas from whence they sailed.
A trkpang curing establishment is formed every year in Port
Essington on Malay Point, and sometimes in Knocker's Bay.
The buildings are of bamboo, which the Malays bring along with
them. and remove when thev auit the coast. A descri~tionof
these temporary erections, as well as the manuer of p;eparing
the trdpang for exportation, would unnecessarily lengthen this
memoir ; 1 shall therefore not dwell upon it, and only give a
short description of the animal itself.
T h e tdpang is an animal resembling a snail in its form and
substance ; it measures from eight to twelve inches in length ; is
cylindrical, and about five inches and a half in girth; the two
extremities are round, and without close examination it is diflicult
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The turtle nre generally of the kind called green turtle ; but it is probable that
th hawksbill slw exiab on tbis coast, as eoms slseimens of turtle-shell brought to

England by the writur, (which he received from the islandera in Torre# Straib,)
when worked up, admitted of a high polish, and were richly marked and tramparent.
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to decide which is the head (probably resembling in this respect a
leech more than a snail). The mouth is transverse on the lower
side of the head ; I did not observe the eyes (which must be very
small), nor did I sufficiently note the other parts of its physical
structure to venture on a more minute description. The lower
part or belly is flattish, and it did not appear to be furnished with
any membrane so as to enable it to swim. They are generally
found stationary amongst sea-weed, or on sand-flats in shoal
waters. There are two kinds of trkpang-the one of a darkor
blackish colour, the other a lighter or grey colour. T h e last is ten
inches in length, and considered the best: the skin is rather
roughish and tough ; it feels firm and stiff when taken out of the
water, and the flesh is a mass of gelatinous substance.
The name given to this coast m d its native inhabitants by the
Malays is ' Marega.' They call Port Essington ' Limboo Moutiara' (Port of Pearl-shell) ; and the Aborig~nescall the Malays
'Mulwadies.'
The R'lalays represent that they found the natives extremely
troublesome and hostile all along the northern coast ; and they were
glad when in Raffles Bay, at the time of our having a settlement
there, they found themselves protected from the Indians, and were
able to repair their vessels without being molested by them.
Previous to our occu~ationof Raffles 13av
a thev were accustomed
to resort for these puiposes to a small island outside, close to the
west point of entrance ints the bay.
Climate.-The
climate of the Cobourg Peninsula must be
similar to that of lMelville Island, therefore it will be rlnnecessary
for me to dwell long upon it. I took a great deal of exercise
there during all hours of the day, as did the whole of those along
with me, amountiug to thirty persons; and none of us experienced even a headach. Port Bsington being more open to
sea breezes, and mucl~freer from mangroves and mud-banks than
Apsley Strait, the air must consequently be more pure, and less
subject to that miasma which frequently arises from mangrove
banks. I found the temperature the same as at Fort Dundas ;
and on comparing the account of sickness at Raffles 'Bay with that
on Melville Island, I remarked that they had fewer varieties of
complaints than we had, as also fewer cases of illness in comparison
to their numbers: this I attribute to the air being less debilitating
along the coast of the Cobourp Peninsula, and thereby rendering
the human frame less susceptible of disease.
I n such a situation as I'ort Essington the mind is also more
pleasingly exercised than in Apsley Strait, which I consider
another great auxiliary to health. The settlement in Apsley
strait 1 may compare to an extensive penitentiary, shut out
from the world, where a uniform and unvarying occupation emd
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ployed each individual day after day, month after month, and year
after year-a
constant, tiresome samenem : an avoided place,
never enlivened by the face of a civilized stranger--excluded from
all communication with the world, excepting once in six months,
when a colonial craft came from Port J a c h n , with salt junk,
flour, and other supplies. And the view from this penitentiary (as
it really may be called) was bounded all around by a broad impenetrable belt of mangroves, backed by a forest of trees that were
never denuded of leaves, and which, in place of being of a verdant
green, were of an unchanging ever-greyish hue. Whereas at Port
E i n g t o n , its occupation by a well-organized colony would
attract the attention of strangers ; and being a convenient place of
call for vessels bound from Port Jackson to the Indian and China
seas, this, with the annual visits of the Malays, would create
an interest, and be a constant source of action for the intellectual
powers. From Port Ensington the eye may wander as far as
h e human sight can be carried over a wide expanse of ocean
(always a noble sight), or be directed inland, where it may rest on
some wooded knoll-be attracted by the graceful waving of the
SeafotUIia ekgans, or the numerous smokes rising aud curling
from amongst the trees, as they ascend from a native encampment,
or from their burning the gram on hunting excursions.
The meteorological table which I kept at Melville Island may
be referred to ar applicable to Port Esington, as well as my remarks on the monsoons. I n addition, however, I may observe that
there are frequent sea and land breezes along this coast, but by no
means regular. T h e monsoons blow uniformly (fiom the southeast and the north-west, in their respective seasons) at forty milee
from the coast ; and although in-shore, they generally blow in the
same direction as the prevailing monsoon, yet they frequently
vary, and appear, as already stated, as sea and land breezes.
T i 8 and Cuttenfs.-The tides in Port Fssington rise and
fall about ten feet at the full and change of the moon: their
velocity is inconsiderable, excepting off Malay Point, where, from
the contraction of the channel, they ruu at the rate of from a mile
and a half to two miles and a half an hour. The tides appeared to
me frequently to influence the wind, as I found it after a calm to
s p b g up and blow into the port with the flood, and again either
fall calm or blow out with the ebb.
The currents in the open sea de end upon the monsoonrnnniag to the westward with the sou -east monsoon, and to the
eastwnrd with the north-west. But in-shore they are influenced by
the tide-setting to the south-west with the flood, and to the east
or east-north-east with tlie ebb, running from a mile to two miles
an hour.
Native#.-The Aboriginee around Port Essington and its vici-
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nity are the same in appearance with those of Melville Island;
bat their habits are eomewhat distinct, and their weapons a little
different. They both go naked, are alike addicted to pilfering,
and display similar characteristics of cunning; but I d o not thi~lk
the natives near Port Essington are so daring in their enterprises.
I never saw a Melville islander with an ornament beyond a
feather in the hair, scarifying the body, and bedaubing the head,
face, and every part of the skin with yellow, white, or red pigments. But on the Cobourg Peninsula the natives have a fillet
of net-work bound.round the waist, and another round the head
and arms, with sometimes a necklace ; and they paint their bodies
occasionally in the same manner as I have described in my account'
of the natives of Melville Island. Such of their canoes as I saw
were hollowed from the trunks of trees, like those of the Malays,
and were probably either left by these people or stolen from them,
for I do not think they have any means of hollowing them out
themselves.
Their weapons are spears and clubs : the spears are about ten
feet long, and lighter than those of Rlelville Island ; and their war
ones, named ' Burreburai,' instead of being barbed like a fish-hook,
as they are on Rlelville Island, are serrated like a saw. I should
imagine from their weight that they are thrown from the hand,
without the lever which is used near Sydney and King George's
Sound; but they are by no means so formidable as the Pvlelr~lle
Island ones. Four of those of Port Essington fell on board a
boat belonging to the brig Anne, but fortunately did no injury.
They have others at Raffles Bay, called ' I~nburM,'headed with
stone; and also a small sharp-pointed spear for killing fish ;-the
cl~rbsare rudely shaped, about four feet long and two inches in
diameter. These n:~tiveswander about in certain districts, and
s ~ ~ b s ias
s t those 1 have described in the second chapter; but from
the number of turtle-shells I observed scattered about in my
excursions round the port, I imagine they are better supplied f t h
that importa~~t
article than their insular neighbours of Melvllle
Island.
1 remarked one native burial-place at Port Eseington: it was
near Native Companion Plain. The grave was very simple, and
placed under a widely-spreading tree. The space occupied was
six feet long by three wide, over which was formed an open
frame-work of twigs, the ends being inserted in the ground
on each side. Upon the grave lay a skull, evidently of an Aborlgine, with a thigh or arm bone ; the scull was coloured red,
as if with some dye*, and the teeth appeared as if they had been
burnt. What I have related is all that came under my owl1
Probably a red ochre, which is common dong the north coast, and givw to the
argillaceous cliffs s ferruginous tinge.
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wtica ; but er i t may be interesting to some, I shall conclude my'
obreroations regarding the natives on this coast by introducing an
account given of them by a gentleman who interested himself
in their character, manners, and habits, at Ratees Bay (at which
place they became very familiar) ; for the communication of
which I am indebted to Captain Stoddart, of the Royal Staff

Corps :In pereonal appearance they bear some resemblance to the natives
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about Port Jackson : they are, however, better made, and have more
intelligent, and perhaps more savage coilntenances ; they go entirely
naked ; their skin, prtinrlarly the breast and thighs, is ornamented,
or disfigured, with gsahes ; their hair is long, and generally straight,
yet I observed some crisp. Some of them have a Aller of net-work,
about two or three inchea wide, bound tightly round the waist, with a
rimilar ornament round the head apd the arms, and eometimes a
nscklsce of net-work depending mme length down the back. Several
of them have the front tooth in the upper jaw knocked out, in
the xllanner described by Captain Collins. They paint their face,
and sometimes the entire body, with red e a h : and t h a e who
are inclined to be dandies draw one or two longitudinal lines' of
white across the forehead, and three similar on each cheek ; while a
few who appeared to be 'exquisites' had another line drawn from the
forehead to the tip of the nose. The septum nariurn is invariably '
pcrbrated ; but it is on particular occasions only that they introduce
a bone or piece of wood through it, and sometimes a feather. I n
this part of the coast the natives are divided into three distinct
ehses-a circumstance quite unique. The first and highest class
ue named ' Mandrogilliea ;' the second Manburghes ;' and the third
Mamlrowiles.' The first class assume a superiority over the others,
which is submitted to without reluctance ; and those who believe i n
nal difference of blood amongst civilized nations might find here
some apparent ground for their belief: as tho Mandrogillies were
observed to be naturally more polite and unaffectedly easy in theit
marmen than the others. who it was imagised were neither so
shrewd nor so refined. Thitl, however, might be only imaginary.
Mariac (or Wellington, as he mas named by Captain Stirling), the
chief of the country round Raffles Bay and Port Essington, is apparently about thirty years of age, and about five feet eight inches in
height. His features are regular, and while he is in good humour, are
placid and benign; but on the least displeasure, which a m e occasionally from sllght causes, they glanced with savage fire. He ha@
evidently much sway among his tribe, as even 'Iniago' (another
native) was observed to fall back by a look and w r d from his
chief; though from his possessing a turn for fun and mimicry,
and unrivalled dexterity in throwing the spear, he had become a
favourite in the camp, to the great annoyance of Wellin~ton,who
seemed t o view him in the same light that Haman did Mordecai.
He gave Captain Barker to understand that presents to any of his
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people should only come through himself, and occasionally showed so
much ill-humour at deviations from this rule, that Captain B a r k e r
thought it prudent to cut him for some time. He limped in his walk ;
but whether from a wound received in foreign or domestic wars I
did not learn.
&'Thenatives generally go in parties from six to twelve ; Wellington,
however, went usually at some distance apart, accompanied by only
one. When the settlement was formed, his attendant was Jacama,
a Manburgee,' called by Captain Stirling Waterloo.'
Afterwards Iniago had the honour of being his travelling companion, but
lost the oflice from the attention he received in the camp; he w a s
rrucceeded by Olobs, a ' Mandrogillie,' and as timid as a hare. When
we left the settlement, Monanoo, the younger brother of the chief of
Croker Island, held this distinguished employment. I t is difficult to
say whether they are accompanied in their excursions by their
women, but it is probable that they are not. As far as we could
learn, they never penetrate far into the interior, generally keeping
along the shore, and occasionally cutting across any projecting point
of land. Their food consists generally of fish, which they spear very
dexterously.
" Hunting turtle seema to be a favourite occupation with them,
and they appear quite adepts in that, to them, useful art. They
also make use of ahell-fish, which i t may be the business of the women
to collect. They do not use the trdpang (so desired by Chinese
epicures), which is in great abundance all along the coast. They
use as food various esculent roots ; and cabbage-palm affords a n
agreeable addition to their usual fire. They are also very fond of
honey, which appearR to be in abundance, as they were aeldom seen
in the settlement without a supply of that article, and when they
went into the woods on purpose to procure it, they soon returned
successful. Their mode of proceeding was, to watch the movement
of the bees, which requires a keen eye and long practice, and
when they settled to cut the hive down. This operation with their
stone hatchets was, although completed much quicker than could be
imagined, tedious. I t was for this purpose that Waterloo ran away
with an axe, after having seen and tried its use, rightly judging that
i t was far preferable to their own.
Respecting the number of the natives, there were no means of
forming anything like a correct opinion; yet, judging from the
rapidity with which they collected on the occasion of one of them
being confined for attempting to steal a canoe, it may be s u p
posed that they are by no means thinly spread. On the occasion
alluded to, two natives, who had observed ' Luga' confined, left
the settlement, and spread tlie sad tidings.
In the eveniug,
' Wooloogarie' arrived, accompanied by fifty men at arms. The
interview was friendly, Luga being punished and at liberty. From
the time the two natives left until Wooloogarie's arrival was an
interval of six hours ; they had to walk two or three miles, and cross
and recross a strait two miles wide ; they came in three canoes. I t
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is difficult to b o w whether they would have acted hostilely had their
frjend not been released : perhaps they only came to intercede in his
favour ; and, after the manner of other politicians, thought their request might be better attended to by having a formidable appearance.
" T h e only warlike weapons that they used, aa far as we could
learn, w e r e spears, of different forms and sizes, the largest from
nine to ten feet long--come serrated, and other8 headed with a sharp
stone. T h e y use the throwing-stick named 'rogarooh,' which is
exactly of the same form, and made in the aame manner, as that in use
among t h e natives of Port Jackson.
" We could not learn whether they were in the habit of fighting
with each other, o r with neighbouring tribes ; but spear-wounds
b e i i by no means uncommon among them, i t in probable that in this
respect they also reeemble their Australian brethren. I t is well
known that they wage continued war with the Malays, who appeared
both to hate and fear them.
Although it may appear rather paradoxical, yet I do not hesitate
to any, that these natives, far from being untameable savages as
originally represented, are in reality a mild and merciful race of
people. They appear to be fond of their wives and children-at
least they talk of them with much apparent affection. They have
frequently interposed their g d offices in preventing the children
being chastised ; I have seen them run between the mother and the
child, and beg the former to desist from her (as i t appeared to them)
unnatural wnduct, in punishing her own offspring. They are l i e all
other uncivilized people, very irascible, but easily pacified : they
require to b e managed like children. That they may be taught
to distinguish conventional right from wrong was quite apparent ;
a d many instances occurred that &owed their aptitude in this
reepect Iniago, after having become honest himself, once detected
one of his companion^ e n d e a v o u ~ gto secrete a spoon, while they
-re about to partake of eome rice prepared for them ; provoked by
this ungrateful behaviour, he instantly tmk it from the delinquent
and packed him off, without permitting him to have any share of the
food. On first visiting the settlement, a native would invariably
pilfer anything that came in his way that he could secrete; which,
however, was always brou ht back by those who knew that such conduct w u not wontenancef by their civilired visiters : many instance8
of thishind occurred. They also soon learned to distinguish between
a pemn whoae word was to be depended on, and another of no
veracity.
" The chief objects of their desire were tomahawks, large nails, and
iron hoops ; but in the progress of time they took a fancy for various
aaiclw of dress---a shirt was a eat object for them to obtain ; and
thy became so particular, that i y a button was wanting in tho co!lar
Or sleeve, they were not mtiafied until the deficiency was remehedA colonred handkerchief was also much prized, which they used
to neatly round the head.
"After they became eomewhat polished in their manners, if they
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Saw anything that struck their t h y , they asked for i t ; if given
them, they showed no visible marks of thankfulness; and if firmly
denied t h m , they laid it quietly down. 8 Some time before we left the
coast, t h q could be trusted implicitly, even with those articles they
most highly prized. I t may be justly presumed, that living
they
do apeeably to nature, they are subject to fewer diseaaes than
man in a ciaised state. However, that they are not altogether
exempt from the ills attending animal existence, was very obvious.
' During the inclement and wet weather, at the commencement of thin
year,' observed Dr. Davis, ' a party of the Aborigines was discovered
labouring under acute bronchitis, on a low neck of land near the
western boundary of Raffles Bay. The symptoms were rery severe.
D~lringthe continuance of the dioeane they were very abstemious.
The only remedies which we saw them employ were (during the
severity of the acute Rtage of the disease) cords tied very tightly
round their head, and the frequent pouring of cold water on thelr
heade. On one occasion the chief (Mariac, or Wellington) laid
clo~vnon the sand, and caused one of his tribe to stand on his headmost probably for the purpose of deadening the acute pnin he WU
~uffering. Several of these people have deep circular impressions, on
their faces in particular, an if caused by the small-pox. From the
want of making myself underrtood, the nature of the disease which
produced these marks was not ascertained.'
f i e natives described in language, or rather by signs, '
ciently significant,' the history of this malady, which they call 'Oie
boie,' and which seems to be very prevalent among them. I t evidently bears a resemblance, both in its symptoms and consequences,
to small-pox, being an eruptive disease (attended with fever) leaving
impressions : i t frequently destroys the eyes. I observed more than
one native with this mark. 1 could not learn whether they used any
remedy except abstinence. They are also subject to ophthalrnia.
'6 Whether they have any idea of a Superior Being, or of a futuresbte
of existence, it was imposaihle for u s to ascertain. I t ma8 easy enough
to exchange communication ay far as reganled objects evident to the
external senses ; but, as may be easilp imagined by those convermnt
on the subject, any attempt to talk of abstract principles must have
proved altogether fruitless and vain. When it is called to mind that
the natives were just beginning to lay aside suspicion, and to vi9;t
the settlement without fear, not long before it was abandoned, it *111
not neem strange that these pnrticulars relating to them are so scant7
and imperfect.
I t is a curious circumstance that the natives inhabiting diffe*nt
parta of New Holland, although in form, manner, mode of life, and
implements of war, they hare a striking reoemblance, should poesegn
not the least affinity in language. The dialect of this part of
cottot is by no means inharmonious ; there is an evident difference In
pronunciation between the different classes. I t is aim dificult to
obtain the true sound of their words, as i t frequently happened that
repeated by
If (the true round not being caught at fint) the word
6b
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us aa nearly as we could guem, they immediately adopted our mode,
either through indifference or complaimnce; and it required wme
pains to obviate thin apathy or over-politenem."

R a . a Bay ie in the same ~arallelwith Port Essington, and
thirteen miles east of it. I t was named by Captain King, in
1818. T h e latitude is 11" 12' 90"S. and the longitude 139" 96' E.
It is of a circular form, the diameter being about three miles.
The bay is very shallow, having only from three to four fathoms
water; and along the whole of its eastern side it is shoal to the
distaoce of three-quarters of a mile from the shore, having at low
water about a fathom at that distance; on the western side the
water is deeper, the shore having steep banks; on the eastern side
the shore is very low, with mud-banks in front of it. There is
a great deal of mangrove around Raffles Bay; the land is .
similar to that of Port Essington, but not quite so elevated ; and
from the circumscribed dimensions of the bay, its shores are not
80 much refreshed by the sea breezes as those of the neighbouring
port. The entrance to the bay is a mile and a half wide, and
easy of access : but there is a sunken reef three miles north of
the entrance, and two miles distant from the western shore. The
vessel in which I was touched upon it when going out of
bffles Bay ; this reef, therefore, demands caution from vessels
going out or in. The entrance is also a little concealed by
Croker's Island (for vessels approaching from the eastward), and
cannot be discovered by ships coming from the west until tliat
island is approached within two miles.
The land round the settlement is low, but dry and wellwooded; there is no mangrove close to it (although there is
much of this along the southern side) ; and there is a long,
open sandy beach in front, where there is good fishing with the
seine. The soil is similar to what I have described in Port
Essington and Melville Island.
There were no traces of the Malays in Raffles Bay when I
visited it, but afterwards they made their appearance. Two or
three proas were induced to enter, and had some re airs done to
them; whilst many others, not knowing there was a ritish settlemerit in that port, passed within sight, on their way to Bowen's
Strait. The following year, however, (1848) many more ventured,
glad. of being under protection bf the British, as their dread
of the natives had formerly always deterred them from landing in
RafflesBay. Sometimes, during the nortb-west monsoon, ten
or twelve proas have been seen passing in the course of a day,
entering Bowen's Strait.
The objects of natural history being the same as at the two
former places, I shall pass them over in silence.
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The climate is aleo the same ; but the locality being drier,
freer from swamps and mangroves, and more open to the sea
breezes, was not so injurious to health as that of Melville Island.
When the serious attack of scurvy (which I before mentioned)
had subsided, the settlement continued tolerably healthy until i t
was given up. I t was only retained two years; the popr~lation
was generally about seventy, and seven or eight deaths took place.
I t is probable there would have been more, had not fourteen very
bad cases been removed from it in November, 1827, aiid a few
others in May, 1828. Scurvy and opl~thalmiawere the prevailing
diseases, but I cannot take upon myself to say what others appeared.
With respect to the management of live stock at Fort Wellington, I did not hear that the butialoes suffered so much after being
imported, as they did at D~indas; and the pigs fattened well by
feeding on roots which they found in and about the swampy
ground. The marshy fats near Fort Welli~lgtonwere dry during
part of the south-east monsoon, and never very deep, so that the
pigs could easily grub .throughout them ; but on Melville Island
the marshes were several feet deep, and never dry ; there, accordingly, the pigs were only fat when house-fed.
Both Raffles Bay and Melville Island were abandoned in the
same year (1849); and I shall conclude this memoir by offering
a few remarks on the occupation of the northern coast of Australia. At present (1834), that part of the territory of this extensive continent extending from Morton Bay on the east coast, t o
Swan River on the west, and embracing all that part of Australia
to the northward of twenty-five degrees of south latitude, is not
only without any single point of it being occupied, but a great
part of its coast (to say nothing of the interior) still remains to be
surveyed. This line of coast, measuring an extent of upwards of
three thousand one hundred miles (if reduced to a straight line),
possesses no good harbour (as far as has get been asertaiued), wit11
the exceptio~~
of that admirable one I have described on the Cobourg Peninsula. This port is a central situation on the extent
of coast alluded to; it is the most prominent part of that coast,
and the most northern point of Australia (Cape York excepted,
which is in latitude lo0 37' south). The coast to the westward of
it, as far as 20" south, and even farther, is a dangerous and inbospitable one, on account of the i~umerousislands, reefs, and shoals
which lie along it, with extraordinary and perplexing currents
running amongst them ; whilst the coast to the eastward, as far
as Endeavour Strait, although probably more safely approachable,
yet presents no harbour of consequence ; and if it did, they
would be too far to the eastward to be conveniently situated for
commencing a trade with the eastern seas.
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Port Essington is as the friendly hand of Australia, stretched
out towards the north, openly inviting the scattered islanders of
the Javanese, Malayan, Celebean, and Chinese seas, to take
shelter and rest in its secure, extensive, and placid harbour; where
they may deposit the productions of their native inter-tropical isles,
and receive in exchange the more improved manufactures of the
natives of the temperate zone. If settled by some civilised nation,
and well provided with such European goods as are known to be
in great demand by the inhabitanh of the eastern seas, it wo111d
The Bugis from Celebes, and the
WOII attract their attention.
traders of other islands in those seas, at present resort to Sourabaya, Penaog, Singapore, Delhi, and Coipang 'rimor, for such
articles of si~pplyas are required throughout the Arcliipelago.
They make a trading voyage both going to and returning from
these places, touching at the different islands on tlieir way in the
central and easten] part of the Archipelago-such as Mandar,
Kaili, Macassar, Uonirati, New Guinea, Timor, Ceram, Sandalwood, Flores. Bald, Borneo, and many others. They pick up the
produce of those islands, as also the produce of the fisheries on the
coast of New Holland, and exchange them at the Dutch, English,
and Portuguese colonies, for E u r o p e a ~gc~ods.
~
The exports of tripang, from Macassar, for the China market, according to Mr. Crawford's calculation. amoul~tannuallv to seven thousand ~ e c u l s *:
and sell at from &renty to one hundied and twenty dollars' a pecul:
Of pearl shell, according to the same author, there is exported
annually to China, vi4 Singapore, five thousand peculs, at fourteen dollars a pecul. Tortoise-shell, cowries. and shark-fins, also
sell well in Chilia ; the latter selling at thirty-two dollars a hundred weight. The tortoise-shell alone which was brought to
Singapore by the Bugis in one year (1806), and sent fro111thence
to Ellgland, amounted to sixteen thousand pounds weight: the
bark of two s ~ e c i e sof manzrove
also sells well in China.
aI have parbcu~arisedthose articles in order to show how valuable a part of the traffickable commodities of the Rugis traders is
to be found on the northern coast of Australia and its neighbouring seas. T h e sea around the island of Timor, and as far south
as latitude W, abounds with the spermaceti whale; and the
whalers employed in that fishery, and on the north coast of New
Guinea, at present resort to Delhi and Coipang for supplies and
refreshment. According to Mr. Crawford's account, there are
32,W tons of shipping, and 3800 seamen, employed in this
fishery- Now, so fine and couvenient a harbour as that of Port
&sington would certainly be a most desirable place of ret~dezvous
for these whalers, particularly during a time of war.
~

~

* A pecul is 130 p u n & weight.
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A t present, a great many vessels go from Port J n c b n to Manilla, Singapore, and Sourabaya, in search of cargoes for the
European market, and load their ships with Chinese goods and
the produce of tlie Indian islands, deposited at Singapore and
Sourabaya by the Bugis and other traders of the Archipelago.
l'he articles brought from the Indian islands (many of which
are exported to Europe) are cloves, nutmegs, mace, pepper, rice,
cotton, oil, indigo, tamarinds, betel-nut, gambier, antimony,
cassia, ratans, dragon's blood, cane, sapan-wood, turmeric, motherof-pearl shell, tortoise-shells, sandal-wood, ebony, sago, bees-war
and honey, benzoin, ivory, camphor, benjamin, birds of Paradise
from New Guinea and islands near it, striped and tartan cottcloths from Celebes, gold dust and gold and silver bullion, and
many other articles.
For the Chioa market, particulnrly, they bring tripang, tortoise-shell, mother-of-pearl, shark-fins, birds9-nests, mangrove
bark, eagle-wood, hides, and a sea-weed called agar-a-gar.
The European commodities which are exported in return, for the
supply of the central and easternmost islands of the Archipelago,
consist of chintzes, cambrics, printed and white cottons, gaudycoloured handkerchiefs, bandanas, velvets, broadcloths, iron and
steel (both unwrought and manufactured), fire-arms and g u n powder, earthenware, and glass.
If a depbt of these articles was established in a convenient p l a c e
on the north coast of New Holland, such as Port Essington,
the Bugis traders would there find it easv to dis~oseof their cargoes in exchal~gefor the commodities they require ; and as t h e
distance from Celebes to the Cobourg Peninsula is only a b o u t
760 miles-whereas the distance from that island to Singapore
is 1900 miles-it would appear to me to be more convenient
for them to resort to Port Essingto~i,than either to Java or the
Straits of Malacca ; and likewise, by the distance being m u c h
shorter, they might be enabled to supply the purchasers of their
European commodities at a more reasonable rate than they d o at
present. The cost just now to the consumer is from 150 to 200
per cent. on the prime cost. Tlie Mncassar fisher~neliwho c a m e
to the coast of New Holland, said, that Macassar was badly s u p plied with tlie necessary marketable articles ; and what could be
procured were sold at exorbitant prices.
As the maritime undertakings of the inhabitants of the Archipelago never ertei~dbeyond the influence of the periodi-1
winds, and they are averse to venturing far from land, P o r t
Essington is the only port of New Holland that they can be expected to carry on a traffic with. The Chinese proceed on a
similar priueiple; and as, by the regularity of the monsoons, their
juuks come to Macassar, Coipang, Timor, and Sourabaya, it
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may be reasonably expected, that, with the certainty of finding a
market, they would venture also a few hundred miles further, and
would prefer a British port to either Dutch or Portuguese. T h e
Chinese junks reach the coast of Java, from Canton (a distance of
1800 miles), in fifteen days ; the distance from the centre of the
north coast of Java, or about Samarang to Port Essington, is 600
miles ; so,with the same rate of sailing, they could reach Port
h i n g t o n in five days more ; and they would have a fair wind all
the way-the north-east wind blowing in the China seas, and the
north-west wind prevailing to the south of the equator at the same
season, that is, from November to April. Several Chinese junks
trade to Macassar, and I should imagine that their owners would be
glad to send them five or six days further sail to Port Essington,
provided they could there find an exchangeable medium for the
productions of China and be supplied with European goods.
Having thus shown the advantageous pasition of Port Essington, with respect to the Indian Archipelago, in a commercial
point of view, and stated that a great many ships go from Port
Jackson to look for cargoes a t Manllla, Singapore, and the ports
of Java, on their way to the two latter places, frequently passing
through Torres' Strait and within a very short distance of Port
&sington (probably thirty or forty miles)-may it not be presumed, that if the scattered productions of the Archipelago and
China were concentrated and deposited in Port Essington, as tliey
are now at Singapore, that it would be a great advantage f&
our ships to proceed there for cargoes, and thereby save much
time in their return to Europe, avoiding the lengthened voyage,
and shortening their return home by 1700 or 3600 miles?*
The staple produce of Timor, within a few days' sail of Port
&sington, would most probably flow into it, as exchangeable
articles: consisting of bees-wax and honey, rice and Indian corn,
sandal-wood, and copper. I, however, do not know that copper
is exported from Timor, but it is found there.
Vessels sailing from Port Jackson can pass through Torres'
Strait during the months of May, June, July, August, and September; but during the rest of the year, hazy weather and contrary
winds render that passage impracticable. Vessels approaching
Port &sington from the westward should pass through the Straits
of Samoo, by which the shoal towards the west end of the Great
Sahul Bank is avoided. This approach is open at all times of
the year, although, of course, the run from the Straits of Samoo
to the Cobourg Peninsula may be accotnplished in three days
-

- - --

Singapom k fourteen degrees more to the northward than Port Eaingfoa; and
the north part of Luconia, round w h i h ships generally go to Manilln from Port
Jackson, h thirty degrees more to the northward; which wlll occolrnt for the differcnm of distance alluded to.
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during the north-west monsoon, and will take seven or eight days
during the opposite monsoon.
A second advantage which would arise from the occupation of
Port Gsington would be the facility it would afford, from its
central situation, to any future minute survey of the coast to the
westward and eastward, as also for exploring the interior of this
extraordinary country, from the north ; thereby adding to our
geographical knowledge, and probably opening a new tield in tlie
science of natural history.
Prom its contiguity to New Guinea (which island is only
540 miles distant), it might possibly, at no very distant period,
carry on a lucrative trade with it also. AS its barbarous people
become civilized, they will require clothing, utensils, and ever?
manufactured article in use by their more cultivated neigl~boursof
the islands to the west of them; and the satisfactioii of introducing the arts and comforts of civilized natious amongst thesc
unenlrghtened people, as also amongst the islands to the southeast of New Guinea-as New Ireland, New Britain, Solomon's
Isles, New Hebrides, and New Caledonia-will devolve upon
whatever nation establishes a well-appointed settlement on the
northern coasts of Australia. There are some fine islands also in
Torres' Strait, where sonie small establishments for fishing and
taking turtle might be detached from the principal dep8t; and
they might contribute materially towards facilitating the safer
passage of ships through those straits, the approach to which is
attended with much danger, and demands great caution.
I n a military point of view, Port Essington also possesses
advantages : it commands the passage from the South Seas,
through 'I1orres' Strait, to tlie Indian Ocean ; it would be a rendezvous in time of war for all vessels trading in the India11 Arclripelago ; it mould be a place of refreshment for our ships of war,
on their way from Port Jacltson to India between Riay and October, and a place of call for vessels conveying troops to ll~diafrom
Sydney during the same season. I t would also be a rendezvous
for our \~vlialersin the Tinior Seas and amongst the I'olynesial~
Jsles; aad would ultimately become the capital of Northern
Australia. Its locality is well adapted for the constri~ction of
ciefensive works, and a few would suffice for the protection of the
elltrance.
If Port Essington should ever be settled. it must eventually
carry on a commercial intercourse with Asia, China, and the
intermediate islands ; and if agricnltore is carried on in the
Cobourg Peninsula, as it woultl be, provided the Chinese and
Malays were encouraged to settle there, its productions being
different from those of Europe, \vould atiord other exchangeable
media for its manufactures and productions.
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When I was in the Timor and Javanese seas, in 1889, I h e a d
of several instances of quarrels having taken place between the
Indian Islanders and the masters of small European traders, as
also the misconduct of some of those captains of vessels, in their
intercoltme with the islands of the Archipelago
- - : these misunderstandings arising generally from the European trader not being
acquainted wit11 the customs of the Islanders in their modes of
baiter o r sale. Such occurrences as these also tend to confirm
me in a belief that a more profitable intercourse would b e carried
on with the Indian islands if a central dep8t was established, and
the intermediate intercourse carried on between this depat aod the
islands by the native traders themselves.
I n conclusion, I shall introduce an extract from Mr. Crawford's
excellent work o n the Indian Archipelago; and this gentleman
was most intimately acquainted with the resources and habits of
those islanders, as well as with the productions and the manner
of trading i n the islands :" I n order to carry on an extensive intercourse with the Indian
islands, a colonial etltablishment becomes the only means of effecting
this object. Such a colony should be situated in the direct route
between the most civilized tribes of the Archipelago, and in the track
of the navigation between the great nations of the E u t and West.
The harbour should be good, and the land fertile: a free trade,
liberal adminietration, and sucli a degree of regular government as
would ensure security of persons and property, will inevitably ensure
a large share of success.
There ought to exist the most unbounded freedom of commerce
and settlement to persons of all natiohs and religions ; and a pure and
unpartial administration of a code of laws, suited to the state of such
a colony, and adapted to the peculiar character of its varied population, ehould form the most important branches of the administration.
A nioderate impost on external commerce-which that commerce
well protected should certainly afford-with the sale of public lands,
and an excise on vicious luxury, would afford a sufficient revenue to
defray the expenses of government and the charge of public works.
"Such a n establishment mould become a great emporium; the
native trader would find it the best and safest market to repair to;
and the scattered productions of the Archipelago would be accumulated and stored in it for the convenience of the distant and inexperienced trader of Europe. The European voyager would find it the
best market for his goods, and the sacrifice of a great nominal profit
would be compensated bv the expedition with which his business
would be disp&hed, and'an imm;nity from those dangers and risks
to which inexperience must necessarily commit him, in a direct intercourse with .the natives."

V1I.-Eztwdr from a Spankh MS.
Expediihu undertaken by Order
tween the Years I 749 and 1776,
Colony on the Island of Juan Femandez. C o r n m u n i d by
Woodbine Parish, Esq., F.R.S.

Read 9th June, 1834.

THEnotice which has appeared in the March Number of tbe
bulletins of the French Geographical Society respecting a
performed in 1774 by the Spanish ship Jupiter has induced me
to believe that some further account of the history of that V O , ~
and of some other undertakings by the Spaniards in ~reoious
years, to make themselves better acquainted with the southan
ahores of the Pacific, may be worth recording, tending, as theg
do, to complete the chain of our historical notices of the v o p p
of discovery in those seas, and affording, what cannot but be
i ~ ~ t e r e s t ito
n ~us in a national point of view, a striking e v i d ~ a
of the etiects produced upon other nations by tlie enterpspirit of our own navigators.
The Spaniards were not altogether so indifferent to the p r o p
of marititale discovery iu the last century as has been g e n e d ~
believed. Alarms for their own interests did occasionally
them, and, ae will be seen, the publication of the voyages of
own great navigators stimulated them to exertions of which,
now, we have been in ignorance.
The history of some of those alarms, and of the measures
which followed them, is given in the following passages estracd
from o MS. report iu my possession, drawn up by D o u Manuel
dc Aniat, the Viceroy of L~rna,for the illformation and guidana
of bia successor in tliat government, in 1776. I n an abstraclb
yeograpllical sense they perhaps contaiu nothing new to us ; bul,
~ b1
l liave above stated, I think there are other grounds on
tliey llrlry be deemed to be of interest.
CwA, on his last voyage, found traces of the visits of
Spaniards to Otaheite; and the accuracy of his account of them! @
fur as it blocs, i s strikingly corroborated by the Viceroy's narnhw
I n poitit of date, the tint proceedings of the Spaniards d
wlhith the Viceroy makes meution, may be refer& to C o m m o h
Auson's \.opge, the account of which appeared in 174s. He
w p :-

'' t i ~~tuluunications
~
fmni

the Court dated in 3 1 a ~I;'-@, We
that tor: British G o r r ~ e n tIDajtr'ttd ~ C W I ~ I I ;1
- ~sett1zmei:t either ou the island of Juan
n;ltnk*:. or iu h e an.t:itwlqo of C ' L ~ i m iu
+ cunst.qucpcr: d h
iqwrts ust tit' b> C ' ~ : ~ i ~ i k ;\11+.bn
~ t ~ i enu his return fm&oce se%
t9 thr p a t ;1dvarttx;t,s \\i:icL 1fii:ht be esyzctt,d frwu such
t-sralli4~t1nurt. Tta b y , m d c v d;w to the c v z q o e n c e of
s r ~ uh~ v \ + ~tw
' t the part d the Eqiisb, d x e i q 'bow detriarend
\\.\.Iv~ ~ ~ i t t i \ l t ~ ~apprised
itiall~

e
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it might prove to the peace and quiet of his majesty's dominions
in these parts, desired that a ship-of-war should be immediately
despatched to examine the said islande, as well as all the coasts
to the southward, with orders to expel any foreign ship whatever
which might be met with in any of the ports or possessions of
hie majesty in these seas. His majesty commanded that the
island of Juan Fernandez should be peopled, and a suitable
garrison immediately established there for its protection ; and that
further the archipelago of Chonos should be also carefully
examined, and a survey made of all the ports and harbours found
there; and that at the island of Inchin, described io Anson's
voyage, a fort should be built and a garrison established sufficient
to prevent any other occupation of it.
" In proceeding to inform your Excellency how these orders
were executed, I shall commence with the islands of" Juan Fenaan&x.-These
islands are two : the one called by
us de tima, generally known as Juan Fernandez, in SC latitude,
may be sir or seven leagues in extent; the other is called mas a
fuem, and lies about twenty-five leagues from the former in the
same latitude. The first is convenient enongh, and capable of
subsisting a small population, although the extent of the lands fit
for cultivation is inconsiderable; but mae a fuera is but a heap
o f rocks, where it is difficult to land, and still more so to find
means of subsistence : there is, however, a great abundance of
fish, especially of cod, which might prove a very valuable fishery
t o us, if our people would employ themselves in it.
6 g N o time was lost in establishing a settlement on Juan Fernandez, conformably with the king's orders : besides the garrison,
consisting of a company of infantry and the necessary staff, with
twentv-two orisoners coudemned to hard labour to assist in thework; I71 iersons of both sexes, and of various ages and occupations, were safely landed, with cattle, mules, sheep, and a variety
of poultry of all sorts, as well as a suitable supply of seeds and
agricultural implements: eighteen guns were also sent for the
fort. But this little colony had not long been settled when it was
almost totally destroyed by the same dreadful earthquake which
in the year 1751 overthrew the city of Conception iu Chili : witli
the earthquake the sea rose, and overwhellned the houses, most of
which had unfortunately been built upon the sea-shore : thirtyfive persons perished from this calanlitous event, and amongst
them the Governor with his wife and all his children. The President of Chili sent such relief as he could to remedy this disaster,
and the settlement was rebuilt by my orders in a more convenient
and safe position, further removed from the sea, under the superintendence of Don Manuel de Castel-blanco.
O n the rupture with England, in 1769,the President of Chili
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would have withdrawn the garrison and broken up the settlement
had I permitted ~t; but I considered it our duty rather to reinforce
i t with an additional company of infantry and such a supply of
ammunition as would enable it to make a vigorous defence if
necessary, of all which the king was pleased hlghly to approve.
I was guided in this by recollecting the estreme distress in which
Conlmodore Anson reached those islands ; and that, destitute as
he was of all succour, and his crews utterly helpless and reduced
by sickness, he must have surrendered to any force we might have
had there at the time ; whereas from the want of such a force on
our part, he was able to refit his ships and restore his invalids, so
as afterwards to do the greatest injury to our interests in those
parts-reasons, it appeared t o me, sufficient to show the impolicy
on our part of abandoning such a position.
" T h e expense of the settlement to the king, according to the
. estimates for the year 1753, was about 13,G40 dollars.*
'' The Arc?~&elago of Chonos was exanlined as carefully as
possible, in obediel~ceto the same orders from his majesty.
" This group of islands lies in 45' and 4G0 of latitude, between
the isles of Clliloe and Cape Tres RIontes : from tile circumstance of the Anna pink having been driven in, and having found
shelter and refreshment there. Anson 113s oiven
some account of
u
this archipelago, \vhich he considers would be a convenient position
for a settlement, especially the island of Inchin : but our people,
sent to examine the said islands, and who remained there some
time, after a careful survey, especially of Anson's Inchin, were
entirely satisfied that they might be safely abandoned, as holding
out 110 inducement whatever to any foreign nation t o settle there,
being entirely barren, frigid, and uninl~abitable. T h e island of
Inchin is kno\va to the sailors on the coast of Chili by the namc
of 'I'equegen, and is occasionally frequented by the Indians of the
neiglihouring continent for the fish taken there : the English
seized one of the boats of these Indian fishermen, and on asking
-

* Carteret appears to have been the first of our navigators who noticed this settle-

ment. H e gives the folloaing account of it :-" 10th of Mny, 1767, we made the
island of J a a n Yernandez. A s I did not know that the Spaniards h a d fortified this
island, I was greatly surprised to see a considerable number of meu about t h e bmch,
with a house and Sour pieces of cannon near the water side, and a fort about 300
yards further from the sen, just upon the rising of a hill, with Symish coloun flying
u11on the top of it. The fort, which is faced with stone, has eighteen or twenty
en~brasures,and within it a long liuuse which I st~pliosedto he barracks for the
garrison. Twenty-five or thirty houses of different kinds are scattered round it,
and we saw much cattle feeding on the brow of the hills, which seemed t o be crdtivnted, as mnny spots were divided by cncloscires from rnch other."
I hoisted no
colours, hnvi~ignone hut Enqlish on I,onrcl, which a t this time 1did not think proper
to show. As 1 wan dinappohted of wood and wnter a t this place, and of t h e ref'resllments, ofwhich, after the clar~gursan? fatigue of our voyage through t h e S t r i t s , and
our passage from it, we stood iu the most pressing need. I mntle all t h e sail I could
for the Island of Masafuera.-Vide Hacckcmorfh'a Col/ection.

'

Inclrin, which signifies
in their language It ir ours; and this mistake in the question put
to them gave nse to the name given to it by the English.
'' The 1sLanJs of Chibe are of much greater consequence, and
I consider them as the key to the King of Spain's possessions in
the Pacific. In the year 1767," observes M. de Amat, ' l I was
so impressed with this opinion that I thought it my duty to state
to His Majesty that if the English had any further views of establishing the~nselvesin these seas, there was no point so suitable
for them as upon these islands; and I in consequence received
His Majesty's commands to fortify the port of Lacuy, to send there
a political and military governor with an allowance of 4000 dollars
per annum, and to take every measure requisite for their security
and protection. I n former times they were subject to tlie Captain-Generalship of Chili; but considering the impediments to
their communicating by land with that government, on account of
Ibe hostility of the intermediate Indians, and the want of opportunities by sea with Valparaiso, I thought it better at once to make
them a direct dependency of this government of Lima, through
which they received their succours and orders from Spain ; an
arrangement of which the king was pleased to approve by his
royal letters of the 15th of October, 1768.
These islands were first peopled by us in about 1565-9,
during the government of Don Jose Garcia de Castro, in Peru,
from whom the principal place takes ita name of Caatro. T o the
north, they are separated from Valdivia by the savage Indians
who inhabit the intermediate coast ; to the south lies the archipelago of Chonos and that chain of islands which extends to
the Straits of Magellan. O n the continent opposite, a Mission
formerly existed, called Nahuilchuapy, for the reduction of the
Indians to the Catholic religion, but it was destroyed by tlie
savages, who put the missionaries to death.
T h e principal entrance to this archipelago is in latitude 43",
and runs to 44", where it is lost in another and wider channel.
The population may be from 1%to 14,000 souls, of which about
ejOO may be capable of bearing arms. The fortified places are
Catro, St. Carlos, Chacao, Calbuco, and Maullin. The inhabitants
grow wheat, maize, barley, and flax ; but their principal food is
the potatoe. The islands abound in useful timber, suited to shipbuild~ng. Cattle is scarce from the want of pasturage, but there
are vast numbers of hogs : there is also plenty of fine fish, which
might be turned to good account ; and if the people were enterprising, they might make much of the numerous whales which
resort to their coasts.
a t T h e expense of the king's troops i s annually about 66,883
dollars for the defence of these islands.*

bow they called that island, were answered
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T h e visitof Byron to the Falkland Islands in 1765, and the still
more formal occupation of those islands by Captain Macbride in
the following year, seem to have co~lfirmetl the previous suspicions of the Spaniards as to the designs of the British Government to establish themselves in the South Seas. I t was reported,
that, not satisfied with the settlement on the Falklands, they had
formed another on the coast in front of the islands of Chiloe; and
the Vicerov states. that in conseauence of these rumours. he was
again ordered to examine all the ports and harbours to the southward, and to drive out the English wheresoever they might Le
found. An expedition for this purpose was accordi~lglyfitted out,
and sailed from Callao in October, 1770. N o British settlement
was discovered ; and the further survey of the Cl~onosIslands
only,confirmed the opinion previously formed, of their total unfitness for any settlement whatever.
With these expeditions the Spaniards would probably have
rested satisfied, but for the return of Cook from his first voyage,
and the accounts circulated in Europe of the islands he had
visited in the Pacific Ocean, especially of Otaheite, which appear
to have excited no inconsiderable jealousy in Spain. Captain
Cook returned in June, 1771, and in the following October
orders were sent out to the Viceroy a t Lima, accompaniecl by
all the notices which could be collected as to the late Uritisl~
. discoveries, to send an expedition immediately t o examine the
Society Islands, and particularly Otaheite, and to report upon the
probable utility of those islands, their general state, resources,
and population; and this measure was hastened by intelligence
that the Resolutior~and Endeavour were agaiu equipping in England to return to Otaheite, as was believed in Spain, to take
formal possession of those islands in the name of his Britannic
RIaiestv.
,'fhe Viceroy, referring to these orders, proceeds to relate, ' l that
upon receipt of them, he fitted out the Aguila frigate under command of Don Donlingo Bonechea. The Aguila sailed from
Callao on the Hjth of September, 1779, and reached Otaheite on
tho 10th of November following. On her return she was forced,
on the 26th of March, 1773, to put into Valparaiso in a very crazy
state, having been out just six months from Callao."
" Capta'in Bonechea made a most favourable report of the
people of the Society Islands, by whom he 11ad been kindly
received and treated, in return for the presents he had taken out for
them. H e stated that no foreign power had as yet formed any permanent establishment either at Otaheite or in any of the adjacent
isles; but he was told by the natives that the English had visited them
a few months before his arrival. I-le brought away in the Agulla
four of the natives, one of whom died at Val~araiso,and a second
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afterwarde at Lima ; the other two the Viceroy ordered to be well
clothed and carefully attended to in his own palace, that, upon their
return, as he says, they might be able to impress their countrymen
with proper notions of civilization, and of the benevolence of the
Spanlprds. The whole of Bonechea's journals and observations
o n this voyage were forwarded to the King of Spain, in April
1773, together with a variety of specimens of the productions of
the islands he had visited, and of the works and manufactures of the
natives, proving them to be far from so uncivilized as might be supposed, and showing," says the Viceroy, " what useful dependents
they might be made of the King of Spain. I could not," he adde,
'' but at the same time strongly expreee my own opinion to his maj e s t y as to the great prejudice which would result to his dominions
a n these seas if any other power were permitted to take previous possession of them ; and the King, concurring in these views, sent
o u t instructions, in October 1773, again to dispatch Captain Bowchea in the Aguila to make a more careful survey of Otaheite,
and to report how far it might be desirable to form a Spanish
establishment there. Captain Bonechea, in consequence, again
sailed from Callao on the 90th of September, 1774, and reached
Otaheite on the 27th of November. H e had on board two
Franciscan missionaries, Father Geronimo Clota, and Father
Gonzalez, well as the two natives brought away on the former
voyage. I n company with the frigate went the Jupiter, commanded by Don Jose Andia y Varela, carrying out a portable
house, a linguist to be left at Otaheite with the mimiouary fathers,
some sheep and cattle, and an aesortmeat of eeeds and implements.
' I I n about W longitude from Teneriffe*, they fell in with vast
numbers of birds of various species, and shoals of flying fish.
" Bonechea found the harbour of Tallapura illconvenient ; but
a t Tatou-tira (Owhatow-tira) the ships had excellent anchorage :
tbia port lies in 17" 45' latitude, on the south-east side of the
island. According to his account, the island of Otaheite may
be generally described as resembling a figure of 8 : it is from
thirty-five to forty leagues in circumference, mountainous, and
much covered with wood ; the water found there is excellent.
66 The complexion of the inhabitants, though in some fairer and
in some darker than in others, is generally of an olive cast; from
which and from the great similarity in the customs observed iu the
various islands examined in these seas, the Viceroy infers that
the inhabitants are from one and the same common origin-most
probably h i a t i c , and deduced through those various groups ot
About 1 1 7 O W. of London.

globe by the ea~t.
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islands which, on a reference t o the chart, will be found to extend
continuously between the equinoctial line and the tropic of Capricorn, from the Moluccas to the centre of the Pacific.
" I n their religious notions and ceremonies, the Otaheitans were
found to be extremely superstitious and particolar; b u t their
chiefs, whom they call erieu, are absolute rulers, with power of life
and death over their vassala-a state of thincs."
" , the Vicerov observes, which may conduce much to facilitate the introduction
amongst them of the Catholic faith. T h e numbers of these
people could hardly be estimated mithout a careful survey of the
interior of the island. They breed pigs and dogs, for which they
have a high value, and a small sort of domestic poultry; they have
besides an abundance of wild fowl in great variety.
T h e plantain and walnut-tree were found there, with many nnknown fruits of an agreeable taste, and cocoa-nuts equal to those
of Guayaquil : the sagar-cane also, but the inhabitants did not
appear to understand its uses. T h e climate in general was humid
and warm.
" T h e Otaheiteans are expert in the management of their canoes, in which they pass from one island to another : they use
sails made from the bark of the palm-tree.
'' Unfortunately, in the inidst of his investigations Captain Bonechea fell sick and died : he was buried on the 56th of January,
1775, by the missionary fathers, at the foot of a cross which they '
had erected on their first landing. H i s loss was irreparable, and
the frigate returned t o Callao, arriving there six months and
eighteen days from her departure. T h e Jupiter also came in a
few days afterwards, bringing four more of the natives, who were
as kindly received as their countrymen had been previously.
" The result of this voyage was the examination of twenty-one
islands, nine of which were low, and the others lofty. A partrc~~lar
account of them, as well as the track of the frigate correctly laid
down, and all the details of the interesting expedition, were immediately forwarded to Spain.
" I n a few months," the Viceroy states that, 16 becoming anxious
to learn the fate of the missionaries, and their progress amongst
the natives, he determined to send the Aguila back again. Slle
sailed accordingly on a third voyage the 27th of September,
1775, under tlie c o m m a ~ ~of
d Don Cayetano de Langara, of the
Royal Navy. O n e of the natives brought away by Bonechea
returned in her, but nothing could induce his companion (the
other two had died) to leave Peru.
" Captain Langara was made fully acquainted with the king's
views, and received his instructions and orders accordingly. V'llll
respect to tlie missionaries, he was to ascertain whether they were
\llilling to remain or not in their avocation ; and, in any event, he
&'

'
I

mu to receive from them all the information they had been able
to collect.
" The Aguila was out upon this voyage 143 days: she reached
he port of Tatou-tira in thirty-six days, remained there ten, and
was at Callao again on the 17th of February, 1776; having followed much the same track as on the preceding voyage.
" On reaching Otaheite, Captain Lnngara found a positive determination on the part of the missionaries not to remain there. I n
vain he exerted himself to induce them to recollect their particular
vocation, and to persist in the glorious work they had been sent
upon, viz., the conversion of the infidels to Christianity. Fear
seemed to have taken the place of all that holy zeal which ought
to have animated them, and they were obstinate in their resolution
to give up entirely their original pious undertaking. Nothing but
a Spanish garrison in the place would have been sufficient to
induce them to stay where they were. They had niade not the
slightest progress in the conversion of the natives, of whom they
l~sedin continual dread ; and this appeared the more strange,
since the linguist, who had been alone over every part of the
island, declared that the people everywhere showed the most docile
4 amiable disposition, and were marked in their expressions
of respect for the fathers. He reported, that the island was well
peopled, and that the inhabitants, ae far as he could judge, could
not be fewer than 150,000; that they were governed by two priiicipal Eries or chiefs, having others subordinate to them ; the one
rules 011 the western side of the island, called Opurk, the harbour
ofwhicl~is Matauvai, where the English astronomers had passed
some time, giving the natives sheep, goate, dogs, pigs, cats, and
geese : they had also distributed anlongst them coloured cloths
and a quantity of small gilt medals, dated 1773, having on one
aide the likeness of their king, George Ill., crowned with laurele,
and on the other, two ships on the seas. The other principal Erie
resides on the opposite side of the island, near the port of Tatoutira, where the portable house of the missionaries was erected.
From this chief, as well as from his wife and all his people, the
fathers had experienced every kindness ; and when their intention
to go away was known, they ehowed their grief in the most marked
manner, being only consoled with the asvurance that they would
speedily returu amongst them. T o satisfy them on this head, the
portable house and its contents were, in the mean time, recommended to their especial care.
"The missionaries had been frightened at witnessing the sacrifices made by these people to their gods, for the health of their
Eries. Not content, it appears, with offering up animals, they
dd not hesitate also to sacrifice human beings at the shrines of
their Eatua or divinities. The same barbarous ceremonies, it was
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understood, were practised on the succession of their chiefs, whose
power is hereditary, and whereby it was supposed that their good
and prosperous government was ensured.
a Nevertheless, and in spite of tliese idolatrous prhctices, these
people have very proper notions of right and wrong, and believe
in the immortality of tlie soul ; and although they were perfectly
acquainted with the character of our missionaries, it did not appear that their heathenish customs in any way prevented thelr
treating-them with great kindness and respect. In fact, excepting
some trifling instances of theft, from \vIiich these people can wit11
difficulty refrain if temptation be thrown in their way, the fathers
hat1 no cause to complain; and even in tliese instances, tlie
offenders were almost always denounced, and on complaint to
tlie Erie, the stolen articles were .returned, and the delinqlrents
would have been thrown into the sea, had not the fathers interceded to save their lives.
" I t is evident, however," observes the viceroy, that those
selected for the conversion of such infidels should be either endowed with the ardour and constancy of our holy apostles, or at
least should be ~ossessed
of such a knowledge of some of those
'
useful or mechanical arts of which these idolaters are ignorant, as
might ensure for them such a measure of esteem and influence as
would mainly assist them in the propagation of the doctrines of
Christianity and civilization. Such qualifications," he adds,
'' would certainly produce a strong impression upon these people,
\\rho might thus be brought, without much difficulty, to embrace
the Catliolic faith.
'' Captain Langara received some account of another island, of
some importance, called Orairoa (either Roggewin's Carlshoff, or
13yron's lsle of Disappointment-according to Forster, Orimarua),
distant from Otaheite, in a N.N.E. direction, about forty leagues,
from some of the natives, who had fled to Otaheite after a battle,
in u~hicll tliey had been defeated by their enemies. They said
that the English ships had been also there; and tliey reported,
anlongst other things, that pearls were found there, but our
peoplc saw none of them."
Cook's account of these visits of the Spaniards to Otaheite is
as follows. In tlie narrative of his Second Voyage, in 1773, he
s a y :-" Soon after our arrival, \re were informed that a ship,
about the size of the Resolution, had been at Onrpaiurua Harbour, near the south-east end of the island, where she remained
about three weeks, and had been gone about three nionths before
we arrived. We were told, that four of the natives were gone
away in her, k c . hc.
" At this time we conjectirred this was a French ship, but on
our arrival at the Cape of Good Hope, we learnt she was a
U
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Spaniard, which had been sent out from America. T h e Otaheituu complained of a disease communicated to them by the people
in this ship," k c . 8rc.
On reaching Otaheite, in 1777, on his third and last voyage,
Captain Cook says, he was then told by the natives, that two
ships had twice been in Oheitepeha Bay since his last visit to the
island in 1774, and that they had left animals there, such as the
English had on board : but, on further inquiry," he adds, '' we
found they were only hogs, dogs, goats, one bull, and the male of
some other animal, which, from the imperfect description now
given us, we could not find out. They told us, that these ships
had come from a place called Keema; by which we guessed that
Lima, the capital of Peru, was meant, and that the late visiters
were Spaniards. W e were informed, that the first time they came,
they built a house, and left four men behind them ; viz., two
priests, a boy or servant, and a fourth person, called Mateema,
rho was much spoken of at this time: carrying away with them
fmr of the natives : that in about ten months the same two ships
returned, bringing back two of the islanders, the other two having
died at Lima ; and that, after a short stay, they took away their
own people, but that the house which they had built was left
standing.
I found it (the house) at a small distance from the beach ;
Ibe wooden materials of which it was composed seemed to have
been brought here ready prepared to be set u p occasionally, for
all the planks were numbered ; it was divided into two small
rooms, and in the inner one were a bedstead, a table, a bench,
me old hats, and other trifles ; of which the natives seemed very
careful, as also of the house itself, which had sutiered no hurt from
Ibe weather, a shed having been built over it. At a little distance
from the front stood a wooden cross, on the transverse part of
which was cut the following inscription,-'
Christus vincit :' and
the perpendicular part (which confirmed our conjecture that
b ships were Spanish)- ' Carolus 111. imperat 1774.' O n the
other side of the pout, I preserved the memory of the prior visits
OF the English by inscribing-'
Georgius Tertius Rex, annis 1767,
1769, 1773, 1774, and 1777.'
' I The natives pointed out to us, near the foot of the cross, the
grave of the commodore of the two ships, who had died there
while they lay in the bay the first time : his name, as they pronounced it, was Oreede. Whatever the intentions of the Spaniards
in iiiting. this island might be, they seemed to have taken great
pains to q n t i a t e themselves with the inhabitants; who, upon
every occasion, mention them with the strongest expressions of
-ern and veneration."
'I
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V1II.-Ohrervations on the Manners of the Inhabitants who ocf Sthe Red
cupy the Southern Coast of Arabia and S ~ O T oE
Spa ; with Remarks on the Ancient and Modern Geogrctphy nf
that quarter, and the Route, through the Desert, from Kosir to
Kmeit. Communicated by James Bird, Esq. Read Juue
29d, 1834.

As steam-communication, between India and this country, has be-

come a subject of public inquiry, the latest information regarding
the people of southern Arabia, and along the shores of tlie Retl
Sea, may be of interest to the members of this Society. I am
indebted to others for some of the geographical facts \vhicli I here
communicate; and the remainder of this paper is the result of
personal observation and inquiry among tlie Arabs.
I n the afternoon of the lot11 of January, lS33, I embarked on
board the Hugh Lindsay, government steamer, which was now
to perform her fourth voyage to the Iled Sea ; and, early in the
morning of the 20th follo\~i~ig,
first saw tlie high land on tlie Arabian coast, which lies to tlie eastward of Kas Shanvfn or KisI~i
point. . At 9 A.M. we liad advanced witbin twenty-five miles of
the shore, and observed that the \$?holeof this coas't is bold and
mountainous. I t appeared at first sight to closely resemble the
sllores of India ; but a nearer view soon convinced us tliat we liad
been deceived. T h e mountains, wliicli rose to tlie height of two
or three thousand feet, presented, here aritl there, tlie flat tabular
appearance of the trap formation, with that scarped and fortified
aspect which characterises the hills on tlie Dekhan coast, but without a tree or mark of verdure, without even the stunted brushwood
which covers and gives beauty to tlie most barren of those on tllc
Indian shore ; sterility claiming this dreary region as its o\vn.
The eye of tlie observer ranges in wonder over this country, tvliere
the depth and ruggedness of the ravines, that descend to the
ocean, convey to llilli an impression that desolation here reigns
triumphant.
The t\vo vertical pillars which crown the mountain ridge near
Ras Sharwln, and are named Asses' Ears, on account of their
fancied resemblance, were so011 left behind, while the steamer
continued her course through tlie now sn~oothsea; atid early on
the morning of the 9lst our anchor mas cast at Rluknllah. Tllis
port, since the ruin of Aden, has become a place of s o n ~ eimportance; and is generally frequented as an emporium by the trading
vessels from I~itliaant1 the coast of Barbara.
Rlukallah, situated N.N.W. of a small point of land tliat shelters the town on the east, is concealed horn the observat'1011 o
those coming from India until the vessel rounds the headland, anc
has almost *entered the bay, Here large vessels obtain saff
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anchorage close to the shore, except during the prevalence of .
southerly winds, to whose violence they are completely exposed.
It is under the dominion of an independent Shaikh, who has power
over ten o r twelve other towns in this neighbourhood. The present possessor, one of a family that has for several generations
been In authority at Mukallah, is named Abd-al-Rab. He is not
less than seventy-five or eighty years of age ; is tall in stature ;
is athletically made ; and has a dull, sulky cast of countenance,
whicll indicates as much sternness of purpose as ferocity of disposition. Not long previous to our arrival, one of those petty
warfares, in which each party calls to their aid the Bedwins of
the Desert, had been carried on between the old Shaikh and his
punger brother, Abd-al-Habib. The latter, who was more popular at Mukallah than his now surviving brother, raised a considerable party in his favour, and seized on one quarter of the town,
while the friends of his rival occupied another. A desultory firing
was kept up between the opposite sides for several days; when
Abd-al-Habib, attacked with symptoms of cholera, died suddenly; but not without the suspicion of having been camed off
by poison, secretly administered. I t is thus that an obnoxious individual is easiest removed ; and though we have heard much of the
Arabs' hospitality, their fidelity, and the openness with which they
profess themselves your enemies, they will seldon~hesitate to negative all these by their actions, when their interest dictates to them
a contrary line of conduct. Frequent examples of poisoning
happen among themselves ; and, where distinguished foreigner#
have been the sufferers, I may mention that of the lamented
traveller Dr. Seetzen, pisoned by the father of the present Imam
of Sanaa, who gave to Mr. Mackell, of the Bombay medical
establishment, a manuscript vocabulary belonging to the deceased, which*contains the German and Arabic names of objects
in natural history.
The present Shaikh of Mukallah retains iu his service a considerable number of followers to protect him against domestic foes,
0: the attacks of the neighbouring shaikhs, who divide the posses~!OILJ of this coast, and are frequently at war with each other.
lhese armed retainers, who are generally slaves, and recruited
from among the SGhailts of the African coast, are sometimes,
however, less innocently employed than in humbling their foes, or
keeping down sedition; and have been known to plunder defenceless boats from India, with a view of recruiting their masters'
finances. Instances of this kind are less frequent than they were
mme years ago. The presence of our armed cruizers in this
uafter, the late establishment of steam communication between
Podla and the shores of Arabia, and the more intimate and cordial
POL. 1v.
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connexion formed by the shaikha with our eastern government,
have operated as a salutary check on the lawless dispositions of
the rulers who possess this coast. The Shaikh of RIukallah,
however, must $cad guilty of having been formerly addicted to
these malpractices ; and felt as little concer~ied,perhaps, at the
death of a factious brother as he did at these acts of robbery.
Abd-al-Rab, though suspected of having been accessory to his
brother's death, is too far advanced in dotage to have taken an
active part in the murder; and his kbranl, or secretary, who possesses the confidence and power of his master, is more justly
considered to be tlie guilty person.
The coast of Arabia, as before said, is essentially different in
appearance from that of India. lnstead of the amygdaloid and
basaltic rocks which, in the latter, bound the shores of the
ocean, we have here perpendicular clitis of lime and sandstone,
witli alternate shelving banks of white calcareous earth : for the
red ferruginor~ssoil which covers the mountain sides, and gives
nourishment to grass and brushwood, we have interminable hills
of bare rock, barren heaps of trap tuff, and breccia, where not a
blade of vegetation is seen : for the green colour of the highlands,
we have a brown or unpleasant grey appearance of the surface ;
and then the character and costunle of the people are quite as unlike tlie other as is the nature of their country. The brown and
sun-burnt visage, the slender but active form, and energetic manner
of tlie Arab, clad scantily, form a no less striking difl'erence to
tlie fair complexion, the sleek look, and indolent movements of
the Hind6 merchant, clothed in ample folds of red turban and
white dhotar, \rho is here exiled from his native land in pursuit of
gain. 'I'lie fine regular features of the SGmAll traders from Barbara ; their ringlets of soft hair, artificially changed to a flaxen
colour, and allowed to flow negligently around their shoulders,
here again present a coiitrast to the jet black complexions and
woolly hair of the Sdhailis from Ajnm, who have not the thick lips
or protruding mouth of the negro.
'rhe dress of the people in this district is more like that of the
poorer orders of lndian Mohammedans than that of the Arabs in
general. Instead of tlie long blue cotton shirt, witli wide sleeves,
which is worn by the inhabitants of Egypt and Syria, the Arabs
here use a piece of striped cotton to cover their loins and thighs,
and have a kirtle, madc of cotton or woollen cloth, to come 110
lower than the groin, over which they gird a leather belt, to give
support to the waist. The last also serves to retain the crooked
dagger or jambis, and sometimes pistols, with one or other of
wl~ichall are armed. I n addition to these weapons, the Shaikh's
military retainers are accoutred with swords and matchlocks.

1
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Tbeir w d bed-dress is a acanty turban, which some twiet about
their beads, like a rope around a cone. Some wear sandals,
though the greater number are without any covering to the feet.
The ShmdHs are yet more lightly clad than the Arabs; and, i s
addition to a wrapper for their loins, have only a thin white sheet
thrown negligently around their shoulders. The people at MuUlah intermarry with the Mohammedans of Kahtewar and G6jarit; and the Shaikh's youngest wife is the daughter of a petty
chief in that quarter.
The town bas rather an imposing appearance on approaching it
from the sea. The houses, which are generally divided into three
stories, have rows of narrow latticed windows, flat roofs, and
watch-towers. Railed walls, ornamented in the Mohammedan
frehion, with serrated balusters, enclose the roofs of the houses,
and supply the females of a family with a private place for exercise, and a cool sleeping apartment during the hot weather of
April and May, which must be intolerable. The castellated a p
p a n c e of the dwellings reminds one of the baronial habitations of feudal times; and this style of building was probably
borrowed from the Arabs about the time of the crusades. Sunburnt bricks, of white calcareous earth, and shell limestone, are
the materials generally used for buildings : which, when plastered
with l h e , have an air of outward cleanliness and comfort that is
not found existing within them.
On visiting the Shaikh, who was seated in the second story of
his mansion, we found him surrounded' by a body of dirty Arab
attendants, among whom were several of his children. After some
conversation with the commander of the steamer, coffee, made
from the husk of the plant, and sweet sherbet, were handed round.
I did not relish the former, as it was without sugar ; but, on giving
m r my cup to an attendant, the remaining contents were eagerly
swallowed by him ; and a clear proof afforded me that the prejudice of the Indian Mohammedans, who will neither eat nor drink
with Europeans, has been adopted from the HindGs.
This Mohammedan patriarch's attendants, who laughed and
pmttled with each other, were so much at ease in presence of
tbei master, as to lead the imagination back to those primitive
when the members of a tribe shared the dangers and counsels
of their lord. The room in which the Shaikh received us was
arrly .s primitive a the manners of his followers. I t was a
duty whitewashed apartment, twenty feet wide, of which the floor
covered with a common mat: on which the old man and his
counsellors were seated ; and the only furniture connected with
his establishment, that bore the stamp of modern days, were some
cbPln placed for the ammmodation of his European visiten.
0
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T h e hills of Mukallah, which closely approach the sea, 3rd
leave little or no intermediate beach, are composed of white limestone, traversed by sandstone, similar to what forms the hills d
the Desert between Koslr and the Nik. At the base of the
highest mountain, situated N. W. of the town, trap breech
occurs ; and the same extends some way along the east side ofP
narrow valley, in which flows a small stream of good water, b t
has its source near the village
- of Bakrain, distant three miles from
the port.
On the road between Bakrain and Mukallah, veins of secondary
sandstone traverse the lime formation in an east and west d i m
tion. Near the village, a hot spring, of which the temperature b
98"of Fahrenheit, is met with; and also a cold one, from which
the inhabitants of Mukallah, and trading boats, are supplied with
water. North of the village, the road continues to pass o m
barren, rocky grouod, and now and then to deeply wind among
hills, where a Sew stunted bushes are the only produce, afirding
pasture to the goats and camels of the Bedwlns. As far as the
eye can reach, there is nothing seen but a succession of hills;
between which are valleys, that occur as oases in a desert, similar
to that of Bakrain. The town of Hazramaut is distant, I was
told, jive days' journey on an ass, or about a hundred ~niles: oa
approaching which, the valleys are said to widen, and the r i c h
and deeper soil to produce date trees abundantly. The present
ruler of Hmra~nautis Shaikh Bobak-bin-Salim ; to whom man!
of the other ehaikhs of this coast pay tribute.
In the valleys, similar to that of Bakrain, a small rill of water b
made to irrigate a date-grove ; and several patches of scanty soil,
collected by building up terraces along the bed of the water-course,
are cl~ltivated with dhra, ($)-holnu

sorghhunwome stunted

radishes, and occasionally a kashew-nut tree, called vaidan
by the Arabs.
D u r i ~ ~the
g prevalence of the south-west wind, which bring
rain, in June and July, to this part of the coast, a considerabk
stream is formed in these valleys ; and the quantity of produce is
thus considerably augmented, though by no means to an extent
that might entitle this country to the name of Arabia.Felix, given
to it by the ancients. I t was through the medium of this countrv,
and the trade of the Sabreans, that the produce of India, consisting
of jewels, spices, and other valuables, was conveyed to the west;
and such articles of luxury seem to have influenced so powerfully
the minds of those who received the imports, that imagination
associated their richness and the country from which they ame.
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the only way we can account for a moderately fertile tract
being distinguished by a name that ought to denote a Paradise.
During the time we lay at Mukallah, the general range of
Fahrenheit's thermometer was from 78' to 83'. The wind blew
from the north-east, bringing along heavy clouds, and sometinles
a little drizzling rain. I was informed that this last is not unfreqeent here.
The southern part of the Arabian coast, between the Curia
Muria islands and Bab-al-Mandib, and also its western border,
from the Straits to the neighbourhood of Mekka, was known to
the Greeks, as Apdirr 4 EvSalwv, or Arabia the Happy. This
appellatiou, give11 to distinguish it from the other districts of
Arabia P e t m a and Deserta, would appear to be a translation of
its Arabic name of

I 8

(Yamuo), signifying " the Blest;"
cP?
-

though

I I

'

some, erroneously conceiving the name to be
(Yaman), hare
cP?
said that the Greeks hereby meant to distinguish the country on
the right or south. The geographer Ibn Alwardi describes it as
that part of Arabia situated opposite the country of Barbar and
Zanj, or that of h e SGmiilis and negroes, and divided from t h e
province of Nijd (*)
by intervening mountains. Among the
Greeks, Arabia Felix was made to include the country of the
/

8

I

with the posAlramitze, or the modern Hazramaut (
sessions of the Homerit&, the Sapphoritae, and the Ascitae ; all
of which are mentioned by Ptolemy and Pliny. The Arabian
eeogaphers, in like manner, sometimes include Hazramaut and
P
rahamah* in Yaman ; though they generally restrict the appellation to that part which, embracing the sea-shore and mouutainous tracts about Marib and Sanaa, extends from about
Mokha to Ras Harjiah, or the ancient emporium Arabiae. East of
this is Hazramaut ; of which the district, on the coast, from Ras
Harjiah to Zafar, near Ras Morbat, is known by the name of
Shihirt, erroneously called Seger or Sijar, from a wrong reading
of its Arabic name. I t is mentioned by Marco Polo, with the
article, and correctly called Eacier; the chief city of which gave
name to the whole, and was forty miles east of Aden.
Tahamah is thua t l e d b e d by Ibn Alwrrdi:-''

It is a division of Yamun,

situated between Hijar and Yamun, and is environed by mountains. Its limit. are
thr Sea of Kolzum on the ~011th
and west, and the mountains on the north and east.
It is inhabited by Arab tribes ; and among ita cities Hejsr is celebrated."

t According to tha Arabic geographical dictionary, called Manjmu-I-Baldan,
Al-8hfMr (
4
1
is)
a tract of country on the coast of the Indiun Ocean and the telc
8 I

ritm).of Puntin, &ding,

they say, from Aden to Oman, to which it in joined.
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In this district is situated the town of
(Zafir or Dafar),
which must not be confounded with a cit; of the same nrme iu
the neighbourhood of Sanaa. The last, according to tbe geographical work called " Maajmu-I-Baldan," is now in ruins, .ad
was the capital of the sons of HamBiar, or the Homcrita, a
branch of the Sabieans ; over whom Charibael was sovereign in
the time of the Periplus*. T h e Homerite inhabiting Zafar
were known to the ancient geographers as the Sapphorite,
who inhabited the country betweell the Homeritit? and S a k m .
Pliny tells us that Saphar was a town that lay inwards from the
port of Ocelis, and that the kingdom was called Sapbar or
SavC. He has coufounded it, as WOUM
appear, with the district of
Saba or Maribt ; for SavC is placed, by the Periplus, as a town
distant three days from Moosa, a~idthirteen from Aphar, or Zafar,
in the country of Sanaa. The Save here meant is probably h e
(ShBibba) of the Mmjmu-I-Baldan, which is sad
mme as
/

I

/

to be opposite YamGn, and on the road from Zabfd

(L)
Sanaa.

(W,

(333;)

to

Saba
called by Ezekiel Sbeba$, aid described by Ibn Alwardi'to be the same with Marib, must not be
confounded with SavC and Sabbatha; the last of which is a city

&+).
.

in Hazramaut, now called Shibam ('

Muib, or Saba, r u

.

the chief place from which oriental produce was obtained in the
early ages, and is north-east from Sanaa. From this the merchants came to occupy the fain of Tyre " with the chief of all
spices, and with all precious stones and gold$."
Amidst many d ~ t i e r e ~opinions
~t
entertained regarding he
country from whence came that celebrated queen who visited
Solon~onat Jerusalem, none appears more reasonable thau that
which assigns its locality to Marib. From this she came wilh a
very great traia, with camels that bare spices, and very much gold,
and precious stones§." Spices were used for the anointing h e
tabernacle of the congregation, the ark of the testimony, the altar
of incense, and of burnt offering 11. The cassia, cinnamon, and

*

Vincent's Periplus of Arrian, p. 314.

+ The Nubian geography says, that Marib in also one of the a t i a of h d &

but whir11 is now m a manner destro ed; and this ia the city of Saba, fnnn w k h
-&a Belkb, the rife of S~liolomon. &om HL.ramadt to S a h is a dbtof h o
h u n d d and forty miles; and between thin and Suurn tben are a m hundred d
twenty milea.
1 ILW mu 2 2
0 lKiapll2
11 %odu m s.
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meet calamw were imported from India, but the mjlrh waa
b r o u g h t from Barbara and the African coast, as was the gold pre=nted by the Queen of Sheba to Solomon.
T h e preaent articles of trade bartered io this quarter are the
same zs when the Roman merchants frequented the= shores.
I was told, at Mukallah, that besides the myrrh, gum, and frankincense, brought by the SGmdlIs from Barbara and Ajam, sheep,
fowls, eggs, and slaves are imported, and find a ready sale m
Arabia.

(uu)
I

There are two kinds of frankincense or
loban ; one of
which is the produce of Hazramaut, and is collected by the Bedwin Arabs; the other is brought by the SGmdIfs from Africa.
T h e former, which is met with in small globular lumps, has a
tinge of green in its colour; but the other, which is more like
common resin, is of a light yellow appearance. What the SGmdlb

&

&! (loban mad), is less fragrant than
import, and name
t h e Arabian kind ; 2 is, therefore, preferred for chewing, but the
last is more used for fumigation. Both kinds are exported by the
Hindh merchants to India, along with myrrh, gum, and small
portions of honey, collected in the country near Aden. The
s k p . w h i c h are of the Abyssinian breed, have large tails, like
those of the Cape of Good Hope, and are covered with fine white
hair instead of wool ; these, with the fowls and eggs, are sold to
trading vessels that touch on the coast. On our arrival at Mukallah, there were two American vessels at,anchor. They had come
here to obtain a stock of fresh provisio~~s
and radishes, as one of
them had a crew suffering from scurvy; which disease made its
a pearance during a long cruize in search of spermaceti whales.
&cepting sharkss fins and salt fish, obtained here in .great abundance, the articles before mentioned are the only ones imported
from this part of Arabia : and in return, the merchants trading to
India buy rice, sugar, and cotton clothes; as in the days of the
Periplue, when the inhabitants of Muza sailed to Lymirica, and
Barygaza, or the Desert of Sind, and Broach, and brought these
articles back to Dioscoris, or Socotra. In exchange for these,
they loaded their boats with tortoiseshell. Besides the last, ivory
was purchased on the coast of Barbara ; and at the present day it
is brought here by a caravan from the interior of Africa.
The town of Barbara* is situated nearly two hundred miles to
Ibn-Alwadi myr, U The coontry of h b a r r ir joined to the corntry of Ntituh,
on the an-coast oppaite Y a w ; and in thia then! am populoua towns, and a
mountain which they name Knnuti. This mwntain has seven peaks, and is visible
for forty-four milea at sea. Man7 of the people of Barbara eat frog%reptiles, d
d m uoclaul thieg8,"
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the south of Bab-al-Mandib. A, fair assembles here annually,
when small trading vessels amve from the Red Sea and Persian
Gulf. Caravans, of four thousand camels, come a t this time from
the interior of rlfrica, and bring with them gums, ivory, ostrich
feathers, skins, and other articles. T h e language of the SGrnAlis,
' who possess this count^, is tile Gbrz or Ethiopic ; which, from the
specimens of it given in Ludolf's Lexicon, is a language cognate
with Arabic. T h e geography and trade of these countries, hitherto
so little known, deserve to be more fully investigated : but I no\v
resunie mp journal of the steamer's progress along the Arabian
shore.
On the 04th of January we left Mukallah, and passed Cape
Aden. T h e following morning, at daylight, we came in sight of
Kas Bab-al-IIandib, which is a moderately elevated conical hill
of apparently basaltic formation. T h e Stnits, or Bab-al-Mandib,
are two narrow entrances to the Arabian Gulf, separated by the
island of Perim ; which is a black rock, on which there is no trace
of vegetation. T h e eastern, or smaller strait, is about three miles
in breadth, the other fifteen. We sailed through the former with
a light sonth-east breeze; and, before night, passed Mokha and
Jabal Zepliir. South of Jabal ZE, called bp the Arabs, Daoab,
and near the entrance of the eastern strait, there is a sandy bay,
with a Bedwin villn~eand water; the situation of which corresponds with that of Ocelis, said by Plinp to have been more a
watering-place than an emporium. S e a r the island of Perim,
and on the African shore, numerous turtles, that are poisonous
\c.hen eaten, are caught, on account of the tortoiseshell. Many
Arabs tind emplo>ment in this trade, as in the aFe of the Periplus.
Having passed Jlokha, we continued o a r voyage, and experienced, on the (LTth, an unusnall- s u l t y a n d oppressive state of
the weather, which was accompanied by r breeze from the E.S.E.
1hew phenomena, beinp r e v uncommon at this season of the year,
led the captain to conclttcte that they would be soon succeeded by
n stmnr S.\V. wind. Acmn4inplF, torranis night, the breeze set
in from this qnarter, a i d contiuud i n c ~ s s i n g ,accompanied by
cloudy weather a d rain. Hefore the succeeding morning, the
brtrze had become so powerful, and the sailing-rate of the
stea~nerso much diminished, as to lrnder it doubtfr~lwhether, with
t1:r limited qt~antityoi coals then on b d , the psrrarre to Jidda
cotllri be made gwd. :\t m n , the island of Zobair was seen
bearing S.\v. bv \v. :and, there be+ nnn an object in seeking
a place ofsbrlte; till the wit4 mdrratrd, \ve b o r ~u p for Hodida,
anti not lo^ after came t o anchor in fc>urf a h o w water.
H d i d a 1s a town of cmsiderrblr size, situatd S . E. of a
4-ba!, ubich, on ooe side. is sheltered b~ the lami running
out S . \ V , and the other S.S.E. Ships,whcn anchored here,
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ue well protected against a hepvy swell, if coming from the north,
as a coral reef on that side breaks the violence of the surf. T h e
style of building is similar to that of Mukdlah, but the houses
are on the whole better finished; and the domes and minars of
several mosques are advantageous additions to the beauty of the
town. Though ships and boats less frequently resort to this harbour than the one at Mukallah, yet the market-place of Hodida
is better supplied with articles of comfort and luxury. Besides
silks and cloths of various kinds in the bazaar, I observed that
the several grains procurable in India were exposed for sale.
I

Jauar, called by the Arabs

I

I

t J d M ) , bajri or

(&I

P

dhkhan,
/

korad, or diijrah hindl (phuseolur norinuu), chfina, or (\+)
-/

sambarah (cicer arktinurn), with wheat and barley, called) (barr),
(shair), are produced, and brought from the valleys of
e
Yamfin, where small streams irrigate the only fertile portion of
and

)

Arabia. In the neighbourhood of Mokha, and about Hodida,
the country is flat and sandy, and chiefly produces date-trees; but
from the mountains beyond the Tehamah, which are visible from
the coast, and are distant two days' journey, grapes, coffee, limes,
and other produce are brought to the market.
About seventy miles south of Hodida there is a river, on the
fertile Wadi of Zabid, which is the only stream of Arabia that
contains a sufticient quantity of water to enable the current to
reach the ocean. I t has been sometimes doubted whether any of
the Arabian streams reached the sea ; and many have thought the
water of all was expeuded in irrigation, or lost in the sands. I
have been informed, however, by good authority, that this stream
forms an exception to a general rule. When Ibn-al-Wardi wrote
Lie geographical dictionary, called '' the Pearl of Wonders,"
Zabid is described as a large city on a small river, where merchants
from the maritime parts, from Habshah, or Abyssinia, Irak, and
Egypt, came to trade. I t has since declined in importance, and
the mouth of the river in which it lies is now so much obstructed
by a bar of sand, that its water continues quite sweet to the very
place where it disenlbogues itself into the sea.
On our arrival at Hodida, the town was in possession of the
rebellious Turkish soldiers of Mohammed Ali, who had mutinied
evious year, and taken possession of the town and mosque
but were soon after driven out by the Nizam Jadid.
TQrchi-bil-Maas, their leader, who was absent at Mokha, had also
seized 011 Zabid, B a i t - a l - F a , and other places along the coast.
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T h e only cruelty he committed in these conquests was having put
to death in cold blood the DaGla of SIokha. T h e country seized
on has been long subject to the Jmam of Sanaa; who, sunk in
effeminacy and debauchery, thinks not of his subjects' happioess,
while he can tyrannically find the means of gratifying his sensual
propensities with the money contribr~tionsof his deputies, unjnsdy
raised by exaction. Since onr visit the rebels and Tarchi-bilMaas have been driven out of Mokha by Ali-bin-Majitta on the
part of the Imam.
\Ve sailed from Hodida on the 30th of January, and arrived at
Jidda on the 2nd of February. Any description of this place is
here unnecessary, after the excellent account given by Rr~rckhardt,
the best and most learned of Eastern travellers. Between Jidda and
Ilas Mol~am~ned,
there are several places known to ancient and modern geography, that can with certainty be identitied ; but Dr.
Vincent llas already so well illustrated this subject, that little remains for others to do. I map, however, remark that the ruined
town of Inouanah, near the Gulf of Akaba, is the OnnC of the Periplus, and that Charmotas is the Sharm Yambd; for Sharm signifies,
in Arabic, a port.
From Jidda we sailed for Koslr, where we arrived on the 10th
of February, from which date I will continue my original journal,
containing an account of the road from hence to the 9 i l e .
F P ~1 1th.-I
.
visited old Iiosir, six miles N. W. of the m o d e m
town. T h e town of old Kosfr is situated on the north side of a n
inlet of the sea, which formerly extended westward iuto t h e land
about a mile, but is now crossed by a bar of sand, that prevents
the ingress of the water into the former channel. T h e r u i n s of
the houses are chiefly f o ~ ~ non
d the north side of the c h a n n e l ,
which is still swampy in some parts of the bottom, where, i n
former times, the sea formed a kind of backwater to tlre point
of land on which the town stood. Korth of the town a r a n g e of
calc-tuff mountains exteud a little to the east, and shelter the
site of the town from northerlv winds. Two small conical r i s i r ~ n s
crown the summit of this range, and are the chalky m o u n t a i u s
mentioned bv Bruce. T h e banks which b o u ~ ~ d ethe
d forn~erilllet.
are formed of white calcareons tuffa and sand, as is also the xvhole
of the shore of the Ked Sea at this part. T h e sea appears to have
gradually retired from the land, and left a considerable beach between its present limits and the base of the moun~ainsw e s t w a r d .
Mr. Carlass, of the Indian navy, found a portion of an a l a b a s t e r
vase among the ruins, and numerous portions of broken glass, and
lackered pottery are fonnd. Thermometer at daybreak, 61".
New KosIr is situated on the south side of a sandy p o i n t of
land, the base of which is formed of shell limestone, f o r m i n g a
D-
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kid of cope or anchorage where vessels may lie in five fathoms of
water within eixty yards of the shore. South of the town, at the
distance of twenty miles, a range of bills, 4000 feet in height, is
visible. The sandy banks south of them are more abrupt than
those in the north, over which run hills of calc-tuff, that ascend
to the height of %XI feet. Between the sand banks and the sea.
there is a tlat gravelly beach, varying in breadth from a quarter to
three-quarters of a mile. The houses of the town are low and
meanly built of sun-burnt bricks, made of white calcareous earth,
and only a few of them consist of two stories. North-west of the
town is a small citadel defended by round towers, and a few
guns of no great calibre are mounted on the works.
FA. 12th.-Marched From Kostr, going W. N. W. for one
hour and twenty-five minutes between banks of breccia and
pebbles, which appeared stratified ns on the banks of riven. Afew
minutes after came to a. stream of water, which followed the course
of the road, that then turned west and continued so, as far as the
Bfr Angffi. These are wells of brackish water, dug by a detachment of the Indian army which went by this route into Egypt,
and are distant two hours and thirty minutes. On the south side
of the stream, some black hills of trap-rock occur, and soon after,
on the same side, there are ranges of stratified limestone, of
which the strata dip N.E. On the opposite side, sandstone and
lime are found alternately. The whole of the road is flat and
gravelly, having all the appearance of a broad dry river bed, opening here and ther+.on the right and left, into valleys of two or
three miks in length. In the limestone, near Bfr AngHs, thc
strata alternate with sand, and are frequently studded with round
pebbles. Thermometer at day-break 61", in the shade, marching, 70".
While near the shores of the Red Sea. I mav mention that
Lieutenant Wellstead, of the lndian navy, fo&d thrke stone tablets
belonging to a temple which he uncovered near Ras-ul-Anf, and
has determined beyond doubt the site of the antient Berenice.
T w o of the tablets were inscribed with Iiieroglyphics, and a third
with Greek. The last. which was mutilated. contained a dedicatory inscription by a Ptolemy, who had for his queen a Cleopatra,
his wife and sister. Such was the case with Ptolemy Euergetes,
P. Lathurus, a d P. Dionysius, husband of the renowned Cleo;
patra.
Feb. 13th.-At thirty-five minutes past seven, left Blr Anglis in
continuation of the march through the Desert. The two narrow
wells of brackish water at Bir Anglis are the only means of supply which the poor Mkhrobin pilgrims, going by this route to
Mekk., have of quenching their thirst, though the water is totally
0
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unsuited for the use of those who can carry with them skins of
wholesome water or other such means of supply. The road lay
west for one hour and twenty minutes, or four miles. between lightcoloured hills of lime and sandstone, situated on the right. The
flat tabular arrangement, scarped-like face, and striated appearance
of the different strata of these hills were finely contrasted with the
black shining surface, the rounded waving ridges, and conical projections of the trap breccia on the left. The valley, which had
seldom exceeded in breadth a good-sized river, narrowed where the
sandstone formation joined the other, which was continued on both
sides of the road, though rocks of the sandstone formation occasionally re-appeared. After thirty-five minutes past eleven, we
anived at Sayad SGliman, where are the remains of an ,old wakalah
or caravanserai, and a well of tolerably good water for the desert.
T h e latter, as appears from the names of Messrs. Briggs, Hancock, and Wood being recorded here, had been lately repaired at
their expense. The distance between BL Anglis and Sayad S6liman took us four hours ; and, after having rested a little, we continued our march, four hours more, to Abli Ziran, where there
is no water. Here there is a ruined wakalah, in the middle of
which there is a deep excavation, now partly filled up, but which
was either a reservoir for water, or s well. We passed several
watch-towers on the road, and another ruined wakalah, besides
those just mintioned ; all of which are said, by the natives, t o be
the work of the Afranj, but who may be particularly meant by
the term does-not appear clear. T h e distance from Sayad
Suliman took four hours, the road occasionally turning S. and
S.W. The loaded camels were ten hours from Bk Anglis to
AbG-Ziran.
Feb. 14th.-Left Ab6 Ziran at half-past seven: the thermometer, at sun-rise, was as low as 35". For an hour and ten
minutee, the road lay W., after which it ascended a little, running W. S. W. one hour and fifty minutes more to Bir-us-Sid,
where there is water. O n the rocks, south of this well, there
is a short hieroglyphic inscription. From Eir-us-Sid, two hours
and twenty minutes, we came to a well-executed hieroglyphic in,
scription, on the north of the road ; a little farther on from which,
and on the opposite side, very distinct and extensive hieroglyphic
inscriptions are found. From hence to Hammamat is a distance
of thirty-five minutes. Here there is a ruiued wakalah, and a very
deep well of bitter water, to which we descend by stoue steps.
T h e whole fabric has been lately repaired, and a Marhab or a l b
piece built, for the Ababdi Arabs of the desert, by the gentlemen
whose names are recorded at Sayad Suliman. At Hammamat,
the hills, formed of black traprock or wacke, are of greater
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altitude, and more abrupt t h q the ranges previously met with ;
and about an hour and a half, or four miles and a half from
bence, the beds of the watercourses, which ran east in the previous
part of the road, now began to end. West from Hammamat to
Jaif-al-Ajiil, where we halted, was a distance of one hour and
fifty minutes. T h e loaded camels performed the whole distance
from Abii Ziran, in uine hours and forty-five minutes. Jaiful-AjGI is a sandstone rock, on the right-hand side, where the
camelmen usually halt ;it is covered with hieroglyphic characters,
and over a small model of a portico to a temple, on each side of
which is a figure of Osiris, there is something written in demotic
characters.
Feb. 15th.-Left Jaif-nCAjG1 at a quarter past seven. The
thermometer at sunrise was 38". The route alternately lay
W.N. W. SO0, and W. S. W. 80'. Soon after leaving this place,
the country expands and becomes more open, the road running
between low ridges of sandstone, while the high hills appear at a
considerable distance on the right and left. Arrived at Lagetta
after five hours and a half. T h e loaded camels were seven hours
and fifteen minutes on the road. Lagetta in an AbabdI village.
Feb. 16th.-Left Lagetta at seven o'clock. Thermometer 39"
at suorise. Arrived at Bir-Amber after six hours, the loaded
camels having taken seven hours and a half. The route lay alternately W. N. W. and N. N. W. over successive ridges of sandy
gravel. Amber is the first village on the limits of cultivation;
having on the east side high banks of gravel and sand, and about
six or seven miles from it are the sandstone hills which bound the
Nile on the west. The hills from this village bear W. S. W. 80",
and run towards the north. On our amval at the n~osqueof this
village, built by Ibrahim Pasha, the villagers brought out milk,
butter, eggs, and fowls ready cooked, and entreated us to buy
their articles. The scene was altogether a novel one, and so
ardently did the venders urge their claims to our patronage, that we
were at length induced to buy something, in order to get rid of
their troublesome entreaties. We found the double water-wheel
of India here worked by bullocks. The Shaikh of the village
induced us to take a night-guard, by telling us what former travellers had suffered from the thieves.
Feb. 17th.-Left Bfr-Amber at half past seven, and arrived at
Keneh at eleven, having been three hours and a half. Thermometer 59" at sunrise.
I n concluding these cursory observations on the countries and
inhabitants in the vicinity of the Red Sea, I would suggest the propriety of this Society endeavouring to obtain, through the means
of some of its travelling members, a more full and accurate de-
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scription than we yet possess of that part of Arabia called the
coast of Hazramaut; and also an account of the countries of
A.jam and Barbara, which, from their connexion, prior to our
e n , with the Greek kingdom of Egypt, are well worthy the attention of geographers. The history of the different races inhabiting
this quarter would be a subject of curious inquiry ; and an account
of the physical cl~aractersof the Shmali and l3edja tribes, and in
what respects they are different from thme of the Shangalla and
Segros, would enable us to detern~ine,with accuracy, the origin
and distribution of these several orders of men.

ANALYSES,
4.c-

1.-fiuafe Journal kept on board H.M.S.'~aaon'te
on the Newfoundland Sfation. By Captain H. Robinson, R.N. 1890.
MS. pp. 39, with App.

--II

So little is generally known of Newfoundland beyond the immediate precinct9 'of St. John's, that we have examined this
Journal, placed in our hands by the politeness of the author, with
some care, in hopes of gleaning a few novel facts from it.
Unfortunately, however, it is of fourteen years' date; and that
which at the moment would have been valuable has been for the
most part anticipated, particularly in the account of Newfoundland published in Macgregor's British America. Our selections
must therefore necessarily be few, and of inferior interest. 'l'hey
must also be desultory, to avoid quoting from the account adverted to. I t is known that the Newfoundland Statiou includes
the coast of Labrador ;and regarding this latter, Captain Robinson
observes :T h e climate is here bad : dig deep, and frost is found throughout the year. The liarbours are good, but the bottom is every
where rocky. Ships (men of war) coming on the coast should
have two chain-cables ; and make a garden at L'Anse A Loup on
their first arrival. 'l'he soil here is rich, and it is much the most
eligible part of Labrador for settlers. Corn will not ripen, but
serves for green food ; and potatoes, cabbages, lettuce, spinach,
and early Dutch turnips do well. Fish are abundant, but there
is no weather to cure them after the loth September. Herrings
are very fine, and plentiful in August. Curlews came on the
15th August, and went on the 15th September; succeeded by
grouse, ptarmigan, and partridges. There is generally much
rain on the whole coast; but the temperature was more equable,
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according to our observations, than when Cartwright made his in
1778-9. The current always sets to the southward along the
coast : the tides rise six feet to the northward ; about four to the
southward. The prevailing winds are from W.S.W.to N.W. ;
there is less fog than farther south, and the Straits of Belleisle
are never frozen over.
'' The prevailing rock on the Labrador coast is gneiss. On t h i
at L'Anse A Loup, a bed of old red sandstone is superposed,
about two hundred feet thick, and extending above half a mile
inland. Here also, as on every other part of the coast of Labrador,
visited by the Favorite, the appearance of the cliffs, and of the
land near them, and the rolled masses inland which have evidently
been ex~oaedto the action of the sea. seem to Drove that this
has con'siderably receded. The sanditone is g/nerolly red and
white, in alternate stripes, and presents a remarkable mural front
to the sea. Near the surface it was strongly marked with iron.
The whole of the rock was composed of white quartz and yellow
felspar; and the grains were generally as fine as oatmeal, though
occasionally coarser, even to the extent of half an inch in diameter. Both coarse and fine bear marks of beinn a mechanical
deposit, being perfectly distinct, without the least appearance
of amalgamation, only a few exceptions occurring to this
remark.
'' Over the red sandstone was a thin stratum of red compact
felspar, containing vegetable impressions, and also horizontal.
Above this were varieties of secondary limestone, arranged in
~arallelstrata several feet thick. and full of shells. Detached
inasses of primitive lime<one were also found ; and a few miles
from the shore the secondary formations generally disappeared,
leaving gneiss and mica slate on the surface.
'' North of Cape Charles on the Labrador coast the land falls .
back to the westward, and the shore changes its character, becoming shoal and running off in flats ; whereas to the southward
it is bold and abrupt. The prevailing rock, however, is still gneiss,
containing numerous veins of granite, from a few inches to m a n y
feet in thickness, the constituent parts being highly crystallized
plates of grey mica four or five inches in diameter, very transparent
quartz, and finely-reticulated white felspar. T h e diameter and
dip of the gneiss rock is here, as elsewhere on the coast, to the
north-west, and at an angle of nearly 65". It in coarse a n d dark,
hornblende taking the place of mica ; and frequently very light
greyish felspar forming the chief constituent. Where this occurs,
the face of the hill has a remarkable spotted appearance. O n
one of the islands which here skirt the coast, a large bed o f pri0
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mitive greenstone was found, forming a range of hills resting on
h e gneiss, and appearing to have the same direction. On the
western part of these islands also the gneiss gives place to mica
elate, this commencing beyond the abovementioned range of greenstone, which appears to mark the line of demarcation between
them. The mica slate then predominates through all the islands
and shores examined to the westward of this point :-viz., to the
Mealy Mountains in Sandwich Bay, a distance of about thirtyfive miles. In some places crystals of garnet are very abundant
in it; and in others considerable beds of granite were found, of
confused appearance, and in which quartz and felspar predominated. The Mealy Mountains are the highest land on this coast,
and were computed to be about 1484 feet high, covered nearly to
the top with wood, notwithstanding the severity of the climate.
They are of mica slate, with a dark, fine-grained formatiou of the
same, resembling basalt, at their base. The general rock is coarsegrained. At the foot of these mountains were also found beds
eight and Len feet thick, and large rolled masses, of a remarkable
conglomerate rock, of which the basis was composed of grains of
mica, quartz, and felspar ; and the imbedded masses were large
rounded pebbles of quartz, mica slate, felspar, horneblende,
granite, and gneiss. The whole was so hard as to be with difficulty broken, striking fire under the hammer. Thc imbedded
fragments were all water-worn.'
T h e following is the Meteorological Table kept on board the
Favorite, chiefly off the Labrador coast, from the 18th June to
the 6th September, 1860 :-

Abatmt of a Journal of the rtofe of the Weather, &. on the CoaJ
of Labmdor,fiom June 18th to Sept. 6th, 1830.
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The following also is an abstract of the information respecting
the Labrador fisheries the same year :''T h e American fishermen sail from all the northern ports of the
Union. As nearly as could be computed, there were 530 sail
of them this year, generally schooners, but some few brigs and
sloops, and manned with crews of from nine to thirteen men.
Eleven would be a full average, giving 3830 as the number of
men employed. One hundred quintals of fish per man is a full
average of their catch ; with oil in the proportion of one ton to
every two hundred quintals. The Amer~cansclean their fish on
board, and thus leave the coast early. They use much salt, and
their fish ie considered inferior to our best. They are expert and
industrioue fishermen, generally preferring the northern part of
the coast, but following the fish wherever they are to be found.
They receive a bounty from their government in the shape of a
drawback on the salt used; and they tish in shares, a merchant in
America furnishing the vessel, and one-third of the boats, nets,
lines, and salt ; the crew furnishing their own provisions (which
are of a very frugal description), and the remaining two-thirds of
the boats, nets, lines, and salt. They divide in the same proportions, and the system is said to answer well.

'&

The French are much less successful fishermen, and do not

Very much frequent the Labrador shore, though they have some

permanent stations on it. It is not believed, however, that they
could maintain them, were it not for their extreme frugality, and
the preluium allowed by heir government, which is so regulated
as to make 90 francs per quintal the minimum price received by
the bhermen.

" I n 1890, the English fishery on the Labrador coast north of
Cape Charles was as follows :-

.Captain Robinson on Labtador and Newjoundhnd

On the 8th September, the Favorite uitted the coast of Labrador, and made for Conception Bay, ewfoundland. O n the
passage Captain Robinson observes :" Passed several icebergs, which are diminished in size since we
last saw them. A matter-of-fact person has great difficulty in
entering into tbat excited state of imagination which invests these
icebergs with wild magnificent forms and resplendent variegation
of colour. To me they show nothing arabesque, but appear large
mb-shapen hills of dead white, frequently of a light green or blue
tinge, with fissures of a darker shade. The laugh directed against
Captain Ross for describing the Arctic Highlanders a9 astonished
at a looking-glass, when they must have seen themselves in icebergs, appears to me without reason, as these mountains of frozen
snow m perfectly opaque, their edges alone, or thin portions,
being slightly translucent; and the rough surface is nearly as incapable of performing the part of a looking-glass, as would be a
white-washed wall."
On the loth September, the Favorite arrived off Harbour
Grace, in Conception Bay, after sailing along '' a nice En lishlookin coast, studded with many fishing establishments. barbour drace is a good port ; and the town is considerable, and of
a respectable appearance. Conception Bay, in which it is situate,
is the richest and most poplous country district in Newfoundland, containing altogether 14,600 inhabitants, a large proportion
of the 86,000 which the most recent census (1890) gave for the
whole population of tbe island. They are distributed in a number
of small towas, or fishing and agricultural hamlets ; near another
of which, Port Grace, a remarkable basin is hollowed out in the
cliffs by the action of frost, or the more certain operation of time
in decaying the slate clay of which the rocks are composed. First
aa arch is entered, %) feet wide by 90 high ; and beyond is the
basin itself, which is about 300 feet in circumference, and surrounded by perpendicular rocks 190 feet in height, with a border
of dwarf spruce at top. At one comer a little exit among broken
masses of rock carries off the superfluous water ; the depth near
the centre of the cavity is about 14 feet."
Not far from this, and near the extremity of Port Grace Harb u r , are also the remains of a supposed ancient colony, which
some have attributed to the Danes or Icelanders; but which,
Captain Robinson comes to the conclusion, cannot be earlier than
the first settlement of the country by the English under Lord
Baltimore. Tbe opposite opinion he conceives to be founded on
a statement quoted (he believes, on private authority) by Mr.
Barrow, that a party of settlers, proceeding up a river which
falls into Conception Bay, observed at the distance of six or seven
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miles above the Bay, the appearance of stone walls rising just
above the surface. O n removing the sand and alluvial earth, t b e ~
ascertained these to be the remains of ancient buildings, with oak
beams, and mill-stones sunk in oaken beds. Inclosum resembling gardens were also traced out, and plants of various kids
were found growing about the place, not indigenous to the islaad;
but the most decisive proof of these ruins being the remaina of an
ancient European colony was drawn from the different kinds of
coins found about them, some of Dutch gold, which the inhabitants conaidemd to be old Flemish coins, others of copper without
inscriptions.' In opposition to this, however, the following facb
and arguments are adduced by Captain Robinson:-1.
Tbe
actual magnitude and extent of the remains of buildings found
are greatly over-stated in the above extract. H e examined them
very carefully, and could find nothing of more importance than
the remains of a mill. 2. T h e supposed remainn of gardens am
five nliles from this spot, and twelve miles from where the coins
were found ; the existence of which last in the place where dik
covered, may, he thinks, be satisfactorily accounted for by the
habit, indulged in by all the ancient voyagers, of burying coins.
Only four, as far as he could learn, of virgin gold, were found at
all. 3. Although the buildings discovered are undoubtedly ancient, yet they bear no marks whatever of a higher antiquity than
the time of Lord Baltimore's settlement; on the contrary, it is
perhaps difficult to imagine them uite so old. And 4. Thou$
the desire of the neighbouring in abitants is to favour the high
antiquity of these remains, yet their evidence, on comparison ad
cross-examination, is much against it.
O n leaving Harbour Grace, Captain Robinson observes : "1
have been much pleased with my visit to this port. The barboar
is good, and though the space between the end of the bar and tbe
north shore is rather narrow, a large ship, well handled, may bat
through, or back and fill in and out with the tide. Approaching
the town from the northward you pass a large honse, ~"rroaoded
by some co~isiderabletrees, which has an English appearance;
as has also the little town, with its parsonage in the centre of a
prett garden, and weather-beaten church, bearing an antique,
un- ewfor~ndlandisllair." The Favorite next proceeded to the
small island of Belleisle, in Conception Bay, ' which deserves tbe
name of ' Belle;' wheat ripening well on it, and yielding nineteenfold ; potatoes fourteen-fold ; and oats, hay, and vegetables doing
equally well. Belleisle will be a nursery-garden to the great embryo towns of Conception Bay ; and indeed it ie a reproach to
Newfoundland that, with many similar spots either on its o m
territory, or within its waters, it is still dependent on Prim
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Edward's Island and Halifax for supplies. But," as Captain
Robinson immediately afterwards observes, fishing has hitherto
paid better thau husbandry."
The Favorite next proceeded to St. John's, and afterwards returned to &gland.
We shall conclude our extracts, therefore,
fimt, with a brief narrative concerning a poor native woman, which
seeme to us to exhibit some peculiar aspects of untutored character; aud next, with a vocabulary of the language of these
people. We are not aware that either has been published before
in detail ; though the story in its general outline is well ktlown.
. '' From the war of exterminatfon waged against the natives of Newfoundland by the Mic Macs, who had settled near St. George's Bay,
and frequently came over in considerable numbers from Nova Scotia,
and from the barbarous treatment which they formerly received a t
the hands of our early settlers in Newfoundland, they had entirely
deserted the sea-coast, and by keeping within their woods and fastnesses, avoided all intercourse mth stran ers. Captain Buchan's
attempt, in 1808, ending in the murder o his two marines left as
hostages, appeared also to have put an end to the hopes that were
entertained of civilizing this barbarous race. They had, however, of
late years frequently ventured down to t l ~ ehouses in the Bay of Exploits, for the purposes of plunder or of mischief; and at length, Mr.
Peyton, a settIer, having suffered much from their depredations, went
up the river with a party of ten or twelve men, 60 recover his property, and, if possible, to communicate with his spoliators. Having
travelled seventy miles on the snow, he surprised three natives at a
little distance from their wigwams ; one man, who appeared a chieftain, was very untractable, rejecting all overtures of friendship, and
at last attacked old Peyton in so ferocious a manner, that the young
man, to save his father's fife, was obliged to shoot the savage. The
woman who was in company, and was, as it afterwards appeared, the
wife of tbe poor .victim, did not fly, shed no tears (a savage seldom
weeps) but, after a few minutes' violent struggle of emotions, which
were visible in her intelligent countenance, anguish and horror
appeared to give place to personal fear, and she went to the murderer
of her husband, clung to his arm as if for protection, and strange to
nay, a most devoted attachment appeared from that moment to have
been produced towards him, which only ended with her life. To him
alone she was all gentleness, affection, and obedience ; and the last
act of her ' brief, eventful history,'was to take a ring from her finger
and beg it might be sent to John Peyton.
'& The tribe were in the neighbourhood of this disastrous meeting,
and il was necessary that the Peytona should secure their retreat;
they had a sle), drawn by dogs, in which Waunathoke, or Mary March
(as she was afterwards named, and an we may now call her), immediately placed herself, when she understood she was to accompany the
party, and directed them by signs to cover her over, holding her legs
out to have her nloccassins laced ; and both here and subsequently,
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by her helplessness, by the attention she appeared habitually to expect at the hands of others, and by her unacquaintance .with any
lahorious employment, indicated either a superiority of station, o r
that she was accustomed to a treatment of female savages very different from that of all other tribes. She was quite unlike an Esquimaux in face and figure, tall and rather stout-bodied, limbs very small
and delicate, particularly her arms; her hands and feet were very
small, and beautift~llyformed, and of these she was very proud ; her
complexion, a light copper colour, which became nearly as fair as a
European's, after a course of washing and absence from smoke ; her
hair was black, which she delighted to comb and oil ; her eyes larger
and more intelligent than those of an Esquimaux; her teeth small,
white, and regular ; her cheek-bones rather high ; but her countenance had a mild and pleasing expression (her miniature, taken by
Lady Hamilton, is said to be strikingly like) ; her voice was remarkably sweet, lo\\., and musical. When brought to Fogo, she was taken
into the house of Mr. Leigh, the Church Missionary, where for some
time she was ill at ease, and twice during the night attempted to
escape to the woods, where she must have almost immediately perished
in the snow; she was, however, carefully watched, and in a few
weeks was tolerably reconciled to her situation, and appeared to enjoy
the comforts of civilization, particularly the clothes ; her own were
of dressed deer-skins, tastefully trimmed with martin, but she mould
never put them on or part with them ; she ate sparingly, disliked
wine and spirits, was very fond of sleep, never getting up to breakfast before nine o'clock; she lay, rolled up in a ball, in the middle of
her bed. Her extreme personal delicacy and propriety of conduct
were very remarkable, and appeared more an innate feeling than any
exhibition of tact or conventional usage. Her power of mimickry
was very remarkable, and enabled her quickly to speak the language
she heard ; and before she could express herself, her signs and dumb
show were curiously significant. She described the servants, blacksmith, tailor, shoemaker, a man who wore spectacles, and other persons whom she could not name, with a most happy minuteuess of
imitation. I t is a beautiful provision, that savages and children, who
have much to learn, should be such good mimics, as without that
faculty they could learn nothing, and we ohserve it usually leaves them
when they no longer want its assistance: to this we should often
ascribe family resemblances, which we think are inherited. But to
return to Mary March;-she would sometimes, though rarely, speak
freely to Mr. Leigh, and talk of her tribe. They believe in a Grent
Spirit, but seem to have no religious ceremonies. Polygamy does not
appear to be practised. They lire in separate wigwams, Mary's consisted of sixteen; the number was discovered in rather a curious manner.
She went frequently to her bed-room during the day, and when Mr.
Leigh's housekeeper went up, she always found her rolled in n ball,
apparently asleep ; at last, a quantity of blue cloth was missed, and
from the great jealousy that Mary showed about her trunk, suspicion
fell upon her ; her trunk was searched, and the cloth found, nicely
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converted into sixteen pair of moccaasins, which she had made in her
bed; two pair of children's stockings were also found, made of a
cotton nightcap.
Mr. Leigh had lost one; but Mary answered
angrily, to all questions about her merchandise, ' John Peyton, John
Peyton ;' meaning that he had given it her : at last, in the bottom of
her trunk, the tassel of the cap, and the bit marked J. L,were found,
when, looking stedfastly a t Mr. Leigh, she pointed to her manufacture, and said slowly, ' Youra,' and ran into the woods; when brought
back, she was very sulky, and remained so for several weeks. The
poor captive had two children, and this was probably the tie that held
her to her wigwam; for though she appeared, in many respects, to
enjoy St. John's when she was taken there, and her improved habits
of life, she, on the whole, but ' dragged a lengthened chain,' for all
her hopes and acts appeared to have a reference to her return. She
hoarded clothes, trinkets, and anything that was given her, and mas
fond of dividing them into sixteen shares. She was very obstinate,
but was glad to be of any service in her power, if not asked to assist ;
she was playful, and wes pleased with startling Mr. Leigh, by stealing behind him sohly ; her perception of anything ridiculous, and her
general knowledge of character, shpwed much archness and sagacity :
an unmarried man seemed an object of great ridicule to her. When
she was taken to St. John's, on entering the harbour, she said to
Messrs. Leigh and Peyton, ' You go shore, Mr. Leigh-you go shore,
John Peyton-when go shore, no emamoose (wife or woman), ha, h q
ha, h a !' She mas quite indifferent to music, did not seem to perceive it; liked exhibiting herself to etrangers, and was very fond of
putting on and taking off all the dresses, ribborls, and ornaments
that were given her. Mr. Leigh once drew on a bit of paper a boat
and crew, with a female figure in it, going up a river, and stopping a
moment at a wigwam, and described the boat, freighted an before,
returning. Mary immediately applied the hieroglyphic, and cried out,
' No, no, no, no.' He then altered the drawing, taking the woman
out, and leaving her behind at the wigwam,when she cried very joyfully, ' Yes, yes, good for Mary.' A variety of representations, more
obscure than thin, she perceived with great quickness, and had much
satisfaction in the mode of communication
She remained a short time at St. John's, and acquired such facility
in speaking English, that sanguine hopes of conciliating and opening
a communication with her tribe, through her means, were entertained ;
and when Sir Charles Hamilton despatched Captain Buchan to the
Bay of Exploits, to make the attempt, it was hoped for this poor devoted handful of Indians that the measure of their sufferin s was full,
and that they were at last to be brought within the in uence and
blessings of civilization and Christianity. I t was ordered otherwise ;
the change of dress, or change of living, or whatever it may be, that
operates so fatally on eavages eeparated from their native habits,
spared not poor Mary. She left St. John's with a bad cough, and
died of consumption, on making the Bay of Exploits, aged 94. Captain Buchan, after a laborious march, reached the wigwams, but
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foond them empty; and he deposited there the coffin of M a y , with
her presents, dressed, morcassins, kc. The experiment, I think. mas
hazardorrs ; the Indians, on returning, may possibly perceive the
truth, or they map, as more in accordance with their past experience,
fancy poison, insult, o r any of the barharities practised on their forefathers, the tradition of which they carefully preserve."
Vocahulaq of the Language of the Natives of Nernfoundland;
procured by the Rea. J. Leigh, from Mary March, a Natiae
Woman, taken up the B a y of Exploits by Mr. Peyton, in
March, 18 18.
Deer
osweet
Arms
memapet
Deeia horns
megorun
Arrow
dogemat
Dog
mammameet
BOY
bukashamesh
Draning knife
Breast
hegomot
Dog-wood (moun- emoethook
Bonnet
abodonce
tain ash)
boodowit
Beaver
mamshet
Duck
Boat or vessel
adothe
Ducks and drakes, howmeshet
Dancing
budiseet
Buttons or money, agarnet
Dirt
methie
Berries
bebidigemidie
Blankets
marlororit
Bear
grvashavet
Eye
.
givinya
Blood
izzobauth
E m
debine
Eat
odvit
Beat
buhashomite
Ilite
bashudi te
Eyebrow
marmeuck
Elbow
~OOCUS
Blow the nose
ahegamit
Ear
mooshaman
Birch rind
boyish
Body
haddabothie
Fire
wood rat
Back
posaont
Fish-hook
adothook
Baked apples
abidemashirk
Feathers
abobidress
Clothes
ihingyam
Fa1l
hoshet
Cod fish
bob boosoret
Fork
ethewroit
Cattle, cows, & horses, nethabeat Fishing-line
edat
Cat (domestic)
abidesook
Flying
meaoth
Cat (martin)
abidish
Fur
peatha
Canoe
japathook
Cream jug
Girl
emamooset
motheryet
Come hither
kooret
.
Gloves
obsedek
Gun
adamtrdret
Candle
shaboth
Caplin
shamorh
Glass
hadibirt
Cry
matheothice
Go out
enano
Comb
edrathin
Gull
assow
cold
moidenrsee
Gimlet
quadranuck
Chin
toun
Grindingatone
aquatl~oont
Cut
odisuit
Gunpowder
beatothunt
Comet
anin
Goose
odeusook
Currents
shamye
Good night
bethiote

I-?""""et
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Get np
Gaping
Groaning
Gooseberry

memet
dronna
mamrnateek
mattucis
begodor
odusweet
zathmk
uoin
keauthut gonothin
mudyrat
thingaya

Ice
Indian (red)
Indian cup
Iron

ozem
beathook
schucododimit
mowazeenite

Knife
Knee
Kneeling
Kiss

uine
hodamishit
abnsthibit
widumite

hbster
Lamp
Lord bird
Leg
Lead
Lip
Lie down
tuee
Lightning
Leaves
Lightning

odjet
bobdiduishemet
mammadrouit
aduse
goosheben
coish
bituwaite
thusebeet
barod
madyna
wieeth

bukashaman
Mbutlt
mamesook
Moon . kius and washewiush
Musquib
ahema bogouthue

Man

Nose
Net
Necklace, beads
Night and dark
Nipper

Seen

gggarimanet
bethee
washew
bebadrook
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Nails
quish
Neck and throat iedeeheet

ganYeP
abermte
cheaahit
jiggamint

I

Hand
Hair
House
Hammer
Heart
Hare
Husband
Hoop
Head
Hiccups
Hatchet
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I

Needle

dosomite

Oil
Otter
Ochre
Oar
Oakum

emet
edree
odement
poodybeae
mushabauth

Pin
Partridge
Puppies
Pitcher cup
Pigeon
Pu5n

dosomite
zosweet
mammnsameet
manune
bobbodish
gwoshuawit

Rocks
Rain
Running
Rowing
Rat

ahune
bathue
hotharnashet
osavate
gadgemish ,
gauzadun

RPspberriea
Shoes
Smoke
Seal
Stinking seal

.

moosin
besdic
bedesook
mattic bedesook
Spoon
adadirninte
Seen
kius and maugerewius
Sit down
athep
Sleep
isedoweet
Saw
deddoweet
Saile
ejabathook
Shovel
godawick
Stockings
asset
Sword
Eedisoni
Salmon
wasemook
Silk handkerchief, ejibiduivh
Scissors
osegeen
Sore throat
anadrick
Snipe
aoujet
Swimming
thoowidgee
Seal sunk
aparetia bedeosolr
Scratch
baahubst
Scollop
gmet
Sneezing
adjith
Singing
awoodet
Shoulders
momezemetbon
'
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Sorrow
corrasoob
Stooping
hedyyan
Standing
kingabit
Shaking hands, memanmonasthus
Scab
pigathee
Spruce
trawnaaoo
Teeth
bofomet outhermayet
Trap
8hebathoont
Trousers
moweed
Trout
dottomeish
Tit lass
gotheyet
Turr
geonet
Tinker
oothook
Tickle
kaduishnite
Thank yon
thine
Thigh
ifweena
Tongue
memasuck
Thread
meroobish
Throw
pugathoite
Thunder
barodiisick
Thumb
pooeth
Woman
Water
Watch
Woodpacker

emamoose
ebautho
mi s
sheboboweet

Wife
osnck
Walk
WOOrhPat
Warming yourself, obuaheen
Wind
gidgeathue
Wolf
moisamodmot
Wood
adiab
Whortle berriea msmoose
Yawning

jibeath and ibemis

Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten

gathet
adasic
shedsic
abodoesic
nijick
bigadosic
odoaook
odoosook
yeoth odne
theant

Main land
Islands

puzemook
mamanasheek

One
Two
Three
Four
Five

Six

11.-Ptivate Journal kept on board H.M.S. Leven, when w v y i n g the Comt of Afica. By Captain Bartholomew, R. N.
1830.
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THIS
also ia a fourteen years old Journal, presented to the

society

by a friend of the gallant author, who died on the service on which
he was then employed, very early in ib progress. We are again,
accordingly, compelled to select a few extracts, instead of either
giving the Journal a t length, or a detailed analysis of its entire
contents :'a AZORES.--St. Mi&aett.-Tradition
may have handed down, d
circumstances may lead to an idea which i~ entertained by many, that
the island of St. Michael was originally a plain covered with beautiful
trees, rich verdure, and aromatic planb. A t present, however, it
consists of a number of mountains, hills, and valleys, none of whid
are primitive, but evidently the production of volcanic eruptions. The
conical figure of the mountains, and the cavity at their summita, the
accumulation of lava, scoriee, and volcanic sand, demonstrote th&
production by fire.

1
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" Externally the volcanoes appear extinguished, but they are supposed to exist internally, of which indeed the fountains in the Valley
of Farnan and other parts of the island are evident symptoms. This
valley is about twenty-five miles north and east of Porto del Gardo,
d hae on its south-east side a small village called Carcuis or Farnan. O n a small elevation about a quarter of a mile square are a
number of hillocks, on which the action of fire is every where evident.
The minerals on the spot are pyriteb, leva, pumice, marble, and clay
of different coloum, ochre, iron ore, and calcareous earth mixed with
alum and mlphur. There are also a number of boiling fountains, and
many cold springs. The hot springs form several streams, and in
their course they m o k e and emit sulphureous steams ; in a calm day
the vapour is seen rising to a p e a t height. The largest of these
boiling fountains, called the Caldeira. is nearlythirty feet in diameter,
but ita depth is unknown. Its water is scalding hot, and in a constant
atate of ebullition, emitting a vapour highly sulphureous, and smelling
like burnt gunpowder; ita taste communicates an acescent pungency,
and its sediment is a clayey substance of a light blue colour. A t a
few yards' distance, behind a ridge of lava, and at 'the bottom of a
projecting rockvanother boiling fountain is called the Forga or Forge ;
this is ranked as the second fountain: its surface is ~eldomvisible
from the dense sulphureous vapour ; it boils with great violence, and
sends forth a great noise, throwing up quantitiee of a fine glutinous
blue clay mixed with vapour, which is scattered about and observed
to encrust the rock and other neighbouring objects. These are the
principal fountains, but there are several others ; and vapour is seen
w i n g out of the crevices of rocks in many places. By applying the
ear to nome of the fissures, the noise of boiling water is distinctly
heard ; and from others the water is at intervals squirted out, scalding
t h m who may unwarily approach too near. The temperature of these
fountains is not uniform: some are as high 8s boiling heat, others
more moderate, and some very cold ; the appearance of the water in
~ r m ie
e limpid and transparent, in others turbid, of a white or reddish
hne, all geuerally depositing a red or blue clayey substance. Crystals
of alum and sulphur are here found in abundance, some of them beautiful and curious; and when the vapour issues and exudes from the
chinks and fissures of the rock, some of the crystals are from one to
two inches long. A small river runs through this valley, and on ita
edge in several places there are hot springs, with at times a perceptible ebullition in the middle of the stream from these springs.
This river deposits an ochrey sediment on the stones and pebbles of its
bed; in aome places the sediment is of a green colour, not unlike
martial vitriol ; and the bushes on the banks are encrusted over with
nulphllr and alum.
" The taste of these waters varies. In some it is that of a strong
impregnation of the vitriolic acid, in others of the carbonic ; in others
the taste is aluminous or ferruginous, while others again are perfe~tly
insipid. The country-people in cooking save fuel by those fountains.
They place their culi~mryutensils over the hot springs, or upon aome
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of the steaming crevices ; and their cattle by instinct o r experience
approach these places to clear themselves of vermin, by standing in
the sulphureous steam.
a Not far from the hot springs is a hill of pumice-stone from which
several springs of cold water rise, and at the bottom of the hill form a
small run or watercourse. In this short distance Bome of them
deposit a pale yellow ochrey sediment, and others one of a higher
colour. Their taste is sharp and acescent, their smell ferruginous ;
the pungency in some is excessively penetrating, and in a glass they
sparkle like champagne. About a quarter of a mile to the westward
are a number of othcr hot springs, and this place is the resort of those
who use the waters. Farther up the valley are others of the same
description. Allout a mile to the westward also there is a small river
named Sanguinolenta (or Bloody River) from its red colour, on the
banks of which are several cold springs of a strong ferruginous,
acescent taste and smell ; and to the southward, beyond a range of
mountains, and about a mile distant, are a number of hot springs, in
which the same variety is observable as among these described. A t
this place there is one about twenty-four feet in length, and twelve
in breadth ; it boils with great force, making much noise ; and near
it are several cold springs, which are in the same state of ebullition
as the liot fountains. They have a sharp acescent taste and smell,
and are highly impregnated mith the aerial acid.
"St. Michael's has commerce with Lisbon, England, America, and
Russia. To Portugal i t sends corn, pulse, poultry, cattle, and vegetahles, which are paid for in tobacco, sugar. coffee, trinkets, dispensations, indulgences, images of saints, reliques, &c. About Reventy
vessels are sent annually to England mith fruit, receiving woollens,
hardware, earthenware, and various necessaries. From America they
receive boards, staves, lumber, rice, fish, pitch,tar, iron, and a variety
of India goods, which are paid for in wine ; and the trade for Russia
is similar with America. They have also a ready-money trade with
Madeira and the Canary Islands for corn, cattle, and poultry.
" St. Michael's contains 1 city, 5 towns, 54 parishes, and 80,000
inhabitants. They have of regular infantry, 250 ; artillery, 100 ;
militia, three regiments, 3000 ; and ordenanza, or levde en masse,
about 6000 men. The dress of the principal inhabitants of both sexes
is nearly the same as the English ; but the male peasantry have a
singular covering for the head : it consists of a convex crown, like
sonle of the English leather hats, with a front like a shovel, and
turned up like n horn on each side. I t is in breadth about eighteen
or twenty inches; and a flap hangs down from the crown, buttons
under the chin, and covers the shoulden. This dress is peculiar to
the islanders of St. Michael. The respect shown an Englishman here
is great, every person bows and lifts his hat as he passes.
" The ladies are not much seen abroad, although it is reported that
they do not stay much at home. They are, however, kind in the extreme
and attentive to strangers, and their hospitality keeps pace with their
great attention and politeness.
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I regret much the badness of the weather when I last called
st St. Michael's. I had previously arranged that a conveyance
should be in readiness as soon as the ship came off the nearest point
to the Valley of Farnan, to carry up a number of beakers to be filled
with water of the different fountains to bring to England, to be
chemically analyzed, but the above-mentioned cause precluded any
attempt of the kind. Their efficacy iu healing many disorderu is well
known in the Azores ; and were they better known in England, they
would probably be resorted to there also.

I

I

" Terceira is a beautiful island, and, like all the other Azores, of
volcanic formation. The climate is delightful, the air generally clear
and serene, and the soil so prolific, that almost every European
and tropical plant grows on it. The face of the island is dirersitied
with volcanic hills, and gardens, pastures, vineyards, and orangeries
serve to enrich the landscape. Fine roads are cut to every part of
the island, by which means travelling is much easier in it than in any
other; and the island appears better adapted for invalids than Madeira o r any of the western islands, as they are thus able to take
exercise and recreation. The capital of the Azores, as well as of the
island, is Angra, the residence of the civil governor ; but the bishop
resides at St. Michael's. The population of the island is estimated
at 40,717 (this account I was officially fsvoured with, by permission
of t h e governor), of which one-tenth part are priests; and the town
of Angra is said to contain of the above number 8000 inhabitants.
About four thousand pipes of wine are considered to be made
annually on the island, but this quantity is distilled into brandy ;
what wine is consumed is brought$rom Fayal. There are six convents for nuns, and one for married women when their husbands are
from home ; there are twenty-two pariehes, and thirty large churches,
with smaller ones to a great extent, of which I could get no certain
information. The present governor has done much for the islanq,
by causing g o d roads to be cut, and compelling the proprietors of
ground to let out such land as they do not cultivate themselves to
the poor, for what it will bring. This has, within these few years,
enriched the island, by raising much more corn than formerly, and
given w p e to industry. The inhahitents are civil and attentive to
strangers ; and cleanlier in their persons than at Madeira. They are
an innocent, good, and honest people; and although oppressed by
their accleaiasticsl establishments, they seek distinction by industry
rather than arms, preferring the olive-branch to the laurel, and suhmitting to a yoke which is most galling. The houses in the town
are well-built, the streets broad and paved; but a stranger is annoyed
in passing, from the number of pigs that feed there, and the noise of
the musical carts. Every house has several of those animals. and
having no back ground, they are set loose in the streets, and the
passenger has often to stop until he clears his way, o r i s obliged to
pass round these animals. And the cart-wheels and axle are fixed
together, ro that in turning round, the friction of the axle with the
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hody of the cart makes a great noise, which their owners like, as
they say it cheers the bullocks, and makes them go quicker. I t is,
however, a great annoyance to a stranger, for when two or three of
them are together, as is often the case, the x~oiseis so great that two
travellers cannot converse together; they cannot be heard when these
vehicles are near.
" The island of Terceira contains one city, called Angra; three
towns, namely, Praya, St. Sebastio, and New Town; also twentytwo parishes (as by official information, 5th Nov. 1819): riz.Names of Parishes.

..
.

..
..
.
..
.
...
. .
. .
.
.
. .
.
.
..

The Cathedral
Conception
St. Peter's
St. L11cie
St. Mathus de dolhetd
St. Bartholomew
St. Barbara
St. George's, of the Twelve Rivulets
St. Rock, near Altars
St. Peter's, near the Biscoutes
St. Beatrice, of the Four Rivers
Our Lady of Anza Olva
Divine Holy Ghost of New
St. Michael's of Lagas
Our h d y in the Fount
Mother of the Holy Cross in Praya
St. Catharine, opposite to Praya
St. Barbara, Bastard Fountain
Mother of St.Sebastio
St. Anthony of Jew Port
St. Peter of Little River
St. Bento near Angra

.

..
.

Total

.

.

..
.
..

.

Population.
4545
3145
2505
2094
124.3
1395
2310
133s
1839
1510
921
1778
1351
1895
958
3594
lS30
520
1301
1902
1871
1013

.

. . . 40,717

" The yearly produce of Indian corn, wheat, and a trifling quantity
of barley, is on an average about 720,000 bushels ; wit11 4000 pipes
of wine, and 50 tons of Orchilla weed ; though, if pains were taken
to collect it, there mould be more. The military force consists of
1200 regular troops, 9000 militia, and, in case of an attack, the inhahitants are all obliged to arm themselves with a long pike (or what
they drive the bullocks with, being a goad about ten feet long), from
the age of fifteen to sixty years.
" People of property, and those in business, both men and
women, imitate the English in dress ; the males of the lower class
wearing short jackets, with trousers or smallclothes, and blue cloth
caps of a curious shape, trimmed with red or hrown; the females
wearing hlack bombasin skirts, and a hood attached, which thevpull up
over their heads, and which serves as a cloak when they walk abroad ;
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in the Iiouse it is thrown back. The women in general are rather
handsome, but have an awkward and loitering gait..
" The custom at table is the same as observed in most parts of
Portugal ; all the different articles are cut up, and being put on separate plates or dishes, are handed round, one after another. Ladies
and gentlemen therefore help themselves ; and I have seen some persons help themselves on one plate from four or five different dishes.
Every one fills his glass or tumbler, and drinks what he pleases ; the
cloth is kept on the table until the company rise, and very little wine
is taken after dinner.
" The coast round Terceira is high and craggy, excepting in a few
places ; and those accessible are well defended with batteries : round
the bay and town of Angra, in particular, the fortifications are strong
and well-built.
" I n coming from the eastward, the landrcbout Porto Praya is first
made ; and in advancing towards Angra, the Frailes, four rocks above
water, and Goat Islands, are next seen. The latter appear to have
been at first one island, of volcanic production, but by some subsequent earthquake, the middle part has disappeared, leaving a narrow
passage of a cable's length in breadth, and twenty-four fathoms in
depth. Their former union seems evident by comparing the strata ou
both uides of the passage, the layers of the different substances agreeing in quality, wlour, and dip of direction. Between these islands
and the main there is an excellent channel, upwards of two miles in
breadth, with a clear sandy bottom, and fifteen fathoms water ; and
in case of emergency any ship can anchor. Between Goat Islands
and the Frailes, the passage is two miles in breadth, with nine fathoms
water, and is clear from ail danger; but to the southward, about
three-quarters of n mile. there is a rock under water, which must be
carefully avoided. The Bay of Angra is open to all wir~dsfrom
S.S.W. to E. ; and the safest months for lying there are June, July,
August, and September, when the winds from north to west prevail ;
but there are more vessels in October, November, and December,
than any other months, for fruit. They moor to the northward of
Fort St. Antonio, which is on the west and north side of. the bay.
with three and four anchors ahead; and vessels farther out, on the
least appearance of its coming to blow, run out to sea.
'* Tofiiio'a plan of the bay is correct. I made the south pillar on
Brazil Mount to be in 38' 88' 17" latitude, and 27' 14'longitude, by
the mean of three chronometers."

" CAPEVLRDIs~~h'~s.-I?uego.-This island is fertile, and produces
a great quantity of Indian corn, beans, and all sorts of refreshments.
Excellent cloths are made here for the trade of Guinea, and for the
nue of various inhabitants of the other islands. The climate although
warm is healthy, on account of the rarefaction of the air caused by the
volcano. There are several beaches for boats ; but the only anchorage
fDr vessels of burthen is on the west side of the island, in the bay
called Luz. The Leven's anchorage was the north point of the island
Y O L . 1v.
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flag-staff N. 85OE .:
south flap-staff S.21° E.,in twenty-fivefathoms soft sand, nearly abreaat
of the well, aud off shore one quarter of a mile. The water is n o t good,
and is also scarce, the well being down on the beach, which is a-soft
black sand, although the water comes from the rock. When t h e r e is
a high sea-or surf, it breaks over, as well as penetrates through, the
sand, and renders the water brackish. The inhabitants, as xx-ell as
their cattle, have to descend a precipice of eighty feet in height by a
path cut in a z i g z a ~direction in the rock to get to this well.
" Brapa.-This island is very high, and could be seen at a great
distance, were it not constantly covered by a dense atmosphere. The
climate is however temperate, healthy, and fertile ; and the idand
produces a large quantity of Indian corn. beans, and all sorta of refreshments, but little or no wood. The anchorages are f o u r in
number, but not one of them safe for vessels of burthen ; o n l y amall
vessels consequently frequent them for orchilla and grain.
There are two small inlands on the north-east side of Bracalled Rombo or Romes Islands. distant about five or six miles. These
islands are nearly joined with other small rocks, some parts being
above water, and forming a crescent. Between the westernmost
islaud, which is lofty and having a peak on it, and the next rocks, is a
passage of about half a mile wide, and havin twenty-fire fathoms
water ; and the easternmost island has a reef o rocks which extends
nearly two miles partly under water, and in an E.N.E. d i r e c t i o n
To the southward there is a clear passage between the above a n d the
north end of Brava: the Leven at the west end of this channel had
soundings eighty fathoms; the state of the weather did not allow her
to pass entirely through, but, from observation, in a care of emergency any sLip may take the passage, keeping about mid-channel.
" St. VincenC-This
island is mountainous and much exposed to
winds. There are plenty of cattle, but very lean, in the dry season
many dying for want of food. The island produces orchilla and some
cotton ; but there are no refreshments to be found at it, the inhabitants being mostly supplied with corn and fruit from St. Antonio.
There is an excellent bay called Porto Grande, one of the largest and
safest in the Cape Verd Islands. Vessels can anchor at any depth
from five to eighteen fathoms, perfectly sheltered from all winds ; a n d
plenty of good wood is to be got here ; but the water that is obtained
from a well on the north side of the bay is not good, especially in the
d r y season, and is also scarce. There is another bay on the son&west side, called St. Pedro, which is of a middling size, with a fine
aandy beach ; and vessels can anchor here in ten fathoms, near the
middle of the bay, or rather more to the westward. I t is a good
anchorage in the dry Reason, and the inhabitants say there is plenty
of good water and wood. The American vessels employed in t h e
whale-fishery frequent this bay.
'' The rollers were setting high at the time I was there, whicb prevented me from examining it carefully. There is another anchorage
on the east wast, called Do Pria da Gatta, with a sandy beach, near
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which veseels.may anchor in six fathoms ; the bottom is clear, but
asea sets directly in when the wind is either north-east or southeast, the island of St. Lucie sheltering between these points. Thie
bay and coast are without wood, water, or inhabitants.
'' S. Atdonio.-This island is very high, abounding with springe ;
and, from its being so mountainous, i t has continued dews, causing a
great production of corn, and all sorts of refreshments. Much orchilla
is also gathered here, and cotton in great abundance ; by means of
the latter a good t q d e is carried on with the coast of Guinea, but the
roads, on account of the mountains, are miserable. The coast all
around is clear. and although there are not any ports in the island,
there are several anchorages.
" Do Potlo da Ponia do W.-This cannot be termed a port (although
the Portuguese give the name bf part to any place in which nmall
craft can ancbor); it ie only a part of the coast where the bottom
is good. T o this place, however, all vessels to and from the island
trade; the custom-house and warehouses are a h here, situated on a
point of land, to the westward of which is the anchorage, about threequarters of a mile from the shore, sheltered from the wind from west
to east by t h e south ; and although the N.N.E.and N.E.winds blow
directly in, from the height of the mountaim they are not felt, only
causing a heavy swell which occasions vessels to roll much. The
landing place is excellent, being a natural basin in the rock ; ib entrance is about eighteen or twenty feet wide, and is there so narrow,
that YOU must give the boat good way, and then toss up the oars in
pviug the entering points, not having length for them; it then
mdenp, and no sea can affect a boat lying there. Good water is
obtained here, and every sort of refreshment a t a reasonable rate ;
wood also can be procured, but it is brought down from a great diatance. The town in which the governor resides is about three miles
from this point, the road to it being cut out of the rocks in many
places. To the westward of this, several miles, is a large bay, called
the Port of tbe Mountain of Wheat, from a large mountain a t the
hack of it; it has a sandy bottom with small pebbles. Vessels can
anchor in from eleven to twelve fathoms in safety any time of the
year, and water and wood can be had, but few refreshments, owing ta
the great distance from the village, and there being no inhabitant.
except a few shepherds who occasionally reside here.
" Bay of Tarrafd.-This
is large and spacious, having a black sanc)p?
bottom. Vessels ancbor in twenty fathoms, three-quarters of a
cable's length from the shore, sheltered from the north-east and
south winds and sea ; and when the wind comes to the westward of
~ u t hor north, from .the extreme high land it is always a calm in
the bay, the wind never bbwiug home, only occasioning a swell t o
~t in.
" Tbr Leven's anchorage was in forty fathoins ; North Point Bay,
N. 1 lo W. ; South Point, S. 4 7 O W. ; the well or watering- lace,
N.55' E.; distant three cables' length from the shore. Here is the
beat water ia all the Cape Verd Islands ; it comes from the rnoun.
'
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tains, in a continued run 1111 the year, in a ravine ; nnd there are
three reservoirs built, which are continually kept full, persons b e i q
appointed to fill them, in the event of a very dry season. A s d
well is also dug on the beach, and when a vessel calls for water, her
casks are carried to the well, the water is then turned off from the
lower reservoir, which is about three-quarters of a mile distant, and
descending in a regular run cut in the rocks, it fills the well r e g u w
to the degree you empty it ; and a line-of-battle ship may complete
in one day her water. Having an order from the governor for the
water, I had only to victual four men who superintend ; but t h q
make. merchant-vessels pay for it besides. The charge, however, is
trifling. Wood is brought down by the natives: it is said to be
good, but I did not see any of it.
Refreshments can be also hul
here, but on account of its being nearly fourteen leagues from the
village, they are not abundant. A ship touching there should call at
Point Sol, she could there be supplied with bullocks, sheep, poultry,
and fruit, at a low price, ~ e ant order for the water, and proceed here,
not anchoring at Point Sol, only standing off and on. Thus, in me
day, everything could be got down ehe required. Refreshments can.
nevertheless, be obtained at Tarrafal, but the people are dilatory and
exorbitant. I never experienced water to keep so well, nor so clear,
as that J got here.
'' St. Lucie is of a middling height, and there is a bay on the southwest end where small vessels may anchor; it is sheltered from dl
points excepting south and south-east, and has a sandy beach ; the
anchorage, small pebbles and rand. I n the middle of the bay is a
small island. with the ruins of a village on it; but the island h
now totally deserted. only fishermen.frequenting it. There are mrny
turtle Ilere, and much orchilla is gathered, as also some cotton, which
had been formerly planted, but is now in a wild state. The channel
between this island and St. Vincent is not foul, as represented o n tbe
charts ; I entered it from both sides, and sent boats in all directions,
but no rocks were to be found; and in the mid-channel, halfway
through, the least water was fourteen fathoms.
" t3nmco.-Between this island and St. Lucie the Leven lay ot
anchor several days, during the time we were surveying the island
and exploring the channels. Her position was, extremes of St.
Lucie, N.44' W. to N. SoOE.; centre of Branco, 9.7' E. ; extremes
of St. Nicholas, from S. 72' E. to 5.45' E. ; extreme p i n t of St.
Vincent, bi. 60' W.; in eleven fathoms, hard and white sandy bottom.
&' This island is high and rugged;
has a well on it, and some
decayed small wood ; and on the south-east side a long sandy spit
runs out; but the rollers \\,ere so violent it could not be examined.
I attempted landing twice, but was obliged to abandon the design.
*' Ralo is low, the salvage of the coast steep and rocky; the I d ing is, therefore, difficult when there is any wind. This island is
barren, inhabited only by birds ; and between it and Branco, about
one-third off the former, is a coral shelf, in the form of a houae-mf,
running S. S.W.and N. N. E., having on its shallowest part rir
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fathoms, and deepening gradually on the nest to fifteen fathoms, and
on the east to eighteen and twenty fathoms. Altllough its ridge hae
bo much water, however, the sea continually breaks heavy on it,
owing to a strong tide that sets through between these islands ; the
p a s q e is notwithstanding safe.
" St. Nicholar is high, having two remarkable mountains on it,
which can be seen at the distance of fifteen leagues, oue in the shape
of a sugar-loaf, called the Prak of Trade, which is the middle of the
island ; the other, on the west end of the island, called Monte Gorda
The island is fertile, and refreshments can be procured at a low
price ; but water and wood are difficult to be obtained. There is a
bay, which the natives call Carrical. known to tlie English by the
name of Freshwater Bay, on the south side of the island, and about
eight o r nine miles from the east p i n t . It is likewise, on some
charts, termed Porto Preguica. This bay has a black sandy beach,
over which, in a ravine, you will perceive a . number of canes or
green Lushes. Vessels may anchor in ten fathoms, sheltered from
the north-east winds. A few inhabitants reside here in smdl huts.
The water is got by digging a well in the beach. There is also a
pond behind the beach, from which you can fill; but in high tides the
sea breaks over, and renders the water in the pond brackish.
'' Refreshments can only be had at the old port ; this is situated
eiiht o r nine miles N.E.b. N. of Point Vemalhania, or Red Point,
which is the southernmost point of the island ; and in it are the king's
warehouses, and a little fort above them. A t the distance of four
miles from this fort is the town, where the governor and bishop reside.
There is ~ a f eanchorage here for small vessels ; but they cannot be
supplied with water to a great extent. A well has been cut. distant
from the sea-side two hundred fathoms, for the purpose of relieving
any vessel in want, but the quantity it produces is but trifling."
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111.-Aide-Mhoire du Voyageur, ou Questions relatives ci la
Ge'ographie Physique et Yolitzpw, &c. Paris, 1834. l2mo.
pp. 519.

THISwork is published anonymously, but is in fact the acknowledged productiou of one of the most active correspondents of the
Royal Geographical Society, Colonel Jackson, of St. Petersburgh.
It is a traveller's guide, or vade-mecum, destined, as the tilie
further expresses it, a l'wage des personnes qui veulent utiliser
leurs zloyages; and its object is thus of great interest and importance.
I u a ~reliminarvdiscourse, o r introduction, Colonel Jackson
first t r a c k the histGry of discovery : then comments on the benefits
ahich have accrued to the humall race by its progress ; and concludes with some observations on the qualities, original and acquired, ahich a scientitic traveller ought to possees. We subjoin

Aide-klknoire du Voyageur.
e few extracta from this portion of the work, premising that we
have in some demee
altered the order in which we have found
P
them. The observations are important :a' Pour entreprendre les voyages avec fruit, il faut y etre prt!parP,
et comprendre, dans toute leur dtendue, les devoirs qu'ils impsent.
Nous nous permettrons quelques details Q ce sujet.
Une constitution robuste et une grande activitt! corporelle sont
indispensables. 11 faut pouvoir supporter les extremes du chaud et
du froid, du sec et de l'humide, les fatigues et les privations. I1 y a
aussi un b e pour voyager; trop jeune ou trop vieux, on est trop
faible et de corps e t d'esprit.
" Q u a d aux qualitds morales, il faut d u n i r la douceur et la patience
a l'dnergie et la fermetd, la prudence B la bravoure.
" Le voyage qu'on veut entreprendre doit etre pr6cCdd de I'ltude
des cartes et de Is lecture des descriptions du pays qu'on se propose
de visiter ; il faut surtout savoir la langue qu'on y parle ; toutefois,
il arrive souvent qu'on ne peut apprendre d'avance l'idiome d'un
peuple ; on doit alors s'y adonner sur les lieux, et dks l'arrivle, ei le
temps qu'on peut y passer permet d'en prendre la peine.
" Le voyageur, dbs qu'il est arrive, ne saurait rnettre trop d'attention B,se concilier la bienveillance des habitans. I1 ne doit jamais
blesser leur amour-propre, ni faire la satire de leurs mcsurs : quelque
ridicules que puissent etre leurs manihres, leurs superstitions ou leurs
prdjugds, il doit se garder de s'en moquer. S'il parvient a leur inspirer de la confiance, il peut se permettre, avec circonspection, de
leur ddmontrer les avantages qu'il pourrait y avoir, pour aux, h renonder ti des usages barbares ou absurdes. E n un mot, il doit chercher h se mdnager des amis partout oii il se trouve ; de cette manithe,
il se fera ouvrir des sources d'informations qu'autrement il chercherait en vain. I1 serait tres avantsgeux au voyageur de posseder
quelques connaissances en mhdecine, surtout s'il doit s6jounler quelque
temps parmi des sauvagee. Dens tous lea cas, le dessin lui est n6cesaaire; la musique meme est un accessoire souvent plua important
qu'on ne pense.
a'I1 faut encore ajouter que le voyageur doit, autant que possible,
tout voir et tout vCrifier par lui-meme ; lorsqu'il est forcl de se contenter de descriptions qui lui sont faitee par d'autres, il doit accaeillir
ces renseignemens avec beaucoap de circonspection ;qu'il soit surtout
exact dana ses rdcits : le vrai, quelque aride qu'il soit, vaub toujours
mieux que le faux merveilleux.
" Les voyages de ddcouvertes ont lt.4 tellement multiplids qu'il
n'existe plus de terres inconnues, si nous en exceptons quelques petites
Plea de peu de consdquence, qu'on pourrait encore trouver ; mais il
existe des *ions immenses non explorCes, et des peuples sur lesquels
nous n'avons, jusqu'h prlsent, que des notions tr6.s imparfaites. Nous
sommes encore bien loin de connakre toutes le3 productions de la
terre, et lYint6rieur de I'Afrique, de la Nouvelle-Hollande, du Labrador, etc., peut renfermer dans les trois rkgnes, des richesses dont
noes n'avons nulle id&.
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" Leg voyageurs qui visitent les pays civilisds de 1'Europe doivent l e
faire dans le but de savoir au juste l'dtat des hommes et des choses dana
ces contre'en ;ils doivent encore e'idformerdes progrhs tot~jourscroissans
der arts et des sciences, et rapporter dans leur patrie tont ce que ces
objets peuvent prdsenter d'interessant. Ceux qui visitent des pays
moins connus chercheront ti dtablir des relations commercialea, ou a u
moins des rapports d'amitit! qui puissent ouvrir de nouveaux ddbouchbs
h I'avantage rdciproque des peuples, et pour le bien general de l'humanit.6.
" Mais le voyageur doit non-seulement pouvoir tout observer en
ditail, mais encore savoir dtudier l'ensemble. Ce genre de recherches,
fait sur les lieux m&mes, ne peut manquer de prdsenter un grand
intt!r&t; mais il exige une vaste dr~~dition
et une sagacitt! profonde.
"Tout, dans le monde, est enchafnement de causes et d'effets; tout
est action et rlaction. Une nation prospbre quand tout est national.
L'agriculture doit &re conforme au climat et au sol ; l'dducation conforme b l'intelligence des habitans ; les institutions doivent &trebasCes
snr la constitution physique du peuple, et sur l'ltendue de Ra capacitd
morale. Or, eavoir dtlmeler, dans le vaste ensemble des causes et dea
e5ets qui ont produit l'itat pr6sent d'un peuple quelconque, l'utile et
le nuisible, le vrai et le faux, les principes et les cons6quences, tel est
le talent d'un esprit aupbrieur. Aussi voyons nous rarement de cea
voya es philoaophiques qui approfondissent ces matikres.
faut commencer par itudier l'etat actuel de chaque objet, et
rechercher ensuite e'il est tel qu'il devrait &tre par rapport l'ensemble ; si tout est bien, il faut soigneusement dirneler les principes
qui ont produit un resultat si satisfaiaant; mais si, au contraire,
I'harmor~iexle rkgne pas dans l'eneemble, on doit tlcher de dt!couvrir
la source de ce ddfaut dans l'organisation gCndrale, proposer meme
un rernkle convenable.
'' On ne peut gukre esp&rer, il est vrai, que sur l'opinion isolt!e d'un
voyageur, quelque instnlit, quelque sage qu'il paraisse, on modifiera
les institutions d'un pays ; mals lee lumihres qu'il rt!pand provoquent
lea recherches et les discussions, et nouvent m&meil suffit de relever
nn abus, d'indiquer un avantage qurlconque, pour qu'on en profite
aussit6t. D'ailleurs, ce qui importe le plus, c'est d'ktendre le commerce, et, avec lui, la richesse et la civilisation. Le voyage14r. en con&pence, ne doit rien ndgliger pour faire connattre h ses compatriotes
les avantages qu'ils peuvent tirer de relations comslerciales avec le
pays qu'il dkrit, les points principaux oh ce commerce peut s'effectuer;
les objets qui y trouveraient le dibit le plus assurb, et ceux qu'on
aurait en Echange; les colonies et les comptoirs qu'on pourrait y
itablir, etc. I1 doit s'enqudrir, en mCme temps, de tous les procddds
avantageux suivis dans les arts, et qu'il serait facile d imiter. En un
mot, il faut qu'il observe leu hommes et les choses, et qu'il fasse tout
ce qui depend de lui pour amdliorer leur ;tat, par les renseignemens
qu'il donrle et les mesures qu'il propose."-DISC. PrBl., sxxiv.-xl.
Having thus explained the qualities and views with which scientific traveller8 should be endowed and animated, Colonel
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Jackson proceeds in the body of his work to suggest tlie inquiries to be made by them. These he classes under the following
heads. I. Those which relate to the country under examination
itself: viz., 1. Its geography, including its position, boundaries,
length of frontier line, extreme length and breadth, extent of
surface in square measures, general aspect, phgsical and political
divisions; 9. Its hydrography, including a view of its springs,
rivulets, torrents, rivers, canals, lakes, marslies, conter~ninous
seas, kc. ; 3. Its meteorology, including its climate, winds, tendency to fogs, periodical rains, snow, greater or less abundance
of dew, thunder and lightning, optical deceptions, other meteoric
phenomena, kc. 11. Those which relate to tlie productions of
the country ; I. Animal ; 9. Vegetable ; 3. Mineral. 111. Such
as relate to its inhabitants, as 1. Their number, rate of increase
or decrease, circumstances explanatory of either, their divisions,
morals, moral and phgsical temperament, language, dress, food,
kc. ; 2. Their habitations, the extent and interior distribution of
thesk, and whether separating males from females generally, their
furniture, kc.; 3. The distribu:ion of the population into towns,
villages, hamlets, detached houses, &c.; 4. Establishments, religious, educational, charitable, medical, of police, military, commercial, industrial, scientific, prisons, facilities for travelling and
the transmission of letters, amusements, the court of the sovereign,
system of government general and particular, kc. IV. Questions
relating to the ind~istryof the country; 1. Agricultural; 2. Manufacturing; 3. Commercial. V. Special questions touching its
more important institutions, as 1. Its religion; 9. Form of
government; 3. Legislative power ; 4. Finances ; 5. Their appropriation and expenditure; 6. The transmission of letters and
general service of the post. VI. Those which regard the state of
science and literature in a country. VII. Those \vhich regard the
fine arts in 'it. VIII. Those which relate to its history. IS.
Those which relate to its military capabilities. And X. Those
which regard its foreign relations.
On all these topics Colonel Jackson furnishes certain elemen. tary views from which his questions are deduced ; and in a sniall
4ta: volume annexed, he gives models of tables in which the information obtained may be conveniently arranged. His work is
thus decidedly an improvement on any previoi~straveller's guide
~vhich we have seen: ~ e its
t plan is not quite so cornplete as
might be wished, notwithstanding; and \ye take the liberty,
therefore, of also noticing, in all courtesy, \vl~atappear to us some
deficiencies, for his own future consideration, should his work, as
it deserves, reach si~ccessireeditions.
JYe miss, in the first place, a preliminary essay on the pri~lciples
and objects of statistical inquiry generally. Such an introduction

wol~ldboth give interest to the details to which Colonel Jackson
invites the attention,of his renders, and would also, we think,
probably modify his own arrangement of them. For example, in
such an essay, the importance of acquiring a distinct notion of the
means of internal communication e~ljojedby any country could
not be overlooked; and its canals would, co~isequently,-find a
more appropriate place than as an item in its hydrography, with
which, by the way, they can scarcely be said to have ally connexion. Again, the geology of a country would scarcely, in such
case, be in name almost overlooked ; and in substance divided
under two heads, the aspect of the country, and its mineralogical
productions. Nor would the facilities for the transmisaio~r of
goods be considered merely as an element in the appreciation of
the cummerce of a 'country, instead of entering largely into a
consideration of the development of ~iational character arid
manners. Nor would inquiries into the nature and extent of
crime in a community be overlooked entirely in a list of interesting
questions relating to it. Nor would sundry other instances occur,
in which, as we think, the importance of certain classes of details
has either been over-estimated, or their application to the solution
of much more important inquiries than those to which ihey immediately refer been unnoticed.
But there is another want in the volume before us, the supply
of which, though not perhaps strictly within its plan, we uvould
earnestly recommend to the attention of its active and intelligent
author; or to any other who may desire to compete with him in
the composition of an improved traveller's manual.
There are few things less understood by young travellers-and it
is for them chiefly that such works are written-than, on the one
hand, the amount of preparation requisite to enable them to do
anything at all in the way of mapping, or otherwise describing the
physical or nioral aspect of a country ; and on the other hand,
the maxinium result which may be obtained from any given
amount of such preparation, with suitable knowledge, diligence,
and opportunities. For example, some may be instructed even by
such elementary information as this, that in mapping with imperfect instruments little can be done without starting froni one
fixed point, a ~ terniinating
~ d
in another ; that a compass is necessary to take bearings, and an instrunlent for mea~uringvertical
angles, with some sort of artificial horizon, or substitute for it, to
determilie latitudes; but that with these iustrun~ents,and a careful
observatio~iof distance aiid true direction traversed, cven longitudes
may be coniputed with considerable accuracy; that there are
various summary methods, as by a comparison between the velocity
of light and sound, by which distances may be estimated : others,

as by an examination of the length of shadows, or the angles at
c e r t a i ~distances
~
subtended by buildings, by which heights may
be computed : others, as the temperature of boiling water, by
which the elevatiol~above the level of the sea, or depression beneath it, may be approximated to : others again, as the number
of children in families, the comparison of legitimate and illegitimate births, the standard of don~esticmorality, the number and
character of prevailing crimes, the character of prevailing amusements, the number of extremely aged individuals, &., from which
important statistical inferences may be drawn, even thoagh. precise
figures are not obtained. N o t but that figures are always desirable,
if possible : it may be said, indeed, that for the higher, that is to
say the economical purposes of statistical inquiry, nothing cerfoin
is known without them. and even with them. from hastra ceneralizations, or imperfect conibinations of particulars, many supposed
which
results are fallacious. But for the Durboses of descri~fioft.
is all that geography direcfly contemplates, much is gained by the
record even of these approximations; and what 7ou11g travellers
seem to us therefore to want, is not so much a minute detail of
questions, four-fifths of which can only be answered in highly
civilized states of society, where the importance of replies to them
is fully recognized by the resident population, and where consequently little new or exact is left to be gleaned by an occasional
traveller,-as
an exact ltnowledge of the preparation and appliances requisite to enable them to devote their attention wit11 advantage to any particular branch of inquiry,-a just appreciation
at the same time of the maximum result which may be obtained
from any given amount of such preparation, and of the means by
which such result may be made a maximum,-comprehensive
views on the objects and purpose of statistical inquiries generally,
-with
such a classification of these as shall disentangle their
intricacies, allowing individuals who cannot grasp the \vliole to
choose their section, and at the same time exhibit the bearing of
all on the one great point, which is ultimate in geography-the
acquisition of an exact and comprehensive view of the pliysical
and moral aspect and condition of any given portion of the human
race.
Such, at least, is our idea of what is wanting in a traveller's
manual ; and we are persuaded that Colonel Jackson will readily
pardon the freedom of these remarks, in favour of their intention.
I t is due to hi111, moreover, to add, that his work, as it is, may
be confidently recomme~lded as a highly useful companion to all
intending travellers; that the tables iu it are well devised, and
many of them original ; and that \vhat we have above desiderated
are not so much omissions in his plan, as desirable features in
'?
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another and niore extensive one. A s a further example, also, of
the assistance that may be derived from. it, u-e subjoin the concluding paragraphs of the section on meteorology :" Pour rCsumer ce que nous avons dit sur les mdtCores de toute
esphce, il faut remarquer que les notions que nous avons donnies sur
chacun en particulier, font assez voir le genre d'ohservations qu'ils
exigent; mais les faits isolCs ne noils instruisent guZre sur la metlorologie g6ne'rale d'un paps, ni sur la nature de son climat ; c'est
ainsi que l'observation des phinom8nes que peut prCsenter un mithore quelconque n'a d1intCr8tqu'autant qu'elle est liCe avec celle de
toutes les autres circonstances mdtdoriques qui l'accompagnent, qui la
prCckdent et qui la suivent.
" Dans la plupart des villes de I'Europe, on tient des regttres tres
exacts et trey ditaillds des phCnombnes mCtdorologiques. Les observations doirent Etre soigrleusement faites avec de bons instrumens, et, l'exception des n~kteoresqui n'ont lieu que rarement, on
les observera tous trois fois par jour. On verra ci-dessous la manikre
de tenir ces regftres, et d'en dkduire les rdsultats moyens.
'' Le tahleau No. 2 montre la maniere dont doivent Etre enregft d e s les observations journelibrea. Le thermomktre sert B indiquer
le degrt! de chaleur ou de froid de l'air, le b a r o m h e sa pression,
I'hpgromktre son Ctat d'humiditi., I1andmomi.tre la force et la direttion des rents, l'eudiometre la qualit& de l'air, l'dlectroscope le degrd
et la nature de I'llectricitt! dont l'air est chargl, et les changemens
qui surviennent pendant leu orages et le passage des nu6es. Ces
instrumens doivent Gtre tous de la meilleure construction, et bien
comparable^ avec ceux en usage dans les principaux lieux o h se font
des observations pareilles.
I
" On fera avec ces instrumens des observations soignbes et exactes,
trois fois par jour: le matin, B midi, ou plutGt h deux heures, et le
soir; on les enregitrera h l'instant meme, chacune dans la colonne
qui lui est destinle.
On marqr~era 6galement dans la colonne
intitulCe kht du ciel, si le temps a CtC beau, couvert,. pluvieux, neigeux, etc. Quant & l a pluie. on observera la quant~tdqui en est
tomhde on la quantitd d'Cvaporation. Quelle que soit I'heure dont on
ait fait choix pour les observations sur la pluie, il faut tonjours les
faire h la mEme heure, afin d'avoir constarnment la qoantit6 de pluie
ou d'kvaporation pour les vingt-quatre heures. Dans la colonne des
ph6nom8nes particuliers, on placera tous les phdnombnes, tels que les
orages, le tonnerre, les arcs-en-ciel, les amores boriales, etc. Et dans
les remarques on indiquera tons les ddtails qui meritent d'ktre notis,
tels que l'apparence particnli&re des nllages, la forme particuliPre et
la grosseur de la neige, de la grele, la durde et tous les dbtails de
l'apparence qu'auraient pr6sentie l'aurore bordale, les tempetes, etc.
" Quant d. l'eudiomhtre, il faut observer que, comme des exp(riences
rditgrdes ont don& duns tous les lieux k-peu-prks les mEmes rdsultets*, il n'est gukre nCcessaire, et il est mCme rarement d'usage de

''

--

Selon le Chevalier Davy, Pair de l'Europ, de l'hie, de CAfrique, et do

faire des observations suivirs avec cet instrument ; on ne s'en sert
qu'h des dpoques oh l'on a lieu de croire que des evenemens ou des
phtinomknes particuliers auraient pu influer sur la composition de
I'air, e t alors les resultats de ces observations yeuvent &re consignds
dans la colonne des remarques. O n continuera journellement leu
observations de cette mani>re, e t & la fin de chaque mois o n fera le
calcul de termes moyens, e n s'y prenant de la manikre suivante.
O n additionne toutes les observations faites dans un moia avec le
thermombtre, soit le nonibre de degrgs 1430 ; on dirise ensuite cette
somme par le nombre d'obsewationu qu'on aura faites, soit 90 ( b
raison d e trois observations par jour), e t o n aura pour quotient 15,s
degrr's ; c'est le terme moyen de l a chaleur pour chaque jour du n~ois.
S i dans un mois d'hiver o n a des degrCs au-dessua et au-dessous du
terme de la congClation, on fait deux aommes, l'une des degrEs audessus de 0°, e t l'autre des degrds au-dessous, on retranche la plus
petite de la plus grande, e t on divise l e reste par le nornbre total des
observations. Supposons que, l a soustraction faite, il reste 14 degrds
de froid a diviser par 93, on ajoute un 0 I4 pour avoir des d i x i h e s
cle degris, e t o n divise 140 par 93 (nombre d'observations si le mois
avait 31 jours) ; par ce mopen on trouve que le froid moyen a CtB
de- 0,2O. L a barre indique que les degrgs ou les fractions d e degrLs
sont au-dessous du terme de la congblation, et le zdro suisi d'une
virgule marque qu'il n'y a p i n t de degrr's entien, mais seulement
des diriernes de degrGs exprirnks par le chiffre qui suit la virgule.
6s Quant a u x observations baromdtriques, on commence par additionner les lignes ; h 1'2gard cfes 'pouces, si le barornetre a &tdpendant
le mois entre 27 e t 25 pouces, alors on n'ophrera que sur la somme
- des lignes; s'il a dtE plusieurs fois ?I 28 pouces e t au-deb, on comptera le nombre de fois, e t on ajoutera autant de fois 12 lignes & l a
sornme des lignes d i j h additionnGes; s'il a Gtt! plus souvent audessous de 2s pouces, o n conlptera le nombre de fois qti'il a itd audessous de ce terme, e t o n retranchera autant de fois 12 lignes de la
somme d2j8 trouvde. O n divisera le reste par le nombre total deu
obsen~ations.
Pour aroir des termee mopene par rapport aux vents, on additionnera ensemble toutes les observations des vents qui ont le plus
g6n6ralement domind pendant le mois ; par exemple, si on a remarqud
que le vent du n'ord a r't6 le plus friquent, on fera la somme des
forces avec lesquelles ce vent a soi~fflG,et on dirisera cette somme
par le nombre de fois qu'il a r't6 obserrd. L e quotient donnera la
'&

l'.kmCxique, tliffsre tr$s pet1 dans la proportion do sea inabdiens. L'analysede
l'air, dout ou a rempli iin bnllon do v e m ir la haatem de 20,000 pieds su-clessria
de la mer, n donn6 le mBme rksultat que l'eir pris ii aa surface. On pourralt croire
qtre Ie gaz acide carboniquc., dtnnt le 1111islourd de toils les gnz, devrait ne trouver en
11lus grande quantitb, S I I I ~ I Iset11 b la ~urfncecje la terre; m d s D e Snussurc I'n
truuvk at! haut rlri hlont-Blanc. Ln P6roiise pourtant n'n pas ptr lr trouver Y U le
~
pic de Tbnbrrffe. On truuve dens lcs Mr'nroirrn de Afnnchsatrr le dbtnil den expEriences qu'a faites 1)nlton pour rxpliquer l'homog6ulitb de l'air atrnosphCriqtre de
tousles climats et itoutes les hauteurs." ,

force moyenne avec laquelle le rent du nord (le vent rdgnant) a soufflg
pendant le mois*.
" Leu observations de l'eudiomgtre et de l't!lectroscope
n'admettent
gubre un calcul de termes nloyens; tout ce qn'on peut faire i cet
dgard est de noter ce que les observations arec ces instrumens ont pu
prksenter de remarquable.
'' Pour l'dtat du ciel on observers quelle es@ce de temps a dtk la
plus g;n&rale pendant le mois. Ce sera le seul rdsultat qu'exigera
cette partie.
" Quant B la pluie et l'dvaporation, on fera tout simplement
l'addition des quantit6s. Quelques observateurs ont l'usage de ddfalquer ensuite la quantitg d'gvaporation de la quantitt! d'eau tombde,
mais c'est une opdration qui ne m&neB aucun rbsultat utile ou exact ;
car err kt8 la somme de l'dvaporation surpasse de heaucoup la quantit6 d'eau qui tombe, et en hiver c'est tout le contraire ; d'ailleurs ces
sommes ne peuvent jamais se I)alarrcer, puisqu'il tomhe une humiditk
inapprdciable en forme de rode, de bruine, etc., dont on ne tient
aucun compte, quant 8 la quantit6, et on calcule rarement comme
eau la neige et.la grele qui tomhent, etc. On doit donc, pour ce qui
regarde la pluie et les ~bservationsde Ihtmome'tre, se borner au simple
GnoncC de la quantitC de pluie qui est tombt!e durant le mois, et de
l'ivaporation qui a eu lieu. Ce qui ne donne au reste qu'un aperqu
gCniral, et seulement comparable de mois B mois, ou d'ann6e B
annie.
L' Des phenomknes particuliers et des remarques partielles; on en
fera un rdsumt? ou une remarque gkndrale pour tout le mois.
" Tous ces diff4rens rdsultats moyens obtenus, on les consignera,
ninsi que les eatrsmes des observations, dans un tableau semblable
au No. 3.
" Dans la premiere colonne de ce tableau intitulde mois, on mettra
dans l'ordre de leur succession rdgulihre les douze mois de l'annie ;
dans la seconde, date, on mettra la date du jour de chaque mois o&
la chaleur a dtd au plus haut degr&; et dans la troisikme, le degrd de
cstte chaleur tel qu'on la trouvera marqude dans le tableau No. 2.
Ensuite, dans la quatrihme et dans la cinqui&me colonne, on mettra
la date du jour et le degrd de moindre chaleur ; dame la sixikme colonne, on marquera le degrdrde chaleur moyenne, tel qu'on l'aura
ohtenu par l'opdration dkjh indiq116e et consignde au bas du tableau
No. 2.
" On suivra prdcisdment la m&meamdthodepour les observations
baromdtriques et hygromdtriques ; de meme pour les observations des
vents, on indiquera la date du jour oii le vent a 6td le plus fort dans
chaque mois, avec sa direction, et le degrd de sa force, ainsi que la
direction et la force moyenne des vents dominans de chaque mois.
" la On, d on le tmuve bon, on peut mettre dans la colonne intitulee direction, le
nombre de jor~raque chaqoe vent a souffl8 ;et dnna la colonne force, la force moyenne
de ce vent: oinsi 6 jourm Nord, 12 jours Est, etc.; et en bas, a6pari: pnr unc ligne,
le vent dominnnt. Cet arrlrugement changern l'indicatio~l en t6te de la colonne,
qui, clans ce cas, au lieu d'Qtrevenlr dominant, sera rhurnc' cler ornfs."
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Si on a supprimd la colonne de l'eudiodtre dans Is tablean
No. 2, on la supprimera ggalement ici, rejetant dans la colonne des
remarques le peu d'observations qu'on aura pu faire avec cet inCtrurnent.
" Elect~osoopeet eudiomdlre; les rdsurnis ddji indiquds dana lea
remarques du tableau No. 2.
" Elai du ciel k plur lurbituel; dans cette colonne on placers ie
tempe le plus habituel qu'on a eu pendant chaque rnois, tel que beau
temps, temps pluvieux, couvert, orageux, etc. Pluie. 011 y mettra la totalitd de la quantitt! de pluie qni c
s
t
tombde, et de Pivaporation qui a eu lieu, comme nous Pawns p&demment indiqud.
'' Phinomdnes parficuliers. On sptkifiera tous ceux qui ant ea
lieu pendant chaque mois, et dans la colonne des relnarques tout ca
qu'on trouvera digne d'etre consign6 sur les bvenemens m6thiquea
qu'on aurait observgs.
Pour obtenir ensuite les rdsultats extrBmes et moyens d'uw
a n d e d'observation, on opkrera sur les douze mois de l'amde, pricis6ment de la meme maniire que nous l'avons indiqu$ pour les trenta
jours d'un mois, afin d'avoir le resultat de ce mom; c'esthdire,
qu'aprks avoir tirt une ligne en has da tablenu No. 3, comme on le
voit sur ce tableau meme, on met sous la seconde colonne, la date dn
jour et le nom du mois oh la chaleur a dtd la plus forte, sous la tr&sieme le degr6 de cette chaleur. On fait la meme chose p u r lea
deux colonnes suivantes de la moindre chaleur, et sous la s i x i h e
colonne on met le terme moyen obtenu en diviaant par douze la 8omIDo
des degrbs iudiquis daus cette colonne. On procl.de de la meme
mansre pour les observations du barombtre, de l'hygrombtre et de
l'animom&tre. A-t-on fait des observations sur la qualitt? de Pair st
eion dtat glectrique, on y mettra leur risultat pour l'annde. Pour
l'dtat du ciel or1 mettra son titat le plus habitue1 ; et quant B la pluie,
on mettra la somme totale de pluie et d'ivaporation, en additionnant
les colonnes. A l'article des phdnornhnes on mettra seulement les plus
importans, et dans lea remarques ce qu'on trouvera digne d'btre DOG.
'' Ce rtiaurnd sera intitulC ~ ~ s u l l adet l'annie, tel qu'on le voit d m
le tableau No. 3.
'' Desire-t-on avoir les rtisultets e x t r h e s et moyens de cbaqur
mois de l'apnie moyenpe, il faut comparer, mois par mois, toutes ler
tables de chaque annie, semblables ti la prgcgdente. et en ddduire des
r6sultats moyens, en divisant la wmme des observations par le nornbre d'apnges d'observation.
" Si Yon voulait avoir les resultat8 mopens pour chaque jour, il
faudrclit rapprocher les observations faites chaque jour du mole pendant cinq, six, dix ans. plus ou moins, par exemple, du premier janvier de rhaque annde. Additiannez alors toutes les olwrvations
faires 1e premier janvier d e chaque annie, et divisez par le nombre
d'a~~nies,
le quotient donnera la chaleur moyenne, 1'6livation moyenne du baronli.tre. pour le premier janrier de l'annie moyennr
On fera le mime trwail pour chaque jour de l'mnie.
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'' Voici comment il faut dresser la table pour les risultats de chaque
mois, aunie commune. (Voyrz tableau No. 4.)
" On mettra en tete du tableau le nom du mois: soit pour janvier,
comme dar~r l'exemple. Dane la premiere colonne on mettra les
anndes, dans la secoude les degrds de plus grande chaleur, dans la
troissme les degrEs du plus grand froid, dans la quatrikme la chaleur
moyenne, dans la cinquieme la plus grande dldvation du barornetre,
dans la sixibme la moindre &hation, dans la septihme l'dlbvatian
moyenne, dans la huitieme la plus grande humidit6, dans la neuvibme
la moindre humiditd, dans la dixiime l'humidite! moyenne, dans la
onzihme la quantit6 de pluie, dans la douzihme la quantitd d'6vaporation, dans les huit colonnes suivantes le nombre de foir ou de joure,
si l'on veut, que le vent a souffl6 des rumbs indiquds en haut de ces
colonnes ; dans la vingt-et-uaikme le nombre de jours qu'il a fait
beau, dans la vingt-deuxikme le nombre de jours mauvaie, dans les
vingt-troisihme, vingt-quatrihme et vingt-cinquiiime le nomhre de
]ours qu'il a plu, neigd ou tonnd; dans la vingt-sixibme 1'6num&
ration des phdnomiines cdlestes, et dans la vingt-septibme et dernikre
les remarques gdnirales.
" Cette table dtaut remplie, plus ou moins, on tirera une ligne
horizontale en bas. On additionnera les colonnes et on prendra lea
termes moyens en divismt ces sommes par le nombre d'anndes ; ce
qui d o n e r a les rdsultats moyens et extremes pour le mois de janvier,
annde commune. On fera la meme chose pour chacun des autree,
mois."
IV.-Nawatiue of an Ezpedition through the Upper Mistissippi
tu Itas- Lake, the d u a l Source of this River; embracing an
Exploratoly Trip through the St. Croix and Bumtulood (or
Broule) Rioms; in 1833. Under the direction of Henry R.
Schoolcraft.

N e w l'ork. 1834.

8vo.

AYIRICANgeography," says Mr. Schoolcraft, "may be said to have
bad three important problems to solve, in modem times : the first
and second of these related to the source of the Missouri, and to the
course and termination of the Columbia; both were substantially
resolved by the expedition of Lewis and Clark, under the administration of Mr. JeKeraon. It is to be borne in mind. however, that
but one of the three farks, up to which the Missouri was traced, has
been explored ; that its two north-western branches have not been
ascended; and that, consequently, we do not actually know which of
i ~ sprimary tributaries is the longest, or brings down the greatest
volume of water.
"The true source of the Mississippi, which forms the third topic
of inquiry, was brought into discussion at the same period; and immediately after the acqukition of Louisiana, the American govern-

"
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ment sent an officer, with a suitable body of men, to determine it.
Lieutenant Pike. who ~ v a sselected for this service, did not, however, set o11t early enough in the season (1805) to accomplish the
object. After the selection and purchase of the site, on which the
fort near the Falls of St. Anthony is now situated, he encountered
delays in ascending the rapids rharacteristic of that part of the Mississippi. Winter overtook him before reaching the junction of the
De Corbeau. H e prepared for its severities by erecting a block-house,
for the security of his provisions and men. H e then proceeded with
a small detachment on snow-shoes to Sandy Lake and Leech Lake,
two points of central influence, which mere then occupied by the
North-West F u r Company.
" N o further effort was made t o explore the sources of the Mississippi for several years. I n 1820, Governor Cass, then administering
the government of Riichigan Territory, and exercising jurisdiction
over Indian affairs, obtained the sanction of the general government
t o visit the region. He left Detroit with a party of thirty-eight men,
including the gentlemen composing his suite, during the latter part of
May: H e was supplied for a journey of four months. After traversing the coasts of Lake Huron, and visiting Michilimackinac, he
proceeded north-westward, hy ascending the primitive summit a t the
Falls of St. Mary, went through the extended and picturesque basin
of Lake Superior, and first struck the waters of the Upper Mississippi
a t Sandy Lake. T o this point he mas accompanied by the military
escort, and by the train of larger canoes employed to transport stores
and baggage. B u t the fatigues which the men had undergone in
crossing portages, added to the low state of the water, induced him t o
form a permanent encampment a t this place; and he proceeded with
a select party, in canoes, to explore the Mississippi.
'' I t was the middle of July when the expedition reached Sandy
Lake, and the difficulty of subsisting so large a party i n so remote a
position, with the constant claims of suffering and hungry tribes, who
presented themselves a t every point, began t o be severely felt. T h e
exploring party, .which was now organized, went out under a sense
of these circumstances, and with a feeling of the responsibility pressing
upon the claims of the expedition in other quarters, which limited t h e
time applicable to the ascent. They entered the hlississippi o n the
17th of the month, and found n strong current, with alluvial banks,
and a vegetation indicative of a fertile soil. For the distance of about
one hundred and fifty miles, above this point, the party found n o
diminution in the average strength of the current, which was frequently accelerated by rapids. 'l'he latter then assumed a more formidable aspect for ten or a dozen miles, a t the end of which they
\\,ere terminated by the falls of Peckirgama A t this cataract, the
river, which below has its course through alluvial banks, densely
~vooded, is compressed between rocks of granulated quartz, over
which it rushes with a velocity whicll would seem to threaten destruction to a n y species of craft that should attempt the descent. It
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became necessary, at this point, to transport the canoes and baggage
from two to tliree hundred yards over land.
" On reaching the Peckggama summit, the channel of the Mississippi was found to flow more directly from the west, with s comparatively sluggish current. But the most distinctive trait of this
part of the river was found to consist of a series of extensive savannahs. through which the river displays itself in the most elaborate
windings. The junction of the Leech Lake branch takes place a t
tl!is plateau, at the computed distance of fifty-five miles above
the falls. After passing this point, the course of the river is again.
generally, from the north-west, ahout forty-five miles to Lake
Winnipec, a handsome body of clear water, estimated to be ten miles
11road. The course of the ascent is then west, for about fifty miles,
at which distance the river is found expancled into n more considerable lake. presenting an area of limpid water of, perhaps, 120 square
miles. This sheet, which has subSequently heen found to be the
largest expansion of the Mississippi, is since denominated Cass Lake.
I t was the highest point reached. The party entered it on the 21st
of Julp. The question of pursuing the stream farther, was then submitted bp Governor Cass to the 'centlemen composing; his party.
~ n x i o u s - a sall were to see the actuarsource of so celebrated a stream,
their wishes were controlled by circumstances. Lnconveniences had
been felt from leaving the supplies at so considerable a distance below ;
and as the waters were found to be lorn. and the preparations inadequate for a journey of indefinite extent, a decisive opinion mas
expressed in favour of a return from this point. This cleciaion mas
immediately carried into effect.
" From the best information that could be obtained, the Mississippi was represented to have its origin in a lake called La IlicAe,
slipposed to be sixty miles distant in a north-west direction. Upon
this estimate, the length of the river was computed to be 3038 miles,
and by a series of approximate estimates, its altitude placed at 1330
feet above the Atlantic. Numerous rapids and lakes were, however.
stated to exist in this remote part of the stream, and n degree of
vagueness and uncertainty exhibited in relation to it, \vhicli evinced.
thnt the traders, who were relied on for information, either had seldom
frequented it, or preserved an indefinite recollection of its geographical features."
Such was the state of public information on this point in
1820. I n 1830, Mr. Schoolcraft first received illstructions t o
renew the attempt, to which a desire to restore peace bctwecn the
Chippewas and Sioux further stimulated the rlmerican. goveriiment. I n 1831, he reached the tipper course of the hI~ssissippi
from Lake Superior for the purpose ; but the waters were so low,
that it was found impossible to ascend the river. I n 18.32, the
expedition was more fortunate ; and succeeded in fi~llyexploring
the sources of this great stream. I t may be s i ~ f l i c i e ~to~ ttake u p
VOI,. 1v.
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its proceedings from Cass Lake, the fartheat point previously
attained :'' Every arrangement being completed 'on the evening of the
loth, we embarked at three o'clock the next morning.
Our
course lay westward, through a strait, formed by the approach of a
part of the island to a part of the main shore. We then passed two
islands, called Garden and Elm islands. The morning was too hazy
t o give us any extensive prospect aE the lake, or its shoree. We
had been a little more than an hour in motion, when \ve found oureelves nearing the western head of the lake, and the men aoon shoved
our canoes upon r sandy beach, with the exclamation of un portage.
W e found thin portage to extend about fifty yards, over a plain of sand,
bearing pine, and terminating on the banks of a small lake. Through
this lake the Mississippi has its course, and the two lakes are connected by s circuitous channel, which might, perhaps, have occupied
half, or threequarters of an boor to ascend. The lake, for which
we heard no name, is several miles in extent. We passed it transversely, and entered the channel of the river on its western border.
I t presents a still current, with an edging of savannah, which, at no
great distance above, is again expanded around the margin of another
lake, called Tascdiac. Hills of sand, covered with yellow pines,
here present themselves, and the river exhibits for several miles above,
either a sand bank, or a savannah border. Time is the only measure
of distance which we had the means of referring to. About eight
o'clock, rapid water was encountered, and at this point, which may
be fifteen miles ahove Cass Lake, the meadow lands cease. Boulders,
of a primitive character, are found on the rapids. The rapids are such,
in their force and inequality of depth, as to require the men frequently
to wade, and pull up the canoes. There are, 'say, ten of these principal rapids, in the ensuing twenty or twenty-five miles, at which
distance we reach the most northern point of the Mississippi, which
i s marked by the fine expanse of the Pamitchi Gumaug, or Lac Travers. This lake may be fifty feet above the level of Cass Lake. I t
is about twelve miles long, from north to aouth. and six or seven
broad, with elevated shoree, presenting to the eye a beautiful vista of
hard wood groves.
W e were an hour in croesing the lake south-weetwardly, and
were impressed with the extent and beauty of tbe prospect. On
gaining the opposite ahore, we found the Mississippi flowing with a
brisk and deep current into it, and exhibiting a width of perhaps one
llundred and fifty feet. In landing a few moments at this point, we
found the beach strewed with small shells, both uniones and helices',
A log-house, used as a winter trading camp, stood a few hundred
yards northwardly ; and this may be referred to as the most advanced
trading location on the main waters of this river.
Lac Travers is separated by a sbort channel, from a bay or lake
of moderate dimensions, which is from its proximity considered a part
of the main lake. although the current of the separating channel indicates the latter to be rather a ricer than a strait. I t will be con-
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venient to refer to it, as i t is from this point that the Mississippi,
which has now been pursued to its utmost northing. is ascended
directly south. About four miles above this bay, the Mississippi has
its ultimate forks, being formed of an east and west hranch, of which
the west branch is decidedly the largest and considerably the longest.
Reasons indicated by our guide, induced him to conduct us up the
east branch, which we soon found expanded into a small lake, denoted
Marquette. and not far above into another denoted La Salle. We
were twenty-four minutes in passing through the last, and on leaving
it found the stream strikingly diminished in volume, with a limited
depth, and a vegetation of a more decidedly alpine character. About
four miles higher the stream expands into a lake, six or seven
miles in length, and about half that distance in width. This lake,
which is called Kubbakunna, The Rest in the Path, presented a
pleasing aspect after the sombre vegetation me had passed below.
Rushes, however, were abundant toward its head, and we found the
ground too low and wet for encamping. After ascending the river
for a distance, we put ashore for the night a t a point of woods extending into the marsh-land constituting the river margin. The soil
a t this place appeared to be of the most frigid character. A carpet of
moss covered it, which the foot sank deep into at every step. The
growth was exclusively small grey pine, with numerous dead branches
below, and strikingly festooned with flowing moss. Nearer the
margin of the river, alder. tamarack, and willow, occupied the soil.
As night approached it commenced raining, which served to add to
the natural gloom of the spot.
*' TVe resumed the ascent at five o'clock in the morning, (lath.)
The course of this branch of the river above the Kuhbakunna Lake
resembles a thread wound across a savannah valley. A species
of coarse marsh-land grass covers the valley. Clumps of \rillom
fringe this stream. Rushez and Indian reed are gathered in spots
most farourable to their growth. The eye searches in vain for
much novelty in the vegetation. Wherever the rrtream to~ichestho
solid land, grey pine and tamarack are conspicuous, and clumps of alder
here take the place of ~villom. Moss attaches itself to almost every
thing; and there is a degree of dampness and obscurity in the forest,
which is almost peculiar to the region. Water fowl seem alone to
exult in their seclusion, and evince the infrequency of intrusion by
flying a short distance, and frequently alighting within gun-shot.
" At half-past five we came to an elevated sand-hill on the right
shore covered with yellow pine, and presenting a naked face towards
the river. As one of the canoes required mending, I directed the
men to land at this spot for that purpose. Oza Windib, who was d
little in the rear, at the moment said on coming up, that we were
within a few hundred yards of the junction of the Naima, the principal
tributary of this fork ; that a series of rapids commenced at that
point, which mould render it necessary to make a portage the whole
extent of them, and that it was better to commence the portage at
this place, as the river so ran, that \re might godirectly back through
R 2
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the forest and strike its channel. H e said that the Nain-a, ~vhich
came in on the left, was a stream of considerable length, and originated in a lnke which was infested by copper-head snakes, to which
its name has reference. I observed that the soil a t this place was of
a diluvian character, and embraced pebbles, and s m d l boulders of
syenite, trap-rock, and quartz, and other debris of primitive and
secondary rocks. O n e of the party picked u p a well-characterized
piece of zoned agate.
" While the mending of the canoes was in progress, the baggage
mas put in portable order, and as soon as all mas ready, themen moved
on with t!le canoes and effects, which were so arranged that all could
b e carried a t one load, and i t did not require them to g o back. This
mas a point originally kept in view, in the curtailment of the baggage
a t the island, and it was a n object of the h i g h e ~ timportance to the
speed and success of the trip. Each canoe and its apparatus, with
some of the lighter pieces was carried b y one man. The guide led off
t h e men, with no slight burden o n his own shoulders, first scrambling
u p the sandy acclivity, and then striking through a growth of scrub
oak and pines. T h e showers of the morning had so thoroughlp tret
t h e grass and shrubbery, that a few moments walking through it mas
sufficient completeiy to saturate both pantaloons and stocltings. I
walked out a few hundred yards from the trail, tomards the left, which
1)rotlght me into the curve of the river in view of the rapids. There
appeared to he a series of small rapids, with intervening shall on?^.
Tile noise of falling water and the white wreaths of foam induced me
t o think there might he distinct falls, but I could discern nothing
entitled to the name. The entire descent of the river a t this series
of rapids appeared to he, however, considerable, and miqht perhaps
he estimated a t forty-eight feet. I rejoined the party a t the spot they
had selected for their first pause, somenvhat to their relief, probably,
a s guns had been fired by them, under the belief of my havirrg missed
the way. We first came in sight of the river again, on the brow of
a n elevated sand-hill precipitous tomards the water. The gnidc halted
t o inquire whether it tvould not be preferable to encamp a t this spot,
a s me shoi~lds11lTer less from insects than if me, encamped in the
valley of t h e river a t the termination of the portage. As the daylight
~ v a snot gone, and some distance still remained, I deemed it better to
g o on, that we might have nothing to do in the morning hut to put
our canoes in the water. On reaching the hank of tbe stream, \re
found its current placid, and our guide informed us that we I ~ a dnow
surmounted the last rapids.
" A fog prevented our embarking until five o'clock in the morning,
(13th,) and it was then impossible to discern oljjects at a distnncc..
W e found the channel above the Nainya diminished to a gootl-siz~d
brook, more decidedly marshy in the character of its shores ; but not
presenting in its plants o r trees anything particularly to rlisting~~ish
it
from the contiguous Ionper parts of tile stream. T h e water is still
and pond-like. It presents some small areas of wild rice. I t nppearw
to be R favourite resort for the duck and teal, who frcqucntly rose u p
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before us, and were aroused again and again by our progress. An
hour and a half diligently employed, brought us to the foot of Ussawva
Lake: we halted a moment to survey it. It exhibits a broad border
of aquatic plants, with somewhat blackish waters. Perch abound in
it. It is the recipient of two brooks, and may be regarded as the
source of this fork of the Mississippi ; we were precisely twenty
minutes in passing through it. W e entered one of the brooks, the
moat southerly in position ; it possessed no current, and was filled
with broad-leaved plants, and a kind of yellow pond-lily. W e appeared to be involved in a morass, where it seemed equally impracticable to make the land, or proceed far by water. In this we were
not mistaken ; Oza IVindib soon pushed his canoe into the weeds
and exclaimed, Oma, mikunna, (here is the portage.) A man who is
called on for the first time to debark in such a place will look about
him to discover some dry spot to put his feet upon; no such spot
however existed here ; we stepped into rather warm pond water, with
a miry bottom. After wading a hundred yards or more, the soil became firm, and we soon began to ascend a slight elevation where the
growth partakes more of the character of a forest. Traces of a path
appeared here, and we suddenly entered an opening affording a n
eligible spot for landing. Here our baggage was prepared for the
portage. The carbonaceous remains of former fires, the bones of
birds, and scattered camp poles, proved it to be a spot which had previously been occupied by the Indians. The prevailing growth at this
place is spruce, white cedar, tamarack, and grey pine. We here
breakfasted.
" Having followed out this branch of the Mississippi to its source,
it may be observed, that its existence as a separate river has hitherto
been unknown in our geography. None of the maps indicate the
ultimate separation of the Mississippi above Cass Lake into two forks.
Little surprise should therefore be manifested that the latitude of the
head of this stream is found to be incorrect. I t was not however to
be expected that the inaccuracy should be so great ns to place the
actual source an entire degree south of the supposed point. Such,
bowerer, is the conclusion established by present observations.
" The portage from the east to the west branch of the river is
estimated to he six miles. Beginning in a marsh, it soon rises into a
little elevationof white cedar wood, then plunges into the intricacies of
a s\mmp matted wit11 fallen trees obscured with moss. From this the
path emerges upon dry ground; it soon ascends an elevation of
Oceanic aand, having boulders and bearing pines. There is then
another descent, and another elevation ; in short, the traveller now
findshimself crossing a yeries of diluvial sand ridges, which form the
height of land between the Mississippi Valley and Red River. This
fidge is locally denominated Hauteur rles Terres, where it is crossed
m passing from Lac Plaie to Ottertail Lake, from which point it proceeds northward, separating the tributaries of the River des Corbeau
from those of Red River. It finally suhtends both branches of the
Mississippi, putting out a spur between the east and west fork which
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intersects the portage, crosses the west o r Itascan fork abont the
point of the Kakihikonce o r Little Rock Falls, and joining the main
ridge passes north-eastwardly of Lac Travers and 'I'urtle Lake, and is
again encountered in the noted portage path from Turtle Lake to Red
Lake; it is, in fine, the table-land between the waters of Hudson's
B a y and the Mexican Gulf. I t also gives rise to the remotest tributaries of the river St. Louis, which through Lake Superior and its
connecting chain map be considered as furnishing the head waters of
the St. Lawrence. This table land is probably the highest in Northwestern Amerira i n this longitude.
In crossing this highland, our Indian guide, Oza Windib, led the
way, carrying one of the canoes as his portion of the burden; the
others followed, some hearing canoes and others baggage ; the whole
party were arranged i n Indian file, and marched rapidly a distance ;
then put down their burthens a few moments, and again pressed
forward. Each of these stops is called a pas? by the voyageurs, and
is denominated Opugidjiwunon, o r a place of putting down the burthen.
by the Indians. Thirteen of t l i e ~ erests are deemed the length of the
portage ; the path is rather blind, and requires the precision of a n
lndian eye to detect it: even the guide was sometimes a t a loss, and
went forward to explore. W e passed a small lake occupying a vale
ahout midway of the portage in canoes ; the route beyond it mas more
obstructed with underbrush; to avoid this, we waded through the
margins of a couple of ponds, near which we observed old camp poles,
indicating former journeys hy the Indians.
" T o the geologist the scene is one of interest; the borllders of
granite and other primitive strata occurring o n the surface, remind
him of the original position of these masses in the system of nature,
and indicate revolutions affecting the earth's surface, mhich have
widely changed both the position and form of these solid materials.
When the soil itself is examined, it adds filrtlier evidences of such
changes. We may refer its sand to consolidated strata of this mineral
tvhicll have been hrolten down by oceanic action. and distributed in
the remarkable ridges and elevations which now characterize the face
of the country. I n whatever light the subject is vie\ved, it seems
difficult to resist tlie conclusion, that water has heen t l ~ ecause under
Providence in efl'ecting these chatlges ; and that the highest grounds
in this region h a r e been subjected to the peculiar influence which
this element alone exerts in tlie work of attrition and deposition of
strata, solid o r dilurial. I t might be interesting to inquire in tvl~at
manner thirr agent of cllange was ~vithdrawn,and whether a current
mas created toward any of the cardinal points. I t would aid this
to observe, i n which direction the debris and soils were deinq~~il-p
posited in the heaviegt masses ? How far granite borrlders had been
carried from their beds ? And whether wood, bones, and other organic
remains had been subjected to like removals ? \Ve think these acrumulations are al)~lndantlvwitnessed in casting the eye down the Mississippi valley, with a meas~ired decrease in the size and weight of
the pillverized masses, in proceeding from the head to t l ~ emouth of
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this river. It is thus evident, that the heaviest boulders are found
on its upper branches, while they become rare in its central plains,
and disappear altogether, long before its entrance into the deltas a t
its mouth. And this remark may be coupled with the accounts given
by travellers of the bleak, and denuded, and aterile character of the
northern rock formations.
"But we have no leisure to devote to this investigation, and must
proceed with the narrative that is before us. Every step we made
in treading these sandy elevations seemed to increase the ardour with
Which we were carried forward. The desire of reaching the actual
source of a stream so celebrated as the Mississippi-a stream which
La SaUe had reached the mouth of a century and a half (lacking a
year) beforg, was perl~apspredominant ; and we followed our guide
down the sides of the last elevation, with the expectation of momentarily reaching the goal of our journey. What had been long sought,
a t last appeared suddenly. On turning out of a thicket into a small
weedy opening, the cheering sight of a transparent body of water
burst
upon
our view. I t was Itasca Lake-the source of the Mis. .
.
sissippi.
Itasca Lake, the Lac ka Biche of the French, is. in every respect,
a beautiful sheet of water, seven or eight miles in extent, iying
among hills of diluvial formation, surmounted with pines, which
fringe the distant horizon, and form an agreeable contrast with the
greener foliage of its immediate shares. Its greatest length is from
south-east to north-west, with a southern prolongation, or bay, which
receives a brook. The waters are transparent and bright, and reflect
a foliage produced by the elm, lynn, maple, and cherry, together with
other species more abundant in northern latitudes. The lake itself
is of irregular form, which \rill be best illustrated by the accompanying sketch. I t lras a single island, upon which we landed, after a n
hour's paddling from the a p t of our arrival and embarkation. We
found here the forest trees above-named growing promiscuously with
the behlla and spruce. The bones of fish and of tortoise, found at the
locality of former Indian camp-fires, indicate the existence of these
species in the lake. W e observed a deer standing in the margin of
t h e lake : and here, aa well as throughout the lakes of the region,
found the duck, teal, and loon in possession of their favourite seclusions. Innumerable shells (a species of small helix) were driven up
.onthe head of the island. Other parts of the lake yield small ~pecies
of the unio, which were found strewing the bed of the outlet; and it
mny liere be remarked, that this shell exists, in the largest and
heaviest species heretofore known, in the lower parts of this etreamthe Mississippi having its origin here.
'* The outlet of Itrsca Lake is perhaps ten or twelve feet broad,
with a n apparent depth of twelve to eighteen inches. The discharge
of water appears to be copious, compared to its inlet; springs may,
however, produce accessiol~swhich are not visible, and this is probable both from the geological character of the country and the
transparency and ewluess of the water.

,
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a The height of this lake above the sea is an object of geographical
interest, which, in the absence of actual survey, it may subserve the
purposes of useful inquiry to estimate. From notes, taken on the
ascent, it cannot be short of 160 feet above Cass Lake. Adding
the estimate of 1330 feet, submitted in ls20, as the elevation of that
lake, the Mississippi may be considered to originate at an altitude of
1490, say 1500, feet above the Atlantic.
Its length, assuming
former data as the basis, and computing it, through the Itascan or
west fork, may be placed at 3160 miles ; 182 of which comprises an
estimate of its length above Cass Lake. Its general course, in mccltding, nbove the latter point is north of west as far as Lac Travers;
then south to its primary forks, which is continued, following up the
east fork to Kubbakuhna Lake, and for some distance farther. I t
then varies a short distance north and north-west, then south-west
and south, axid finally south-west, to its main source in Ussawa Lake.
The portage thence to Itasca Lake is west-south-west. Both these
lakes appear to rise in springs on the height of land. They are separated
by about six miles of country. Their latitude we had no means of
acc~iratelydetermining: from daily notes of the courses and distances,
kept by Lieutenant J. Allen, as indicated by a compass and watch,
their position is, however, shown to be south-wt-st, and not, as heretofore supposed, nodh-toest, of Cass Lake : they are, in fact, a little
south of west from Leech Lake, which is placed on our best maps in
47" 16'. The hiB11est northing attained by the Mississippi is on the
great diluvial plateau, containing the contiguous waters of Lakes La
Salle, Marquette, and Travers, which cannot vary more than a few
minutes from forty-eight degrees. These facts will explain the error
of the elder geographical writers, who supposed that the parallel of
forty-nine degrees would intersect the Mississippi. Its origin in the
remote and unfrequented area of country between Leech Lake and
Red River, probably an entire degree of latitude south of Turtle Lake,
which still figures on some of our maps as its source, throws both the
forks of this stream out of the usual route of tlie fur trade, and furnishes perhaps the best reason why its actual sources have remained
eo long enveloped in obscurity.
" The Mississippi River traverses more degrees of latitude than
any other river in America, and the remark might perhaps be extended to the habitable globe. The extremes of its changes in climate
and vegetable productions are consequently very great. I t occupies
above a thousand miles of the distance between the arctic circle
,and the equator. Long as it is, however, it has a tributary longer
than itself (the Missouri). Like the Niger, its mouth was discovered by expeditions dolwpn its current; but, unlike that stream,
vhich has so long held the geographical \vorlil in suspense, its sources
hare been also sought from its central parts. Its entire course is a t
length known ; and we may now appeal wit11 full certainty to the
Balixe and to Itasca Lake as its extreme points: at the latter, i t
is a placid basin of transparent spring water ; at the former, it is
a8 turbid as earth in suspension can make it, and carries a foreat of
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floating trees on its bosom. Below the junction of its primary forks
it expands, at Fery unequal distances, into eight sheets of clear water,
each of which has features worthy of admiration : four of these, Lac
Travers, Cass Lake, Winnepec, and Lake Pepin, are lakes of handsome magnitude and striking scenery. The number of its tributaries,
of the first, and the second, and the third class, is so large, that i t
~ o u l dfurnish a labour of some research to determine it. The Rlissouri, the Ohio, 2nd the Arkanaa. are of the noblest class. Ifrhoe r e r has stood at the junction of these streams, as the writer has
done, must have been inlpressed with an idea of magnitude and power
which words are incapable of conveying. The broadest parts of its
channel lie in the central portions of its valley; its depth is great in
all its lower parts, and increases as it flows on to the Gulf, and its
general descent and velocity are such as to appear very striking
characteristics. Noble views arrest the eye of the observer in every
part of its diversified course. Originating in a heavy and extensive
Led of diluvial soil, superimposed upon primitive strata, it soon wears
its channel down to the latter; and, after running over them for
several hundred miles, yiunges a t length, at the Falls of St. Anthony,
over the carboniferous limestone formation wvhicl~is so prevalent and
so valuable for its mineral deposites below that point. This is finally
succeeded by dilurial and alluvial banks, the latter of which are
semi-annually enriched by fresh deposites, and exhibit a delta as broad
and as exuberant as the Nile. Like the latter, it has i k cataracts in
the Falls of St. Anthony and Pukaigama, and in numerous lesser
leaps rind cascades, where its current is tossed into foam, and
threatens destruction to the navigation. Such are its physical traits,
and these enough in their character, magnitude, and variety, to lead
our contemplations irresistibly through nature up to nature's God.'
66 Having gratified our curiosity in ItascaLake, we prepared to
leave the island, but did not feel inclined to quit the scene without
leaving some memorial, however frail, of our visit. The men were
directed to fell a few trees at the head of the island, thereby creating
an area for the purpose of erecting s flag-staff. This was braced by
forked stakes, and a small flag hoisted to its place. Taking specimens of the forest growth of the island,of a size suitable for walkingcanes. and adding its few species to our collections of plants and
conchology, we embarked on our descent. The flag which we had
erected continued to be in sight for a time, and \vas finally shut out
from our view by a curve of the lake. We found this curve drawn
out in such a manner as to fonn, \vith the opposite ahore, the
channel of the outlet. W e soon felt our motion accelerated by
a current, and began to glide with velocity down a clear stream,
with a sandy ant1 pebbly bottom, strewed with shells, and overhung by foliage. Ten feet wvould, in most places, reach from
bank to bank, and the depth would probably average over a foot ;
the water mas not, however, equally distributed. A strong and
wvinding channel made it a labour of active watchfi~lnessfor the
canoe men, to keep our frail vessels from being dashed against

boolders, o r torn in pieces by fallen timber o r overhanging treea
Cbpping with the a r e was frequently necessary to clear the passage,
d M)small lahour opes imposed by getting through the drift wood,
piled up at almost every sudden bend. We were almost imperceptibly
drawn into a serien of rapids and petty falls, where the stream was
more wmpresred and the water deepened ; but the danger rendered
tenfold greater by boulders of blackened rocks and furious jets of the,
stream. W e were rather hurled-than padled through these rapid
pans-, which increased in frequency and in fury as we advanced.
Atter b e i driven down a b u t twelve miles of this species of navigation, during which the turns are very abrupt, the river displayed
itaelf, M) tO say, in a savannah valley, when the channel is wider and
deeper, but equally o r more circuitous, and bordered with sedge and
aquatic plants. Thia forms the flrst plateau ; it extends eight or nine
miles. The river then n a r r o w and enters another defile, beset with
an almost continued aeries of rapids.
At a place called Kabtlbikona, o r the Little Rock Falls, we made
a short portage ; two of the canas, however, made the descent, but
not without ~mminentperil, and a delay eventually reater than if
they had been carried across the portage. W e descenckd thi* second
aerier of rapids, a distance of about nine miles, and encamped at a
late hour on a high fine bank; having come, altogether, about thirtytwo miles below Itasca Lake. Wearied with the continued exertion,
the frequent wettings, and the constant anxiety, aleep soon overtook the whole party.
" We were in motion again a little before five o'clock in the morning (14th). The rapids cbntinued. The branches of large trees
often hung no near to the water, that if we were not in peril of being
entangled, like the Jewish rebel king, we were in a more continual
danger of having every moveable article swept from the canoes. An
accident thus occurred to one of the cnnoes, about six o'clock in the
morning, which might have had a fatal termination.
The character of the stream made this part of our route a most
rapid one ; willing or unwilling. we were hurried on. Yet I am not
aware that any important object was neglected. Where there is
much sameness in natural features, frequent landings are unnecessary; and whoever has devoted his time in going thus far up the
Missiesippi. will have made himself familiar with its plants, soil, and
productions. The pine, in its varieties, is the prevailing tree; and
whenever we get out of the narrow alluvions of the valley, arenaceous plains appear. Among the plants that border the river, the
wild ram, which is so conspicuous on all the streams north-west of
Lake Superior, is very often seen ; the salix, so common tq the lower
Miusinsippi, and so uniformly infeeted with musquitoes, presents itself
on the first plateau, and is afterwards one of the constant shrubs on
the savannahs.
The river continues to descend in steps. The second series of
rapida was followed by a second level, or plateau, in which the
channel assumes a width nearly or quite double to that which it pre-
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sents on the rapids. O n this level t h e Cano Rivet comes in, as a
tributary, o n the right shore. T h e volume of water is perceptibly
increased by it. This plateau may extend nine miles. I t is succeeded by rapids of a milder charactdr, below which the river again
displays itself in savannahs, with a comparatively wide, winding
channel. These are finally terminated by short and easy rapids
which bring the river out of what me may designate as its alpine
passes.
'' A t four o'clock, we came t o the junction of the Piniddiwin, a
tributary from the left, having its origin in a lake, and entering the
Rlisaissippi amidst a n extensive marsh of rice, reeds, and rushes,
which give it rather the appearance of a marsh than a lake. It is,
however, called Lac la FoUc. This spot was estimated to be 104
miles below Itasca Lake.
*' About eighteen miles below the junction of the Piniddiwin we
debarked, for the purpose of cooking supper, and preparin, our
canoes for a night descent, as the channel of the river was now sufficientlp broad, deep, and equable to justify it. A n Ocant Ekinabic
w a s killed a t this place. Lieutenant Allen, wishing daylight t o finish
tracing the river to its junction with the east fork, encamped here.
By the time we were ready to embark, clouds had overcast the moon,
which afforded a clear light before ; but me trusted t o our experienced
guide, on a part of the river familiar to him, and we had no cause
to repent of our confidence. Several shots were fired during the
night a t deer standing in the edge of the water. T h e men landed a t
o n e spot, and pursued an animal supposed to have been \vounded.
\\re found ourselves a t the junction about half-past one o'clock in the
morning (15th). Having given notices of our ascent of the river
thus far, it is unnecessary to add t o them!'
To the above we may also add the following :a t Cass Lake has been estimated to be within a few miles of 3000
from the Gulf of Mexico, and to lie a t a n elevation of 1330 feet above
t h a t point of the Atlantic waters ; its distance north-west of Sandy
Lake is about 270 miles, and of Fond du Lac 440 miles. Estimates
make it 152 miles below the true source of the Mississippi in Itasca
Lake, and 60 south of Red Lake. It receives Turtle River on its
northern shore. This river is ascended tllrough eleven small lakes,
a distance of about 38 to 4.0 miles to its origin in Turtle Lake, once
deemed to be the source of the Mississippi. There is a portage from
t h e lake, for light packages of goods, across the summit-level of the
klisissippi valley into Red Lake, and the fertile valley of Retl River.
T h e latter embraces the settlements planted by the Earl of Selkirk;
the inhabitants of which maintained their existence for several years
against the strenuous opposition of the North-\Vest Company, and
they appear now to be in a state of comparative prosperity, under
the direction of a local governor, council, and clergy."
M r . Schoolcraft's volume also contains the '' Journal o f a n Exploratory T r i p through the St. Croix and Rois-Urulb. lliutrict,"

Eqedition through the t7pper Mi&ifli,
lying directly south of the head of Lake Superior; respecting
the pljysical geograpl~yof which, and also of the present couditiorr
of its lndian inhabitants. 11e gives sonie interesting notices. l l ~ r e e
Appe~ldicesconclude the work, one containing the contributious
to b 6 Natural History" made by the expedition ; the next an essay
on the " C h i ~ ~ e wSubstantive
a
:" and a third. his '' Official
Correspondence." The accuracy of solne of his philological v i e w s
~egardiligthe Indian Languages, contained in the second of these,
is disputed by a gcntlenlan, Mr. Howse, of Cirencester, w h o is
now prepariug for publication, under the patronage, and a t the
joint expense, of the Rojal Geogapllical and Churcli Missionary
Societies, a G r a n ~ m a rand Vocabulary of ~ l r eCree Language
Some ex!niples of the discrepancy between tLc two a u t h u r i u u
we subjoin.
'

I

Mr. Schoolcraft's remarks on the Indian language offer a few
points on which a difference of opinion may be entertained ; among
others are the following :I L 1st. Mr. Schoolcraft says, page 95, ' Pronouns are inflected for
tense, and in this shape supply the want of our auxiliary v e r k '
" The joining together of words not necessarily connected is, for
many reasons, not desirable. I t has, indeed, been the usage. in discussing these North American languages, to unite even the nominofive, the auxiliary particle, and the accompanying verb together; bat
it is an inconvenient practice, as may be seen by the vocabulary
of Cottan, the usefulness of which has been reatly lessened by
thus unnecessarily increasing the difficulty of etecting the wrfd
root, and so far rendering it inaccessible to all but the practised
Indian scholar. Mr. Jones, also, in his ' Translation of the Gospl
of St. John ' (published by the British and Foreign Bible Society,
London, l831), has, but most probably without the most remote
thought of imitation, generally follo\ved the m e method ; and thia
I at present consider to be the chief, if not the only drawback in his
respectable work.
'. Mr. Schoolcraft, however, Reems inclined to ilnite only two of
these ; viz., the nominative and its accompanying auxiliary, considering the latter as an infiction of Ute former. This, however, is a point
1 cannot csoncede to him, for, with all due respect to his views. I am
decidedly of opinion that the auxiliaries, Re, Mi,ka, toh, kc. (Jones's
orthography), far from being inflections, are independent, u i n jkctihle, inferchangeable particles; and that, in the following instances
from the first chapter of Mr. Jones's Translation, above alluded to.
the auxiliary particles (in italics) should stand detached from the word
with which they there stand connected, in like manner with their
English representative8 have, shall or Pn'N, can, may, &c. ; which
stand also apart from their nominatives and verbs. In this p i n t the
idiom of the two languages is the same, except, as before stated,
that the Indiun auxiliary is utti~$c*c(ed.
L'
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"St. J o h n i. 1,- k;ahyah (kd ahyah) oogl.-mbjdwegoon (00 gk
wj6megoon) ; v. 2, Rd~wLijiwegood (kkh wi,itwegood ; v. 3, 0096kegizhetoonun (oo gd keg6, &c.) fahgiodzhechegahdhsenoon (tah gb
&he, &c.) kdhodzhechegahdiig ( k a l odzhe, &c.) kSkek6injegimahg4hsenoon ( kd kekdin, &c.) ; v. 31, ningi-kekdnemahse ( nin gE
kekd, 8;c.) chekekdnemegood (che kekinemegood) ; not omitting
Mr. Schoolcraft's own example (p. 179) ogi (o gl).
" I n tile event of a further translation being made of the Scriptures, it i s desirable that this be particularly attended to; this appearing t o b e at present a very defective part in the miti119of our translations, as well as a material obstacle to an improved orthography.
'' 2d. R a n g i n g under the same denomination words that appear t o
belong to different classes, seems to be objectionable.
U n d e r this description comes perhaps the word aindAd (home
or place of dwelling),' exemplified, y. 184, as one of a n ' extensive
class o f nouns.' I t appears t o myaelf to be evidently a verb i u t h e
third person yingular of the subordinate o r subjunctive mood. Indeed,
all the inflections which the example presents (viz., aindl--an,~~-d,~iing,-yung,ycu'g,+,iid),and also the others of which
this word is susceptible (in which number the ?t~gativeform may be induded), are all exclusively verbal. T h e modifications belonging to
the noun are utterly inadmissible, which is not the case with those
rubstantives which are of acknowledged verbal origin.
"That t h e word is used in the sense assigned to i t is r'eadily
admitted ; i. e., as definitive of the n m . Mr. Jones so uses it :6yindahwod k6 ezhfiwug.
S t John rii. 53...wat unto hi8 (their) MI hame where they umc abiding,

,,

xis. 27...unto hir own home

. .. .

they went.
emnh ainddd,

there w k e lie wnr diding.

But its legitimate meaning is conveyed by n 'verb indicating t h e

abiding (femporarily even, a s well as lastingly), and is in this sense
perhaus well exemvlified i n
4hn eende ainddiiyun?
St. J o h n i. 3s, Where dmlLerf thou?( what place abidest thou a6 ?
emah aindhd,
"
W1ere lu dwzt * ' {there where ha war abiding.
Its inanimate form is duI~gooin tile indic. ; dahgoog, suhjunct. : as,
Where is it? Ahn eend' dindahgoog? (with tl~eJlatlencd vowel).
The etymology of this word will be stated a t large elsewhere in my
Grammar.
" T o the same (viz., ad) observation may be referred another interesting class of substantives (see p. 201), derived from the third
Penon singular of the present indicative of the verb by changing the
vowel sound of the first syllable, and adding the letter d to that of
the last.' This is, in fact, the third person of the xrrl,junclire, with, as
in certain verbal expressions is requisite, the first vowel (as Eliot
terms it) juttened.

s
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What has been said above of the modr3cationr of the class of
words there alluded to as being esclurirely urbaf, L equally applicable
to the class before us ; and it may be added, that the specific terns
adduced as examples (even if substantively used) can have reference
to an object in the third person on& ihat being the perron, as its deriration imports, which alone it represents. I t will a l be~ noted, aa
a consequence, that this term varies, in mbal forms, according to the
grammtical person to which it refers.
" Thus assuming, for an example of this class o f ' substantives,!
this term k&noo&~mahgaid, we fin'd it in the third person, in

S t John xiii. 13.. .Ye d l k L k m o o L b m a ~k i p
ma h t e r and Lord ' ke who teach-,
a d

{

%y

ah ked'ezh6neUhxbim.
ye II-

me.

I n the following five places we find the same term, ' Master or Teacher,'
in the second person :ir. 31

....

.

Mcut.r.. . k d k e ~ h m . h g o ~ mai,. thw who tauhest'

.....{

xiii 14,-Your Iard and Iced' odgem&hmewah kfya halrmoolhrnwrdig.
and he rho tmeheth y.--plu.
(row) Blader
i e.] your chief

*

We find it also in the indicnlitv,and without the altered vowel ; viz.-.
Le klkenwBhmah~inah?
iii. 1+Art r h a M u m (teacher)? (
- i. e, . teachart thou ?

I n reducing an oral language, especially an American language, to a
grammar plan, I find it to be of the utmost importance to have strict
regard to o correct classification of termu, as essential to a true intelligible eystem.
LL 3d. Mr. Schoolcraft says (p. 105), ' A Chippeway does not say
I love, without indicating, by an inflection of the verb, the object heloved ; and thus the expression is constantly, I love him, or her, k c .
Neither does the infinitive appear to be generally the ultimate form
of the verb.' This embraces two important points, which, with other
observations of Mr. Schoolcraft's, deserving notice, will I trust be
found thoroughly investigated, and satisfactorily settled, elsewhere in
my grammar, &c."--Letter frum Mr. Howsc.

" P. 8.-At p. 178, 1. 22-9, Mr. Schooicraft has also printed a paragraph which I should think misprinted, if he had not repeated the
errors in i t in two examples. He must have been at cross prlrposes
with hie interpreter when he took the phrases in question down."

of Travels in the ByEik of Tunis. By S i r Grenville 'I'emple, Bart. MS. pp. 444.
SIRGrenville Temple, who has ust returned from a tour through
E g p t and some of the states of arbary, has kindly commu~~icated
to us a MS. journal of his excursio~lsthrough the Regency of
Tunis. After carefully examining the ruins of Carthage and other
monuments of antiquity in the vicinity of Tunis, he visited tha
chief towns on the coast of the Regency; and then, proceeding
from Gabes across the Sibkah el Ludiah, o r Salt Lake of the
Marks, to Nefsa, which stands on the edge of the great desert, returned to T i ~ n i by
s a route across the mountains; The nilmherless
stately remains of Roman architecture which still crown every
hill and moulder in every valley of the Regency of Tunis, speak
more for the energy and civilizing inHuence of the government of
the Czsars than the greatness of Roine itself. T h e following description of the remains of the amphitheatre a t El Jernm, the
ancient Tysdrus. will fully justify this remark'' Within two miles of El Jemm, the ancient Tysdrus, the land ia
cultivated and enclosed by hedges of the prickly pear, through an
avenue of which we soon after beheld the great amthitheatre towering
loftily over the miserable mud hovels of the village, and appearing
still more colossal from the lowness of the plain, and smallness of all
surrounding objects. Having, on leaving Sfakhus, been told that the
Zabataba's palace at E l Jemm would be prepared for us, I had sent
back the tent from Sidi Salah as an unnecesssry incumbrance; this
we all now extremely regretted, for the Zabataba's house, which it
must be confessed is a name promising well, me found to be nothing
more than one small room, not over-clean-and the rougher xeq
..
mere, therefore, obliged to deep with the horses in the open yard.
This, and a few other inconveniences, were matters of no import
to me, though they were so to those who had never travelled except in France and Italy; and they combined to form in them
a very unfavourable idea of the comforts attendant on a visit into
the interior regions of Africa, if we may be allowed thus t o
designate so short an excursion from its sea-coast. The sheikh was
also, it must be confessed, excessively remiss in his duty, and threw
us entirely on our o\vn resources and capabilities of obtaining what
we stood in need of. I found, however, that.those who slept in
the open air obtained by far a greater degree .of repose than those
who occupied the interior, who, tormented by fleas, were unable
to obtain even the shortest period of sleep. Jmmediately after we
had dismounted, we proceeded to view the amphitheatre, and to
ascertain by inspection what other remains existed of the former
Tysdnu; the principal of \vhich, and indeed the only one of any
consequence, w e found to consist in the great.extant edifice built
in former ages as the spot in tvhich the inhabitants were wont to
seek for amusement. Shaiv states that it dates its origin from the
reign of the Gordians, who were here first recbgnized as chiefs-
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ii not by the whole, at leas$ by a great raajority-of tho vast Roarun
empire, tired of the cruelty and despotism of Maximinus ; and who
for this support may have erected, as a memorial of their gratitade,
this splendid monument, dedicated entirely to the amusements o f
their party. All this is, however, conjectnre, for not the vestige of
a n inscription. at least that I could discover, remains to prove o r contest the supposition. I entertain, nevertheless, little doubt, t h a t if
excavations were judiciously made round the spot, and the interior
of the anmounding hovels were minutely exammed. the stone bearing the dedication to the empelor who erected it would be discovered.
Deprived, however, of the information which such an inscription rrould
convey to us, we are compelled to satisfy ourselves with beholding
an edifice which, though yielding in magnitude and splendour to the
Coliseum, is still one of the most perfect, vast, and beautiful r e m a i n s
of former times which exists-to our knowledge, or, as I should perhaps more correctly state, to my own individual knowled,ge-combining in itself more of those united properties than any other building
which I can at this moment bring to my recollection. The amphitheatre of Nismes I have never seen, that of Pola, in Istria, is perfect
in its exterior, though completely the reverse interiorly ; whilst, o n
the contrary, the one at Verona is diametrically the opposite, passessing the range of seats as entire as at the time when admiring
citizens witnessed the sports performed in the arena for their gratification, but, with the exception of four arches, compl&tely deprived
of its exterior faqade, the principal and most beautiful feature of these
stupendoua edifices.
The length of the ompbitheatre of ZFjsciw, which extends nearly
east and west, is 449 by 36s feet; and that of the arena, 23s by 18s
feet. These two latter measurements are taken from the inner
esisting wall, the real boundary of the arena being uncertain. The
height of the level of the first gallery is 33 feet, and to the summit of the edifice 96 feet..
I t possesses foor ranges of pillars and
The following list may perhaps pmve interesting, aa shoring the d in magnitude which this amphitheatre holds among edifices of the mame nature.

. ... ... ... ...

Coliseum
Verona

El Jcmm

615;)
506
409

164
96
76

79
Capua

.... .

I

i
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The Amphitheatre of El Jemm.
arches, 60 in number in each, o r rather in the three lower ones, for the
fourth is R pilastrade, elevated on a stylobata, with a square window
in every third inter-pilaster. The rapitals are of that species of the
composite order which we see on Diocletian's Pillar a t Alexandria, with
a alight variation between the second range and those composing t h e
first and third. A t each extremity was a grand entrance, but the west
one, together with a n arch on each side of it, was destroyed, together
with the same portion of the whole superstructure, about one hundred
g e a r s ago, by Muhammed Bey, who thereby wished to prevent the
possibility of the amphitheatre being converted into a strong and vast
fortress by some tribes of Arabs, then in open revolt against his
authority. A r e r y small portion also of the exterior wall of the fourth
or upper story remains to this day. T h e interior of this magnificent
building is in a far more dilapidated state than the exterior, which,
with the above-mentioned exceptions, may be stated to be in complete
preservation ; but great part of the vaulted and inclined plane,
which supported the seats, the galleries, and the uomitoria, are still
left. T h e galleries and stairs leading to the different stages were s u p
ported hy arches and vaults, composed, not like the rest of the building. o f large pierrer de taille, but of a mass of small stones and mortar;
and they have, consequently, in manv places fallen in. Under the
surface of the arena. as in those of the Coliseum and Amphitheatre
of Capua, are seen passages, and little chambers for containing the
wild beasts, as well as square apertures opening upon the arena,
u p which were raised the lions and tigers, enclosed i n b m e s made
on t h e j~rincipleof the pigeon-traps used a t shooting-matches, whose
sides, on reaching the summit, being unsupported hy the walls of the
tunnel, fell to the ground, and, working on the hinges which joined
t h e m to the bottom of the box, left the ferocious monsters a t once
exposed t o the view of the spectators.
" T h e key-stones of the outmard arches of the lower order were intended each to have borne some figure sculptured in relief, for on one
we s e e the bust of a female, and on the other the head of a lion ; this
design was, however, never completed, for on all the others we only
see the prqjecting part of the stone which was t o have assumed the
shape of different figures o r devices. I could discover n o inscription
on a n y part of the building, except some in Cuphic and Arabic charact e r s ; the one which doubtless existed to commemorate its founder
w a s probably placed over the gate, since destroyed, which faced the
town of Tysdn~vto the west. This town, the foundation of whose
walls can distinctly be traced, was built round the spot now occupied
by the Marabet of Sidi Allmed Bejenani, near which are the suh-structures of a r e r y fine temple; and in different directions are seen
t h e trifling remains of other edifices. Numerous columns of cipollino, granite, white and Numidian marble, and brescia corallata, are
often discovered by the Arahs, who, cutting them into three o r four
blocks, send them, for the purpose of being converted into millstones, t o different parts of the country. 1 heard that a n Arab had
n o t long ago discovered a vase, containing gold and silver coins and
VOL. IV.
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engraved stones ; but from the fear of their being all seized from him,
h e reburied it, tho~ighhe has probably taken opportunities gradually,
and in small portions, to dispose of its contents. Small fragments of
porphyry, giallo antico,.serpentino, &c. are found plentifully scattered
on the surface of the ground. There is also seen a well-executed
~tatue,in white marble, of a young Roman emperor, but the head and
feet are wanting; and under one of the arches of the amphitheatre is
found a draperied statue, also deprived of the head ; for the Arabs,
immediately on discovering any of these beautiful specimens of ancient
sculpture, actuated by a religious and superstitious feeling, break off
arid destroy this part of the human figure."
'I'lie remarks made by Sir G. Temple, during his journey from
Gabes to Tozer and Nefsa, also filrnivli much curious information
respecting a country hitherto but little kno\vn ; but as the entire
Journal will shortly appear, w e shnll make no further extracts.
W e have been much
by the inspection of about eighty
fine drawings of scenery and aiitiq~lities,with which it is illus- .
trated.

-

of the Origin and nligrations of the Polynesiun
Nation; demonsfrafirlp fheir ancimt Discovery and J'ro~ressioe S~tflrmentoftile Continmtt of America. By J o h n B u n more Lang, D.D. Loadon, 1834, l?mo. pp. 256.

VI.-Vietu

THEobject of this work is fully

esplained in its title; and the
argument, apart from the observatioiis and examples by which its
several steps are illastrated, begins with proving the Polynesians
t o he themselves Indo-Chinese, thus :'' I. The distinction of caste-the most ancient and remarkable
feature of Asiatic society-prevails to a great extent in the South
Sea islands. I n Tahiti, this distinction was formerly carried to so
ridiculous an extent in the case of the royal family-all the members
of which were regarded as sacred in the highest Tahitian sense of the
word-that whatever m y of the princes of the blood happened to
t o ~ ~ cbecame
li
sacred also. If the king entered a house, the owner
had to abandon it forthwith. If he \valked on a footpath, it wna
death for a plebeian to walk on it afterwards. In the Friendly
Islands, the several castes are still better defined ; and the Brahmin,
or priestly caste, ranks highest, insomucl~that the Grand Lama of
these islands, the Tooi Tonga, as he is called, takes precedence even
of the king. In N e ~ vZealand, indeed, the distinction of caste does
not prevail. There every man is either n Rangstira, i. e. u genfleman, who kno\vs no superior, and who bo~vsto no authority ; or a
miset-able slave, who holds, or who loses, his life at the mere caprice
of his master. The slare, however, is not inferior in birth to the
master. H e has only become inferior through the fortune of war.
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" The castes in 'India are,-

" 1. The Brahmin caste,

whose office is to oRer sacrifices, to teach
t h e Veda, to offer gifts, and to receive presents.
" 2. The Kshutriya caste, whose office is to protect the country
and the Brahmins.
" 3. The Vishya caste, whose office is to keep cattle, to carry on
trade, to cultivate the land.
" 4. The Phoodra caste, \\*hose office is to serve the Brahmins.
A n d persons of the higher castes must not communicate with the
lower in marriage, in eating, or in family friendship, on pain of degradation and the loss of all earthly connexions.
'' In the Friendly Islands, in which the Polynesian system seems
to have retained much more of its ancient and distinctive features
than in most of the other groups, a similar, if not exactly the same,
division of society obtains. I n these islands the highest caste is in
like manner :'' 1. The priestly caste, the heads of which Are $ ~ ~ p o s etod be
descended from the gods : they receive presents from the lower
castes, and enjoy peculiar privileges ; and the other islanders testify
their respect towards them by addressing them in a sort of Sanscrit
o r sacred lanmage, which is not used on inferior occasions.
'L 2. The Egi, or nobles, whose office it is to preside in war, and to
be the rulers of the country, the king himself being of this caste.
" 3. The Matabooles,or gentlemen, whose office it is to act as companions and counsellors to the nobles, to be masters of ceremonies
and orators at public assemblies. The cadets or younger brothers
and sons of this caste practise mechanical arts under the name of
Mooas.
*' 4. The Tooas, or lowest caste. consisting of common labourers,
cooks, servants. And, in like manner as in India, the repugnance
towards any intermingling of the castes is so strong, that if an individual of one of the higher castes has children by a wife or concubine
of one of the lower, the children must be put to death to prevent the
degradation of the family.
11. The institution of Taboo, which obtains universally in the
South Sea Islands, is also of Asiatic origin. Its existence and operation may he traced from the Straits of hfalacca across the whole
continent of Asia, through Syria, to the islands of Greece. Under
the Levitical law, tlie shew-bread was taboo ; as were the olive-trees
dedicated to Minerva throughout the Athenian territory. An Athenian citizen was tried for his life before the court of the Areopagus,
for removing the useless stump of one of them from his field : as
~vouldbe an Otaheitan or New Zealander on a like occasion.
" 111. The rite of circumcision--of decidedly Asiatic origin-is
practised in several of the groups of Polynesia, as in the Fiji,
Friendly, and Society Islands ; not, however, as a religious observance, but as an ancient custom, of the origin of which no account can
be given.
" IV. The idols of the South Sea Islanders resemble thoee of
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Asia, especiallv those of the Burman empire. I n both cases the
idol is generally represented in a recumbent posture; its legs a r e
disproportionately small, and its hands a r e clasped before it.
V. In their physical conformation, and even general character,
the natives of the South Sea Islands resemble the Malays.
*( VI. N ~ m e r o u sAsiatic customs are still discernihle in the various
islands of the South Seas. In Otaheite, as in Rengal, women are not
allo~vedto eat with their husbands, o r to partake of certain articles of
food which are i~ldiscrimil~ately
eaten hy their lords and masters.
Tlre general posture in sitting is that of the Asiatics-on the ground,
cross-legged ; and in the Friendly Islands, a s in the kingdom of Siam
and in other eastern countries, it is deemed most respectful t o sit in
the presence of the sovereign. The N e w Zealanders and the Friendly
Islanders salute each other by tollching noses-a ceremony which is
not unkno\vn in eastern Asia; and in the island of Tonga there is
a game called hico, which consists in thro\~.ingu p and in keeping i n
the air a number of balls, as is still practised i?y the Indian and Chinese jugglers.
s b Nay, similar modes of thinliing.
and corresponding peculiarities
of action, are found to prevail both i n Asia and in the South Sea
islands. T h e New Zeaianders. for example, uniformly ascribe internal rnalatlies to the anger of some Atua o r divinity, who is supposed to be gna~vingthe patient's viscera. I n such cases, therefore,
instpact of administering anything in the shape of medicine, the priest
o r soothsayer is consllltt.d ; who, after certain divinations, probably
pronounces the ~ a t i e r l tgiven over to the anaer of the god, and then
tahoos or excommnnicatrs him ; after which he is removed to a solitary housein the neighbourhood, and left to die. like the a ~ e dor sick
Hindoo on the banks of the Ganpes-no person being permitted t o
hold further communication with him, o r to supply him with provisions. It is singular, indeed, that a similar idea, aud a somewhat
similar practice, in regard to the treatment of diseases, should have
obtained even among the ancient Greeks. Tl'e learn from Homer,
that when the Grecian army under the walls of Troy was afflicted
with an epidemi;-a1 disease, Machaon and Podalirius, the surgeonsgeneral of the forces, were not asked their opinion, in the cou:lcil of
the chiefs, either as t o its cause or to the treatment to be adopted
for its cure. Chalca-, the soothsayer, was the only person consulted
respecting it ; and, like a genuine N e w Zealand Ariki, he ascribed
the disease t o the vengeance of the far-darting A;)ollo.
" In the Fiji Islands, the principal wife must be strangled a t h e r
husband's death, and buiied along with him-a
practice evidently
borrowed from the suttees of Hindostan. T h e same practice obtained aleo i n the Friendly Islands, i n regard t o the principal wife of
the Tooi Tonga, o r chief priest of these islands.
" V I I . The general tradition of the South Sea Islanders-at least
of those inhabiting the groups i n the Southern Pacific-is, that they
came from the north-west ;and Bolotoo, the Paradise of the Friendly
Islands, is supposed to lie in that direction.
g6
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: " VIII. The cloth made in the South Sea Islands, and commonly
called Otaheitan cloth, is the same, as observed by Mr. Marsdcn,
with t h e original clothing of the Sumatrans'; and the useof the betelnut, a s practised i n the East Jndies, is found to exist in several of
the Polynesian isles.
" IX. A remarkable resemblance occurs between the Polynesian
and Malay languages. ' One original language.' says S i r Stamford
Raffles, seems, in a very remote period, to have pervaded the whole
(Indian) Archipelago, and to have spread (perhaps with the population) towards Madagascar on the one side, and the islands in the South
Sea o n the other ; but in the proportion that we find any of these
tribes more highly advanced in the arts of civilized life than others,
in nearly the same proportion do we find the language enriched by a
corresponding accession of Sanscrit terms, directing uu a t once to the
source whence civilisation flowed towards these regions.'
'' ' A t first,' says the unfortunate L a PGrouse, ' we perceived n o
resenlhlance bet\veen the language of the people of the Navigators'
Islands and that of the people of the Society and Friendly Islands, the
vocabularies of which we had with us; but a closer examination
taught us that they spoke a dialect of the same tongue. -4 fact
which map tend to prove this, and which confirms the opinion of the
English respecting the origin of these people. is, that a young Manillese servant, who was born in the province of 'ragayan, on the
north of Manilla, understood and interpreted to us most of' their unn-ds.
Now i t is known that the Tagayan, Talgal, and all the dialects of the
Philippine Islands in general arc dericetl jiom the fifaluy; and this
language, more widely spread than those of the Greeks and Romans
mere, i3 common t o the numerocls tribes that inllabit the islarrds of
the South Seil. T o me it appears demonstrated, that these different
nations are derived from Malay colonies who conquered these islands
a t very remote periods ; and perhaps even the Chinese and Egyptians, whose antiquity is s o much vaunted, a r e n ~ o d e r rcomparecl
~
to
these.'
[.'The following are some of the points of this resemblance:1. All the Indo-Chinese nations, including the Malayan and Polynesian tribes. have a language of ceremony. in which their chiefs are
addressed, differing. in many important particulars, from the ordinary
torlgue. 2. They are a11 monosyllabic in their structure*. 3. In all,
the words are susceptible of no change denoting diversity of gender,
number, and case, o r what is understood in Enropean languages by
declension and conjugation. Every possille'varirty of thought must
be exl~ressedby a separate word ; In 110 instance is there a change of
termination. 4. Relationship is expressed in them, and compoi~nd
words formed, by the mere juxtaposition of primitive words. 5. Particles are used by them in a similar \vay; ar~clthese particles are in
many instances not merely similar, but identical. 6. Similar sounds
abound in them; t h e consonantal are fewer and the vowel sounds
--- -
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more numerous than in the European and western Asiatic langnages :
(hence the facility with which they run into dialects.) 7. Various
words have the same signification in them."]
Dr. Lang, now considering the Mongolian, Malay, or IndoChinese origiu of the South S e a Islanders to be proved, prqceeds next to argue on the possibility, and even pn'mii fw
probability, of their having extended themselves east to the continent of America, even if there were no very considerable proof
that they did, arising from similarity of habits or manners. T h e
usual objection arises from the distance, by sea too, and against
the general course of the trade-winds. B u t the Malayans were
always maritime iu their habits; their descendants ( t h e South
Sea Islanders) are known to resemble them in this. Thus, i t
seems demonstrated, they actually have reached even the most
remote Polynesian islands ; and the prevalence of can~iibalisni in
these may be considered an evidence of the distress to which
individuals were frequently reduced during their progress. I s there
any abstract difficulty, then, in supposing that they went farther 1
or, rather, is not the mind, on these considerations, prepared to
admit the following coincidences as proofs that they did 1
" I. The Mexican and Peruvian nations were divided into king,
nobles, and commons. The king was ahsolute, but could not go to
war or engage in any other undertaking of importance without the
aasent of a council of chiefs. The chiefs were lords paramount in
their own territories. The commons were mere slaves, whose persons and pgsessions mere entirely the property of their masters. A
precisely similar distribution of the component parts of society, and a
precisely similar state of dependence of the king on the will of the
chiefs, are observable in the Friendly and Society Islands.
" 11. The Incas, or sovereigns, of Peru conjoined the regal and
sacerdotal offices, agreeably to the ancient and patriarchal usage, Rez
Aniw-rex idem, idenzqile sacerdos. They were regarded, moreover,
as divine personages-sprung from the gods. Such, however, was
also the status of the Tooi Tonga, or royal priest, of the Friendly
Islands ; and the idea that the royal chiefs were Atoas, or divinities,
was universally prevalent in the islands, and was sufficiently evinced
in the received opinion, or rather doctrine, that the king consecrated
whatever he touched.
"111. There was a language of ceremony or deference used in
ancient Mexico when inferiors addressed their superiors, and especially when a plebeian addresaed a chief, or when the latter addressed
his prince. This language did not consist in the m e of a few
phrases of deference and respect, such as those in use in European languages in addressing royalty or nobility: it constituted,
w to speak, a separate language, and pervaded the whole economy
of speech. ' The Mexicans,' s a p Dr. Robertson, 'had not only
reverential mane, but reverential verba;' and the use of any other
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than this reverential language, i n conversing with a king o r royal
chief, would have been held tantamount to high treason. T h e
prevalence of this most remarkable peculiatity in the South Sea
Islanda, among the Malays of the Indian Archipelaqo, and the IndoChinese nations of Eastern Asia, has been a l r e d y noticed ; and
how deeply rooted in the mental constitution of these nations, h o ~
closely interwoven with all their hahits of thought, mas the ptinciple in which this very singular practice originated, may be estimated from a practice of a somewhat similar kind that obtained
within these few years in the South Sea Islands. It was a point
of established etiquette in the island of Otaheite, that if a n y word
of common use in the language happened to form part of the king's
name, it was no longer allowable to use that word thereafter in
common conversation; and the object it had designated from time
immemorial had thenceforth to be designated by a totally different
word. Thus, the word t a i , signifying water, being honoured some
time a g o in being associated with the name of Tahitian royalty,
was thenceforth proscribed i n common conversation, and its place
supplied by the tvord puppi. The word po, signifying night, mas
equally unfortunate as a word of general use in the language, in consequence of being appropriated as part and parcel of the name
Pomarre-a name which, although rather famous for t h e last twenty
years in the Missionary annals of the South Seas, signifies merely
night-cough, and was given to Fomarre in consequence of his being
troubled on one occasion with a n affection of that kind.
" IV. T h e right of property was recognised and established among
t h e Indo-American nations, but the l o ~ r r orders
r
generally cultivated
a considerable extent of groundin common, the produce of which
was laid u p by their superiors in storehouses called tambos, and distributed t o each as he had need. The kumaras, o r sweet potatoes of
N e w Zealand, are always cultivated pro bono publico by persons set
apart for the purpose, the produce being afterwards distributed.
T h e storehouses in New Zealand are taboo: I suspect the Spaniards
have reported the word inaccurately, for the Mexican tambo is probably the same word a s the Polynesian taboo.
L * V. A variety of handicrafts mere practised in Mexico; and the
Spaniards were often astonisl~ednot only at the perseverance of t h e
Indians, but a t the neatness of their work compared with the rudeness of their implements. Similar remarks have been made a thousand times in regard to the South Sea Islanders.
VI. The Mexicans are remarkably fond of ornaments ; and they
form some of those that a r e most highly prized in a precisely aimiler
way.
VII. The Peruvians cultivated the gro~lnd6 t h a mattock of hard
wood. S o also do the N e w Zealanders. T h e Mexicans, Hun~boldt
informs us, manufactured a sort of paper exactly similar i n texture
t o the paper-cloth of Otaheite.
VIII. T h e Indo-American nations had no temples properly $0
cdlItd, i. e. buildings for religious purposes having a roof; but they
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erected solid mounds of earth, which were ascended by a flight of
stone steps, and surmounted with a sort of altar. Similar high places
are erected in t h e South Sea Islands, and are called Morais o r
Malais.
IX. T h e divinities that were worshipped by t h e Mexicans were
supposed t o require human victims to be offered in sacrifice on their
altars ; and such victims were accordingly offered, t o the number of
several thousands annually. T h e same horrible superstition prevailed
i n Otaheite, where the dead body of the human victim, who had perhaps been designated by the priest, and knocked o n the head without
any previons warning by one of his emissaries, was suspended i n a
basket of wicker-work t o the branch of a tree near the Morai of the
god, and left to putrefy in the open air.
a X. The houses of the Mexicans had no windows, and the door
mas always so lorn that they had to stoop down on crossing the
threshold. T h e New Zealander constructs his hut in a precisely
similar way.
"XI. Remains of ancient buildings in a singularly massive style of
architecture are found in various parts of the continent of Americat o the northward as well as to the southward of t l ~ eequator. These
remains consist,-first, of temples ; second, of pyramids ; third, of
tumuli ; and fourth, of fortifications : and it is a circumstance worthy
of particular observation, that precisely similar remains, of a remote
and comparatively civilized antiquity, are found in the South Sea
Islands.
1. The Spanish writers on South America describe the remains of
a n ancient Peruvian temple, consisting of an inclosed space open a t
the top, of which the walls are about twelve feet in height and consist of stones of an immense size, some of them being tllirty feet
long, eighteen broad, and six thick. These stones are not cemented
with mortar ; neither h a r e they been squared t o join closely to each
other, like hewn stones i n a European building, although the stones
of ancient Peruvian buildings a r e sometimes found hewn into regular
forms; but cavities have been wrought with the utmost exactness,
and with incredible labour, i n one stone to receive the natural o r
accidental protubcrances of another.
'' 2. Baron Humboldt 11ns described various ancient Peruvian
pyramids, which, for the massiveness of their structure and the boldness of their desian, that accomplished traveller does not hesitate to
compare with the pyramids of Egypt.".
." In speaking of structures of a precisely similar kind erected by t l ~ eSouth Sea Islanders,
Mr. Ellis observes, ' T h e form of the interior o r area of their
temples was frequently that of a square o r parallelogram, the sides
of which extended forty o r fifty feet. Two sides of this space were
inclosed by a high stone wall ; the front was protected by a low
fence ; and opposite, a solirl ppramidal structure was raised, in
front of which the images \rere kept and the altars fixed. These
piles were often immense. That which formed one side of t h e
- in Atehuru, according to Mr. Wilson,
square of t h r '
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by whom it was visited when in a state of preservation, was two
hundred and seventy feet long, ninety-four wide a t the base, and
fifty feet high, being at the summit one hundred and eighty long, and
six wide. A flight of steps led to its summit ; the bottom step was six
feet high. The outer stones of the pyramid, composed of coral and
basalt, were laid with great care, and hewn o r squared with immense labour, especially the tiacd, or corner stones.'
"3. Tumuli, constructed, in some instances, of immense stones, and
i n others, as on the banks of the Ohio, of mounds of earth, are also
found among the remains of ancient civilisation. both in the South Sea
Islands and in America. The island of Tonga Taboo, which contains
a population of ten thousand souls, is of coral formation, and is
almost level with the ocean. There is a tomb, however, in one part
of i t of great antiquity, called by the natives the tomb of Toobo Tooi,
and constructed of immense stones, such as the present natives of
Tonga, in the existing state of the mechanical a r t s in the Friendly
Islands, would he utterly unable t o move. These stones, moreover,
must have been hrought on rafts from some other island, as there is
n o other stox~ein the island of Tonga of the size of a pigeon's egg.
Remains of ancient buildings, in a similar style of architecture, were
found by Lord Anson in the island of Tinian, to the eastward of the
Indian Archipelago.
b b Remains of a similar character are found also in Pasquas, o r
E a s t e r Island, situated in lat. 27" south, and 109' west long.-the
nearest of all the South Sea Islands to the continent of America.
' T h e most remarkable objects in Easter Island,' says Mr. Ellis,
a r e its monuments of stone-work and sculpture, which, though rude
and imperfect, are superior to any found among the more numerous
a n d civilized tribes inhabiting the South Sea Islands. These monuments consist in a number of terraces or platforms built with stones,
c u t and fixed with great exactness and skill, forming, though destitute of cement, a strong durable pile. O n these terraces a r e fixed
colossal figures o r busts. They appear t o be monuments erected in
memory of ancient kings o r chiefs. as each bust or column had a distinct name. One of these, of which Forster took the dimensions, consisted of a single stone twenty feet high and five wide, and represented a human figure t o the waist ; on the crown of the head a stone
of cylindrical shape was placed erect : this stone was of a different
colour from the rest of the figure, which appeared to be formed of a
kind of cellular lava. I n one place. seven of these statues o r busts
stood together : one, which they saw lying on the ground, was twentyseven feet long, axid nine in diameter.'
a 4. Remains of ancient and regular fortifications have also been
discovel-ed in b o t l ~continents of America; and the circumstance has
repeatedly awakened much curiosity respecting the origin, the history,
and the fate of the nation that has left behind it these memorials of its
ancient civilization. B u t regular fortifications of a similar kind are
still met with in all parts of the South Sea Islands. I n some islands
they are constructed of walls of loose stones piled on each other on
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the tops of hills, as in New Zealand; in others, they are fonned of
strong palisades, like the Burman stockades, as in the level island of
Tonga ; and in others they consist of some artificial addition to a
place of great natural strength, as in the district of Atehuru in Otaheite.
XII. The picture-writing of the ancient Mexicans has also a decidedly Polyneaian, Malayan. or Chinese aspect; and examples very
similar to it occur among the South Sea Islands. ' I n the course of
our tour around Hawaii,' says the Rev. Mr. Ellis, in an Appendix to
his raluable work entitled Polynesian Researches, (we met with a few
specimens of what may perhaps be termed the first efforts of an uncivilized people towards the construction of a language of symbols.
Along the southern coast, both on the east and west sides, we frequently saw a number of straight lines, semicircles, or concentric
rings, with some rude imitations of the human figure. cut or carved in
the compact rocks of lava. They did not appear to have heen cut
with an iron instrument, but with a stone hatchet, or a stone less
fran ible than the rock on which they were pourtrayed. O n inquiry,
we ound that they had been made by former travellers, from a motive
similar to that which induces a person to carve his initials on a stone
or tree, or a traveller to record his name in an album,-to inform his
successors that he has been there. When there were a number of
concentric circles with a dot or mark in the centre, the dot signified a
man, and the number of rings denoted the number of the party which
had circum-ambulated the is1,and. When there was a ring, and a
number of marks, it denoted the same; the number of marks showing
of how many the party consisted; and the ring, that they had travelled
completely round the island: but when there was only a semicircle, it
denoted that they had returned after reaching the place where it was
made. I n some of the islands \ve hare seen the outline of a 6sh
pourtrayed in the sa~nemanner, to denote that one of that species or
size had been taken near the spot: sometimes the dimensions of an
exceedingly large fruit, &c., are marked in the same way.'
" XIII. Notwithstanding the comparatively high degree of civilization, which the ancient Mexicans had attained, previous to the discovery of the American continent by Europeans, their wars were uniformly conducted with tile most savage ferocity, and their captives
\!*ere generally put to death and devoured. Indeed, a degree of fern
city altogether unexampled in the annals of European warfare, either
in ancient or in modern times, seems to have distinguished the IndoAmerican nation in almost all its settlements, and in every period of
its history ; and the horrible practice of cannibalism appears to ham
prevailed to an enormous extent among its various tribes. Philosophers of high character have recently expressed their utter astonishment at the prevalence of so revolting a practice in that particular
division of the human family; but, allowing the present hypothesis to
be well-founded, the first inhabitants of the American continent must,
from the very nature of things. have been ferocious cannibals when
they landed on its shores : cannibalism must have been the general
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pra'ctice at their forefathers of the Polynesian nation, in t h e course of
those miserable voyages that led t o the succeasive discovery and aettlement of the myriads of islands that stud the bosom of the Pacific,
and are separated from each other, in many instances, by extensive
tracts of ocean ; and the horrible practice thus introduced by necessity, and divested of its horrors by general usage, may afterwards
hare heen indulged in from custom, if not choice.
" XIV. The grcat councils of the Indo-American nations, in which
affairs of public interest mere publicly discussed, were cor~ductedin
the same manner as those of the Polynesian nation. Youth mas not
suffered to mingle in the high debate. Regular harangues were delivered ; most of wllich mere hiqlily animated, and some highly eloquent. And when any speaker had possession of the assembly, h e
was listened t o with profound attention.
" XV. Even in their prejudices and slight conventional points of
manners, a resemblance may be traced between the Indo-American
and Polynesian tribes. They both impute disease to the agency of evil
spirits. Their modes of interment a r e similar, both suspending the
body at some distance from the ground, where it is left to putrefy ;and
afterwards collecting the bones, and placing them in a common cemetery. Both consider revenge a sacred duty; both steal on their intended victim; and each after his manner regards the head as hi9
trophy, the Indian scalping it, and making a drinking cup of the skull,
the Polynesian baking it i n a n orcn, and preserving it for generations.
Both separate from their women when nursing, and forbid them, under
pail] of death. to touch, a t that time, w i ~ htheir hands even the food
they themselves eat. The South Sea Islanders prepare an intoxicating
beverage from the root of a sort of mild pepper which they call catla;
tlie Indo-Brazilians and aborigines of Guiana prepare another from
the American plant which they call cassara; and both prepare their
beverage i n nearly the same disgusting manner. Both catch fish by
poisoning their waters with narcotic plants. Both, in reckoning their
descents, attach peculiar importance to the mother's family. Both
set a high store by the virtues of I~ospitality. The Indo-Americans,
on t h e authority of Captain Basil Hall, resemble the blalays in feature
and colour. And even their languages are not without features of
similarity."
D r . L a n g next traces these a t colisiderable length, and with
s o m e desultoriness. \Ve can neither quote this part of his work,
however, nor satisfactorily abridge it.
W e tilink that h e has
established his main point; and, moreover, that h e has brought
within a moderate compass a great many curious facts and coillcidences. W e wish that h e had, a t the same time, expressed himself o n some o c c a ~ i o n swith more deference for previous writers.

VI1.--Journal of a Three Ymrs' Residence in Abykhia, in*therance of the Objects of the Church M b s b n a y Society. By
the Rev. Samuel Gobat. London ; 1834. l9mo. pp. 37 1.
THIS
work is another contribution by the Missionary Societies to
our knowledge of the social condiuon of distant countries; and
althougll it contains no numerical statements, a ~ l dlittle besides to
the purpose of the mere geographer, yet our intercourse with
Abyssinia is too limited to allow us to pass it without some
remark. I t iu the moral aspect of the country wlrich has chiefly
attracted M r . Gobat's notice ; and though still a painful subject
of contemplation, i t is somewhat less so iu his hands than in those
of his predecessors. T h e general outline of restlessnees and sensuality remains untouched ; but with it he seems to have fot~nd
mixed u p much patience under rebuke and expostulation,-much
individual gentleness of character,-and,
above all, perhaps, much
curiosity regardiug the opiuions of others, and respect, in particular, for those of the n~issionaries. This last, it is true, s e e ~ n sto
have been evidenced in Mr. Gobat's case, chicfly by engaging
him in theological discussions, and courting his decision on nice
points of faith and opinion ; but its eflects would not be confined
to thae, if scope were afforded to its more extended influence.
It is a curious questiou in anthropology, wheuce arise the
comparative gentleness and tolerance usually, though not universally, found among Pagans and Christians, w l ~ ooccupy the
extremes in social existence ; and the fierce intolerance of the
followers of Mahomet, who may be considered as standing between both. The answer is not immediately obvious ; nor could
it be considered adequate unless it met, and in some degree reconciled, even the apparent exceptions to the observation. But it
would be au iniportaot contribution to a ~ ~ t h r o p o g r a ~ hand
y , by
so ~nucllto geography, if it acconiplished this task.
T h e curse of Abyssinia secnls to be its weak and unsettled
government ; and t l ~ ifollowi~lgpassage so strikingly illustrates
tl~is. that it mav be co~~sidered
an essential ~ r e l i n ~ i n,
a rto
v blr. ~
Gobat's f i ~ r d ~ statemenLs
er
regarding the character and maunen of
its inhabitants.
At the time of Mr. Bruce, the kir~gswere possessed of a little
power, and, at the time of Mr. Salt, they yet had some appearance
of i t ; but since the death of the Ras Googsa, about ten pears since,
they have had nothing but the title of king. They would have lost
even this, were it not that the governors stand in need of it, to
upp port that of Ras ; for a dejasmat cannot take the title of Ras, l a m
fully, unless he has placed a uew king on the throne.
At the time of Mr. Salt, the reigning. king was Gooaloo, who
reigned seventeen years ; and after him, Joax, for four years. Then
the dejasmat oC"---- Seila Mariam, placed Beda Mariam upou the
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throne: but he could not sustain him. H e reigned only three o r
four days; being displaced by Eemam ; and succeeded by Guigar,
mho had the title of king eight years. After the death of Mariam,
Guigar mas dethroned; and nucceeded by another Tons, who, one
year after, was obliged to cede the throne to Guebra Christos ; and
he, i t is said, died in consequence of poison being administered to
him hy order of the old king, Guebra. I do not know whether there
be a t present a king o r not. The imprisonment of the male members
of the royal family, of which Blr. Bruce speaks in detail, is no longer
considered as necessary. All the members of that family a r e dispersed i n the various provinces, and live partly on what the grandees
are pleased to give them. and partly by their own industry. They
are, however, generally beloved and esteemed by the people, who,
heing incapable of forming to themselves any higher idea, have no
other hope for the future than to- see this royal family restored, and
to enjoy the fruits of such a restoration.
'r T h e most important men, who have governed the interior since
the time of Mr. Salt, are, the Ras Googsu, whose death is still regretted, on account of his justice and peaceable disposition ; and his
three sons-Eemam, beloved, like his father, of the whole nation, and
who governed three years; M~.riam,hated by all, except his soldiers, who governed three years; and Dori, who governed only
three months. The present governor is the grandson of Googsa, by
a daughter ; who has assumed the title of Ras Ali, and with whom the
people are much satisfied. T h e Dejasmat Maroo, son-in-law to
Googsa, during some years poverued, with mingled justice and
cruelty, the provinces of Uembea, Kovara, and Aqow ; but his only
son has not heen able to succeed him. The Ras of the family of
Googss has given the government of Demhea and Kovara to his
nephew, the Ilejasmat Comfoo, whom I saw at Got~dar. I n Samen.
the R a s Gabriel governed at the time of Mr. Salt. His son and successor, Hula Mariam, is still regretted t h r o ~ ~ g h o uAbyssinia,
t
and
especially by the people whom he governed. I t is seven years since
he died; and his son Oubea succeeded him without difficulty, and
has kept Walcai't, which his father had subdued. For the last fortp
years there has been, comparatively, but little war on the other side
of t h e Tacazee ; and the country has been miserable only during the
three years of Mariam's government. Tigr6, on the contrary, hss
hcen i r ~a state of trouble and anarchy ever since the death of the
Ras Walda Selasse, in 1515 o r 1816, excepting during the seven o r
eight pears of the government of Sebagadis.
a Shoa is entirely separated from the rest of Abyssinia, in all its
agitations. T h e actual king, Sehla Selasse, the seventh of the same
family. aged thirty-three years, has already reigned eighteen years,
to the satisfaction of his people, m l ~ oare very proud of him. During
the last few years he has much extended t h e frontier of his kingdom
to t h e south and the west. T h e provinces of the Gallas mhich he
has subdued have generally embraced the Christianity of Abyssinia."
to this last favonred portion of
Mr. G o b a t d i d not
the country ; b u t experienced the fill1 inconvenience attending the
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dissensions in the remainder.
H i s residence was chiefly in
Adowah (the capital of TigrB) and Gondar, to which he penetrated by a new road, making thus a small addition to our previoua
itineraries of the country. The chiefs of both cities were his
friends ; but just before his departure one of them defeated the
other, and beheaded him ; and almost the concluding portion of
the narrative records the moderation of the victor, in granting
about half the father's doniinions to his family.
With these brief notices of modern Abyssinian history, we proceed now to extract the most important statements which we
elsewhere find in Mr. Gobat's volume, regarding the political
institutions,-religious
divisions,-and
moral state of the country.
I. " The independent governors are absolute in every respect ; it
is, therefore, difficult to say anythiag of their politics. They are at
liberty to give the government of a district to, or to take it from,
their inferiors, according to their pleasure : they generally find, however, that it is their interest to support the hereditary system, in the
government of various districts. The Abyssinian governoru have
never, up to this time, thought of introducing the least amelioration
into their country; d i t h the exception of Sebagadis, who did not
know how to begin it. Their chief object is to aggrandize themselves.
without thinking what may become of their children after them. When
they see themselves near their end, they endeavour to transmit their
authorit to one of their children, the son of their favourite wife ;
but he, eing in general younger, and having leas experience than his
brothers, scarcely ever succeeds.
" Jurisprudence is very simple in Abyssinia.
There are no advocates (lcwyers). If any one has a complaint against another, be
will rise before day-break, in order to go and cry before the house of
the governor of his district, till he hears him. Then the accused person is summoned, who has a right to defend himself. The accuser
and the accused put questions to each other alternately. The judge
hears their reasons ; summons the witnesses, if there are any ; and,
after the report of two or more, or, for want of witnesses, after
taking an oath from the accused, he decides. I n order to prevent
uoise, the judge orders both parties to speak separately, and appoints
a pecuniary fine to be paid by him who interrupts the speech of his
adversary; and thus he keeps a kind of order. I f one of them should
utter serious things or falselioods, the other asks, by signs, permission to speak ; and the judge, giving it. i m p e s silence upon the
first. The uub-governors being easily corrupted by bribes, all the
important cases are presented to the governor-general, or D g k , ~ ~ d ,
who usually gives himself much troublo to discover the truth; and
then he frequently summons a learned man, with their code of civil
laws, called Fetha-Negest, the origin of which they attribute to Constantiue. He often decides the punishment according to that rig.+
rous code. The dejasmats, however, are at liberty to decidc arbitrarily,
in all cwes: they frequently mitigate the punishment prescribed by
the Fetha-Negest : in general, they are much lesa aevere than the
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kings were, when they had power. A thief, for instance, was flqgged
for a fitat offence ; for a second, he had his right hand cut off; for
the third, he waa killed: but now they flog him several times, before
they cut off his limbs or kill him. No judge ha3 the power to decide
the fate of a murderer (except the person killed be a stranger, when
the dejasmat considers himself as related to him) : this is left to the
will of the relations of the person whom he has killed ; tlie judge
having only a right to propose a ransom instead of death, and to exhort the relations to accept i t ; but he may not compel. The price
for aman is two hundred and fifty dollars. When a man kills one of
his own relations there is no punishment for him. They never pass
the Tacazze. from either side, to pursue a murderer. When the relations of a murdered man are not known, as is the case in war, the
priests take, in some way, the place of the avenger of blood, by refusing
the sacrament to a murderer until he pays the price of blood, or two
hundred and fifty dollars to the church.
a Formerly, all important cases were brought before the king
and his tmelve. leecs. (The leecs composed a kind of ministry, being
both chosen and dismissed by the king, who, in his turn, could do
nothing without them.) They alone had the right to judge in criminal matters ; but at present they preserve nothing but the title,
and the right to judge, in some particular cases, at Gondar only."
11. 4' T h e religions of Abyssinia are Christianity, Islamism,
and Judaism ; to which may be added two separate people-the
Camaountes and the ZslQne."
T h e Christians of Abyssinia are deeply sunk in superatition,
and much given to theological discussion. They are divided
into three parties, so inimical to each other that they will not
take the sacrament together :-the
points of division being tlie
nature, extent, and incidences connected with the union of the
divine and human natures in the person of the Saviour. They
baptize their male children after forty days, and their female after
eighty; believing that these periods mark the periods when Adam
and Eve respectively received the Holy Spirit. They d o not
baptize with water only, but with a merom, as the Greeks.
After baptism, an infant has a new dress put on, and receives also
the coruni~uiion. Marriages are perfonned with great simplicity,
and are ar easily dissolved ; but after a third divorce, men can
neither contract another regular marriage, nor receive the sacrament, unless they become inonks. I n such cases, accordingly,
they usually reconcile themselves to one of their previons wives.
The Abyssinian Christians do not believe in a separate purgatory,
but conceive that the souls of all men go to hell, from which those
that are to be saved are specially delivered by the Archangel
Michael. They attach great importance to fasting; and have
preserved many Jewish customs, as circumcision, ceremonial uncleannesses, abstaining from forbidden meats, &c.
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T h e Mahomedans appear to have multiplied in Abyssinia since
the time of Bruce. T h e places where they are in greatest number
are Adowah and its vicinity; Hawasa, and the vicinity of the mountain Toloca in Samen, where the Jews mere formerly independent;
Derecta, in the province of Begameder; and Gondar. They live
pretty well with the Christians; but it is only by their hypocrisy
that they support each other, among themselves. They have
sometimes friends of their own creed; but wherever friendship requires confidence, they seek it among the Christians. They have no
greater subject of discontent than to see themselves placed under a
Mussuiman ; although they will greatly rejoice when they hear that a
man of their creed is in authority in another country. The Mussulmans hare seldom vast districts t o govern, but have almost all the
custom-houses ; for they use the merchants very ill, in order to give
more presents to the Dejasmats than the Christian customers, who
are more conscientions, can do. They generally engage much more
in trade than the Christians ; therefore they have more money. They
alone have the traffic of slaves, the Christians never taking any part
in it. There is nothing to say of their religion itself, for there a r e
verv few po~sessingthe least knowledge of the KorBn ; and, provided
they feed and clothe their sheiks o r focaras, these do not care a b o ~ ~ t
teaching them anything elee than some favourite expressions of the
Korbn, t o flatter themselves in condemning others ; but all of them
are very zealous to make proselytes. When the Mussulma~~u
of Abys~ i n i ago to foreign countries, they learn to pray ; and pray regularly
five times a day, and observe the fast of Ramadan niuch more strictly
than the Arabs: but after their return to their own country, they
generallv forget their prayers,and do not care much for the Ramadan.
Like the Christians and Jews, the Mussulmans of Abyssinia never eat
the meat of an nnimal not killed by a man of their own sect. I n murality. they are in every respect inferior to the Christians.
" T h e Falashae o r J e w s live s o retired, and are so separated from
the Christians, that the latter know scarcely anything either of their
doctrines or of their manners. They live chiefly in the neighbourhood
of Gondar and Shelga, and t o the north-west of the Lake T s a n a
I have done all I could to procure information corlcerning them;
but have been able to ascertain one thing only; viz. that they are
much more ignorant than the Christians. Those whom I have seen
always used to send me to one of their learned men, when I proposed
any question t o them. They do not know of \\.hat tribe they a r e ;
nor hare they any adequate idea as t o the period when their ancestors
settled in Abyssinia. Some say that it was with Menilec, the son of
Solomon : others believe that they settled in Abyssinia after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans. They have, on the whole,
the same superstitions as the Christians : they are only a little modified, after a Jewish fashion. I have never observed that they took
the least interest in the idea of the Messiah ; and when I examined
them o n this subject, they coldly replied, that they expected him i n
the character of a great conqueror, called Theodoros, who must soon
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appear, and whom the.Christians also expect ; but the poor Falashas
do not know whether he will be a Christian o r a Jew. What they
have in common with other Jews is, hatred to Christ. They have a
dialect among themselves, which has no similarity either with the
Hebrew o r with the Ethiopic; but all of them, except some females,
speak Amharic. I have seen but one book in tlie Falasha dialect,
written in the Ethiopic character: they told me that i t was a book of
pravers. I n fact, they must be very ignorant, hnving no books except in the Ethiopic language, and being surrounded with innumerable
difficulties,which prevent them from learning that language. I have.
however, seen some individuals who know pretty well the contents of
the Books of Moses. They read the Psalms, with all the repetitions
o f ' I n the name of the Father, the Son,' kc. which the Christians
have added to them, as well as the Songs of Mary and Simeon; but
they do not join to them the Oodassd Mafiam of Ephrem. They a r e
much more lahorious than the other Abyusinians: the huildinq of all
the houses of Gondar is their work. They do not allow the Christians
to enter their houses, except by force: nor do the latter desire t o
enter them, for fear of their si~pernaturalinfluence. All of them a r e
considered as boudas o r sorcerers, as also are the artificers in iron and
many others. T h e Falashas, after having spoken with Chriutians,
never e n t e r their own houses without first washing their bodies and
changing their dress. All the provisions they buy i n the market a r e
washed by them before they make use of them. Their intercourse
with t h e Mahomedans is a little more free than with the Christians.
They never carry arms, either for attack o r defence. They maintain
their o w n poor, and will not suffer them to beg.
" T h e Camaountes are a people few in number, inhabiting the
mountains about Gondar. Their principal occupation is agriculture ;
but the women, with immense brass ear-rings, and their ears hanging
down t o their shoulders, furnish the market of Gondar with wood. I
have n o t been ahle to g o to their villages, finding nobody who would
accompany me. I have seen some of them in my house, but could not
learn anything of their religion. I believe them t o be Deists, satisfied
with t h e idea of the existence of one God, without thinking of the relations H e sustains t o man-much like the Deists in Europe; a n d
therefore not to be trusted. When they are asked questions in
general, and especially with. regard to their religion, they always
answer in a n equivocal manner and i n the tone of a buffoon. They
nevertheless have a species of priests, and assemble themselves i n their
oun private houses, where they have a repast, which they call
' corban,' communion o r eucharist. They are afraid of sorcerers too,
but they are not considered as such. They eat meat with the Christians and Mahomedans, ~ r o v i d e dt h e animal has not heen killed o n a
Saturday; but they never-eat fish.
" The Zallnes are a migratory people, wandering about, with their
herds, in the fertile but uncultivated enrirons of the Lake Tsana, o r
the L a k e Dembea. I have seen but three o r four of them:. all mere
very tail, and robust. They areasaid to believe in the existence of
VOL. IV.
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me Gtod, but t o have no other religion. I a m indined t o suppose that
ignorance has prevailed among them to such a degree as to separate
them from the Christians entirelp, though their ancestors may have
been Christians, which the other Abyssinians mill not admit. Thev do
not fight, except for the purpose of defending themselves; and this
they do with large sticks, which they handle so skilfullv, that n o one
dares to attack them, either with the lance o r the sword."
111. The principal cause of the corruption of manners i n Abyssinia
is, after their mental errors, their unsettled mode of living. A Governor, for instance, does not like t o remain long a t the same place,
even when there is no war. H e resides sometimes st one end of the
province which he governs, and sometimes at the other, with a great
number of officers and servants. His first wife is frequently obliged
t o remain in the house to wbich he has taken h e r ; and he, not milling
t o live alone, takes a concutiine. Thus the first sin being committed,
h e continues to add others t o the number, until he has lost every
feeling of conjugal duty. T h o ~ ewho a r e mitli him are in the same
situation, nnd do the same things. Several women being in this
manner attached t o one man, who is not their husband, and seeing
themselves neglected, endearour on their part to corrupt young men,
whose situation should maintain them i n innocence; and thus immorality is communicated to all the branches of society. Nevertheless, openly they maintain much more decency than one mould be led
t o suppose, after having read the description which Bruce gives of a n
Abyssinian feast. I admit that such a feast may have taken place
among the most shameless libertines ; but excesses of that kihd a r e
not customary, either as t o their cruelty o r their indecency. I have
heard people speak of many things; but I have seen less indecency
in the capital of Abyssinia than in the capitals of England, France,
and Egypt. I n Tigri, with the exception of Adomnh and Antalo,
the women are much more reserved than in t h e interior. T h e ordinary consequence of the immoralities alluded to is sloth ; from which
results poverty, together with the desire to live, where pride is not
offended, i n a state of dep~nrlenceon others : the result of which, again,
is envy, craftiness, and faleehood. T h e Abyssinians are liars, as well
as the Arcibs; but they have yet a feeling of shame when discovered,
which the Arabs h a r e not. The first consequence of falsehood i s
smearing. Another series of vices, which also result from illicit connexions (for so I call the polygamy of the Abyssinians, as they know
very well that i t is unlawful), is to be found in the rircumstance, that
the children of one and the same father, who are not of the same mother, are always enemies to each other, in such a degree, that they
cannot endure t o see one another ; nor have they any feeling of filial
love for their father, inasmuch as he generally has a fatherly affection
only for the children born of a favourite wife: not to mention their
jealousies, and the consequences thereof; which g o so far, that a n
adulterer is often killer1 by his rival. This inconstancy in the intercourse of the sexes with each other may be observed during t h e
*hole life of a man. I t is this that rehders the Abyssinians so light-
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minded, having nothing constant but inconstancy itself; although the
children show less of levity than the children of other countries.
" It affords me great satisfaction to he able to remark-but almost
mlely with reference to the Christians-that
in tlle midst of the
chaos of corruption in this country there are some traces of goodness, which, like precious stones, have remained dispersed among the
moral ruins of Abyssinia. A traveller, for instance, is never at a
loss to find a lodging ; when he arrives in the evening at a villa~e,he
seldom needs to ask for a lodging, the first person who sees 111minvites him to lodge at his house, where he mav be as much at his ease
as if at home, and assured that, were he laden with gold, his host
would not touch the least thing. The Abyssinian traveller, on his
part. unwilling to impose on the kindness of his host, spares his own
provisions only when he is, as it were, forced to do so. I do not
speak here of villages on those roads which are much frequented bv
caravans, and where the people learn too easily the colder manners of
strangers. Formerly the Abyssinians had much respect and attachment for the White people, and in the interior this is the case still;
but in Tigrk, White people are often despised. The reason of this
is, that the people of Tigrd see much more of the White people than
tllose in the interior ; and have but too many occasions to observe,
that in point of morals they are not superior to themselves, when they
are in the same circumstances. Nevertheless, even in Tigrd, I have
hever wanted a lodging when I have amved in the evening: the
people of the oillage frequently brought the best things they had, for
the supper of myself and servants.
I have mentioned elsewhere, that the Abyssinians are robbers ;
but, with the exception of the neighhourhood of the Shohos, where I
then mas, they are robbers only in one sense. This is in times of
anarchy, when every chief of a district assumes independence, with
the intkntion of bringing the neighbouring districts under his power ;
for which object he wants money, which he can only obtain by
~ i v i n gto his subjects liberty to pillage the strangers, and, if they can,
the neighbourinrg districts. They look upon pillage, in this sense, as
a right of mar; and it is in this respect that all of them are robbers.
The interference of a governor or dejasmat prevents all this. There
are many who endeavour to cheat in the market ; but because thieves
are punisher1 severely, general disgrace is connected with stealing,
which therefore is, comparatively, seldom committed ; and it is generally easy to get the stolen articles back again. Once, for instance,
I was i n the camp of Wnldn Michael, when a man complained that he
had been robbed, without his knowing the thief. Immediately after, a
priest was sent for, in order to pronounce an anathema upon the thief;
who, a t the end of a quarter of an hour, sent the stolen article back,
without making himself known. Thus they can nearly always effect
the return of stolen articles ; but in this case they do not inquire for
the thief, lest the fear of punishment should render the anathema
without effect. The servants are generally more faithful than in
Europe. . Even ri thief by profession mould not rob his master's
T 2
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house ; and should this very rare case happen, the sc-t
w d d pot
himself in such a situation as never to be met with a@n by hL
master. If there are any exceptions, they are that the female m u
take small things secretly to eat. The Abyssinians punish their
children severely only when they have stolen. I have seen a
usually of a very meek temper, and who would not nee a man
.nd
suffering to the smallest reptile, burn tbe skin off both the
lips of her daughter, only nine years of age, for ha*
put her fingu
inb a mug of honey.
Though 1 have heard of some acts of cruelty, still I must my,
that in general the Abysainiann are not cruel. I n war they 4
7
ever kill a man whom tbey take prisoner; and when tbey see that
victory is theirs, they prefer making great circuits in order to bke
prisoners, rather than killing those who $till defend t h e d v a
before them. The casea in which they are cruel occur in the wounded
of the opposite party; they let them languish, and miserably perish,
when a little care would probably save their lives. Nor are tbq
cruel to animals ; and therefore I can scarcely believe what Bruce
say8 concerning their cruelty in this respect : and whenever I hare
asked tha Abyssinians whether it happens sometimes that people cut
off a piece of flesh from a living animal to eat it, they have dmy~
manifested horror a t it. But having myself experienced w h t extreme hunger is, I believe the possibility of any act a man is capable
of devising, in order to procure necessary food. I f there are cases of
cruelty, such as Bruce reports, they certainly are exceptions; and
particular cases of that kind are not wanting in Europe. I have seen
parents chastise their children for having plucked out feathers from a
fowl which was not dead, although they were going to kill it.
" Toward the poor the Abyssinians are very charitable. Their
motives may not alwaya be the purest; but God only knows them
thorou hly, it belongs not to me to judge. When at Gondar, i n the
time o dearth. I have known persons of fortune who entertained
about sixty maimed persons ; and, in fact, when the Abyssinism have
i t in their power, they never send a beggar away without giving him
somethitlg ; they sometimes give beyond their means, for they d l
frequently suffer hunger in order to share the little they have with
those who are still more miserable. I n good seasons, therefore, there
are but few beggars. The beggars almost always ask alms in the
name of the saint of the day; and, having eighteen festivals, or dap
of idleness, every month. there is always some variety.
" The Abyssinians are very easily provoked to anger; but they are
as easily reconciled to each other. I n Tigrt!, they sometimes beat
each other in their disputes; but in the country of Amhara this
scarcely ever takes place, for there the man who has beaten must pay
a fine. proportionate psrtly to the offence and partly to his means;
half of which is for him who has been beaten. unless he h ~ .Iso
s
struck, in which case both are fined. Sometimes they are seen to
insult each other in such a manner that one would expect tbey
would never be reconciled again, and yet at the end of s quarter of
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an hour, they are often good friends again. Excepting the petty governors, who are jealous of the advantages of their equals, and of
those who are a little superior to them, there are scarcely any who
keep up implacable hatred. The grandees pardon their inferiors
easily when they auk for pardon. For the reconciliation of two parties, there must always be a mediator; sometimes it is one of the
parties that request him to exercise his function ; this is the case particularly when discords between husband and wife are to be settled.
After having arranged between themselves, one of them, generally
the most culpable, puts a large stone upon his neck, and, approaching the other, arks for pardon: the other, in ~ a y i n gto him # May
God forgive you!' takes the stone and puts it on his own neck, in
order t o ask pardon of the first; who, on forgiving him, takes the
stone and puts it again in its place. A maater, however, seldom puts
the stone on his own neck ; he contents himself, on forgiving his servant, with taking the stone from his neck and putting it into his
hands. They carry also a stone to an offended person, even if no dispute has taken place. One day, two of my servants, after having
sought in rain, till ten o'clock in the evening, for a sheep they had
lost, came to me, creeping on their hands and knees, each with a
stone of about eighty pounds weight on his neck, to request me to
beat them severely, as a proof that I forgave them, as a father forgives his children after having chastised them. The stone they carry
is generally a mill-stone. The rarest thing in Abyssinia is for the
relatives of a man who has been killed to forgive the murderer; and
when they do not agree upon a pecuniary fine, they make use of the
same arms with which he has killed their relative to kill him : so that
if he had killed a man with his hands, they would kill him with their
hands also."
W e are happy to find that Mr. Gobat bears honourable testimony to the character left by Mr. Bruce in Abyssinia : many
other things we leave behind to reward those who will examine for
themselves a moderately-sized volume, regarding an interesting
country, from the entry of the missionaries into which we may
reasonably augur that, at no distant period, its population will
become both more intelligent and better known. A valuable contribution to the Physical Geography at least of its Northern Provinces may, we believe, be shortly expected from Dr. Rappell.

VIII.--1. Jounvy (o the North of India, O o r r W / r o m England
through &us&,
Persia, and AflgAcuristun. By Lieutenant
A. Conolly. London, 1834. 9 vols. 8vo. pp. 834.
e. Traveb into Bokhara, being the Amunt of a Jmuny j i v m
India to Cabool, T a r t a y , and Pessiu. By Lieutenant A.
Burnes,

F.R.S.
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London, 1834. 3 vols. 8vo. pp. 1899.

Two interesting and important narratives of travela aerom
Western Asia have been published within the last year, and are
named above in the order of their appearance. They have both
excited considerable attention, and been analyzed in almost every
conten) orary journal ; so that under ordinary circumstances we
should ave thought only a very cursory notice of them here necessary. But as the author of the second has received from the
Royal Geographical Society its Royal Premium for the current
year, a somewhat more extended review of his labours seems indispensable; and in such an abstract it is impossible entirely to
overlook the contemporary, and, though less important, the scarcely
less meritorious, exertions of his brother officer.
I t is, indeed, highly creditabte to the East India Company's
Military Service, that in one year two such works should have
proceeded from it. There is an essential difference betweea
them, doubtless ; but the moral qualities of the travellers are
similar, the dangers and difficulties which they overcame were of
the same character, and the light which together they have thrown
on the geography of North Western Asia is more steady and extended that1 any previously possessed. Much of what our travellers saw, indeed, was reported to Elphinstone and Praser ; and
it is at once curious and interesting to observe how minutely accurate their hearsay accounts prove, in many instances, to have
been. But the mere want of confirmation under which these previously laboured detracted from their value. What was not known
to be true was as though it had been false. And much as the
public is indebted to Messrs. 13urnes and Conolly, we know ~ o t
] f a peculiar debt be not due to them by the above gentlemen, for
having proved how carefully, how laboriously, and how successfully they had sifted the desultory, and, without doubt, often contradictory statements made to them by their native authorities.
We have said above, that there is an 'essential difference between the works before us ;and we mean by tbis a ditierence not in
route only. Lieutenant Burnes's book is of a higher, because
a more complete character throughout.
Lieutenant Cooolly
appears to have had few or no instruments with him, and his
curiosity seems to have been much more actively directed to
the moral and political aspect of the countries which he traversed,
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than to their topography. There is thus very little physical geography in his two volumes : and his map has been very imperfectly
compiled here, without any aid from himself; it is, in truth, imposs~bleto follow hinl with only its assistance. Lieutenant Burnes,
on the contrary, was well provided with instruments, and studied
to make his journey a flying survey. His map, compiled by one
of our most laborious geographers*, from every available source,
and largely benefited by his own labours, is without doubt the
most perfect now existing of the country which it embraces. 'And
his active, inquisitive temper, and general intelligence, enabled
him, while on his journey, to direct his inquiries far and wide on
both sides of his immediate route ; so that he has made a large
accession to the conjectural as well as precise geography of this
part of Asia. We come now to particulars.
I. Lieutenant Conolly left England for India, in August, 1839;
and having resolved to go overland, passed through Kussia, and
along the western shores of the Caspian, to Tabreez, whence it
was his original purpose to proceed to Uushire, and thence embark for Bombay. Encouraged, however, by the facilities which
seemed promised in Persia for effecting a journey across Toorkhistan and Affghanistan, and desirous of adding to the information possessed of these countries, he changed his plan and
proceeded from Tabreez to Astrabad, where he arrived in April,
1850. There two roads lay before him-one
by way of Khiva,
Bokhara, and Caubul : the other through Khorassan, by Herat
and Candahar, to the Indus ; and, as be~ngthe most curious and
difficult, he first decided on the former, prefacing the detail of his
attempt to accomplish it with a brief account of the nomade
tribes occupjing the desert north and east of the Cqspian, among
whom he thus adventured. This does not materially alter, or add
to, what Mr. Fraser has before given us ; but is interesting as a
general corroboration of it.
T h e Toorkmuns, according to Mr. Conolly, are divided into at
least four, and probably more, principal tribes, almost always at
war with each other, and with the neighbouring Persian posts.
These, in the order of their occurrence, proceeding from Astrabad
towards Khiva and the Oxus, are the Yin~oots,GoklAns, Tekkahs,
and Serruxes. Each has an allotted portion of the desert as its
peculiar beat, and moves about within this, and frequently beyond
it, as the wants of its cattle, or the predatory habits of its people,
may suggest. The first and third are the most powerful; but
each is subdivided into many families, which hold together by a
Mt. John Arrowsmith. The map in question is No. 29 of his New Atlw, and
ahould be uaed also with Mr. Conolly's book. f ith regard to the A h , see s
&her notice of it in this Journal, p. 320.
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very slender bond of union. Shah Abbas introduced among
them a tribe of Koords. whom he removed from the Turkish frontier
t o this locality, in hopes of protecting Persia by interposing them
between it and the Toorkmuns ; but the success of t h ~ spolicy has
not been great. These Koords are now not the least powerful or
restless of the neighbours of Persia in this direction.
T h e Goklano, being a small tribe, and often at enmity with the
others, are the most submissive to and dependent on Persia. They
also live more settled than the others, and possess large herds and
flocks. All the tribes, however, are divided into Charwars and
Choomoors, that is, Rovers and Settlers; of whom the relative
proportions vary in the several tribes. T h e distinction is one of
employment, not family, a Charwar becoming n Choomoor, and
mice versa, a t will. Both breed horses ; but those of the former,
that is, those bred in the desert, are preferred. The former hare
also many camels, with flocks of sheep and goats, but neither
oxen nor poultry. T h e latter have all, and, besides, cultivate grain.
T h e individual wealtl~of many is great. Mr. Conolly mentions
one who possessed 700 camels, 5000 sheep and goats, 200 mares,
and several 6 t necks'-full " of money. T h e Toorkmuns keep their
money and other small valuables in large purses made of the necks
of camels' hides.
For the privileges of pasture and cultivation, the Toorkmuns,
according to their prox~n~ity,acknowledge a dependence on the
Shah of Persia or Khan of Khira ; but they are very independent
liegemen, to Persia in partic~~lar,
and currently join in parties to
carry off Persians illto slavery. Being Soonnees in their religion,
they sell Persians, whom, as Sherhs, they consider entitled to no
better treatment, to their brethren in belief of Khiva and Boltlrara.
And thus an Astrabadee dare not penetrate the desert, even so
far as Goorgaua, a co~~siderable
river alniost on the boundary,
\\pithout the safeguard of a Toorknlu~i; and a Toorkmun, in like
manner, will not ventnre to Astrabad un~naranteed.
Among these wild tribes, then, Mr. ?onollp first adventured,
desirous of proceeding to Khiva. His compa~~ion
was a native of
IIindoostsn, called Syud Karar~mutAllee, who had long resided
in Persia, and joined him a t l'abreez ; and of whose intelligence
and presence of mind he uniformly speaks in high terms. They
both passed as merchants ;and bargained with a 'I'oorkmun, called
Peerwullee, to furnish them with fbur camels, and transport them
and their baggage. Accordingly on the 26th April they set off
and forded he Goorgar~n,already noticed, \~fliichwas here about
sixty yards wide, and four feet dcep. When the rains are down,
however, it is a much more considerable stream, and held sacred
by the Too~~kmons,
who swear by it.
The travellers rode in kajavalis, or cribs, about four feet long by
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two wide, in which they stowed their bedding, and sat or lay ra

they best could. A camel carries two of them, and they are
balanced against each otber with very little otber fastening; eo
that they are both inconvenient and insecure. T h e direction of
the route was northerly, and after leaving the meadow-land on the
immediate banks of the river, the soil was dry and light, having
here and there patches of good grass, but only small thorns and
weedy bushes besides. On the 27th they crossed the Attruck, a
river about as deep as the Goorgaun, but a third less wide, and
07 miles beyond it. Its immediate banks are again a better
country, but beyond them the desert aspect returns.
O n the 98th they passed the remains of what appeared to have
been once a considerable town, but could obtain no information
regarding it. Ruins are here usually called the forts of Hoostume-Zal, Roostutn the Son of Zal, the Hercules of Persian history.
They also passed several small Yimoot encampments, where they
obtained slight refreshments, as camel's chaal, or butter-milk,
with h i l e d rice, h. O n the 99th little occurred of importance :
but on the SOth, their course being still about N. N. E.,they arrived
at, and ascended for above two hours to the N.E., what appeared
to be the deserted bed of a once very large river. Its breadth
was 1000 paces, the bottom gravel and pebbles, the banks high
and much worn, and occasionally broken into a succession of deep
parallel ravines, each the size of a nullah. T h e travellers wished
to believe this the (supposed) ancient course of the Oxus ; and
Mr. Conolly argues in favour of the probability that that river did
once flow into the Caspian. But he admits that this particular
spot is scarcely far enough nortl~to correspond with the traditio~is
on this head ; and he is compelled to solve the physical difficulties
arising from the known, or at least believed level of the country,
and which for the most part incline geographers to doubt the truth
of these traditions, by a still more uucertaiu one of an earthquake,
said by Captain Moravieti to have occurred 500 years ago, and
to have materially altered the general face of the country.
Be)-ond this river-course the aspect of the desert became perceptibly worse. I t was a barren wliite plain, on which there was
scarcely a blade of verdure ; and the view, at even the shortest
distance, was distorted by mirage. I t is said in the East that this
pheno~nenonis caused by the refraction of the sun's rays on a salt
soil ; and the soil here is strongly impregnated with salt, layem of
it being often found on the surface, which, when seen through
this mirage, have the appearance of white buildings. Bushes
have thus also the appearance of a forest ; and the figures of men
or camels look spectral. A few horses and antelopes were seen
in this tract, and the desert rat (an animal slighter than the commoo rat, with a tuft ou the tip of its tail, and wl~ichsprings with
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four feet like a kangaroo) was every where common. The
Arabs eat this animal as a dainty : the Toorkmuns are more nice.
One cuckoo was seen ; with some beautiful perroquets (the body
green, bead and wings of a rich brown colour) ; and one flight of
birds like the Indian minas. " The scene," Mr. Conolly says,
" was desolate, but there was great beauty in it in the stillness of
broad twilight."
O n the elid of May, the party was joined by four horsemen,
friends of tlieir guide Peerwullee, and who speedily showed t h e w
selves his accomplices in a plot to intimidate, if not rob and
murder, the travellers. 'The next two cl~aptersare accordingly
occupied by a personal narrative of considerable interest, but not
immediately to the purpose of this Journal. We shall not, therefore, follow it, but merely select points in it which seem deserving
of notice.
The frequent occurrence of ruir~sin this desert has already been
adverted to ; and some of these are in good preservation.
" Meshed-e-Misreaun," says Mr. Conolly of one of them so
called, l' was plainly visible about four miles to the west; and as
we afterwards marched on, we passed close under the south wall of
this ruined city. It was four-square, each face of somewhat
more than three-fourths of a mile.
We counted twenty-five
bastions in the south face ; they were chietly of burnt brick, and
some were double. Being mounted on caniels we could see over
the broken wall, before wlilch was a nearly filled up ditch. I n the
centre of the ruined l~ouseswere two very high broken minarets,
and a stuccoed mosque in good preservation ; on two sides were
also remains of high arched gates, such as now front royal residences in Persia. I n advance of the ~011thwall was a watchtower, and fronting the eastern entrance was a large white mosque
in excellent repair. Outside the city there had evidetitly been
ruined houses and gardens; and at some miles distance we
passed a broken mosque.
" Of Meshed-e-Rlisreaun we could obtain no satisfactory account; and from what the Toorkmuns said, it was evident that
they knew nothing about it. They ascribe its ruins to an invasion
of the Calmuck Tartars, which took place five hundred years ago.;
but I can scarcely believe that so long a time has elapsed since ~t
was deserted. There are many other large ruined towl~sin advance
of the present Persian frontier, wh~cliprobably only fell to decay
when the founder of the Karasmian dyasty invaded lihorassan a t
the death of Shah Ismael Soti, three liu~~dred
years ago. \Ye were
told that there were many inscriptions inside of them, and that
coins had been found and sold to Persian money-changers."
Considering the social system of the 'l'oorkmunu, and their
avowed predatory habits, both property and person were, 011 the
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t..e+cherousguide, Peerwullee, whose ultimate objects were scarcely
concealed, and who frequently sought to fasten a quarrel 09 them
that he might have a pretext for putting them in execution, wao
yet constantly restrained by the want of this pretext, and ultimately was compelled to release them on f a ~ terms
r
by the force
of opinion in hls tribe. Their baggage was also searched, and
expenses were accl~mulatedon them till their money was nearly
a11 taken; but having come 3s guests, they were not directly
plundered. When they came away, the horses on which they rode
were only allowed to go a certain distance on the road ; and Mr.
Conolly assigns as a reason what sbows lax moral principle, but yet
a respect for law. When a l'oorkrpun sells a horge to one of his
own people, he is allowed to specify, if he desires it, the places
to which it is not to be taken; and if the buyer neglects tbe
caution, and the animal is subsequently claimed a t any one of
these places, the loss is his own. But if the seller does not warn
a purchaser against a place, and the horse is there proved a stolen
one, he must refund the purchase-money.
The travellers altogether advanced about two hundred and Rn
miles beyoud Astrabad, and had the remainder of the road to
Khiva described to them. Their advance was to what is considered
eight days' journey; it is twelve more to Khiva; and the country
becomes progressively so much drier, that water must be carried.
I t continues, however, hard; and any sand met with is for tbe
most part gathered into broad ridges, kept down by a little vegetation, near which water is generally found. The soil near the
Caspian Sea, and rivers flowing into it, is of much better qsality;
and might, Mr. Conolly thinks, be easily cultivated. H e thinks
it probable, moreover, that the Russiaas, in prosecution of their
almost avowed designs on Khiva, may, at some time or other, be
induced to make this attempt; but he doubts their power of
holding Turcomania permanently, however successfirl they might
be in capturing Khiva, and retaining it for a short time.
The Khan of Khiva's authority is acknowledged by 300,000
souls: of whom about S0.000 are Oosbegs, lords of the soil by
rigl~tof co~lquest; 100,OOo are Sarts, the inhabitants of the
country befo~ethe Oosbegs took it; about as many more are
alpachs, who are settled near Lake Aral; and the remain,
tler are loorkmuns, a few Kirghiz, and some Tavjicks, or domesticat ed people of foreign extraction. Much jealousy exists
aerneen the Oosbegs and Toorkmuns ; the first being overbearI n r , ant1 the latter mutinous : but the Khan of Khiva has mom
rc:ll potrer ewer all his subjects than the Shah of Persia.
'I'iie 'I'artnr women are very plain, and when not quite young,
eve11 ugly ; yet, though the Toork~nunscarry off many beautiful
>
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Persian women annually for sale at Khiva and Bokhara, tbeyvery
seldom intermarry with them. This is partly owing to covetousness, and partly to the degradation to which the offspring of so&
a mamage are condemned : they are called Kouls (IihUy,
slaves), though they live among, and on gewral terms of equality
with, the Eegs, or free-born. Certain important privileges are
withheld from them, however; in particular, they are without the
ale of ordinary social protection, and an Eeg of another tribe may
ill one of them without entailing on himself a death-feud. They
are becoming numerous, however; the more so as the stain is
ineffaceable, and their children all remain in the same rank. By
the same means their servitude is also becoming light.
Smoking is reckoned disgraceful among the Toorkmuns ; and
the reason ussigned is a polemical one :-u I t is written in tbe
Huddees," as was explained to Mr. Conolly, that he who make
himself like those of another tribe, becomes as one of that tribe.
Now Sheahs, Hindoos, and Jews all smoke, and we by smoking
would assimilate ourselves to them-which God forbid !"
T h e arms of the Toorkmuns are a sword, light lance, d,
where possible, a gun ; the bow and arrow are almost quite gooe
oat. As soldiers they are extraordinarily patient of fatigue (as am
also their horses) ; and as brave as most irregular troops, d o r e
tactic it is to fight only at an advantage. They cover their heads
with a large sheep-skin cap, and when on horseback geaertlly
wear boots with pointed iron-tipped heels; but their dress otherwise is not uniform, being made up frequently of articles taken in
plunder.
O n Mr. Conolly's return to Astrabad he joined a carnoan of
ilgrims proceeding to Meshed, to worship at the shrine of tbe
fmaum Reza, the last of the immediate descendants of Alke, .od
the object of especial reverence to all devout Sheahs. Thence be
accompanied a subsidiary Affghaun force on its return to Hcrat ;
where he wlur reduced to extreme difficulties by the want of tbe
necessary funds to purnue his journey. With these he was ultimately supplied by a Candahar merchant, one of the Syuds or
elders of Pisheen, a race supposed to be lineal descendants of
Mahomet, and as such held in high reverence: they are settled
in tbe valley of Pisheen, about three days' journey south of Candahar. This individual had been in India, and was familiar with
the names of some of the most divting~~isbed
British resideae
there: he knew them also for benefits conferred on him:" Mr. Elphinstone had given his brother's son a handful of m o a q
for answering a few questions ; Mr. Cole of Mysore had bougbt a
horse of him ; Hunter Sahib had given him a rifle ;we were a most
excellent tribe, who never gave our words falsely ; and, please
God, he would take my debb on his head, and convey me d d y
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to Hindooshn." I t was, no doubt, very gratifying to Mr. Coaolly
to be relieved from his difficulties ; but the manner io which it
was effected must have been even more grutifying still.
Under the guidance, then, of the good Syud Muheen Shah, the
remainder of the journey was effected through Candahar, Quetta,
Dauder, and Baugh, to Shikarpoor, and across the Indus at
Bukkur. The utmost caution was necessary throughout, tbe
wild Belooches habitually infesting the passes of the mountains
traversed; and even worse enemies being often to be found in
the lawless governors of the forts maiutained to keep them and
other marauders in check. But the holy character and the consummate address of the Syud surmounted all difficulties ; and the
disposition seems certaioly strong in the Mghaun authorities,
however hostile may be the intolerant impulses of their followers,
to court the English power.
We shall now. however. return on our traveller's steos. and
glean the principal facts ;o which he has called our atieotion.
' f i e routes between Astrabad and Meshed seem very various :
three English travellers have recently traversed this ground-Mr.
Fraser, Lieutenant Conolly, and, as we shall see in the sequel,
Lieutenant Burnes ; and each by a different road. This appears
to proceed from the lawless state of the country, which makes it
expedient for travellers to throw as much uncertainty over their
movements as ponsible ; and is facilitated by the contracted width
a d comparatively low elevation of the Elboon, or Para-pomisan,
cbain a t this point. Its course is nearly E. by S. ; and although
trausverse valleys of a somewhat higher elevation, aud more fertile
character, intersect it on both sides, yet, as a general statement, it
may be said, that he great Toorkn~unDesert, on the one hand,
md the salt desert of Yezd on the other, extend respectively to its
base. Beyond Meshed it widens, and also rises to a higher
elevation. Its southern face turns to the S.E.. its northern nroeeeds on nearly as before ; and it thus gradua$ blends withrthe
mass of Hindw Koosh, of which it is a prolongation.
The influence of this configuration of country on the moral and
social condition of its inhabitants is very striking; and though not
expressly pointed out, may be distinctly traced both in the pages
of Eraser and Lieutenant Conolly. Tbe immense contiguous
deserts can onlv be occu~ied.at least in the absence of civilization.
by wandering and predatory tribes ; and even the hill-coustry is
eminently adapted for the occupancy of unquiet spirits. Every
mountain-top is a fastness, every pass a defile, every prolonged
valley an opening for a sudden incursion ; their conquats are
npid, but seldom complete- success is alternate, Mwd-feuds
are perpetuated. Unless when the iron hand of a Nadir, or an
Aga Mahomed Khan, presrwe on all alike, the whole ie in coa-
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fusion; and we are almost reconciled to the sanguinary despotisms which, in a peculiar manner, stain the Yersian annals, by
observing that the suffering* of the people are yet more severe in
the intervals between them.
The holy city of Meshed has been so well described by Mr.
Fraser, that both Mr. Conolly and Mr. Burnes decline to add to
the details given by him. Herat is a well-fortified town, threequarters of a mile square. I t contains about 45,000 inhabitants,
most of whom are Shealis-perhaps 1000 of the remainaer are
Hindoos ; and there are forty fam~lievof Jews. I t is, beyond all
conception, filthy and dirty; from the main streets smaller ones
branching oti, which are covered over, and form low dark tunnels,
containing every offensive thing. The suburbs and adjoining
country, however, are singularly beautiful. The city is bwlt four
miles from hills on the one side, and twelve miles on the other;
~ n this
d whole expanse is one beautiful extent of small fortified
villages, gardens, vineyards, and corn-fields ; brightened by many
small streams of shining water, which cut the plalns in all direo
tions. A bund, or dyke, is thrown across the river Herirood, and
its waters, turned into many canals, are YO conducted over the
whole vale of Herat, that every part is watered. The most delicious fruits are thus grown : and the climate is also salubrious.
thor~gli cholera and small-pos, from time to time, make great
ravages; and the general habits of the people are so extraordinarily filthy, that any contagious disease must spread rapid1y
among them.
Herat is at present the capital of the yet remaining Affghaun
empire of Shah Kamraun, the nephew of Shah Shooja, to whom
Mr. Elphinstone's embassy was addressed ; but the principal part
of his dominions are occt~piedby the rebellious brothers of his
'celebrated vizier Futteh Khan, whom, in his jealotlsy, he first
blinded, and afterwards caused to be assassinated in his presence.
The lower classes of his subjects still reverence in him the representative of their ancient ri~onarcli~
; and while Mr. Conolly
passed through the country he was witness to the cordiality
with which they received a report thnt he was about to take the
field against his enemies. Rut his character is weak and avaricious; he is besides sunk i11 excess: and Mr. Conolly thinks it
more probable tl~ntHerat will be speedily occupied by the Persians, and the Affghaons be driven farther east, than that their
empire will revive, at least in the legitimate line.
There are three roads from Herat to Candahar, of which our
traveller was taken by the most difficult, being the most hilly, and
probably also the most secure. That taken many years ago by
Mr. Poster is still the usual kafilah road ; and the third is said
to be rimilar to it. Along Mr. Conolly's route the populaion ie
0
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extremely thin, and the adjoining cout~trywas chiefly p ~ t ~ r e d ,
some favoured spots, however, being reserved for cultivation, chiefly
in the neighbourhood of small towns, as Furrah, Shbzaur, Ohore,
alld others, which have probably grown up from this circomstance;
Candahar is itself a considerable city, containing, as Mr. Conolly
was led to believe, a population of about 60,000 souls ; but he
was unable himself to visit it, being extremely ill, and lodged at a
place called Ghoondee Munsoor Khan, about sixteen miles north,
where his friend and guide had an establishment. Candahar is
one of the considerable places of the empire possessed by Futteh
Khan's brothers, who rule it oppressively, and are much disliked ;
deecribingtt, the Syud's words to Mr. Cotiolly were, " You know
what Heraut is ! Well then, imagine, if you can, a town and people
some degreea more filthy. Toof! I spit upon the beards of such
beasts ; I shall never be clean again."
Candahar is, however, the centre bf a great trade, and though
oppressed, the district in which it is situated must raise a great
quantity of grain, as this is cheap in its market. T h e climate is
not so favourable as that of Herat, but the soil is naturally better;
and the st~pplyof water being more copious, the labour of irrigation is in great measure spared.
T h e next place where our traveller halted for some days, and
was n ~ o s thospitably entertained, was the valley of Pisheen, ot
Pishing, the house of hie guide Syud Muheen. This is about
thirty miles broad, and twice as long ; and is protected from injury
in a turbulent neighbourhood, by the sanctity and peaceable profession of its inhabitants. Of the manners of these, their grades
of society, genealogies, superstitions, amusements, and the like,
Mr. Conolly gives a detailed account, conceived in a tolie of
interest which well becomes one so much obliged to them.
Quetta was his next considerable halt. It is the capital of the
Belooche province of Shaul, and is a town of 400 small flatroofed houses of one story, surrounded by a mud wall, in which
them are four gates. In the centre is a citadel built on a high
mound. The residents are AtFghauns, Belooches, and Hindoos,
the last of whom are all engaged in trade, which is considerable.
Besides that which passes through, Quetta is a rendezvous where
Indian and Affghauu merchants, not disposed to undertake the
whole journey, meet and exchange their conlniodities. Horse
dealers also resort here in considerable numbers, whence they
either send their horses through Beloochistaun and Sinde to the
sea-coast, where they are embarked for Bombay, or forward them
direct to the Punjab, by the route which Mr. Conolly pursued.
The Syud Muheen's chief venture, when escorting him, was horses.
Beyond-Quetta the greatest physical difliculties occurred which
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were met on the whole road. Hitherto the line of route had
chiefly skirted the hills, ascending and descending small secondary
elevations; but now the Kirklekkee hills were to be directly
crossed. the first of a close and high series which divide Khorassan
from thk Upper Sinde. Several ;asses are ill use across them, of
which Mr. Conolly describes two-Uolaun,
by which he passed,
and another, of which he heard. Both are extremely diflicult.
Regarding Bolaun, his words are,
The minutest description
could hardly convey a just idea of its strength ; it is a defile which
a regiment of brave men could defend against an army ;" and
regarding the other, "This road is so difficult, that it is only taken
when danger is apprehended in the other defile. Horses all lose
their shoes when tliev come this wav."
Dauder is the next considerable town. '<Viewed from hence,"
Mr. Conollv
, savs.
. . "the mountains which we had left resented the
appearance of one very high range, coming up north from the sea,
and crossing the Tukhatoo chain at right angles, so as distinctly
to separate the mountains froni the plain country." Dauder is
about ttie size of Quetta, and one-third inhabited by Hindoos;
the others are Yuts and Belooches. The plain on which it is
situate is white and arid, and cracked like the dry bed of a marsh.
Thirty-six miles farther is Raugh, a t0s-11 of 0,000 houses, also
containing many Hindoos. T h e adjoining fields to it are watered
by irrigation from the Narree, a river which, coming from the
Tukhatoo, or Larree Mountains, runs south, and finally joins the
Indus; and beyond this the road lay through the plait1 to Shikarpoor, marked from stage to stage with large villages, but not
requiring particular notice.
Mr. Conolly adds to his book two appendices, one containing
an epitome of modern Affghaun history, the other a discussion on
the danger to be apprehended from the Russians advancing on
India from the north-west. From what he states, this seems very
slight; or, if it exist at all, it is at least distant : but as the subject
i 3 not purely geographical, we forbear to enter on it.
We have
bee11 much gratified by learning, since the preceding was written,
that Syud blul~eendid not, at the close of the journey, go without
the reward due to his generous conduct in the course of it.
Besides many handsome presents, the Governor-General, Lord
William Bentiuck, offered him the loan, without interest, of fifty
thousand rupees (50001.), for three years, on condition that at
the end of this time he should submit his accounts to examination, and thereby show the nature and value of the internal trade
of his country: and, to a lesser extent, viz., twenty thousand
rupees, this interesting experiment is now going on. Syud MUheen declined to be responsible for a larger sum.
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11. Lieutenant Burnes's route was more extended than the
above. H e first ascended the Iudus to Lahore, charged with
presents from his Majesty to Runjeet Singh. H e thence visited
tbe Governor-General at Simlah ; returned to Lahore ; proceeded
through Attock, Peshawur, Caubul, Balkh, Bokhara, and Meshed to Astrabad ; visited the Persian court at Tabreez; and returned
by way of Bushire and the Persian Gulf. As his memoir on the
Ind~rshas been already published in this Journal, we shall not go
over that ground again ; but, taking him up at Lahore, follow him
step by step through his subsequent journey.
The mission to the court of Lahore having increased Lieutenant
B u m ' s desire to extend his travels, he proposed passing through
Central Baia towards the Caspian Sea as an officer of the British
army returning to Europe, a mode he considered more prudent
than travelling as an accredited government agent. .Having received from Lord William Bentinck, the Governor-General, the
most liberal encouragement, aiid prevailed on Mr. James Gerard,
surgeon of the Bengal army, 10 acconlpany him, he left Delhi on
the U d of December, 1831, and proceeded by express to Lodiana,
a frontier station of British India.
Previous to entering on his journey, it was deemed necessary to
receive permission of Runjeet Sing, the ruler of the Pun'ab, for
which purpose a visit to Lahore was again to be made. Laving
Lodiana, he descended the Sutlege to its confluence with the Beas
or Hy~haeis,and after a jouriiey of fifty miles encamped at Hurree,
011 the banks of the latter river below its ju~~ction
with the Beas.
These united rivers form a beautiful stream, never fordable, 275
yards wide a t this season, but with an actual channel of one mile
and a half in breadth ; its velocity was two miles and a quarter an
hour, perfectly clear, twelve feet in depth, and of the temperature
of 57'.
About this spot oar travellers searched for the Altars of
Alexander; which, according to Major Rennell, should lie between
the Beaa and the Sutlege, but without success. At Hurree, they
were met by an escort from Runjeet to conduct them safely to
Lhore, the roads not being altogether safe in consequence of the
Seik fanatics; and on the 12th of January commenced their journer
across the Manja, as the country between the Beas and Ravee is
called. I t is the highest portion of the Punjab, east of the Hydapes ; the soil is a hard indurated clay, producing thorny shrubs
and brambles. T h e Mogul emperors had fertilized this tract by
intersecting it with canals, traces of which may still be seen.
The first town they entered was Puttee, built in the reign of
Akbar, and containing about 5000 persons ; one of the royal studs
kept here containing about, sixty brood mares, fed exclusively
on barley and a kind of creeping grass. At the next town, called
VOL. 1v.
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Pidana, one of the principal sirdam or chiefs had been eent from
Lahore to entertain them at his family mansion, a baronial castle,
surro~lndedby a village peopled by his retainers. These buildings,
though always in the military style, of a quadrangular shape, w t h
lofty walls and turrets, are inferior to the fortitied dwellings of the
Rajpoot chiefs of the Marwar. In their progress to Lahore they
entered on the great road of Juhangeer, a broad and beaten way
once shaded with trees, and studded with minarets and caravanserais, many of which still remain to mark the munificence of the
Mogul emperors.
O n the 17th of January they reached Lahore, and were waited
on by a deputation from the Maharaja, expressing the greatest
friendship, and leaving a purse of 1100 rupees, a present which it
was in~possibleto decline a.ithout giving offence. At Hurree and
Pidana, the chiefs had presented them with bows and a purse of
money, but in both instances the latter had been refused. O n the
follo\w*ingmornin? our travellers visited Kanjeet Sing in an audience tent pitched In a garden about two n~ilesout of the town, and
surrounded by troops. His reception of them was marked with the
greatest affability, and he requested them to continue as long as
possible at his court, promising to show them some tiger-hunting,
and to give them an entertainnlent at his palace. The country 1s
said to be subject to earthquakes, and our travellers experienced a
slight shock during their stay; yet the lofty minarets of Lahore
atlord a convincing proof that there can have been no very violent
commotion of nature since they were built, about two cent~~ries
ago. This shock Ivas felt, as they afterwards learnt, along the
whole upper course of the Oxus at the same time, where villaaes
were overthrown and some thousands buried in their ruins. T h e
range of temperature i3 very great here, since the thermometer,
which they were told had stood at 10qOin July, now fell to 28".
About a week after their arrival, they were invited to the Ma- .
haraja's camp, wl~ich\w7asabout twenty miles from the town, on
the banks of the Ravee. T h e scene is described as magnificentRunjeet's pavilion was of red cloth, while his troops and chiefs
were cantoned in picturesque groups around. O n the morning of
the 27th. the whole camD was In motion : his hirhness wvns on ari
elephant bearing a houdh of gold ;his horses werl led before him,
and a snlall body of cavalry with a field-piece formed liis escort.
I n the evening the tents were again pitclled, and next morning
saw them all prepared for lirlntilig wild boars, with little probability of escape for the poor animals from a company of infantry,
two or three hundred Ilorsemen, foresters with rude hall~erds, a
party of Seiks, and a pack of dogs of niotley breed. The sceae
\vns lively and exciting; in half an hour eight monsters had bitten
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the dust, add many more were entrapped in snares ; and in the
course of all hour and a half the party returned to their tents,
where the successful sportsmen were rewarded. A t the end of
the month they returned to Lahore, where a hundred cannon announced the arrival of Kunjeet Sing.
O n t l ~ e6th of February the festival of the busunt (spring) was
celebrated with great splendour. All the troops were drawn out
uniformly dressed in yellow, which is the gala costume of this
carnival ; the Maharaja passed down the line, at the end of which
were tlie royal tents llned with yellow, among which was a canopy
of pearls and precious stones valued at a Isc of rupees. A t one
end Runjeet took his seat, heard for about ten minutes the sacred
volume of the Seiks, after which flowers and fruits were placed
before him, and the nobles and other high personages, all dressed
in yellow, were admitted to make their offerings in money.
'rhe departure of our travellers from Lahore was delayed by an
entertainment given by his highness, the description of which is
worthy perusal. Having experienced the most condescending
proofs of friendship from the Maharaja, and great kindness from
Rlessrs. Allard and Court, two 1:rench officers in his service, they
finally qaitted Lahore on the forenoon of the 1 It11 of February, and
alighted that night at the ruins of the once splendid mausoleum of
Juhangeer, across the Ravee, putting up in one of the garden
houses that surround it. The tomb itself liad latelv been converted
illto a barrack for a brigade of infantry. Their first care was to
divest themselves of every article of European costume and comfort,
and to adopt not only the dress of the Afghans, but, what was rather
more difficult, their habits and manners. The close dress, tents,
beds, boxes, tables, and chairs, were a11 discarded for the flowing
robe, a coarse carpet, and a blanket; and their now diminished
wardrobe, with the necessary books and instruments, found place
in the saddle-bags which were thrown across the horse's quarters.
Half way across to the Chenab, they halted at a garden well
stored with flowen and fruit-trees ; of the latter there were about
twenty-eight different sorts, both European and Asiatic. When
u~itliinabout twenty miles of the river, the Himalaya mountains
burst upon their view, overtopped with snow ; they subtended an
angle of fifty-one minutes elevation, and Lieutenant Hurnes estimated their distance at 160 miles, and their height at least 16,000
feet. They reached the Chenab, or Acesines, at Ramnuggur,
formerly called Ku~sool,before the Mohammedan supremacy was
overthrown. The country between the Ravee and Chenab is a
little better cultivated and more fertile than that previously passed,
the soil.is sandy, and tlie wells in its centre are but twentp-ti~efeet
deep, with an average temperature of 70"Fahr. The climate at
ue
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this season ie cold and bleak, fre uently rainy, dwap cloud ,wilh
the wind generally blowing from t e north. The sugar-caue
its juice is expressed by two horiiontal wooden rollers, acted on
by two lesser vertical ones, which are set in motion by a wheel
turned by a pair of oxen; they produce a coarse sugar called
" gwr."
Education is at a miserably low ebb, the prevailing
opinion in the higher as well as the lower classes being that it ir
useless to a cultivator of the soil. They crossed the Chenab by
a ferry; its breadth is 300 yards wide, with a depth of nine feet ;its
banlclr are low and speedily inundated in the rainy season, when it
robably is, as Arrian describes it, a rapid stream : its velocity,
kwever, did not now exceed one mile and a half an hour; and it
is passable by a ford. The temperature was 33"; lower than the
Sutlege, the Beas, or the Ravee. They halted at a mud mosque
ou the right bank of the river. The people are much afflicted
with a disease called noozlu," which is described as a running a t
the noee, wasting the brain and stamina of the body, and euding
fatally ; there is also much eye disease in the Punjab.
A journey of forty-tive nliles brought them to the Jelum, the
Hydaspes of the Greeks, wbich winds its way through an alluvial
plain at the base of a low rocky range of hills. O n this they embarked, and sailed down the stream about five miles. T h e river
abounds in crocodiles more than any other of the Punjab streams ;
it is a smaller stream than the Chenab. though at this season their
breadth was similar ;it is muddy, and rapid, as described by Arrian,
the velocity being from three to four miles an hour. O n disembarkation they crossed a rich and verdant plain to the town of
Pind Dadun Khan, about 1 0 0 miles N.W.of Lahore, where they
halted. The people are still the same as in the time of Alexander,
" strong built, large limbed, and taller in stature than all the
rest of the Asiatics." Pilid Dadun Khan is the capital of a small
dixtrict, and has a population of 6000 souls ; it consists of three
small towns close together, about four miles from the banks of the
river. The houses are made of a framework of cedar, which is
floated down from the Himalaya ; a tree seen on the banks waa
thirteen feet in diameter.
T h e salt-range springs from the roots of the White Mountains
crosses the Indus at Karabagh (described by Elphinstone), and
terminates on the right bank of the Hpdaspes, about five miles
from Pind Dadun Khan. I t forms the southern boundary of a
table-laud between those two rivers, which rises about 800 feet
above the plains of the Punjab. The hills attain an actual height
of 1900 feet from the valley of the Jeluln, gilving an elevation of
9000 feet above the sea ; they exceed five miles in breadth. The
formation is salldstone, occurring in vertical strata : vegetation is
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scanty, and bold and bare precipices rise at once from the plain.
Hot springs are found in various places; alum, antimony and sulphur also occur; but a red clay, chiefly seen in the valleys, is a
sure indication of a salt deposit. ?'he mine which Lieutenant
Burnes examined was situated near the outside of the range, in a
valley cut by a rivulet; it opened into the hill at about 900 feet
from the base, by a narrow gallery of 350 yards in length, 50 of
which may be taken as actual descent; this conducted into an
irregular-shaped cavern, about 100 feet high, with walls formed of
the bright and beautiful crystals of the red salt, which is deposited in regular vertical strata, none exceeding a foot and a half
in thickness, and each distinctly separated from the other by a
deposit of argillaceous earth, about an eighth of an inch thick.
Some of the salt occurs in hexagonal crystals ; the whole is tinged
with red from the lightest to the deepest shade, but when pounded
it is white. The caverns retain a more equal temperature than
!be external air; at this season they were at 6 4 O , higher by 40"
than the atmosphere; but in the hot weather they were described
as being much cooler. Above a hundred persons, men, women,
and children, were at work in the mine; their complexion was
cadaverous, and appearance miserable, though they do not appear
to be eubject to any particular disease.
Thie salt is in high reputation in India on account of its medical virtues; but it is not pure, and, from a mixture of some
substance (probably magnesia), is unfit for curing meat. About
800,000 maunds of Lahore (one of which is equal to 100 Ibs.
English) is annually extracted, but it is closely monopolized by
the Punjab government.
Our travellers marched up the right bank of the Jelum to
Jelalpoor, for about thirty miles, through a tract of rich land.
The salt-range runs parallel with the -river; many villages are
perched on the outer hills, remarkable alike for their romantic
situation and comfort. Jelalpoor has been, by some, considered
the scene of Alexander's battle wit11 Porus ; but Lieutenant Burnes
is rather inclined to identify that with the village of Jelum,
higher u p the river. The high roads from the 1 ndus pass the
Hydaspes at both places; but the latter is the great road from
Tartary. At Jelun~the river is divided into five or six channels,
fordable at all times except during the monsoon. About fifteen
miles below Jelum, and a thousand ~ a r d sfrom the banks of the
h e r , near the modern village of Darapoor, are some extensive
ruins, called Oodeenuggur, three or four miles in extent ; and on
the opposite shore is a mound where the village of hloong now
stands ; our author believes the former to indicate the site of
Nice, the latter of Bucephalia. Two Sanscrit coins were procured at Mooeg, and some copper ones, with Arabic inscriptions,
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a t Oodecnuggur. Lieutenant nurnes notices the singular coin&
dence between the numerical war-forces of Porus and Runjeit
Sing, whom he styles the modern Porus, substitutiog, however,
800 guns for as many war-chariots.
They now quitted the
banks of the Jelum, and entered the country of Potewar, inhabited by a race of people called Gukera, famed for their beauty,
and claiming a Rajpoot origin. Their approach to the Mohammedan countries became daily evident, from the women being
veiled, and a change occurring in the costume; sixty ynds of
cloth were sometimes seen used in a pair of trowsers.
On the 1st of March they reached the celebrated fort of Rotas,
cousidered one of the great bulwarks between Tartary and India ;
on the construction of which twelve years' labour and some
millions of rupees were wasted. From Rotas, their road lajr
through a mountainous and rugged country of great strength.
Water is abundant in the ravines, and is found also in wells thirtyfive feet deep. T o the right was seen the spot at which the
Hydaspes issues from the mountain ; it is called Damgully.
There is no route into the valley of Cashmere by this river ; and
the mobt frequented one lies by Meerpoor and Poouch, about
twelve miles to the eastward. O n the 6th, the party reached the
village of Manikyala, where there is a singular " tope," or mound
of masonry, which has been described by Mr. Elphinstone ; it
has lately been opened, and some coins and other articles found :
this mound may be distinguished at the distance of sixteen miles.
.Manikyala stands on a lai in, and Lieutenant Burnes does not
besitate to fix upon it as the site of Taxilla. At this village they
were made sensible that they were leaving Hindostan and its
customs behind them, by finding a bakery common to the whole
village. On the following day they arrived at an agreeable town
called Rawil Pindee, distant twelve miles from the n~ountains,
which were covered with snow. On the road they met a numerous
body of Afghans, and also Hindoo pilgrims crowding from beyond
the Indus to the great religious fair of Hurdwar.
About fifteen miles from Rawil Pindee, they passed the defile
of Margulla, and descried the mountains beyond the Indus. This
pass is narrow, over low hills, and paved with blocks of stone for
150 yards : the defiles continue for about a mile, when a bridge,
over a rivulet, conducts to the next caravanserai ; and at about
twenty miles from lZawil Pindee, the party stopped at Osman,
situated on a plain, at the mouth of the valley up which stands
the fort of Khanpoor. About 3 mile beyond Osman, near the
ruined village of Belur, is a tope" or mound, similar to that of
Manikyala, but not of such magnitude. These topes" Lieutenant Burnes believes to be the tombs of a race of princes who
once reigned in Upper India, either the Bactriaa kings or theit
6c
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Ido-Scythic successors. Seven miles beyond Osman, down the
valley, is the garden of Hoosn Abdall. lying between two bare
and lofty hills; assing which, the view opens upon the valley of
Drumtour, that eads to Cashmere ; and the range of hills at Puklee, covered with enow, was traced in chain with more lofty
mountains beyond it. The fertile plain of Chuch and Huzarrr also
lay before them.
Our travellers came in sight of the Indus at a distance of fifteen.
miles, whence it could be traced from its exit through the lower
hills to the fort of Attok. They encamped at Huzroo, a mart
between Peshawur and Lahore. The peo le were now quite
changed; they were Afghans, and spoke I
!ooshtoo. O n their
march to the river, tbey passed over a spacious plain, well cultivated, and covered with rounded stones-an unerring proof of the
agency of water. Tbe spot at which they forded the Indw war
about five miles above Attok, where the stream was divided into
three branches, in the two first of which it gushed with amuiug
violence ; and having, with great difficulty and risk, accomplished
this undertaking, they proceeded to Attok, which stands on a
black, slaty ridge, at the verge of the Indus. I t is' a place of no
atrength, and has a population of about 9000 souls. The garrison being in a state of mutiny, they were detained outside the
town for two dajs, when they were ferried across the grand
boundary of India on the 17th of March. The current exceeded
six miles an hour; the water was azure blue; and about e00 yard8
above Attok, before the Indue is joined by the Cabool stream, it
gushes over a rapid with amazing fury : a boat cannot live in this
tempestuous torrent ; but after the Cabool river baa joined it, tbe
Indus passes on in a tranquil stream, about 960 yards wide, and
35 fathoms deep, under the walls of Attok. At the confluence,
an igois fatuus is visible every evening. They found the fisher:
men on the Indue and Cabool river washinn the sand for cold
u
mme of the smaller streams, however, such as the Swan and
Hurroo, yield more gold than the Indus.
The troops of Runjeet Sing escorted the party to their frontier,
which is three miles beyond the Indus, where they met the
Afghans, and advanced with them to Acora. Hence they traversed
a beautiful plain, covered with thyme and violets, to the city of
Pahawur, where they were received with the greatest kindness
and attention by the chief Sooltan Mohammed Khan. Lieutenant
Rurnes considers the town of Peshawur so well described by Mr.
Elphimtone, and all the ground over which he went, as to
quire no further addition on his part; his details, in this part
of Afghanistan, are, therefore, confined more to incidents of a
personal nature. The citadel of Bala H i m , where the mbsion of
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l8@ had been so gorgeously received, was now a heap of ruins,
having been burnt by the Seiks in one of their expeditions to this
country. About five miles from the town, on the Cabool road,
are the ruins of a '' tope," similar to those of Manikyala and
Belur; and it is said that there are eight or ten more of these
towers towards the country of the Kaffirs.
T h e month which ela~sedafter their arrival at Peshawur so
far increased the tempe;ature, that they had no longer to fear
the snows of Cabool and Hindoo Koosh; the thermometer had
risen from 60" at mid-day, to 87'; and, after much procrastination on the part of the chief, the 19th of April was fixed for their
departure. On that day they took leave of their kind friends, the
chief placing them under the protection of one of his own officers,
and not only giving them letters to several persons specifically,
but also six blank sheets, bearing his seal, which our travellers
were to fill up to any erson who, they thought, could serve
them. There are five di erent roads to Cabool, but they chose
that which leads by the river, the pass of Khyber being unsafe,
from the lawless habits of the people ; and crossed the beautiful
plain of Peshawur to Muchnee. Above this place they passed
the Cabool river on a raft of inflated skins ; the river is only 9%
yards wide, but runs with amazing rapidity. Muchnee is a
straggling village at the gorge of the valley, where the Cabwl
river enters the plain; and below that place it divides into three
branches. in its course towards the Indus. Rafts are senerallv
used on'this river, though there are a few boats, in &ich thi
Mohammedan pilgrims embark, and pass down to the sea; but
merchandise is never sent by this route. Ou the gsrd, they conlmenced their jo~trney,and, after a fatiguing march over mountainpasses, foulid themselves again on the Cabool river, which was to
be crossed a second tinre. Its breadth did not exceed 10-0yards,
but it rushed on with great rapidity, and the precipices oo its
bank rose to the height of about 9000 feet. 'rhe passage was
made on rafts of inflated skius, and was tedious and dificult, on
account of the eddies. On the following morning they reached
Duka by a rocky road, and pushed on in the afternoon to Huzarnow, a journey of upwards of twenty miles. The view from the
top of a mountain-pass, before descending into the valley of the
Cabwl river, was very magnificent. They could see the town of
Julalabad, forty miles distant, and the river winding its way
through the plain. and dividing it into innumerable islands. T h e
Sufued Koh, or white mountain, reared its crest on one side, and,
on the other, the toweri~ghill of Noorgill, or Kooner, cover~d
with perpetual snow, on which the Afghaus believe the ark of
Noah to have rested after the deluge. Not far from this place
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is an isolated rock, called Xiiogee, in Bajour, which Lieutenant
Bi~rnesconsiders to answer the description of Arrian's celebrated
rock of Aornus.
T h e route from Huzarnow to Julalabad-which city they
reached on the morning of the 96th-lay through a wide, stony
waste, a part of which is known by the name of Buttecote, and
famed for a pestilential wind, or simoom, which is generally fatal.
I n a hill north of the Cabool river and the village of Bussoul are
some extensive excavations in the rock, hewn out in groups, each
having a separate entrance about the size of a common doorway;
they are ascribed to the days of the Kaffirs, or infidels. Near
Julalabad are seven round towers, differing, however, from the
' I topes"
before mentioned. They are said to be ancient, and
large coDDer coins are found near them. Between Julalabad and
the mountains, the natives point out the tomb of Lamech, the
father of Noah.
Julalabad is a small town, exceedingly filthy, with a bazaar of
fifty shops, and a population of about 2000 people ; but in the
cold season the people flock to it from the s~~rrouiiding
villages.
T h e Cabool river passes about a quarter of a mile north of it,
and is 130 yards wide, but not fordable. There are mountains
of snow to the north and south, running parallel with each other ;
the southern is called Sofued Koh, but more frequently Rajgul.
I t decreases in size as it runs eastward, and loses its snow before
reaching Duka; ill the higher parts the snow never melts, giving
an elevation of about 35,000 feet. 'l'o the north-west, the lofty
peaks of the Hindoo Koosh begin to show themselves. The travellers now left the river of Cabool, and passed up a valley to Balabagh; here grow famous pomegranates without seed, which are
exported to India. At Gundamuk, the nest place, they reached
the boundary of the hot and cold countries, aud, though only
t~irentv-five miles from Julalabad. wheat. wl~ichwas there beinr
cut, \;?as here only three inches gbove tile ground. The mountains ten miles distant were covered .with forests of pine, which
commenced about 1000 feet below the limit of snow. At three
miles from Gr~ndamok,they passed the garden of Seemla, and
continued their march to Jugdulnk, and passed the Soorkh road,
or red river, where a variety of small streams pour the melted
snow of the Sufueh Koh into that rivulet: their waters are all
reddish ; hence the name. The country is barren and miserable, and Jugduluk is a wretched place, with a few caves for a
village. Our travellers could distinguish that a road had once
been made, also the remains of the post-houses which had been
constructed every five or sis miles, by the Mogul emperors; these
may even be traced across the mountains to Balkh. After passing the Soorkh road, they reached lspahan, a small village, and,
P
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by midnight of the 30&, arrived at tbe pass of Luta-bud, from
the toy of which the city of &bod first becomes visible, distant
twenty-five miles. The pass is about six miles long, pod t&e rod
runr over laose round stones. Risiog early, they prosecuted their
journey to Cabool, which they reached in the afternoon, the approach to it being any thing but imposing. O n their road, they
paused the village of Boothak, where hlahmood of Ghizni is d
to have interred the rich Hindoo idol from the famoue Sornnat.
Cabool is a noisy and bustling city ; the great bazaar, or " Chouchut," is an elegant arcade nearly six hundred feet long, and about
thirty broad, divided into four equal parts. There are few such
bazaars in the East, and one wonders at the silks, clo~hs, and
goods arrayed under its piazzas ; acd the quantity of dried fruits,
grapes, pears, apples, quinces and melons. In the poulterers'
rhopr are enipes, ducks, partridges, plover, and other gnmc
Each trade has its separate bazaar: there are booksellers and
stationers; much of tbe paper is Russian, and of a blue colour. A
white jelly strained from snow called "Falodeh," and blanched
rhubarb called '' Rhuwash," are great favourites with the people.
,Few cook at home, and Cabool is famous for it8 kabobs or cooked
meats. There are no wheeled carriages in the town ; the streets
+re not very narrow, and are intersected with small covered aqueducts of clean water; they are kept in good order. T h e houoer
are built of sun-dried bricks and wood, few of them more than
two stories high ; the population is 60,000 souls. The Cabool
river wns through the city, and is reported to have inundated it
three different times. During rain there is not a dirtier place than
Cabool. According to the natives, the city is 6000 years old;
it was once. with Ghizni. tributaw to Rameean. but is now the
capital over'both ; it is skid to hive been once' named Zabool,
hence the name of Zaboolistan. I t is a popular belief that when
the devil was cast out of heaven, he fell in Cabool. There are
not exactly traditions of Alexander here; but both Herat and
Lahore are said to have been founded by slaves of that conqueror,
called Heri (the old name of Herat), and Lahore. N o wine
were procured except a Cufic coin of Bokhara, 845 yeara old,
and .Lieutenant Burnes heard of one at the mint of the size
and shape of a sparrow's egg : triangular and square coins are
common ; the latter belonging t o the age of Akbar. A colooy of
Armeniaos, consisting of some hundreds, were iutroduced into
Cabool by Nadir and Ahmed Shah from Joolfa and hleshid in
Persia, of whom only twenty-one persons are now remaining; and
there are but three Jewish families out of one hundred which it
could boast last pear.
Since their departure, our travellers had eo far kept pace witb
the seawns in the various climates, as to be travelling in a per-
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.petuat epring. Cabool is 6000 feet above the sea, and its
gardens, which are all beautifi~l,were now in full blossom, and
afforded a great variety of fruits and flowen. 'l'he people a r e ,
passionately fond of sauntering about them. T h e climate of
Cabool is genial. A t noon the sun is hotter than in England,
but t h e evening and nights are cool; there is no regular rainy
season. T h e snow lasts for five months in the winter, and the
prevailing winds are from the north. Cabool is celebrated for
its fruits, and they make a wine not unlike Madeira. The
Bala Hissar, or citadel, is situated at the eastern extremity of the
rocky hills which enclose the city to the south and west; it commands the city, but is not strong. I t was built by different princes
of the house of Timour from Baber downwards ; the palace stands
in it. Near it the Persians or Kuzzilbashes reside ; they are
Toorks, principally of the tribe of Juwansheer, who were fixed in
this country by Nadir Shah. During their stay, our travellers
witnessed the festival of " Eed." k e ~ in
t commemoration of Abraham's intention to sacrifice his son Isaac, with every demonstration
of respect. T h e tomb of Timour Shah, which stands outside
the town, is a brick building of ttn octangular shape, fiftyqeet
high, about forty feet square inside, and of an architecture resembling that of Delhi. T h e tomb of Baber also stands in the
Fentre of a garden about a mile from the city ;the grave is marked
by two erect slabs of white marble, in front of which is a small
but chaste mosque of marble also : near it are interred many of his
wives and children.
T h e Afghans call themselves a Beni Israeel," children of Israel, yet consider the term 's Yahoodee," Jew, to be one of reproach.
They say they were transplanted by Nebuchadnezzar after the
overthrow of the Temple, to Glrore, a town near Bsmeean, and
that they lived as Jews till the first century, when Khaleed conr
verted them to Mohammedanism ; they have all the appearance of
J e w , and have the Hebrew custon~of the younger brother marrying the widow of the elder. From all he c o ~ ~ llearn,
d
Lieutenant Burnes is of opinion that they are of Jewish descent; but in
this there is probabiy a mistake. Having spent nearly three weeks a t Cabool, preparations were
made for departure ; but as no caravan was ready, they hired a
Cafila-bashee, or conductor of the great caravan. A steward of
one of the principal noblemen, who carried on g.reat commercial
intercourse with Uokhara and Russia, was appointed to accompany them; and they were furnished with letters from the chief
and various other individuals from whom they had experienced
great kindness. During their stay, the party had become acquainted with aome of the Hindoo or Shikar~ooreemerchants, in
whose hands is all the trade of Central Asia, and who have houses
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of agency from Astracan and Meshed to Calcutta; and throngh
them it became an easy matter to adjust their money-transactions,
giving gold and a bill on Bokhara on the letter of credit w i l
which Lieutenant Burnes was furnished by the Indian Government.
Thus prepared, they left Cabool on the 18th of May (Friday),
after noontide prayers, according to the usual custom, and halted
at night at a small village called Killa-i-Kke. Prudence dictated
their proceeding very uietly in this part of their journey ; they
usumed the title of " deerza," or secretary, a common appellation
in these countries, and committed themselves to the charge of the
conductor, like a bale of goods. They left the road which leads
to Candahar, and followed the valley of the Cabool river, to its
source at Sirchushma; the first haltiug-place was called Julraiz
from its running brooks, and these it is that make the country
enchanting. in spite of its bleak rocks. The valley was not above
a mile in breadth, and most industriously cultivated ; the. hills on
each side were covered with snow. At Sirchushma are two natural
pools converted into fish-preserves, and said to be sacred to Ali,
theiefore they are never molested. Before entering the valley of
the river, they left the famous Ghizni to the south ; it is only sixty
miles from Cabool. I t is now a place of small note, but contains
the tomb of Mahmood its founder, which has sandal-wood gates,
originally from Somnat in India.
They wound up the valley till they reached a level tract on the
mountains, the pass of Oonna, the ascent to which is guarded by
three forts; they encountered the snow previous to reaching the
summit, which is about 11,000 feet high, and crossing the pass,
halted at a small village in the cold country of the Huzaras, who
were only now plouglling and sowing. Continuing along the base
of Kohi Baba, a remarkable ridge with three peaks on it rising to
the height of about 18,0(#) feet, covered wit11 snow, they reached,
on the evening of the elst, the bottom of the pass of Hajeeguk, and
passed the night with a Huzara family near a little fort. These
people said that the silow prevented them from stirring out for six
months in the year, and that the barley sown in June was reaped
in September. Money was of no value, every thing was purchased
by barter. The Huzaras differ from the Afghan tribes, more
resembling in physiognomy the Chinese ; they are a simplehearted people, of Tartar descent. Though living some of them
at 10,OOO feet elevation, they are quite free from goitre. From
this resting- lace the party commenced the ascent of the pass of
Hajeeguk, about 13,400 feet above the sea; it was the eend of
May, but the snow bore their horses, and the thermometer fell to
four degrees below the freezing point. Beyond this they endeavoured to ascend to the pass of Kaloo, atill 1000 feet higher, but
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their progress was arrested by the snow, and they doubled it by
passing round its shoulder, taking the side of a valley, watered by
a tributary to the Oxus, which led to Bameean. The niountain-scenery with its frightful precipices was truly grand, and it
was impossible to continue their route on horseback : the path
appeared formerly to have been fortified, and they passed remnants of post-houses of the Mogul empire.
Bameean is celebrated for its colossal idols, and innumerable
excavations, which are to be seen iu all parts of the valley for
about eight miles, and still form the residence of the greater part
of the population; a detached hill in tlie middle of the valley is
quite honey-combed with them, and brings to recollection the
'l'ro~lodites of Alexander's historians. I t is called tlie citv of
Ghoolghoola, and the caves are said to be the work of a king
nanied Julal : they are (lug on both sides, but the greater number
lie on the northern side, where also are carved in relievo, on the
face of the hills, two colossal idols. They consist of two figures,
male and female, the one nained Silsal, the other Shahmama, about
two hundred yards apart. The male, wliich is the larger of the
two, is about 100 feet high, occ~lpyi~ig
a front of nearly 70 feet, and
extends about tlie same,d~stanceillto the hill. The figure is covered
with a mantle which hangs all over it, and has been formed of a
kind of plaster; the niches have also been at one time plastered
and ornamented with painting of liuman figures; the execution is
indifferent, but the colours are still vivid. S e a r the bottonl are
apertr~resthrough nhicli a road \rinds up the inside of the hill
to the top of the figures. Rings, coins, kc.. are found by
digging; the latter generally bear Cufic inscriptions, and are of a
later date than blahommecl. Bameean is subject to Cabool, and
appears to be a place of high antiquity, perhaps the city which
Alexander lbunded at tlie base of Paropamiuos, before entering
Bactria. 'I'he country fro111 Cabool to Balkh is still called
" Bakl~turZumeen," or Rakhtnr country. The caves and idols
are described in the history of Timourlane.
After a day's delay at Uameesn the party set out for Syghan,
distant 30 miles ; half-way they crossed the pass of Akrobat, where
they left the dominions of modern Cabool and entered Toorkistan, called Tartary by Europeans. They now looked upon the
range of great snowy mountait~sbehind them; Iiohi Baba is the
principal co~~tinuatioil
of tlie Hindoo Koosh. From Spghan they
crossed the pass of Dundan Sllikun, or the Toothbreaker, so
called from its steepness and dificulty ; and then descended into
a narrow valley, that extended some miles beyond the village of
Kamurd. 'l'he rocks rose on either side to t l ~ elieigllt of 9000
feet, frequently precipitous, nor was the dell anywhere more than
300 feet wide ; no stars could be seen, nor any observations taken,
P
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O n the 96th of May they crossed the last pam d the IndiadCaucrsus-the
Kara Koottul, or Black Pass-but
had pet 8
journey of ninety-five miles before clearing the mountains. A8
the village of Dooab they descended into the bed of the r i v a
of Khooloven, and followed it to that place, among terrific precipices, where they met with a band of robbers, Taku H u s u l r ,
who however did not attack them. They continued their decent.
by Kboorrum and Sarbagh, to Heibuk, which is but a march
within the mountains; near it is a defile, called Dura i Zindm.
or Valley of the Dungeon, so narrow, with adjoining precipices
eo high, that the sun is excluded from some parts of it at mid-day.
A poisonous plant is found here, which is fatal to either mule or
horse. Beyond this they began gradually to exchange the barren
rocks fur more hospitable lands. Herds of deer might be seen
bounding on the rocks, and population became more numerour.
Heibuk is a thriving village, with a castle of sun-dried brick built
on a commanding hillock ; the elevation of the village is about
4000 feet; its soil is rich, and the gardens exhibited the most
luxuriant verdure : the fig-tree is found here. The houses hawe
domes instead of terraces, with a hole in the roof for a chiraney ;
so that the village has the -appearance of a cluster of large b r o h
bee-hives. They adopt this style of building as wood is scarce.
The people wear conical scullcaps instead of turbans, and long
brown boots; the ladies choose the brightest colours for their
dress, are not scrupulous about Bing veiled, and are not ungainly
in appearance.
On the 30th of May they made their last march anlong the
mountains, and debouched into the plains of Tartary, at Ktroaloom
or Tash Khoorghan, the country to the north sloping down to the
Oxus. The last hills, about two miles from the town, rise at
once in an abrupt and imposing manner, the road passing through
a defile that might easily be defended. Khooloom cdntains about
10,000iuhabitants, and is the frontier-town of the chief of Koondooz, Morad Beg, who has reduced all the countries north of
Hindoo Koosh under his yoke. Their intention was to have proceeded on the following day to Balkh, but they were desired to
await the return of a messenger, who had been despatched to tbe
chief at Koondooz, by whom they received a summons to repair
thither. Lieutenant Burnes now resolved on personating the
character of on Armeniaa, trusting his safety to the appearance of
abject poverty; and set forth with most of his party, leaving, however, Dr. Gerard and his Hindoo servants at Khooloom. Besides
the conductor, the yteward, and the Hindoo customhouse-officer
of Khooloorn, whom Lieutenant Burnes had persuaded to accompany them, the caravan consisted of eight or ten tea-merchants,
who, having disposed of their property, were returning to Budukb-
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.haand Yarkund. Starting in the evening, they halted at thd
village of Ungaruk, twelve miles from Khooloom, to feed their
horses ; and then continued travelling till within an hour of dawn,
by a dreary road, over two low passes, among hills not enlivened
by a single tree, nor blessed with a drop of fresh water, for forty-,
five miles. About eleven in the forenoon, they reached the first
Selds, twelve miles from Koondooz, where they arrived at nightfall, havin performed a journey of more than seventy miles. O n
the road, Leutenant Burnes had an opportunity of entering into
convenation with the Hindoo in his natlve tongue, which was not
understood by the rest of the party, and discovered that thig
official was open to a bribe, and was willing to lend his weight to
the following 'story, which was also made known to the conductor
and steward :-that Lieutenant Burnes was an Armenian from
Lucknow, a watchmaker, who, having learnt at Cabool of the
existence of some relatives at Bokhara, was journeying thither;
and that Dr. Gerard was a relative of his, but left at Khooloom
from ill health. All the 4th they remained at Koondoa, where
Lieutenant Burnes had an opportunity of seeing something of the
people, who are passionately fond of tea, and-like the Turks
with their coffee-nothing is done without i t ; the leaves of the
p o t are afterwards divided among the party, and chewed like
tobacco. Most of the visiters were Tajik merchants, natives of
Budukshan, trading to China, from whom were gathered some
particulars regarding the reputed descendants of Alexander the
Great, which are yet said to exist in this neighbourhood and the
valley of the Oxus.
Early on the morning of the 5th they started for their interview
with Morad Beg, whom they found at the village of Khaun-abad,
about fifteen miles distant, and situated on the brow of the hills
above the fens of Koondooz, and guarded by the fortified dwelling
of the chief, in which were about five hundred cavalry, armed
with long knives in their girdles, some of which were richly
mounted with gold. The interview was critical, but on the positive assurance by the Hindoo officer, that the travellers were poor
Armenians, an order was made out for their safe-conduct. From
the torn and threadbare garb of Lieutenant Burnes, he was not
even thought worthy of a question ; and in the afternoon returned
to Koondooz. T h e town lies in a valley, surrounded by hills on
all sides, except the north, where the Oxus flows at the distance of
forty miles; it is watered by two rivers, wl~ichjoin north of the
town. The greater part of tlie valley is so marshy that tile roads are
conatr~~cted
on piles, and run through the rankest weeds; yet wheat
end barley are produced, as also rlce. 'l'he heat ia intolerable,
end the climate very unl~ealthy;yet the snow lies for three months
in the year. At one time Koo~idoozhas been a large town, but
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now its population does not exceed 1500 souls. The mountains
of Hindoo Koosh lie in sight, south of the town, covered with
snow ; the neighbouring hills are low ridges, covered with grass
and flowers, but destitute of trees. Fartl~erup the valley, the
climate becomes more genial and healthy. The chief, Morad
Beg, is an Usbek of the Kudghun tribe, lately risen to power ;
he possesses all the valley of the Oxus, and but recently held sovereignty over Balkh. After a fatiguing march of twenty hours
constantly in the saddle, Lieutenant Burnes again joined Dr.
Gerard, at Khooloom, to the heartfelt joy of both ; and not wishing to incur any more risks, they prepared to set out the followiog
morning, the 8th of May, and in the afternoon reached hluzar,
thirty miles distant from Khooloom. The country between these
places is barren aud dreary, and the road leads over a low pass,
called Abdoo; on the route they observed a magnificent mirage,
a snaky line of vapour as large as the Oxus itself, a~rdwhich had
all the appearance of that river.
Muzar contains about tive hundred houses, and is within the
lin~itsof the canal of Balkll; it can muster about 1000 I~orse,and
is independent of that city and Khooloom. hluzar means a
tomb; and this place was built about three hundred and fifty
years ago, and dedicated to Ali. At this town, Mr. Trebeck,
the last of Moorcroft's unfortunate party, expired ; he is buried
outside the town. On the n~orniugof the 9th of June they
entered the ancient city of Balkh, where they remained three days,
to exanline the ruins of this once proud city.
The remains extend for a circuit of about twenty miles, but present no symptoms of magnificence ; they consist of fallen mosques
and decayed tombs, built of sun-dried bricks, none of the ruins
being of an age prior to Mal~ommedanism. It is still called, by
the Asiatics, Mother of Cities," and is said to have been built
by Kyamoors, the founder of the Persian monarchy. I t continued the residence of the Archi-n~agus till the followers of
Zoroaster were overtl~rown by the inroads of the Calipl~s. Its
inhabitants were b~~tchered
in cold blood by Jenghis Khan ; and
uuder the house of 'rimour it became a province of the PuloguI
empire. It formed the government of Aurungzebe in his youth,
and was at last invaded by the great Nadir. Under the Dooranee
monarchy it fell into the hands of the Afghans; and witllio the
last eight jears lras bee11 seized by the king of Bokhara. Its present population does not exceed 2000 souls, chiefly natives of
Cabool ; also a few Arabs. The city appears to have enclosed
a n ~ ~ n ~of
b egardens;
r
there are the ruins of three large colleges
of handsome structure. A mud wall surrounds the town, which
must be of a late age, since it excludes the ruins, on every side,
for abodt two miles. The citadel, or ark, on the northern side, has
6'
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.been more solidly constructed, yet is a place of no strength: in
it is a stone of white marble, pointed out as the throne of Kai
Kaoos, or Cyrus. Balkh stands on a plain, 1800 feet above the
sea, about six miles from the hills; the city itself has become a
perfect mine of bricks for the surrounding country; they are of
an oblong shape, rather square. T h e fruit of Balkh is most
luscious, particularly the apricots. Snow is brought from the
mountains, about twenty miles from the southward, and sold for
a trifle. T h e climate is insalubrious, but not disagreeable; its
unhealthiness is ascribed to the water, which is so mixed u p with
earth and clay as to look like a puddle after rain; the soil is like
pipe-clay, and very rich ;when wet it is slimy; the crops are good,
and the wheat grows as high as in England. T h e water has been
distributed by aqueducts from a river ; these frequently overflow
and leave marshes, but the country itself is not naturally marshy,
as it slooes
orntlv
towards the Oxus. Lieutenant Burnes obtained
,
'
=
a
some copper coins, Persian, Cutic, and Arabic ; and examined a
whole series of those of the emperors of Hindostan. T h e tombs
of Moorcroft and Guthrie are outside the town.
O n the 12th of June, the caravan assembled outside the town,
and at midnight our travellers left Balkh, on camels, bearing panniers, which held one person on each side, when a march of thirty
miles brought them to the limits of tlie waters of Balkh. Lieutenant Bt~rneuobserves, that the language of the most graphic
writer corild not delineate this country with greater exactness than
Qrrintus Curtius has done. O n the 14th, they entered the desert,
and travelled all night towards the Oxus. They left the high
road, from fear of robbers, and journeyed westward, halting a t
daylight near a settlement of Toorkmuns, consisting of a few
round huts. T h e mountains of Hindoo Koosh had entirely disappeared below the horizon, and the wide plain, like an ocean of
sand, surror~ndedthem on all sides. A t sunset they saddled, and
after a journey of fifteen hours (thirty miles), found themselves
on the banks of the Oxus, near the small. village of Khoju Salu.
The river was upwards of 800 yards wide, and 90 feet deep ; its
waters were loaded with clay, and the current ran a t the rate of
about three miles and a half an hour. I t is called Jihoon and
Amoo by the natives. They crossed it in the following singular
manner : a pair of horses was yoked to each boat, no oar was used
to assist them, only a rude round pole to prevent the boat wheeling in the current; they sometimes use four horses. Having
passed the river, they commenced their journey towards Bokhara,
and halted a t Shorkudduk; they next reached Kir Kooduk, the
stages being about twenty-five miles, travelling chiefly during the
night, the thermometer, which stood a t 103' in the day, then falling to 60'. T h e next march, to a place called Kirkinjuk, brought
VOL. IV.
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them to a settlement of Toorkmuns, and the country changed,
from hillocks to mounds of bare sand. At suoset of the Wth, as
they approached the town of Kurshee, they descried to the eastward stupendous range of mountains, covered with.snow; the
distance was estimated at 150 miles, and their elevation far exceeded that assigned to any range north of Hindoo Koosh. They
could distinguish them faintly at daylight next morning, when they
came to the o&is of Kurshee, but never saw them again. This
spot was a cheering sight after having marched from the Oxus
(eighty-five miles) without seeing a tree.
Here Lieutenant
Burnes, Dr. Gerard, and several of the puty, were attacked with
fever, supposed to have been caught at Balkh or on the banks of
the Oxus, and which prolonged their stay at Kurshee three or
four days : in the mean time, however, they sent forward a letter
to the minister of Bokhara, to announce their approach, to which
a message of welcouie was returned.
Kursliee is a straggling town, about a mile long, with a considerable bazar, and about 10,000 inhabitants; the houses are flatroofed, and mean. A mud fort, surrounded by a wet ditch, forms
a respectable defence on the south-west side of the town. A river,
rising at Shuhur Subz, fifty miles distant, passes north of the
town, and its banks are adorned with gardens groaning with fruit;
beyond the banks, however, everydiing is barren and sterile.
Kurshee is the largest place in the kingdom of Bokhara, next to
the capital ; its okis is twenty-two miles broad. From Kurshee
they marched to Karsan, a thriving village, sixteen miles distant,
at the extremity of the o&is. The second stage brought them to
Kuroul-tuppa, where there is a caravanserai, built by Abdoolla,
king of Bokhara, in the fifteenth century; and they passed tbree
large reservoirs, built by this philanthropic prince. 'I'heir next
stage brouglit them, early on the morning of the 27th of June, to
the great eastern capital of Bokhara.
Bokhara is a very a~icientcity, tradition assigning its foundation
to Alexander the Great; and the nature of the country around
makes it probable that it was occupied, more or less permanently.
even before his time. The circumference of the present city exceeds eight miles, and its population is about 150,000 souls. Its
shape is triangular ; and it is surrounded by a wall of earth twenty
feet high, and pierced by twelve gates. Few great buildings are
seen from its exterior, but when the traveller passes the gates he
winds his way among lofty and arched bazaars of brick, and sees
each trade in its separate quarter of the city. Everywhere, also,
he meets with ponderous and massy buildings, colleges, mosques,
and lofty minarets. About twenty caravansaries contain the merchants of different nations; and about one huodred ponds and
fountains, constructed of squared stone, supply, when themselves
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sopplied, the population with water; but the city is six miles
from the river, and is frequently much distressed for want of good
water. When the travellen were here, the canals had been dry
for sixty days.
T h e wisdom and excellence of the government at present established at Bokhara seem to promise to make it also a place of
yet growirlg importance. We cannot enter here into particulars
on this head : but the mixture of severity and indulgence; strict
Mohammedanism in his own person, with toleration for the opinions of all others ; total ignorance respecting Europeans, with a
sufficient perception of their superiority to give a strong desire to
see then1 in his bazaars ;-altogether constitute the Iioosh Begee,
as he is called, or Lord of all the Begs, a very remarkable person:
H e is not sovereign of Bokhara, but prime minister to the Sooltaun, who bears the title of Commander of the Faithful, but
appears to interfere little with the government. The travellers
saw him, but were not presented to him ; with the Koosh Begee
they had many interviews, and received much kindness from him.
T h e ancient and famous city of Samarkand is 120 miles from
Bokhara ; and ttie travellers were within two marches of it when
at Kurshee, but it was impossible for them to visit it. I t has
declined to the rank of only a provincial town of eight or ten
thousand inhabitants, and gardens now occupy the place of its
streets and mosques: but it is still regarded with great veneration
by the people. An obelisk, 150 feet high, at Bokhara, is said to
be raised to the level of its site. Three of its colleges are said
to be still perfect: one of them that which formed the observatory
of the celebrated Ulug Beg. In I3okhara there are no fewer
than 366 colleges; of which a third contain seventy or eighty
students, the others are smaller; they are all well endowed, and
fixed allowances are given both to the professors and students.
Unfortunately, however, they are exclusively devoted to the study
of theology, and are ignorant even of the historical annals of their
own country.
Bokhara, among other branches of trade, has an extensive slavemarket; the Uzbecks managing a11 their affairs by means of
slaves, who are chiefly brougl~tfrom Persia, as we have already
noticed in this article, by the Toorkmuns : but Russians and
Chinese are also to be found among them.
Our travellers remained in Bokhara about a month; but on
the 21st of July they left the city, having been placed, by the
Koosh Begee, under the special care of the conductor of a caravan
bound to Meshed, and bivouacked, for the first night, in a field
about half a mile from the gates. Three short marches brought
them to the home of the catila-bashee orkconductor of the caravan, a slpall village of twenty houses, called Murabad, forty
x9

milea from .Bokhara, and in the district of Karakool; where
they learnt that the merchants, having taken alarm at the proceedings of the Khan of Khiva, had all declined to advance.
They, however, resolved on sending a messenger to the Khan,
desiring to know what levies he demanded, and what they had to
expect : the document was dispatched by a Toorkmun, who promised to bring an answer on the eighth day; aud the principal
merchants of the caravan returned to Bokhara, while our travellers remained at Meerabad. Four or five miles from the city,
they entered on a tract of country which was at once the extreme of
richness and desolation ; to the right the land was irrigated by the
aqueducts of the Kohik, and to the left the dust and sand blew
over a region of dreary solitude. After travelling twenty miles to
the W. S.W., they found themselves on the banks of the river of
Samarcand, which did not exceed the breadth of fifty yards, and
was not fordable. I t had much the appearance of a canal ; and
the stripe of cultivated land on each side did not exceed a mile
in breadth, for the desert pressed closely on the river. The number of inhabited places was yet great, and each settlement was
surrounded by a wall of sun-dried brick, as in Cabool, but the
houses are neither so neat nor so strong. The direct course which
they were pursuing to the Oxus led them away from the Kohik,
but after crossing a belt of sand-hills, about three miles wide,
they again descended on that river. Its bed was entirely dry, its
scanty waters being dammed at Karakool ; it does not flow into
the Oxus, but forms rather an extensive lake, called " Dengir "
by the Uzbeks. In the neighbourhood of Meerabad, our travellem fell in with the ruins of Bykund, said to be one of the most
ancient cities of Toorkistan : it lies about twenty miles from
Bokhara, and appear0 to have been once watered by an extensive
aqueduct, the remains of which may still be traced. I t is now
quite deserted, but the walls of some of its buildings remain.
A t midnight of the loth of August, the messenger returned
from the Orgutlje camp, and brought the necessary passport on a
dirty scrap of paper, with which he was obliged to roceed to
Bokhara, to the merchants who had returned thi tK er. The
caravan soon re-assembled, and on the morning of the 16th of
August, about eighty camels appeared, to prosecute the journey
to the Oxus, all laden with the precious lambs' skins of Karakool. At mid-day they commenced their march towards that
river, which was twenty-seven miles distant.
After journeying ten miles, they halted in the evening at a small
village, and set out again at midnight for the river. 'heir
route
led them among vast fields of soft sand, formed into ridges like
those on the verge of the ocean: the belt of saud hills between
Bokhara and the Oxus varies in breadth from twelve to fifteen
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miles. They. are utterly destitute of vegetation, and ,preserve a
remarkable uniformity, all being of the shape of a horse-shoe, the
outer rim to the northward, from which quarter the winds of this
country blow. O n this side the mounds sloped, while the inner
edge was precipitous ; none of these hills exceeded fifteen or twenty
feet in height, and all rested on a hard base. The thermometer
rose in the day to 100°, atid fell to 70" at night. About four miles
from the Oxus they came to verdant fields irrigated by that river.
The point where they had come down upon the Oxus was at
Betik, opposite Charjooee, one of the greatest ferries between
Persia and Toorkistan ; the boats and baggage were therefore soon
transported to the opposite bank. From the farmer of the ferry
Lieutenant Burnes learnt that the river had been frozen over the
jear preceding, which is a very unfrequent occurrence. T h e
stream of tlte Oxus was here 650 yards broad, and in some places
twenty-five to twenty-nine feet deep ; its banks are much depressed
and overgrown with a rank weed which chokes the aqueducts.
Some fish of an enormous size, weighing from 500 to 600 pounds,
of the dog-fish kind, are produced in this river, and used as food
by the Uzbeks. This fine river was now for the first time turned
to the purposes of navigation, since there is a commercial communication kept up by means of it between Charjooee and Orgunje. Cha rjooee stands six miles from the banks of the Oxus : it
is pleasantly situated on the verge of culture and desolation, with
a pretty fort on a hillock overlooking the town, and is said to have
resisted the arms of Timour. The population does not exceed
5000 souls, but the greater part of them wander np and down the
Oxus during the hot months. I n the bazaar were knives, saddles
and bridles, cloth and horsecloths of native manufacture, but the
only articles of European fabric were a few beads and chintz skullcaps. Most of the people in the bazaar were Toorkmuns of the
Oxus, and the different articles were arranged in separate parts of
the bazaar. Every one having supplied their wants at this last inliabited spot of civilization between Bokhara and Persia, and every
vessel being filled up with water, the caravan commenced its march
at noon of the 2end; it consisted of about 150 persons, with 80
camels. Some travelled in panniers placed on camels, some on
horses, and some on donkeys, but even the meanest had some kind
of conveyance. The mode of travelling is to start at mid-day and
march till sunset, and after a couple of hoars' rest to resume the
task and continue till daylight, when they usually reach tlie next
stage. Their first stage was to a well of brackish water called
Karool, twenty-two miles from Charjooee : the whole tract was a
dreary waste of sand-hills, but not entirely destitute of vegetation,
as there were some shrubs on which the camels browsed. On
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their marc11 they met a party of Toorkmuns returning with seven
Persian captives taken near Meshed.
From Karoul they quitted the high road of the caravans, which
leads to Merve, and proceeded westward into the desert, as the
officer commanding the Orgunje army had sent a messenger t o
direct their march upon his camp. O n the following morning they
reached tlie well of Balghooee, twenty-four miles distant, &err,
having emptied it, they had to wait till night, that it might fill
again. In this march the desert was overgrown with brushwood,
but entirely destitute of water ; a few rats, lizards, and beetles.
with occasionally a bird, were its only inhabitants. Some of the
sand-hills now attained the height of sixty feet, but at that elevation
they are invariably bare of all vegetation. There was nothing
peculiar in the colour of the sand, which was quartmse. T h e heat
of the sand rose to 150°, and that of the atmosphere t o 100'.
After a day's detention to rest the camels, they marched at sunrise,
and continued with only a short halt till the same time next day,
m a k i n ~a stane of thirtv-five miles to a fetid well called Seerab.
The desert now preseAed an undulating and uneven country of
sand partially covered with shrubs, and the soil was salt in some
places. Their uext march brought them at midnight to Oochhooee, or the Three Wells, where they met some wandering
toorkmuns, the first since leaving the Oxas. The country n n tiwed to chan e as they advanced, becomi~lgmore flat and free
from sand.
ext day, at noon, they again set out, and by sunset
found themselves among the ruins of forts and villages now deserted.-the ancient remnants of the civilization of the famous
kingdom of Merve; a~idafter a cool and pleasant march over a
flat and hard lai in, they found thenlselves about nine on the following moruing at a large Toorkmun camp, near the banks of the
Moorghab, at a place called KhivajerAbdoolla. They here learnt
that the Orgunje camp lay on the other side of the river, whicb
was not fordable but at certain places; and the merchants decided
that they themselves, with the conductors of tlie caravan, should
proceed in person to conciliate the officer in charge, while our
'travellers were left with the slaves and drivers, praying most
heartily for their success.
Speaking of the desert in a military point of view, Lieutenant
Burnes thinks it almost impracticable for an army of modem
times to cross it, from the very scanty supply of water to be 06tained, and the scarcity of grass for the cattle; but it migbt
be traversed by light cavalry capable of nioving wit11 rapidity,
and taking different routes, there being one both to the east and
west of the high road to Merve. The Toorkmun camp where
they halted consisted of about 150 conical moveable huts, which
c2
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were perched on a rising ground ; countless flocks were at
pasture around it, tended by only one or two individuals aided
by dogs of the mastiff breed. The party who had proceeded to
the Orgunje camp returned next morning with an officer commissioned to collect the tax, which he declared to be one in forty.
The merchants treated him with marked attention, and began to
give an account of their wares, which fear of discovery cansed to
be a very exact one. The scene is described as very amusing.
Being now at liberty to proceed, they tlioved at dawn of the 99th
of August, and followed the course of the Moorghab for twelve
miles before they could cross it. Its breadth was about eighty
yards, and five feet deep, running within clayey banks at the rate
of five miles an hour ; they crossed by an indifferent ford, over a
clay bottom, at a place called Uleesha, but there is no village.
This river rises in the mountains of Huzara, and loses itself in a
lake about fifty miles N.\V. of Merve; it is the Epardus of
Arrian. The countrv is covered with the tenements of the
Toorkmuns, who cultivate by irrigation, and everything grows in
rich luxuriance. About Merve the country is called Rlaroochak,
and is very unhealthy. On the SOth, they retraced the greater part of
the previous day's route, travelling along the opposite banks of the
3loorghah about sixteen miles ; and again halted at a Toorkmun
settlement called Kunjookoolan, when tlley commenced their march
in the desert westward of that river, making a progress of thirtyseven miles. The tract was entirely different from the opposite
side, and about midway the desert changed to a hard flat surface,
which it afterwards preserved ; the country was destitute of water,
but there were the remains of many caravansaries and cisterns
built by Abdoolla Khan of Bokhara. In this neighbourhood they
witnessed a constant succession of whirlwinds that raised the dust
to a great hdight, and moved over the plain like water-spouts at
sea. As they halted on the morning of the 1st of September at a
ruin called Kalournee, they descried the high lands of Persian
Khorasan, and observed a magnificent mirage in the same direction. In approaching Shurukhs they could perceive a gradual
rise in the country ; and exchanged the shrubs of the desert for the
tamarisk and the camel's thorn. They reached Shurukhs at sunrise of the Znd, having performed a journey of seventy miles in fortyfour hoors, including every halt, or thirty-two hours' actual march- ing. This is a Toorkmun settlement, consisting of a small weak
fort, situated on a hillock, tinder cover of which most of the inhabitants have pitched their dwellings. There are a few mud
houses, which have been built by the Jews of Meshed, who trade
with these people. Two thousand families of the Salore tribe,
the noblest of the race, are here domiciled ; and as many horses,
of the finest breed, mag be raised in case of need: they pay a
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doubtful allegiance to Orgunje and Persia. The country around
is well watered by aqueducts from the rivulet of Tejend : the soil
is exceedingly rich, and possesses great aptness for agriculture.
T h e crops of wheat, juwaree, and melons, are most abundant ;
but not a tree or bush enlivens the landscape. At this place, our
travellers experienced great alarm at the prospect of detention ;
but through the influence of the principal merchants of the caravan, this difficulty was overcome by bribing the Toorkmun chief
with their stock of tea and about twenty-six shillings in cash.
Their stay at Shurukhs, which was occasioned by the fear of a
large party who were sent from the Orgunje camp on a foray to
the Persian frontier, gave Lieutenant 1Jurnes an opportunity of
seeing much of the manners, kc. of the 'roorkmuns. Their tents
are about twenty-five feet in diameter, the sides of lattice-work,
and the roof formed of laths, branching from a circular hoop about
three feet in diameter, through tvhich the light is admitted. The
floor mas spread with felts and carpets of the richest manufacture,
looking like velvet; fringed carpets were also hung up round the
tent, on one side of which was a press, in which the females of
the family kept their clothes, and above it were piled the quilts
on which they slept; jet the whole tent can be transported on one
camel, and its furniture on another. They have no mosques, but
say their prayers in the tent or in the desert, without ablution;
there are also but few priests among them, and those very poor,
for the church has little honour among them. Their marriage
customs are romantic.
On the seventh day after their arrival, the party of whom they
stood in awe began to arrive, having made their foray up to t h e
very walls of Meshed, and captured 1 15 human beings, 900
camels, and as nlany cattle, a filth part of which was the portion
of the Khan of Orgu~~je,
by whom they had been dispatched. At
length, on the 11th of September, they joyfully quitted Shuruklls
at sunrise ; their caravan having been increased by the junction of
two others during their stag. In the afternoon they halted at a
cistern, eighteen miles from Shurukhs, the fort of which was still
visible, having traversed a level country broken in some places by
gravelly hillocks. A t the third mile they crossed the dry and
pebbly bed of the small river of Tejend, which rises in the neighbouring hills, and is lost in the sauds ; its pools were saline, aud
much of the soil was also salt. N o such great river as the Ochus
nor the Herat river, of our maps, has existence. About eight at
night, they again set out, and having advanced seven or eight
miles, entered among defiles and hills, and found themselves, a
little after sunrise, at Moozderan or llurbund, the frontier post in
Persia, and forty-five miles from Shurukhs. The latter part of
the route lay in a deep ravine, and they pushed forward from fear
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of the AlIamans, or robbers of the desert. Eleven look-out towers
crown the crest of the range, and command the pass of Durbupd.
The caravan alighted in the fields beyond the fort of Moozderan,
which stands on an isolated spur of table land, in descending the
pass : it is now in ruins, having been razed by the Khan of
Orgunje, some years since, who seized all the inhabitants. There
is a spring of tepid water under Moozderan, which makes for
itself a channel down the valley.
Leaving Moozderan, they wound up the valley of the Tejend,
here a beautiful brook. and arrived. a little after noon of the following day, at ~hooskan, the firs; inhabited village of Persia,
about fourteen miles from Meshed. It is peopled by Teimurees,
a tribe of Eimaks, and has a population of 1000 souls. I n the
night they left Gooskan, and reached Meshed, before the sun had
risen on the morning of the 14th of September. The minute
and correct account of this city given by Mr. Fraser, Lieutenant
Burnea observes, precludes the necessity of his entering into any
detail. They rece~vedgreat attention and kindness from some
English residents, and gladly exchanged the habits of the desert
for those of civilization. By the return of a messenger who had
been sent to the camp of Prince Abbas Meerza, they received an
invitation to pay their respects to his royal highness, &ich they
did after a week's stay in the holy city, and visiting the sacred
shrine of the Imam Ruza. They marched up the valley of
Meshed, towards Ameerabad, a distance of forty miles, and
bivouacked in the fields for the night. About twelve miles from
Meshed, they passed the ruins of Toose, the ancient capital of
Khorasan. Sixty milea higher up the valley, on the third day
from Meshed, they reached Koochan, a town which Abbas Meena
had just taken from the Koords. This place, which stands 4000
feet above the sea, is said to he the coldest spot in Khorasan :
the thermometer fell to egoat sunrise in September. The valley
varied in breadth from twelve to twentv miles. and there are some
verdant spots under the hills, where ;he be& fr~ritis produced,
otherwise the country is bare and bleak. The hills are even
destitute of brushwood, and rise to the height of 9000 to 3000
feet above the valley; the roads are liard and excellent. They
passed many villages by the way, now deserted on account of the
war. At the camp they n ~ ewith
t
European officers iu the Persian
service. Koochan is a strong. fortress. about a mile and 3 half in
circumference, and surrounded by a ditch thirty-five feet deep and
twenty broad, which the captors were filling up ; it was garrisoned
by 8000 men. In the eveniug they were introduced to the prince,
who mas very inquisitive regarding their travels, and gave them an
order ensuring their protectio~~
on their route among the Toorkmun tribes to the Caspian Sea.
0
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Here the travellers separated, Dr. Gerard having resolved to
turn down upon Herat and Candahar, and thus retrace his
steps to Cabool. O n the 99th of September, Lieutenant Burnes
joined Humza Khan, who had lately been appointed governor
of the Toorkmuns east of the Caspian, and proceeded with a
party of about 300 persons, composed of Koords, Persians,
and Toorkmuns. They bivouacked, after a march of thirty-six
miles, beyond Shirwan, a strong fortress, with a deep wet ditch,
now being dismantled. They followed the course of the Atruck
river, which rises near Koochan, till within ten miles of Boojnoord, rather a large place, when they left it running westward as
a small rivulet, and crossed several mountain ridges. A march of
thirty-eight miles brought them to Boojnoord, standing in a
valley, and the residence of a Koord chlef, who had prudently
tendered his allegiance on the approach of Prince Abbas. Here
they saw, for the first time, the wandering inhabitants, the Ilyats
of Khorasan, about a thousand of whose black tents were scattered
around. About four miles beyond Boojnoord they left the valley
in which it is situated, and entered among'hills, which, to the
southward, were covered with pine trees. The climate was moist
and pleasant, end there were many rich spots of cultivation among
the bare hills. Though the Country was mountainous, the roads
were excellent, and, after a march of thirty-six .miles, they
reached Kila Khan, in the district of Simulghan; which is richly
watered from the hills. A march of thirty-eight miles brought
them to the site of the village of Shahbaz, but the inhabitants had
all been transferred to Mazenderan. The tribe of Gireilee had
formerly peopled this part, but human beings ap ear to be here
considered as much property as horseflesh. #hey were now
travelling anlong mountains, with alternate hill and dale, and over
a wild and romantic country ; there were a few stunted pines on
the hills, but they were oftener bare of everything but grass. O n
their road they'witnessed the running down of partridges, on horseback, by the Toorkmuns of their party. Six miles from Shahbaz
they took leave of the hill and dale, and descended into a valley,
which contained the source of the river Goorgan ; and their day's
journey brought them among the tenements of the Toorkmuns of
the tribe of Goklan, which contain about 9000 families. T h e
different groups of tents were pitched in the open lawn by the
side of a rivulet running through the dell, and around flourished
the fig, vine, omegranate, raspberry, mulberry, black currant,
and hazel.
his tribe, and that of the Yamood, which lies between them and the Caspian Sea, are subject to Persia, but their
allegiance is unwilling. The Yamood tribe is said to contain
90,000 families. Four days were passed at this settlement ere
they again set out; at length they cleared the valley of the Goor-
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gan river, and debouched upon the plain eastward of the Caspian.
T o the left, the hills rose to a great height, clad to the summit
with forest trees and foliage ; to the right were extensive plains
watered by the Atruk and Goorgan, and studded with innumerable
encampments of Toorkmuns, with their flocks and herds ; and in
front were descried, in the distance, the lofty mountains of Elboorz.
Lieutenant Burnes having now left the, suite of the Khan, and
journeying alone, avoided as much as possible all intercourse
with the Yamoods, who are not so pacific as the Goklans; but
passing down upon Astrabad, by the plain, after a march of
eighty miles, arrived at that city. T h e Caspian, though upwards
of twenty miles distant, could be faintly distinguished. T h e
plague had the previous gear devastated the town ; half the shops
and houses were shut from want of masters, and the whole population did not exceed 4000 souls. Astrabad, called the " City of
the Plague," is a place of no great note ; a dry ditch and a mud
wall about two miles in circumference surround it. I t is the
birth place of the Kujurs, the reigning family of Persia. There
are only four caravansaries, and but twelve shops for the sale of
cloth; and, notwithstanding its favourable position, its trade is
trifling. T h e magnificent causeway of Shah Abbas, which is still
in tolerable repair, keeps open the commr~nication with the provinces south of the Caspian ; the trade with Orgunje, or Klliva, is
comparatively trifling, there being but one or two annual caravans of eighty to n hundred camels, and scarcely any trade
with Russia. I t rains so much, that it is difficult to keep a mud
wall standing, and the following ingenious plan has been devised to effect it. A nlat of reeds is placed on the top of the wall,
covered with earth, and planted with lilies, which grow u p luxuriantly, and protect it from the rain. Though Astrabad is in the
same parallel as Koochan, the thermometer, which there fell below the freezing point at sunrise last month, here stood a t 60' in
October. Astrabad produces the fruits of hot countries.
Lieutenant Rurnes proceeded to the banks of the Caspian, at a
straggling village called Nokunda, thirty miles from Astrabad,
where he embarked, and sailed out to view its beautiful coasts :
the vessels are all of Russian build ; they carry two masts, and
hoist square sails, but there were no vessels of any great tonnage.
There is a belief that the waters on the southern side of the
Caspian retire, and Lieutenant Burnes observed that, within
the& last twelve years, they have retired about 300 vards ; he
also corroborates the received opinion, that its level is below
that of the sea. From Nokunda he proceeded to Ushruff, one
of the favoured seats of Shah Abbas.
All the fine buildings
described by Hanway have been destroyed, though enough
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remains to leave a favourable impression of the tastes of the
Persian monarch. A mile beyond Ushruff, he found the great
causeway barricaded, and a villager seated with a stick, to
prevent a trespass ; he was the board of health at Ushruff, and
Lieutenant ljurnes now learnt that the plague was raging at
Saree, the very town he had intended that day to halt at. 'l'wo
miles from the t o w , this information was confirmed, and, altering his plan, he took the high road to Tehran. Saree had
suffered so severely from the plague in the preceding year, that
there were not now more than 300 people in it. hlazenderan is
a disagreeable country, and has so moist a climate, that the inhabitants are subject to fevers, agues, dropsies, palsies, and many
other diseases ; the people are sallow, and the cliiidren weak and
rickety. It is a land of snakes and frogs ; but the snakes are not
venomous, being of the water species. So great is the moisture,
that the rice crops are mowed down near the ear, and placed to
dry on the stubble, otherwise it would rot. Mazenderan is, however, a rich province. The sugar-cane thrives, but they do not
appear to prepare it beyond the first stage, and sell it as molasses.
Cotton also grows luxuriantly, and silkworms are reared everywhere : the fruit is good, and much of it grows wild. The peasantry have a sickly appearance; the houses are buried in vegetation; creepers, melons, and pumpkins are seen resting on the
roofs, and every house has its garden.
At tlie village of Aliabad, \vhich is twelve miles from Balfurosh, they quittcd the causeway of Shah Abbas, and proceeded,
south to the mountains, and entered the beautiful glen which is
watered by the Tilar river ; this valley extends for sixty miles,
and is the greatest of the passes into 3Iazenderan. Shah Abbas
cut a road in the rock for about ten miles, WII~CII is jet passable.
They cleared the valley by the pass of C;udook, which leads up to
the table-land of Persia ; the ascent was continued and gradual,
and at Feerozkoh, they were again 6000 feet above the sea. The
sides of the pass were very precipitous, and the road narrow : it
had formerly been fortified. This is tlie scene of romance, and of
the strains of I:irdoosee, the Persian Homer. Lieutenant Burnes
thinks this pass of Gudook nlay he identified with the Pylz
Caspire ; and it is a remarkable fact that, in the modern coinage
of Rlazenderan, that province is yet denominated Tabutistan.
T h e Tabvri were attacked by Alexander in this neighboorhood.
Feeroszkoh stands under a naked rock or fort about 300 feet
high ; it resembles Bameean, from the excavations in the hills,
where the inhabitants keep their flocks also in the winter. The
climate is severe, and the snow lies for five months in the year.
They made three marches to Tehran, a distance of ninety miles,
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halting by the way at the hovels of caravansaries, where the traveller lodges in the same room with his horse. T h e country was
arid, bleak, and miserable, and the number of villages most
limited. At noon, on the e l s t of October, Lieutenant Burnes
reached Tehran, the capital of the ' l King of Kings," and alighted
at the house of the British envoy, by whom he was introduced to
the Shah. His majesty, on hearing the account of his travels,
was pleased to exclaim, in a tone of surprise,
Why, a Pmian
could not have done so much !"
O n the 1st of November, Lieutenant Burnes quitred Tehran,
and passing through Ispahan and Shiraz, visiting the tomb of
Cyrulr and the ruins of Persepolis, reached the coast at Bushire,
whence he returned by a cruizer to Bombay, where he arrived
on the 18th of January. A betthr summary of his travels cannot be given than in his own words. H e had visited Bactria,
Transoxiana, Scythia, and Parthia, Kharasm, Khorasan, and
Iran ; retraced the greeter part of the route of the Macedonians ;
trodden the kingdon~s of Porus and Taxiles ; sailed on the
Hydaspes ; crossed the Indian Caucasus, and resided in the
celebrated city of Bnlkh. H e had beheld the scenes of Alexander's wars, of the rude and savage inroads of Jengis and Timour,
as well as of the carnpaig~lsand revelries of Baber : in the journey to the coast he had marched on the very line of route by
which Alexander had pursued Darius ; whilst the voyage back to
India took him on the coast of Mekran and the track of his
admiral, Nearchus.
Mr. Burnes also adds to his Narrative three Supplementary
Books, the nature of the informati011 contained in which will be
best indicated by inserting a table of their titles and contents.

I . General and Geographical Memoir on Part of
Central Asia.
Account of the Kingdom of Bokhara-The River OXUR,or Amoo ;
with some notice of the Sea of Aral-On the Valley of the Oxus.
&c.--On the reputed Descendants of Alexander the Great-On
the Sources of the Indus-Notice of Yarkund, and its intercourse
with Pekin, Bokhara, and Tibet-On the Mountains of Hindoo
Koosh-Toorkmania, or the country of the Toorkmuns-On the
Inroads of the Tartars, with a notice of the Tribes in ToorkiutanOn the Horses of Toorkistan.

I I. Hwtorical Skefcir of the Countries between India
and tire Caapkn Sea.
The Punjab-Historical Sketch of Events in Afghanistar1 since the
year 1809-Chiefship of Peshawur-Chiefship of Cahool-On the
Affairn of Western Afghanistan--Summary on the Affairs of Cabool--On the Power of Koondw~-Sketch of the History of Bok-
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hare-On the Political and Military Power of Bokhua-On the
State of Khiva, or Orgunje--On the Northeast Froutiers of Persia :
the Koords and Toorkmuns.
111. On the Commenx of Central A&.
On the CcwMercia1 Relatiom of the Punjab, and the Advantrges of
Opening the Indus--On the Commeme of Cabool-On the Caonmerce and Foreign Communidona of Bokhara d Central Asia, Notice on the Trade of Persir

1 X . - N a d w of a P q e
ing the Author's Shipwreck in
Jou
s amom the Nubian
c b i e x . ~ . London. 1854.

l h o . pp. 105.

THEauthor of this little volume was wrecked near the island and
port of Suakin, on the western shore of the Red Sea, and returned to England via the Nile. He was thus led to cross its
easlern desert by a route not, we believe, previously traversed by
any English traveller ; namely, from Suakin, in a direction nearly
west, to Berber; and has thus added another itinerary to our previous knowledge of this district.
We shall first insert this itinerary as brought into a tabular view
by Captain Bourchier himself, and then select a few of his accompanying details :Courses and Ddames from Swkin io Berber.
Coureer wt by a pocket cornpars; the dbtanan estimated by h e .
Dates.

Conrses.

Dec. 13,
14,

W. by S.
Weat.

Miles. Hours.

13
20

d.w. S10O

15, S.W. by W.
16,
S.W.4
17,
W. by S.
1 ,
,.by,.
19,
W.by N.
20, W. by N. 3 N.
21, W. byN.$N.
W. by N.
21,
23,
West.
24,
West.

ii

25
27
29
25
32

Filled water-skins.
73 Water in pools, scooped by
the hand.
8 Well Ochock (good water).
31 Bedouin encampment.
Guide breaking camel.
Well Skidhee (water bad,
[watered camels).
9f Rocks, Antelopes.

3

:t
3
-8

Remarks.

6

Well Al B Y (uncertain in
Deep sand.
[summer).
Reached Berber.

Total 264 844
The road, on first leaving Suakin, is deep sand ; but the whole
of the third day's journey was laborious ascent. Afterwardr, the
country wae diversified; and near the well Skidhee there was an
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extensive patch of dhourra under cultivation, with numerous
flocks of sheep and goats, and abundance of camels, pasturing
near it. The dryness of the atmosphere was occasionally excessive, and distressing to bear; but the incidents of the journey
generally were few. N o alarms were received from robbers, or
any other cause. The journey was performed on camels ; the
number of the party mas fourteen.
Suakin is a sea-port of some note, and trader, in particular witli
the opposite coast of Arabia. I t is thus generally resorted to by
pilgrims proceeding from the westward to Mecca. I t is on an
island not exceeding one-third of a mile in any of its dimensions ;
and is thus a small place, but populous. Berber is of greater
magnitude and importance, but too well known to be here nlinutely described : it enjoys a considerable trade, chiefly in Surat
piece-goods, sandal-wood, and perfumes, from the Red Sea; the
returns for which are slaves and dates; and in elephants' teeth, wax,
gold, and slaves, with Abyssinia. There is an indigo manufactory
near the town, established ten years ago by LMahonlet Ali ; but the
usual vice of his government is here, as elsewhere, observablealmost every branch of trade and agric~~lture
being a close monopoly.
From Berber, the travellen proceeded along the Nile to AbuHamet, a journey of five days ;whence they struck across the desert
to Kroosko. This journey was more severe arid fatiguing, both
for men and horses, than that from Suakin to Berber: the sun
being scorching by day, and the night-wind, though so cold as to
be painful, was equally dry and withering. The route is known;
get we subjoin Captain Bourcliier's it~neraryof it, concluding
with it this notice of his book. H e seems to have undergone considerable danger and hardslrip, and to have supported both with
the cl~aracteristicspirit and light-heattedness of a British seaman.
But his means of adding to our exact knowledge of the countries
he visited were necessar~lysmall.
Courses and Distances from. Abu Hamel to Kroosho.
Dates.

Courses.

BIiler.

Jan.3,
4,

N. N.W.

24
5
21
26
27
22

8
1
7
9
9
8

28

9

13
15
38

4 33
4 35

N.N. W.
N. byW.
5,
N. byW.
6,
N. by lV.
7,
N. byW.
8, N.bylV.4W.
9,
N.N.lv.
9,
N.byW.
10,
N.by W.
4

Total miles

219

Hours.

Remarb.

40

30
10
15 Well Murat.

1 1 20 At Kroosko.
73

0

X.-The

London Atlas of rJniversa1 Geography.
Arrowsmith.

50 sheets.

By John

London. 1834.

W E can now announce the publication of this work, the appearance of which has been delayed on motives very creditable to the
author's zeal, but yet too long delayed, on any motives, after it wfas
first promised. In his anxiety to incorporate in his sheets the
very latest information to.be procured anywhere, Mr. Arrowsmith
overlooked the fact, that the science which he illustrates is pro,aressive. and that no moment is likelv soon to arrive at which new
matter ulill not be flowing in.
The zeal, however, which has delayed the publication has unIn a Letter which he has
questionably added to its value.
addressed to the ltoyal Geographical Society, Mr. Arrowsmith
points out especially considerable improvements in the Map of
Ireland, and in those respectively relating to Asia, Africa, and
South America; and although it \vould hare been more satisfactory if, wit11 his niere statement of these, he had indicated in
detail the sources from which he lias drawn his emendations, and
the principles on which, on each occasion, he lias esercised a
critical judgment, aiid weighed conflicting statements-(in which
case we slio~lldhave felt it due to liim to publish his letter verbatim)
yet, knowing, as we do, personally, tliat he has had many esclusive advantages, and has diligently profited by them, it appears not
less due to tlie public to give this, our knowledge, currency.
The Atlas consists of fifty sheets, of which many favourable
specimens might be given, besides those above indicated. Some
objection may be made, at first sight, to the little prominence
given in most of them to physical geography : and we confess,
ourselves, that we think a superior richness might have been given
to this portion of the engraving, \vithout injury to the clearness of
the topographical detail ; yet, substantially, tlie fault is moie apvareiit than real. The ~lirsicalcliaracters of each countrv are
not so much wanting, as much kept down; and the best judges
of maps strongly object to any approach in then1 to heavy engraving.
The work, as a whole, is a most acceptable present to the
geographical public; and its convenient size, combined with its
pretensions to minute accuracy, enhances its value. T o those
who have frequent occasion to consult mdps, nothing is more
irltsome than a very large sheet-unless it be a meagre or incorrect one.
1
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MISCELLANEOUS.
I.-Memoir

on

the Warow Land of British Guiana. By William
K. G. S. L. Re-

Hilhouse, Eq., Corresponding Member
printed from ?he " Guiana Chronicle."

[TheWarow Country is the flat alluvial coast between the mouths of the
Pomeroon and 0rwnoko.l

THEalluvial deposit of the province of Guiana, extending from
the river Amazon, Msranon, or Maran y crbba* (which last is the
proper name, signifying the river of maran trees, or balsam of
copaiba) to the Oronoque, presents on a magnificent scale a
natural phenomenon which tlie geologist, and the general student
of nature, will find the greatest interest in investigating. T o pursue
this inquiry with accuracy, it will be necessary, in the first place,
to understand the geographical and geological position of the province of Guiana,-bounded
by the sca on the north-east, by the
Amazon on the south, the Oronoque on the north and north-west,
and insulated on the south-west by the junction of the Cassiquiare with the Rio Negro. 1 feel a total Inadequacy to this task,
unenlightened as I am by the science of the great American traveller, whose researches were confined to the south and west eutremities of the province, leaving the norihern parts so undescribed
to Europe, that even the British legislatiire has not know11in its
enactments whether its richest possession was continental or
insular.
Extending south-east and north-west, is a central granitic ridge,
unbroken except by the river Massarony, which circumscribes one
of its western forks : to the north of this descend the rivers from the
Oronoque to the mouth of the Amazon, carrying on to tlie sea the
miscible particles of granitic decomposition, and incorporating with
them in the passage the vegetable depositions of an immense tract
of uninterrupted forest. The general tint of these waters is a
coffee colour, but many of their tributaries, by flowing through
valleys of a whitish grey clay, become transiently turbid; the
Cuyuny is at its mouth considerably whiter than the Massarony,
and the line dividing the two waters is apparent for some miles
after tlieirjunction. A t the Post in Massarony the water on the
Cuyuny side of the stream is much inferior in quality to the opposite; there are shrimps and small lobsters in it, and the fish are to
a counoisseur inferior in firmness and flavour. The Cuyuny is
crossed by large veins of clay, to which the Indians resort from
The Indian nomenclature of places and rircrr ham always reference to some
peculiar natunl production there abundant.
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great distances, for the manufactory of their cooking utensils, from
its superior fire-proof qualifications, and which occasion ita m i l k
tinge. The black waters are tinted by the iron of the granite rocks,
and, at their very source, are as dark as in any stage of their course :
this is the true theory of the black and white waten.
After stating thir much, I am at a loss how, by the common
rule, to account for the formation of the alluvium; because, a t
thirty or forty miles from the sea, aU the rivers are perfectly transparent, and do not afterwards become turbid, but by the inof
the tide from the sea; upon contact with this they become impregnated with mud, till at the mouth and for several miles out at
sea, the whole waters of the coast are of a dirty cream c o l o ~ t .
How a congregation of perfectly trans arent streams should
form such a deposition as the alluviuni o Guiana is to me inexplicable, particularly as it is proved by Major Staple, in boring
for fresh water, that this alluvium is upwards of 120 feet in perpendicular depth*.
The deposition on the coast is a strong blue clay, highly impregdated with marine and vegetable salt, and vegetable matter in the
finest state of comminution ;and is frequentiy intersected by strata
of sand and beds of small shelle--fragments of which are found in
the general mass ; but the living animals, of which these shells were
the tenements, are not found nearer the coast than the blue water
or deep sea. A consideration of this latter fact has induced me to
hazard the sup osition that the alluvium has a cornponnd origin,
deriving its ferti e principle from the waters of the interior, but ib
basis from large veins of clay on the coast, disturbed and dissolved
by the winds and waves, and finall deposited on the line of coast
a t tlie extreme leeward verge of t e sea. This is not the precise
definition of the term alluvium, but it is as near an a roximation
here can be
to it as the formation of British' Guiana will allow.
no doubt that tlie great rivers deposit to a certain extent ; but as
veins of clay are as frequent at sea as on land, it is even probable
that their solution has produced the great basin of ocean itself,
and the action of deep currents below has caused the deposition
on the margin above.1Ke most cursory view of such a formation, combining at once
all the fertilizing principles of earth and sea, will convince both
naturalist and agriculturist that millions invested in ita cultivation
were more certain in their profits than if spent on mines of gold.
British capital has, in fact, doubled itself in every ten years, and
in many instances in five.
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It u, however, obrervable, tbat in proportion to the depth the proportioll of v e
getable matter decrearea, till at near the sub-stratum of miueeoua o u d , it u pipee y , without any vegetable admixture. Tbisia another feetin hourdtbeendmm
veins of clay on the cuart, whicb are d Jluvium, but .gtnh is 38 proddom.

1

The whole surface af fbe coast lahds of British Quiane is cm a
level 6 t h the high water of the sea. When thee lands are drained,
banled, and cultivated, they consolidate and become fully a foot
below it. It requires, therefore, unremitting attentio~to the dame
rand sluices to keep out the sea, one iwtdation of which deatrwys
r dugar eta@for eighteen months, and a c&e one for sir gears.
The original cost of d a d u g abd caltivatmg b ftlllg paid by the
h a t crop, and the dutatiou of the Crop8 is from thirty to 6fty pears ;
M that though great capital is required for the first outlap, the mparative expense of cultivation is a mere trifle, m p m d with h t
d tbe islands, thou h the expense of works, buildings, and machinety may be tre le or quadruple, being built w an edeqaate
scale for half a century of certain production. This i# the tme
teadon bf the great original butley m D e m e t a ~; which bas been
taeoaraged by the merchant from motives of clear-sighted e c m m y
atrd interest, and thase who have aaetted the contrary hare betraged
an igaorof canses, as well Bs an inexperience of Consquehces,
In no part
attribt~tingit to the extravagance of the
of the interior that I have ever seen could cultiratim be carried
on w as to command an equal rate of praduction for less than five
tima the expense of that of the coast.
I hwt thought it necessary to insert these remarks, as an midote to the hasty assertions of casaal and superficial observers, who
have imagined that the grand and complicated scale on which CUItivation is camed oh in British Guiana is the result either of
pride in the display of means, or of avarice in the speedy acquisition of wealth. The SYSTEM is one of necessity, dictated
every principle of economy and humanity. I t has enabled proprietors to increase the camforts of their dependants on 8 scale U*
precedented elsewhere ; and when it ceases, the population must
of course descend to a state of starving pauperism. I state this
kitbout any reference to farmer or futnte events, but as the result
of d cotnictian which is in every instance founded on fact and
direct pefsoual eirpetience.
There is considerable difference in the rise of tides an the c a t ;
at Demerara it is from eight to ten feet, at P o m e r m from six to
eight, and at the Wapena scarcely more than four feet ; this decrease is tlndoabtedly owmg to the constant falling of the Oronoqae,
Ule bulk of whose waters, flowing to the ocean, retard those of the
c6sst. Sluices for the caltivrttion of land here sZlo~ldtherefore be of greater p r o p o r t h M e width than is required to windward ; and 1 mta& doubt whether co&e would thrive with arch
aballow drainage. My latest experience has convinced me t h t ,
from the Pomeroon to the Oronoque, no permanent drainage can
be eflected bnt by tke agency of steam : m u y settlement of h e
labourers ia thin tract is therefore tota%yimpracticable.
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I come now to the description of what is called tbe Warow
Country, extending from the Pomeroon river to the Oronoque
coastwise, and from the coast, twenty or thirty miles into the interior.
Its first feature is the Morocco creek. The debouchure of this
creek is about five miles north-west of the Pomeroon river. Proceeding upwards to the south, in about ten miles it receives the
Manwareeny creek, whose general course is to the north : r r ~ m
this point the Morocco creek verges west by north ; and in less
than half a mile, it receives the Hamaira Cabara, whose course ia
frpm the south-west : hence the creek proceeds about west by the
north till it reaches a small creek called the Para; when it forms
nearly a semicircle, going first south, then west, and latterly north.
through the Savanna to its source.
T o the junction of the Manwareeny, the banks of the creeks
are for the most part drowned land ; the south bank being slightly
elevated-the north bank a vast flooded savannah. At the Para
creek commences a succession of sand-reefs at irregular distances, for the most part parallel with the coast and at various
heights, from five to thirty feet. On these reefs are situated
many Indian villages-Warows, Arawacks, and Spanish Indians,
refugees from the missions of the Main. Of the original formation of these reefs it would be irrelevant to form any conjecture.
They are composed of sand, clay, and fragments of atone or
gravel, of burnt clay, silex, and iron ore, no doubt the product of
the dreadful conflagrations with which this coast has so often been
visited.* The intermediate valleys or swamps present evident vestiges of the same fires, in the charred trunks of trees at the surface
and at various depths. The alluvial formation in these swamp is
for the most part on a lower level than that of the immediate coast,
but its deficiency is supplied by immense masses of semi-decayed
vegetable matter, called pegao, to the depth of from five to fifteen
feet. This addition raises the level considerably above that of tbe
sea, ,and cultivation might undoubtedly be carried on here, as in
the canals of Demerara, but requiring the same outlay of capital.
occupied
The reefs can be settled piece-meal, and asxi accordi~~gly
by a population of Indians more dense than in any other part of
the colony, being of very superior fertility to any other extra-alluvial tracts. The savannahs of this district present greater natural
facilities for the cultivation of rice than any I have ever beheld :the
miasmatic swamps of Mobile and Apalachi are ,not to be comRrer in the foreats oemr at intervals, after n long occamdntion of rogetable
mliea on the surface. A aumasiun of dry rrwna givea thia aupentrueture the cornhuatibility of tinder, and the leaat ark eomrnunicatrd involver the whole district in
ronflqption. These firra genera? spread frum river to river, and leave the so&
especially if day, for man years aterile. The whole coast of Pomeroon, and tbnt
of M a G ~ n rnd
y
by, lave
thv, riUi.tbn
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pared with them ; but this cultivation requires a capital and a system like that of sugar, and cannot now be undertaken. I hazard
this assumption on the supposition that a crop of rice can be taken
off in four months ;otherw~se,being under water for seven or eight
months in the year, that and every other cultivation is utterly impracticable.
At the western extremity of the detour of the Morocco is a large
savannah, through which runs one of those extraordinary canals
without current, which, on o smaller scale, like the Cassiquiare,
joins two rivers, and insulates the coast lands from the Morocco to
the Wayena. These canals are called Etabbo, from Eta (Maua a ) , and Abbo, a water course, being generally found in large
swamps of mauritias, which is the case with this one : t l ~ e
Verge of this savailnah being so exclusively surrounded by E t a
bwh, that scarcely another tree is to be recognised. Here I have
seen, at the top of a decayed eta,* the nest of the tropical musk
duck, which we improperly call Muscovy, with the parents bringing singly, from a height of seventy or eighty feet, their newlyhatched progeny to their natural element beneath ; they appeared
to lay hold of the duckling with the bill by the neck, and In five
minutes the removal of fourteen was effected. I was on the spot
directly, but after an hour's hunt, with several hands, not one could
be taken, the yaung, though for the first time, diving fifty feet at a
stretch, and hiding in the grass so as to defy pursuit-such is
instinct.
. T h e Etabbo is about eight feet wide and four deep, but in the
dry seasons much less, as loaded canoes cannot then pass. I t ia
an incalculable blessing to the Indians of the Morocco, being a
naturalg internal navigation, which secures to them the fisheries
both of the Wayella and Oronoque ;from hence through the Kamwatta,t Barrabarra, Beara, and Barrymany creeks, twenty hours'
pull brings them to the lagunes of the Wayena, of which I shall
shortly speak.
The Beara and Barrymany creeks are bordered exclusively by
the nlanicole palm, overtopped by high trees of the Mora. T h e
Wayena, for several miles below and above the junction of the
Barrynlany is trooly (tectoreum), of such luxuriant growth, that I
have seen leaves nearly thirty feet long by three broad, without a
flaw or interstice ; this is truly a most magnificent thatch for houses.
Below the region of the troolies commences the cacateery, a kind
---

-

---

-

The musk, and all the varieties of the vicissi or whistling duck, perch and roo&
on trees: the musk duck is domesticated; but I have not known the vicissi to breed
in that btate. The tame hefa, or musk duck, is inferior to the wild in flavour, being
snore coane and musky : it varies in colour ; that of the wild being uniformly a blue
black w i ~ ha white spot on the wing& The tame d& ha8 twice rm much bare flesh
on the head lu the wild.
t Kamwdta, the native bornboo.

I.
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of m g r o v e , and immediately at the verge of b sea, rbe coarida,
so that each variety of alm and aquatic t w appears to hare
a distinct region. I n !oly,
I8@, 1 havened t h ~ sroute, ipd
again the ensuing year. The manicole waa then bearing nps
fruit, like a small black cherry, and the Beam and Bsnym~oy
creeks presented the most lively spectacle that could be imagined i
innumerable h k s of every variety of the parrot tribe, coohs,
rnaroodys, powis, and monkeys, kept up such on ipceesent chattering and screaming, that a large English rookery was but a feeble
comparison. The young of all birds are at this season just fledged,
and it is worth while to travel in the rainy s e w n wlth a tent in
the corial of trooly leaves, for the pleasure of two or three days'
such shooting aa beats all the battuee of Europe. I am a bod
ehot, but I managed every morning, between seven snd ten, without
leaving the corial, to bag twenty or thirty head of the above varieties ; the large blue and yellow macaw being the most numerous,
and arossing the creek within pistolshot in all directloas. Aa a
hint to gourmands, macaw soup is similar, and I think equal, to
hare ; and that of parrots, at this season when remarkably fat, u
also excellent. The powis is like turkey, with a game flavour, and
the coolow and maroody are decidedly better than the pheasant d
Europe. My canoe carried eighteen men and five women. I h.d
a large circular iron plate, used for baking cassada, a-midhips ;
and on this a fire, wh~chalways burned," well loaded with eoup,
stews, and epper-pots. I had eight fowling-pieces on board, but
two yould f,a ve been sufficient for the supply of double our crew.
O n leaving the Banymasy, and entering the Wayeaa, here about
two hundred yards broad, the scene changes at once. N o more
manicoles, nor feeders thereon; but now and then a flock of viciasi
d u c b or a pair of hefaa. By sending a small craft in advance, OD
one aide of the river,
following slowly in the canoe on the
other, 1 managed to dec~mateat leaet every pss~ingflmk, procuring a most delectable change of diet; the vicissi duck bang,
witbout exception, the most superb viand of any part of the wotld.
Ascending the Wayena a few miles, on the west is the lteritd*
creek, which communicates by an etabbo with the upper Barema.
I n the lower lagune, the Mora passage, large enough for
schooners, again joins, so that the space between the two riveni
ia twice insulated. I proceeded up the IteriJ creek, and bok
up my rest in a Warow town or village.
He whose tastes are indiscriminate, like those of the hog-who
will not thank his Creator, by
the clean to the uncleanwho is no disciple of either
or Izaak Walton-has so

a

* Pronounced Xtereety-a long reed, with tuR of lear at the top. The bdr
ia split into atrips, and rove ink, rarioua kinds of -ta,
%md
uul p e e .
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business to travel, at leaat in Guiana. A man should here have
his animal and mental perceptions equally in a state of alert excitement; he will otherwise lose all the pleasure and most of the
profit of travel. Hunting, sllooting, and fishing open the museum
of nature; and a discriminating. palate will visit that museum
often. Another qualification is indispensable-a ready pencil in
water-colours; this saves the annoyance and expense of a companion, and the pencil is a faithful and credible witness, without which the pen is too often held as the mere tool of travellers'
stories. I t is my firm belief that no man can narrate an intelligible and faithful description of any object in natare, except he
can also make a faithful drawing of it. Let Walter Scott describe
the Trosachs, and let the best artist paint from his descriptionwhat likeness shall we find to the real scene ?
This is a prelude to a rough but faithful etching of a Warow
village ; not one '' suspended from the tops of trees," but built in
and with eta trees ; and which will sufficiently explain the erroneous description of Humboldt.
The Mnuntia grow in clusters as thick as trees can grow; the
Warow selects one of these groves, and fells the trees about four
feet from the surface, on their stumps he lays a floor of the split
trunks; the troolies are generally ad-jacent for the roof, but if
not, the eta leaf serves ; lumps of clay are laid on the floor, on
which fires are made, which at night illuminate the tops of the
ad-jacetlt trees, as if they were actually inhabited ; but the habitation is an irregular hut, raised on a platform just above the level
of the water, which in these regions is three feet above the earth
for three-fourths of the year. Some of them can contain 150
people. Their duration is coeval with the supply of aroo*, or
eta starch, or the completion of the formation of a corial or canoe.
When an eta tree begins to fructify, it is cut down, a large slice is
cut off one side, and the stringy substance of the interior is cut
into shreds, the remainder of the trunk serving as a trough, in
which it is triturated with water, by which is disengaged a considerable quantity of starch; the fibrous particles are then extracted,
and the sediment or aroo formed into n~ouldslike bricks. This is
spread out, on stones or iron plates, over the fire, and makes a
very nutritive, but at the same time most immasticable bread-it
must be unavoidably bolted, being so very viscous that chewing
absolutely locks the jaw ; it is, nevertheless, excellent to thicken
soup, and is a general specific for diarrheas and dysenteries, which
in these aquatic regions are the prevailing diseases.
In the green part of the trunk, a beetle of about an inch and a
Amoatarch ; arm nroo (mw-root>--rtmh of
greateat proportion of all known vegetnbles.

etuch, that roat growing the

half long, with a long snout, which lays its eggs, a d in about
a fortnight g r u b * about the size of the two first jainta of the
forefinger, makes its appearance. These are a favourite fry both
of the Warows and the creoles; they are scarcely distinguishable
from.beef marrow.
There ia no want of fish, particularly the creek varieties of the
Si1urus;t so that the Warows have all the necessarica of life without in any one instance cultivating the soil in this region. Those
settlements of them at the heads of creels, where the land is firm
and dry,. cultivate the cassada, 8tc. as the other tribes ; but the
bisd tree, of which their canoes and corials are constructed, does
not grow, except here and there on the detached reefs in the eta
swamps; and here, therefore, they aie obliged to reside for the
purpose of forming craft, by the sale of which they supply themselves with axes, knives, fish-hooks, iron pots, small lookingglasses, &c.; such articles of British manufactnre having found
their way even to the most uncivilized recesses of the forest. .
The Warows do not differ in their general habits from the other
coast tribes : they are dirty in their persona, and, in point of intellect, are much despised by others; but they are certainly more
industrious, and the skill with which they fashion a canoe for fifty
people, on the most perfect model of speed and sea-worthiness, is
a proof that they have at least one available talent. They furnish
the whole colony wit11 small craft, which for cheapness and durability far exceed any European production. I gave ten pounds
sterling for a biace canoe, 40 feet long,. 6 broad, and S deep in
the centre : she camed with ease twenty-five hands and baggage,
and two months' materiel; she passed four times over all the fails
of the Massaroo~ry; went twice through the Pomeroon rollers to
the Oronoque; waa hauled over rocks, sands, and portages, and
lasted ten years without a patch. No European craft, at three
times the cost, will s t a ~ ~ in
d , this climate, one-third of this wear;
and they must be housed, constantly repaired, painted, and are
always leaky. I bought several of these craft in the Iteritk, where
a depbt of them had been collected, and by selling them at about
cent. per cent. in Georgetown, cleared the expense of my expedition. But the bargaining, except as an instance .of national
manners, was sufficiently tedious. First came a multiplicity of
questions, then a jorum of beer, made of the fermented fruit of the
eta, acid, astringent, and a red oil floating at top; this being returned by a glass of rum, the trading treaty was concluded. Then

* Ot6okoorna
t 1. Himeery-

2. c a q - 3. lowkfddy--4. dawalla-all Silun'; besides y m w ,
hwry, haimara, lucananny, wobory, weyrou, hoocwrw, &e., drrminp and ds
wrjptions of which, with meuy other fruitr of my labours in this country, u e in the
Brulol Museum.
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came complainb against the Spaniards* for taking sway all their
largest craft, leaving them nothing but such small ones as lay round
the house, one of which, for eight or ten people, I bought for four
axes. . This I found was, however, only the basis of the bargaina cutlass, a knife, paper of hooks, scissors, needles, pins, a razor,
beads, and five yards of salempores, being understood as all included in the term four axes.
This was a mere feeler; as soon as the old chief or captain saw
the complexion of my wares, and that I bled freely, five or six
other craft gradually made their appearance, which I bought reasonably enough; and then was proclaimed a general dance. This
was merely stamping round in a ring, to a simple monotonous
soog by the women, accompanied by beating on a monochord,
being the skin of the arm of an eta leaf, raised by a bridge from
the pith, not uite so musical as Paganini's. A few bottlee of
rum, very m u A diluted, raised their spirits far higher than 1had
calculated on, and many regular rows and fights were the consequence, which were summarily settled by the captain ejecting all
the belligerents into the surrounding water. I observed this to
succeed admirably, as they clambered up into the house again as
cool as cucumbers, and as good friends as ever ; I recommend the
plan to all masters of ceremonies. The ball dress for the occasion
was, for the men, divers figures of red paint on the face, red hands
and feet, and a cord round the middle, to which was attached a
salempore lap of the smallest possible dimensions. The women
had a like cord with a piece of the bark of the cacarally beat soft,
and fastened fore and aft, so as to be a very inefficient substitute
for mother Eve's fig-leaves. I left this Mauritian Almack's eariy in
the morning, and, after a tedious passage, got into the Timity creek,
and thence into the Barema river. Both banks of this river to
near the mouth are a trooly swamp, intermixed with maricoles,
rnoras, and a variety of aquatic trees. I observed floating on the
surface of the water a plant, exactly the shape of a full-blown rose,
but green and six inches in diameter. I could not find one in
blosaom ; though its roots are absolutely unconnected with bottom
or shore, not one was to be observed after the water became
brackish, nor washed out at the mouth; it is a peculiar plant, both
in habit and locality. Future botanists can classify the water rose
of the Barema. The guns had rested for the last few days; they
were now to do double duty. Macaws of three different varieties;
parrots innumerable; the greater and less powis ; three varieties of
the maroody, with vicissi and hefas, and, by way of variety, 6shshooting with arrows.

* The Spaniards, when the hear of any very large aaR on the utodo, s ~ ad
puty-of men r h o pay the 1 n L s ,me mall sum for their labour, and cut tbe
a a f t m pieces. This M done to prevent smuggling end piracy, the only trader of ths
free people at the mouth of the Omnoque.
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The rary-tnayu, a variety of silurua, growiqg to a lugs s k , in
a sunny day rises to the surface between eleven and one o'dock.
and i b long dorsal spine may be aeen standing out of the n* in
the mid stream. O n seeing this, all hand8 are bushed an deatb,
and the strongest and best shot goes forward with his bow and
largest fish arrow, the r a t paddling softly on to within certain
bow-shot. O n the delivery of the arrow, the fish diver, the craft
pulls to the middle, then stop, and all eyes are directed b all
poistr, till one detectn the mow-feather appeariog, though but for
an butant, above the surface ; away we go to that spot, which u
s a r c e reached than the feather makea a second appearance, tbas
a third, and so on, till the fieh becomes fatigued, and allows the
corial to p t near enough for a second shot ; down he goea again,
and plays the same game, but with reduced means. I never felt
greater escitement than a t my first hunt of a rari-OLPYU,which
took three arrows and nearly half m hour to kill; he weighed
nearly ninety pounds. Though not a firm, it is a well-tasted fish.
IPthis chsse, if the first rieing of the arrow is not seen, it iu ten
to one if tbe fish is taken ;he will get out of slgbt and rub out the
arrow a g k t tbe bottom or tree-roots at the sidee.
I n this river is found the maricotto and the palometct-the one
a larger and the other a smaller individual of the pacou familyboth very rich fish, and not found in any of the riven between tbu
and the Amazon. The small red brown maroody is alpo peculiar here ; and the triccoloured carrion crow, or king vulture,
entirely supersedes the common black carrion crow of Demenra.
Appropriate localities am strongly marked in Guiana; the small
and long-tailed sgouti, or adoory, is not found west of the Eseequebo ; the white-headed maro~dy,or cooloo, is not found east of
the Wayena; the small powis, and the small brown maroody, are
not found east of the Pomeroon. T h e cowanaru, or superb
coq de roche, is a native of the central granitic chain, aud the
great rivers rising in this chain are those which alone produce the
pacou, and its vegetable aliment the weya.
Between the Timity and the mouth, two large creeks 'oin from
the weBt, tbe Kaitooma and the Aiookai just below d e Jut, a
hill of about 150 feet high is visible from the river, between which
and the mouth the Mora passage on the eastern bank connects it
with the loweot lagune of the Wayena. Point Barema is laid down
in the Dutch charta ne 8 boundary point from whence a S. W.
line sepnratas Gpanieh from what is now British G i a n a , Tbe
bpaniardv l~avealways claimed territory east of this line, but pever
attempted any settlement. During the royal mo~opolyit was a
great object with them to extend their jurisdiction as far to h e
eastward as possible, for the prevention of smuggling, which was
lien carried on upon a large scale. Since that p e r i i , the opening
' '
L- ports has done away with the contraband ha&,
ond rbe

land bemeen Barems and Wagelm being uninhabited and . u n i b
bebitable, ia not worth the p o s h of either arty. The
Dutch drew in their posts frem the Bantrna to the onnxo reefs.
then to the mouth, and then to the Pomeroon. The S p a n i d
once attacked the post at M o m c o mouth, and were cut off to a
man, which is the only warfare k o w n on this territorial boundary.
T h e Barema river is a mere creek of the Oroaoque, and ought
to be the boundary. Prom its mouth, the Oronoqua har .a appearance similar to the Delta of the lbequsbo. The only particular worth r e w k is, that the Amacoora creek, which L some
miler west of the Barema, is in all charts that I have seen plmed
wveral miles to the eastward of the Wayena river,-at least twenty
miles out of its proper place.
O n returning, I proceeded &rough the Mom creek into the
lagunea of the Wayena ; these are three enlargements of the river
into lakes, the lowest the largert, with intermediate contractions,
the wartern shores being rhallow mud flats 5 md here the Spanil
Indians of the Morocco resort to fish for querryman, a mnety of
b e salmon about two feet long, which salts admirably and is the
staple of their subsistence. They are caught with casting nets,
cleaned and salted on the spot, and then rapidlynconwyed to the
creek, where they are dried in the sun. When enough is collected
to make a cargo, a large canoe is freighted for the coast and to&,
where n ready sale is got at a guilder per L h , and the proceedr
are expended in necessaries.
T h e Wayena, at about twelve miles above the Barrymany, ir
joined, on the west, by a large creek called the Barama, which
nearly equally divides in its course the rpace between the Wayena
and the Barema. Here rising ground commences, and both
brancbes assume the ordinary appearance of stream8 in the granitic
region. There are trifling rapids in the Wayena, w b i h are o M i b
ratgd in the wet season. Both branches are inhabited by a tribe
of Accaways called Chayma, and a few Arawaaks. T h e coast
from Pomeroon to the Wayena, as laid down in all maps, is totally
imaginary. In running down, I observed no promontories and no
creeks. T h e Indians state that there are none, but an uninterrupted north-west lilie, with a low mud Hat in front far out at sea,
and in some places spits of sand on which are rollers. There are
twelve feet water on the bar of the Wayena, and the deep water
is on the east shore. The Spaniards state that the water on the
bar varies from ten to sixteen feet at different seaeons, which must
be from the influx of drift mud, a common circumstance on this
coast, where I have seen a canal eight feet deep filled in one tide.
I t will be evident, on a review of this immense tract, that though
it be for the most part uninhabitable for the industrious and agriculturirt, it is a snug retreat for the pirate and the smuggler; in
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fact, the lagunea of' the Wayena are. admirably adapted for either
of these professions, and have in several known instances heen so
used. A vessel drawing twelve feet water, lying under the windward shore, cannot be seen from the offing ; and here any cargo
can be disposed of piecemeal either to Oronoque or Demerara.
T h e obvious policy of both the Governments, therefore, is to keep
a sharp look-out in this direction, and the eye of the Indian is the
only one that can be used on the occasion. The constant visitation of the spot for the querryman fishery brings it under his immediate obeervation, and no pirate .or smuggler could be there
without his knowledge. As to his communicating such knowledge
to the Government, it never can be expected without an adequate
inducement, for smuggling is no crime with the Iudian who has
no eovereign, and piracy is only on the water the trade of the
Caribisce on land. The question, therefore, becomes simply this:
Shall a colony of pirates be founded in this quarter, by neglector an out-post of police for its prevention, by civilizing its present
inhabitants ?
The territorial possession of this tract is thus a point of consideration with us, since if both the Spaniards and ourselves
relinquish the jurisdiction, i t is open as a neutral country to all
adventurers, and the commerce of the i~eighbouring colonies will
be exposed to great hazard. There is already apparent a great
predisposition amongst the free people to squat in the Morocco
creek, greatly to the annoyance of the Indians, who will be ultimately obliged to remove from thence, if the Government take no
means of prevention. Here all public duties and local authorities can be easily evaded, and it will then become an Alsatia, or a
similar establishment to that of Baratara in the gulf of Florida;
with this difierence, that, if once formed, it will be almost imposaible to root it out.

WILLIAM
HILHOUSE.
[NOT%-The above paper was shown, previous to its publication,
to Dr. Ha~lcockof Demerara, who has favoured the Journal with
the following Note regarding it :-LL I differ from Mr. Hilhouse entirely as to his views regarding the superior net productiveness of the
Guiana spsteni of tillage; and his theory both of the colour of the
rivers in that courltry, and the formation of its alluvial shores, seems
to me also erroneous. But his account of the Warow country is very
exact and valuable, particularly where he describes the inhabitants,
whose close resemblance to the littoral or coast tribes of the Maraiion,
in Brazil, no one, I believe, has noticed. They are the same in physiognomy and manners ; and their respective languages also resemble
each other in sound rrnd fom, differing in both from the dialects of all
the other tribes. Their idiom is more simple, perhaps, than that of
any other human beings ; they-have a peculiar rattle and clatter in

their'speech, and their words abound in the lettars n and c, as in
mne-mane, naho, &c.-peculiarities in which we are surprised to
find a resemblance among tribes geographically.so distant, and possessing no written character. These tribes have both also the spread
in the foot, or duck's foot, as we used to call it in the Pornemon, i. e.
their feet and toes are spread out in the manner most suitable for aalking on the muddy ehores and marshes which they inhabit."]

jiom'a Privafe Letter addressed to Captain Sabine,
R.A., F.R.S.,by Mr. David Douglas, F.L.S. Dated Woahoo
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(Sandwich Islands), 3d of May, 1854.
I aaaxv E D in Byron's Bay on the Qd of January of the present
year, and took up my abode with the Rev. James Goodrich, an
American missionary, from whom I have received great kindness.
I have since made successive journeys to the summits of the
mountains and volcanoes-my first being to Mowna Kaah, my
second to Iiiraueah, and my third to Mowna Roa. I shall give
YOU a short account of each.
1. Mowna Kaah, or the White Mountain, ascends gently at
first, being skirted, near Byron's Bay ,(in lat. 1
9' 44' N.), and
itself by much the most beautiful and fertile district in this
group, by a belt of about four miles breadth, chiefly cultivated,
and In which may be seen the bread-fruit (Atrocatpus inch),
banana, sugar-cade, taro ( A m esculentum), and other plants
used in the domestic economy of the islanders, in great profusion
a d luxuriance. This region terminates 1500 feet above the level
of the sea; then commences a densely-wooded country, principally covered with several species of acacias, which attain a great
size, and of which the native canoes are made. The underwood
and brush is tree-fern, from four to forty feet high, and clothed
to the top with an almost endless variety of other fern. This
region extends to 8700 feet above the sea, and being either
bathed in fog or refreshed with daily showers, nothing can
possibly be more cheering to the eye than to see in it immense
feathev fronds of ferns decorating tlie indescribably rugged lava,
which, from time immemorial, has been vomited down the flanks
of these extraordinary mountains. A small path led through this
wood, but in consequence of the late rains it was very bad, and
the creeks were high and dangerous to cross. The upper edge of
the wood does not terminate gradually, with a decrease in the
number, or diminution in the size of, the trees, as is generally the
case, but is cut off abruptly, the timber on tlie very summit being
as large as in any part of the section. The slope of this region is
also gradual, the travelling divta~~ce
to its extremity being twenty-
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This iff&
me a splendid collection of plants,
chiefly ferns.
From this point to the height of 19,000 feet, the flanka of the
mountaih are broken into deep chasms, ravines, and uumerow
small extinct craters. I did not find a link of cryptogamom
plants between the gramineous region and that where verdure
ceases, as on the mountains of America and Europe ; on the contrary, a small epecies of &ism,
a singular plant belonging to
the great order of compsitce, and a e m d alpine 'uncus, were t8e
last traces of vegetation that I observed. The wI!ole mountain b
here of volcanic origio, differing in compactness, form, and colw,
having no trace of primitive formation, or vestige of organic re- .
mains ; and 13,700 feet high, a vast elevated table-land, or plain,
is spread out, covered with sand, gravel, and stones, with scoriae
and ashes, to the depth of several feet ; above which rise eleven
peaks or humps, on the most elevated of which, a ridge of !&2l
yards in lmgth, I placed my inatruments, near a cairn of lava,
formed, 1 judge from the decayed state of the lava, many years
ago. My apparaths consisted of a retlectiag circle, a large inrtmment for determining the dip of the magnetic needle, appmatns
fbr intensity, a mountain barometer, hygrometers, themornetem,
dce. 1 refer you for particulars to the accompanying register of
observations ; and as the weather was clear, and all care w a ~
kken, I am persuaded that they merit confidence. The wind w m
violent, but very steady, S. 75" W. ; and through the kindness of
Mr. Goodrich I war enabled to have simultaneous obsemtions
taken at bis house.
T h e slope of the highest ridge is 59'. T h e south wd east part
is composed of ashes, which makes it very labarious to ascend ;
the north end is less steep, and the footing is mrer on the large
blocks of lava. All the peaks may be ascended, excepting one,
which has a slope of 7S0, and an elevation above the plam of 700
feet. At the foot of Station Peak, 11OO feet from the e x t r e e
summit, there was a conflicting commotion in the chmds, layers
of air moving in every direction, and the wind ascending in whirls.
This altitude appeared to be the greatest where the north-trade-wind is felt. The thermometer, at 4 P.M., stood at it at
39"; dew point, 14". In ascending the mountain, we foand tbe
h~grometersink very regular1 with the thermometer, to thC heigbt
of 11,000 feet, and then it fe I rapidly. The immense difference at
tbe sammit instantly caught my attention; and fearful lest the aha
might have been applied too copiously to the ball, I re ated tbe
experiment five times, with always the same result.
o delicate
was the dew-ring seen, that it appeared like an exceedingly fine
grey silk thread j yet the moment of its appearance was readily
perceived, and ~t continued thus visible from 4' to 4r 4". Tbe
seven miier
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inrtant of ita dirappeamce, the mercetg in the m t d thew*
meter rose, as by a jet, from SO to 3" g, and then gradnally descended to within QOofthe external om. A very delicate tbemometer, by Newman, wbicb was compand at the Royal Obsermtury,
and also at the Royal Society, and found to have no index error,
rhea placed in a perforated tin cylinder, and suspended four feet
from the ground, stood at 3eO; while another, which in like circamttaocea invariably corresponded with this, when exposed
naked m the sbade to the w i d , stood at Se05'. 10a beautiful
b o k m d meyury without a roof, by a r e g satisfactory observation of tbe sun's meridian altitude, taken with a sextant having an
index wor of + 0' 4", the latitude wm found to be (employing
Youog'e refraction) 190 49' 58" N.; and by a senes of o b
nervatioas taken before and after n m , with a re&cting circle
19"50' Y' N.: mean, 190 50' N. I t is of great importance to
Lnow tbe exact p i t i o n of tbe culminating points in these islands :
the lo~gitudeI c a m t deduce, for want of an almanac.
This extraordioary mountain d m not reach the limit of perpeceal snow, though snow, even to deepness, is occasionany seen
ia Joty and August. On the 19th of January this gear, t h e
was eo covering of snow, and only a little lay here and there, on
tbe northern b l o b of lava on the extreme summit of the moon&. The total absence of verdure for about two thotisand feet,
the heating material of the lava, its insular position in the midst
d tbe ocean, and its being acted on almost constantly by atmorplPeric currents, all probably rake the soow I& ;and
the
mean temperatwe may be at present further raised by t e vo canlc
w c y which i s ravaging the whole ieland.
S d is but very slightly diminished at the summit of M o m
K d , owing, doubtedly, to the absence of snow. O n the
~lormbimof North America, at a much less elevation, where
anow ie abundant, the firing of a gun is not heard at a short distance even by tbe timid antelope or mountain sheep, especially if
rwrn is sctuaity falling.
8. The volcano of Kiraneah, differing from tbe forms U S M I ~ ~ Y
attributed b volcauoes, viz., cone-shaped monntairm with terminal
aificea, is a vast sunken pit, of a nearly oval but somewhat irregahr shape, with almost perpendicular sides : and frum time immarPorial haa been prodigiously active, thaugh it bas not, within
tbe memory of man, been known to overflow, excepting in the
pr 1787, three yews previm to Vancouvefs firet visit t o these
duds,when a very dreadful eruption took place, and lasted seven
days and nights. I have this mformation from the last of the
hieats of Peli (the Goddtss of the Volcano), who witnessed the
aceme, and saw, as he says, 5405 of his countrymen, the war party
of Keoua, the cousin and great rival of Tamehameha, ali perish
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in consequence of ,their imprudently endeavouring to p a s on tbe
south-west side, while the red-hot material was camed in that
dimtion by a strong trade-wind. 'This person afterwards assisted,
also, in removing the remains of the dead to the fire into which
they were tilmwn.
The height of Kiraueah above 'the level of the sea has been
greatly over-rated at 10,000feet: it is only 3873 feet. The depth
of its sides, down to the first black ledge or plain within it, b a r e
metrically ascertained, is 715 feet ; and to the lower black ledge
1058 feet by one observation, and 1096 by another ;-in all these
cases employing a reading before starting and another on returning, in lieu of a simultaneous observation, (and. neglecting any
correction for diurnal fluctuation of the mercurial column, for determining which, or the precise time of it. occurrence, I have not
a sufficient amount of materials.) The mean of these batometrical
measurements differs but slighhy from others which I made gt&
metrically, and which gave w8.10 feet. From the lower ledge to
the surface of the volcanic lakes, the depth, as near as I could
judge, was 43 feet; which, added to the mean of the previous
meanurements, makes this awful place 1120 feet deep on the west,
the highest side, and 1069 where my tent stood, at the northwest end. The latitude of this tent, by one meridian altitude of
the sun, two passages of Sirius, and one of Canopus, is 19"95'
4e"

N.

At the bottom two lakes of liquid lava first a m t the attentiom
When the wind blows strong, one may approach to within a few
feet of the edge of the smaller one, which is a nearly circt~las
basin, of 319 yards diameter, situated at the north, or wide end
of the crater ; but the heat was so intense it was impossible to
reach the brink of the larger, which is situated near the south-west
extremity, and, as near as could be determined, 1190 yards long,
of a heart shape, and a breadth between the lobes of about 700
yards. The black ledge, however, from which these are viewed,
is otherwise a sight which fills the mind of the beholder with awe.
A space of five lniles square, recently in a state of igneous fusion,
in the process of cooling has been broken up into immense kdges
and rolled masses, like the breaking up of a great river of ice ;a d
these are of every shape and form, from gigantic rolls, like enornlous cables, to the finest threads, like human hair, which are
carried 'by the wind for the distance of miles round this terrific
laboratory. Numerous chimneys, also, of various forms and sizes,
are dispersed over the second, or lower, ledge; same of which
emit slag, scoriz, smoke, or steam, while others are cornparatirely
tranquil. There were three cones or bluffs, which I observed in
particular, of from 20 to 95 feet height, and about 120 yards
breadth at the base, with lateral doors, like those of a baker's
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oven, which, indeed, they otherwise closely resembled : and into
these, by kneeling on the ledge, it is possible to peep, and witness
a terrific vacuity, a red-hot atmosphere, while the volcanic agency
ia at the same time dischargiiig by a terminal vent-hole. Both lakes
of lava have a steady southerly current, the force of which 1 was
enabled to determine accurately by throwing blocks of lava on the
lake, and noting the tinie they took to pass 100 yards : it is at the
rate of three miles and nearly a quarter per hour. The south eiid
of both lakes presents thus one of the most magnificent spectacles
i11 nature-a vast caldron of lava in furious ebullition, sometimes spouting up to the height of Q0 to 70 feet, rolling and
tumbliug in fiery waves, hurrying along, and finally precipitated
down an elliptical fiery arch (that of the north, or smaller, lake
having r span of 14'2 yards, with a maximum height of about 43
feet). In this awful arch the force of the lava ia in a degree
arrested by the escaping of the gases, or volcanic forces, and large
blocks are thrown back, and literally spun into the filamentous
glass already noticed, which is carried by the wind, like the refuse
of a Hax-mill, all round the volcano. T h e sound issuing at the
same time from the archway can hardly be spoken of ;-that of the
whole steam-engines in the world would be a whisper to it.
T h e southern, or great lake is otherwise truly sublime. I t is
not constantly boiling, for at times it appeared quiescent, with
serpentine fiery streaks on the surface, while at others the lava was
thrown to a fearful height. Shortly after the numerous vent-holes
discharged their steam or slag, the lake for a short time became
tranquil ; and this continued to be the case during seven days and
nights, the period of my stay.
T o the east of this crater, at the distance of 370 yards, there is
a very perfect circular one of much smaller dimensions, which
has enjoyed, within itself, a long repose, for on tbe same level with
its black ledge are found living trees with le0 concentric rings, or
annual layers of timber. I11 June, 183'2, on the neck between the
two volcanoes, and on the exact spot where Lord Byron pitched
a temporary house when he visited Kiraueah (called by him tlie
Volcano of Peli) in 1835, the grouud opened and discharged
li uid lava, for the ~ e r i o dof three days, into both volcanoes,
w ich considerably filled them up. This was preceded by slight
earthquakes ; and all verdure touched by the lava, as may be supposed, perished,--excepting the ferns, which, after a lapse of
nineteen months, rose strong through the fissures, from one to ten
feet deep, m d have sent forth luxuriant fronds, as though nothing
had happened to them, much less that they had been deluged
with fire.
A night view at Kiraueah is indescribably grand ; and never can
I forget that in particular which I witnessed on the 2Srd January.
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T h e sun set in all the glory of a tropical sky behind the majeetic
dome of Mofvna Roa, clothed in enow for 9000 feet from the
summit; and as he crept behind the mountain the brilliancy and
splendour of the volcano became more manifest. But when tba
nearly fuU moon rose in silvery brightness from the bosom of the
ocean, and, as if this was insufficient, the splendour of Siriue and
Canopus were added, the whole gave the heavenly vault an indescribable magnificence, especially when contrasted with the perpetual, lurid, electricrlike cloud which overhung the volcano. I
eat for hours and enjoyed the scene.
O n the 24th of January the temperature, at noon, on the
northern brink of Kiraueah was 6f9, dew point 49'; while on the
black ledye at the same time the first stood at 8g0, tile latter at
41°, the w~ndfresh from the N.E. T l ~ esame thermometer laid on
the lava in the sun's rays ohowed 115' ; shaded, 1 19"; and on the
brink of the small lake 1Q4O. The dew-point here could not be
fouod in three trials, the ecale of the internal thermometer beiag
under that nnge ; besides, the ether WRB boiling. At bb on the
rame day I returned to the outer edge of the black ledge, where
a delicious cooling breeze was blowing from the N.E.,and the
thermometer stood at 78" 6'. Here the ether was readily expelled from the coloured bulb of the hygrometer, and the bottle
of it ueually employed for pouring on the ball was further coded
io a calabash of salt and water; yet when the 'instrunlent was
carried to the brink of the caldron there was still no ring of condenration-air 1 IS0. The dryness, in a word, was intense beyond
description, aod the heat overpowering. My very eye-lids felt
scorched and dried up, to say nothing of the dreadful headaches
which such exertion created.
T h e outlet of Kinueah is at the sea, in lat. 19' 11' 51" N.,
i~earlyin the same meridian as the volcano itself. The place ir
called in the native language Punahala, or (6 broken in: " in tbe
coune of fourteen miles of latitude many overtlowings hove taken
place ; and in some of the deep chalrms seventeen layen may be
counted, between each of which there is a fringed matting of fernbuhee. The whole eaetern paint of Owhyhee from Kalanihala,
or Heavenly village, through the district of Puna, is one entire
sheet of lava from the volcano.
I next, ascended Mowna Roa, and on the 49th of January succeeded in reaching the eummit. My last sleeping station on the
mountain waa at the elevation of 10,744 feet, aud the evening of
the 98th gave me no view. I was above the region of fleecy
clouds, which appeared like a country covered with rnow, and the
immense cloud which hung over the volcano rose like a tower in
the centre. Sunset, however, gave a different aspect. The fleecy
clouds changed their hue to a vapoury tint, and the cloud over
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the volcano, from an intense silvery brightness which it alwayr hae
in sunshine, deepened its colour, and gave out a splendid illumination. The thennometer fell to 17'1 and this to the feelings
was intensely cold. The next morning the sun rose in great
beauty, and I caught his upper limb the instnnt that it appeared
on the horizon ; yet ere his whole disc was viGble, the lower limb
war flattened and ragged. The place where I stood was the limit
of vegetation: all above war an immenae dome of lava entirely
deatitute of verdure. Jta ascent wrrs gradual; but no words can
exprers to you the ruggedness of i b surface. The block of whioh
~ yothem
;
it ia coniposed are in some placer smooth and g l ~ ~ in
compact and heavy, like basalt ; in others light and vaacular : the7
are of all colouril also, and now thrown up in great mounda or
ridges, or carried away in deep sunken valleys, as though scattered
by some mighty river. Not twenty yard8 of the whole ascent can
be called uniform, and in every direction vent-holes, or mouths,
are visible, varying in size, fonn, and height. The lava which
here issued from them presents also a novel sight, from some
streams having been pressed forward transversely thus ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;

-

while from others they are fluted longitudinally thus
- - - - -;
and sometimes from the same mouths both kinds seem to have
issued. Some also form circular masser, others are infinitely
varied, and quite beyond my powers of description.
Walking on the snow early in the morning was excellent, but
after the sun was two hotlrs up it became very laborious. T h e
centre of the dome is very flat: I mean that it has a very slight
convexity ; for though the day was unusually clear, I did not see
the sea from the centre. It furnishes a horizon of itself, an immense elevated table-land, rather than the top of a mountain. The
highest part is on the north rim, on the east side of the great terminal crater. The barometer here stood, at Sb lom apparent
time, at 16.7.36 ; air and mercury alike 36'-5 ; dew-point 9.5 :
the wind strong south-west. The observations were repeated
four times with always the same result. The simultaneous
observations taken at Byron's Bay by Mr. Goodrich will be
seen in the table annexed; and I value them the more as our
readings constantly agreed within a very few llundredths of an
inch. The weather at the sea was clear, with a fresh N. E. trade
breeze.
T h e latitude of the great crater is 19" 67' 4" N.,aaaertained
by a satisfactory meridian altitude of the sun. Much rain had
fallen within the previous fourteen days to my visit, yet the snow
was three to five feet deep on the summit. Mowna Kaah wau
also covered with snow at this time 1500 feet down; the dome
---A*
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of Mowna Roa being a lager mass. the snow on it always descends lower than on the sister mountain.
Magniticent, as is certainly the great volcano of Kiraueah, on
the Aanks of Mowna Roa, yet the grand terminal crater at its
summit is not unworthy of competing with it. I t is one of, if not
the very largest, though not the most active, in the world. The
circumference of the present crater, as nearly as my circumstances
would allow me to determine it, is about six miles and a quarter ;
and the line of the ancient and now extinct orifice is not less than
twenty-four miles round. From the summit to the black ledge in
the present crater is 1270 feet, and it appears to have filled up
considerably; the black ledge is vitritied lava, like that of
Kiraueah. The northern part appears to have very recentlv undergone violent action, not by lava boiling up, but by throw~ngout
immense stones and scorile in prodigious heaps, presenting a scene
of singular devastation. In the bottom of this part of the volcano
irnrnei~selydeep chasms are also seen, as though the mountain
were cleft asunder by them: no bottom could be seen in them,
nor could any sound be heard when blocks of lava were thrown
doun-probably owing, in some degree, to an incessant whizzing
noise which issues from them.
The southern part of the crater has obviously been the outlet to
s he lava, many ~uccessivelayers of this. varying in form, colour,
specific gravity, k c . , being here visible; but it seems to have
enjoyed a long state of repose. I t is probable that the volcano
might be entered on this side. I made the attempt, but the numerous chasms concealed by the snow, and nly want of a companion,
on whose experience and readiness I could rely, obliged xne to
desist. I may probably succeed another time ; meanwhile 1 have
even now a most magnificent collection of lava specimens, showing the sriccessive formations from the sea to the summit, besides
a princely collection of plants, to show the verdure at different
Ile~ghts.
J remained one night at the top of the mountain, and suffered
mt~clifrom cold, thongh the thermometer only fell to 17"; also
from hunger and thirst-all my guides, except one, having either
refused to accompany me thus far, or deserted me in the course of
.tile afternoon. ?'lie dip of the magnetic needle at Byron's Bay,
Iat. .]go43' 43" N., is 45O 3' ON; at the elevation of I 1,000 feet,
in lat. 19" 49' N., it is 45" 0' 5"; and on the sunimit of hlowna
Kaah, at 13,831 feet, in lat. 19" 50' 1" N., it is 45' (Y 0". Tlre
intensity and variation I have also found, by many observations,
consistently the same at all elevations. One tiling, however,
ought to be remarked, which I observed especially at Kiraueali ;
.viz., that the dipping needle and suspension ban tbr intensity
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were, from time to time, most powerfully affected-not by coming
to rest sooner, or by expressing a degree different from what might
have been expected had no disturbing cause existed, but by irregular, jerking, twitching motions ; tbe dip, for example, being
sometimes 17O, !Zoo, 800, and once 10". The disturbing cause was
therefore not permanent, but very variable ; and did not arise from
the accidental presence of any mineral substance, but from a
rympathy between the naagnetical action and that going on in the
crater

of the w h n o .

I n l ~ k emanner, previous to and during earthquakes, I have
observed a manifest disturbance in the action of the suspended
bar. For example, on the 19th of February, at Byron's Bay,
as is my usual practice when time permits, I was making a
serien of observations for the purpose of ascertaining if any diurnal fluctuation exisb in the magnetical action, as In that of the
barometer, when suddenly I found my observations quite irregular. The barometer stood at 30'0442 ; thermometer, in the air,
78" 5' ; and hygrometer, 76.
A dead calm prevailed ;the sky
was slightly overcast by thinlydiffused clouds of a vapoury smoke
tinge; near the horizon the vault, towards Q P.M., became extremely red, fully equal to the splendour of a setting sun in
autumn in England ; everything, in a word, looked threatenin
~t 4 45" P, apparent time, we accordingly experienced a d m k
ful earthquake, which lasted thirteen seconds; and as you may
inquire how I took the time exactly, I may mention, that for the
space of 9 ' 4 P before the shock, its precursors were distinctly f e l t
firat, a' subterraneous howling noise, which gradually increased,
and then an awful detonation, which was instantly succeeded by
the shock, in strong undulations, not a heaving up, from south
to north. The number of undulations was great, for the thirteen
secondr appeared incredibly long; and.a rustling of the leaves of
the trees, though calm, and in the thatch of the adjoining housea,
accompanied th4 noik. The'aea receded about a mile, for a few
minutes; and a part of the volcano fell in. T h e ground continned to be thus slightly, but sensibly, agitated during the whole
night; and Mr. Goodrich's house, of wood, rolled like a ship in a
storm, but did not fall. T h e shock was extremely local, and was
not felt at all at forty miles distaut on the opposite side ; while
others, much milder, have been un,iversally felt. The maglietic
bar continued greatly agitated through the whole period ; but on
the ensuing day, the .9Oth, I obtained consistent obeervations
as usual, alike of dip, variation, and intensity.
This brings .to my mind, also, a circumstance connected with
the action of aurora borealis on the magnetic bar. On the 1 I t h
of May, 1833, in lat. 5Q033' 46'' N., long. 1429" 31' 33' W., this
phenomenon occurred with singular beauty and strength for the
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latitude and seeson of the year; and tbe baf continued a&oted
the whole night, exactly as I have seen it rince in the volcaw of
Biraueah.
It is my intention to. sail for England by the first oppottuoit~i
but as this ia not likely to occur till August or September, I aball
continue to labour at there ielands to the best of my ability.

Lower Station-Berom. 29.910 ; Marc 71'0°; Dew-Point 69.0'; Air 71.0"
,, 0.5;
32.7
32-f;
Upper Btation18.354;
LawerStation-Barometer
29.910 Upperstation 18.354
Index ermr.
+On052
0.000

,,

,,

,,

. .. .. .. .

.. ., . . . .+ @ . O M

. . . . .. - 0'165
b

.....

0.000

1

'l'rue height of the columm
of mercury at 3~ P h r .
'9.940

18-851

WtL
The clifferenee in height of the two stationr, com uted by Problem XVI. of
Mr. Fraocis Baily's Astmnomicd Tables and %ormulie, and employing
the Table p. 183 of that work, is
15,558
Aad computed b the rule given in page 181 of Mr.Dani;ll9s k e o r o l o g i u l
E s y . ..mud. edition, in which a correction ia i n t r o d d for the h y w
rnetnc state of the atmosphere, the difference i~
13,500
Whence,
Height of the lower station above the sea
83
4
Barometer below the summit of the mountain at the upper station
D i n c e in the height of the stations, by Mr. Baily's method
13,558

. .

. . .

. . . . .. . . . .. ..
. .

. .. . . . . . .-

Height of Mowna M,
by Mr. B d y ' s nwthod
Ditto by Mr. Daniell's method

.

lq645

13,587

Baromelticid Meaatrement of Mowna Roa, OLahylm-J(u1tuuy
291h, 1834.
Lower Station-Barom.
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,,

29'920 ; Merc. 79.06 ; Dew-Point 76.0 ; Air ?9*0°
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,, 56'5
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Lowet Station-Barometer
29'920 U p p Station 18.736
Index e m r 6 . .
0*03P
0.000
Capillary action
0.064
0.063
Cilpacityofcistern +Oe014
-0.159
- 0.111
,
,
0.001
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The dl-na,

in height of the two etatioar, computed by Problem XVI. of
Mr. Francis Baily's A~tronomicalTables and Formulie, and employing
13,147
the Table page 183 of that work, is
And, by Mr. Daniell's method, in which i# introduced a e b d i o n for the
,
13,092
hygrometric state of the atmosphere, the difference is
W l~mce,
Heixht above the reaof the lower station
83
Didcrence of stations, by Mr. Baily's method
13,147

.

Sleight dM-

.
.
. . . . . . .. . . . . ..
.

Roa,hy Mr. Buly's method

.

Ditto by Ma Daniell'r method

Lorsr Gtatiou-Barom.
Upper Ytation-

.

,,

13,230
13,175

29.910; Merc. 75.0" ; Dew-Point 69.0"; Air 75.0°
26.206
66.0
42.0
,, 66.0

,,

,,

....
. . .+

Lorer Station-Barometer
29'940
Index error
0.032
;::0:
Capillary action
Cnpaeity oCciatetn $. 0 (
Ketluctlon of rnerc,,r,.lulrmp.~~~}- 0.111

UpplStation 26.206
0-000
. . . . a
0.063
,
O*U-l>
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. -+

True height of the column~)29.957
of mercury a t 32' Fahr.
By Mr. Baily's method, the height ia
By Mr. Dmiell's method

.

.. -

. . e

0.075

:

26.149
.
.
3873'7 English feet.
. . 3845.9 .,

Barometrichl Memwimnent of the Depth of the Crater of Kimucah,
in Owftyhee, Februny 4th, 1834.
A s no simultnneous observations were mnde, the bnmmeter mas read aB, behm

duting, m d on the return, at the top of the crater, PI follows:At ah 26m A.M.
At 4h0.P" P.M!

. . .. .. +
-

Barometer
Capillary action
Cnpacity . . . . a

26.338 Metc.62'
0.063
-0.014

26.292 Mere. 6ga
$ 0.063
-0-042

--

2.6357 Merc. 62'

26.313 Mere. 69O

Men11,26.335; Ivlerc 65' 5'; Air, the Dame.

At the l

m atation, in the crater, on the second led@:At Oh OW P.M.
At 10h 52* A4M.

-'....
27.368 Mere. 77'5'
.
.
+ 0.063
. . . . .- 0.027

Barometer
Capillary adion
Capacity

27.358 Merc. 7 Y

+ 0'063:

--

27.404 Mere. 77' 5'

-

- 0.027

21.394 Merc, 79'

Mean, 27.399 ; Merc. 78' 25'; Air, the name.
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Compukd by

m

Bdly's method, the difference in height of the two stations
1096 ~ g l i a h
feet.
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The barometer carried to the summits in the sbooe
tions was one made by Newman, under Captain Sabiae's eupaintendehce. Iti capacity is A ; capillary action, +063; and
I t was tilled in vacuo, and boiled. The
neutral ~ o i n t 49.199.
,
one on the sea-shore was filled (not in oacuo), and boiled by
n~yself,'an4 is of the same dimensions with the other. Its neutral
point is also the same ; but it has an index error of +058. Both
appeared quite perfect, and the whole column of the one on the
mounta.ins was exposed, excepting about three inches near the
neck. Not a speck of residual air c o ~ ~ lbe
d seen in it even with
the help of a lens ; it appeared like a polished steel-bar.
I cannot omit the present occasion of speaking with the highest
commendation of the repeating reflecting circle with which I
measured most of my angles. Sea-faring men seem generally
to dislike this instrument, and complain o f its weight; but, for
my part, this is rather a recommendation of it to me-it enables
me to observe with hr more steadiness; A little practice ia perhaps
necessary to use it with facility ; but it is such a gratification to
be able to bring all tbe operations within the power of one observer, that I think no one, who has overcon~ethe first difficulties,
will object to any remainiug inconvenience.

of the .Island and Province of Chilod Extracted
from the Remark Book kept on board H. M. S. Pylades, by
Captain Blanckley, R.N. MS. 1834.
THEisland and province of Child is the southernmost of those
which compose the state of Chili, and extends from latitude
40" 48' S., where, on the continent, it joins with the province of
Valdivia, to latitude 43" 50' S., where the dependencies of the
island knowu by the name of the Archipehgo'of Chilok termiuate,
and which comprise a number of islands extendi~gfrom latitude
41" 48's. to latitude 43" 50' S. These islands are to the emt\lard of Chilok, and between it and the coast of Patagonia. Out
of sixty-three islands so situated, thirty-six are inhabited, which
are enumerated in the annexed table of the different divisions which
compose the province. The length of the island of Chilo&from
north to south is about 140 miles; its greatest width, which is
about the centre, is about (30 miles. The.whole island is mountainous and covered'with wood, chiefly a bastard cedar, but so
durable, that it is exported in great quantities to Peru and Chili,
where it is used in building, being, from ita hardness, not liable to
rot, and well adapted for beams and rafters. I t is also used in
building vessels in the island. In the interior, to the south-west
and southward of the lagoon or inlet of Cucao,.is situated a large
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frssbwater lake, named the Lake of Campu ;. and from the number
of fresh-water rivulets that run into the sea from all parts of the
coast, I make no doubt, that, were the island better knowii, many
such lakes would be found ; but as yet the interior has never been
penetrated beyond one league from the coast, excepting only to
the lake of Campu. The country is so wooded and overgrown with
nndemood, that it would cost too much labour for the indolent
and limited population to undertake such an expedition, unless a
prospect of great gain were offered to them, as the line of coast
and ~slandsare even more than sufficient for the maintenance of the
few inhabitants. The government (which is very poor) .has no
inducement to explore its interior ; and even the southern coant of
the island is scarcely known. This is the reason why,the southern
islands of the Archipelago, as well as the island of Chilok itself,
from about 4S0 S. latitude, are denominated the end of Christendom ; and the natives are fully perouaded that part of the island
is inhabited by cannibals. I offered a conviderable reward while
there, in hopes of persuading persons to explore this district for
general information ; and the governor and his secretary (the latter
a native of Sweden, and a scientific gentleman) used their influence
to get my otier accepted, but wittiout success.
. 'I'he Lagoon of Cucao, on the western coast of the island, is in
latitude 49" 55' S., and is upwards of seven leagues in length. It
is surrounded by lofty. mountains, and, during the day, from the
time of sunrise until sunset, is totally inaccessible to vessels, on
account of the violent gusts of wind which come down from between the hills from different quartemat the same time, and raise
such a whirlwind as to tear up trees, and would certainly dismast
or upset any vessel. This continues till the sun has set, when it
subsides to a perfect calm till the following morning.
Population and Ui&ions.--The
population of Chilok, and the
islands attached to it, is 43,839 mole. The table which I annex
shows the number. of. inhabitants in each town alid village. The
island is divided into ten divisions, as follows :-St. Carlos ( h e
capital), Carelmapo, Chacao, Calbuco, Dalcahue, Quenac, Quinchao, Castro, Lemuy, Chonchi, each of which has its respective
court of justice and local governor. There are no subdivisions,
except into parishes, which aniount to ninety. For electbig
deputies for tbe Congress, the prnvince and island are divided
into three departmental divisions : the first comprising St. Carlos,
Carelmapo, Chacao, and Calbuco ; the second Quinchao, Quenac, and Dalcahue ; the third Castro, Lemuy, and Chonchi.
Thus three members represent the interests and opinions .of the
province in Congress. The Table, letter A, gives the correct
state of the population, and of their respective ages and sexes,
as formed in the year 183%; and it yill be observed that the sexes,
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M marly rs poesiblc, equal each otber in number. The r m d
islinds are relatively more densely peopled than ChW, although
the soil is not so productive on them as on the main island ; but
the reason they ue preferred M thtir not being encumbered by
woodn, the people bang in general too indolent to ckar the k t
land, so long re they can find a sufficiency of what is moderately
good for their daily rubsmtence without much trouble. They are
s a t d i d with little, and only care for the present. Money is only
known to them by name; it is not in circulation. Since the
supreme decree of January, 1826, which extinguished all animosity
and feeliuga of superiority, such as formerly existed between tba
old Spaniards and present natives, by placing them on equality in
all civil and public acts, the utmost cordiality hrs reigned amwg
them.
M i y Faroe.-The military force consista of militia (with the
exception of one company of artillery, which M paid by, and belongs to, the State), and amounts, i~~cluding
infantry w d cavalry,
to 7G9. All inhabitants between the ages of sutsen and fifty
ue enrolled in this militia, and obliged to serve in rotation, or
when called on bp the authorities. They are all supplied with
arms and ammunition, and are occasionally mustered. Table B
will show the number of troops provided by the different towns.
&c., out of the number of militia stated ;-!?A are cavalry, and
are not furnished by the island, but from Maulin, which. is the
only town belonging to the province on the continent. The
remainder of the force is furnished by C h i l d and the islands.
Roo&.-The
principal road in C h i l d is from St. Carlos to
Caatro, which is the second capital, and situated to the S.E.
This road winds dong the sea-coast with a branch leading to Dalcahue, and is eighteen leagues long ; it is called the road of C y nennuco. I t ir formed principally of broad planks and trunbs of
trees, the latter being used where there is an ascent. I t was constructed and is kept in repair by the militia of the eight dbtrictr
which partake, more or less, of the advantage of such a meaw of
communication ;-that is to say, a portion of the militia ie employed in rotation from twelve to twenty days ia each year, each
battalion and company having a part of th4 work asrigned them,
for which no remuneration is allowed, by which means thb beautiful road is kept in good repair with little effort, though the ex-LIB
would otherwise amount to a considenble sum, 1OOO men
being thus employed annually. I n the last repairs they commenced placing parapets on the sides of this wooden road, and
they are now building small houses at each station of tha different
battalions which furnish their quota of labourers. Goad water is
to be had along the whole line of road, but nothing in the way of
food, except what they cany in their havreaacs. I n a military

point of view, thir road d w d s excellent plaaes for a m b u d
and defenrire pasees against a superior enemy.
T h e road from Carelmapo (on the main) to the provinm of
Vddivia is much of the same kind aa the one just mentioned, and
ie for twelve or fifteen leagues composed also of plank, &c. I t M
l e a guarded, however, by parapets, and is very inconvenient,
specially during winter, being both exceaoively muddy a d full of
holes, rho same attention not being paid to it rre to the one on
the island.
The road of Rodeo, along the eea shore from S t Carlos to
Cwtm, deserves only the name of a path. It follows the direction
of the Cagnennuoo road, but is more than twice its length ; and
being nearer the sea-side, it is only piaimable for travellers, in many
parts, at low water. Only a small portion of it, also, M planked,
Carta or carriages are not used in the island, or even the province,
There is but one cart at St. Carlos drawn by oxen, and the roads
would not admit, at present, of such vehiclee.
4 k a r h . - F o u r harbours are acknowledged, by the captain
of the port, in the island of Chilob, viz.-St.
Carlos, Chacao,
Ddcahue, and C u t r o ; in d l of which vesseln of any size may
aochor with the greatest safety. I n St. Carloe and Caetro s h i p
ride quite laad-locked close to the h r e in good holding-ground :
the former in on the N.E. side of the island; the latter, as well a
Dalcahue, on the S.W. ; while Chacao lies to the N.W., a little
to the eastward of the canal of tbat name, and is formed by the
inland and continent opposite to it. The navigation of these harborn is not dangeroue, and but little knowledge is required to
enter any of them. The distances by sea between the ports are
00 f0ll0wS :Prom St. Carlos to Chacao
99 Miles
St. Carlos to Dalcahue
87 ,,
St. Carlos to Castro
. 119 ,,
Chacao to Dalcahue .
75
Chacao to Castro
97 ,J
Dalcahue to Castro
.
3% ,,
The port of St. Carlos is thet which deserves tilost the attention
of navigators and of maritime nations. The idand of Chilod haa
a1ways been censidered the key of the-SouthAmerican poesessions,
and this secure, beautiful, and capacious harbour ought to be its
primary attraction. I t is well known that all the harbours on the
cae~
of the Pacifio are open to the N .W. winds, which, during
the winter, rage with such fury, on the coasts of Chili and Peru,
that it is dangerous for vessels to ride in those roadsteads during
that season. The beach of Valparaim in particular annually exhibit8 the sad consequences of holding on against a N.W4 wind 5 and
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when I was there the beach prestnted wrecks of large vessels
thrown high and dry many fathoms above the then water-mark.
H. M. S. Dublin had rode out one of these gales, but anticipating
another, lost no time in weighing and running for Coquimbo,
which latter port I should have excepted, as it is certainly a safe
and secure harbour, though it has some disadvantages from which
St. Carlos is exempt: the principal one being. that at Coquimbo
there is but one narrow eutrrnce, and should the wind blow direct
in, no ship can sail. Vessels are thus often detained a we& at a
time-not to speak of the want of water. I have also at Coqoimbo
witnessed. when anchored not a auarter of a mile from the shore.
such an ;upleasant, short-breakinlg sea, that it would have beer;
impossible to have got off stores or provisions without injury; wh~le
at St. Carlos, during two heavy gales of wind, the sea at our
anchorage was scarcely ruffled, and we were never prevented communicating with the shore. It was during a gale from the N.W.,
indeed, which blew down many houses, that we completed our
water at St. Carlos ; and a ship or fleet of any size may equally
ride there in the greatest seclrity. The b a t anchorage is between
Fort Barcacura and Sandy Point. This fort beam about E.N.E.,
true, from Port Aguy ; and between the two are some rocka just
above water, called the Puercas, but with five fathoms close t o
them. Our anchorage was about r cable's length from the shore,
at which distance, to and about the watering place (Sandy Point),
there are from seven to fourteen fathoms at about the same distance
from the shore that we archored. One of the principal advantages, however, of St. Carlos is, that it ha8 two entrances or outlets.
Should a fleet or ship be anxious to put to sea during a strong
N.W. or W.S.W. wind, both being such as will not admit of auy
vessels sailing by the western entrance (partly from the high sea
that stretches across the bay,' and partly from the streu th with
which th'e current iets to N.E.,and towards Estem tie haulin,
which I; attribute to the bottom being uneven ground), in such
case there is an easy and safe passage round the nortbem part of
the island by the canal of Chacao, aud so through the Archipelago
to the eastward. The captain of the port, an Englishman, who
has resided there seven vears. assured me 'that it was the safer
p&sage of the two, thire Ging no dangem that are not above
water, and even of these very few. He has thus taken many
vesselsout by this passage, although bound to the northward,
during heavy N.W.gales, when it would have been madnem to
have attempted the other passage. Captain Williams is a captaiu
in the navy of Chili, and, having been bred a sailor, understands
his business well. Experience has also made him familiar with
every rock, bay, and creek in the neighbourhood.
I would recommend ships bound to St. Carlor from the west~
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ward to enter the Bay, if possible, early in the morning, and keep
the island of Child close aboard, after making it well to the southward of Point Gunban. T h e tides run so strong, that if you get
out of soundings you may be drifted on tile rocks or islatlda of
Carelmapo, where.there is no anchorage, or even landing for a
boat; for such is the force of the tides, that in the calmest
weather the sea breaks frightfully against them. Should the wind
fall light, therefore (which it generally does towards tbe afternoon), and you find yourself drifting off the land to the eastward,
no time should be lost in anchoring, as from thirteen fathoms you
suddenly find no bottom. In rounding Cape Aguy, vessels should
keep within a quarter of a mile of it in from nine to ten fathoms,
and anchor under the fort of Barcacura, where, as before observed,
they will be well sheltered from all winds, and close to the watering place. T h e ground on the town side is shoal and rocky.
T h e small Admiralty plan is, however, generally correct, except
that it does not sufficiently point out a reef lying between Cochinon
and the highland above the town of St. Carlos, called Guihnien,
near which it is dangerous for a boat to attempt to land, from a
number of small pointed rocks just under water, which I nanled
the Needles. Our bearings at anchor in 74 fathoms were--centre
of Cochinos N.E. 4 E.,Point and Fort Aguy N. 3 E., Fort
Barcacura N.W. b. N., Sandy Point W. 4 S. Beef, poultry,
wood, and vegetables, are to be had for a trifle, and in abundance ;
fuel only costs the trouble of cutting, the doing which confers a
favour on the propiitor of the soil ; and it is close to the beach.
It will perhaps be proper, however, to mention here, that money
is not current in the island, but that necessaries are obtai~edby
barter; the principal articles of which are indigo, tea, salt, aud a
mild aort of Cayenne pepper. lndigo is the chief object, as it is
used for dyeing their cloths for making the South American cloaks,
called ponchos, which are merely squure8 of cloth with a slit in
&bemiddle to admit the head, and thus allow the cloak to rest
oo the shouldera. They are made to perfection, and sent to all
parts of the continent, from the island of Lemup ; they are generally manufactured fro01 wool, and almost every cottage has its
loom. The sheep are bred and kept solely for the sake of their
coats, and nothing could induce the inhabitants to part with these
animals or their lambs. I t is needless to add that they never eat
them.
T h e harbours and coast in general abound wilh all sorts of fisb,
and among others the finest oysters and other shell-fish. These
coostitute, indeed, the chief food of the lower orders, and are
taken in a manner which I shall here mention, as it is a proof of
their great abundance. At low-water mark the natives dig out
a narrow trench in the sand aith a circular basin at its extremity
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on tho laud side. This they stake nearly all round witb twigs
laid clme together, and as soon as the sea reacbes its height
aad is about to recede, stakes are driven in the sand at the
only part left open of the circle, which when left dry is found
full of fine fish. I witwsaed this 'operation about a mile from
the town on the beach, and it produced as much firh as three men
could carry away in baskets, the whole the p d u c e of one tide.
Tobacco is in great request, but as it is a monopoly of government, its price is too high for all classes to purchase, c o n e ueutly
on our arrival a few leara of this plant wen invaluable. h o n e y
when offered was rejected, from its value not being known ; but
for a pound of tobacco I actually purchased twelve fowls, three
bags of potatoes, four dozen eggs, and half a boat load of oysters.
Candles also were in great request. I had by me a private letter
of credit; and as there were several respectable shopkeepers at
St; Carlos, among whom was an Englishman, I was anxious to
get a bill cashed upon Valparaiso for about W dollars, to enable
me to purchase a few refreshments for the ship's company, which
their good conduct during the severe cold and tempestuous weather
we had previously ex rienced merited ;but although tlie governor
gave orden that all t e dollara in the town should be collected for
me, at a great loss and under his responsibility, we could not
muster above eeo. I therefore allowed each man to take up a
pound of tobacco ; and in a few hourn every one was eating his
poultry, vegetables, and the fiueat fruit; and as scurvy was, I
feared, beginning to show itself, I 11ad reason to rejoice .at seeing
our men enjoying themselves with all the dainnes they could
desk.
The port of St. Carla is surrounded by fortifications, more
or less deteriorated ; but some are serviceable, and all at a trifling
expense might be made efficient. The principal one is Fort
Aguy. The defence of the port, and it may be said of the archipelago in general, ought, however, to be confided chiefly to gunboats and small vessels, well e uipped. These, with a little foreaight and the assistance of a ew &ropeen articles, might easily
be constructed at a small expense in the island. The number of
small coesting-vessels or boats which carry on the traffic among
the islands end its coast amounts to 1490.
Climate.-As
to the temperature and climate of the province
of Chilo&,nothing certain can be said, from our limited stay in it;
but from the statement of those who have been residents for many
pars, it may be thought rigorous-not from excess of cold (for
water scarcely ever freezes, and what might be called e fall of
snow is not known,)-but from damp and rains, as on an average
ten months out of the year may be called rainy. Yet, though
rigorous, the dimate is far from unbealthy; and there are no
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produced, but in small quantities, and only in a few spots. There
are abundance of trees, but as the differeut qualities on the islaud
have not been ascertained, I could get no account of them. Vast
quantities of plank are, however, exported, both of bastard cedar
and a species of fir, of which planks two feet wide are seat
out to the amount annually of 932,777. Near the coast small
trees are also found which make good span for masting srllail
veusels. For the productions of the soil, and animals, see. Table
D. The soil M rich, though never manured ; it consists of dark
n~ouldand fine loam upon chalk: fruit-trees flourish astonishingly ; and 1 never saw finer peas, beans, cabbages, or caulibwem.
The principal beverage is cider made from good apples, aud when
bottled and kept a short time, it ie so strong, that o stranger must
be careful how he indulges in it. I t is like champagne, but
stronger, and of a very fattening quality. I was informed that
the healthy appearauce of the natives was attributed b o h to the
climate and the cider. Spirits are not known to the lower orders,
and seldon~can be purchased. Wine is never seen, and the governmeut has placed so high a duty on it that it cannot be purchased, by which means the morals of the people are preserved.
r .
1hey are in general shrewd, clever, and.most courteous to strangers.
They still bear a strong good feeling towards the mother-country,
and do not despair of again returnii~gunder her sway. It will be
remembered that Chi102 was the last poesession held by Spain in
the Pacific, and in two severe actions defeated and drove the
patriots off. One expedition, under Lord Cqchraae, was repulsed
with great loss; and the fort of Aguy, with only sixty artillerymen
(old Spaniards), succevsfully defeuded itself against his Lordship
in person with 1500 men. I t was at length taken byAdmira1 Blanco
and a host of gun-boats, frigates, and sloops; but they would not
hen,have succeeded had not bribery and treachery come to their
aid. This was seven years ago. Shortly after its capture, several
attempts were made to retale it by a revolution ; and they succeeded, and eent the military governor and all the regular
troops off the island. But the mother-counh-y not being able to
afford them relief, they were induced to accept the t e r n offered
them by the government of Chili, viz. to be governed by a civil
governor from the island, and to protect themselves by their own
militia, which is their present state. Most of the king's troops
have remained in the island, and many officers flocked there at the
disbanding of the king's forces in the other provinces.
Principal Ezpurta.-These
are planks, annually amounting to
5260,908 ; hams, 7,800 ; dozens of brooms, 44 ; hides, 237. 'The
value of the above, taken alt.,gether, may be rated at 44,800
dollars: besides which, quantities of woollen cloths, such a~
ponchos, are annually exported ; but as every l~ousehas its 10oru
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and weaver, no specific estimate can be formed of their number
or value. A woollen poncho is worth from three to ten dollars.
C b i M is famed in South America for its hams, which are certainly of fiw quality and high flavoured, and would be more so,
were not so much economy necessary in that scarce and valuable
article, salt. The island swarms with hogs, which are domesticated and live generally in the houses ; and it is not unusual to see
a pretty woman sitting on a stool with a favourite little pig in her
lap ; others will have a lamb or a fowl ; all have eome pet; and I
remarked that the generality of the people are kind to animals.
Poultry are io abundance; ducks were first introduced about two
years since ; and as they are not much approved of for eating, they
have wonderfully multiplied.
Clergy.--'l'here are but four rectories, which are those of San
Carlos, Calbuco, Achab, and Castro. The one of San Carloli
comprehends the districts of San Carlos, Chacao, and Carelmapo,
cootaining seventeen chapels; Calbuco comprehends the district
of the same nanre, and has fifteen chapels ; Achab comprehends
the districts of Quinchao, Quenac, and Dalcahue, with twenty-six
chapels; and Castro comprehends the districts of Castro, Chonchi,
and Lemuy, with lirty-two chapels. There are four parocl~ial
cbwches, one in each of the following towns, San Carlos, Calbuco,
Achab, and Castro; besides which there are minor churches, one
in each of the principal towna of the remaining districts; and
scattered over the island there are, besides those enumerated,
eighty small temples or temporary chapels, badly built, none of
them possessing any of the requisites for performing divine worship
according to the Catholic religion; so that when mass is to be performed, the priests bring what is required with them. Besides the
above there are two more churches; one of the order of Sari
Jeronimo, at San Carlos ; the other which belonged formerly to
the Jesuits at Castro ; and there were also two others belonging to
the Mendicant order of St. Francisco and La Mercede, bur these
are now a heap of ruins.
A t present, in the whole province, there are but nine beneficed
priests, a vicar and rector of Achab, two rectors of Calbuco and
Castro, which are secular, a rector of San Carlos, of the regular
clergy, and five others. It will be seen that, considering the
number of inhabitants, there is a very unequal proportioil of
clergy, both as to the number of souls and places of worship.
Education.-In 1838, the number of schools ia the island \vas
31, which educated 1971 youths, as will be seen by the Table C.
There haa been, however, a great falling off, both as to number
of schools and pupils, for in the year 1899 there existed y0
schools, which educated 9847 boys. They belong to the state,
and tbe &ere
are paid by the Government, at the rate of 300
VOL. IV.
9A

dollan annually. By an. order of Congram, no corporal p u d
ment should be indicted, which, however, mme of the mastem
assured me was not attended to.
~ e m m e n t Rmenus,
,
&c.-The
civil, ~olitical,a d adminutrative government of the province is exercised by an intendente
or civil governor, who ie supreme, and by the commander of the
forra, either in person or by deputies ; the latter governing in their
respective districts. There is one feature in $e government of
C h i l d that does not exist in any other part of the South American
states. T o the southward of the island reride a number of Indu@~,
who are governed by two caciques, holding their authority from
the head governor of San Carlos, and 'they rule by their own laws,
as I uoderstood, with great justice : the Indians are thus seldom
e n in the tow^, and no complaint is ever made against them.
The expenses of the government depend chiefly on the number
of the garrisons employed ; and as at present not more than one
company of artillery is paid by the state, they are necessarily
triling. Perhaps the whole cost of the government, including
repairs of forts and public buildings, &c., does not at present
amount to more than from 30,000 to 40,000 dollars a year.
The principal revenue consista of a tax to the extent of a teatb
of all produce, which is fanned out annually, aad yielde from
8000 to 9000 dollars. As there is no money current, the farmer
collects the revenue in kind. The export duties amounted in 1836
to 1374 dollam and I real (5d.): the import duties amounted to
Q476 dollars ; the latter was derived from 96 vessels, foreign and
national. T h e revenue of the poet-office and duties on vario~u
merchandise amounted, in the same year, to 4500 dollars, making
a duty paid to government, on the exports and imports alone,
amounting to 4930 dollars.
The land in this province, not including that which is not inhk
bited, and which may be considered at nine-tenths, is divided into
numerous small possessions, BO that each father of a family is the
possessor of some portion of the soil; but there is not an individual in the island who has posseasion of land of the d u e of
1000 dollars, although perhapr it may be some miles in -tent;
and only two or three are.valued above 500 dollam. This d e p
cirtion of land is in co
uence of the few inhabitants in proportion to the soil. 1 3 e year 1899, the gownmeot commenced putting in force the laws of the constitution made in Jung
1823, securing to the Indians perpetual and undisturbed pcwression of the lands actuaily poseessed by them : to accomplish which
eurveyon are still employed marking out and meesurhg erch
individual's pomeseions, and m u k i ~ ~out
g and defining the boundaries of thwe hnds in portions which have no actual posaeuorq
ia order to tbeir being sold for tbe benefit of tbe rtrte. The

rarok of tbere operations in the five d h i c b wbere land baa
already been portioned out, viz. Dalcahue, Qwnac, Quinoboo,
b m u y , and Cartro, has been M follows :Pouerriom aonfirmed to the Indians
Remaining to the 6t.te

.

.

Total

No. or Sp.ol.4
&l-

. ..
.

.

10,765
2,004

12,767

The Value of the squares of land belonging to tbe state ie estimated at about 5,000 dollars.
Mi-.-As
yet no mines have been discovered in theae nlrnda ;
but the numerous streams that run into the sea are strongly impregmted with ~ninoralsubstances. Some have a copperish trrete,
while others, pure and limpid, appear to be impregnated with
carbonate of iron. In several parts traces of coal are to be found,
a d 1 have no doubt that some future period will disclose many
vduable resources at present unknown.
Nuhrml Hit@.-The
bland of C h i a is well worthy the atten*
tion of a naturalist or botanist, who would be amply repaid for taking
a trip b this delightful spot. It abounds in insects, butterflies, and
birds, very choice and rare, many not being known in other parto
of the continent of South America. I shall mention one curious
bird, called in Child canguena, which is only to be found here.
I succeeded in procuring four specimens of it, with the hope of
introducing them into hgland. They partake in appearance and
formation of the duck, goose, guinea fowl, and, in plumage, of the
partridge (red-legged) and pbeaeant. In size they are nearest the
g u k fowl ; and although web-footed, they do not take the water,
but are coasta~~tlg
dipping their feet in small pmls to preveat the
web of the feet fro111 cracking. Their legs are black, a d the
breast ir marked like tBe red-legged partridge. The belly is of r
light bwwn; tbe back like a hen phearont; while the neak rerembles tbe guinea fowl, the upper part being marked w t unlike
that bird. 'The bead, with a black beak, ir exactly that of a
Beogal goore, bat with a remarkably fine eye. When caught
y-,
b e y are easily domesticated, and live with olhsr poultry.
Their fled, partpka m c h of th$ flavour of the hea as ant, but not
m b y . 'l'hose 1 procured were given me by the Governor, and
were taken fnun him poultry-yard. I lost them one by one during
a m e r e illness on my pasage home, in wnsequence of not being
able b W n d peruoaallj, which I previously did, to ree that they
had water k c e a day to paddle their feet in. T h k not having
been 8ttemk-i to, their webe splrc, cawed oores, and they died in
k w boure. What I regretted a h woo, that, on my recovery, I
dLEweced that, aa they died, their skins had been committed to the
h p . Om 1 b e brought home, but I fear it L not in KI perfect
z! A 9
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a state as to give a just idea of the animal ; it is, however, in the
hands of a skilful naturalist.
Although the coasts of Child abound in shell-fish, 1 could not
procure ally shells of value, except n few beautiful chitons, as
they have here been found. I made anxious search, in the hope
of tinding one with aine scales o r dioisioos, but I did not succeed.
although I employed several natives in the search, and offered
n reward'of twenty dollars to whoever would bring me one. I
however got one of seven divisions, which is also rare. When
the Beagle was here, an officer on board procured one of nine.
Eight is the most common number.
General Society.-Before taking leave of Chilok and its inhabitants, 1niust add a few remarks as to the general state of society and the good disposition of all classes. Murders, robbery,
or persons being in debt, are never heard o f ; drunke~~ness
is only
known or seen wheo European vessels are in port : not a private
dwelling in the towns or: country has a lock on the doom ; even
the custom-house is only secured by a padlock. attached by two
staples frstened on the outside, which might easily be drawn or
broken
ood faith towards each other is thus a prevailing
ua1ity.:-+hey
have no n~arkets: when a n individual has any
&ing, such as provisions, to dispae of (and all have their regular
customers), he goes to his neighbours, and should no person be at
home, he knows what is required for the inmates, and leaves it,
aying himself, by barter, in indigo, pepper, salt, &c., which
Ee know where to look for; and as every article of consumption has its regular value, there is 'no fear of his acting unfairly,
or taking more than his due. I have often witnessed people
arrive from the country with poultry or eggs to dispose of, and
offer them for sale at the house of the captain of the port. The
first question asked is, What do you sell for, aunil (indigo) or
money ? should the vender answer, for money (which is rare), he
is sent away; but if for indigo, the scales are produced, and as
many ounces of that article are weighed out as correspond to the
value of what is to be purchased. Indigo is valued at two reals
( a F u t ten-pence English) the ounce, and is purchased at Valpbralso, \vliolesale, at half that amount. There is also a curious
practice among those from the country who bring milk, butter,
Clrc. to the tow11of St. Carlos. At the extremity of the bay, and
opposite the town, is a river that runs up about forty miles to the
village of Cacotree; from which they come to St. Carlos in large
boats, and their passage is defrayed as follows. The owner of
these boats may have a few goods to transport, but the boat is too
large to manage by himself, he therefore places his goods in the
bottom, cuts a stout twig which he erects as a mast, and prepares
a smaller one for a yard, which he places across the gunwale.
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1V.-Ezpeditim into the Interior o/ South A $ h ,
T w o expeditions, each of great interest, have been sent, withii
the present year, into the interior of South Africa. One has been
fitted out under the superintendence of a Committee of Gentle
men residing at the Cape of Good H o ,from funds subscribed for
the purpose chiefly in that colony. x e other is sent out by the
Royal Geographical Society ; and is one of two, for which it has
obtained the countenance and patronage of His Majesty's Government.
The scale of these. two ~ f i i c a nkxpeditions is different, as is,
in a considerable degree, their object. That from the Cape consiste of a rimerofis party; well' provided with instrumenta and
articles of trade ; its object being not so much to penetrate to a
great dirtance beyond tbe limiu of the Cape colony (though,
should circumstances prove favourable, it is not debarred from
doing this), as to complete the knowledge already gained of the
more nearly conterminous countries, and thus enable the Cape
merchants more exactly to appreciate their commercial capabilities.
That from the Geographical Society, on the contrary, consists of
only one adventurous traveller, Captain Alexander, furnished,
however, with the means of equipping a suitable party to accompany him from the Ca e ; and his object is purely that of the
pioneer, to push beyon! t previous lines, and bnng away such information (correct, as far as it gas, but comprehensive rather
than minute) as may enable other and better appointed travellers
to follow in his steps.
In some respects, however, both expeditions are alike. They
are both chiefly fitted out at private expense; and while they
cannot but both benetit science, they may both also prove means
of extending the commercial relations of the country. This last
is the avowed object of the first of them ; but it has not less
weighed with those who have chiefly contributed to organize the
second.
The first expedition left the Cape some months ago, under the
charge a ~ direction
~ d
of Dr. Smith, well known in that colony for
his talents and acquirements. We are thus enabled to add to the
Copy of his Instructions, which we subjoin, the latest information
received from him since his departure. Captaiu Alexander can
only now be arriving at the Cape; nor can he even commence his
ulterior operations tilt. April next. We must, therefore, be content with merely.inserting his instructions.
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of retaliation,. These ,views should inspire especial caution in regard
to every proceeding, o r even verbal inquiry among tribes where it is
to be suspected that such lamentable incidents have already occurred.
The impression of its safe advance and,return, and of any b e n d t s it
may confer on those whom it visits, will unquestionably proceed far
in advance of its presence, and ne'cessarily subdue or weaken those
obstacles which may a t present restrain its proceedings within regions
where the colonial influence may be in some respects conridered as
overlooking its movements and matching for its safety.
Our inquiries lead us to anticipate that the natives of the interior
districts adjoining this colony are generally disposed to welcome the
approach of travellers, and to treat them regpectfully ; lest, however,
the opportunity of easily acquiring by plunder what they exceedingly
covet should prove too tempting for their respect or caution, i t is
reqnisite that such an apparent preparation to repel assault should.be
preserved as may render it obviously perilous to the assailants; separation of the party must therefore be avoided when holding intercourse with them, and if a division should be unavoidable, the main
body must he kept in sufficient strength, and held in readiness to aid
the detachments o r serve as a refuge for them I t will best accord
with the ohject of the expedition, that not only every reasonable probability of avoiding collision should be shunned, but that all scenes
and situatious offering any likelihood of its occurrence should be well
examined before they are approached.
I t will he inconsistent with any beneficial result, that, in its progress outwards, the expedition should force its way through the
territory of any tribe disposed to resist it: if no persuasive means be
found of avail to overcome their repugnance, the advance in that
direction must cease : it is only i n case of the party being itself attacked. or being beset by a force showing an obvious disposition to
assail it, and a determination to oppose its progress in any direction,
or in case of the defiles of a territory being occupied and closed
against its return, that the committee can reckon it justifiable to exercise upon the lives o r persons of the natives those formidable means
of warfare with which the expedition has been furnished. I t will be
proper that each individual attached to the expedition should have a
determinate station, in which it is expected that he shall be found in
cases of emergency; and 'it will be wv6ll that the measurea necessary
to be adopted should be fully illastrated and impressed upon all by
such previous training as circumstances may admit'of.
Is In regard to the,territory the expedition is to visit, there are two
methods in which it may arrive a t beneficial results: it may either
sweep rapidly over a great length of country, with the object of
attaining the most distant point which the time allotted to it or the
duration of its resources may enable it to reach; or it may leisurely
examine in detail, throughout its length and breadth, the condition,
capabilities, and productions of a district of more manageable dimensions. The committee conceives that the former might be perhaps
the more interesting method of proceeding, on account of the greater

cbors stations vith &bannot fu distrtllt, which, d d m g b bn h k i n c
n i d y important, may be e k r of -act dettrminath. The cammiuee would therefore recanmend, that rtationr of observation be
c h d u either primary or reeorrdmy : thwe to be conuderad primary
rtatioas whenever the c~rcunutmcesmay appear particularly favour-

able. by reaaon of leisure from other ocaupations, expected d u a t i m
of halt, and freedom from annoyance, to afford a good debmination
of the longitude and latitude, such sr may rerve to render them useful
for zero points, to which the secondary &&ions may be refirred,
either by &ad reckoning of time and dietonne or by ruch less e l b
rate obserrrations can be obtained at the secondary statioos themrelver. Of course, however, should circuautamea permit, the more
important in other rwpeck the point which can be made a prim y
observing station the better, and the eornmitteo would expressly
notice Griqnr, Town, Lattakoo. Kurrechllo., and Meletta, u points
of which the geographical porition should be determined with c u e by
observations on the spot, and the ohsemtions then made transmitted
Bome along with the latest communications with the colony. Gince,
however, the circumstances which may render stations objeotionable
u p k y points are mostly of a moral or political mture. it is expected that no great difficulty will occur in fixing them at position~
of especial geographical interest, rn at the confluence of rivers, at
the eztreme bodern or on the culminating points of mountain rangea,
on remarkable rooke, &c., or a t least of determining their bearings
and relative eituationa with respect to such prominent features, with
mme degree of exactners. A combination of circummtancea of this
kind of local interert will of course have it6 due weight in determining
(ealerirparibur) the halt of the expedition.
A t primary ntatbna the committee recommend the uriduorrr ap
plication of every instrumental means for the determination of the
three element8 of latitude, longitude, and elevation above the leva1
of the sea; and erpeciolly. at such stations, r r many reriea of l u a u
tlirhnws ar possible ehould be procured in addition to the usual sighb
for time, (or observations of the altitudes of heavenly bodier n e u
the prime vertiaal,) whicb. together with meridian obwmtions br
tbe latitude, they would recommend to be practised daily as a matter
of regular duty, at wery station, ae well primary ar secondary. At
primary rtations also the barometer and thermometer should be obnerved at regular intervals, and the magnetic variation ascertained
by laking the a m ' s arimdh immediately be@ and after the -ion
for time-(noting the emct moments, und thur obtaining dakr for inlff
polding to the lime oj'obserualion). A t such stations likewbe a d u l
investigation of the index errom of sextants rhould be mde, tbe
zero pointr o r index oorrections of the rympiesometer should be dsm i n e d by leisurely comparison with the mountain buometer,
(giving time for the instrumente to attain the same temperature,)
cod the difference noted in the 'observation-books. The necessity of
frequent cornparisone of these inrtrumenta will be apparent if ii be
considered thnt in the event of fracture of the barometer tube, ao

sidereal day, or h. 68 m. 4 wc. mean time. Under the heul of reoond a y observing stations may be classed those in which no lunar dintances can be got, and when the sights for time and meridian altitude
can only be rmperficially and imperfectly taken, o r one without the
other. With a view to the connexion of these with the primary
station, and to the sketching out a chart of the country passed through,
at evey primary station a series of angles should be taken with the
sextant between remarkable and web-defined poinb in the borizon,
dividing the horizon into convenient portions, and carrying the angles
all round the circle back to the point of departure: and in the selection of such points two ends should be kept in view, firet, the precise
identification of the point of observation, in case of ite being desirable
to find it again ; and, secondly, the determination from it of geogre
phical pints. The firat of these purposes will require angles to be
taken between nem, the m n d between diJont objects. For the
latter, of course, remarkable mountain peaks will, if possible, be
chosen. Of such, when once observed, the appearances from the
place of observation should be projected by the Carnenr Lucidcr, and
their changes of aspect and form. as the expedition advances, should
be well and carefully noticed. to avoid mistakes. The approximate
diitance of any remhkable object may be had by pacing, o; itherwise
measuring more exactlv. a base line of a few hundred pscea in a
directionuperpendicula;fb that in which it appean, erec4ng a staff
at each end, and from each staff measuring the angle between the
object and the other staff.
" In this manner the neighbourhood of any station may be mapped
down eo as to be available for many useful purposes. I n all such
cases the compass hearings of the moet important object in the horizon
should be taken, and in the absence of the sextant anglee. azimuth
compass readings of each point may be substituted, though of course
with less precision.
Indications of the progtess of the expedition should be left at
various points in its course, by making marks on rocks or stones, &c.
and by burying documents in bottles. In regard to the latter, it will
he neceasary to depoeit them one foot deep at some known disknca,
say fifteen feet from a conspicuous surface of stone, on which there
is painted a circle containing the distance and beari by compass of
the bottle, from its centre, and that the eitaation o such places of
deposit rhould also be ascertained by exact compass beatings of several remarkable points in the horizon, both near and distant, as well
m by angles between them, carefully determined with a sextn~t,and
noted down in the journals of the expedition for their own reference
or that of future travellers.
"In surveying the basin of a river, or in proceeding along the
prevailing slope of a county, it is very desirable to determine as
many points as possible on the same levd, and form thus as it were 8
parallel of elevation to the level of the sea. A line of this kind traced
at the altitude of, say 1000 feet, would determine in a considerable
degree the physical condition of extensive spaces on the map on both
ides of it. The station8 of moet intereat will be found at the extre-
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of'natnre, and their notiom of its nut and
proaetdings, as
thunder, rain, wind, &c.
Inquiries reapeating commerce, .lad the prorpeet of its d o n ,
are to be viewed M of no a d importance in this undertakin~.,
Every means must be used to Mcerkia its present nature, ohmnels,
and extent, and to determine the exirting dslnaad for forei
ditiea, and the return which may be ap.dd fix them. &us
i e
quiries may also lead b some dbfactary t i e m of it8 future dtion, as indicated by the m
t
a of the native population, or the oof m t importance to improve their codition, and the a o m e q d b g
resources for exchange whioh may arise from a more beneficial employment of their industry.
Lastly, we may notice the propriety of making inquiries or gathering information with respec* to similar enterprim, as whether
the natives have tradiins of mapementr of their own, or of the
arrival of strangers among them. All that can be g a t h d rsapecting Dr. Cowan's expedition will be acceptable in the highest degree.
The elucidation of an isolated a r t to strn le through the diBculties of ~ r i - traveUing Should a h be Vqt in view: it was
made by a mbionary of the name of Mutin, who has not been heard
of since he crowed the colonial boundary in December, 1881. He k
coneeqaently s u p p e d to hare perished in the Osriep, or to have
been destroyed on its banks, though as it waa his intention to avoid
the establishments of Europeans or their iinea of wmmoniatiozm,
there is a lingering possibility of his still surviving.
'*The articles fitted for carrying on commerce with the dote
have three distinct objects ;-First, by keeping up a comtant appeuc
ance of traffick, to present in their eyes an appreciable motive for
this visit to their territory ; second, to conciliate favour, or to procure provisions for the porpoee of husbanding the reawrcer of the
expedition; and third, for the purpore of procuring any polbatable
articles to carry on to the other dietrictn for the ends aborementioncd,
or to sell in the colony at the termination of the enterprise. In
regard to these the Committee has to remark, that attention to the
two first-mentioned objects is indiqenaable, from its necesmry connexion with the aafety and efficiency of the expedition, and that the
third is to be contingent on the acquisitions of the party in regard.to
its main object of collecting information as tothe country, and sscuring'
what illustrates itn natnral history and resonrces, and on the state of
its means of transport. The Committee thezefore recornmead that
this third object be attended to only in caw that it be neeeaorl, to
send wagpns back for supplies, or in case that in the homeward progress of the party there be nwm for such articles without illcornmoding it in ira other operatione.
(Signed) T B O M A
WADE,
~ CHAIRMAN,A. J. CU)BI]CI
J. HERSCHELL,
C. F. H. VON L u m a ,
A. OLIPEANT,
F. 9 W A T B X M ~ X ~ .
J A M E ~ ADAMION,D.D.
JOBN
CENTLIVRBS
Carsr,

-

T.M'LBAI,

June PSrd, 1834.
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nearly as large as at the place where he was then encamped ; the
probability of which sinplar circumstance may be credited, from the
fact that the river at New Latakoo, the Kuruman, g ~ h e s in
, Like
manner, from its rocky fount, a noble stream, and ~sat no part
of its subsequent course of greater size. His route lay first to Maseus, king of the Basuta tribe of Bechuanas ; thence to the once formidable, but now eubdued Mantatees ; and after that to the Kraal of
a large, but little known, tribe, where twenty-five chiefs were reported
to reside. H e was in the immediate vicinity of the Agate Hills,
which supply the Orange River with those well known and beautiful
gems, and he had reason to believe that he would be able to investignte the porphyritic formations of its sources, of which so many
splendid specimens strew the course of that stream. There was also
considerable prospect of a large supply of ivory obtainable in this
route, as a return for the trading part of this expedition.
The following memoranda of the acquirements of the expedition
are attached to the despatch :About three hundred aud fifty specimens of birds, quadrupeds, &.,
have been preserved.
Fifty drawings have been completed.
The hitory of three Bechuana tribes, +z. : Batlapee, Barralong,
and Baclarou have been minutely investigated.
A map of the route from Philipolis to the Caledon River, has been
constructed.
The latitude and longitude of eleven stations have been ascertained ;
-the geological charactera of the country, between Graaff-Reinet
and this station, have been minutely investigated; numerous specimens of rocks have been collected; and the heights of many of
the mountains and hills, both within and beyond the colony, amongst
others, the Compass Berg, hare been taken.

Instructions addressed to Captub A lea&.

" SlurThe

council of the Royal Geographical Society of London
haring intrusted to you the conduct of an expedition of discovery in
South Africa, furnieh you with the following instructions relating to
it, confining themselves therein to the more important and essential
conditions of the undertaking, and leaving the minor arrangements to
your own discretion. They will, howerer, transmit to you hereafter
such memoranda and notes of information, or advice, as may seem
likelp to be useful for your further guidance.
"The interval of seven or eight months which will be spent in the
voyage out, or in residing at the Cape, may be advantageously employed in acquiring expertness in the use of the astronomical and
other instruments, and in studying the Sichuana language.
" I t is hoped that you will be conveyed in one of his Majesty's
ships of war to Dalagoa Bay, where it is not desirable that you
should arrive before the termination' of the rains, or the beginning of
May 1835.
'
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" The general object of the proposed expedition, is t
o explore the
river Manice,: which flows into Dalagoa Bay, (and which is named
by the English King George's River, by the Portuguese and other
nations Rio del Espiritu Santo), so as to ascertain whether or not it
be identical with the river of the interior which the Bechuana call the
Mariqua
'$The furthest point of this river explored by Captain Owen,
is in lat. 25' 21' Id' S., and about long. 3z0 61' E. ; being about fifty
miles from the mouth along its course, but not more than eight from
the nearest point of the sea-shore. I t may, therefore, be advisable
to land on the coast in about lat. 25O 27' S., and then to strike in
towards the river, so as to avoid the labour of making up against the
stream, as well as abridge materially that part of the journey which
would conduct through a low alluvial soil.
" O n your arrival in the bay, your first care will be to aelect a
guide and interpreter, from among the chiefs if possible : this business,
with the procuring of bullocks to carry your baggage, the choice of a
place of debarkation,&c.,may occasion a delay of a few days ;but promptitude in the selection of your plans, which will materially result from
previous diligence in collecting information, and the most despatchful execution of them, consistent with prudence, are especially recommended to you, aa delay on the coast is likely to give rise to numerous
unforeseen difficulties.
The moat northern point of the river Maiiqua seen by Messrs.
Scoon and Leckie, is, probably, in lat. 24' 50' S.. long. 28' 30' E.,
and, consequently, about 300 miles in a straight line from the farthest explored point of the Manice. If the former of these rivers
communicates with the latter, the unexplored portion of the connected stream may possibly form a circuitous course of 360 miles,
or six weeks' journey ; but how far it may be advimble to shorten the
route by leaving the circuits of the river, and proceeding directly to
ita upper reachea, aa they may be indicated by tlie natives, will be
best determined by the circumstances which arise in your progress.
It would, indeed, be highly desirable to learn the character of the
river, aed to what extent and in what manner it is navigable ; but this
consideration must be held subordinate to that of safety, in providing
for which, it will, perhaps, be found expedient to follow the most
frequented routes, and the line of densest population. The Mariqna
once reached, the difficulties of the journey may be considered overcome, and a few days' march southward will couduct to a missionary
station.
" The council expect that you will keep an exact register of all
astronomical and meteorological observations, and that you will note
carefully the varititions of the compass, and the bearings and estimated distances of every remarkable object in view.
" I n your intercourse with the natives, you are recommended to
maintain a deportment at once resolute and confiding, to avoid associating with any but chiefs, and to accept, and even press them to an
exercise of that hospitality which they regard as a moral obligation.
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"You are requested not to neglect any opportunity which may
arise, in the course of your journey, of despatching to the Socfety'e
correspondent at the Cape, to be forwarded to the Society, an
aamrance of your safety, and an account of your proceedings.
"The council place at your disposal a letter of cmdit on Meesm.
Borradaile and Thompson, at the Cape, for SOOL., which sum it ie
expected will be sufficient to defray the expenses of guides, irlterpretera, the journey through the colony, and the passage home to
England, as well as to purchase such small additions as may hereafter
appear neceseary to be made to the stock of merchandise with which
'you are already provided.
(Signed)
W. D. COOLEY,
Hon. Sec.
To the Committee appointed to organixe the Ezpedition.

V.-Beprtr on the Navigation of the Euphrates. By Captain
(Colonel) Chesney, R.A. London 1838.
WE believe we may announce that, as the present sheet goes to
press, the last remainiug difficulties which delayed the departure
of the expedition about to endeavour to establish steam navigation
on the Euphrates, are in the course of removal ; and that its persevering leader is to reap the reward of his labours and exertions,
by being allowed to make his experiment in his own way. And
we most sincerely rejoice at this. Without presuming to offer
any opinion on what may appear to us to be the probabilities or
improbabilities of the substantial success of the enterprise, it is
impossible not to sympathize with the zeal and confidence which
animate the adventurous party eugaged in it ; and an expedition
by which science must gain, whatever may be otherwise ita results,
is entitled to the especial good wishes of a literary and scientific
journal.
We have another duty, however, to perform with regard to
Colouel Chesney, than merely wishing him success ; and we enter
on it with the more unwilliugness, that we are alike afraid of
making too much, and too little of it. I n an analysis of his
Repora on the Navigation of the Euphrates, which appeared in this
Journal last year, he has found a doubt expressed, as to the extent
of river which he himself examined ; and also a disposition, ar he
thinks, to place his account of it in invidious comparisou with that
of a previous traveller. H e has, accordingly, criticised that
analysis, in a private communication to the Cduncil of the Royal
Geographical Society, with some warmth of feeling; and thus
compels us to offer explanations which we should otherwise think
unnecessary. That the article in question was not meant to injure
him, he himself readily admits ; aud that it has not done so seems
best proved by his present triumph over much more formidable
criticism.

T h e author of the Paper in question now willing1 admits
that he mistook Colonel Chesney's expressions, in his keports,
regarding the extent of his personal examination of the river; and
he authorizes the insertion of the following, which are his own
words in the communication adverted to, in order to correct that
mistake :-" My first examination," says Colonel Chesney, '' commenced at El Kaim Tower, and extended thence to the ma, a
distance of 900 miles. My wcond journey (see pp. 61, 62) took
in the sources of the E u hrates, and a considerable part of its
conrae above a d below ir ; an weU as the ports of the Meditermem, and the country between them and the river. So that
the only portion not actually examined by me is the small space
between the bend at Giabar and E l Kaim Tower."
But while Mr. Long is thus willing to rectify any mistakes
into which he may have fallen regarding matters of fact, he is
more tenacious of hie accompanying criticisms. H e thinks it
almost unnecessary to deny that in writing the article in question
he had any bias against Colonel Chesney ; on the contrary, he
regarded him then, and regards him still, as every geographer must
regard the intrepid traveller who exposes himself to a thousand
forms of danger to increase the means by which geography may
be improved. But he cannot waive his right to compare new
statements with old ones, whatever their respective authority, and
to draw such conclusions from the colnparison as may seem to
him best founded : and though, were he to write the article now,
with his better meanu of information, he might modify some of his
conclusions, and revise the expression of them, yet his opinions
oa moat of tbe points at issue remain substantially the same;
and he thinks that a more careful comparison of the text of the
old authors with the existing localities will yet convert Colonel
Chesney himself at least to some of them.
We daire, moreover, ourselves to testify that so little was Mr.
Long aware, when he sent his paper to the Journal, that it contained matter of offence, it was his particular wish that it ~hould
be communicated to Colonel Chesney before publication ; which
was only prevented by that officer's absence in Ireland. But we
trust that enough is now said to satisfy all parties.
T h e expedition will sail, within the present mdnth, in the George
Canning, of Liverpool ; which is chartered to convey it to Scanderoon, whence it is hoped that the iron-boats, and other materiel,
may be tram rted wlthout much difficulty across the Desert.
Rut if, from tr' e political state of the country, or other unexpected
obstaclee, this is found impossible, the same ship is under articles
to re-embark the party, and carry them direct to Bombay.

b

A LIST
of Latitudes, Longitudes, and Altitudes of many PbcEs in K-ii,
has appeared in tbe 'Asiatic lbeades,' presented to tbe &&q
Lord Hastings, for whom a short Memoir of the Survey was d m up in
1817, while the work was yet in progress. Perhaps this publication aas
premature ; but he that as it may, it wm clearly indicated in the memoir
8 k l f that two corrections woukl eventually be required ; tbe one &&ting
ail the longitudes, and the other all the gcomctrimlly-duiW c l e v a h s
in that list.
The longitude of Pdeebheet, as given by Mr. Reuben Bnmw,
t m p o ~ ers
, the first meridian of tbe survey,
79" 411 4511 E.
taken,
though well known to err in defect seven or eight minutes; and I take
the present opportunity of mentioning that the correction in longitode
8' SV', which has been adopted in the map, is applicable to all the
longitudes given in the ' Asiatic Researches,' including Pileebheet
I n the second place, and which is more immediately connected with my
present purpose, the altitude of Kasheepoor (upon which as the zero of
my observations, all the geometrically-deduced elevations in the survey arc
based,) was assumed from a mere estimate to be 650 feet. But since then
many barometrical observations have been made at that place, (as will be
seen in the annexed Table,) the mean result givi~lg722 feet for the difference of elevation between Mr. A. Colvin's house at Calcutta, and the
station at Kasheepoor. The heights inserted in the map have been thus
increased aeventy-two feet, the correction indicated. which ie also due to
every altitude, as'given in the 'Asiatic Researches,' if obtained by gcomclrical process. The height of Mr. Colvin's house above the level of the
sea, though probably not much less than 100 feet, has not been taken into
consideration, and the altitudes given in the following Table are those
above Calcutta
Having been occasionally referred to upon the subject, it seems desirable
to'place the whole of the barometrical observations made in Kumaon
upon record, that the traveller in the mountains may have an easy mode
of access to them, whether merely to gratify his curiosity, or for any purpose of utility.
I t waa not until a late period of the survey that barometers in serviceable condition were obtained, though neilher trouble aor expense were
spared to procure them ; all were broken upon the road, until, in April,
1817, being then in camp at Gungolee-Hath, I received from a friend a
portable barometer by Ramsden. The instrument was originally intended
for measuring such heights as occur in Great Britain. . I managed, however, to get the scale lengthened downwards by a native workman ; there
was no contrivance for viewing the surface of the mercury in the reeervoir
fmm withont, or of adjusting it to the beginni~~g
of the scale. The irregular form uf the iuterior of tlic reservoir.-a cylincler having a broad and
. -CIIP at either extremity,-rendered
it extremely difficult to be
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gauged Near the upper surface, 13 inches in the tube were equivalent to
only & of an inch in the reservoir.
I t was subsequently ascertained, by comparison with a barometer of the
beat description, that the tube had been truly filled, and the d e preoisely
adjusted. All the observations, from No. 1 to No. 158, inclusive, were
made with this instrument only. and must be considered appmrim&
resulb. I n computing the altitudes from these, no equation has been
applied to correct the place of the zero point, and that usually added to
the length of the column of mercury in the lower temperature (to compensate for expansion,) has also been omitted. The one being always
additive to, and the other, almost without exception, subtractive from the
muU, have a tendency, pro tado, to compensate for each other.
A t the time tbeae observations commenced, no corresponding eeriee at
Calcutta was procurable, I am, therefore, obliged to adopt the mean
height of the barometer and thermometer a t noon, for each month of (he
year, as inferred from the Meteorological Diaries, which had been formerly
kept at the Presidency and published in the 'Asiatic Researches,' in lieu of
correspondent observations. The variations to which these are liable in
differrot years in Bengal are so small, that they might indeed be used
without risk .in all cases where very great accuratiy is not I'equired. The
altitudes themselves, n~ far as subsequent observations made with better
instrumentu show, appear to be generally a little in defat ; but upon the
whole, I am of opinion that the difference between the approximate
altitudes here given, and those which could have been obtained by the
beat barometer, and more rigorous computation, all other things remaining
the same, will rarely, if ever, exceed 100 feet.
I n the spring of 1818, I obtained a supply of five barometers of the
best description. and in perfect order from Europe. Four of them were
constructed so aa to admit of the adjustment of the zero point; and the
fifth, a smdl instrument of Sir H. Englefield's pattern, required an equ,
tion of & in lieu of that adjustment. Among the observations which
follow, those marked (aj were made with the latter instrument exclusively,
and the value of the equation just mentioned is included in the laat column.
About this time I heard that Mr. Alexander Colvin, of Calcutta, kept a
Meteorological Diary, and having made application to him upon the subject, he most kindly consented to supply me, monthly, with a copy. This
gentleman's diary was kept with such undeviating regularity, and WM
transmitted to me during the residue of my survey with such punctuality,
as to render it invaluable for my purpose; and his polite and liberal
attention demands my grateful acknowledgment. I am also indebted lo
Major General Hardwiclie for occasional extracts from his diary kept a t
Dum-dum.
Generally speaking, I have preferred taking the mean of the Calcutta
observations for fiuednys, to that immediately corresponding with my o w a
Thus, au observatiou made in the mountains on the 10th of any month,
would be computed wirh the meau of those by Mr. Colvin on the 8rb, 9 t h ~

L

10th. l l t h , aad 12th. I feel convinced, that almost every instance. in
which any material discrepancy appeara in a result deduced from more
than one observation, the error is attributable to the Equation for Temperature," the theory being, 1 believe, generally considered imperfect.
I n steady weather, series of observations gave the same results, as
nearly as possible, though made at very diierent seasons of the year. But
the continual travelling about, which the survey required, seldom permitted
observations to be made in a continued series, and made it unavoidable
to register a great nnmber which were hken when the weather wa~uasettled.
A fall of rain will often, in particular situations in the hills, depress the
temperature 10 or 15 degrees in a few hours, a circumstance which does
not occurin Calcutta, though similar weather be experienced, and this, if
i t be a lofty ststion, seriousiy aff;ects the altitude. The barometer meanwhile seldom raries, ss dependent upon rain or even snow, and any
W i n g alteration which may take place in that instrument, is often contrary to what might be expected From a diminution of temperature.
The unequal d a t i o n a of temperature at places within the mountains,
and near to each other,-if
differing considerably in altitude,-ie still
more remarkable ; and corresponding simultaneou~observations at two
such stations would give results fluctuating between extremes more widelJ
removed, than would limit the dithrences apparent in the calculations if
separately compared with the Calcutta observations. The tendency of the
barometer to rise and fall (at every place where I have had an opportunity
of observing it for several days &ether) appeared to me to correspond,
almost precieely, and h m day to day, with the Calcutta instrument; the
general changes of temperature are analogous also. Such instances, as I
have alluded to above, are to be considered as exceptions only.
Upon the whole I am of opinion that if a seriee of baro~etricallevels
could be carried on step by step from the plains to the passes of the
Himaleen, (which by the way would exclude all other business,) and with
that account, unavoidably, every individual error accumulated from unequd variations of temperature,-and a multiplicity of other causes, the
ultimate object of inquiry wo'uld not be attained with nearly an equal
degree of precision to that derived from comparing dirmtly the last observation of th.e series with one correspondent at Calcutta. By the latter
mode w error is extended to n second station ;and. as the barometer in
India is not affected by changes of weather, &.,as in places more distant
%om the Equator, aud as i t s diurnal and annual vaiations in the hills
correspond with those observed in Calcutta. the d i s l a m between the
places of observation furnishes of itself no argument that I am aware of,
unfavourable to the greatest accuracy which this instrument is competent
to afford.
In such a multitude of figures there must inevitably occur many errors,
and the more so, as not one of the results have been ever recomputed, or
examined by a second person. The state df my health precludes me from
-xecuting now any extensive revision, and I can only express a hope that
inaccumciee may not prove unreasonably numerous.

COMPUTATION OF THE ALTITUDES.
The altitudes from NO. 1 to No. 138 inclusive, have been computed
according to a rule given in the pamphlet usually delivered with Sir H.
Englefield's poftable barometer, descriptive of the use aod application of
that instrument,
The residue .re calculated by the formula contained in a smdl but useful publieation, entitked ' A Companion tb the Mountaia Barometer,' by
Mr. Thomas Jows, o p t i c b , of Charing k ~ s .
The following are a few examples of the latter class, given somewhat
more at length. I n every case, whae it was possible to do so, the observation wae delayed until the instrument had taken the temperature of the
atmosphere; and in the Calcutta obeermtioas no regktrg of the detached
thermometer is included.
Thsrm.
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VI.

T b e ~ O ~ e a n p ~ d r i t h m d m ~ . t ~ ~ U & W o t r h i e
placeJb y m e m d n a m ~ a u O b s e m t i o ~ ~5,258
, i r ka.

A l t i M ~of Sreenugur Bul)galowJ 1,708 feet. See No. 482.

VII.
A tent near Cmmdmbadnnea Temple, 6th, 7th, 8thJWh, md 10th of October, 1819.

Altitude of tent, 6,993 fwt. See No. 487.

VnI.
Tha same compared with mmultaneous Obrervrtionr 14Paoree, on the Bth, 9% and
10th October, 1819.

Altitude of tent, 6,955 fea. See No. 488.

ROUTES
During wIdcA the following O h t i o n a h e been mods with fbBmm~+?h~
to d s t m ' the
~ Afiituds of Placd8.

THEfrequent recurrence of places bearing the same name, in Kumaoii,
would make it extremely difficult for a traveller to identify, in the map,
those contained in the following list ; many of them could not be inserted
there at all for want of space ; and the prodigious number of names (not
easilylegihle in the original on account of the shading) wbich stre rendered
quite unintelligible in the engraved copy, greatly enhances this difficulty,
which it is hoped the following clue to the routes, upon which they occur,
may tend to diminish.
No. 1. Pokhuree, Lat. 2g0 393' N., Long. 80' # E.
The route leads via Bagha Ling Temple, (12,) and proceeds into
Juwahir along the course of the Goree R. to Milum, (36,) thence returning to Raitee, (44,) turns westerly, cross.ing Suj o o R.' at Soopee-Ford,
(60,) SW. to Byznath and Runchoola, (77,) and by Gunna Nath, (83,)
to Kalee Muth and Almora. From Kalee Muth E. to Chanee-Soopt%
(92) and Sym-Deo, N. to Khurdh, returning by Doongraldkh to Boodha-

Jagdsur, (100,) Shem Deo, (111,) SE. by Jindee to Rameshur, (108,)
thence returning by Chakhan to Almora. From Almora by Bandunee P.
and Thath, (114,) thence SSW. through Beesjoola P ~ ~ r g u n(not
a yet
published) to Nanukmuth, (133,) in the Forest Pdeebheet and KasheePoor.
by Nujeebabad, (176,) to Kotdwara
From K~heepoor,(140, h..)
Pass, (178-9,) Lunguor Fort, (182,) Muha Bulee Temple, (188,) Northward to Oonchakot, (198,) and the Nyar R., (131,) to Oolka, (209.)
(Nos. 135, 136, 137, 138, will be found between the two lastnamed
places, being misplaced iu Lit.) The route proceeds to Sireenugur,
(212,) cruises the Aluknunda R through Sindooree, (213,) Aguetmoondee, (219,) &c. to Kedar Nath, (228,) tbence return by same road to
Ookee-Muth, (235,) cross Toong Nath Ridge, (239,) by Gopt?sur, (242,)
to Peepulkotea, (244,) and Josee Wuth, (247,) a detour southerly by
Pilgdnta Ridge, (250,) to Pana, (252,) back from thence to Toomasee,
(280,) and along the Dhoulee R. to Neetee Pass,(261.) Return by same
road to Toonghasee, Josee Mutb, (284,) aopCsur, (293,) W. to Nyl and
S. to Ddothula Temple, (299,) to Agur Peak, (303,) cross Ganges R. a t
Bumot, (306,) turn westward to Hureealee Temple, (310,) thence viti
,Clopbeer, (311,) and Bunraree Temple, (318,) to Oolka Gurh, (320,)
Sireenugur, (321,) and south to Paoree. (322.) From Paoree ESE.
to Kunewr, (332,) SE. to Tnmadhond (338,) and Boodha Kedar, (3S9,)
westerly to Kulwaree, and along course of Sanee R. to OoklBt, thence by
direct road to Kotdwara (355,) and the Plains. Re-enter the Hills a t
Kotdwara, and proceed thence by Bilkhet (388) on Nyar R and Doomkot-Khal (397) to Paoree.
The next ~ o u t ecommences with a circuit between Paoree, Oolka-Gurh,
and Soomaree, p&
to Chipulahnt R. See Talgaon, (419,) SSE.
from Oolka npon that stream. Various traverses upon upper part of
Chipul-Ghat R. up to Bunas, (440,) thence the route turns E., passes
through Sont, (444,) returning by a circuit to Bunaa ; thence in a direct
line upon Roodur-Prag as far as Biraon, SW. to Ddwulgurh, (468,) and
by Soomaree (469) to Paoree (472 to 480.)
The next route commences from Sireenugur, (482,) vi9 Chundurbudunee, (489,) to Deoprag, (492.) to confluence of Nyar R. with the
Ganges, (495,) along the former stream to Bilkhdt, (499,) aud junction
of Chipulghat R. turning NEJ. to Dhour-Boonga, (501,) NNW. to
Doomkot, and thence again ESEJ. by Choundkot, and Guwnnee, (513,)
to Ddba Temple, (518,) crossing Sanee R about SbE. of the latter
place to Tulaen, (590,) on Lukhor River, thence in nearly same direction
to Bunduran, (524,) on Ramgunga R., and crossing the ridge separating
that stream from the Kosee R, reach the latter river at Mohan, (525,)
follow its stream to the Plains vi9 Dhekulee, (526,) and on to PCleebheet,
(551.1
Re-eater the Hills' at Tirnla Pass, (535,) to Chumpawut and Fort
Hastinge, (541,) via Deo Dhoora, (542,) Birar and Jak, (545,) to
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PoIthuree (village)
Birgoles Ghnt, on RamplnKa R.
K o o d l ( r i l l a ~ e80 ft. l~eluwtent)
Stnam b4ln1v I$oongx(Bnruh I3isht.e P.)
Jumtur(villnge ti0 ft. below k n t )
Shdra (villn~e70 ft. aliooe tent)
Creat of Ghatae, between Shera and}
ShBmar.......................
Statiou near Mujgm6
I00 ft. above junction of Dokuhna K J
with Kamgunga B
10 Bulteer (village)
Station above Nunpapoh...
B a ~ h aLio~Trmple
Snth(vi1lnge).
Dingnthur Temple
Moonsheearre (statJon).
Da
do.
Do.
do.
Renplrleea. on h m p n g a R..
S ; ~ c l ~ r ~(vill.i<r).
~lce
20 rl'cejt~tn,ltritlqe o i l Hnmrun y R
(;irputii (village).
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AIt~~ip~leeic
(Iil~uteenhalting ground).
Jym Ghnr Briclgc
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R~ntheeTemple
Bhlekh Ghat
Hukura(vil1nge)
;
Hokura, bridge on Ramgunga R
Qhiiorumea Uhar...
LetheeR(ford)
Lethee(vi1lage)
Oortherd'r hamlet on Lour Dhoum.
b u r (villn.r~l..,;,
60 S ~or'ce*(I'tlrrl ou Surjoo R.)..
Suc~lwe(lurvcr villnge)
Sool,ce (upper villn~e)
ljysodh (station)
Chour ivilla:e)
Kumbree (~ill~xge).
Kurirn (village).
Hughur Temple
Q u ~ i n aSath (Hostee Dhul'rdoekPda),
Kalee Muth stockade (tmd a p )
70 Upper Tulw (village)
RutmathaHill
Jugthana (tent)
Byranee(vi1lqe)
Lumchoola Ghat
Lumchwla(village)
Ojoola (tent above the village).
,

No.

.

. . . .

.

Jugthma villnge 90ft. below tent,

See Nor 85,571.

{ = 5,434 R.

G.6,900.
Q.6,489.

Renulu.

.

. . .

25.384

80

64

Kh~ireli(station)
Haekholee (tent)
Thurmolce (tent)

854

P

........... 25-62
& 29.74 &
..................
24.67
79
29.74
85
...................
26.33
75
29.74
85
BL y ................
.. 25.02
55
29.81
85
24-26
60
29.81
85
....
25.22
74
29-81
85
...
24.04
72
29.81
85
....... 25-43
82
29.81
85
.......................
23'89
67
29.81
85
. ........................
........... 24.64
29.81
85
24.679
?
z
24.685
.......................
24.804
64.5 24.633 63
.
...................
24.673
67
24.534 71
................
26.04
69
29.81
85
.............
24.399
69
23.774 67
........ ... 25.40
3-89 8
....I 24-16 I 73 I 29.0 I 8# 1
................
26-66
73
29.89
.....
26.19
76
29.89
...................
7 q
29'89
73
29.89
...................
69
29'89
................... 24-62
25'186
Jngkst~rTemple.................... 24.375
70f
29'89
8
Boodha Jsghu Temple............. '23.408
56
24'421 6 3

Place d Ob~rva!ion.

Rulrehoola (temple in fort)
Jiatolee Churhaee
B xnath Temple
80
t.(vill
on bank of Mynol N.)
Boodhulee hurhaee
Bhyfisur~aon(Talookh Munsane)
Resemoir near Gunna-Nath Temple
40 feet above Busolee ( v i l e )
Kdee Muth
Col Lyons' house, Almora
Fort Moira
Fort Almorn
St Mark's Tower
90 Hawul Bngh (house)
Mount Browne (Almom~
soopeh (villagej C ~ P I I &
;
Dhoul-Cheena (tent) or Sym k
Khonnkhet (rillap)
l i ~ ~ r ~ ~ l {nv i~' l .lgu)
a < ~W
i ih a g h a r

No

+ 183-45

924.29
496.66
573.91
710.34
842.38
742.98
886-7

695-28

1

106.55

86.1

Approximate Altitudes of Places and Stations. in K u d

6*

4;688

1

.

bows

.

Crest of tbe ridge &bout100R
hieher

..

d0.
0.5.409.
do
0.5.477.
Do
0.3,961. See No 546
C 0 at Kaleemuth 0.5.777.

0 at

. . . .
C. . COl .Lyons'
.
Do.
.
. . .

Bumlee. 4. 610 R
Q 6.489 See Nos 69.571
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of Ohmtion.

4
5

do.
do.

,

do.
do.

.... 29.222

......;...............1.

-

30:b97
33.033
30.005
29.914

ii.1
21.1
2'2.2
24.5

4i.li -ib
21.1 -029
2'2.2 0009
24.5' -026

Mean of the above obrer&ons in 1819

..

20.
21.7

16.7

16.7 ma975
20. 29.999
21.7 39.908

22.8
26.1

1.8
.O(J

22'8 '016
26.1 -0.26

22.8/

1

763.6

.. ..

756.7

765-6

66.34 803.34
66.92 729.92

.. ..

737
663

704.5 59.1

747.8

55.8 74;:s
681.5 53.94 739.44
681.5 6.2006 743.56
699
66.6 765.6

ik

+

in F-1.

in Fee,,

PI(*

AbluC
m'ltud*,

for

~ l t i t ~ b ,tam,

Approxi.

eS-

. . . . .. .. .. ! .. .. ..

ii.1
16'1
20.6
PO.

0

s i n +to

-.

Eqtuh
fat

.. . . . . .. . . . . . .
Mean m u l t of both yearn.. ...........
. . . . .. .. . . .

...

u U o f 3 d a ~ r o ~ ~ ~ ~ o n i n J29.129
~ u uy,1819
29.145
Do. 1 do. in February, 1819..
145 Do. .5 do.
29.131
do.

..

.... 29.096

Mean of the above obaenationm in 1818

Do.
Do.

ii.1
16-1
20.6
20-

0

Compuimn.

{rg

Sec also No. 529.

Remark&

W-.

at

The elevation of the factory Bungalow, at Kasheepoor, ir thur computed to be 757 feat above Mr. Collin's houre, at Calcutta, where the cotreaponding obnrvations were made: the station, whence dtitudca of .oms of the mnowy p a l s were observed, i~ about 35 feet lower, or 722 Uut.
A list of allitudm of many places in this suwey har been publirhed in the AII.I~IC
I:rsear~!~eq,~n which the h e i ~ h of
t the rtation, a t K ~ l m p o o t waa
,
-ed
(from a xeneral cest~matcof the declination of level to the sen) to be 650 feet; and upon that ertirnate, Kesh oor bein takau u the *an,of my
observations, all the geomctnml altihula in the suwe are baaed. The barometrical rnult exceeds thh artilnate by 7 3 e t , *hi& quantity muat therefore
bo added to all the elevations given in the above-named {at, which are geometrically deduced.
No allow.ace has bee11 made for the height of Mr. Colrin't house above the sea, which ia probably from 70 to 100 feet.

4

PI-

.

oor Factory, Bungalow.. ......
M-2
I c~opin P ~ ~ 1818..
~ U ..~ 29.980
,
Do. 4
do.
do.
.... 29.229

139 Kaah

No.

.

Obcrntion.

ALTIWDXSof PLAOES
and STATIONSin K U Y A O
deduced
~
from Barometrical Obsenations, mode during a Survey of that Province, by Capt. W. S.

3'

f

%
+

P

a

a
z
.
f

8
h

Altitudes of Places and Stationr in Kumoo6, deduced from Ba
1
cumprison.

~bsema~on.

No.

Place o t O b r m t l o n .

...

0

31.7
26.7
28.9

31.7 30.04
26.7 30.01
28.9 29.98

31.1
31.7
32.2

27.584
....... ...........;............
......... 27.366
Bm-Char.
.................... 24.968
B i s h u n P n g ( P m p d T ~ e ) .......... 25.4%
Confluence of KhirohR: ....'........ 22.550
Qundolee (village)... .............. 20.378
ManaBridge ..................... 20.640
Mooaapanee (halting ground) ....... 19.475
w t *
do. - . ....... ld.560

30.6

30.6 30.0

3a.2

32.2 -0

'28.3

28-3 30.03

32.2

32.2 -0

23.9

23.9 29-99

29.4

29:4 -0

....................
.

17.8 16.7
17.8 17.2
13-3 13.3
7.8
7.8
3.9
3.9
-2-8 -2.8
17.37
-9.4 -9.4
Dhun-Rso
do.
-10
16.572 -10
Ratha-Kind
do.
1.7
160
Do. compared withCalcuttn(noon) 16'64
1.7

.......
.......

jog^ (halting ground)
,

.

0

26-54
25.832
27.234

Koolsa~e.mpbridge,onPindmR
SirprTemple
Bu lee-Seera rope bridge
01&mple at urn ~ m g50,
.unction of Pindur and
.
kisen
Nugrasoo
Temple
150

,

QU

BhudceaNathTample

............ 15.855

.............

20.70

-13.9
9.4

-13'9

24.968
D.98
29-96
20.350
20.375
19.475
18.56
17-37
30.034

23.9 23.9
29.4 29.4
9 - 9 28.9
5
6.1
5
4.4
0
0
-2.8 -2.8
-9.4 -9.4
28.9 28.9

16.572 -10

7-229.99

31.1
31.7 '0
32.2 -0

28.9

-10

-0
.0
-0
'0
.0
-0
-0
'00
-0

-0

28.9'08

Altitudes of Y k e s in Kun~ooil.

395

--

................
25.133
............
............ 25.259
27.907

Nduhputua

~ktkotee
Qowmt~

a
........

Sours (SO

25.184

......................

)

it.

vills~e)

Sindooree (villnge) ......a*..
Ilhnrkot (100 It. above village)

26'778
25.423
......
ft. 1)elow
.........
24.503
S h n n ( a b t 120
above vil- 24.277
lag@).
I
P o h - K h a l . . .................... 25.695
800reh-Khd... ................... 25.722
A stmoondee (tent) near Temple ... 27.041
~ E n d r a ~ o~r ne m ~..............
le
27.023
Temreea (village) ................. 26.384
Naluhputun (about 70% above tern*) 25.164
M khinda (villa .................e4.538
( d o 7 ..:............. 24.121
Koond tent) .... :......... '23.412
Gourn Koond \hot well) ........... 230620
Bheem Odwar .................... 21.881
Kedar Nath ( p o d of temple). ...... 19.642
Bheem Odrear .................... 21.884
Quuree Koond (tmt). .............. 23.375
Jhilmilputun Bridge.. ............. 24.355
Ukrotkotee (village) ............... 24.083
Mykhinda
,,...............24.593

Saomaree Temple
Soomnree Station (tree)
Sirce1111p1r
(Bungalow).

Ln Peer

C. 0. nt Tent.
see No. 229.

See No. 230.

See No. 232

See No. 233.

see No.

1,030d I1 i55.5
072 8,793 Sea No. 277.
761 6,986 %No. 2'25.
5'25 5,608
706 6,167 8erNo.224.
478 5,288 !3ee NIL223.
530 4,768 SwN0.617.

+

(a

Altitudes of Phms .ad Stationr in Kummfi, deduced from Barometrical O b t i o m .

1

~ b a ~ ~ t l o e

I

...............
:.........
..................
......
..................
..............
... .........
...............
,, ...............
......................

.................
.................
................

................
............
.............
.................
......
.........
g.
vilr)
.........................
...................
....................
...
..............

. . . .
8ooamea Temple
25.133
Soomarce Station (tree)
25'259
Sirurnugur (Hun~alow)
27'907
Sind~or~
(village)
e
26.778
25.423
1)hnrkot (120 11. above rillage)
Soioma (80 fl. below rills e)
24'503
Suknenaa (about 120
24.277
lage)
Pokree-Khd..
25.695
Sooreh-Khd..
25-722
Amr.tmnnn?ee (tent) near Temple
27.041
('Iiu~~t!r:~l~onr
Temple
27.023
l'r~nreea (v~llnge)
26.38.1
S n l u h l x ~ t r ~(niiollt
n
7Oft.abovetnn~) 25.164
JIykhinrla (villnkw)
24.538
L'krotkotee (c!o.)
24.121
Cio~~ree
Kooiicl (tent)
23.412
Gourea Koond (hot wen)
23.620
, Bheem Odeear..
21.881
Kedar Nath (porch of temple).
19.642
21.884
' Bheem Odeear..
h r e e Kwnd (tent).
23.375
Jhilmilput~~n
Bridge..
,
Ma353
Ukrotkotee ( v i l l n p )
94.083
Mykhinda
24.593
25.184
Ndubputun

1 I
I
am^^^.

1-4

I

10; 725
7,923
6,225
5,083
5,461
4,810
4,238

4,372
-195
1,611
2,694
, 4,039
4,969
5,210
3,758
3,730
2,450
2,464
3,052

I

'

1

4,875
e Nu 469.
4,666 C. 0. at Temple.
1,822 See Nos. 321,482,483.
3,065
4,582
5,605
5,877
4,264
4,236
2,806 See No.612
2,817
3,445

1

I

6;6 19 C. 0. nt Tent.
8
8 .77O /See No. 229.
1,0306 11 755.5
072
4,795 see No.'n7.
761
6,986 SesNo. 225.
525
5,608
706
6,167 hN0.224.
478
5,288 SeeN11.223.
530
4,768 See No.617.

1

'

503
14
211
371
543
636
667
506
506
356
353
393

Iw-4

Altitudes of Places .ad Stations in Kom.oli, deduced from &omekrhl ObaQntiom.

,f

...............
...........
...........
.........
...........
...............
.................
..............
..........
.........

I

..

.,

Mean altitude..

........
I

...........
.................
...........
k ...........
..............
..............
..............

Oolkne Muth Temple, or Ookee Muth
Oolkre Rope Bridqe
I)hurms:~luon lih lkra R.
l o n ~ i gR'llth (Dhunnsnla)
Crcst or Toon: S n t h Riclge
240 Henrl of Nighol Gungn..
. nIull~lul...........
(+oy&surTemple..
Pecpulkotec Bridge..
Pcepul Tree..
B r i d , on
~ Putal-Gunga R..
Road cmssea Pugnaon R.
Jovee 3111th (tent)
Gonthertl's Elamlet tent)
Ascent of Pilqoenta ill (second tent)
250 Crest of ~ l l f o e n t aRidge
Panagnon (five days)
Do.
(five days)
Do.
(six days).
431
64
108
369
435

5,532
6,617
9,309
9,728

650
744
969
968

.. ..

+4,566
4,390
449
351
4,228
479
3,112
366
4,017
545
4,181
542
5,811
656
5,604
698
7,951
849
10,366
938
11,618 1,002
7,691
793
7,666
782
7,689
794

3,909
-81 1
+1,394
+4,516
+4,879

+

6,182
7,361 SeeNo.275.
10,278 See No. 271.
10,696 Sc* No.270.

8,471

4,340 .%No.619.
3,465 C. 0. at Temple.
5,842
Do.
do.
9,224
Do.
do.
9,654
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
4,839
9,257
4,707 See Nor. 293 and 637..
3,478 SeeNo.292.
4,562 See Nor. 290 and 638.
4,723
6,467 SeeNo.!287.
6,302 SeeN0.284.
8,800
11,504
12,620
8,484
8,448
8,483

Apprmi.
fm
mato TmAb"'ut'3
A'ti'uc*.
~ l u t u d e . tun.
la peet. I. M. In

Toonyharea Villnge (two days)
L)o.
do. (rix days).
Do.
do. ((udays)

Do. do. on R e e h
h. do. on

Sumungetltba
Spu Bridge oh Dhoulre R..

;

23.696
23 956
22.307
2.2-424
22.431

23.058

rroasc\

I

it.

'I

1Pnnchukee)

23-81

19-4!
25-91
19.4'
17-81
22.8
24.1
27.8
15.6
22.8
25.6
14.41
;?9*77
B.807
24.026
23.958
21.4 29.b0
27.8 29.80
15-61 25.343
22.8: 29.81
25.6; 29-97
14-41 2-1.928

23.9'
19.4
17.
21.3

19-4129.766

and S)rtkmin Kumw~

I P ~ p u l k o kBridge ................I 2G.J.A 1

usrr

I Jlcrgh

...............
..................
3Ir1tl1(at;lt:o~~)
..............
I .Io.etr .\Iuth Sur-Sinq Tcmp!e.. .....
B ~ r l l ~P~r nq Spu i r i d ~ e )..-..
Itonti
Puqnaon I<............
1
l'unkhee llu111 r~iiple..............29-3-13
Bridge on F~thjlG I I I I ~R.
I .......... 25.464
290 I'rep~~lkotre'fields of.) ............. 25.639
( Uoonbve (80 below rillage) ...... 21.928

2801

PI-

.....................
...:... 22.I.A
R .........
Riagee R.. .........
......
......
.......

Altktderof

do. ScaNn.152.

No.246.

5,246 See No. 639.
C. 0. at Dooagree T e n t
3,535
See No. 243.

I{

See

Do.

C. 0.d Tent.

Sea No.247.

I1

C. 0. at Punkhea Muth.
4,328 See Nor.244 aml63L).

6,218
8,640
6,155
4,730
6,481
4,223
4,519

C.0. at Reendee Bridge.

C. 0. at Sumttugentlu.
Thk bridge isnearJelurn.

See N a 256.

Jalum.

C. 0.at Jdum. Thiubridp
M between Muluae and

.

'

...........
................
......
.................
....
..................
..
.
.........
............
............
......
..................
.............
1
1

17.2
11'7
21.7
11.1
19.4
20.6
19.4
21'1
9.4
19.4
1.1
20'
13.9
20.6
19.4
20.
20.6
16.7
20.

...................
l
.
.t................
R.
.
...
.................
...!...........
.
.
.................

17.2 30.03
10'6 25.344
21.7 30.
10.6 25.853
19.4 3020.6 30.
19.4 30.005
21.1 30.01
8.9 23.544
19.4 30.02
0. 24-15
20. 30.03
12.8 23-65
20.6, 30.tbi6
19.4 30.012
20. 30.028
20.6.30.025
16.7' ?9-99
W. 38-

18.3 28.251

18.3

23.55
30.
30.05
30.032

24.942

Puoree (village)

Chopurn Station (Bnurnree Temple)
Khurson-Syna (Dtota's Than)
Oolkn Cxnp (snme ground)
Sireeuugur Hung;tlo.

25.344
Nishunee (nbout 60 blow villnge)
24.392
Boobn-Khal......
25.673
C h o ~ ~ u r e e(50
o ~ ~ below village).
23 834
I:!~!nscrora-Khnl..
26.164
13idolcv ($0 12. below village)
26.438
(:hi~~ul-(ihnt
(Pecpul Tree).
25.090
Sj l~jee( I h k Hu!).
23.544
Kul'l~rolee(lower housc-s)
2'2.558
l'i~~~jik-Khul
Kunewr (about I50 R, below village). 26-24>
24.732
Forcl on Sanee R..
24.65
Mnsoii (about 120 ft. below village).
22.824
Khundeea-Khal
,
25.512
C:hot~tha~rDak Hut).
O~~turala
jhnk Hut on Cho~tthanR). 26.634
27.130
Tamadhoad ( l h k Hut).
Buodhu-KrdnrTempIe
.. 27.323
26.439
K I I ~ (village)
~II
'25.019
Nagnee (villqm)

0

26.1
17.2
25'
21.1
25'
25'
24.4
24.4
21.1
23.9
6.7
23.9
20.
23.9
23.9
24.4
24.4
2525'6

20.

11.1
27.2
27.2
26.7

0

~mpriloa

11.7
18.3'
15.6
19.4

0

Obwmtion.

.... 23.103
24.4'20
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
28.279
............... 23.613

~ ~ U O D .

.

12.2
18.3
15.6
19'4

..
.
mbfa of O

. .

+I69
5,316
6,221
1,621

in Fwt.

Apyd-

-008 +3,239

0043

0005
-044
9055

for

-044
4,375
-0.27
+969
.017
3,841
,049 +2,067
f i 5 ' so29
3,536
2.5.
-023
3;271
24.4 -025
4,635
M.4 -014
6,308
21.1 -053 +1,054
23.9 -0.22
5,543
6.7 -0.28
-512
23.9 -019
5,124
20. -0.29 +1,974
23.9 -017
4,228
23.9 ,024
3,097
24.4 -024
2;621
24.4 *021 2,437
25. -044
3,240
25.6 -028
4,702

26.1
17.2
25.
21.1

20-

11.1
27.2
27.2
26.7

0

$-n

401
57
382
139
335
319
434
611
675
512
8
480
136
400
285
249
234
287
458

264

I8
515
569
159

+

in P-t

4
u
r
c
C
to,

1

6.055 1% No. 649.
5;505 C. 0. at Ku~ieeoorTent.
5,604
7,71:1 #C.
0. at Nawn Tent.
4.628 /

4,779

6,959 C. 0. at Tent.
5,831
6,790 S o Nor. 20S208. '
1,780 See Nos. 212,482, 483.

Altitudes of Placer and Stations in Kumaob, deduced from Barometrical Obrervationr.

.....................
...................

.......
......
........................
..............
..........................
..............
.....................
......................
.........................
.......................
...................
.-..

................../
.....................
..................
....

........
..........
.......

I

..............
...................
.....................

Jaeraj-Khd..
23.935
Ttdnen (rill*)
26.0'24
I',III;L.; (lo~vervillnp).
25'833
li;~r~cIa
(v~lle~r)
25.52
Kundoolee-Khal...................
24.362
ICola (villoga)
26'060
. I r t l ; l kec. s! lia (:I:) n. above Smre R.). 27'1 19
25'557
l'i~lco(-10 It. nbove villsgr)..
<:houmnsoo (lower village)
27.825
Chor~rnas~)o
(fi~rd,S,lnee K.)..
26'1%
I>cn<lale~~
(rill:t$e)
26'036
Omma-Khal
25' 145
XIerooa (village)
26'658
Koll 1L. (hnlti~lqaountl in d). 27'703
Su~jcehsbar!(crow nntl tomb)
29'161
Sugeenn f Mr. Chnlmeis house).
29'206
29'348
Dhampoor
29.404
Seohara, or Soaham..
ffurhee
29'440
29.408
Suncluleepoor-bIa11poor
3Ioradnbnd..
29'404
~eep~~snnd.
29.380
Kuchnar
29'265
Belavala..
'29'240
K.ee~prSow
9.206
Khuleelpocu *.*..***.-.*
*..*..
29.4

P
mato

~

In Pest.

Altitude.

A

-

Altitudes of Placer and Stations ia KumaoG, deduwd from Barometrical Obrexvationr.

62 I

721

7.u
746

678

849
751
70'2
695
69 1
674

,

See KO.373.

C. 0. at Lower Choumaroo.
Do. . do.
do.
C. 0. at I)L.odalee.
Do.
do.

C. 0.s t Kundoolee-Khal.
C. 0. nt Kola
C. 0.at Jula kee Synn.

C. 0. at Nagnee.

Alhtudee of Hacss and Stations in Hmnw6, deduced b m Ba
comparbon.

Ohnr(l0n.

No.

E
q

.lo.+

Place of 0b.crraUon.
Conti,grid..

29.428
....................
29.466
....................
29.318
................
.................
29.372
......................... 29.364
.................. 29.266
Nujeebabad ( p e ) . ............... 29.059
Jsfurabad.. ......................28.814
Kotd-a
(ford) ................... 28.607
Jooee (hamlet). ................... 27,561
Phwlinda(dlage) ................ 26,230
Chunda(tent .................... 5 , 4 6 8
ChundrKhai). .................... 25,009
910i Dmda Mundee (KheemaNund'uhuuse) 27.089
........, 25.670
Chwneea.Khal..,..,
Boss, 30 ft. above village .......... 24575

Futtehgunj...
HWrhMree...
370' D h d e e (second)
!
K~~mora-Dhumora
BurMpoor
Knseepwr-Sooar

\

I

I

EE

.................. 25.891
....................
28.164
............. 24.764

Tentinthewood
Doouee-Khal
Bilkhet Ford, Nyar R.
Do. Mangotree

er

................ '244.051

I

Da

v d h p ................... 27.890

0

23.3
22.2
22.8

0

0

0

21'7
'24.4

'B.3 30.042
22.2' 30.042
'22.8 30.07
26'1 30.066
21'7 30.066
24.4 30.066

21.1
21.1
22.2
22'8
22.8
22.8

21.1 41.1 ,
B.2 .
P2.8 22.8 22.8 -

28.9

28.9' 29.913

27.8

-

28.9

28.9 29.90

28.3

-

29.4
23.3
25.6
25.9
16.7
20.3
13.3
23.3
25'6
12.9
23.9
'L3.3
'26.1

29.4
21.1
23.3
23.9
15.
20.3
12.2
23.3
25.6
12.?
22.8
23.3
25.6

28.3
29.1
23.3
28.3
23.9
28.9
20'
28.3
28.9
25.6
25.6
28'9
28.3

-

26.1

29.88
28.607
27.561
29.897
25.469
29.93

27'098
29.93
29.916
25.894
25.814
29.912
27.956

-

'
23.9 '
28.9 20.

28.3
28.9
25.6
25.6
28.9
28.3

-

.
-

AltiC&s
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4

~ ~ ~ R ~ 8 h e , % $ 3 W n m
~ m
F h: w8 ~O s r n
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;

C
d

2.

0
N

d

0

$:

Silolee (villnge.), Choprrrkot Purguna
Mo1kn.Klr.l
Kulre (rill-).
Doongree (vlll e)
oar (village),.(irt..
Rid between Doongree and Goar..
NU& (deserted village)
Lolee (villnge)
Chutooro (20 R blow the rrilluge)

2js8GP

. 25.000
......................
23.385
...................
25.807
.................
25'030
................ 24.5
24
23'506
........... 27.168
....................
... 26.096

B u n u (village)
N M (45
~ ft. above tbe village)
Bud& (village).
Tent neu Sont.
6 w t (village).
Kooeholee (village)
PuteeKhnl...
K i d (the l'unchukee).

...................25.214
...... 24.082
23.945
..................
................... 23.930
23.765
....................
................ 22'768
23.337
.....................
............ 2 4 - 9 4

Doongree (rillnjie).
1)ang (village j.
JIuloo1111ivlilagej
Khuatlgaon (village)

................ 25.604
...................
25.774
.................
25.19d
.............. 25.300

Place of Observntbn.

21.5
18.9
35.
21-1
31.7

24.5
18.3
35'
20.
31.7

Cent1 grade.

I

29.77
23.524
29.77
29-77
29.777
1
1

i

'

'
31.7
24.5
31.7
31.7
31.7

..

1

1

1--1

in Feet.

Altitude,

&]

I(&)

{

tlee~

C. 0. at Ow.

C. 0. at Koocholee.

U

C. 0. at D u g .

Do.
do.
(o.1 C.O. at P
No.417.

(4

I

160lm84/5;728
98*446,926
339'662,795 ! ,a(
371'523,823
1497.694,%4

,:,,

in Pest.

31.7 *W 5;014
24.5 -026 +1,076
31'; 4 2 0
2,401
31.7 -055
3,377
31.7
3,673

Cantigrade.

-.

lET:Ql

Detached.

Thermcinwtem.

Al1.rhc.d. Detubcd. Buometer. At-&.

memjmte~.

1 1

Altitudes of Places and Sbfions inlSumoob, liluced rrom Barometrical Obaemdons.
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Altitudes of Places in Kumo01'I.

Altitudes of Hnces and Stations in Kumaofi, deduced from
Comprb.

Obncnation.

P h of O h m n t i o a

No.

Thsrmomebra.

' Bammeler. Al*bd.

I

Dckhed.

Thcrmomebrh
Baromckr. Attarhcd. Dstwhrd.

Centi grade.

Centi grdc.

I

.................
..........
...
..........
...... 24.823
...............
................
....
...................
..................
I
.................
.................
..................
1
......................
......................
...........
.....................
....................
.........
......................
P a o m Bungalow (thiAy days mean).
Bohnan Debre's Temple.. ..........
Bunduran(vil1sge) ................

Bhutanon Temple
Bhudee~rFord, Nynr R..
Puroolee (45 ft. above the village).
Dang(50ft.beloarillage)
Simtolee (50 ft. above village).
Lumkhunee Penk...
0ophuraet.n Peak..
Gungolee Ghat on Nyar R. (ford)
510 Masufi (village)
Punchoor T e m ~ ~ l e
Duns00 (village).
I Guwanee(vil1a )
Ornrulour-~hr
Deha(ump)
Do. do.
D e b Temple
Do. do.
Ghuneea-Khal

19.5

18.3 24.850

1

,,

13.3

13.3

28.9

28.9

1

.....
...........

Hohan (30 ft. below the v . ~ )
DhEkulee Guard Room..

29.833

Mrau of the abovu..

.................

Plam dObrcmatioa.

500

I

1)llnrcc

nhsemtiOn
'Om-)
pared with C.11cutt:t)
M~~lctha(village)
R a n g a (village).
Tt.rargao11 (rlllnge)
Cly~nd~irbutiu~~rr.
(tmf)Ire l a p . .
Du.
(tent) three daya..

came

S i m n u q n (the B a n g a h )

Tbermom&n.

Obnenation.

--

\

0

......

0

*b.+'O

Ib.

4AlUlnde,

+

mm

so.

Ep--

AlUtude,

Ab.duto

Altitud~qof Places and %tiom in Kurnaori, deduced from Barometrical Obmations.

.........
............
................
..................
................
...
.. 23.306
Chlodubudur Temple ...........
490 Nagn-Danda... .................
R o t ~ ! ~ k oPtc i l l ....................
1)eopmg (mpr bridge) ..............
Tlir s r ~ n rmrnpared wit11 Rar.. ....
K a p ~ ~(villnge).
r
...................
Conflurnee of Nynr R. with Ganges R.
Hhunaldoo (village) ...............
1)eciase ( ~ i l l i i ~ e..................
).
(villi~ge)...................
Il~lkhbt(villxgc). ..................
Tent near l<uchclee village.. ........
~ ~ ~ ~
, a l 1 0 ~ r - Huort~ ................

No.

r

Bert h e t e r n Meno of
another month's n k r vationa, by my usistant,
5,270 feet.
08.0.at Paom B~ngdow.
&a No& 211 and 321.

Rbmuh.

J

m.

1

%.

2

a

Altitudes of l'lacet and Stations in Kumao5, d e ~ l from
u ~ B

I

&- ' &. 24.840.................
23.540
..........
27.956
11-78 10. 25.540
...
25.392
17.2 17.2 24,845
.........
25.960
21'1 21.1 24.876
.......
21.736
13.9 13.9 21.786
..................
24.823
19.5 18.3 24.850
.................
25.541
21 7, 21.1 21.823
... 26.688
27.38
11.7
9.41 24.856
...................
22.2; 22.2'24.858
..................
24.608
13.3 13.3 24.807
20. / 20. 24.838
.................
25.236
21.1 21.1 24.872
................. 25,852
11-11 9.5 24.888
..................
24.142
10. / 10. 24.855
...................
22.711
11.71 11.1 24.820
......................
22.692
.....................
21.868
12.8' 12.8i 24.868
.....................
21.868
12.8 12.8 30.055
....................
24.100
13.9 12.21 24.876
.........
......................
29.833
..........
................
....
...........

Bhutgaon Temple
Bhudoe~rFord, Nyar R...
Pumlee (-I>
ft. nbove the village).
Dang(50 ft. below village).
Simtolee (50 ft. above villnge)
Lumkhrmee Peak
Oophuraeen Peak.
Qungolee Ghat on Nyar R. (ford).
510 Mas05 (village)
P~nchoorTem~~le
Durasoo (village).
Guwanee (villa )
~oorarlour-IChX
Deha(cnmp)...
Do. do.
1 Deba Temple
Do. do.
Rhuneea-Khal
520 TulnenvillageonLukhorR
LYkoi.Kha1
Paoree Bungalow (thi& days mean).
Bohwan DeLre'sTemple..
Bunduran (village)
Mohan (30 ft. below the village).
DYkult-e Qurrd Room..

I

!

I
/

1

I

I

;-I/ 1

G.9
20.
13.3
12.8
12.8
13.3
19.5
1013.3
12'8
13.3
13.3
13.9
12.2
12.8
12.8
23.
11.7

20.
13-31
12.8
12.8
13.3
18.3
10.
13.3
12.8
13-3
13.3
1.3.9
12.2
12.8
12.8
25'
11.7

28.9

28.9

AUirudes of Places in Kumaoil.

411

P

.............1
........................
..............
....................
-'1
..................
...................

.........
......................
... .........
..... '23.092

Place of Otwrrntion.

II

Boodurpw (three day.)

........................
............

......................
...................

.........................
)
..............
.....................
......................

20.395

26.696
26.068
24.953
23.946
'24.996
23.186
25.832
Ingr)
.
Atll1-i3iiil1lreeTcmpls.
25.888
XoteeTemplr
24.704
Jnk(~illage)
25.372
Bhutaonler(aboilt 100 ft. below villge) 23.624
23'700
eoorChorrra
590 Tilkhanen-Khal
22.114
lhbree
09.698
Mine)

20.

13.3

..

..

22.2 -013

20.

2.2.2

..

,046
-020
-00.1
-007
-026
,014
'07.1
.010
-038
-008
-007
.029
.023
9047

'00Y

-024

30.067

31.1
31.1
30.5
30'5
30'5
30.5
31.1
26.7
31.1
B.3
31.1
38.3
31.1
31.1
31.7
31'1
23.3
11.7

31.1
31.1
30.5
30.5
30.5
30.5
31.1
27.2
31.1
28.3
31-1
29.5
31.1
31.1
31.7
31'1
23.9

0

d
%P(Imm+ to

F.qlutba
for

13.3

29.817
29.82
29.90
29.857
.a.857
29.79
29.735
25.000
19-77
24.996
29-84
2j.86'2
29.79
29.76
29.70
29.76'
23.834

0

Compdm~.

12.8 22.114

20'5
33.9
31.1
32.2
21.1
28.3
10.
32-8
18'3
29.4
32.2 32.2
25-5 25.5
26.1 26.1
13.3 11.7

20.5
33.9
31.1
32.2
21.7
28.3
12.2
32.8
18.3

Observation.

+

bPrt,

Trmprr
tom

r-r

Eqy.&w~

Abcolute
Altitsrle,
in Feet.

577

-679

53

630

35*387 ,gig

5,161'629.2 5,790
5,206 672.665,879
4,419 576.454,995
6,643 7'24.2 7.367
2,933 405.723,339
3,482 458.9.23,941
4,575 619..36 5,194
+1,094 11'2.33'6,401
I
4,540 376.1815,116
+1,876 152.8 7,145
3,767 510.4 4,277
6.99 4; 185
-85
4,871 631.185'503
4,162 5 6 2 4 4 , 7 2 4
5,933 726.44 6,649
0,908 72OS726,629
+1,S96 141.75 8,707

ill Feet.

*,mmts

Apprmi-

Altitirrles olPlaces and Stations iu Kumao5, deduced from Barornutried Observations.

NyathanaTree(threedap)
Kutho1.KMt
Dwu.-bath (the tank).
;
J ) , I I ~ ~ : \ - ~ K v L . Scmpla (two days).
lJuncllukrc at jii~lctionof Kothar N.
with HamgungaR
Turw Tu1
580 Lo11.l( t ~ : ~ t two
)
days.
LIII:~
(Gurhee..
"l'tce~"a'sec
lulkn).
on Khbtee R.
DewnleeKhal..
K ~ G ~ I,:cat
I , ; about.150
~
ft. below ril-

No.

.

(

Bwk,

(the Copper Mine about
50 ft. hqher.) ( 0 . )
Thia obaervstionFmmMr.

C. 0.at Knfima tent.
SeeNo.643.

i

C. 0. at Khbtee-Malee.

C. 0.at tent (Q. 6,430.)

(0.7,341.)

(Q.5,857.)

Remarks.

Altih~dnof Plucen and SWionr in Kmnaoft, deduced fmm B

.............. 25.584
...............
8.532
...........,.....
25.61
...... 25.830
.............. 25.561
...................
25.918
..
25.193
................... 25.198
21.680
..... 26.042
25.686
.................
.....................,} 375
....................... 22.776
................
25 '401
.. 21.406
.......
................... 25.008
24.62
...................
27,213
...................... 27.262
..................22.1
24,728
...................
................... 25.31518

Gooput-Karee Temple
Nnluhputun Temple
Purkundee (ump)
Ookee Muth, or OolIcee Muth..
620 Purlu~ndee(village)..
Julaea (village)
Japth (about 120 ft. below villnge)
Oorkolee (villa e)
Bnv6h (about f40 ft. above village)
Seopooree (30 a. above village).
Chapur (village)
Agurgaon ( a b u t GO it. above villago)
two days.
Agur Peak
Choundce (villaqa)
630 Bamun-Thula (00 ft. above village)
Qogulee (30 fl. U w village)
Alee (villa e)..
mod (vilLge)
Nund, Prag
Bucher (village).
Boornoroe Peak
GopCur (tent).

................ 25.392
.......... 25'841
25.082
.................
...........
27.384
.............. 26.612
27.512
...................24.752

...............
................

Qop6sur Temple..
Peepulkotee (Pee ul Trc?.)
640 Doonsee(villagef
Junct~onofBirheiG u q p
Bydana (PeepulTree)
'L1'lll
'i"'l't (ii')M 50 ".
Slinr R r l ~ l ~ r

'

P:oce of Obla~nti~n.

.................

....
........
.....................
...
.....
...................

.
.....................
.............
....................
.
...........
.....................

23.909
23.462
Koocholee (villu~~*).
21.368
Ootrlgutlhree-Khl
FIurt)ra (ilbont 100 ft. bebr village). 24*152
22.524
C'lluk-Khul..
24.276
650 Kunoor :loweat ho~13e)
24.130
KunoorTh.lu
Rundola Ghat on f h e e R ( o r ford). 25.324
24.676
S~~I~!i1ar(tp11tab0ut20Oft.~bwvillap)
25.212
1~1,v.r igr,.~on (vilhp).
24.000
C)olx~n-Kl1.11.
I ~ L I ~
(OO U
ft. below
~ ~
village)
~ I I I 25.052
24.110
~ o o n e c i ( - 1 0 ft.below village)
23.568
Do. Fort.
25.538
Mas06 (about 80 ft. below village)
25.936
660 Mothelo (40 R. above Smee R).
25'430
Juwaea(vlUage)
'25.482
Sookhnea(vill.p.)
A

I

KO.

15.6
17.8
18.3
15.6
18'9
I7*2.
12'8
13.9
15.6
3.9
16.7
11.1
16.1
14.4
4.4
17.8
16.1
12.2
16.
16.1
5.6
2017.2
12.8
12.8

0

/

I

15'6
25'6
26.7
16.1
$524.4
23.9
23.9
23.9
15.6
23.3
16.7
23.3
16.1
16.1
22.8
23.3
16.1

0

Thcmsbrm

Conpu~.

13.9 %*a18
17.8 30.11
17.8 30.11
14.4, 25.830
18-91 30.04
17.1 30.015
12.8I 30.03
12-81 30.04
13.9 30.05
3-91 23.392
16-71 30.06
10.6, '24.234
16.1' 30.08
12.8 24.361
3'3' 24.364
17.8 30.07
16. I ; 30.07
11'1 25.142
16. 30.01
15.6 30.025
3.3, 24.156
18'9' 30'10
16.7 30.07
11'1, 25.862
11.7. 25.862

0

Tbermometcn.

0buwuiLm.

13.9
23.3
16.7
'23.3
16'1
16'1
22.8
23.3
16'1

23.9

1525.6
26.7
16.1
25.
24.4
'23.9
23.9

0

.042
-012
-003
'034
,040
'056
-048
'039
-050
'032
.025
'035
'008
'060
'024
-036
'019

..

elem + t o

Altitnh,

rnd.

-75
3,942
4,717
-780
2,379
2,231
4,979
5,878
6,405
+2,296
5,664
+1,877
5,549
+'A2
-1,069
5,126
4,554
+1,191
4,669
5,683
+590
4,269
3,824

p.p.-

EpWiem

415
381
69
390
467
21
379
321
I9
19

44

50
221
200
390
459
516
87
484
109
467
14

448

4
365

+

TO-PUU

-0

I

I

{#.I

.

Rmunrb.

m. 212 and
a t Tent.
293. See
4,807{(a&C'0
4,307 Sea Nos. 244 and 290.
5,268 (a. SeeNa29I.
3,460 (a C.O. at Peepulkotee.
2,652 (a.
2,480 (n.) &e Nos. 165 u1149.
5,369 f h N0.586.
6,337
7,059 (a.)
9,489 I(a.) C.O. at Kooeholee.
6,148
8,273 (0.) C . 0 . d YuroraTent.
6,016 tba N0.332
6,277 (a,) C.O.atKamor.
4,881
5,682 a.
5,037
6,322 (a. C.O.atByrgao6.
5,059
6,150
6,773 a.) C. 0. at Tent,
4,741 a.)
4,145
C.O..tMulh&PL
4,618
4,564 {a)
Do.
DO.

Allitude,
In PssC

Ahlate

Altitudes of Places and Stations in Kumnofl, d e d u d from Barometriial Obewationr.
C

OI

e

2

3

R
2

%

[

h

E

b

Goopot-Kosee Temple
Nulohputun Ternl,le

.............. 25,584
...............
Bq61
............... 25,532

Place dObmafoo.

...................
......................
..................
...................
..............,.. ...

n.
..
.................
KO
..
......
.................
....................
.......................
................
.........
...................

.............
...................

Y*830
25.564
25.918
25.193
24.680
25.498
25.686
26.042
~~uraon(a~ut60~a*vevil~~e),j
n.375
two days..
22.776
Agur Peak
Choundee (villatje)
25'401
630 Bamun-Thula (a0 tt. above village)
Qogulee(30ft.he.lor village)
Alee (villa e)..
M Y O (vilLge)
~
Nund,Prag
I
Bucher (village).
Booranwe Peak
QopGsur (tent)

Purkundee (camp)..
Ookea H u t h , o r O . l h X a*........
620 Purhndea(vil1aga)
Julaec (village)
Jagoth (about 120 belowrillaga)
Oorblee (villa )
Baw6h (about
&above village)
Seopooree (30 R. a h village)
Chapu (village)

No.

0

15.6
18.3
22.2
13.3
10.6
12.2
21.7
P1.2
20.6
21.1
21.7
15.6

23.320
25.262
29-95
25.682
25.616
25.616
30.02
30.02
30.07
30.03
30.06
a.98

13.9 11.7 23.522
17.8, 17.8 29-97
16.1 30.06
16.1 30-07
15.6 30.13
22.2 30.13
14.4 27.124
17.8 30.09
6.1 24.768
18'3 30-10

16-7
19.1
22-2
13.3
11-11
12.8
21.7
22-21
20.6
21.1
21-7
15.6

Q

obaerration.

0

..
'006

-014
-006
-034
-035
+53
-299
4,530
5,070
4,251
4,026
3,699
6
,

-285
-284
4,070
-185

+823
4,247
5,369
4,738
5,197
2
-148
,044
5,068
0054 +3,865
-045 4,466

~015
-062
-057
-063
'062
-030
0015

-036
-033
211.4 ,045
30- '0-15
29.4 '040
-063

18.3
20.fi
28.9
2010.
10'
28.9
28.9

17.2 15.
30.
30.
28.9 28.9
29-4 29.4
29.4 29.4
28-3 28.3
18.9 18.3
26.7 16-7
19.4 18.3
26.1 26.1

19.4
20.6
28'9
20.
11.7
11.7
28.9
28.9
29.4
30.
29.4
a.9

0

lo
480
150
422

2432

47
433
515
471
499

441
13
1
13
491
553
455
440
404
608

23

20

Altitctdea of Plllcer and Stations in K m d , deduced from Barometricd Obsemationn.

4,680
6,002
5,313
5,810
2,964
2,805
5,548
8,644
4,888

7 909

r,m

4,651
4,649
4,511
4,309
5
6
4,193
5,021
5,623
4,706
4,466
4,103
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(a,)
(a.

C'O' at
((*'I
No. 303.

&a
,((a&oO$~L1hp'
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Do. 8cN0.618.
(a,)
Do.

See No. 6.20.
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Simnu
s~,l,la

100

Gh911dee (25 R above village)
Tolee-Khul.....,.
690 Bbumolee
Kothu
Svor (about 60 R. below village)
Keeehn-Qurl~ee
Bur~ooree(30ft. below village).
Oolua(30 f t . ~ l o r r i l h p )
Murora Ghat on Nyar R.
Oojargnou
Bungaon
Binsur-Khal......................
700 Musaqpo6 (60 ft. above rillage).
~ a n b
Kot
Kholir
Kuthoor

Tbnmomebm.

16.7
10.
16.7
1513.9
17.2
1511.1
13.3
10.
9.4
10.
6.7
12.8
13.9
19.4
19.4
22.8
21.7
22.8
16.1
20.
23.9

.

16.7
1015.
15.
13.3
17.2
15.
10.6
13.3
9.4
9'4
10.0
5.6
12-2
13.9
1'3.4
19.4
21.1
20.
21.7
13.3
20.
23.9

30.06
30.08
30.08
30.07
26.218
30.05
29.98
25.104
29.97
29.94
25.372
29.95
25.008
30.00
30.10
30.05
30.01
30.01
30.01
30.02
24.934
30.06
30-03
23.9
2.3'9
23.9
15.
23.9
23.9
16-71
23.9,
23.3
10.
23.3
109
22.8
21.7
21.7
21.1
. 26.7
26.7
27.2
22.8
27.6
29.4

23.9
23.9
23.9
15.
23.9
23.9
16.7
23.9
23.3
9.4
23.3
10.
22.8
21.7
21.7
21.1
26.7
26.7
27.2
21.7
27.8
29.4

23.3
g:31
13.9
23.9 23.9

Colllpui~n.

Bammekr. ~n.cbrd.j~*~lnd.
Bammhr.
Centi grade.

.....
................
........................
...........................
..... '26.242
23.974
....................
25.642
......
.......... 26.288
28.448
...........
........................
25.157
......................... 26.282
24.262
....
25.732
25.442
...........................
25.450
.............................
25.078
...........................
25.313
..........................
25.632
...........................
(
.
b
u
t
ft irlowvillage) ... 25.662
26.514
.lI~~jt.cnTeml~le
....................
Krt~:ukTrmplc....................25.826
K;\loE$oon ....................... 25'07
710 1't1tnotc.cn (on Kal-grdh R). ........ 24.67
GudGree (about 160 ft. below village) . 25.004
Gt~clBrncKhd.. ................... 22.714
Chumnun ...................... 25.38
Kanda... ........................26.096

Place of Okmation.

OEwrraUan.

---" -

.G2
.*g
'038
,067
'037
-047
'006
.036
.W5
-027
'055
-068
'003
-066
-017
'051
,040
-012
'009
-019
,024
'OB
.030
.010
-029

0045

miom + I 0

for

apu-

4,075
+370
4
,
-712
3,502
5,830
4,1'22
3,455
-2,133
3,4.55
4,524
+860
3,918
4,032
-83
4,557
-335
4,049
4,117
3,250
3,904
4,668
5,081
4,741
+2,396
4,369
3,630
327
12
331
41
304
423
341
7
128
303
374
50
311
IBZ
3
325
1.1
303
313
283
337
476
508
497
179
445
412

+

for

'Urn
Altlhld.,
in Feet. . - . I

A P P ~ -

eqmcb.

I

1

7

Remukr

t(i3

4,490 (a*)
4,890 ' ( 0 . C 0. at Q h u ~ d ~ .
4,578 liaj
3,810 (9.) C . O . a t B h w o 1 ~ .
3,806
6,388 (a.)
4,463
3,817 (a.)
1,511 (a.) C O . at Oolna.
5,833 '(a.
4,996
5,924 1 a. C.O.at BungPo".
4,314 (a.
4,doOi(aJ
4,3121(~.) C.O.atKuadr
4,980 (a.)
4,627 \(a*) C. 0. at Khola
4,439 '(a*)
4,119 ]:;tI
3,604
4,326
5,217 (a.
5,700 (a.
5,343 (u.
7,965 a.) C. O.at Gud-Tent.
4,910 /a
4,123

in me4-

Abmlrle
Altitude.

Altitudem of Place8 and Station8 in Kumao6, deduced born Barometrical Obmationh
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INDEX.
Aboo, Mount, 116
Abyssinia, Journal of a three yarn'
residence in, 268-7 7
Adam's Bridge, 7
Adowah, 270
Africa, Private Journal kept on the
Coast of, 220-9 ; Expeditions into
the lnterior of, 366-74
Aide-Memoire dn Voyageur, Analys ~ Sof, 229-40
Ajmeer. 125
Akmbat, 30 1
Apsley Strait, 130-8
Arabia, Observations on the Manners of its Southern Inhabitants,
192-206

Architecture, Native American,
compared with Polynesian, 264
Arrowsmith's Atlas, 279,320
Arthur's Table, 32
Astrabad, 315
Attok. 295
AMk, 281, 315
Azore Islands, 220-5
Bab-al-Msndib, Straits of, 200
Bagiruttee, River, 45
B&h, 304
Barneean, 301
Barbara, 199
Bathurst Island. 131-5
Raugh, 288
Berenice, 203
Berber, 319
Bir Amber, 205
h k h a r s , 306

Bolaun Pass, 288
Bourchier's Travels, 3 18
Rranco, 228
Brava Island, 226
Brooang Pass, 53
Burnes*Travels, 288-318
Cabool, 298,300
Camaountes, 2 73
Candahar, 287
Cape Verd Tslands, 995-9
Caria Island, 27
Cashmere, 69
CMS Lake, 242-49-51
Ceylon, on the possibility of hing a NavigableP~asegebetween,
and the Main Land of India, 1-25
Charjooee, 309
Chenab River, 292
Child, Islands of, 185-301
Chonos, Archipelago of, 184
Circumcision, 259
Conolly's Travels, 278-88
Coomaroh, Fall of, 36-8
Corobung.-See " MacrelGhw
Customs in India and South 8Islands compared, 260; both
compared with those in Amerioo,
253

Cuyuny, River, 26,39
Dauder, 288
Deedwana, 129
Demaun, 125
Dembea, Lake, 273
Deyrah, 42
2

~

2

INDEX.

'

Dundan Shikun, 301
Dura i Zindan, 302
Durbwnd. 312

Elboorz Chain, 285
El Jemm, Amphitheatre of, 256
Essington, Port, Memoir on, 162-81;
Description, 163 ; Soil and Productions, 164 ; Animals, 166 ;
Tides and Currents, 169; Natives, 169
Euphrates, Expedition to, 374
Falashas, 272 .
Feerozkoh, 316
Fleeming Reef, 138
Fuego Island, 225
Fullodee. 129
Geographical Arrangement and
Nomenclature, Hints on, 72-88
Gondar, 270-3
Goorgan, River, 280, 314
~ u d w kPass,
,
316
Gundamuk, 297

Hai-my, poisonous root, 30
Harbour, G m e , 213 ; Antiquities
near, 214
Harung Pass, 55
Hammamat, 204
Herat, 286
Himalaya Mountains, 41, 71
Hodida, 200
Hurdww, 41
Hmaras, 300
India, Papers on Countries on the
N.W. frontier of, 88. 129
Ind~la,ford above Attok, 295
I b c a Lake, 247

Jaif-ul-Aja 205
Jaitarun, 129
Jallore, 129
Jaysulmeer, 105-15 ; Population of,
110

Jelum, River, 292
Jeypur, 115
Jidda, 202
Joodpoor. 115-29 ; Tenure of Lands
in, 118 ; Population o i 121 ;
Commerce of, 124 ; Revenue, 126
Juan Fernandez. 183
Julalabad, 297
Jumna, River, 46,68
Jumnotree, 47, 50
Kabkbikous, Falls, 250
Kalinjur, 92-4
Kanum, 55
Kara Koottul, 302
Khiva, 282
Khoorrum, 302
Kiraueah, 336
Kohi Raba, 900
IGxkhan, 313
Koondooz, 303
Kosir, 202
Kotghar, 6 1
Kubbakunna (Plantagenet) Lake,
243

Kuldung, 53
Kumaoii, Altitudes of Stations in,
376

Kunkal, 4 1
Kurachee. 125
Kuraww, 54
Kunhee, 306
Lsbrador.

207-12 ; Fisheries of.

21 1-12

Tac Travers, 242-9
Lahore, 289

INDEX.

Languages, Malay and Polynesian,
compared, 36 1
LaptGk Pass, 55
Leesa, R i m , 55
Leh, 60
h n e e , River, 103
1.uxmoore Head, 131
MacreMh, Fall of, 34
~ a l w a11
i2
Manar, Straits of, 1-25
Marwar or Joodpoor. 112-15-29
Massaroony, River, 25.40 ; Falls of,
28

Mazenderan, 3 16
Meerta, 128
Melville Island. Memoir on, 129-62 ;
Yradnctions, 140 ; Quadrupeds,
143 ; Birds and Reptiles. 144 ;
Insects, 145 ; Sea Productions,
Climate. 147; Direases, 140 ;
Natives, 152 ; Exotic Productions, 159
Mermaid Shoal, 137
Merumeh, Mountain Chain, 33
Meshed, 286,313
Meshed-e-Mieaun, 282
Meywar, 112
Miissippi, Expedition to explore
the sources of, 240-54
Mokha, 200
Moorghab, River, 31 1
Mooederan. 3 12
Mowna Kaab, 335 .
M m n a ROE,338
Muchnee. 496
Muggrrr, 44
Mukallah, 192-9
Muzar, 304
Nagore. 127-8
Nako, 57

421

Naiwa River, 244
NewfoundlandBtation, private Jmrnal kept on, 207-20 ; Vocabulary
of Native Language, 218
Nueyur, 102-5
Nwgur, 93.96
Orders of Society ill India and the
South Sea Islands, 259; compared
with those in America, 262
Otaheite, 186-91
Oxus. supposed ancient course, 281 ;
passage at Khoju Salu, 305 ; at
Charjooee, 309
Pabur, River, 52,69
Palestine Association, i, ii
Pallee, 121
Parbusir, la9
Pareenuggur, 96
Parkur, and Desert adjoining, 92,
102 ; Population of, 93, 100
Paumbum Pass, between Ramnad
and Ramisseram, 3. 10
Peepar, 129
Pepin Lake, 249
Peshawur, 295
Pict ure-writing, Mexican, compared
with Polynesian, '266
Pind-Dadun Khan, 292
Pisheen, 287
Piniddiwin, River, 251
Pokrun, 129
Polynesian Nations, view of their
origin and migration, 258-67
Porto da Ponta do Sol, 227
Punchpuddur, Salt-workn of, 124
Punjee, 55
Puttee, 289
Quetta, 287
Rafles's Bay, 130-75

Raleigh's Peak, 32
Rams semi, 61
h e n , Point, I9
Ramisseram, Idmd of, 12
Ramnad Province, Straits w h i ~ h
separate from Ceylon, 1-26
Ramnuggur, 291
Rampore, 61
Rawil Pindee, 294
Razo, 988
Red Sea, Observations on the ancient and modem Geography of,

Sntlej, 64, 5 1
St. Antonio (Cape Verd Illmds),
22 7

St. Carlos, Port in Chi&, 847
St. Lucie (Cape Verd Islmde), 998
St. Michael's, 2 1
St. Nicolas, 229
St. Vincent (Cape Verd Islands),
226

4

Taboo, 259
T m f a l Bay, 217
192-906
Tebaco, Fall of, 33-40
Rotas, Seikh Fort, 294
Tehran, 3 17
Ryepoor, I 29
Terceira, 223
Tigd. 269
Samarcand, 307
Tonse, River, 51
Sambre, 129
Toorkrnuns, thek muisins m d
Sandwich Islnnds, Volcanoes in,
Mrmnem, 279-84,314
333-44 ; Barom&cal Measure- Toorkmun, Dead, 310
ments of, 342
Tunis, Travels in the Beylik of,
Sansadarrah, 43.67
256-8
Bayad Sbliman, 904
See~ooee,116
Ussawa, Lake, 246
Semlah, 62
Seewannu, 129
Veerawow, 93-4-6
Shoa, 269
Spanish Visit3 to Otaheite between wallotra, 129
1749-76 ; Settlement of Juan Fer- Warow Country, Guiana, 321-33
nandez, 182-9 1
wjnnepeg, Ldre. 249
Speety, River, 57-8
Suakin, 319
Zallnes, 273
Sufued Koh, 297
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